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A  N O T E  O N  T R A N S L I T E R AT I O N

I have utilized the system for transliteration of Arabic into Latin characters es-
tablished by the International Journal of Middle East Studies, and the Library
of Congress system for transliterating Hebrew, with the exception of omitting
most diacritical marks. Inevitably, however, inconsistencies emerged. This is
especially true of certain words and proper names that have become widely
recognized in English under a different spelling, or where individuals use a
particular spelling of their names in English. In these cases, I have used the
more popular spelling or the spelling used by those persons in their public
lives. Thus, the reader will find “kibbutz” instead of “kibbuts”; “Yosef Weitz”
instead of “Yosef Vaits”; “Izzat Tannous” instead of “ ‘Izzat Tannus”; “Chaim
Weizmann” instead of “Hayyim Vaitsman”; “Adnan Abdelrazek” instead of
“ ‘Adnan ‘Abd al-Raziq”; and so forth.

Arabic place names are almost always properly transliterated from their
written form and not how they are pronounced locally. For example, residents
in the village of ‘Arraba, in the northern region of Galilee, would pronounced
their village name as “ ‘Arrabi.” A village by the same name in central Pales-
tine is pronounced “ ‘Arrabeh” by its inhabitants. Villagers in Nayn would
pronounce the name of their community as “Nein.” Once again, certain
widely used alternative spellings in both Arabic and Hebrew place names
have been kept, such as “Acre” instead of the Arabic “ ‘Akka” and the Hebrew
“ ‘Akko,” and “Jerusalem” instead of the Arabic “al-Quds” and the Hebrew
“Yerushalayim.”





I N T R O D U C T I O N

In the late fall of 2000, the plane taking me home from conducting research
at the United Nations Secretariat archives in New York made a direct pass
over the city just after takeoff from LaGuardia airport. As the aircraft banked
over midtown Manhattan, I looked down and could see the exact part of town
where I had just completed several days examining documents from the
United Nations Conciliation Commission for Palestine (UNCCP) relating to
the land left behind in Israel by Palestinian refugees in 1948. Among these
documents were detailed records of almost every parcel of Arab-owned land
in Israel that the UNCCP carefully compiled in the 1950s and 1960s in the
hopes that they could prove useful should Israel ever compensate the refugees
for their losses. How poignant, I thought, that a detailed and fairly accurate
reckoning of the refugees’ losses, including the property lost by individual per-
sons, has lain behind locked doors at the UN archives in New York for nearly
four decades and thousands of miles from the Middle Eastern refugee camps
that still house descendants of the original 1948 refugees. These unutilized
records stand as mute testament to the fact that despite the considerable effort
and diplomatic activity that has been expended over the years on how to deal
with the Palestinian refugee exodus in general and the refugees’ property
claims in particular, wide-scale restitution or compensation never have been
forthcoming, and these claims remain unsettled to this day.

In focusing on the history of abandoned Palestinian refugee property and
how this question has fit into the wider Arab-Israeli conflict, this study exam-
ines one dimension of what surely ranks as one of the core unresolved issues
of that conflict: the Palestinian refugee problem. The refugees’ plight long
ago emerged both as one of the most central challenges facing the world com-
munity in the aftermath of the first Arab-Israeli war of 1948 as well as one 
of the Arab-Israeli conflict’s most intractable problems. The flight of the
refugees was the direct result of the partition of Palestine and the subsequent
war that broke out between Jews and Arabs in 1948, and constituted a socio-
economic and political tragedy of the first order of magnitude for the Arab
population of Palestine. More than 726,000 Palestinians—about one-half of
the entire population—left their homes in Palestine from late 1947 through



1948. Some fled, while others were driven out by Zionist forces. Some of the
refugees left during the Jewish-Palestinian “civil war” that broke out after the
November 29, 1947 United Nations General Assembly’s decision to partition
Palestine into Jewish and Arab states and that lasted through May 14, 1948.
This was particularly true of wealthier Palestinians in the towns and cities, the
so-called “middle class refugees.” Many of the rest of the refugees, mostly
poorer villagers, departed during the subsequent international phase of the
fighting that occurred following the entrance into the fray of forces sent by
neighboring Arab states on May 15. In the course of their flight, these
refugees left behind huge tracts of farmland, tools and animals, shops, facto-
ries, houses of worship, homes, financial assets, and personal belongings.

The refugees’ property losses only served to compound the tremendous po-
litical, social, and demographic catastrophe that had befallen them. Not only
were they refugees, but by and large destitute refugees as well. The loss of ru-
ral farmland was particularly devastating to a village society that had largely
been made up of small-scale cultivators. Their abandoned land did not repre-
sent only the loss of their homeland, but also of landed capital and, indeed,
the loss of a way of life. Unlike some of their middle-class compatriots who
managed to take some of their liquid capital with them, these rural refugees
were thus lacking the material basis for reconstructing their former liveli-
hoods in exile.

The opposite was true for the new state of Israel that emerged out of the
1948 fighting. Israel quickly extended control over the Palestinian refugees’
land, the exact scope and value of which has been and continues to be de-
bated by scholars and governments alike. Within a few short years of the
refugee exodus, the refugees’ property formally was taken over by the Israeli
government. After the war Israel had been established on a full 77 percent of
the surface area of Palestine even though Jews had owned only some 6.59 per-
cent of that surface area prior to 1948.1 While much of the resultant differ-
ence that accrued to Israel had not been owned by individual Palestinian
refugees, the huge amount of land that the refugees did abandon in their
flight proved to be an immensely valuable windfall for the struggling Israeli
state. The war helped Zionist authorities deal with the nagging demographic
“problem” that had faced them before the war: more Palestinian Arabs lived
in Palestine than Jews. How could they create a Jewish state amidst large
number of non-Jews? After 1948, four out of five of the Palestinians who had
lived in what became the Jewish state were gone. But beyond helping to re-
lieve Israel’s demographic “problem,” the vast tracts of abandoned property
proved immensely helpful to Israeli authorities on a financial level. The Is-
raeli government profited from the property by leasing some areas and selling
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much of it to the Jewish National Fund, the premier Zionist land purchasing
agency whose charter forbade it ever from alienating its land or from leasing it
to non-Jews. Produce from abandoned fields, orchards, and citrus groves was
exported for hard currency. Moveable property was sold. The government
even leased abandoned stone quarries and sold cactus fruit from abandoned
areas. Beyond this monetary gain, control of the refugees’ property allowed Is-
rael and the Jewish Agency to settle as cheaply as possible the hundreds of
thousands of new Jewish immigrants who began pouring into Israel after
1948. Some of these newcomers were Jews from Arab countries who them-
selves had left behind homes and property under duress. While declaring that
this land had been alienated permanently out of the refugees’ hands and
would not be returned, Israeli authorities pledged to compensate the refugees
for their losses. In this lies the kernel of the refugee property question.

This last point is one of the few aspects of the refugee property dilemma on
which many parties have agreed over the decades since 1948: The refugees
should be compensated for their abandoned property. Israel, the Arab states,
some Palestinians, the United States, and the United Nations have all agreed
on this issue. Yet to date, compensation has not taken place. Why? The an-
swer to that question forms one of the major subjects handled by the present
study. In short, the humanitarian dimension of the Palestinian refugee prop-
erty issue has not been resolved because the question became enmeshed in
the political dimensions of the Arab-Israeli conflict, and its importance—even
its parameters—have ebbed and flowed over the decades since the onset of
the first Arab-Israeli war of 1948. Much serious talk and research on refugee
property compensation initially took place in the first fifteen years after 1948,
especially on the part of the United Nations Conciliation Commission for
Palestine (UNCCP). The UNCCP held conferences, tried to effect compen-
sation plans, developed a general “global estimate” of the refugees’ property
losses, and eventually carried out a massive program to identify and valuate
virtually every parcel of Arab-owned land in Israel as part of its efforts on be-
half of the refugee property issue. During these early years the compensation
issue became embroiled with and complicated by a number of factors, among
which were Israel’s linkage of compensation with compensating Jewish emi-
grants from Arab countries for their own property losses; Israel’s insistence that
compensation be dealt with as part of a wider peace process; U.S. attempts to
link compensation with the controversial subject of refugee resettlement; and
the Americans’ reluctance to stray beyond certain “red lines” they had drawn
for the refugee issue (red lines that usually corresponded with Israeli stances);
the Arabs’ converse insistence that compensation could not be equated with
the abandonment of the refugees’ “right of return” (right to repatriation); and
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the different directions taken by the Arab-Israeli conflict after the 1956 Suez
War and, especially, the 1967 Arab-Israeli war, directions that sidelined the
property issue. The UNCCP’s efforts eventually foundered, the commission
ceased to function actively, and after the 1967 war the property compensation
question generally faded from active public consideration for more than two
decades. Talk of property compensation again returned to the level of active
discussion as a result of Arab-Israeli peace process that started in Madrid in
1991. This was particularly true of the Israeli-Palestinian peace process that
followed the September 1993 Oslo Accord. But little progress had been made
at all on the compensation issue by early 2003, at which point the Israeli-
Palestinian talks were stalled amidst the onset of renewed Israeli-Palestinian
violence and the virtual collapse of the peace process.

This study examines this issue with an eye toward answering certain ques-
tions. How much land did the Palestinian refugees actually leave behind in
the areas of Palestine that became Israel, and how much was it worth? Why
have the refugees’ claims to this vast amount of land and moveable property
remained unsettled over the past fifty years, despite widespread recognition of
the refugees’ right to compensation for their losses? How has the property is-
sue affected—and been affected by—the overall, changing nature of the
Arab-Israeli conflict? Why did the UN prove unable to effect compensation
for the refugees’ property and ultimately end up as at best a marginal player in
resolving the Arab-Israeli conflict? How did U.S. policies toward the conflict
and the refugees in particular contribute to the marginalization of the UN in
this regard? How have the various parties to the conflict dealt with the prop-
erty question, and why did it fade from active discussion twenty years after the
refugee exodus? How and why did Israel raise counter claims for Jewish prop-
erty in Arab countries? Who produced studies of the scope and value of Pales-
tinian refugee property, and why even today is there no consensus on this
issue? Why has the Arab-Israeli peace process, a process that has led to two
full-scale peace treaties (Israel and Egypt, and Israel and Jordan) along with
the ongoing peace talks between Israel and the Palestinians, not led to a
breakthrough on the property issue?

The Palestinian refugee property issue is examined here in roughly
chronological fashion beginning with its inception in late 1947. The study fo-
cuses broadly on the interconnectedness of this issue with the wider, ever-
changing diplomatic context of the Arab-Israeli conflict, and more narrowly
on the specific question of property compensation (as distinct from the right
of return). Among the specific aspects of this issue covered here are the legal
mechanisms by which Israel seized and utilized the land; the UN’s efforts on
behalf of property compensation in the 1950s; the Arabs’ insistence that com-



pensation not be equated with the forfeiture of the refugees’ right of repatria-
tion to their homes; American thinking to the contrary; Israel’s linkage of
compensation to compensating Jewish emigrants from the Arab world; the
various (and contradictory) Israel, Arab, and UN estimates of the scope and
value of the abandoned property; the UNCCP’s massive study of the property
question, a study that never publicly released its figures on the land’s value
(but that are presented here for the first time); the eventual failure of the
UNCCP in its compensation efforts and its relegation (as well as that of the
UN generally) to mere tertiary status in Arab-Israeli diplomacy; the fading
public prominence of the refugee property issue after 1967; and its return to
open discussion but not resolution after 1991.

In the final analysis, this study tackles the question of why the world com-
munity has not proved able to effect compensation or restitution for the 1948
Palestinian refugees and thus why the refugee property question remains un-
resolved. The central thesis it argues is that the property issue immediately
became intertwined intimately with the diplomatic vicissitudes of the wider
Arab-Israeli conflict after 1948 despite considerable global concern over the
refugees and their plight and despite repeated regional and international ef-
forts to isolate and solve this human tragedy separately from the wider politi-
cal context of the conflict. The losers in this process were of course the
refugees and their descendants. Efforts toward compensation, restitution, or
the lack of such efforts, thus were politicized and subject to the changing na-
ture of the Arab-Israeli conflict from the beginning.

Despite the rhetoric, the refugees and their property were never isolated
from the overarching context of the conflict and dealt with on a strictly hu-
manitarian level. This was played out on two different levels. First, it meant
that the refugees’ needs for resolving their property claims waxed and waned
in the minds of Arabs, Israelis, Americans, and the global community in direct
correlation to the various political and military crises that punctuated the
Arab-Israeli conflict over the decades. The early 1950s witnessed a high level
of activity on this question, given that the refugee exodus was still fresh in the
minds of all concerned and given the absence of major military flareups
among Arabs and Israelis. The outbreak of the Arab-Israeli wars of October
1956 and particularly of June 1967, however, eventually shifted the focus of
the conflict away from the refugees and other lingering problems from 1948
and toward securing peace among states on the battlefield. Israel’s growing
military strength over the decades hardened its resolve, ironically just as their
continuing defeats did for the Arabs, just as the cold war rivalry between the
United States and the USSR (Soviet Union) also changed and hardened the
conflict.
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The second level on which the property question also has been fundamen-
tally affected by the vicissitudes of the wider Arab-Israeli conflict over the
years is seen in the ways in which it was subject to the shifting conceptual ap-
proaches to the conflict that have emerged over time. These conceptual ap-
proaches were related to political and military events on the ground, but still
constituted an entirely different dimension of the conflict. In the first years af-
ter 1948, diplomatic efforts at resolving the Arab-Israeli conflict were under-
stood conceptually to involve managing the effects of 1948. In addition to
armistice agreements, borders, and cease-fire lines, the fate of the refugees dis-
placed by the fighting was another micro-level problem that loomed large on
the global stage given that the refugees constituted one of the most visible
legacies of 1948.

With flareup of armed conflict between Israel and the Arab states starting
in 1956 and most significantly in 1967, however, the world began viewing the
Arab-Israeli conflict as an ongoing interstate matter that transcended 1948.
The Arab states now saw that their involvement in fighting Israel was not lim-
ited to that first war. Diplomats viewed solving the conflict on the macro level
by arranging cease fire agreements among nations, of bringing about concili-
ation on the basis of “land for peace,” while the fate of the stateless refugees
retreated from active consideration. Another conceptual shift concerned how
the parties viewed the UN’s role in the conflict and the refugee problem in
particular. The failure of the UN to effect a resolution to either problem was
in no small way the result of American muzzling of its efforts via certain polit-
ical “red lines,” and led to the world body’s marginalization as a significant
player. Finally, the refugees were affected by their own changing conceptual-
izations of themselves. The growth of a Palestinian national movement in the
1960s and the strength of the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) hard-
ened the refugees’ earlier resolve to continue the armed struggle for their
homeland and not to accept anything that symbolized the abandonment of
their right to return to their homes, including accepting compensation for the
lost property. And just as war did not resolve the refugee property question,
neither has the Palestinian-Israeli peace process as these lines are being
drafted (early 2003). Ironically then, if the shifting nature of the conflict has
continually confounded resolution of the refugees’ property claims as it ebbed
and flowed over the decades, the supposed “end” of conflict between Israel
and some of her Arab neighbors has likewise confounded such efforts at reso-
lution.

Chapter 1 examines the Palestinian refugee exodus of 1947–1948 and
what the State of Israel did with the property the refugees left behind. It de-
tails the legal mechanisms by which the new Jewish state confiscated this



land and then utilized it for economic production, leased or sold it to a variety
of groups, associations, settlements, and the Jewish National Fund, and set-
tled it with Jewish immigrants. It also discusses initial Israel attempts to deter-
mine the scope of this land.

Chapter 2 examines early global diplomatic activity on behalf of the
refugee property question during the first several years after the refugee exo-
dus. Particularly important in this regard was the establishment of the
UNCCP, which would be the agency that expended the greatest amount of
energy on the refugee property question over the years. The UNCCP soon
produced the Global Estimate, the first of two official reckonings of the scope
and value of refugee land that the commission would produce. The chapter
also studies the reasons why its failure to realize progress on the issue
prompted the UNCCP to adopt a new, less ambitious role for itself within a
few short years of functioning.

The third chapter examines early Israeli policies toward the refugee prop-
erty issue in the 1950s and 1960s, including Israel’s decision to link Pales-
tinian refugee compensation with counter claims for compensation for Jewish
property abandoned in Arab countries. The question of German reparations
to Israel also became wrapped up in the politics of the refugee issue. During
this time the UNCCP was able to make some progress on the property issue
by arranging for Israel to release frozen refugee bank accounts. Chapter 4
deals with early international activity on behalf of the question, including
Arab and UN estimates of the property’s value and the international political
activity on behalf of compensation. It also notes how the 1956 Suez War
shifted the Arab-Israeli conflict in a direction that further sidelined attempts
to compensate the refugees.

Chapter 5 is devoted entirely to the second and most thorough of the
UNCCP’s attempts to calculate the scope and value of refugee property
losses, the Technical Program. Completed from 1952 to 1964, the results of
this study still remain the most thorough and accurate reckoning of the ques-
tion despite criticism directed at it both by Arabs and Israelis. Although the
UNCCP publicly released figures on the scope of the property, it kept the
value of the property secret, literally locked up in the UN Secretariat archives
in New York. This chapter reveals these figures for the first time. Chapter six
examines the follow up to the Technical Program, including the UNCCP’s
Johnson Mission and other activities that explored whether or not compensa-
tion for the refugees could be arranged. It also discusses the effective demise
of the UNCCP in 1966. Finally, the last chapter looks at how the refugee
property question was affected by the vicissitudes of the Arab-Israeli conflict as
the struggle meandered from war to cold peace, to war again, and eventually
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to a halting peace process. The chapter examines how the June 1967 Arab-
Israeli war further minimized the property question and also sheds light on
how the Arab-Israeli peace process has revived the issue since 1991, particu-
larly as a variety of Jewish, Israeli, Arab, and Palestinian parties have sought
statistics and data to support their eventual claims for compensation or, in the
case of some Palestinians, restitution.

This study reflects research carried out on a number of levels and in a
number of places in six countries on three continents. The main basis for this
study are primary source documents. In the course of my research I con-
ducted and commissioned research into primary archival sources at the Cen-
tral Zionist Archives in Jerusalem; the Israel State Archives in Jerusalem; the
British Public Records Office in London; the United Nations Secretariat
archives in New York; the United States National Archives and Records Ad-
ministration in College Park, Maryland; and the Jordanian National Li-
brary/Center for Documents and Documentation in Amman. I also carried
out research into non-archival primary sources at several offices of the Jorda-
nian government in Amman and at the Institute for Palestine Studies (IPS) in
Washington and Beirut. At IPS I was able to access the records produced by
the UNCCP’s Technical Program from 1952 to 1964. A full listing of these
sources, as well as other primary and secondary sources, is found in the bibli-
ography.
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C H A P T E R  O N E

REFUGEE FLIGHT AND ISRAELI POLICIES TOWARD

ABANDONED PROPERTY

In 1948, during the first Arab-Israeli war, 726,000 Palestinian Arabs—one-half
of the entire Arab population of Palestine—fled or were driven out of their
homes in Palestine by Zionist forces. In the process they left behind farmland,
tools and animals, homes, factories, bank accounts, and personal property. Is-
rael did not allow the mass repatriation of the refugees and quickly confis-
cated their property. In this lies the genesis of the refugee property issue.

In recent years much has been written about the massive exodus of Pales-
tinians from their homes but it is beyond the scope of this study to revisit this
issue to any detailed extent. The entire issue remains to some extent shrouded
in controversy, particularly concerning the causes of the refugees’ flight. Did
they voluntarily leave their homes out of fear of the fighting? Were they moti-
vated by fear of Zionist atrocities, such as that at the village of Dayr Yasin out-
side Jerusalem in April 1948? Or were they expelled by Zionist forces in a
campaign of ethnic cleansing? And if this was the case, was this part of a some
wider Zionist plot to use the war as an opportunity to rid Palestine of as many
of its Palestinian Arab inhabitants as possible, or was it done by local military
commanders who wanted to remove potential enemy combatants from be-
hind their lines? It appears that it was a combination of fear of battle, fear of
atrocities, and deliberate expulsion that explains why some 726,000 members
of an overwhelmingly settled, rural population attached to its homes and
fields would abandon them.

Flight of the Refugees

There were distinct waves of Palestinians fleeing their homes, and the
refugees can be divided into socioeconomic categories. The so-called “middle
class refugees” from the towns and cities constituted the first wave of the
refugee exodus, and fled as the fighting between Zionist military organiza-
tions and local Palestinians began to escalate shortly after the United Nations
partition decision of November 29, 1947. More well-to-do Palestinians in
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towns either harboring mixed Jewish-Arab populations or that were immedi-
ately adjacent to Jewish communities began leaving their homes and property
for the safety of surrounding Arab cities like Cairo and Beirut as early as De-
cember 1947. That month saw the first movement of urban dwellers from
Haifa and Jaffa, followed by an exodus from the Qatamon district in western
Jerusalem in January 1948. The sharp escalation of urban fighting in mixed
towns by the spring of 1948 prompted further departures, especially following
the capture of Haifa by Zionist forces on April 21–22, 1948.

Many of these Palestinian urban dwellers were quite wealthy. They left be-
hind not only luxurious homes replete with expensive furniture and other
consumer goods but also shops, warehouses, factories, machinery, and other
commercial property. This was in addition to financial assets like bank ac-
counts and valuables such as securities held in safe deposit boxes in banks.
Others left behind large citrus groves. Not only were the trees and land tem-
porarily abandoned but so too were irrigation pipes, water pumps, and other
capital goods present on the land. None felt that their departure was anything
more than a temporary move away from a war zone.

The other sector of the refugee population were the villagers from the
countryside. The Hagana, the official militia of the Zionist movement in
Palestine, and other Zionist forces began assaulting strategically located Arab
locales that they felt constituted a threat to Jewish settlements and supply
lines, just as Arab forces attacked Jewish settlements. But in many ways the
greatest impetus for the refugee flight came when Zionist forces began to ini-
tiate a full-scale offensive in the spring of 1948 against Palestinian villages that
lay outside of the area assigned to the so-called Arab state by the UN partition
plan. As the fighting spread, Palestinian villagers began to leave an environ-
ment replete with mutual violence, atrocities against civilian populations, and
fear. Like their urban counterparts, they left behind—temporarily they be-
lieved—their homes, farms, farm animals and equipment, and personal prop-
erty. Generally not possessing bank accounts like their urban counterparts,
some buried money in the ground for safekeeping.

By May 1, 1948, 100,000 persons had fled the civil war between Zionist
and Palestinian fighters, the latter assisted by a force of foreign Arab volun-
teers called the Arab Liberation Army. They abandoned ninety villages in the
process.1 The large-scale fighting between Israeli and Arab armies that began
in mid-May 1948 and eventually lasted until armistice agreements were
signed in 1949 created a total of 726,000 Palestinian refugees who fled into
Lebanon, Syria, Jordan, the West Bank, and Gaza, as well as Egypt, Iraq, and
beyond. Middle- and upper-class Palestinian urbanites moved in with rela-
tives or rented new accommodations. The poor were relegated to refugee



camps. The war also triggered the exodus of 30,000 Syrian, Lebanese, Egyp-
tian, Jordanian, and Iraqi Arabs living in Palestine as well.2 In total, these per-
sons left behind a massive amount of moveable and immoveable property, the
scope and value of much of which could not be proven either with deeds or
by other documents.

By the end of 1948, vast stretches of Palestinian farmland, towns, and vil-
lages lay vacant. By the spring of 1949, the untilled fields were covered with
wildflowers.3 An American who traveled through Israel in 1951 described the
sight of the abandoned towns and villages in this way:

As we went through Israel, the former Arab villages were a broken, dis-
torted mass of mud bricks and falling walls. They were slowly going
back into the earth where they came. In the cities, the Arab quarters
were being demolished for new streets and modern shops . . . .These old
buildings, already partially demolished by the war, were unsanitary and
unsafe for habitation. They had to be torn down so that the incoming
Jewish refugees would not live in them and so that modern sanitation,
water mains, sewers and wide streets could replace them.4

Not all Palestinian refugees were content merely to mourn their lost homes
and fields from their new refugee camps. Some began infiltrating through Is-
raeli lines to retrieve property or till their overripe fields, risking being shot in
the process, as hundreds were. In at least one case, they chose certain death
over the mere risk of death: one distraught Haifa businessman who had left
behind his home and business only to end up in a refugee camp in the Jordan
Valley near Jericho took his two sons behind their tent quarters one day in
November 1948, shot them, and then turned the gun on himself.5

Israeli authorities found themselves in possession of a major economic and
demographic windfall in the form of the massive amount of refugee land at
their disposal. Exactly how much land the refugees left behind has been the
subject of numerous and contradictory studies over the years since 1948. One
reason for the difficulties in determining the scope of the property is that
British mandatory authorities never completed a thorough cadastral account-
ing of land in Palestine. Various individuals and official bodies that study the
question of refugee property ran against this problem of inadequate sources
for documentation. Compounding the difficulty, what records had been cre-
ated by the British were scattered as a result of the fighting. This entire subject
is discussed in great detail later in this study.

Even determining the number of abandoned villages is problematic, in
part because the definition of a “village” has varied from source to source. Not
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all locales from which the refugees came were recognized officially as settle-
ments in the eyes of mandatory authorities, who therefore kept no informa-
tion on them nor included them on survey maps. Because others were so
small or only populated during part of the year they similarly never were con-
sidered “true” villages. Defining the term “abandoned” also has proven diffi-
cult. Some villages were abandoned totally, while only part of the population
fled in others. Such imprecision also has bedeviled attempts to determine
how many abandoned villages were razed later by the Israelis.

Over the decades several studies have attempted to quantify the number of
villages abandoned by Palestinians in 1948. In some cases, researchers also
have tried to determine how many of these villages later were destroyed. Most
estimates mention between 360 and 429 destroyed villages. The Israeli gov-
ernment cited a figure of 360 abandoned villages to the U.S. State Depart-
ment in 1949.6 A study from the 1960s by the Palestinian lawyer Sabri Jiryis
claimed that 374 abandoned Palestinian communities were destroyed by the
Israelis.7 Anti-Zionist Jewish activist Israel Shahak cited a figure of 385 de-
stroyed villages in 1973.8 Recent studies by Israeli and Palestinian scholars
also vary, with Israeli estimates once again somewhat lower. Israeli scholar
Benny Morris’s detailed study of the question produced a figure of 369 aban-
doned localities.9 Palestinian geographer Ghazi Falah cited a figure of 418
“depopulated” villages,10 the same number as Palestinian scholar Walid 
Khalidi’s thorough study of the issue (Falah and Khalidi used some of the
same sources, which helps account for the fact that they arrived at the same
figure).11 Basheer Nijim and Bishara Muammar claim the highest number of
“destroyed” villages: 427 and possibly 429.12

Nijim and Muammar’s work indicates the geographical spread of the de-
stroyed villages they uncovered, and also notes which districts ended up as
part of Israel, the West Bank, and/or Gaza (see table 1.1). A more detailed dis-
cussion of the various estimates for the scope of the refugees’ land appears
later in this study.

The question of to what degree Jewish authorities deliberately expelled
Palestinians is a hotly contested one.13 For many historians of the Arab-Israeli
conflict, the issue comes down to whether Zionist authorities ordered the de-
liberate expulsion of the Palestinians according to a master plan of ethnic
cleansing. It is beyond dispute that some expulsions occurred as it is that, even
before the fighting began, various figures in the Zionist movement were ac-
tively investigating the idea of what they euphemistically called “transferring”
the Palestinians out of the country. One such person was Yosef Weitz of the
Jewish National Fund [Heb.: Keren Kayemet le-Yisra’el]. Weitz was born in



Russia in 1890 and immigrated to Ottoman Palestine in 1908. He began
working for the Jewish National Fund ( JNF) in 1918. The JNF was estab-
lished by the World Zionist Organization [Heb.: ha-Histadrut ha-Tsiyonit;
later, ha-Histadrut ha-Tsiyonit ha-‘Olamit] in December 1901 to acquire land
in Ottoman Syria for the establishment of a Jewish state. It acquired its first
land in Palestine in 1904. In 1907, the JNF was incorporated in London as
the Jewish National Fund, Ltd., although its offices were located on the con-
tinent and moved several times over the decades. Starting in 1932, Weitz had
risen to serve as the director of the JNF’s Land Development Division. He was
also involved in the establishment of the Histadrut, the all-encompassing
Zionist labor federation.
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TABLE 1.1 Palestinian Villages Destroyed in 1948, by Mandatory District

District Sub-District
No. of Villages

in 1948 Demolished

Galilee Safad 83 78
Acre 64 29
Tiberias 29 24
Nazareth 31 4
Baysan 33 31

Haifa Haifa 72 45
Samaria Jenin * 19 6

Tulkarm * 34 4 (maybe 6)
Nablus ** n/a n/a

Lydda Ramla * 56 56
Jaffa 26 26

Jerusalem Ramallah ** n/a n/a
Jerusalem * 41 37
Hebron * 19 15

Gaza Gaza * 46 46
Beersheba 26 26

TOTAL DESTROYED 427 (maybe 429)

* � subdistricts that ended up both in Israel and the West Bank and/or Gaza
** � subdistricts that ended up in the West Bank only
Source: Basheer K. Nijim, ed., with Bishara Muammar, Toward the De-Arabization
of Palestine/Israel 1945–1977. Published under the Auspices of The Jerusalem Fund
for Education and Community Development (Dubuque, Iowa: Kendall/Hunt Pub-
lishing Company, 1984).
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By 1948, Weitz was one of the most knowledgeable Zionist land officials in
the country. While he was not a leading political figure in the Zionist move-
ment but rather a JNF bureaucrat, he had considerable access to such top of-
ficials and made his views known. He was indefatigable in his zeal for
pursuing the twin Zionist goals of acquiring land in Palestine and settling it
with Jewish immigrants to build the Jewish national home. Indeed, his deter-
mination to pour his life into the Zionist project was deepened by personal
tragedy. His son Yehi’am was killed by Palestinians in northwestern Galilee in
1946 while participating in a raid carried out by the full-time Zionist strike
force, the Palmah. A kibbutz in his name was erected nearby that same year.
Weitz’s determination to continue his work furthering the Zionist goal of
building the Jewish state “dunum by dunum” (one dunum = 1,000 sq.m.)
only intensified during the critical years of 1946–48. Weitz’s dream of a Jewish
state included little room in it for the indigenous Palestinian population, who
still outnumbered Jews two to one by the time that the United Nations voted
to partition Palestine into neighboring Jewish and Arab states in November
1947. Many Zionist leaders had run up against this over the decades. Some
simply seemed to ignore the demographic reality that the state they were
building would consist of an Arab majority. Others actively pondered ways to
solve what was called the “Arab problem.” This became particularly true after
the UN partition vote, when it became clear that 45 percent of the population
within the proposed Jewish state would be Palestinian.

Weitz was one of the latter types of Zionists, and the idea of “transferring”
Palestinians out of the Jewish state occupied his thoughts for several years be-
fore the momentous events of 1948. Weitz met with the surveying engineer
and JNF land valuer Zalman Lifshits in Jerusalem in December 1946 to dis-
cuss the future of the Zionist endeavor. Lifshits stated that they needed to col-
lect detailed information on Palestinian villages in the country. Weitz
countered with a hard-line vision of transferring the Palestinians completely
out of the country. He detailed his ideas in his diary:

It should be clear to us that there is no room in Palestine for these two
peoples. No “development” will bring us to our goal of independent na-
tionhood in this small country. Without the Arabs, the land will be-
come wide and spacious for us; with the Arabs, the land will remain
sparse and cramped . . . .The only solution is Palestine, at least Western
Palestine [i.e., Palestine without Transjordan], without Arabs. There is
no room here for compromises!14



Weitz and Lifshits agreed to try to work toward this goal. In fact, in 1948 they
served together on a committee that investigated transfer (see below).

When the fighting broke out in 1948, Weitz believed that it provided a
golden opportunity to effect such a transfer. By the spring of that year, thou-
sands of Palestinians were already in flight and leaving behind large stretches
of land. For Weitz, the proper course of action was simple: prevent their re-
turn and take over their land. On May 20, 1948, Weitz noted in his diary that
the refugee flight would create “a complete territorial revolution . . . .The
State is destined to expropriate . . . their land.” 15 Once the fighting was under-
way, he would move to realize this.

Initial Israeli Attitudes Toward Util izing Refugee Land

The flight of the refugees and their massive property losses presented both
challenges and opportunities for the Jewish population of war-torn Palestine
and its leadership, already consumed with the war. During the fighting, the
Jewish Agency for Palestine [Heb.: ha-Sokhnut ha-Yehudit le-Erets Yisra’el]
and, after May 1948, the Provisional Government of Israel, quickly recog-
nized the major challenge presented by the refugee flight: preventing a return
of the refugees to their lands behind Jewish lines where they could pose a
demographic and potential military threat. The Jewish conquests of Pales-
tinian towns and villages had left large areas vacant of their populations and,
like Weitz, other Zionists also were determined to capitalize on this situation
by preventing the refugees from returning. Indeed, some spoke of the refugee
flight in emotion-charged terms. As early as June 1948, Israeli Provisional For-
eign Minister Moshe Shertok (later Sharett) noted the possibilities presented
by the huge demographic vacuum created by the still-developing refugee
flight as follows:

The opportunities which the present position [the refugee flight] open
up for a lasting and radical solution of the most vexing problem of the
Jewish State are so far-reaching as to take one’s breath away. Even if a
certain backwash is unavoidable, we must make the most of the mo-
mentous change with which history has presented us so swiftly and so
unexpectedly. 16

Weitz expressed similar sentiments shortly after the war:
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To begin with we must admit in retrospect that the flight of the Arabs
was a positive development. It was a miracle almost as great as the [an-
cient Hebrew] exodus from Egypt. I cannot imagine how we would
have shaped and stabilized the state had the Arabs remained . . . .The
flight of the Arabs came like a gift from heaven, and we should not be-
little it.17

The Zionist leader and first president of Israel, Chaim Weizmann, spoke
frankly to the first American ambassador to Israel of the refugee exodus as a
“miraculous simplification of our tasks” and evoked the Holocaust when dis-
missing international concern about the refugees. Weizmann groused:

What did the world do to prevent this genocide [the Holocaust]? Why
now should there be such an excitement in the UN and the Western
capitals about the plight of the Arab refugees? 18

Interestingly, the Palestinians’ leadership in the Arab Higher Committee
(AHC) also initially opposed the repatriation of the refugees as the war was
winding down and the full scope of the refugee tragedy was becoming appar-
ent. An August 1948 AHC note to the Arab League that was published in
Syria rejected the notion of repatriation at that point in time because it would
constitute recognition of the new state of Israel and would place the returnees
in the position of being Israeli hostages.19

For Israeli authorities, preventing a return of the refugees was one thing.
But deciding to take hold of their lands and exploit them for agricultural pur-
poses or even for settling Jews was quite another. Here they were overtaken by
events in the confusion of wartime and the preoccupation of the fledgling pro-
visional government with the military situation. Some Jews began sponta-
neously to move into abandoned Palestinian homes in the towns and cities in
the spring of 1948 while the battles still were being waged. The population of
the Jewish Quarter of Jerusalem’s Old City, for example, surrendered to the
Jordanian Arab Legion on May 28, 1948 and was expelled across the front lines
into Jewish West Jerusalem. The next day, the UN official Pablo de Azcárate
witnessed some of them moving into the abandoned Palestinian houses in the
upscale Qatamon district. He noted that some were living in “the magnificent
houses which had been abandoned by their Arab owners in the early days of
the struggle.”20 Some 1,200 Jewish refugees from the Old City eventually
moved into Qatamon in addition to 4,800 others, mostly women, children,
and the elderly.21 Israeli soldiers with tanks seized abandoned areas in Jaffa.22
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Jews began settling in Ramla in November 1948. Some new Jewish immi-
grants who were Holocaust survivors had initially been housed in rural kib-
butzim. Having found their barracks-like accommodations in the kibbutzim
too similar to those they faced in the Nazi concentration camps, they broke
into Palestinian homes in Haifa. They took over well-appointed homes in
such Palestinian quarters of the city as Wadi Nisnas and along ‘Abbas Street.
While the homes taken over in Qatamon had been abandoned, some of these
homes were in fact still occupied by Palestinians who had remained. Some
Jews simply evicted the owners by force. One Palestinian, Sa‘id ‘Atma, re-
ported that Jews broke into his home, assaulted him, threw out his furniture,
and began living in his house.23

Along with squatters taking up residence in empty Palestinian homes came
a wave of looting of Arab homes by Jewish soldiers and civilians. The entire
contents of expensive homes were carted away. Electric fixtures, plumbing
pipes, and other such items were also removed. Although a Custodian of Ab-
sentee Property was created to protect the refugees’ property (see below), this
office reported to the new Israeli parliament, the Knesset, in April of 1949 that
only £I4 million in moveable refugee property ever reached its storerooms.
Millions more had been looted.24 The UN estimated that the moveable prop-
erty looted from the Arab College alone, located on Jabal al-Mukkabir (the
Mt. of Evil Counsel), in Jerusalem, and occupied by Israeli troops during the
second truce in September 1948, was worth £P18,000.25 Despite “stiff jail sen-
tences” meted out by the provisional government in an attempt to prevent
looters, Israeli authorities were unable to contain the wholesale theft of Pales-
tinian property.26 Some Jews exploited the chaos of wartime to ransack the
homes of fellow Jews as well. A group of Jewish residents of the Talpiyot and
Sanhedriya sections of Jerusalem later submitted a bill to the Israeli govern-
ment for the contents of “scores” of their homes looted by Israeli troops.27

Soon more organized attempts to place Jewish immigrants into Palestinian
homes were underway. Jewish Agency ( JA) head and future prime minister
David Ben Gurion issued orders to the Hagana to begin settling Jews in cap-
tured Palestinian homes early in the war. In fact, he instructed the Hagana’s
commander in Jerusalem, David Shaltiel, to settle Jews in captured Pales-
tinian areas of Jerusalem in early February 1948.28 Nor did he intend that this
be done on a temporary basis pending a final resolution of the Palestinian
refugee problem; Ben Gurion was one of the Zionist leaders who early on had
decided upon the permanent alienation of urban Palestinian property into
Jewish hands. When speaking of using refugee homes in Jaffa for Jewish im-
migrants, Ben Gurion stated in May 1948 that “[t]he property belongs to the
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government” and “Jaffa will be a Jewish city. War is war.”29 In 1949, Yitshak
Ben Tsvi, a MAPAI politician and member of the pre-state national council
called the Va’ad Leumi (in 1952 he would become the second president of Is-
rael), justified the seizure of abandoned housing by citing the need to placate
Jewish donors abroad:

If we go to the leaders of the Jewish communities abroad they too will
ask how the vacant Arab residences were occupied. With more than
400,000 people evacuated and only 70,000 settled, it could be inter-
preted as negligence on our part. The proper utilization of abandoned
residences is imperative.30

Officials of a variety of both Israeli government offices and Zionist institu-
tions such as the Jewish Agency’s Absorption Department [Heb.: Mahleket
ha-Kelita] began formally to allow Jews to take up residence in abandoned
refugee housing by the fall of 1948. As the former British barriers to Jewish
immigration disappeared beginning in May 1948, Israel threw its doors open
to new Jewish settlers and began placing many of them in Palestinian refugee
dwellings. In September of that year, a four-member ministerial committee
was established to divide up Palestinian apartments in Jaffa.31 The first new
Jewish immigrants to receive housing in urban refugee homes were those
whom the British had turned away from Palestine in the mid and late-1940s
and interned in detention camps in Cyprus, as well as former residents of Dis-
placed Persons Camps in Europe and new Bulgarian immigrants. As the first
new arrivals, they received the best choices of Arab homes and apartments in
Jaffa, Lydda, and Ramla. Jews from North Africa were next in line, and moved
into accommodations in Jaffa and Haifa.32 By 1952, the Jerusalem Town Plan-
ning Commission had drawn up a planning scheme for the city that included
all of West Jerusalem, not just the formerly Jewish neighborhoods. They
clearly had accepted as a fait accompli the Jewish takeover of Palestinian
homes in districts like Qatamon, Greek Colony, Baq‘a, and other areas and
made plans on the assumption that this situation would never change.

As a result of both the spontaneous and planned occupation of Palestinian
homes by Jews, the numbers of Jews living in abandoned Arab urban districts
began to swell. By April 1949, leaders of the main Zionist political party, 
MAPAI, noted that a total of 75,000 new immigrants were living in the Pales-
tinian quarters of the formerly mixed cities of Haifa, Safad, Jaffa, and
Jerusalem; 16,000 in the formerly Palestinian towns of Ramla, Lydda, and
Acre; and 18,800 others in abandoned Palestinian villages.33 By 1950, the



number of new immigrants occupying refugee homes reached 7,000 in
Jerusalem, 1,500 in Baysan, and 2,000 in al-Majdal.34 Between May 1948 and
May 1952, 123,669 of a total of 393,197 new immigrants were settled in
refugee homes.35 The total number of Jews settled in urban Palestinian resi-
dences eventually were as shown in table 1.2

Some of the new Jewish immigrants were not settled in the towns but in
Palestinian homes in abandoned villages. This was particularly true for Jews
from Middle Eastern and North African countries whom Zionist officials
deemed socioeconomically suitable for rural agricultural life. By February
1950, some 15,000 were given housing in abandoned Palestinian villages.36 In
this context the Absorption Department of the Jewish Agency allowed Jews to
move into the abandoned village of Dayr Yasin just west of Jerusalem, the
scene of the most notorious Zionist massacre of Palestinians of the 1948 war,
although such Jews as the scholar Martin Buber had publicly opposed the
move. After its initial inspection by health authorities in August 1948, just
four months after the massacre, the JA allowed immigrants from Poland, Slo-
vakia, and Romania to settle there. The new villagers plowed under 20
dunums of olive trees and began growing plums and grapes instead in the vil-
lage that was renamed Giv‘at Sha’ul Bet.37 In total, one-third of all immi-
grants entering Israel during the years of peak immigration in the late 1940s
and early 1950s found accommodations in Palestinian refugee homes (more
on the settlement of rural refugee land is found below).
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TABLE 1.2 Number of Jews Settled in Abandoned Urban Properties

Town Number of Jewish Settlers

Acre 5,000
Haifa 40,000
Jaffa 45,000
Jerusalem (400 apartments in the Greek Colony, German Colony, Baq‘a

districts for government officials who moved from Tel Aviv)
Haifa 40,000
Lydda 8,000
Ramla 8,000
TOTAL 146,000 (plus government officials in Jerusalem)

Source: Tom Segev 1949: The First Israelis. Arlen Neal Weinstein, English language
editor. An Owl Book (New York: Henry Holt and Co., 1998), pp. 76, 78
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While Zionist officials in the cities were exploiting the flight of urban
Palestinians, Yosef Weitz looked to the countryside in the spring of 1948. In
late May of that year, he proposed to the new Israeli government that he be al-
lowed to establish what he called a “Transfer Committee” to investigate
proactive ways in which Israel could take advantage of the course of events
and prevent a return of Palestinian refugees to their villages. Although he did
not receive official cabinet approval to operate, Weitz simply formed the com-
mittee and went about his business. Working with him were two other sea-
soned officials with experience dealing with Arabs and/or land: Eliyahu
Sasson and ‘Ezra Danin. Sasson was a Syrian Jew born in Damascus in 1902
as Ilyas Sasson. A native speaker of Arabic, he was involved in Arab nationalist
politics in Damascus before immigrating to Palestine in 1927. He directed the
Jewish Agency’s Arab Division from 1933–48 and later worked as director of
the Middle Eastern Affairs Department of the Israeli Ministry of Foreign Af-
fairs. Danin’s father, Yehezkel Suchowolsky, immigrated from Europe to
Palestine in 1886. ‘Ezra was born in Jaffa in 1903, and became an orange
grove owner. From 1940 to 1948 he served under Sasson in the Jewish
Agency’s Arab Division and later became a long-time special advisor on Arab
and Middle Eastern affairs in the Israeli Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

Together the three men wrote a memorandum entitled “Retroactive Trans-
fer. A Scheme for the Solution of the Arab Question in the State of Israel.”
Weitz presented it to Ben Gurion on June 5, 1948. The memorandum con-
tained an ambitious proposal to consolidate Israeli territorial gains during the
fighting. Weitz proposed that Israeli authorities prevent the return of Pales-
tinian refugees; prevent Palestinian farmers from cultivating their abandoned
fields; settle Jewish immigrants in 90 abandoned villages (20 of which lay
within the boundaries of the UN-designated Arab state); and destroy the re-
mainder of the abandoned villages. Ben Gurion reportedly agreed with the
findings, but opposed destruction of large numbers of villages and wanted to
create more a formal committee.38

Weitz was not to be deterred, however. Although Ben Gurion refused to au-
thorize Weitz’s sweeping suggestions formally, he did favor shorter term uses 
of the refugees’ land. Jews quickly began taking over abandoned Palestinian
farmland as well once the military situation stabilized by mid-June 1948 and
the Israeli army essentially had neutralized any Arab threats. Initially, this
movement was not for settlement purposes as Weitz wanted but for immediate
economic reasons. Agricultural settlements were anxious to harvest the ripen-
ing grain left by the Palestinians to help compensate the wartime Jewish econ-
omy for losses suffered during the fighting. As early as the spring of 1948,



Jewish farmers began harvesting the grain left by their former Palestinian
neighbors. Some of these actions were carried out spontaneously; in other in-
stances, the military supervised these operations. The Hagana’s Department of
Arab Affairs sold the rights to harvest grain from abandoned fields to Jewish
agents. In order to coordinate the usage of abandoned fields in a more central-
ized fashion, Zionist agencies stepped in to formalize more orderly procedures.

The most important Jewish agricultural planning organization during the
mandate had been the Histadrut’s Agricultural Center (Heb.: ha-Merkaz ha-
Hakla’i). The center was the link between the Histadrut—and from there, the
kibbutz movement—and the World Zionist Organization. It was the Agricul-
tural Center that discussed matters of land allocation, etc., with the WZO and
generally coordinated the agricultural activities of Jewish settlements by
grouping individual settlements into block committees and regional councils.
Given its central role in the creation of centralized Zionist plans for settle-
ment and agriculture, it was the Agricultural Center and its regional councils
that began entertaining applications for permission to cultivate abandoned
farms from individual settlements and signing lease agreements with them.
For example, the kibbutz Bet ha-Shittah sought the Center’s permission in
July 1948 to use some 5,400 dunums of refugee land in the villages of Yubla
and al-Murassas. The Gilboa Regional Council later approved the request.39

In October 1948, Weitz and Avraham Hartsfeld of the Agricultural Center di-
vided an additional 23,500 dunums of refugee land in Yubla, al-Murassas,
Kafra, Qumiya, and Zir‘in to Gush Nuris [Nuris Bloc] settlements.40

In June 1948, the provisional government of Israel itself decided to get in-
volved with assigning usage of refugee farmland rather than leave the matter
totally to Zionist agencies and committees. By December 1948, the Israeli gov-
ernment had extended £I400,000 to kibbutzim to cultivate some 115,000
dunums of refugee land.41 A nationwide survey was carried out to classify land
and soil qualities. Yitshak Gvirts, formerly head of the Hagana’s Department of
Arab Affairs, began working with the Ministry of Agriculture to lease refugee
farmland to Jewish settlements and individual Jewish farmers. Gvirts also had
recently been a member of the Committee for Abandoned Arab Property that
was established in March 1948 and was now head of the Department for the
Property of Absentee Owners within the Ministry of Minority Affairs. Most
abandoned areas in the northern and central parts of Palestine were leased to
nearby Jewish settlements. In the central and southern areas of the Sharon
Plain, however, private sector Jewish farmers from Hadera, Nes Tsiyona, and
Petah Tikva also were involved.42 However, because it was a new institution
with little institutional history, the Ministry of Agriculture turned back to the
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Histradrut’s Agricultural Center to oversee the leases given as it had been do-
ing so since the spring of 1948 anyway. The Agricultural Center in turn
worked with its regional committees and with the Farmers’ Organization
[Heb.: Irgun ‘Ovedei ha-Falha]. To devise an orderly plan for distributing
refugee land, the Agricultural Center established a committee in July 1948 to
meet with the various regional councils. Gvirts also served on this committee,
along with Z. Stein, Y. Shutsberg, and Y. Levi.43

Jewish agricultural settlements from across the political spectrum began
petitioning to lease abandoned refugee land during the summer of 1948.
These included socialist kibbutzim (communal farms) as well as less commu-
nal moshavim and religious settlements. The following settlement move-
ments, each representing a different ideological current, leased refugee land:
ha-Kibbutz ha-Artsi—ha-Shomer ha-Tsa‘ir, a kibbutz movement oriented to-
ward the semi-Marxist MAPAM party; ha-Kibbutz ha-Me’uhad, another kib-
butz movement oriented toward MAPAM, with some of its members
associated with the left-wing of the main labor party, MAPAI; Hever ha-
Kevutsot, the kibbutz movement that leaned toward MAPAI; Po‘alei Agudat
Yisra’el, the labor wing of the religious Agudat Yisra’el party; and various
moshavim. Unlike communal kibbutzim, the extent of cooperation found on
moshavim consisted of group marketing of crops. Individual farmers lived on
their own and farmed their own separate land.

The question lingered, however, of going beyond simply using the aban-
doned villages’ land to expropriating the land and settling it with Jews. The is-
sue arose again during the summer of 1948 when the Israeli army destroyed
villages during its operations. Weitz’s Transfer Committee had proposed such
destruction to Ben Gurion in May 1948. Believing that no one specifically
had told him not to go ahead and that Shertok was reporting on his activities
to Ben Gurion, Weitz pressed ahead with the Transfer Committee’s plans to
destroy abandoned villages in June and July 1948. Table 1.3 lists some of those
he had destroyed.Although Weitz’s program provoked intense criticism within
some quarters in the Israeli government who disagreed with destroying aban-
doned villages, he carried out the demolitions anyway.

The Legal Basis for Israeli Expropriation: The Custodian 
of Absentee Property

The Zionist takeover of refugee homes and farmland occurred for the most
part in an ad hoc, uncoordinated fashion during the spring of 1948. In some
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instances decisions to farm land and squat in refugee homes were taken by of-
ficials of the Jewish Agency, the Agricultural Center, the army, and individual
Jews. However the huge amount of Palestinian property captured by Jewish
forces soon prompted pre-state Zionist officials to establish a series of bodies to
take formal control of refugee land, initially referred to as “abandoned lands”
(Heb.: adamot netushot), and coordinate its usage. The first of these commit-
tees lay within the Hagana. This was not surprising given that it was the Zion-
ist military that actually was occupying the land. In late March 1948, the
Hagana created the Commission for Arab Property in Villages. This soon be-
came the Hagana’s Department of Arab Affairs.

Two other military committees quickly were created to deal with captured
urban property as well. The first of these was established in April 1948 by Ben
Gurion following the fall of Haifa, Tiberias, and Safad: the Supervisor of Arab
Property in the Northern District. In May, the Ministry of Defense of the pro-
visional government created the Supervisor of Abandoned Property in Jaffa.
In addition, by April 1948 a civilian body, the Committee for Abandoned
Arab Property, also was established. It was headed by Gad Makhnes, a Tel
Aviv citrus grove owner who formerly had been involved in Jewish attempts to
buy Palestinian property during the Mandate. Makhnes later served in the Is-
raeli Ministry of Minority Affairs and became director general of the Ministry
of the Interior. The committee’s members included Makhnes’ brother,
Moshe, another orange grower and director of the ha-Note’ah Company; Yoav
Tsukerman, a land purchasing official of the Jewish National Fund; ‘Ezra
Danin; and Yitshak Gvirts.

TABLE 1.3 Villages Destroyed by the First Transfer Committee, 1948

Village District

al-Mughar Gaza
Fajja Jaffa
Biyar ‘Adas Jaffa
Bayt Dajan Jaffa
Miska Tulkarm
al-Sumayriyya Acre
Sabbarin Haifa
al-Butaymat Haifa

Source: Benny Morris, Birth of the Palestinian Refugee Problem, 1947–1949. Cam-
bridge Middle East Library (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1987) p. 137
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We can learn details of how Palestinian property was managed in the early
days after the refugee exodus through a U.S. diplomatic document highlight-
ing a June 1948 meeting between an official from the American consulate in
Haifa and the Supervisor of Arab Property in the Northern District (Heb.: ha-
Mefakeah ‘al ha-Rekhush ha-‘Aravi be-Mahoz ha-Tsafon), Naftali Lifshits.
American Consul Aubrey E. Lippincott had received a letter from a refugee
holding American citizenship, Evelyn Gebara, who had taken refuge in
Beirut. She was inquiring about her family home and furnishings in Haifa.
On June 21, 1948, someone from the consulate interviewed Lifshits, a promi-
nent lawyer in Haifa. Lifshits offered a number of details about the operations
of the office that he opened in late April of that year. The American inter-
viewer came away with the opinion that the Supervisor’s office was very well-
organized. Lifshits had divided Arab property in Haifa into three categories:
Palestinian refugee property, property of Palestinians still living in the city,
and property of non-Palestinian Arabs. Lifshits’ office was concerned with the
first and second categories only. Property in the third category was taken over
by the state as “enemy” property.

Lifshits divided Palestinian property, both refugee and resident, into three
types. The first was arms and ammunition, which the state confiscated from
all persons (refugees, resident Palestinians, as well as Jews). Lifshits reported
that he had not uncovered sizeable quantities of such war materiel. The sec-
ond type of property was that which could serve the Israeli war effort, such as
cloth, large amounts of foodstuffs, and petroleum products. These also were
confiscated and inventoried. If this property were sold, the amounts realized
were duly recorded. The Supervisor deducted three percent of the value of
the sale as commission for the sale. Resident Palestinians could receive some
of this money generated by the Supervisor from the sale immediately, but not
all of it. Israeli authorities were worried that they might smuggle the money
out of Israel whereupon it could be used to finance the Arab war effort.

Finally, the third type of property was personal and household goods.
Refugee household goods were sold, destroyed if in poor shape, or used to fur-
nish abandoned residences for new Jewish tenants. Lifshits’ office recorded all
information in order to be able to credit the refugee. Resident Palestinians
could get their household goods back immediately, unless they too had been
sold. Since military authorities had herded those Palestinians who remained
into certain areas of the city following its surrender, some were cut off from
their homes and property. In cases where the Supervisor had sold residents’
property, they eventually were given a receipt that noted how much money
the state owed them, which they could collect “later.”



Lifshits admitted to the American official that most of the credits for
refugees and residents alike would not be paid right away. “Eventual compen-
sation will be worked out by act of the Israeli parliament,” he said. Still, the
U.S. diplomat felt that Lifshits’ office was trying to be as fair to those Palestini-
ans still living in the city as possible to ease ethnic tensions. But the official
noted that “considerable looting and burgling has gone on,” and the Supervi-
sor was trying to maintain order through the police and civilian guards. He
also noted that with goods in such short supply at a time when the new state
was at war, Arab goods were still being requisitioned despite the political sen-
sitivities.44

The declaration of Israeli statehood in May 1948 prompted the reorgani-
zation of the several bodies that had been established to deal with the
refugees’ property. The provisional government moved to consolidate the var-
ious military and civilian committees dealing with abandoned refugee prop-
erty into one. The Hagana committees and the Committee for Abandoned
Arab Property became known as the Arab Properties Department (Heb.: ha-
Mahlaka le-Nekhasim ‘Aravim) within the new Ministry of Minority Affairs,
and was headed by Gvirts. This arrangement quickly was superseded by the
establishment of the Ministerial Committee for Abandoned Property in July
1948. This committee, sometimes known as the “committee of six,” brought
together six officials from different parts of the new government to establish
joint policy regarding the refugee property. Its members were high-powered
Zionist officials.

The foremost member was Provisional Prime Minister David Ben Gurion,
born David Gruen in Poland in 1886. He had immigrated to Palestine in
1906 and became active in the socialist Po‘alei Tsiyon labor movement. He
helped found the Histadrut labor federation and later rose to lead both the
MAPAI party and the Jewish Agency. Another MAPAI member, Provisional
Foreign Minister Moshe Shertok, was born in the Ukraine in 1894. After im-
migrating to Palestine in 1906, Shertok (later Sharett) headed the Jewish
Agency’s Political Department from 1933–1948 and later became Israel’s sec-
ond prime minister. Provisional Finance Minister Eli‘ezer Kaplan was born in
Russia in 1891 and immigrated to Palestine in 1923. A member of MAPAI, he
rose to become the Jewish Agency’s treasurer from 1933–1948 and thereafter
became Israel’s first Minister of Finance. Provisional Justice Minister Felix
Rosenblueth, who later changed his name to Pinhas Rozen, was born in Ger-
many in 1887 and was a leader of the centrist Progressive Party. Provisional
Minorities Affairs Minister Bekhor Shalom Shitrit was a Mizrahi Jew ( Jew of
Middle Eastern or North African origin, in this case of Moroccan descent)
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born in Tiberias in 1895 who served in the Palestine police and later rose to
became Minister of Police in the Israeli government. A speaker of Arabic,
Shitrit spoke Hebrew with an Arabic accent characteristic of some Mizrahi
Jews. The final member was Provisional Agricultural Minister Aharon 
Tsizling, who was born in Russia in 1901 and immigrated to Palestine as a
young boy in 1904. He rose to become a leading official in the ha-Kibbutz ha-
Me’uhad movement and the Ahdut ha-‘Avoda party.

The new ministerial committee decided on a plan to expropriate refugee
land on August 20, 1948. This marked a departure from leases, and repre-
sented a major new direction in the Israeli government’s attitude toward the
land and thus for the refugee property question in general. From now on, Is-
rael was set to separate the refugees from legal title to their land and use it in-
stead for permanent settlement of Jewish immigrants. The committee
approved a plan to settle Jews on 120,000 dunums of which 58,000 dunums
were refugee land, a plan based on the JNF’s earlier recommendations to use
“surplus” refugee land. The committee hoped that, by seizing “surplus” land
only, the government might avoid excessive criticism for taking refugee
land.45 The committee assigned authority over the refugee land to two min-
istries. It transferred legal authority over the land itself to the Finance Min-
istry, but gave the Agriculture Ministry the power to manage it. Finally, a new
office was established to take possession of the refugee land: the Custodian of
Abandoned Property (Heb.: ha-Apotropos ‘al ha-Rekhush ha-Natush).

On July 15, 1948, Minister of Finance Kaplan appointed Dov Shafrir as the
first Custodian of Abandoned Property. Shafrir, who assumed his duties two
days after the Israeli capture of the Palestinian towns of Ramla and Lydda, was
an immigrant from the Ukraine. Before assuming his duties as custodian he
had been the head of the Neve ‘Oved Company, the construction company of
the Histadrut’s Agricultural Center. In a pattern that would create controversy
and charges of partisan political disposals of refugee land, Shafrir was also a
member of the ruling MAPAI party. By the fall of that year the former Arab
Property Department of the Minorities Affairs Ministry had been transferred to
the Custodian’s office where, known as the Villages Department, it was tasked
with overseeing rural refugee property. The Custodian’s office was responsible
both to the Ministry of Finance and a semiannual review by a subcommittee of
the legislature. The Custodian’s policy was determined by the Custodian of
Abandoned Property Council consisting of representatives of the Prime Min-
istry, as well as the ministries of Finance, Agriculture, Justice, and Interior. The
council determined the rents charged by the Custodian, and approved any re-
leases of abandoned property to its owners. Shafrir and the Custodian’s office



technically controlled refugee land although it continued the policy of em-
powering the Ministry of Agriculture to lease the land to cultivators for up to 35
months. Profits were turned over to the Ministry of Finance. (The Custodian’s
office and responsibilities would quickly change yet again toward the end of
1948, which is discussed further below).

The provisional state government also moved toward providing some sort
of legal framework for the seizure of abandoned lands by these various bodies.
In early June 1948, the provisional cabinet examined a draft proposal pre-
pared by the Ministry of Minority Affairs for a Law of Occupied Territory, al-
though nothing came of it. Thereafter the provisional legislature, and later
the regular legislature (the Knesset), passed a series of laws and regulations
that laid the legal basis for the expropriation of refugee land and its eventual
disposal. The first of these laws was the Abandoned Property [Heb.: nekhesim
netushim] Ordinance No. 12 of 5708/1948, enacted on June 21, 1948. The
law was made retroactively valid as of May 16, 1948, two days after Israel de-
clared its independence. Its purpose was to stop the impromptu seizures of
refugee land described above and create a modicum of state control over the
situation. Minister of Agriculture Aharon Tsizling, who was responsible for
leasing refugee property, described the ordinance’s purpose to the provisional
cabinet as such:

. . . to regularize the legal situation in the abandoned areas. So far there
is no single central authority and no legal system by virtue of which ac-
tion can be taken as regards Arab property in the towns and the dozens
of villages which have been abandoned by the majority of their inhabi-
tants. I permit myself to say that there is a degree of chaos in this field
which can only do harm to and prejudice the general interests of the
state and the interests of the Arab inhabitants, which must not be preju-
diced.46

A second law was passed three days later, on June 24, to provide a legal basis
for extending Israeli jurisdiction, including over abandoned property, to
“abandoned areas” of Palestine: the Abandoned Areas Ordinance. This sec-
ond law defined an “abandoned area” [Heb.: shetah netush] as follows:
“ ‘Abandoned area’ means any area or place conquered by or surrendered to
armed forces or deserted by all or part of its inhabitants, and which has been
declared by order to be an abandoned area.”47

Such a definition meant that almost all Arab land that came under Is-
raeli control—whether through capture or surrender—could be labeled
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“abandoned.” The law also stated clearly that not all of the land’s inhabi-
tants need to have fled for it to be labeled abandoned. The law further al-
lowed the state to take over buildings, crops, and just about anything else
located on the land. Indeed, the definition of “property” included: “ . . . ani-
mals, crops, fruits, vegetables and any other agricultural produce, factories,
workshops, machinery, goods and commodities of all kinds, and also a right
to moveable or immoveable property and any other right.”48

Declaration of an abandoned area was a declaratory act by the govern-
ment, which delegated its authority to the Ministry of Finance. The minister
was then empowered to pass regulations regarding the confiscation of aban-
doned property within that area as he saw fit.

A third law was enacted that empowered the Minister of Agriculture to “as-
sume control” of any land that he deemed was not being cultivated: the
Emergency Regulations for the Cultivation of Fallow Land and the Use of
Unexploited Water Sources of 5709/1948, passed on October 11, 1948.
Drafted by the Ministry of Agriculture, these regulations allowed the minister
to declare land he deemed “uncultivated” to be “waste lands” [Heb.: adamot
mubarot] and order their use, including retroactive authorization for any
planting of refugee property prior to the law’s passage. The law included the
following explanatory note:

War conditions have resulted in lands being abandoned by their owners
and cultivators and left untilled plantations being neglected and water
resources remaining unexploited. On the other hand, the interest of the
State demands that, without prejudice to the right of ownership of land
or other property, agricultural production be maintained and expanded
as much as possible and the deterioration of plantations and farm in-
stallations prevented. For the attainment of these objects it is necessary
that the Minister of Agriculture should have certain emergency powers,
which are conferred upon him by these Regulations.49

It was up to the Minister of Agriculture to determine what constituted “waste
land.” The regulations did not authorize the actual confiscation of unculti-
vated land but merely its use for a period of up to two years and eleven
months. Any profits from the land were to be kept for the owners. The law was
later extended on January 6, 1949 by the Emergency Regulations (Cultivation
of Waste Lands) (Extension of Validity) Ordinance No. 36 of 5709/1949, by
which time some 500,000 dunums of “waste land” were under cultivation by
Jews.50 Significantly, the second law extended the time the Minister of Agri-



culture could keep uncultivated lands under his control from two years,
eleven months to five years.

The most sweeping of the initial Israeli laws affecting abandoned refugee
land was the Emergency Regulations (Absentees’ Property) of 5709/1948,
drafted by the Ministry of Justice and enacted on December 2, 1948. These
regulations shifted the legal definition of what constituted abandoned land
from the land itself to its owner: instead of declaring land to be “abandoned,”
people were now declared “absentees” whose property could be seized by the
state. The law created a new legal category—“absentee” [Heb.: nifkad]—into
which refugees were fit but which in fact incorporated more types of people
than the conventional understanding of a refugee. A person could be declared
an “absentee” if s/he was a person who, on or after November 29, 1947 (the
date of the UN partition resolution) was a citizen or subject of an Arab state;
was in any of these states for any length of time; was in any part of Palestine
not under Jewish control; or was “in any place other than his habitual resi-
dence, even if such place as well as his habitual abode were within Israeli-
occupied territory.”

Thus the law declared persons who were citizens of Arab states at any point
after November 29, 1947 to be absentees, whether or not they were actually
absent from any land they owned in Palestine. It declared Palestinians absen-
tees if they ever traveled to an Arab country for any length of time after
November 29, 1947, including those who fled temporarily to an Arab state
and then returned, or even those who briefly traveled to an Arab country for
business. It declared Palestinians absentees if they were ever in any part of
Palestine not under the control of Jewish forces after November 29, 1947 for
any length of time—which under those definitions included most of the
country. Lastly, it declared as an absentee anyone who was temporarily away
from his/her normal place of residence, for any reason, even if both that place
and the normal place of residence lay within areas under Jewish control.

The law therefore potentially targeted almost all Arabs and not merely
those who actually abandoned the land, fled across the borders as refugees,
and remained there. Indeed, many who remained refugees inside Israel, in-
cluding those who actually remained in their homes inside Israel, could be
and were declared absentees. This was no accidental technicality. Shertok
had objected to the initial wording of the draft legislation that would have cat-
egorized “absentees” as those persons who fled over the borders into Arab ter-
ritory. He noted in a meeting of the Ministerial Committee for Abandoned
Property that under this definition, the thousands of Palestinian refugees who
remain huddled in camps near Nazareth, within Israeli territory, would be 
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allowed to regain their property. He also noted the hypothetical case of Israel
capturing the northern West Bank sometime soon and incorporating it into Is-
rael. Under such a scenario, refugees in the newly captured areas then no
longer would be “absentees” living across the borders but Israeli citizens who
would be entitled to get back the land they had abandoned in Israel.51

Shertok’s logic won the day, and the regulations were carefully worded so
as to guarantee that Israel retained as many of the fruits of its 1948 conquest
as possible. The Absentee Property Regulations further stipulated that the
state could seize the property of any absentee and turn it over to a new office
that replaced the Custodian of Abandoned Property: the Custodian of Ab-
sentee Property (Heb.: ha-Apotropos le-Nikhsei Nifkadim). The Custodian
was granted control over all rights associated with land, business, and other
property where at least one-half of the persons or companies owning rights
to such property were declared to be absentees. The new Custodian’s office
could not permanently transfer refugee land under his control, but rather
merely lease it for periods up to five years. Finally, the law stipulated that
the burden of proof lay with the individual to prove that s/he was not an ab-
sentee.

The law reflected a sweeping change in legal thinking. In an effort to lay
hold of as much Arab property as possible, the Israeli government shifted the
focus from the land to its owner. The law created a broad definition of who
constituted an absentee so that huge areas of Arab land could be seized. In-
stead of viewing the refugees’ land as temporarily “abandoned property” or
“fallow” land, the new law understood it as left behind under legal Israeli con-
trol indefinitely. The alienation of the refugees’ property out of their hands
thus allowed for the long-term uses of the land they left behind in Israel. This
thinking is reflected in the fact that Kaplan later told the Knesset in 1949 that
the regulations had been based on laws in the Indian subcontinent that dealt
with the land permanently left behind by Hindu and Muslim refugees from
Pakistan and India, respectively, in 1947.52 Those drafting the law also clearly
had in mind British mandatory legislation passed during the Second World
War that had created a Custodian for Enemy Property. The Trading with the
Enemy Law of 1939 allowed this Custodian to sequester land in Palestine be-
longing to citizens of Germany, German allies and satellites, and German-
occupied territories.

The Absentee Property Regulations were greeted with dismay and hostility
by a variety of circles. Within Israel, liberals and some centrists decried the
law for confiscating the land of Arabs who until quite recently had been fellow
citizens of Palestine, not enemy aliens. Knesset member J. Klebanoff of the



General Zionists urged his fellow legislators to consider the impact of legisla-
tion that essentially relegated the refugees to the status of enemy whose land
could be seized:

We are not dealing with enemy property, but with the property of a sub-
stantial part of the population of our country, who have and must have
very important rights—people who can come to us with very serious
claims, financial and moral. We cannot treat their property as enemy
property.53

Internationally, the U.S. government also opposed the new law because it
prejudiced the refugees’ rights. The Americans urged the Israelis not to take
unilateral action regarding the land, as the United States was committed to
“safeguarding Arab absentee property interests in Israel against application of
the Israeli ordinance of December 12, 1948 authorizing sale of such prop-
erty.”54

The initial legislation of 1948 provided the legal basis for the indefinite
seizure and administration of refugee land, as well as the land of other Pales-
tinians who remained in Israel. These laws further gave the government the
legal authority to lease cultivable land to Jewish farmers, including retroactive
permission for land already in use as described above. But what these laws did
not do was allow the government to lay claim to the land’s title and dispose of
it permanently (i.e., sell it). Still, the new Custodian’s office quickly moved to
lease the refugees’ land to a variety of quarters. By early 1949, Israeli authori-
ties began moving to expropriate permanently the abandoned refugee prop-
erty and to do so on some type of legal basis. Ben Gurion was anxious to sell a
significant amount of the newly conquered land to the JNF as a fundraising
effort. The JNF, however, was demanding that any such sale involve the legal
transfer of the lands’ title. This was one of a number of factors that led the
state to obtain such title.

The result was the drafting of what came to be the single most important
piece of Israeli legislation dealing with refugee land, the Absentees’ Property
Law of 5710/1950, passed by the Knesset on March 14, 1950. An expanded
version of the Emergency Regulations (Absentees’ Property), this law would
govern the fate of the refugee property for decades to come. The Absentees’
Property Law defined “absentees” in similar terms to the earlier Emergency
Regulations but narrowed the definition somewhat to someone who left such
residence for a part of Palestine under hostile control or, prior to September
1948, to a place outside Palestine:
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(1) a person who, at any time during the period between the 16th
Kislev, 5708 (29th November 1947) and the day on which a declaration
is published, under section 9(d) of the Law and Administration Ordi-
nance, 5708–1948), that the state of emergency declared by the Provi-
sional Council of State on the 10th Iyar, 5708 (19th May 1948) has
ceased to exist [Israel has never published such a declaration to this
day], was a legal owner of any property situated in the area of Israel or
enjoyed or held it, whether by himself or through another, and who, at
any time during the said period -

(ii) was a national or citizen of the Lebanon, Egypt, Syria, Saudi-Arabia,
Trans-Jordan, Iraq or the Yemen, or

(iii) was in one of these countries or in any part of Palestine outside of the
area of Israel, or

(iv) was a Palestinian citizen and left his ordinary place of residence in
Palestine

(e) for a place outside Palestine before the 27th Av, 5708 (1st Septem-
ber 1948); or

(f ) for a place in Palestine held at the time by forces which sought to
prevent the establishment of the State of Israel or which fought against it after
its establishment.55

Absentees also could be groups of persons, such as co-owners of businesses,
cooperative societies, and so forth. The law further defined “absentee prop-
erty” as property owned by a person who, at any time after November 29,
1947, met the qualifications of an absentee. The law also specified that the
Custodian of Absentee Property could seize what he felt constituted absentee
land without the necessity of determining who was the legal owner of the land
and that any debts owed to an absentee were henceforth due to the Custo-
dian.

The wording of the law meant that others besides Palestinian Arabs were
declared absentees. Certainly non-Palestinian Arabs who owned land in
Palestine were declared absentees. However, non-Arabs also were declared
absentees. For example, Israel seized land belonging to members of the Ba-
ha’i community of northern Palestine, most of whom had U.S. or Iranian citi-
zenship. When Israel allowed the return of some 150 Baha’is who had fled,
Sharett requested funds from Kaplan to help move fifteen Jewish families out
of Baha’i homes they had occupied in Haifa.56 Property belonging to Britons,
Canadians, and other foreigners who absented themselves to an Arab country
similarly was declared absentee property, although Israel generally looked fa-



vorably upon requests for compensation from such persons unless they were
Arabs with dual citizenship.57

Finally, even Jewish citizens of Arab countries who owned land in Israel
were technically absentees subject to having their property sequestered. Jew-
ish absentees owning property in Israel were treated differently from Arabs.
The Custodian generally released to them any property they owned in Israel
upon their immigration to Israel. On other occasions, such land was released
to their representatives (although the latter could not sell the land for the
Jews in question).58 Beyond this, Jews from Poland and other German-
occupied territories who had purchased land in prewar Palestine also had
their land sequestered by the government but under a different law. The
mandate-era Trading with the Enemy Ordinance of 1939 had established a
Custodian of Enemy Property that was carried over by the new government
of Israel. When Jews who survived the Second World War immigrated to Is-
rael, the Custodian of Enemy Property released their sequestered land to
them or to their heirs.59

Another intent of the law was to tighten the Custodian’s control over
refugee land and prevent any attempts by the refugees to liquidate their prop-
erty in exile. The land required all persons in possession of absentee property
to notify the Custodian and also forbade anyone from acquiring absentee
property. The law also outlawed any attempt by refugees to liquidate their
property from over the borders. It specifically aimed to prohibit refugees sell-
ing their land to someone remaining inside Israel and then arranging for the
money to be sent outside the country. Likewise, it sought to stop refugees
from giving their land to a relative who remained behind in order to keep it
out of the hands of the Custodian:

(1) A transfer or handing-over of property to an absentee or to another
for the benefit of an absentee during the period between the 21st Adar
bet, 5708 (1st April, 1948) and the day of publication of the appoint-
ment of the Custodian, effected with intent to smuggle the whole or a
part of the property or the whole or the part of the consideration re-
ceived for it to a part of Palestine which at the time of the transfer or
handing-over was outside the area of Israel, or to the Lebanon, Egypt,
Syria, Saudi-Arabia, Trans-Jordan, Iraq or the Yemen, is null and void.

(2) A transfer or handing-over of property from the hands of an ab-
sentee to another person during the period referred to in paragraph (1),
effected for a fictitious or insufficient consideration or without consid-
eration, or under unfair pressure, is null and void.
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However, the law conversely validated the actions of anyone whom the au-
thorities deemed to have dealt with absentee property “in good faith”—which
allowed collaborators to hand over refugee land to the Custodian. Lastly, it
validated any acts done before the law had been enacted, if such acts would
have been valid under the law at that time.

The law allowed the Custodian to release absentee property to persons he
deemed were no longer absentees or who had been improperly declared ab-
sentees. Such persons were required to pay the government a sum equal to
four percent of the land’s value to cover the Custodian’s expenses in adminis-
tering the property during the period of its sequestration; a sum representing
any maintenance, improvements, etc. that the Custodian performed; plus in-
terest of six percent per annum on the amount of such improvements. This
provision worked to the advantage of some Palestinians who remained in Is-
rael but was generally of little value to the vast bulk who were in exile. Still,
some 2,000 properties were returned to legally repatriated refugees by Jan-
uary 1953 although not necessarily their own land. It appears that this land
was rented to them, not necessarily sold.60 The law also technically allowed
the government to seize any property owned by an absentee, including 
land legally acquired after 1948 by “present absentees” [Heb.: nifkadim
nokhahim]—refugees who had settled and were living within Israel. This
proved too onerous even for the Israeli government, and the Knesset passed
the Absentees’ Property (Amendment) Law on March 15, 1951 that allowed
“present absentees” who were lawfully resident in Israel legally to own prop-
erty that they acquired after the war. Another Absentees’ Property (Amend-
ment) Law passed later in 1956 further clarified this issue by restricting the
definition of absentee property to property acquired before 1947.

Perhaps the signal point of significance of this new law was that it allowed
the Custodian of Absentee Property to sell land under his disposal to a “De-
velopment Authority” should such a body come into existence. This was the
only exception to the rule that the Custodian could not sell the land under his
jurisdiction. Similarly, he could lease refugee land for periods up to six years
with the only exception to this requirement being any future Development
Authority, which would be allowed to sign longer leases. The law specified
that the Custodian must sell land under his care to a Development Authority
only at the land’s “official value,” which the law specified.

Despite the clear prohibition against selling abandoned land to anyone
other than the soon-to-be-created Development Authority, the Custodian of
Absentee Property in fact agreed to sell a large amount of refugee land to
other parties. The biggest deal involved the sale of some 1.1 million dunums



to the Jewish National Fund in January 1949. This is described in detail be-
low. Other, lower-profile deals occurred as well, and at a time when the Israeli
government was scrambling to secure as much coveted hard currency as pos-
sible. In June 1952, a staff member of the UN’s Conciliation Commission for
Palestine was told that a building in Jerusalem left by a member of the
Makhluf family of Bayt Jala was being offered for sale—for foreign currency
only. The building had been purchased ca. 1941 for £P17,500. The UN staff
member noted to the source of the information, a member of the Jerusalem
Town Planning Commission, that the Absentees’ Property Law of 1950 speci-
fied that the Custodian could sell property only to the Development Author-
ity, not to the highest bidder on the open market. He was told that “the
Development Authority itself was inviting offers from anyone who could pay
in foreign currency.”61

One final Israeli law of note was the Land Acquisition (Validation of Acts
and Compensation) Law of 5713/1953, passed by the Knesset on March 10,
1953. This law retroactively validated the seizure of any land that Israeli au-
thorities had deemed necessary “for purposes of essential development, settle-
ment or security” that occurred between May 14, 1948 and April 1, 1952 if on
the latter date that property was still in the government’s hands. The law also
stated that owners were entitled to compensation. However, this law was de-
signed to deal with the situation faced by Palestinians within Israel who had
lost land. It did not override the Absentees’ Property Law in terms of refugees
outside Israel.

Policies of the Custodian of Absentee Property, 1948–1953

Together, these laws created the legal framework by which the Custodian of Ab-
sentee Property had consolidated his control over millions of dunums of refugee
land as well as moveable property by 1950. The Custodian quickly moved to
consolidate moveable property into his warehouses, but found that much of it
had disappeared in the early wave of looting that spread through the towns in
the spring of 1948. Most of the goods that he managed to collect were sold or
leased in 1948 and 1949 to merchants, government and public bodies, the
army, and private individuals. For example, a tender issued by the Custodian in
1951 requested bids for the following abandoned commercial property in Haifa:
one 100-liter boiler; one glass polishing machine; one 15-horsepower engine;
tables; tools; tubes; and a cupboard.62 Between June 24, 1948 and March 31,
1950, the Custodian sold £I3,806,035 worth of abandoned moveable property.63
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The Custodian was also granted control over financial assets and instru-
ments held by persons deemed absentees. The questions of refugee bank ac-
counts, safe deposit boxes, and Palestine Government bearer bonds quickly
rose to become the most immediate and pressing issues surrounding such
moveable refugee property, and are discussed below in detail. Less well
known is the fate of other moveable property such as shares in companies that
the Custodian took over. The Custodian of Absentee Property was empow-
ered to take control of all shares of stock that were owned by persons who had
been declared absentees as well as companies in which at least 50 percent of
the owners were absentees. The earliest accounting of data relating to this that
I could locate dates from January 1957. In that month, the Custodian’s office
issued a report indicating that it controlled absentee shares in forty-one differ-
ent companies. According to a report compiled nearly three decades later in
February 1984, the Custodian still controlled absentee shares in thirty compa-
nies although of these, only thirteen were companies that appeared on the
1957 list (the rest being new additions). The Israeli State Controller estimated
in 1990 that the shares in five companies alone in which the Custodian still
controlled shares by that time were worth tens of millions of New Israeli
Shekels (NIS), there being approximately two NIS per U.S. dollar at that
time.64

The Custodian’s major concern after 1948 was not administering move-
able property but abandoned immoveable property (land). Prior to the crea-
tion of the Development Authority in 1950, the Custodian could not sell
absentee land but merely lease it. The Custodian’s policy toward urban land
was to try to assert his legal control over the thousands of Palestinian homes
that had been requisitioned for new Jewish immigrants in the confusing legal
and social atmosphere of the years 1948–50. As noted above, a variety of agen-
cies and individual squatters had seized hold of abandoned refugee homes im-
mediately following the refugee flight. As early as July 1948, Dov Shafrir, the
first Custodian, had tried to allocate abandoned urban properties rationally in
the face of opposition from local officials of the Jewish Agency, military offi-
cers, and individual Jews who all sought to control these buildings. The Cus-
todian later managed to work in cooperation with the JA and other institutions
to settle immigrants in abandoned urban housing. One was the Histadrut’s
powerful construction subsidiary Solel Boneh, which helped build housing
for immigrants.

The Custodian found himself the largest legal urban landlord in Israel af-
ter 1948. One of the first things that his office undertook, beginning in the
second half of 1948, was a survey to identify abandoned urban property



throughout the country. The results were drawn up in special registers. Given
that the surface area involved was much smaller than the rural areas and that
taxation documents more precise, it was much easier to determine the scope
of refugee property in the towns. The task was largely completed by 1950.
Table 1.4 indicates the Custodian’s official estimate of the scope of urban
refugee property.

By March 31, 1950, the Custodian estimated that the value of the aban-
doned buildings alone (not including the value of the land) that he controlled
totaled £I11,770,169.65

Table 1.5 provides figures on the number and location of abandoned
dwellings controlled by the Custodian as of December 1951 according to fig-
ures available to the Jewish National Fund, as shown in table 1.5.

By 1952, the Custodian had a total of 39,627 dwellings under his control,
containing 65,429 rooms and 7,880 businesses.66

By the early 1950s, the Custodian’s office had finished surveying and
recording abandoned urban property and established a Dwellings Division. It
also studied mandatory tax records left behind by the British. Table 1.6 shows
the scope and assessed tax value of urban refugee buildings according to
mandatory wirku (land value) records, as shown in table 1.6.

Table 1.7 indicates the scope and value of the land alone, not including
buildings, according to the wirku records.

Beyond determining the scope and value of the urban property under his
control, the Custodian quickly surveyed the buildings for damage and made
arrangements to lease the land and buildings. A thorough inspection survey
began in early 1951, and was completed in Jaffa by that May. It revealed that
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1.4 Custodian of Absentee Property’s Report on the Scope of Urban
Refugee Property, 1949–1950

Date Rooms Businesses Enterprises Parcels Misc. Bldgs.

1) Controlled by Custodian of Absentee Property
31/3/49 54,976 6,050 36 980 1,254
31/3/50 81,152 7,819 no info. no info. 47,786 [apartments]

2) Controlled by Israeli army
31/3/49 6,069 886 no info. no info. no info.

Source: Israel State Archives [ISA] (43)5440/1582, report of Custodian of Absentee
Property (March 31, 1949) and (March 31, 1950)

TABLE
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of the 6,162 abandoned buildings inspected in the city only 658 were in good
condition. The Custodian determined that 114 buildings must be demolished
and the rest repaired.67 By 1950, the Custodian’s Dwellings Division had
spent £I800,000 on repairing abandoned urban buildings, in addition to
£I1,026,000 that the Jewish Agency paid for repairs to buildings in abandoned
villages that were located near existing Jewish settlements.68 Allocating the
buildings was carried out in conjunction with Israeli governmental and Zion-
ist settlement agencies. Once Ben Gurion ordered that government offices be
moved to West Jerusalem, the government undertook a concerted effort to
promote development in the city even though it was isolated from the rest of
the country and that Tel Aviv was the center of Jewish life. The Custodian’s
registers revealed that by 1951 he controlled 5,736.048 dunums of abandoned
land in West Jerusalem. Note the figures in Table 1.8: In addition to 400
apartments allocated to government officials, the Custodian leased 20
dunums of abandoned buildings in Jerusalem to some 200 commercial enter-
prises established by new immigrants, including a shoe factory, cigarette fac-
tory, and a clothing factory.69

TABLE 1.5 Number and Location of Urban and Rural Refugee Dwellings, 1951

Location Dwellings

Jaffa 16,327
Haifa 14,000
Jerusalem 7,033
Ramla 3,257
Lydda 2,588
Petah Tikva area 1,316
al-Majdal 1,208
Nes Tsiyona area 1,059
Safad 923
Tiberias 439
Baysan 406
Nazareth 282
Beersheba 227
in villages 5,000
TOTAL 54,065

Source: A. Granott, Agrarian Reform and the Record of Israel, trans. E.M. Epstein
(London: Eyre & Spottiswood, 1956), p. 72



TABLE 1.6 Scope and Assessed Tax Value of Urban Refugee Buildings
According to Mandatory Tax Records, early 1950s

Location Shops Residential Rooms
Tax Value of All

Buildings (£I)

Jaffa 4,108 29,825 3,649.499
Tel Aviv 178 2,152 17.206
Lydda 478 4,912 329.638
Ramla 507 4,349 131.049
Jerusalem 1,076 16,541 2,977.006
Haifa 2,056 24,437 3,249.217
Tiberias 278 1,665 196.484
Safad 352 3,316 296.238
Acre 639 5,528 923.832
Balad al-Shaykh [village] 52 1,005 N/A
TOTAL

Source: ISA (130) 2401/21II [undated, but early 1950s]

TABLE 1.7 Scope and Assessed Value of Urban Refugee Land According to
Mandatory Tax Records, Early 1950s

Location
Total Area
(Dunums)

Built-Up Area
(Dunums)

Registration
Blocs Parcels

Tax Value
(£I)

Jaffa 9,408.980 1,104.072 107 8,936 3,851.489
Tel Aviv 14,258.248 9.161 65 2,264 463.841
Lydda 3,037.497 163.744 36 3,565 284.390
Ramla 1,334.100 66.817 28 2,619 52.355
Jerusalem 4,967.676 625.910 99 3,216 3,871.716
Haifa 5,059.966 822.453 129 4,614 3,792.812
Tiberias 530.332 76.855 31 589 186.354
Safad 694.285 155.116 22 1,792 87.157
Acre 962.826 224.461 16 1,596 514.245
Balad al-Shaykh

[village] 5,313.487 30.333 25 891
N/A

Source: ISA (130) 2401/21II (undated, but early 1950s)
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Leasing the abandoned buildings was the next step. By July 1949, the Cus-
todian had leased 66,724 rooms in Jaffa, Acre, Haifa, Safad, and other towns
to soldiers and immigrants. By July 1950, 170,000 such persons plus 40,000
other Jews and Palestinians who were tenants of absentee owners were living
in buildings controlled by the Custodian. The Custodian leased an additional
7,800 shops to immigrants.70 In the 1949–50 fiscal year, the Custodian col-
lected £I1,740,173 from leases. In 1950–51, this had risen to some
£I2,600,000 in lease fees collected from some 65,000 persons ranging from
£I1,500–6,750/room.71 In April 1951, the Knesset’s finance committee ap-
proved lowering the rents for 80 percent of the Custodian’s apartments. The
new rental rate was established at £I1.5–3.0/room. Rent for the other 20 per-
cent of apartments remained the same.72 Table 1.9 illustrates rents collected
from urban leases by the Custodian.

According to Israeli legislation, the Custodian was to set aside all net prof-
its he received from the refugee property under his sequestration and keep
them for the benefit of the absentees. These accounts actually were held by
the Ministry of Finance, and by mid-1949 reportedly totaled £I3–4 million.73

Most of this came from the sale of moveable goods inasmuch as most of the
lease fees collected by the Custodian went toward expenses, repairs, taxes, and
the like. Although the accounts of refugees were credited for the funds gener-
ated from the rent and/or sale of their property, the Israeli government did not
actually hold onto the money. It quickly spent it. In 1953, Custodian
Mordekhai Schattner noted that “All money accruing from these sales would
go to the development authorities. This means, in fact, that it would be used
for the settlement of new immigrants.”74 In addition, the Custodian was re-
quired by law to contribute to the Arnona Defense Insurance tax along with
other Israeli landowners. This was a national tax created in February 1951 by

TABLE 1.8 Scope and Value of Abandoned Land in Jerusalem, According to
Custodian of Absentee Property

Amount (Dunums) No. of Parcels Net Annual Value (£P) Value/Dunum

5,736.048 ca. 3,660 444,076 77

Source: United Nations Secretariat Archives [UNSA], Record Group DAG 13–3,
UNCCP. Subgroup: Refugee Office, 1951–1952. Series: Records of the Land Spe-
cialist, 1951–1952/Box 35/Jerusalem Urban Assessment; Document: “UNCCP—
Jerusalem Urban Area: List of Absentee Property Register (Custodian of Absentee
Property Register) 1951”
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the War Risks Insurance Levy Law of 5711/1951. The purpose of this was to
create an insurance fund against which Israeli citizens could apply for reim-
bursement for any property damage caused by Arab infiltrators. The distribu-
tion of the lease fees collected by the Custodian is indicated in Table 1.10
detailing 1951 and reveal that only seven percent represented net profit.

At least some people involved in the question of abandoned refugee land
truly felt that they were safeguarding the refugees’ interests as the law sug-
gested. One of the first Custodians, Dr. Arno Blum, was one such person. He
later claimed to have been shocked to find that, in his opinion, the refugees in
fact would not be getting “a square deal.” He resigned as Custodian in protest
after discovering that the office was doing something other than merely guard-
ing the refugees’ property.75

Some 250,000 immigrants eventually were settled into 49,065 dwellings
controlled by the Custodian in the cities. The only exception was about five

TABLE 1.9 Urban Lease Fees Collected by the Custodian of Absentee Property,
1948–1953

Year No. of Lease Contracts Lease Fees (£I)

1948–49 21,487 501,000
1949–50 45,706 1,745,000
1950–51 56,367 2,601,000
1951–52 60,500 3,023,000
1952–53 60,504 3,583,543
TOTAL 244,564 11,453,543

Source: Israel Government Yearbook Vol. 5713/1952, p. 118 and Vol. 5714/1953–54,
p. 142

TABLE 1.10 Distribution of Lease Fees Collected by Custodian, 1951

Item % of Fees

National and city taxes 25
Repairs and inspections 40
Local development 12
Administration, incl. guarding empty buildings 23
Arnona Defense Insurance tax 3
Net profit 7

Source: Jerusalem Post, April 19, 1951
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percent of abandoned housing in Jerusalem, Haifa, and Jaffa, which was
granted to others (including government offices).76 By 1957–58, a total of
£I2,114,700 had been received in lease fees for abandoned buildings. By
then, the fees were paid to local municipal councils and not the Custodian.77

This was because the Custodian gave up administering urban property. In
early 1953, the Custodian yielded the administration of abandoned housing
in big cities to the ‘Amidar company. ‘Amidar [the Israeli National Housing
Company for Immigrants, Ltd.] was established in 1949 as a national com-
pany to house new immigrants. Starting March 1, 1953, the government
handed over government housing for immigrants to ‘Amidar. Later that same
year, the Custodian of Absentee Property likewise handed over responsibility
to ‘Amidar for administering abandoned residential properties in small towns
like Ramla and Lydda as well. The company acted as the Custodian’s agent
thereafter “on the grounds of efficiency and economy.”78 He later sold most
abandoned property to the Development Authority in 1953.

The Custodian faced a more massive task when trying to allocate the mil-
lions of dunums of rural abandoned property. As noted above, the Israeli gov-
ernment was initially most concerned about utilizing this huge amount of
land to produce crops. During its first months of operation in 1948, the Cus-
todian’s office tried to manage abandoned agricultural property itself through
its Villages Section, established in the fall of 1948. In so doing, the Custo-
dian’s Villages Section essentially became a commercial agricultural firm that
managed refugee land. This was particularly true for abandoned olive planta-
tions and citrus groves, given that agricultural settlements by and large had
taken over cereals land. In 1949, the Custodian adopted a new policy by
which he leased land to a variety of groups, most of which consisted of veteran
farmers and not new immigrants. Indeed, the Vegetable Growers’ Association
was worried that abandoned land planted with figs, grapes, and olives would
be lost if the Custodian allocated such land to new immigrants who had no
tools.79 These leases were for short periods, generally one year, and were
signed with Jewish settlements, agricultural groups, companies, and individ-
ual Jewish entrepreneurs. Groups like the Yemenites Association, the Farmers
Organization, and the Soldiers’ Settlement and Rehabilitation Board leased
land from the Custodian, as did companies and cooperatives like the Pardes
Syndicate and Hakal-Yakhin. So too did the government agricultural corpora-
tion Mata‘ei ha-Umma [“National Plantations Co.”], which farmed fruit and
olive land. The Custodian soon began extending longer, five-year leases.

The Custodian faced numerous problems with certain types of abandoned
land, particularly olive plantations and citrus groves. By the end of the sum-



mer of 1948, he controlled 100,000 dunums of abandoned olive plantations.
By 1951, the Custodian owned more than two-thirds of all the citrus groves
and olive plantations in Israel.80 In the case of olives, however, he discovered
that Jews were not particularly anxious to lease abandoned Palestinian olive
plantations. In the first place, olive cultivation traditionally had been an Arab
industry. In 1946, Palestinian Arabs owned 650,000 dunums of olives; Jews
owned only 7,000.81 Secondly, Jewish agriculture was conducted differently
from Arab: it utilized more machinery and thus spaced individual trees farther
apart from one another. Some Jewish farmers thus considered it less than cost-
effective to farm abandoned Palestinian olive groves barring the introduction
of expensive investments to raise productivity. So the Custodian’s office ini-
tially undertook to reap the abandoned olive crop itself. Israel’s first olive har-
vest season in the fall of 1948 saw the Villages Section of the Custodian of
Absentee Property’s office hire 3,000 workers, mostly Palestinians who had re-
mained in Israel, to harvest some 6,000 tons of olives. These were then sold
for £I250,000.82 In 1949, the Villages Section cultivated 30,000 dunums of
olives itself and harvested 5,000 tons. It also transferred an additional 80,000
dunums to new Jewish immigrants.83 Olive exports in 1949 comprised the
country’s third largest export item.84 But in that same year, the Villages Sec-
tion estimated that it cost more to farm abandoned olive plantations than the
crop was worth: the income derived from one dunum of abandoned olive
trees was £I62.200 while expenditures for harvesting one dunum stood at
£80.85 The cold and drought in 1950–51 hurt the plantations as well, and
lessees began refusing to renew leases to avoid losses. Jewish settlements
found it more profitable to plant their own olive trees from scratch.

By the end of 1952, only 95,344 out of 262,181 dunums of abandoned
plantation land was under cultivation.86 Table 1.11 gives the breakdown of
who had leased plantation land lying in completely abandoned Palestinian
villages.

Similarly, the 120,000 dunums of abandoned citrus groves controlled by
the Custodian presented him with problems. Before the Second World War,
citrus exports had been a highly lucrative business for both Jews and Pales-
tinians and a driving force in the Palestinian economy. The Shammuti or-
ange (also called the Jaffa orange) was world famous. Indeed, Palestine was
the world’s third largest exporter of oranges in 1936–37. But the war years
witnessed the deterioration of orange groves due to the cutoff of traditional
markets caused by Axis submarine activity in the Mediterranean, the lack of
domestic demand, and the wartime lack of spare parts for installations such
as irrigations pumps. The 1948 fighting and the resulting chaos led to the
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destruction of water pumps and the theft of pipes. A 1949 study by the Vil-
lages Section and the Ministry of Agriculture revealed that only 40,000 of
the 120,000 dunums of abandoned Palestinian citrus groves were worth cul-
tivating. The reasons cited for the poor quality of the rest of the land were
the inadequate quality of the soil and trees; the proximity to urban areas,
which made the land a prime target for urban sprawl; the lack of water; the
proximity to disturbed border areas; the isolation of some groves; and disease
(10,000 dunums in Galilee were diseased).87 A shortage of Jewish labor also
complicated the task of cultivating the abandoned groves.

Once again, the Custodian undertook the task as best he could. Under the
direction of its head, S. Givon, the Villages Section itself farmed 11,000
dunums of citrus groves during the 1949–50 season. After March 1950, it be-
gan farming an additional 7,000 dunums.88 While some in Israel argued that
it would be cheaper and more efficient simply to replace the deteriorating
refugee groves with new trees, the Villages Section countered that new trees
would not be able to produce fruit until 1960 at the earliest.89 Others besides
the Villages Section stepped in and leased orange groves. These included
Hakal-Yakhin, a Histadrut company for agricultural contracting, which leased
10,500 dunums; Pardes Syndicate, which leased 1,200 dunums; Polani & Co.
leased 1,500 dunums; others (including the Polish Association), 5,000
dunums.90 The Polish Association leased 1,700 dunums in 1950. Moshe 
Porat, the second man to occupy the Custodian’s office, estimated that these
groves earned some £I500,000 in foreign currency exports in 1950, allowing
the government to recoup the entire amount of hard currency it had poured
into the citrus industry.91

The Villages Section estimated that it could harvest 80 cases of oranges per
dunum if it could receive all the equipment it deemed necessary for the task.
It invested some £I2.5 million in citrus groves from the spring of 1949 to the

TABLE 1.11 Utilization of Abandoned Plantation Land, December 1952

Lessee Area Leased (Dunums)

Jewish settlements 40,157
Mata‘ei ha-Umma 36,903
Private leases 18,284
TOTAL 95,344

Source: Central Zionist Archives [CZA] A202/97, Custodian of Absentee Property
report of February 22, 1953



spring of 1951 out of the state’s Rehabilitation Budget. Some of this was spent
on water for irrigation. The Custodian was also able to obtain funds to im-
prove the citrus industry from the United States. The U.S. Export-Import
Bank extended a $100 million loan to Israel in 1948, $8 million of which was
used for the citrus industry.92 Given the fact that citrus fruits constituted two-
thirds of all Israeli exports, the Ministry of Finance allotted £I700,000 for
restoring groves and an additional £I250,000 for irrigation schemes. Shmu’el
Zagorski, director of the Custodian’s Agricultural Department, estimated that
31,000 of the 120,000 dunums of abandoned groves had been rehabilitated by
1950.93 In 1951–52, 400,000 boxes of oranges were exported, providing Israel
with 64.7 percent of its foreign currency in 1951.94 In addition to 17,000
dunums of abandoned citrus groves that the Villages Section cultivated di-
rectly, the Custodian leased out 13,000 dunums to contractors and 4,000
dunums to settlements and individual Jews.95 Table 1.12. illustrates produc-
tion figures.

Despite this, only a fraction of the abandoned citrus groves were under cul-
tivation by the early 1950s. In 1951, the figure stood at 26,261 dunums.96 By
the end of 1952, only 30,708 out of 117,343 dunums of citrus groves in com-
pletely abandoned Palestinian villages were under cultivation. Most of this
area was cultivated by the Villages Section given the overall reluctance to in-
vest in citrus.97 Table 1.13 details this.

The Custodian dealt with other types of rural land as well. He harvested
and packed 225 tons of tobacco on abandoned land in 1948. He controlled
stone quarries in Safad, along the Haifa road, and other locations. Fifty-two
such quarries had been leased to ‘Even Vasid by 1950.98 By 1952, he deter-
mined that 65 stone quarries constituted abandoned property. Together they
produced 545,000 cubic meters of rock in 1951–52. The Custodian leased all
of them for the lease fees shown in table 1.14.
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TABLE 1.12 Production in Abandoned Citrus Groves, 1949–1952 by Cultivator
(in Boxes)

Season
Villages
Section Hakal-Yakhin

Pardes
Syndicate Polani & Co. Total

1949–50 40,000 43,000 3,000 5,000 91,000
1950–51 250,000 250,000 50,000 40,000 590,000

Source: Ha’aretz, June 21, 1951
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The Custodian also controlled plantations of figs, apricots, grapes, apples,
and almonds. By 1950, such land included 20,000 dunums of grape vines and
5,000 dunums of other fruits. Most were leased to institutions like Mata‘ei ha-
Umma, although the Villages Section cultivated some itself.99 By 1953–54,
the Custodian controlled 126,000 dunums of fruit (and olive) plantations that
it leased as follows: 55,000 dunums to settlements; 55,000 to Mata‘ei ha-
Umma, and 16,000 to others.100 Once again, however, much of this land re-
mained unused. It was reported that only some 16,000 out of 40,000 dunums
of abandoned vineyards were under cultivation by mid-1951.101 The Custo-
dian even found ways to make money from marginal lands, lands for which
the Israelis later would state that they owed no compensation because they
were uncultivable. In 1952, the Custodian “took care of all incidental aban-
doned properties” and collected 1,100 tons of fruit from cactus plants growing
on such land. The Custodian then sold the fruit for the production of alco-
hol.102

TABLE 1.13 Utilization of Abandoned Citrus Groves, December 1952

Lessee Area Leased (Dunums)

Hakal-Yakhin 8,172
Other contractors 1,641
Individuals 5,424
Worked directly by Villages Section 15,471
TOTAL 30,708

Source: CZA A202/97, Custodian of Absentee Property report of February 22, 1953

TABLE 1.14 Lease Fees Generated from Abandoned Stone Quarries, 1948–1954

Year Lease Fees (£I)

1948–51 32,885
1951–52 34,733
1953–54 35,000

Source: Israel Government Yearbook Vol. 5713/1952, p. 119 and Vol. 5714/1952–53,
p. 142.



The Custodian also leased some abandoned land to Palestinians who had
remained in Israel. By the fall of 1950, some 150,000 dunums had been so
leased.103 Some of this land was leased to its original owners, who despite hav-
ing remained in Israel had been declared “present absentees” and whose land
was seized. But the “present absentees” were not always interested in long-
term solutions to their plight that involved leasing other Palestinians’ land. In
a bid to settle Palestinian refugees who remained within Israeli territory, the
government even moved to build housing on abandoned land for the resettle-
ment of the “present absentees.” Even though the government built stone
houses on such land, the refugees refused to move into them out of principle
because they were constructed on fellow Palestinians’ property.104

By August 1950, the Custodian along with the Ministry of Agriculture had
leased a total of some 980,000 dunums out of 3,500,000 dunums of agricul-
tural land. This figure included 800,000 leased to workers’ cooperatives;
150,000 to Palestinians in Israel; and 30,000 to new immigrants, the army,
and so forth. The Custodian’s own Villages Division was still farming 100,000
dunums.105

A particularly sensitive issue was the Custodian’s takeover of religious en-
dowment land, called waqf— land that had been set aside for a charitable
purpose, after which it became permanently indivisible and inalienable. This
classic type of waqf was called charitable waqf [Ar.: waqf khayri]. During the
long years of Ottoman rule in Palestine, another type of waqf emerged
whereby the beneficiary of the land’s income was not a charity but a family.
This was called family waqf [Ar.: waqf dhurri]. Estimates vary about the size of
waqf holdings in Palestine in 1948, but they were substantial. The Custodian
confiscated most waqf property just as other abandoned property, particularly
endowment land controlled by the Supreme Muslim Council. Since most of
its leaders were in exile, the government declared the council to be an absen-
tee and confiscated its property.106

Although Israeli authorities decided to retain the absentee status of all
abandoned family waqf land, they arrived at various solutions to the problem
of what to do with charitable waqf dedicated for religious purposes. Most
Christian waqf land ended up being returned to the respective churches by
1950 given the sensitivities generated by the presence of foreign churches in
the country. Israeli authorities even made some concessions to Muslims.
Given that the tens of thousands of Muslim Palestinians were still resident in
the country, the state decided that some type of arrangement should be made
whereby they could benefit from the religious charitable waqf properties in
their communities. In 1951, the Custodian came to an agreement with the
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Ministry of Religious Affairs whereby he released the power to administer reli-
gious waqf land to the ministry’s Division of Muslim and Druze Affairs. In
1954, the Custodian upgraded this relationship when he declared the division
to be his “agent.”

Another problem faced by the Custodian was the criticism levied at his of-
fice by various circles within Israel. Some of this criticism was directed at what
some called the Custodian’s “incompetent” and “irresponsible” management
of the abandoned land. The state controller’s report to the Finance Commit-
tee of the Knesset in 1951 scored the Custodian for the high percentage of
abandoned land that remained uncultivated. The newspaper Ha’aretz ran a
series of articles in the summer of 1951 describing the Custodian’s shifting
policies for utilizing the land and allowing olive plantations and citrus groves
to deteriorate at a time of great economic adversity in the new state. Equally
serious were the charges that the Custodian (and later, the Development Au-
thority) was granting preferential leasing treatment to political cronies from
the MAPAI party. Not only was MAPAI the leading party in the government
and within the labor Zionist movement as a whole in Israel, but also Dov
Shafrir, the first Custodian of Absentee Property, was a MAPAI stalwart. Prior
to assuming the post of Custodian, he had headed the Neve ‘Oved Company,
the construction company of the powerful Agricultural Center. During one
Knesset session in 1949, for instance, Ya‘akov Gil of the General Zionists
complained that the Custodian was giving away 90 percent of the abandoned
land to MAPAI organizations on a partisan basis:

Other parties, and ordinary Jews who belong to no party, are left out and
receive no benefit from this property. The Custodian handles the prop-
erty as he pleases, to suit himself and the party to which he belongs, his
friends and associates.107

Regardless of what Israeli parties benefited from the refugees’ property, there
is no denying the tremendous overall benefit that this property represented to
the struggling new state.

Early Israeli Estimates of the Scope and Value of Refugee 
Property: The Weitz-Danin-Lifshits Committee

Exactly how much Palestinian refugee land Israeli authorities took over has
long remained an extremely contentious point. As central a question as that is



to the entire saga of Palestinian refugee property, there is no single answer to
it. Arabs, Israelis, and others have argued over this point for years. Much of the
problem depends upon what kind of land is classified as abandoned refugee
property. A variety of estimates and commissions would later surface to inves-
tigate this very point: Israeli estimates, Arab estimates, and UN estimates.

One of the first Israeli attempts to quantify the extent of the refugee prop-
erty was a commission appointed by Ben Gurion in August 1948 to look at the
abandoned property question in the context of refugee resettlement. Almost
from the beginning, the Israeli government argued that the only solution to
the Palestinian refugee exodus was resettlement in the surrounding Arab
countries. Massive repatriation was out of the question. The new committee
was essentially a reconstitution of Yosef Weitz’s unofficial Transfer Committee
of earlier that year, and proceeded from this fundamental principle. The
three-man committee consisted of two leftovers from the first Transfer Com-
mittee, the JNF’s Weitz and ‘Ezra Danin, now at the Ministry of Foreign Af-
fairs. They were joined by Zalman Lifshits (b. 1900)—who would later
change his name to Lif—a cartographic engineer who worked as a chief land
valuer for the JNF. He was also an advisor on land affairs for the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs and for Ben Gurion. It was Lifshits to whom Weitz had de-
tailed his vision of transferring Palestinians out of the country during their
meeting in Jerusalem in two years earlier in December 1946. Their vision of
a formal committee to investigate the subject had come true.

The Weitz-Danin-Lifshits Committee was tasked to study several things. Its
major focus was resettlement possibilities for the refugees in surrounding
Arab countries. Weitz himself had traveled to Syria and Transjordan in the
1940s investigating this very topic. Danin was given the task of writing the sec-
tion on the recent international history of population transfers. He looked at
several twentieth-century examples, including the cases of Czechoslovakia
and the Sudeten Germans; Romania, Hungary, and Yugoslavia; Iraq and the
Assyrians; and the Turks and Armenians. Danin found one particular book on
the subject “invaluable”: Joseph B. Schechtman’s European Population
Transfers 1939–45. 108 Schechtman was no stranger to that topic. A Russian
Jew born in 1891, he later moved to the United States where in 1944–45 he
served as a consultant on population movements to the Office of Strategic
Services, the precursor to the Central Intelligence Agency. Schechtman had
reason to be interested in population transfers: he was a hardliner on Arab-
Israeli matters and a co-founder of the Zionist Revisionist movement along
with Vladimir Jabotinsky. Lifshits was given the task of examining the scope
and value of the refugees’ property based in part on sales information
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recorded in British mandatory land registries along with JNF land department
records. Weitz devoted his attention to resettlement possibilities.

The committee members worked quickly through the fall of 1948, and
signed their report entitled “Report on a Settlement of the Arab Refugee [Is-
sue]” on November 25, 1948. It is their study of the scope and value of refugee
land that concerns us here. The committee presented a bleak picture of the
destruction of Palestinian moveable property, homes and buildings, indeed
the Arab economy as a whole, designed as it was to illustrate the three men’s
position that the return of the refugees was out of the question:

They [refugees] are, however, either unaware of, or wish not to know,
the state of their abandoned property. A distinction must be made be-
tween property that is real estate and property that is not real estate. The
latter has been completely destroyed, in both villages and cities. The
Arab farmer’s household economy has been completely destroyed.
Nothing is left of its herds, and it is safe to say that, whatever herds were
brought by the fleeing Arabs across the borders have decreased in num-
ber. This is both because they serve as a means of subsistence for their
owners, who now sell them in exchange for other goods, and because of
the thievery from both them and their brothers within the refugee
camps. Work animals have disappeared, as has equipment. They did not
harvest their fields, and they have no seeds. Their orchards were not
tended to and not irrigated, and the financial value of most of them has
decreased to an extremely low level. Many plantations also suffered
from a lack of cultivation, and we can assume that some of the trees
have died, and that the value of most of them has declined. Furniture in
homes has been destroyed, and many of the houses themselves have
collapsed due to damage caused by war. Moreover, in some cases entire
villages were completely destroyed by the effects of the war.

The entire urban, industrial, labor, and commercial economies have
also completely collapsed. Along with the disappearance of equipment,
machinery, tools and goods, many structures have suffered damage,
some destroyed and others collapsed on their foundations. The value of
this type of real estate property—structures—has decreased a great deal,
and the dwellings that have survived cannot be used as shelter for the
Arab refugees, as refugees of Israel are now living in them.109

The committee may have presented the grim outlook to serve its wider goal of
proposing resettlement, not return, of the refugees as the only possible solu-
tion to their plight. Given the role Weitz played in arranging for the destruc-



tion of refugee villages earlier in the year, the stark description of destroyed
villages “by the effects of the war” was disingenuous.

The only type of property that survived and that the refugees “might possi-
bly” consider was the land itself. But here too the committee suggested that
the government use the land as a way to engineer the refugees’ resettlement
within the Arab world:

The only type of property that the Arab refugees might possibly be able
to consider is land. We emphasize the words might possibly, as the Gov-
ernment of Israel can make an argument for its expropriation as prop-
erty of enemies that fought against us. Czechoslovakia acted in this
manner when it expropriated all the property of Germans from the
Sudetenland and expelled them from within its borders with its victory
after World War II. The governments of Romania, Hungary and Yu-
goslavia also acted in this manner, and the Government of Iraq expro-
priated property of the Assyrians when it expelled them in 1933, even
though they had not fought against Iraq. The Turkish government ex-
propriated all the property of Armenians due to acts of violence perpe-
trated against it in the context of nationalism-based hostility. However,
we can also assume, as do the authors of this report, that the Govern-
ment of Israel will not want to act in a similar manner, especially due to
the fact that the present political situation demands a settlement of the
Arab refugee issue that will be acceptable to Israel, the Arab states, and
other nations. For this reason, we intend this asset to be used as a means
and a factor of encouragement for achieving such a settlement.110

The 1948 committee’s estimates of the scope of abandoned property that
ended up in Israeli hands are listed in table 1.15. Specifics on the towns are
found in table 1.16.

The rather modest amount of land they identified as abandoned points to
the narrow definition of “abandoned” land the committee members used. In
a pattern that would characterize future Israeli reckonings of the amount of
refugee land seized, they did not count a huge amount of land that Palestini-
ans would later claim, including communal pasture lands categorized as ma-
truk land during the mandate. They also did not consider arid, “dead” lands
categorized as mawat in their calculations. Like the British, the authors of the
report considered these to be “state lands” that were not the personal or even
communal property of Palestinian villagers. They stated, “Villagers have no
property rights for this type of land located within their village boundaries,
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and they therefore are not eligible to receive payment for them.”111 On the
contrary, they believed in fact that the British had allowed Palestinians to tres-
pass and settle illegally on such lands:

There was also an absence of decisive agrarian policy to ensure state
ownership over vast areas of land throughout Palestine that belonged to
the state according to the law, but that had been seized by Arabs with no
such rights of possession, by force and by trespassing.112

This issue would later rise to become one of the most basic points of differ-
ences between the Arab world and both Israel and the UN when it came to
the question of the fate of abandoned refugee property.

TABLE 1.15 Scope of Abandoned Land According to Weitz-Danin-Lifshits
Committee, 1948

Type Amount (Dunums)

1) Rural
Orchards 92,615
Bananas 513
Irrigated land, olives, fruit, grapes 164,832
Cereal 1,645,183
Built-up area in villages 10,844
TOTAL 1,913,987

2) Urban (all types; see details in Table 16)
Acre 1,430
Safad 3,699
Tiberias 3,861
Jaffa 10,639
Lydda 21,570
Ramla 37,961
Jerusalem 8,698
Haifa 6,269
TOTAL 94,127
GRAND TOTAL: 2,008,114

Source: ISA (130) 2445/3, “Report on a Settlement of the Arab Refugee [Issue”” (No-
vember 25, 1948), appendix 9; CZA A246/57, “Comments on Value Assessments of
Absentee Landed Property” (November 12, 1962)
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Weitz, Danin, and Lifshits exerted considerable efforts trying to place a
value on the abandoned land. The men adopted a complicated formula to ar-
rive at the figures. For rural lands, they started by using land values from 1938
as a base. They chose that year as a baseline for several reasons. First of all, it
represented the last full year prior to the coming of the Second World War,
which witnessed the decreasing value of currency in Palestine. Secondly, the
authors of the report blamed what they called the artificially high land prices
in Palestine thereafter on Zionist land thirst and Arab greed. Thirdly, they
claimed that the threats directed by the Palestinian nationalist movement
against Arabs who sold land to Jews helped drive up prices. Finally, they
blamed the skyrocketing land prices after 1939 on the land transfer laws en-
acted by the British in 1940 that limited Jewish land purchases to certain ar-
eas of the country only. To cite again from the report:

Jewish immigration and Jewish settlement constituted the sole source of
the excessive land prices that were standard practice in Palestine until
the end of the mandate. They far exceeded prices in the neighboring
Arab countries, and they were not at all proportionate to the land’s eco-
nomic value . . . [I]t was necessary to acquire land for Jewish settlement,
both private and national, principally by means of purchase on the open
market from genuine and false Arab land brokers. They exploited the

TABLE 1.16 Scope of Abandoned Land in Cities by Type, According to Weitz-
Danin-Lifshits Committee, 1948

City Orchard Built-up
Irrigated; Unirr

Plantation Cereal Grazing Uncult Banana

Acre — 1,137 293 — — — —
Safad — 879 163 1,103 736 818 —
Tiberias             — 478 7 1,041 1,746 589 —
Jaffa — 8,206 — 1,095 — 1,338 —
Lydda 3,186 3,090 7,942 7,278 — 71 3
Ramla 1,455 3,645 15,808 16,866 — 187 —
Jerusalem          — 7,738 179 721 — 60 —
Haifa — 6,269 — — — — —
TOT. 6,831 29,252 24,392 28,104 2,482 3,063 3

Source: ISA (130) 2445/3, “Report on a Settlement of the Arab Refugee [Issue]” (No-
vember 25, 1948), appendix 9
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Jewish people’s impatience and thirst for land, and gradually raised
prices.

Another cause of the fierce price increases since 1939 were the laws
that limited [the purchase of land]. . . . In these conditions, standard
prices in Palestine were based on emotion and political considerations,
not on economic value, based on income capacity . . . .And thus, due to
the various conditions described above, and their interaction with one
another, land prices in the country at the end of the mandate period ex-
ceeded the normal economic value of the land by two or three times.113

Starting with rural land values from 1938, the committee then added the
estimated value of buildings erected on the land as if all structures were in-
tact. Figures were derived from sales information recorded in extant manda-
tory land registers, plus material from the records of the JNF’s Land
Department. How these mandatory land records came into Israeli hands is
discussed in chapter 4. They then multiplied the combined values by roughly
three to account for inflationary effects and the fall in the value of the Pales-
tinian pound from 1938–48. In the case of land with irrigation installations
present on it, the committee members considered the “actual values, and
their worth in terms of the land’s current usage and future development.”114

Plantation land was valuated separately than the trees planted on it, the values
of which varied according to type of tree, age, quality, and so forth. A notable
exception was land planted with citrus groves. Despite the immense value of
the citrus export industry prior to the Second World War, the committee de-
cided to valuate not the citrus trees but merely valuate the land they stood on.
They reasoned that the trees were in poor condition because of the previous
two bad seasons and because the collapse of Arab marketing and shipping had
ruined the citrus sector. Besides, the committee reasoned that they already
had added the value of irrigation works, if any. Rocky land, grazing land other
than matruk, and so forth was assigned a lower value than cultivable land. As
noted above, they denied that the refugees had a right to any compensation
for matruk and mawat lands.

In valuating urban property with buildings, they started with national and
municipal tax figures. The value was based on capitalizing the land’s annual
income as stated in the tax records. Consideration was given to future devel-
opment and the percentage of the land allowed for building according to mu-
nicipal zoning plans. If no zoning plan existed, they deducted 25 percent
from the valuation to account for future roads and open areas that may have
been constructed. They also considered the quality and age of buildings and
the potential development for the various urban areas. In cases where the



poor quality of buildings meant that the land was worth more than the build-
ings, consideration was given only to the value of salvageable goods after their
destruction. Where buildings were in good shape, they valuated them on the
basis of their age, structural quality, and income from rent for the next ten
years. Land within municipal limits but that lay outside urban construction
plan zones was valuated as if it were rural agricultural land. Total urban valu-
ation figures also reflected the combined value of land and buildings. The
prices that the committee used are listed in table 1.17. For purposes of com-
parison, Weitz had estimated on his own that unirrigated land in two villages
in Galilee “according to present conditions” was worth £I14.53/dunum.115

The total value for urban and rural land was then computed. However, the
committee decided to subtract a considerable amount from the totals in the
following cases. First, the committee members decided it was impossible to
determine information about damaged or destroyed buildings. Secondly, they
decided to reduce the amount to account for “the quick liquidation of a large
amount of property during a very short period of time. This process in itself
considerably reduced the value of such property.”116 Accordingly, they de-
ducted a full 25 percent of urban property and 15 percent of rural property for
these two situations.

Table 1.18 shows the total values of refugee land as determined by the
committee, both the gross value and the net value reflecting the deductions
described above.

The committee considered its estimates fair. Indeed, they felt that they had
given the refugees the benefit of the doubt:

These prices also possess a considerable emotional aspect, and at the
same time exceed their economic value. Still, we believe that it is im-
possible to disregard the fortune of the Arabs of the country and their
property, [which was] not in the Arab deserts, but in Palestine itself
. . . .The benefit deriving from geographic location and from the high
value of land in Palestine did not disappear altogether, even with the
outbreak of violence and the war between Israel and the Arabs . . . .We
have decided to retain the advantage deriving from geographic loca-
tion, reflected in favor of the property owner, in determining the value
of land.117

Israel did not release the Weitz-Danin-Lifshits report publicly. However,
authorities did acknowledge the committee’s existence and made sure that
certain of its conclusions, especially regarding resettlement, were publicized.
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TABLE 1.17 Prices per Dunum Used to Valuate Abandoned Land and Buildings
by Weitz-Danin-Lifshits Committee, 1948

Type
Class A

(£I)
Class B

(£I)
Class C

(£I)

1. Cereal land in valleys; non-cereals
on coastal plain

30 20 12

2. Cereal land in valleys and central part
of coastal plain along transportation routes

40
30
20

3. Cereal land in lower Galilee hills and
near Baysan

18 14 10

4. Cereal land in hills of Judea
and Samaria

18 12 3

5. Privately-owned grazing land 6 4 3
6. Medium-age olive groves on flat land,

in addition to land value
20 15 10

7. Olive groves in hilly areas 15 10 7
8. Medium-age vineyards 15 12 10
9. Deciduous fruit tree plantations 17 15 12

10. Land in close proximity to cities and
housing areas (according to statutory use)

300 200 100

11. Citrus orchards uncultivated in recent
years, based on land value only

50 40 35

12. Irrigated, based on region, in addition
to value of irrigation installations

50 40 35

13. Urban land without buildings 200 times net annual income,
based on tax figures; adjusted
for actual land value,
considering expected
development

14. Modern buildings capitalization of net annual
income based on tax figures
for a period of 20–25 years

15. Old buildings either value of rent for next
ten years or value of the land

Source: ISA (130) 2445/3, “Report on a Settlement of the Arab Refugee [Issue]” (No-
vember 25, 1948), appendix 8
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Danin even met with U.S. Ambassador to Israel James McDonald on Febru-
ary 25, 1949 at the ambassador’s residence and briefed him with a sanitized
version of the committee’s report. Danin told the American that the commit-
tee had been formed to study the resettlement of refugees, of which they esti-
mated there were between 581,000 and 600,000. He reported that all the
refugees could be resettled for £UK100/person or £700/family, especially if
they were resettled in Iraq. The total figure would be some £60 million.
Danin assumed that Christian refugees might want to live in Lebanon; the
rest could be resettled in Iraq, Syria, and Jordan. Significantly, he told 
McDonald that Israel could help pay for resettlement by paying compensa-
tion for the land, after subtracting the costs of war damages Israel sustained in
1948. He thought that a UN loan to the governments hosting the refugees, or
the refugees themselves, could cover the rest. When discussing the scope and
value of the abandoned land, Danin was much more circumspect. He said
that the committee came up with global figures for the scope of the land, but

TABLE1.18 Value of Abandoned Land According to Weitz-Danin-Lifshits
Committee, 1948

Type Gross Value (£I) Net Value (£I)

1) Rural
Rural land 46,498,000 —
Rural buildings 2,829,000 —
TOTAL RURAL 49,877,000 42,000,000

2) Urban (land and buildings)
Acre 1,430,000 —
Safad 950,000 —
Tiberias 1,125,000 —
Jaffa 15,900,000 —
Lydda 2,200,000 —
Ramla 4,300,000 —
Jerusalem 14,600,000 —
Haifa 12,000,000 —
TOTAL URBAN 52,505,000

(excluding Beersheba, Baysan, al-Majdal)
39,500,000

GRAND TOTAL 102,382,000 81,500,000

Source: ISA (130) 2445/3, “Report on a Settlement of the Refugee [Issue]” (November
25, 1948), appendix 9
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not figures for individual persons’ ownership. However, he apparently did not
offer what that global figure was. Danin then apparently misled McDonald
about the land’s value, claiming that the committee could not determine its
value because the three men could not decide upon a basis for valuation.
Danin said that such a figure could be determined during any eventual peace
talks between Israel and the Arab states.118 Nor was McDonald the only one
to be told that the committee could not establish figures on land values.
Joseph Schechtman, the Revisionist Zionist expert on population transfer
whose work proved helpful to the committee, followed the entire refugee is-
sue carefully and also put out the story in his various writings that the com-
mittee could not determine land prices.119

Other Israeli estimates of the scope and value of refugee land began sur-
facing in the months and years after 1948. Weitz was quick to publish his own
estimates in 1948 and 1950, although they did not include land in the Beer-
sheba district. Weitz stated that 372 villages had been abandoned by Palestini-
ans (see table 1.19).

Weitz also offered the following figures for values, but only for land suit-
able for settlement (see table 1.20).

The Custodian of Absentee Property also issued reports detailing how
much land he estimated had come under his control, which varied over the
first several years as his office had more time to ascertain the scope of the
refugee land. In all cases, his figures were higher than Weitz’s (see table 1.21).
Minister of Agriculture Aharon Tsizling provided an even higher figure for
1949 (see table 1.22).

Various figures on the value of the land also began appearing in the Israeli
press. In July 1948, the independent daily Ha’aretz ran an article entitled “A
Plan for Arab Refugees” written by an economist, A. Ater. According to Amer-
ican diplomats, the attitudes found in Ater’s piece were not official Israeli gov-
ernment views but had generated a good deal of public discourse about the
topic. Ater estimated the scope of refugee land at approximately 5 million
dunums. Basing himself on land values used by the 1946 Anglo-American
Commission, Ater estimated that this land was worth £P30 million. If one in-
cluded buildings and land together, he raised the figure to £P50 million.120

The figure of £50 million seemed to carry a good deal of credence with the Is-
raeli public. Herut, the paper of the Revisionist Herut party, stated in Novem-
ber 1950 that this figure was the maximum that Israel would consider paying
as compensation to the refugees.121 The Haifa publication Business Digest
ran an article in May 1951 by a Dr. Duesterwald claiming that the value of



TABLE 1.20 Value of Abandoned Land Appropriate for Settlement, Including
Beersheba, According to Yosef Weitz, 1948

Type Amount (Dunums) Value (£I)

Rural 2,070,270
Urban 99,730
Good land in Beersheba district 1,230,000
TOTAL 3,400,000 £I65,000,000

Source: Weitz, “le-Hanhil Adama Hadasha”

TABLE 1.19 Scope of Abandoned Land Outside the Beersheba District
According to Yosef Weitz, 1948 and 1950

Type, Location Amount (Dunums)

1. Good land
Coastal plains 959,701
Jezre‘el Valley 128,714
Hula Valley 51,847
Baysan 81,274
Galilee hills 348,458
Samarian hills 82,476
Judean hills 85,910
Judean lowlands 331,890

2. Poor land 136,530
3. Matruk 751,730
4. “Government” land 486,750
5. Land held by Custodian of German Property

(included because this land had Arab tenants
who later became refugees)

39,320

6. Urban 100,000
TOTAL 3,584,600

* included: land lying outside Israel belonging to villages lying within Israel
* not included: Beersheba district, land in partially-abandoned villages
Source: Yosef Weitz, “le-Hanhil Adama Hadasha” [Bequest of New Land],
Molad 2, 12 (March 1949), p. 325; Yosef Weitz, The Struggle for the Land (Tel
Aviv: Lion the Printer, 1950) p. 113–14



TABLE 1.21 Scope and Value of Refugee Land According to Custodian of
Absentee Property, 1949–1954

Date Amount (Dunums) Value (£I)

March 24, 1949 3,986,493 N/A
March 31, 1950 3,299,447 13,100,691
March 29, 1951 4,500,000 N/A
February 22, 1953 4,063,669 N/A
September 5, 1954 4,450,000 N/A

Source: ISA (43) 5440/1578, “Interim Report on Real Estate Held by Custodian” (24
March 1949); ISA (43) 5440/1582, “Report of Custodian of Absentees’ Office” (March
31, 1950); ISA (130) 2402/4, “State Controller Report on the Custodian of Absentee
Property” (March 29, 1951); CZA A202/97, “Custodian of Absentee Property Report”
(February 22, 1953); CZA KKL5/22273, “Report on the Land Administration System
of the State” (September 5, 1954)

TABLE 1.22 Scope of Abandoned Land According to Ministry of Agriculture,
1949

Type Amount (Dunums)

1. Total
Cultivable 1,373,000
Waste and barren 2,720,000
Northern Beersheba 1,700,000
Southern Beersheba 10,800,000
TOTAL 16,593,000
(only 400,000 dunums were deemed available for leasing)

Source: Aharon Tsizling, “Ways of Settlement Development in the State of Israel,”
Kama (1951), p. 111, in Granott, Agrarian Reform, p. 89; Labor Party Archives, IV-
235–1, file 2251A, in Arnon Golan “The Transfer to Jewish Control Control of Aban-
doned Arab Lands during the War of Independence,” S. Ilan Troen and Lucas, Noah,
eds., Israel. The First Decade of Independence. SUNY Series in Israeli Studies. Russell
Stone, editor (Albany, N.Y.: State University of New York Press, 1995), p. 423



abandoned property that had been used by Israel up to that point stood at
some £I30 million.122.

The Custodian Sells Refugee Land to the Development Authority

The next step in the Israeli government’s legal strategy for transferring refugee
land was for the Custodian of Absentee Property to sell the land to a “Devel-
opment Authority.” Following up on the Absentees’ Property Law and the le-
gal framework for the Custodian to sell the land to a “Development
Authority,” the Development Authority (Transfer of Property) Law of 5710/
1950 subsequently was enacted on July 31, 1950. This legislation created a
body called the Development Authority [Heb.: Reshut ha-Pituah]. The first
members of the Development Authority council were Yosef Gurion, Levi
Shkolnik, Hayyim Halperin, Yosef Weitz, Yitshak Finkelshtain, Binyamin
Fishman, and Asher Rozenblum. Later the Development Authority was
chaired by the veteran Zionist financial official, David Horowitz.

The Development Authority started functioning as of January 1, 1951. It
was empowered it to “buy, rent, take on lease, take in exchange or otherwise
acquire property” from the Custodian of Absentee Property and from there to
“sell or otherwise dispose of, let, grant leases of, and mortgage property” to
others. However, the law ensured that the vast majority of any land sold by 
the Development Authority was sold to governmental and Zionist organiza-
tions, not private individuals. It stipulated that the Development Authority
only could sell land to the state, to the JNF, to a local authority, or to a 
government-approved institution for settling landless Arabs. The only excep-
tion to this rule was urban land under its jurisdiction as long as such land had
not been set aside by the government for settling Jewish immigrants, building
low-cost housing, or for other developmental purposes. Even then, the Devel-
opment Authority was required to offer such land to the JNF first and the total
amount of such land sold could not exceed 100,000 dunums per transaction,
not including any land sold to the above-mentioned types of institutions.
Such state institutions could not resell the land thereafter but rather merely
lease it.

The Development Authority could buy land from the Custodian at only the
official value for it specified in the Absentees’ Property Law of 1950. The law
used British mandatory land tax classifications as the basis for establishing the
value of absentee property. These classifications differed depending on
whether the land in question was urban or rural land. The Absentees’ Property
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Law stated that land in the towns that the British had taxed under the classifi-
cation of urban property during 1947–48 would be valued at 16.67 times the
amount of the net annual tax value for that property as determined by the last
British tax assessment. The value of land in the countryside varied according to
what British rural tax category the land belonged to and whether or not there
were buildings on the land. Land with industrial buildings on it was valued at
16.67 times the amount of the net annual tax value; prime agricultural land
belonging to British land tax categories 1, 2, 3, 4, and 17 was valued at 300
times the amount of the tax assessment for category 1 regardless of whether or
not the land actually was category 1 land; rural land in all other tax categories
was valued at 75 times the amount of the assessment. The law empowered the
Minister of Finance to reduce any of these rates if he determined that the land
in question was damaged or left neglected. Table 1.23 illustrates the value of
absentee land by tax category according to the law.

Together, the Absentees’ Property and Development Authority Laws of
1950 allowed the Custodian of Absentee Property to sell refugee land perma-
nently. But the actual sale of the land did not occur until three years later.

TABLE 1.23 Official Value of Rural Absentee Land for the Purposes of Selling to
the Development Authority According to the Absentees’ Property Law of 1950

Land Type
Tax

Category
1947–48 Tax/
Dunum (£P)

Israeli Value/
Dunum (£P)

Citrus (excluding Acre district) 1 0.100 30.000
Citrus (Acre district) 2 0.100 30.000
Bananas 3 2.240 672.000
Built-up 4 0.640 192.000
Irrigated and fruit (first class) 5 0.160 12.000
Irrigated and fruit (second class) 6 0.140 10.500
Irrigated and fruit (third class) 7 0.140 10.500
Cereals (first class) 8 0.100 7.500
Cereals (second class) 9 0.080 6.500
Cereals (third class) 10 0.072 5.400
Cereals (fourth class) 11 0.060 4.500
Cereals (fifth class) 12 0.048 3.600
Cereals (sixth class) 13 0.032 2.400
Cereals (seventh class) 14 0.016 1.200
Cereals (eighth class) 15 0.008 0.600
Uncultivated 16 0 0



This was apparently a source of some concern to the government, which is-
sued a decision on November 2, 1952 to speed up the process.123 But it was
not until February 24, 1953 that the Custodian and the Development Author-
ity signed an agreement by which the Custodian would sell some of the land
under his authority to the authority for £I7 million. “The main object of the
transfer,” noted the official Israeli state yearbook, “was to step up the rate of
development of the properties, especially by way of sale.”124 But a second
agreement later was signed by the two agencies in Tel Aviv on September 29,
1953 by which the Custodian agreed to sell the Development Authority even
more land. This was done in order to speed up the process by which the De-
velopment Authority could sell land to the Jewish National Fund. Under this
second agreement, the Development Authority agreed to purchase 3,465,334
dunums of land from the Custodian, including some 600,000 dunums in the
Beersheba district.125 The land was described as follows:

(a) I. Cultivable agricultural land, including the wells located on such
lands and all their equipment.

II. Plantations, including all trees and plants, structures, appara-
tuses, irrigation installations, wells, water rights, and all other
rights pertaining to the plantations.

III. Built-up areas within villages.
IV. Land in the Beersheba sub-district within the borders of the State

of Israel that is marked as fallow on maps from the mandate pe-
riod, located within an area bordered in the east by longitude 40,
in the south by Wadi Shinik, and in the north and west by the
borders of the Beersheba sub-district from the mandate period.
Details regarding the properties referred to in paragraphs I
through IV are found in the lists and/or maps attached, or those
that shall be attached, which constitute an inseparable part of
this agreement and are indicated by the letter “A.”

(b) Land in urban areas, including structures standing on such
land, according to the attached itemized lists [which were
not attached to the original document]

(c) other immoveable property not included in sections (a) and
(b), according to the itemized lists and/or maps attached, or
those that shall be attached, which constitute an inseparable
part of this agreement and are indicated by the letter “C.”
[which were not attached to the original document]126
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The September 1953 agreement amended the official price of the land
that had been established by the Absentees’ Property Law of 1950. In addition
to the price listed in that law, the agreement specified that the Development
Authority add to that the following sums:

1. £I100 for each dunum of plantations and groves that were outlined in
an attachment to the agreement.

2. The cost of pumps and other equipment attached to wells. The cost was
to be determined by the chief government assessor.

3. The cost of any debt, including tax liabilities, accumulated by a specific
parcel of land if that amount exceeded the land’s official value.

The agreement also set forth a payment plan. The Development Authority
was to pay the Custodian £I46 million for the land, but over a ten-year period.
Of this, the Development Authority would pay £I9 million upon signing the
agreement, in addition to the £I7 million from the earlier agreement of
February 1953. Thereafter, the Development Authority would make an an-
nual payment of £3 million to the Custodian on the first of October for ten
years, and would also be liable for interest of 2.5 percent per annum of the un-
paid amount. The interest would be paid in monthly installments of
£I20,000. The legal transfer of title took place effective October 1, 1953, after
which the Development Authority was entitled to all proceeds from the land.

Did the Development Authority actually transmit funds to the Custodian,
which amounted to one Israeli government agency paying another? The De-
velopment Authority’s budget for 1954–55 did reflect the fact that it had to pay
£I3 million to the Custodian that year for the absentee land it acquired in ad-
dition to £I240,000 in interest payments at £I20,000/month.127 While I could
not locate records to indicate whether the Development Authority finished all
of its annual payments to the Custodian, it was still paying the amount as of
October 1959.128 In any event, the “sale” simply represented one branch of
the Israeli government selling land to another, possibly involving little more
than the transfer of funds on paper within the Israeli government’s budget.

Despite the agreement to sell the Custodian’s land to the Development
Authority, it took quite some time for the actual transfer of title to take place
in the Israeli land registries. Deeds were drawn up for some 840,000 dunums
of agricultural land and 50,000 dunums of urban property by the end of
1953.129 But this was possible only because the Jewish National Fund lent
some of its employees in Jerusalem and Haifa to assist in the task.130 However,
while one-third of the land—1,027,340 out of 3,465,334 dunums—had been



legally transferred by March 1954, legal transfer of title from the Custodian to
the Development Authority in the land registries continued in some cases for
at least another two decades.131

The sale of the Custodian’s land to the Development Authority radically
transformed the Custodian’s office, then under the direction of Moshe Levin.
Because refugee land was now in the hands of the Development Authority,
Levin’s office had little need for its large staff. On October 1, 1953, 180 per-
sons were transferred from the office of Custodian and began working for the
Development Authority, including former Custodian Mordekhai Schattner.
Schattner was born in 1904 in Hungary to a family that originated in Kuty,
Ukraine. He was an early Zionist pioneer involved in the kibbutz movement
in the 1920s who returned to Europe in the 1930s as a Zionist emissary and
immigration recruiter. He also became an industrialist and served on the pre-
state Va’ad Leumi. A close associate of Ben Gurion, Schattner was among
those who signed the Israeli Declaration of Independence in 1948. He later
became Custodian of Absentee Property before assuming the post of head of
the Development Authority council. The Custodian’s office now had to deal
with only three essential tasks: the ongoing process of transferring title to the
Development Authority; the question of blocked refugee bank accounts and
other forms of moveable property and assets; and handling various claims
(over abandoned land, claims against refugees, and claims to release refugee
land). In the words of the U.S. State Department, “The Custodian’s office
therefore has now changed its character from that of a large landowner to that
of an accountant.”132

Lastly, the Israeli government enacted several laws in the three years after
1948 that dealt with refugee property, although less directly. One such law
vested so-called “state land” into the care of the new state. Israeli authorities
were eager to lay hold of all land that had been the property of the mandatory
government of Palestine. Palestinians later would assert rights to this property,
and the original UN partition resolution had called for this type of property to
convey to each of the two sides. In January 1949, the government established
the State Properties Division within the Ministry of Finance. The office ini-
tially was located in Haifa, but was moved to Jerusalem in November of that
year. The State Properties Division collected mandatory documentation on
“state property.” In September 1950, the prime minister’s office for land affairs
was transferred to the State Properties Division. The following month, the
State Property Law of 5710/1950 was passed to lay the legal framework for the
seizure of all state lands. It vested all land in the state that was without a clear
owner as of May 15, 1948 or as of the date it became ownerless. Importantly,
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this included all land that had been the property of the mandatory govern-
ment of Palestine. A second such law, the State Property Law of 5711/1951,
was enacted on February 6, 1951 and dictated that the government could not
transfer ownership of state land except to the JNF, the Development Author-
ity, or a local authority. Regulations for state land also were established by the
State Property (Lands) Regulations of 5712/1952. In February 1952, the State
Properties Division changed its name to the State Lands Department.133

The Jewish National Fund Acquires Refugee Land

The Jewish National Fund (JNF) had long considered itself the premier na-
tional (i.e., Jewish) body dealing with land within the Zionist movement. It
felt it possessed the experience and the staff power to manage the question of
Jewish acquisition of land in Palestine. Yet in the early, confused atmosphere
surrounding abandoned land, with a variety of institutions and individuals
taking over land in ad hoc fashion, it ended up that the Histadrut’s Agricul-
tural Center and the MAPAM-dominated Ministry of Agriculture in the new
provisional Israeli government were the agencies designated to allocate aban-
doned land to the kibbutzim. Some in the JNF, including the veteran Yosef
Weitz, began pushing for the JNF to be given control over some of the land
abandoned by the refugees. In July 1948, some JNF officials floated a proposal
by which the JNF would buy “surplus land” in the abandoned villages. JNF
officials believed that any Palestinian refugee families allowed to return could
survive on smaller estates than they previously had tilled through the use of
“modern,” intensive Jewish farming techniques. “Excess land” was that por-
tion of village farmland deemed to be in excess of what this new, intensive
agriculture would require. In the JNF proposal, the state would take over
such excess land, which would be located far from the village centers, and sell
it to the JNF. But not all senior JNF officials liked the idea of buying the 
land of small-scale Palestinian landowners. JNF head Avraham Granovsky 
demurred, and favored Zionist authorities taking over the land of big land
owners and nonresident absentee landowners only. The idea never material-
ized.134

Some of the first JNF acquisitions of refugee land were leases it obtained.
On August 16, 1948, the JNF established a Subcommittee for the Cultivation
and Maintenance of Abandoned Lands to manage such properties. Thirteen
days later, the JNF formally requested to lease 193,500 dunums of abandoned
land from the Ministry of Agriculture.135 In November 1948, it leased



154,000 dunums for one year from the Ministry of Agriculture. The JNF then
sublet the land to settlements.136 It continued to lease land into 1949, “order-
ing” land on one-year leases from the Custodian of Absentee Property’s Vil-
lages Section according to a settlement map prepared by the Jewish Agency’s
Settlement Department. Weitz continued to press for expanded JNF control
over refugee property. He wanted legal JNF ownership of the land, not merely
leases. He was anxious to open up the lands for Jewish immigrants, and ex-
pressed his impatience shortly after the JNF acquired its first refugee land
from the state in 1949:

Of the entire area of the State of Israel only about 300,000–400,000
dunums . . . are state domain which the Israeli government took over
from the mandatory regime. The JNF and private Jewish owners possess
under two million dunums. Almost all the rest belongs at law to Arab
owners, many of whom have left the country. The fate of these Arabs
will be settled when the terms of the peace treaties between Israel and
her Arab neighbors are finally drawn up. The JNF, however, cannot
wait until then to obtain the land it requires for its pressing needs. It is,
therefore, acquiring part of the land abandoned by the Arab owners,
through the government of Israel, the sovereign authority in Israel.137

Weitz was not alone in the JNF in pushing for its legal ownership of the
abandoned land, not continued state control. This was not only because of
impatience brought on by the flood of incoming Jewish immigrants but also
because of ideological reasons. The JNF felt that only it could guarantee that
land become and remain Jewish land, or “national land” [Heb.: karka‘ ha-
le’om] in Zionist terminology, and thus be subject to exclusive Jewish usage.
The new State of Israel, while self-consciously a Jewish state, was also a de-
mocracy containing non-Jews. The JNF feared that if captured refugee land
remained in the hands of the state, the state might be forced to allocate land
for development on an equitable basis between its Jewish and Palestinian citi-
zens instead of reserving it exclusively for Jewish usage.

The JNF faced no such obstacles and was free to discriminate against
Arabs in favor of Jews. Its charter mandated that all land that it purchased
thereafter would be inalienable, to be held by the JNF on behalf of the Jewish
people in perpetuity. Because the JNF could not sell land it acquired, it
leased land to Jewish settlements and individual Jews on the condition that it
not be re-let to non-Jews and that only Jewish labor be used on the land—the
policy of “Hebrew labor” [Heb.: ‘avoda ‘ivrit]. Thus as a nongovernmental 
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organization free to manage its own land on an exclusivist basis within the
new state, the JNF argued for its control of refugee land on this ideological
base: if the JNF obtains the land, it will be the best way to guarantee that it is
used for Jewish settlement only. This attitude was expressed by a JNF official
at the 23rd congress of the World Zionist Organization held in 1951, the fifti-
eth anniversary of the JNF’s establishment, who stated that the JNF “will re-
deem the lands and will turn them over to the Jewish people—to the people
and not the state, which in the current composition of population cannot be
an adequate guarantor of Jewish ownership” [emphases in the original].138

The JNF felt strongly that refugee land should not merely be expropriated
but duly purchased. This was not only in keeping with the Zionist move-
ment’s historical mission to secure a Jewish homeland legally but also in order
to sever the refugees’ legal title to the land forever. The JNF believed that a
purchase was a sounder basis for such a desire than outright expropriation.
Weitz argued that the JNF should raise funds from Jews around the world and
pay compensation to individual refugee land owners for their abandoned
property.139 He discussed the situation regarding the refugees, their rights, and
the JNF’s needs and desires in succinct fashion in 1948:

As for the property they have left behind, we are prepared to pay for it,
after deducting proper compensation for the damage caused by the
Arabs. This money will help the Arab refugees to re-establish them-
selves wherever they may be, whether in Transjordan, Iraq, Syria or
Nablus . . . . Israel has no legal way of appropriating these lands, unless it
wishes to follow totalitarian methods, and I do not believe that is possi-
ble. The land in question is legally owned by people who will not give it
up even if they have to remain in exile for many years. Sooner or later
we shall have to make compensation, and later it may be financially
more disadvantageous than it would be now . . . .The future stability of
the state, its population and its development demand a rapid settlement
of the Arab refugees’ claims and a complete severance of their link with
their past property. Otherwise these claims will remain as a permanent
source of friction and give rise to threats and recriminations. The at-
tachment between past owners and their lands can only be eliminated
by the payment of the full purchase price for these lands. Those who are
reluctant to make financial sacrifices for this purpose should remember
that expropriation will lead in the future to greater and more prolonged
sacrifices on the part of the Yishuv [Jewish community in Palestine],
perhaps even to loss of life.140



Others in the JNF shared this view. A November 1948 article in Karnenu
(“Our Fund”), the organ of the JNF head office in Jerusalem, noted that: “the
[ JNF] will compensate owners of land which will be required for this public
development, and any land passing from private Arab ownership to the Jewish
National Fund will be paid for.”141 The article stated that since the JNF could
not actually pay the refugees, the compensation funds would be deposited
with the Israeli government, which “will act as trustee holding such funds
against legitimate claims of Arab owners whether they remain abroad or re-
turn.” The JNF repeated the vow to compensate the refugees at the 23rd
congress of the World Zionist Organization in 1951: “ . . . considerations of
ethics and of state constrain us to pay compensation for the abandoned prop-
erties, after the requisite reductions have been made for damages incurred by
us through the Arab invasion.”142

As it waited for the state to decide what to do, the JNF moved to purchase
abandoned land directly from individual refugees. Weitz noted in 1948 that:

We have heard echoes from the Arab world that some Arab refugees
wish to sell their property in Israel in order to settle down permanently
in their country of refuge. What has been proposed in the case of a few
individuals, could be extended to embrace most if not all of the Arab
refugees.143

Weitz, supported by Shertok, proposed cutting deals with wealthy refugees re-
siding in Cairo, Beirut, and Europe. Eventually, the JNF dispatched two men
who had served on the Committee for Abandoned Arab Property earlier in the
year, Yoav Tsukerman and Gad Makhnes, to Paris to seek out refugees inter-
ested in selling their land in Israel. Both men had experience buying land
from Palestinians. But the Israeli cabinet ordered the JNF to stop all efforts at
buying land from Palestinians directly, and the men returned to Israel.144 Ben
Gurion told Weitz and Danin in December 1948 that “The JNF would buy
land only from the State. There was no need to buy land from Arabs.”145

The veteran land purchaser and Hagana officer Moshe (“Musa”) Golden-
berg was another JNF official involved in the purchase of land directly from
refugees. Born in Rishon le-Tsiyon in 1897, Goldenberg had started working
for the JNF in 1934. In response to requests from Palestinian refugee
landowners in exile who managed to contact him, he and others from the
JNF’s Haifa office would travel to the Israeli-Jordanian border near Tirat Tsvi,
Kfar Ruppin, and other settlements to meet with refugees along the porous
border. For what he called a “fair price,” Goldenberg stated that at each such
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meeting he purchased “hundreds and thousands” of dunums of land that the
refugees had left behind. The JNF would determine the prices it was willing
to pay in advance, in hard currency, so the refugees had little bargaining
room. According to Goldenberg, “The Arabs swarmed to these meetings, and
it was hard to accept all the proposals.”146 Even Jewish settlers living near the
borders arranged for refugees to meet with Goldenberg. His name and will-
ingness to buy up land soon spread among refugees living in Jordanian-
controlled territory, so much so that some refugees would sneak across the
border just to meet with him. The Israeli police would notify Goldenberg in
Haifa that they had apprehended yet another Palestinian infiltrator who was
asking to speak with him. Goldenberg used to travel to the police station in
question but was no longer able to offer the refugee any money for the land af-
ter the JNF later decided to stop buying land in this manner.147 Goldenberg
deeply regretted that the JNF no longer could carry out such sales, believing
that such purchases offered a chance for Palestinian-Israeli reconciliation. He
noted:

In this way all work stopped of buying land with foreign currency, in
which I saw great benefit to the state and a chance to soften the outcry
of the refugees over the plunder and theft of their land and property. If
we had expanded and deepened this work in the early days, many Arabs
would have rehabilitated themselves in the neighboring states. In con-
sequence there would not have been created such large concentrations
of destitute refugees, who cause trouble in trying to return and to re-
cover their property, and who serve as a sharp weapon in the hands of
our ill-wishers.148

Despite the orders to stop purchases directly from refugees, in 1949 reports
still spread that refugees were continuing to sell their abandoned land to Is-
raeli purchasing agents. The radio station in Ramallah, in the West Bank,
broadcast a report in May 1949 stating that some refugees were liquidating
their land to Israeli agents in Cyprus (such rumors about Cyprus resurfaced in
the early 1960s; see chapter 3).149 That same month U.S. diplomats con-
firmed that some refugees had managed to sell their abandoned land from ex-
ile, although the venue was not indicated: “The category of [refugee] property
owners in general desire to return principally to liquidate their holdings; some
have already done so in absentia.”150

One month after Ben Gurion told Weitz that the JNF should buy land
only from the state, the two sides finally concluded a major deal by which the



JNF would purchase a huge amount of refugee land in January 1949. Despite
his mistrust of sharing power with the JNF, Ben Gurion had long wanted to
sell captured Palestinian land to the JNF. In fact as early as May 13, 1948, the
day before he publicly read Israel’s declaration of independence, Ben Gurion
offered to sell a massive 2 million dunums of land to the JNF for
£P0.5/dunum. He was trying to sell land he did not yet control to raise money
for arms. It was clear that he was in no position at that time to hand over legal
title to such land to the JNF, which refused the offer.151

The situation had changed by January 1949. In the months after Israel’s
victory in 1948, Ben Gurion initially deferred making any final decisions on
the permanent fate of refugee land. During his December 18, 1948 meeting
with Weitz and Danin, Ben Gurion decided to raise the subject of a large
state-JNF land sale once again. This time he offered the JNF 1 million
dunums. Three days later, the two held another meeting along with three
other leading Zionist land and financial officials: Finance Minister Eli‘ezer
Kaplan, Avraham Granovsky, and Levi Shkolnik. Born in 1890, Granovsky
(later Granott) was a JNF official and co-founder of the Progressive Party who
rose to head the JNF in 1945. Levi Shkolnik (later Eshkol) was a leading fig-
ure in Zionist land and financial circles and head of the Jewish Agency’s Set-
tlement Department since September 1948, and is discussed in greater detail
below. The men finalized the deal by which the JNF would purchase 1 mil-
lion dunums for a theoretical price of £I10 million. Weitz and Granovsky in-
sisted upon a legal transfer of title. Ben Gurion was annoyed; he cared little
for such technicalities and besides, Israeli legislation at that point did not al-
low for sale of refugee property.

On January 27, 1949, the state and the JNF closed the deal. Ben Gurion
himself joined with Kaplan in signing on behalf of the state. The state raised
the price to £I11 million, although the actual price, payable in installments,
would be determined by a joint state-JNF committee and would vary accord-
ing to location and type of land. In addition, the JNF agreed to pay an addi-
tional £I7,250,000 to the state and the Jewish Agency to assist in settling
immigrants on the land.152 The eventual price paid was much higher, al-
though this may reflect the devaluation of Israeli currency: approximately
£I23,421,685.153 The JNF insisted that the land be legally transferred to it
within one year of signing the contract in order to assure that the JNF right of
ownership.154

Varying figures have surfaced as to the exact amount of land transferred in
the January 1949 sale, the so-called “first million” (because the JNF later
bought another million dunums; see below). The JNF’s report to the 23rd
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congress of the World Zionist Organization in 1951 stated the amount at
1,109,769 dunums: 1,085,607 dunums of rural land and 24,162 urban.155

Granovsky reported several years later a slightly lower amount: 1,101,942
dunums of which 1,085,607 were rural and 16,335 urban.156 A partial list
showing the location of some of the lands is shown in table 1.24 The rest of
the land lay in the Hula Basin and near Baysan.157

Where did the cash-strapped JNF obtain the funds to pay for this land?
Certainly the JNF’s traditional fundraising activities continued among dias-
pora Jewry. The first JNF head, Johann Kremenezki, had established a vigor-
ous tradition of fundraising, encouraging Jews outside Palestine to contribute
money through buying JNF stamps, dropping coins into small blue-and-white
collection cans, and inscribing the names of larger donors in the JNF’s
Golden Book. These fundraising activities continued in the wake of the Holo-
caust, the establishment of the State of Israel, the first Arab-Israeli war, and
the massive immigration of Jews from Europe and the Middle East starting in
1948. American Jews were crucial in providing funds with which the JNF
could purchase land. During the October 1946–October 1947 fiscal year, the
American branch of the JNF—The Jewish National Fund, Inc. of New
York—donated $9,106,388 to the JNF head office in Jerusalem. Between Oc-
tober 1, 1947 to June 15, 1948, a nearly nine month period that witnessed the
birth of the State of Israel and the darkest days of the first Arab-Israeli war, the
U.S. branch of the JNF more than trebled its previous contribution, making
available $31,037,145 to the head office. Most of these funds were donated
through the United Jewish Appeal drive. Between 1910 and mid-1948, the
American JNF had donated a total of $85,760,732 to the JNF. Other Jews
contributed funds to the JNF as well during 1948: Canadian Jews donated
$132,410; South African Jews £154,072; and British Jews £2,047,000.158

TABLE 1.24 Partial List of Refugee Land Sold to the Jewish National Fund in
January 1949

Region Amount (Approximate, in Dunums)

Jerusalem corridor 2,000
Northern Negev desert 250,000
Coastal Plain 150,000
Sharon Plain 150,000
TOTAL 552,000

Source: Granott Agrarian Reform, pp. 107–111



Another source of vital funding for the JNF was a $15 million loan ex-
tended by the Bank of America National Trust and Savings Association of San
Francisco, founded by A.P. Giannini. The JNF dispatched Yosef Weiss (not to
be confused with Yosef Weitz) to explain the JNF’s need for the loan to 
Giannini. Weiss was born in Germany in 1902, and was the director of the Fi-
nancial Office at the JNF’s head office in Jerusalem. He was also an advisor to
the Minister of Finance on Israeli claims for compensation abroad. Negotia-
tions between the bank and the JNF began in May 1949. Weiss managed to
convince Giannini of the necessity of the loan, along with the fact that the
Jewish National Fund, Inc. in New York agreed to guarantee one-third of its
amount. The Bank of America extended the loan one month later on June 9,
1949.159 The loan was significant for several reasons. First of all, it provided
the JNF with badly needed cash. The Fund needed money not only to pay
the state for the land but also to build Jewish settlements on the land. The
loan enabled it to complete its “Series A” settlement plan as well as construct
eighty new “Series B” settlements. Beyond that, the loan was important be-
cause it represented the first major nongovernmental, noncharitable loan ex-
tended to a corporation in Israel, although the JNF was legally registered as a
British entity.160

Execution of the deal with the state and the JNF’s usage of the land took
some time. Between signing the deal on January 27, 1949 until March 31,
1954, the state had legally transferred only 35.9 percent of the land, or
396,149 dunums.161 The land first had to be transferred from the Custodian
of Absentee Property to the Development Authority and then to the JNF,
which complicated this process. For its part, the JNF had put only 770,271
dunums of the land it bought in completely abandoned villages to use by the
end of 1952.162

In September 1950, the JNF and the state decided on a second sale before
the JNF even had paid for the first million dunums it bought the previous
year. The deal involving the so-called “second million” dunums was finalized
on October 4, 1950, and involved the transfer of an additional 1,271,734
dunums by the Custodian of Absentee Property on behalf of the Develop-
ment Authority to the JNF, 99.8 percent of which (1,271,480 dunums) was ru-
ral land. Granott later placed the amount at 1,278,200 dunums. The amount
of £I66 million was to be paid to the government over a ten year period. Some
sources indicate that the JNF was actually to turn the money over to the Jew-
ish Agency on the government’s behalf; the amount then would be consid-
ered a loan by the government to the JA. Others claim that the JNF never
actually paid the amounts it owed under the two deals.163
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TABLE 1.25 JNF Usage of the “Second Million” Dunums of Refugee Land
Purchased in 1950

Usage Amount (Dunums)

Completing construction of new settlements 500,000
Expanding existing settlements 500,000
Afforestation 160,000
Various agricultural purposes 100,000
Settlement housing 16,200
Urban housing 2,000
TOTAL 1,278,200

Source: Granott, Agrarian Reform, pp. 108, 111

The JNF quickly put the land to use for development purposes, including
agricultural development, settlement building, industrial and commercial de-
velopment, and construction of public housing. Since its charter forbade it
from ever selling its land, it continued its policy of signing long-term leases
with Jewish organizations and institutions. Its standard lease term was for 49
years. It frowned upon leasing large tracts of its land to private companies, re-
fusing, for example, requests from citrus companies like Hakal-Yakhin to lease
land to them as the state did. Table 1.25 indicates what uses the JNF put to
the “second million.”According to Weitz, the JNF’s purchasing policy was to
buy entire tracts of land from the government rather than parcels here and
there. Examples of such tracts include one north of the Hula Basin consisting
of 30,000 dunums; one in the Baysan Valley of 60,000 dunums; one between
al-Tantura and al-Tira of 60,000 dunums; and a 400,000 dunum stretch in the
Jerusalem corridor and the Shefelah.164 Table 1.26 illustrates the location and
price paid for the land in both JNF purchases.

The two sales saw the JNF’s holdings grow and future plans expand. 
Granovksy chose the JNF’s Jubilee Convention in Washington in January
1951, convened to celebrate the fiftieth anniversary of the founding of the
JNF, to announce its ambitious new five-year plan. The plan revealed the new
circumstances in which the JNF found itself and sought to raise the kind of
funds necessary to achieve its ambitious goals. The plan envisioned a massive
outlay of $250 million for a variety of projects in Israel. These included $70
million to pay for the more than 2 million dunums that the JNF had bought
from the Israeli government; construction of some 500 new Jewish settle-
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ments; and purchasing some 500,000 dunums of land for forests and other
projects.165

The two sales trebled the amount of land the JNF owned—by 1956, 68
percent of all JNF land consisted of the land bought in the two sales.166 The
JNF owned 17 percent of the surface area of the state, including 39 percent of
cultivable land and 23.1 percent of Jewish-owned land in the cities.167 By the
mid-1950s, 577 of 698 Jewish agricultural settlements in Israel (82.7 percent)
had been built on JNF land, while 80 percent of all agricultural produce was
grown on its land.168

A final indication of the new circumstances in which the JNF was operat-
ing was the incorporation of the JNF as an Israeli company and the transfer to
it of the assets formerly held by the British-registered Jewish National Fund,
Ltd. In November 1953, the Knesset passed the Keren Kayemet le-Yisra’el
Law of 5714/1953 that created an Israeli company by that name, the Hebrew
name for Jewish National Fund. The company came into existence on May
20, 1954, after which the British JNF transferred all the land that it owned

TABLE 1.26 Location and Prices of Land in 1949 and 1950 Purchases of
Refugee Property by the Jewish National Fund

Location Amount (Dunums) Price (£I) £I/Dunum

1. Rural land
Northern Negev 352,850 4,001,934 11.3
Judea 608,280 32,002,849 52.6
Coastal Plain 204,667 3,557,687 17.4
Sharon Plain 205,342 14,628,380 71.2
Haifa region 250,967 9,706,274 38.7
Acre region 150,657 6,933,266 46.0
Nazareth region 21,370 837,047 39.2
Jenin region 47,553 1,822,112 38.3
Baysan region 82,328 1,972,179 24.0
Tiberias region 57,414 1,584,457 27.6
Safad region 162,813 4,179,650 25.7
Jerusalem corridor 210,847 2,188,142 10.4

2. Urban land
Various 18,589 6,007,708 323.2
TOTAL 2,373,677 89,421,685 37.7

Source: Granott, Agrarian Reform, p. 111
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within the boundaries of the State of Israel. However, the British JNF re-
tained ownership of JNF land that lay outside Israeli jurisdiction in surround-
ing Arab countries. This undoubtedly was because the state of war existing
between Israel and the Arab world made it untenable for an Israeli company
to own land beyond the borders in hostile territory, land the JNF had acquired
in Jordan, Syria, and Lebanon prior to 1948.

For its part, the state was content to have sold the land to the JNF. By 1958,
almost all of the land had been transferred to the JNF. The government’s offi-
cial yearbook stated the effect of the two sales on the office of the Custodian of
Absentee Property:

The transfer of land to the Jewish National Fund marks the beginning
of a process, the main object of which is to convert the activities of the
Custodian from temporary activities—as they appeared a first to be—to
a systematic restoration of property at his disposal in order to make it an
instrument for the development of the country.169

Settl ing the Refugees’ Land with Jewish Immigrants

Zionist and Israel policy toward refugee land in the spring and summer of
1948 was initially focused on housing new Jewish immigrants in captured
Palestinian homes in the towns and cities and on temporarily utilizing agri-
cultural land. By fall 1948, the situation also allowed the entertainment of
longer-term policies toward the land. Several factors account for this. In the
first place, the Ten Days Fighting of July 9–18, 1948 saw the Israeli army con-
quer even more parts of Arab Palestine. These victories helped to prompt the
government toward the new strategy because such lands, lying deep in Arab
territory far from any Jewish settlements, could not be leased to Jewish farm
communities as before. Secondly, the legal consolidation of the land first into
the hands of the Custodian of Absentee Property and later the Development
Authority and the JNF laid the basis for the permanent alienation of refugee
land. The extensive legal and administrative maneuverings regarding refugee
land in Israel between 1948–53 laid the groundwork for the fundamental
transformation of the cadastral landscape within Israel. The Custodian of Ab-
sentee Property’s sale of the land to the Development Authority and their joint
transfer of much of the land to the Jewish National Fund at the government’s
directive represented a huge windfall for the Zionist movement.

With the land securely in the hands of the government and the JNF, both



parties undertook the decision to begin constructing Jewish settlements on
the land. The shift from leasing land to seizing it permanently and building
settlements on it stemmed from a third factor as well. Zionist officials argued
that the best way to block either mass refugee repatriation or slow repatriation
through infiltration of individual refugees was to settle the land with Jews.
The success of the Zionist enterprise until that point in history lay partly with
Zionism’s ability to create facts on the ground through the acquisition of land
and settling it with Jews. Consolidation of Israel’s gains in the war were an-
other reason for this success. This fact seemed to demand nothing less than
the prevention of refugee repatriation by the speedy erection of Jewish settle-
ments on their land.

The cry to prevent the refugees from returning to their lands began arising
from a number of sources by the summer of 1948. One looming factor in this
regard was the army’s keen desire to prevent the infiltration of refugees across
the porous borders and cease-fire lines. In fact, refugee infiltration had be-
come a major concern for the defense and political establishments by the
early summer of 1948. Armed incursions by certain refugees were prompting
the flight of some Jews living in existing communities near the borders. The
military was also concerned that once they returned the refugees could con-
stitute a fifth column behind Israeli lines. The Israeli army urged a speedy de-
cision to shift from leasing refugee land to settling it to prevent “a serious
danger that these villagers would re-establish themselves in their villages deep
behind our lines . . . .There is no time to be lost in taking a decision.”170 Zion-
ist settlement officials like Weitz echoed such concerns:

Slowly but surely, abandoned villages are vanishing as they are resettled,
partially or completely . . . .Many thousands of dunams formerly consid-
ered abandoned lands—are now being [cultivated] or claimed by their
owners.171

The Foreign Ministry noted:

The infiltration of individual Arabs, ostensibly for reaping and thresh-
ing, alone, could in time bring with it the re-establishment [of the
refugees] in the villages, something which could seriously endanger
many of our achievements during the six months of the war.172

Even ordinary Jews urged the government to prevent the refugees’ return.
In June 1948, a delegation from Safad asked the government not to allow
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Palestinian refugees back into the town, noting that most of their property had
been looted anyway. Instead, delegation members requested, the empty Pales-
tinian quarters of the town be settled with Jews.173 Such logic prevailed: the
provisional cabinet decided on June 16, 1948 not to allow refugee repatria-
tion, and ordered the Israeli military to prevent infiltration. An advisory meet-
ing called by Ben Gurion in August 1948 discussed settling the land to
forestall refugee return. The committee, consisting of Shertok, Kaplan, Weitz,
Danin, Shitrit, and Gen. ‘Elimelekh Avner (head of the military government
imposed on the Palestinians who remained in Israel), among others, even ex-
amined the possibility of selling the abandoned refugee land to American
Jews and paying the refugees compensation with the proceeds.174

While agreeing to prevent the return of refugees, the provisional govern-
ment was still reluctant in the fall of 1948 to go one step further and authorize
the erection of new settlements on the land. Ben Gurion’s government chose
not to accept a November 1948 settlement plan drawn up by the army in con-
junction with the Jewish Agency’s Settlement Department and the JNF that
proposed building 96 new settlements on refugee land. Kaplan and Tsizling
were leading voices opposing such a move. But others in the Zionist estab-
lishment continued to push for settling the refugees’ land and permanently
guaranteeing Israeli military successes during the war. Weitz argued tena-
ciously for this. For him, settling refugee land was not simply of strategic value
but actually essential for the future of the Zionist venture. He noted his
deeply held ideological vision in this way in January 1950:

The struggle for the redemption of the land [Heb.: ge’ulat ha-adama]
means simply this—the liberation of the land from the hand of the
stranger, from the chains of wilderness; the struggle for its conquest by
settlement; and last but not least, the redemption of the settler, both as
a human being and as a Jew, through his deep attachment to the soil he
tills.175

Beyond the strategic need to settle the borders and prevent refugee repatri-
ation, the demographic pressures presented by mass Jewish immigration im-
mediately after the declaration of Israeli statehood and the end of the fighting
also pushed the government toward erecting new settlements on the refugee
land and not merely leasing it to existing settlements. The wave of new immi-
grants placed enormous demands for housing on the new state, which aimed
to provide land for the “ingathering of the exiles” [Heb.: kibbuts ha-galuyot].
Note the immigration statistics shown in table 1.27.
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In May 1948, a meeting was held between two officials of the new provi-
sional government and Israel and the JA to discuss a division of labor with re-
gard to settling new immigrants. Tsizling and Kaplan met with the JA’s
Settlement Department [Heb.: Mahlakat ha-Hityashvut] to devise a strategy
for the large-scale settlement of the thousands of new immigrants coming into
the country. They decided that the new state would manage existing Jewish
settlements and that the JA and other Zionist organizations would deal with
creating new ones.176 This arrangement was formalized when a joint state/JA
committee, the Committee for Agriculture and Settlement Planning, decided
in the summer of 1949 that the government’s Ministry of Agriculture would
be responsible for existing settlements while the JA’s Settlement Department
would deal with new ones.177

By that time, the JA’s Settlement Department had a new head: Levi Shkol-
nik, who later changed his family name to Eshkol. Born in the Ukraine in
1895, Eshkol immigrated to Palestine in 1914. A leading Zionist figure in the
realm of land, water, and finance, Eshkol was one of the central figures in the
drama of Israel’s transformation of the abandoned refugee land. Eshkol’s re-
sumé was impressive. A member of MAPAI, he had worked with the His-
tadrut’s Agricultural Center during the mandate. From 1935 to 1951 he
served as the founding director of the Mekorot Water Company. Starting in

TABLE 1.27 Jewish Immigrants into Israel, 1948–1958

Year No. of Immigrants

1948 (May 15–December 31) 101,819
1949 239,076
1950 169,405
1951 173,901
1952 23,375
1953 10,347
1954 17,471
1955 36,303
1956 54,925
1957 71,100
1958 26,093
TOTAL 923,815

Source: Ernest Stock, Chosen Instrument. The Jewish Agency in the First Decade of
the State of Israel (New York: Herzl Press and Jerusalem: Hassifriya Haziyonit, 1988),
p. 261
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1934 Eshkol also headed ha-‘Avara, Ltd., a corporation that had worked to
transfer the assets of Jewish immigrants who left Germany for Palestine. Dur-
ing the 1940s, he became head of the Hagana’s Finance Department. In
September 1948, Eshkol rose to head the JA’s Settlement Department, a posi-
tion he held until 1963. Capping off a busy career, Eshkol later became Trea-
surer of the JA in 1949, Israel’s second Minister of Finance during 1952–63,
and its prime minister from 1963 until his death in 1969.

One day in late 1948, Eshkol was driving to Jerusalem when he passed an
abandoned village overlooking the road to Latrun. With him was his driver
and his aide, Ra’anan Weitz (born in Rehovot in 1913), the son of Yosef Weitz
and future head of the JA’s Settlement Department. Together with the
younger Weitz, Eshkol walked through the village and later recalled, “I didn’t
know the details, yet, but I believed that the desolate and abandoned place
might help solve the problem of settling the nation.” Continuing on the way
to Jerusalem, Eshkol and Weitz began devising a plan for settling new Jewish
immigrants in more than 45 abandoned Palestinian villages.178 Eshkol’s en-
ergy eventually helped found 371 new settlements and the expansion of 60 ex-
isting ones during his tenure as head of the JA Settlement Department. Most
of the new settlements developed in Israel from 1948–52 according to the JA’s
settlement plans were built on abandoned refugee land in the Sharon Plain
along the Mediterranean coast, in Galilee, and near Jerusalem, land that the
JNF had acquired in its purchases from the state in 1949 and 1950. There-
after, settlement activity focused on building in the Lakhish and Adullam ar-
eas in southern Judea, the Ta’anakh area of the eastern Jezre‘el Valley, and
Wadi ‘Arava and other parts of the Negev desert. Most of these new settle-
ments were moshavim, as JA settlement officials determined that the commu-
nal life of the kibbutz did not suit the new arrivals. These were by and large
Holocaust survivors, Jews from North Africa and the Middle East, and other
refugees whose immigration was spurred by reasons other than the Zionist
zeal to take up agriculture in socialist communities.

The number of new settlements began to burgeon. Between May 1948 and
June 1949, a total of 89 new Jewish communities were established on refugee
land. Of these, 63 were built as new settlements and 26 consisted of former
Palestinian villages that were merely repopulated with Jews.179 By 1952,
Eshkol’s Settlement Department had established new settlements on a total of
854,900 dunums, of which 734,900 were rainfed.180 By the end of 1953,
Eshkol had overseen the erection of 345 new Jewish settlements—251
moshavim and 96 kibbutzim—which together cultivated a full 1,048,000
dunums of land.181 Other sources put the figure at 370 new settlements, of
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which a full 350 had been built on refugee land.182 By 1958, the JA Settle-
ment Department had built and supervised a total of 467 settlements in Israel.
Table 1.28 indicates the type of settlements.

The massive construction boom carried out by Eshkol and the JA during
the 1950s was made possible by the use of refugee land, a significant amount
of which ended up in the hands of the JNF. By 1954, one-third of Israel’s en-
tire Jewish population lived on refugee property, including 250,000 new im-
migrants housed in urban refugee housing.183 One advantage to utilizing
abandoned refugee housing was that it was much cheaper than constructing
new homes. Settling immigrants in new housing amounted to between
$7,000 and $9,000 per family in 1950, compared to $750 per family for repairs
to existing Palestinian homes in the villages plus another $750 for animals and
farm equipment.184 The massive settlement building on refugee land did
more than just alienate the land permanently from its Palestinian owners and
allow for the absorption [Heb.: kelita] of hundreds of thousands of new immi-
grants. It also transformed the spatial and cultural landscape of Palestine. New
Jewish communities dotted the landscape where formerly hundreds of Pales-
tinian villages had stood. Sometimes the new settlements appropriated the
former villages’ names. Thus in 1949 the settlement of Nurit was erected on
the abandoned lands of Nuris. The village of ‘Ayn Hawd was replaced in 1953
by an Israeli artists’ community called ‘En Hod.185 Other abandoned areas
were not settled but planted with groves of trees under Weitz, who was busy
with forestation and other projects as head of the JNF’s Land Development
Division until 1959.

Settling new Jewish immigrants on refugee land and sometimes in their
very homes was not greeted with universal acclaim by Jews in Israel. The

TABLE 1.28 Settlement Building in Israel by Type of Settlement, 1948–1958

Type of Settlement Number

Workers’ [Heb.: ‘ovedim] moshavim 257
Communal [Heb.: shitufi] moshavim 17
Kibbutzim 100
Educational institutes, training farms, etc. 27
Middle class settlements 22
Expansion of older settlements 44
TOTAL 467

Source: Israel Government Yearbook Vol. 5719/1958, p. 459
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Yiddish-language journalist David Pinsky related an account in October
1949 of one Holocaust survivor who felt great misgivings living in an aban-
doned Palestinian house in the village of Yazur, near Jaffa. The entire Pales-
tinian population had left, and their homes and personal property were in
fairly good order. Jews from Poland, Czechoslovakia, and other European
countries occupied the village, which was renamed Mishmar ha-Shev‘a:

Mr. Pinsky tells of one woman he met in Yazir [sic], who had become
openly obsessed by the problem. She was a young woman, a mother of
two children who occupied a home of a former well-to-do Arab family.
The house was spacious; the garden well-kept; they had plenty of every-
thing and could live comfortably. One day the children discovered a
closet full of toys which belonged to the children of the exiled Arab fam-
ily. The children were overjoyed with their find and began to play noisily
with the toys. But the mother was suddenly struck by the thought that
her children were playing with the toys of Arab children who were now
exiled and homeless. She began to brood: where were those children
whose toys were being played with by her own children? have they a roof
over their heads? a bed to sleep in, or a toy to play with? What right have
her children to be happy at the expense of the unhappiness of others?
She ordered the children to put the toys back into the closet and forbade
them to play with them. But this did not restore her peace of mind: what
right had she and her family to occupy a house which does not belong to
her? use a garden and field which were taken by force from other people
who ran away in a panic of war and are not permitted to return? Is she
and her family not living on goods robbed from others? Is she not doing
to the Arabs what the Nazis did to her and her family?186

Like the earlier leasing of refugee land, settlement building on abandoned
land spanned the ideological spectrum of Zionist politics. The Rural and
Suburban Settlement Company, or RASSCO, was a subsidiary of the JA es-
tablished in 1934 to encourage middle-class Jewish immigration. It leased
refugee land from the Development Authority to help fulfill its mission. On
the other side of the ideological spectrum, the leftist MAPAM built socialist
communities on refugee land. In June 1948, MAPAM had issued a liberal-
minded policy statement toward the question of refugee repatriation. The
document, entitled “Our Policy Toward the Arabs During the War,” opposed
the ongoing expulsions of Palestinians from territory under Israeli control and
called for refugee repatriation. However, this did not stop MAPAM members



from erecting kibbutzim on refugee land anyway. The MAPAM kibbutz of
Sassa was built on land belonging to the abandoned village of Sa‘sa‘ in north-
ern Galilee, close to the Lebanese border. The village had been the scene of
two massacres during the 1948 fighting, after which its inhabitants fled or
were expelled by Israeli troops. The new collective settlement of Sassa was
then established by some 100 American Jews in 1949. Sassa’s leader, a gradu-
ate of the University of Minnesota, justified the conflict between his leftist be-
liefs and the reality of living on refugee land in this manner: “It was a hard
decision for us to make. It was against our principles to take over the homes of
Arab laborers. But the government insisted that Sassa be occupied for security
reasons. We had little choice.”187

Nor were all the settlers who lived in the new settlements recent immi-
grants. Veteran Israelis settled there too. Some 76,000 dunums of land were
given to the survivors of Jewish settlements destroyed during the 1948 fight-
ing, including those whose land lay across the cease-fire lines in the West
Bank and Gaza after the war. Survivors from four destroyed settlements of
Gush ‘Etsiyon [the ‘Etsiyon Bloc] founded the settlement of Nir ‘Etsiyon on
land formerly belonging to the village of ‘Ayn Hawd near Haifa. Beyond that,
survivors from the Gush ‘Etsiyon settlement of Massu’ot Yitshak received sev-
eral hundred dunums of abandoned vineyards with which to start a new com-
munity within Israel. Of the 76,000 dunums granted to such communities,
29,000 was JNF land. But the remainder consisted of refugee land, “enemy
property” (German property seized by the British during the Second World
War; discussed below), and so forth.188

Even as settlement of the abandoned land continued apace into the early
1950s, the cry to hasten erection of settlements near the borders continued. A
major Israeli concern remained preventing the return of refugees, hundreds
of whom continued to cross the borders in an effort to return to their homes.
According to the army, there were 16,000 instances of what was termed “infil-
tration” during 1952, most (11,000) across the cease-fire lines from Jordan
and the Jordanian-controlled West Bank.189 Ben Gurion noted to the Knesset
in that year that:

The settlement of the borders and the empty spaces—is also a security
task of the first order . . . .The War of Independence revealed the mili-
tary value—not only the tactical, but also the strategic value—of the set-
tlements around Jerusalem, in the South, in the Galilee and in the
Jordan Valley . . . . Security . . . commands us swiftly to populate the bor-
der areas and the empty spaces.190
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Most “infiltrators” were not terrorists who threatened Israel’s security but
merely refugees seeking to return to their lost homes and villages. Some
merely sought to glimpse their former homes. Lt.-Gen. John B. Glubb, com-
mander of the Jordanian Arab Legion who tried to halt as much cross-border
infiltration as possible in order to reduce Jordanian-Israeli friction, tried to ex-
plain the motivating behavior that gave rise to this phenomenon as:

Some deep psychological urge which impels a peasant to cling to and
die on his land. A great many of these wretched people are killed now
[by the Israeli army], picking their own oranges and olives just beyond
the [frontier] line. The value of the fruit is often negligible. If the Jewish
patrols see him he is shot dead on the spot, without any questions. But
they will persist in returning to their farms and gardens.191

The economic and strategic value of this huge windfall cannot be over-
stated, a fact that dampened any talk of allowing the refugees back to claim
their land. Indeed, forestalling such a move became a bedrock principle of Is-
raeli and Zionist officials from that time forward. In 1956, Granott noted that
the ultimate success of settling Jewish immigrants on refugee land depended
upon Zionist retention of the abandoned land:

Settlement operations in the years 1950–52 strengthened the convic-
tion that there could be no return to the old status: the lands vacated by
the Arabs during the War of Independence were by this time settled, for
the most part cultivated, and governed by a progressive agrarian regime,
in harmony with the aspirations of Zionism and the rules of the Jewish
National Fund . . . .Thus, as a result of a combination of unanticipated
factors it has been possible to implement the great principle of land na-
tionalisation proclaimed at the inception of the Zionist Movement,
which in the State of Israel is now a reality with every day bringing
nearer its complete fulfillment.192

Disposal of the Balance of the Refugee Land

The sales of abandoned land to the JNF had left a significant percentage of
refugee land out of the state’s hands by the mid-1950s. But the Development
Authority still retained some land both in the towns and in the countryside
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and continued to dispose of it. Nearly a million dunums—920,000—were still
administered by the Development Authority or the Ministry of Agriculture by
1953.193 By 1954, incomplete figures showed the Authority still possessing
101,000 dunums. As of May 12, 1954, the Development Authority owned
50,171 residential and commercial buildings in towns as follows: 47.4 percent
in Tel Aviv-Jaffa; 30.4 percent in Haifa; 19.6 percent in Jerusalem; and 2.6
percent in Nazareth and Beersheba.194 The Development Authority’s Urban
Property Department leased some 59,000 residential dwellings and 11,000
businesses in 1956 and a total of 57,497 residential dwellings and 10,727 busi-
nesses in 1958.195 From 1952 to 1956, it leased plantations to the governmen-
tal corporation Mata‘ei ha-Umma. The following year, all of the 48,000
dunums of plantation land it still controlled were leased to Mata‘ei ha-Umma
and the rehabilitation of this land was completed.196 By 1956, the Develop-
ment Authority still owned 85,000 dunums of citrus groves as well that it
granted to agricultural bodies, companies, and individual farmers on 49-year
leases. This included 10,000 dunums that were included in the “Grove by
Saving” investment project, in which the Development Authority and
Hadarei Yisra’el Co. were partners along with the Hakal-Yakhin company and
the Pardes Syndicate.197 In 1957, the Development Authority leased 10,000
dunums to Hadarei Yisra’el Co.; 22,000 dunums to Mehadrin Co.; 11,000
dunums to Hakal-Yakhin; and 3,000 dunums to RASSCO.198 Besides leases,
the Development Authority continued disposing of abandoned land under its
jurisdiction as well. During the first half of 1953, it transferred 17,884 resi-
dential and commercial units in abandoned buildings in the cities to the
‘Amidar company.199

As a postscript, the Israeli government consolidated several agencies that
controlled land into one in 1953 and called it the Property Department. The
new department consisted of the Development Authority, the Custodian of Ab-
sentee Property, the Custodian of Enemy Property, the State Lands Depart-
ment, and the Custodian of German Property. The latter resembled the
Custodian of Enemy Property but dealt only with property of German nationals
that had been sequestered by mandatory authorities during the Second World
War. Israel retained control of this land after 1948 by virtue of the German
Property Law of 5711/1950 that created the office of Custodian of German
Property on October 1, 1950 to manage this property. The Custodian of Ger-
man Property eventually sold property belonging to the Roman Catholic and
Lutheran churches to the Development Authority while negotiations began be-
tween Israel and the West German government in 1954 for release of secular
German property. Table 1.29 shows which state agencies held land in 1954.
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Despite Israel’s desire to utilize the refugees’ land, much abandoned land
still remained vacant by the 1950s, especially in the rural areas. This was a
source of major concern to Weitz and others. In February 1953, the Custo-
dian of Absentee Property’s office prepared a report on the utilization of land
in totally abandoned Palestinian refugee villages that showed that only
2,474,958 out of 4,063,669 dunums had been put to use by Jews since the war
(see tables 1.30 and 1.31). Ever critical of state land agencies, Weitz estimated

TABLE 1.30 Utilization of Refugee Land by Type of Land, 1952

Use of Land No. of Dunums

Citrus orchards 30,708
Olive plantations 95,344
Leased to settlements 909,879
Held by settlements without lease 371,735
Jewish National Fund land leased to settlements 770,271
Lased to individuals 108,349
Housing (including that in the planning stage) 112,097
Ma‘abarot [transit camps for new immigrants] 13,445
Industrial and commercial installations 18,928
Israeli army bases, etc. 44,232
TOTAL 2,474,988

Source: Source: CZA A202/97, Custodian of Absentee Property report of 22 February
1953

TABLE 1.29 Amount of Land Administered by Israeli Government Agencies,
1954

Agency Amount (Dunums)

Ministry of Agriculture 819,000
Development Authority 101,000
State Lands Division 745,000
Others 6,425
TOTAL 1,671,425

Source: CZA KKL5/22273, “Report on the Land Administration System of the State”
(September 5, 1954)
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TABLE 1.31 Location of Refugee Land by Mandatory Sub-District, 1952

District Amount (Dunums)

Acre 148,580
Baysan 147,477
Nazareth 86,395
Safad 435,660
Tiberias 160,731
Haifa 258,488
Jaffa 145,254
Jenin 125,825
Nablus 8,814
Tulkarm 234,209
Hebron 1,006,547
Jerusalem 209,352
Gaza 640,503
Ramla 455,834

Source: CZA A202/97, Custodian of Absentee Property report of 22 February 1953

that the amount of unused refugee land actually was much higher, closer to 2
million dunums. Following a 1954 study he carried out of land under state
control, Weitz determined that 680,000 dunums of cultivable land and
1,400,000 dunums of uncultivable land still were not being used (see table
1.32).

The result of all of this activity was that within a few short years of their
flight, the refugees would scarcely have recognized their abandoned lands
even if they had been allowed to return. It had been incorporated mutatis mu-
tandis into the Jewish character of the State of Israel.  Israel refused to give the
land back, but agreed to compensate the refugees for it. The call for compen-
sating soon became a major international issue for diplomats seeking concili-
ation among the parties to the Arab-Israeli conflict.
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TABLE 1.32 Scope of Abandoned Land According to Yosef Weitz, 1954

Type Amount (Dunums)

Transferred to Development Authority 3,465,334
Uncultivable 1,400,000
TOTAL 4,865,334

Not being used:
Cultivable 680,000
Uncultivable 1,400,000
TOTAL 2,080,000

Source: CZA KKL5/22273, “Report on the Land Administration System of the State”
(5 September 1954), section 3



C H A P T E R  T W O

UNCCP’S EARLY ACTIVITY ON THE REFUGEE 

PROPERTY QUESTION

The plight of the Palestinian refugees was one of the most visible manifes-
tations of the havoc wrought by the first Arab-Israeli war. Almost immediately
the international community began expressing a considerable degree of con-
cern over their fate, including the property they left behind. Certainly the
United Nations concerned itself with this issue given that it was its decision to
partition Palestine. Indeed, the first major international discussion of land and
property matters in the context of solving the Arab-Israeli dispute came from
the UN. Even before the fighting and the refugee exodus, the UN General
Assembly had been thinking about the question of the fate of property in the
wake of the creation of the neighboring Jewish and Arab states that were
called for in its partition resolution of 1947. General Assembly Resolution 181
(II) of November 29, 1947 addressed the issue of what might happen to Pales-
tinian property in the new Jewish state, and vice versa. As far as land was con-
cerned, the resolution stated that the new Jewish authorities only could
expropriate Arab-owned property for “public purposes” and that they must
compensate the owners for the land. The same would be true for Jewish prop-
erty in the Arab state. According to Section I.C.2.8.: “No expropriation of
land owned by an Arab in the Jewish state shall be allowed except for public
purposes. In all cases of expropriation full compensation as fixed by the
Supreme Court [of the Jewish State] shall be paid previous to dispossession.”

The General Assembly also anticipated that the land and other property
belonging to the mandatory government would be split between the two com-
munities. Each community was to inherit moveable property on an “equi-
table” basis as determined by the United Nations. State land would be taken
over by the state in whose territory such land lay:

The moveable assets of the Administration of Palestine shall be allo-
cated to the Arab and Jewish States and the City of Jerusalem on an eq-
uitable basis. Allocations should be made by the United Nations
Commission referred to in section B, paragraph 1, above. Immoveable
assets shall become the property of the Government of the territory in
which they are situated. (Section I.E.1.)
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Thus even before the 1948 war broke out, the UN already considered that the
Palestinians should receive their share of land and moveable assets held by the
British mandatory government, a belief flatly rejected by Israel as noted in
chapter 1.

The 1948 fighting and the massive dislocation suffered by the refugees
prompted immediate concern in the halls of the UN. On May 14, 1948, the
last day of the British mandate and the day on which Israel declared its inde-
pendence, the General Assembly enacted Resolution 186 (S-II) that created
the office of a UN mediator for Palestine. The mediator was to try to do noth-
ing less than “promote a peaceful adjustment of the future situation of Pales-
tine.” The person selected for this daunting task was the Swedish Count Folke
Bernadotte. Born in Stockholm in 1895, Bernadotte was a member of the
Swedish royal family and had served as president of the Swedish Red Cross.
Bernadotte worked tirelessly during the summer of 1948, effecting two truces
in the fighting among other accomplishments.

Bernadotte submitted a report on the situation and his activities to the
General Assembly on September 16, 1948.1 Bernadotte addressed the refugee
problem in his report, and indeed was the first highly-placed person to focus
international attention on this crucial dimension of the conflict. He stated
that “the right of the Arab refugees to return to their homes in Jewish-
controlled territories at the earliest possible date should be affirmed by the
United Nations.” Beyond this, he discussed the fate of the refugees’ property,
which he felt should be secured pending a solution to the refugee exodus.
Bernadotte was particularly shocked at reports of the widespread looting of
Palestinian property that was taking place and was the first international figure
to charge Israel publicly with responsibility for private Palestinian property
left behind under its jurisdiction. He also had received reports of the willful
destruction of villages that Yosef Weitz and others were undertaking.
Bernadotte’s report noted:

There have been numerous reports from reliable sources of large-scale
looting, pillaging and plundering, and of instances of destruction of vil-
lages without military necessity. The liability of the Provisional Govern-
ment of Israel to restore private property to its Arab owners and to
indemnify those owners for property wantonly destroyed is clear irre-
spective of any indemnities which the Provisional Government may
claim from the Arab States.

His report also called for the “payment of adequate compensation to those
choosing not to return to their former homes.” Lastly, he called on the UN to



create a “conciliation commission” to carry on the work of Arab-Israeli medi-
ation.

On September 17, 1948, the day after he signed his report, Bernadotte was
shot and killed in Jerusalem by militants associated with the “Fatherland
Front,” which was connected with the Revisionist group Lohamei Herut Yis-
ra’el (“Fighters for the Freedom of Israel,” or LEHI). The LEHI was bitterly
opposed to his peace proposals, and one week later issued a statement warn-
ing others not to repeat Bernadotte’s mistake of trying to give away part of the
historical Jewish patrimony to “foreigners:”

The Fighters for the Freedom of Israel will fight by any means at their
disposal against foreign regime [sic], be it Arab, Anglo-Arab, or a com-
bined imperialist regime under the mask of U.N. They will fight against
any such regime exactly like they fought against direct British regime. A
special warning is hereby issued by the Fighters for the Freedom of Is-
rael against any attempt to establish a non-Hebrew regime in Jerusalem
. . . .The Fighters for the Freedom of Israel do not wish to do harm to
representatives of other nations and countries which are not enemies of
the Hebrew People and his freedom in his country . . . .Any such [for-
eign] supervision or any such ruling will be considered by us as service
to imperialism and foreign occupation and we will treat them as we
treated the British regime and its representatives.2

Establishment of the UNCCP

The UN replaced Bernadotte with the American Ralph Bunche and subse-
quently put into action Bernadotte’s proposal to create a “conciliation com-
mission.” This latter step was accomplished when the General Assembly
passed the landmark Resolution 194 (III) on December 11, 1948. Among
other provisions, the resolution created a new UN agency, the United Nations
Conciliation Commission for Palestine (UNCCP). The UNCCP was to as-
sume the duties of the mediator. The commission would exert a profound role
in the drama of Palestinian refugee property over the next two decades.

The UNCCP was structured as a body made up of three members that was
responsible to the General Assembly. The members were not persons but
member states of the UN: France, Turkey, and the United States of America.
The position of chair was rotated among the three nations, initially on a
monthly basis. As an agency within the UN Secretariat’s bureaucracy, the
three-member body employed the services of UN employees, the highest
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ranking of which was the UNCCP’s Principal Secretary. The first Principal
Secretary was Pablo de Azcárate of Spain. Bunche later observed that both he
and Bernadotte naively had assumed that the representatives on the concilia-
tion commission he proposed would act independently from their respective
governments. According to a member of the U.S. delegation to the UN,
Bunche had said as much to him during a meeting in 1949: “In closing, Dr.
Bunche observed that when Count Bernadotte and he had recommended a
conciliation commission, it never occurred to them that the members of the
commission would act on the basis of instructions from their respective gov-
ernments.”3

However, that is precisely how the UNCCP would act over the coming de-
cades of its existence. The American seat on the UNCCP in particular served
to guarantee that the body never strayed too far from overall U.S. policies to-
ward the Arab-Israeli conflict in general and, importantly, toward the refugee
property in particular. This fact would prove to be fundamentally important
in understanding the limits of the UNCCP’s abilities on behalf of the property
question.

General Assembly Resolution 194 (III) also discussed the Palestinian
refugees and specifically called on Israel to compensate them for abandoned
and damaged property. This resolution would be the major catalyst in the ef-
forts exerted by a number of parties over the coming decades when dealing
with the matter of the refugee property. Specifically, Resolution 194 (III)
called for:

the refugees wishing to return to their homes and live at peace with
their neighbors should be permitted to do so at the earliest practicable
date, and that compensation should be paid for the property of those
choosing not to return and for the loss of or damage to property which,
under principles of international law or in equity, should be made good
by the Governments or authorities responsible.

Partisans of the Arab-Israeli conflict have long argued over just what the reso-
lution calls for. Does it affirm both the refugees’ right to repatriation and their
right to be compensated? Exactly what is meant by “compensation”? Are only
nonreturning refugees entitled to it? The UNCCP offered its own interpreta-
tion early on when it drew up a background paper on the question of com-
pensation in early 1950. This document states the commission’s
interpretation of just what Resolution 194 (III) called for. The UNCCP back-
ground paper stated that the resolution’s text covered compensation for both



returning and nonreturning refugees. That is, compensation should be paid
both for the property left behind by refugees who do not return to live in their
homes and to repatriated refugees whose property had been looted or other-
wise destroyed without military necessity. However, the commission opined
that repatriated refugees returning to homes and property damaged or de-
stroyed during normal military operations would not be eligible for compen-
sation.4 Despite the UNCCP’s own opinion on the question, just which
refugees were eligible for compensation would later become a major contro-
versy among the parties to the conflict.

The UNCCP commenced functioning on January 24, 1949 from its field
offices in Government House in Jerusalem. The fate of the refugees was one
of the leading stumbling blocks to its early efforts on behalf of conciliation.
Its first major endeavor was a series of meetings with Arab representatives in
Beirut from March 21, through April 5, 1949. This would become a pattern
for the UNCCP over the next several years during the time when it exerted
most of its conciliatory efforts: separate meetings with Israel and the Arab
states. The atmosphere between Israel and the Arab states was frosty after the
armistice agreements signed between January and June 1949, and the Arab
states initially demanded that the refugees’ right of return was the sine qua
non of any discussions with Israel. During the Beirut meetings, however, the
representatives of the so-called front-line Arab states—Egypt, Syria, Jordan,
and Lebanon—indicated that they had dropped their insistence upon the
right of return prior to any talks with Israel. At Beirut, the UNCCP’s three
delegates, Claude de Boisanger, Mark Etheridge, and Hüseyin Cahid Yalçin,
met with representatives of the four front-line states plus Iraq and Saudi Ara-
bia. The issue of who would represent the Palestinians themselves proved
contentious. The commission refused to invite representatives from the
Palestinian nationalist group, the Arab Higher Committee (AHC), to the
meetings to sit as official participants, but rather invited the AHC to attend
only as one of a number of nongovernmental organizations that met with the
UNCCP. The AHC refused. However, the UNCCP conducted hearings
with a number of other delegations representing Palestinian refugees in late
March. Among these was a delegation from the Association of Arab Land-
lords of Haifa, including Gabriel Abyad, Faris Sa‘d, Raja Rayyis, Hamad Abu
Zayd, and the group’s secretary, Sulayman Qutran.5 When discussing both
moveable and immoveable refugee property, the delegations from the Arab
states complained bitterly about Israel’s actions. They stated that Israel was
creating facts on the ground by blocking refugees’ access to their accounts in
banks in Israel and by liquidating other refugee property. For their part, the
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nongovernmental Palestinian organizations issued pleas for the return of
their property. Afterwards, the three UNCCP members met with Ben 
Gurion in Tel Aviv on April 7, 1949 to discuss what had occurred in Beirut.

Realizing the importance of the refugee property issue to the Arabs, the
UNCCP decided to act quickly by bringing up the matter formally with the
Israelis. Four days after the commission met with Ben Gurion, the UNCCP
delivered a memorandum on the subject to Michael S. Comay of the Israeli
Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Comay was a South African born in 1908 who had
served in the Jewish Agency’s Political Department from 1946–48 before join-
ing the Israeli foreign ministry. He later became Israel’s ambassador to the
UN, and would come to play an important role in the refugee property ques-
tion. The UNCCP’s memorandum requested that the Israeli government sus-
pend the Emergency Regulations (Absentees’ Property) of December 12,
1948 until such time as a final peace settlement could be reached. It further
requested “placing of refugee property in the category of ‘enemy property’ un-
der a custodian.”6 On May 6, 1949, Israeli diplomat Walter Eytan wrote a re-
ply to UNCCP Chair Mark Etheridge. Eytan, born Walter Ettinghausen in
Munich in 1910 and schooled in Britain, had only recently immigrated in
1946 after a stint of lecturing at Oxford. He had, however, risen quickly to di-
rect the Civil Service and Diplomatic College of the Jewish Agency in
Jerusalem from 1946–48 before becoming Director General of the Israeli
Ministry of Foreign Affairs in 1948. In 1949, Eytan headed the Israeli delega-
tion to the armistice talks at Rhodes. Eytan responded to the request to place
refugee property under some type of custodian by pointing out that Israel had
done precisely that when it authorized the Custodian of Absentee Property to
sequester the abandoned land and property. He noted in his letter, “we did
place property under a custodian, as you requested on April 11, 1949 [empha-
sis in the original].” Eytan also pointed out that the Israeli government recog-
nized that the refugees were entitled to compensation for the land. But he
went on to state what would become a bedrock Israeli principle for decades to
come: While Israel owed the refugees compensation, it was keeping their land
and would not consider restitution. The Israeli government, he noted, re-
served the right to use the abandoned property as it saw fit and may “enact leg-
islation for the more rational use of absentee property.”7 Eytan reaffirmed the
Israeli conviction that the refugees’ land had been alienated permanently
from them when he spoke to the French representative to the UNCCP,
Claude de Boisanger, that same month. “If an Arab refugee counts on living
again in the house he abandoned . . . or tilling the fields in the vicinity of the
village he once knew, he is living under an illusion.”8



Indeed, the Israeli government had stated that it would compensate the
refugees for their land. Israeli politicians like Moshe Sharett had indicated as
much on several occasions. On February 7 and again on February 24, Sharett
told the UNCCP prior to its departure for the Beirut meetings that Israel was
willing to pay compensation for the abandoned land. His statement also was
published in the international press.9 However, he made clear another cardi-
nal Israeli condition: Compensation would be paid globally and not to indi-
vidual refugees. Israel from the beginning was making it clear, as Eytan had
already done, that it considered individual refugees’ legal connection to their
lands to have been severed. Israel was responsible to them for compensation
as a corporate lot, not individually, but their title to the land was now gone.
Sharett noted: “We are definitely ready to accept in principle, that property
has to be compensated. What we do not accept is the question of the individ-
ual [and] juridical rights.”10

Internally, Ben Gurion also let it be known to his government that he fa-
vored compensating the refugees but only “in principle.”11 Ben Gurion soon
clarified this by restricting the land for which Israel was willing to pay com-
pensation to land that actually had been under cultivation—reserving for it-
self free of compensation the huge stretches of pasture land, arid lands, and so
forth that had fallen into Israeli hands. The prime minister was ready to com-
pensate refugees “who had actually cultivated their land.”12 Thus the Israeli
attitude toward refugee property quickly was becoming clear: Israel would not
return the land (restitution); the refugees’ legal title to it was now null and
void; and Israel would pay compensation, but only for land actually cultivated
and only on a collective basis.

The issue of compensation continued to occupy the international stage in
1949. In May, it was discussed when the UN General Assembly voted to admit
Israel into UN membership. Israeli diplomat Abba Eban reaffirmed Israel’s
readiness to pay compensation during the General Assembly debates on May
5, 1949. One week after General Assembly Resolution 273 (III) of May 11 ad-
mitted Israel to the UN, the Arab delegations demanded of the UNCCP the
“abrogation of the Absentee Act and annulment of all measures taken in con-
formity with this act.” The Syrian representative summed up some of the Arab
objections in a subsequent letter on May 27, 1949. While admitting that
countries may supervise the property of enemy aliens during war, he pointed
out that the Palestinian refugees were neither enemies nor foreigners. He also
noted that such a law could not be valid because it was being applied retroac-
tively to events that had occurred months before the law at a time when the
State of Israel did not even exist.13
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Early American Approaches to the Question

The United States also was starting to take a look at the issue of refugee prop-
erty. As a member of the UNCCP, as a major international supporter of Israel,
and as a superpower, the United States was keenly aware of the implications
of the refugee issue. Although many Americans were concerned about the
refugees’ fate on humanitarian grounds, U.S. policymakers first and foremost
were concerned that without a resolution of the refugee problem in all its as-
pects, the region might destabilize. U.S. policy toward the refugees was de-
rived from this central point. Early on, the United States established certain
policy positions that became “red zones” beyond which it—and through its
influence in the commission, the UNCCP too—would not cross. Three early
U.S. documents reveal this thinking concerning how to resolve the problem.
The first is a memorandum that the Department of State delivered to Presi-
dent Harry S Truman on May 9, 1949 entitled “Palestine Refugee Problem:
Financing Repatriation and Resettlement of Palestine Refugees.”14 From the
outset, the State Department made two fundamental assumptions. First, the
purpose of compensation payments would be to finance the massive resettle-
ment of most Palestinians into the surrounding Arab countries. Second, the
United States and the world community would end up paying most of 
the costs of compensation, not Israel itself. Although the document spoke 
of the American expectation that Israel would pay compensation for Pales-
tinian land, it also noted that compensation would constitute only a small part
of the total cost of repatriating some refugees in Israel and resettling most of
the refugees in the Arab world. The document estimated that Israel should
pay between $US30–50 million in compensation to help defray a total cost of
$267.5 million for repatriation and resettlement. The United States, the 
Export-Import Bank, international banks, and other states and organizations
would pay the rest. Table 2.1 details the compensation figures outlined in the
document.

Three weeks later on May 31, 1949, the newly formed Central Intelligence
Agency drafted a second memorandum on the refugees that is instructive for
the light it sheds on American thinking on three particular points. First, it
stated that the Palestinian refugee problem threatened U.S. interests by
heightening instability in a region already vulnerable to such instability. Sec-
ond, nowhere did the document mention compensation. This was clearly not
a major issue for the CIA as it was for the State Department. Third, the mem-
orandum stated that resettling the refugees in the surrounding Arab countries
was the most likely solution to the problem, not repatriation to Israel. Thus,
this solution was the one that merited the most American attention.



To cite from the report:

The 725,000 Arab refugees produced by the Palestine war contribute
directly to instability in an area of great strategic importance to the US.
If this instability is permitted to develop unchecked, it may well lead to
the breakdown of the present weak political, economic, and social struc-
tures of the Arab states. Even now the Arab states represent a liability in
US global strategy. Because of their weakness they could contribute
only insignificantly to their own defense or to the defense of US inter-
ests in the event of war between the U.S. and the USSR. Before they
can become strong and cooperative allies, a long process of political sta-
bilization and economic development must take place. Neither can
take place unless the corrosive effect of the refugees on the Arab society
is eliminated.15

The document went on to state that practically speaking, most refugees
would have to be resettled outside Israel. This mammoth task would require
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TABLE 2.1 US State Department Estimate of Israeli Compensation and Costs to
Repatriate and Resettle Palestinian Refugees, 1949

Item Cost ($US)

1. Expenses
Repatriation of 200,000 refugees 30,000,000
Resettlement of 500,000 refugees 160,000,000
Direct and indirect work relief for refugees 27,500,000
Development projects in Arab world 50,000,000
TOTAL 267,500,000

2. Revenues
To be Received From Minimum ($US) Maximum ($US)

Israeli compensation 30,000,000 50,000,000
International banks; Export-Import Bank 15,000,000 50,000,000
Other states, organizations 25,000,000 50,000,000
US [by reducing capital outlays] 150,000,000 117,500,000
TOTAL 220,000,000 267,500,000

Source: United States National Archives and Records Administration [NARA], RG 59,
Lot File 53D468/Records of the Bureau of Near Eastern, South Asian, and African
Affairs/McGhee Files 1945–53/Box 18. Document: “Palestine Refugee Problem: Fi-
nancing Repatriation and Resettlement of Palestine Refugees” ( May 4, 1949)
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international capital outlays to pour into irrigation and land reclamation in
the Arab world. Although it stated the cost would be high, the memorandum
noted that this would be a small price for the U.S. to pay to shore up so strate-
gically important a region. This was the justification for the proposed mas-
sive cost to the American taxpayer of paying for resettling the Palestinian
refugees in the Arab host countries.

The third document was a massive briefing book assembled by the Depart-
ment of State entitled “The Palestine Refugee Problem” and dated August 2,
1949. Throughout this huge set of documents, resettlement of the refugees
loomed once again as the only real solution to the refugees’ plight. The diplo-
mats who assembled the document devoted no significant discussion either to
repatriation or to compensation despite their earlier detailed comments dis-
cussed above in the memorandum to President Truman.16

The CIA and Department of State documents underscored initial Ameri-
can concern with the refugees, but from the point of view of moving quickly
to resettle most of them in the surrounding Arab countries in order to reduce
regional instability. The questions of refugee property and compensation pay-
ments were subordinate to that goal. This was in line with Israeli thinking.
This is not to say that American diplomats were avoiding studying the com-
pensation question; some certainly did. George McGhee of the Department
of State asked an official of the American Friends Service Committee
whether records existed in Israel that might be helpful in determining the
amount of compensation that ought to be paid to refugees.17 Ultimately, how-
ever, the United States remained focused on refugee resettlement first and
foremost. Compensation fit into this vision to the extent that it might help fa-
cilitate such a goal. It was also clear to the United States from the beginning
that Israel would be asked to contribute only a small proportion of the total
cost of repatriating some and resettling most of the refugees.

These positions became red lines that American policymakers drew on the
theoretical road map of a proposed solution to the Arab-Israeli conflict and
the refugee dilemma, lines beyond which they were not prepared to go.
Given the Americans’ important role on the UNCCP, they were largely able
to enforce these red lines within UNCCP policy decisions as well. The
United States was clearly the dominant force in the commission. It was one of
two global superpowers. It largely financed the UN’s operations. The other
two members of the UNCCP were American allies in the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization (NATO)—France as of NATO’s inception in 1949, and
Turkey starting in 1952. American insistence on resettling most of the
refugees and financing this project with compensation payments would end



up playing a crucial role in ebbs and flows of the refugee property question in
coming decades.

Lausanne Conference

Following up on its initial foray into Arab-Israeli conciliation in the Middle
East in the early spring of 1949, the UNCCP spent several months later that
spring and summer trying to bridge the gaps between Israel and the Arab
states at an international diplomatic conference in Lausanne, Switzerland.
From April 27 through September 12, 1949, the UNCCP met separately with
the Israelis and the Arabs carrying out what the UNCCP called an “exchange
of views.” In addition to the presence of diplomats representing Israel and the
Arab states, three delegations arrived purporting to represent the refugees, in-
cluding an organization called the General Refugee Congress that had been
formed in Ramallah on March 17, 1949. Represented by Aziz Shehadeh and
Muhammad Nimr al-Hawwari, the General Refugee Congress was one of a
number of Palestinian groups that had sprung up after 1948, each trying to
represent a variety of Palestinian interests. The General Refugee Congress
was particularly interested in thwarting the efforts of the Arab states and the
Arab Higher Committee, the leading pre-1948 Palestinian nationalist body,
which was also present to speak on behalf of the refugees. Indeed, the
congress later changed its name to the Palestine Arab Refugee Congress and
claimed to speak on behalf of many of the refugees. Relations between the
refugees groups and the delegations from the Arab states were reportedly hos-
tile, according to chief Israeli negotiator Walter Eytan, who later wrote that
Egyptian delegates forcibly ejected a group of refugees who had tried to se-
cure a meeting with them. Eytan also claimed that at a secret meeting he held
with one of his Egyptian counterparts the latter revealed his disdain of the
refugee question in general by noting, “Last year thousands of people died of
cholera in my country, and none of us cared. Why should we care about the
refugees?”18

The different parties discussed a number of issues with the UNCCP’s
members, but once again the fate of the refugees loomed large over the pro-
ceedings. It was at this important meeting that Arabs, Israelis, and the
UNCCP for the first time discussed in detail some of the issues relating to
the refugee property question. Along with repatriation, the property question
lay at the heart of the discussions. The Israelis explained the activities of the
Custodian of Absentee Property. The UNCCP in return hinted to the Israeli
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delegation that portions of the Absentees’ Property Regulations could “aggra-
vate the problem of refugee property and make its eventual solution more
complex.”19 Beyond presentation of such mechanical matters, several impor-
tant issues relating to the refugee property issue were discussed: whether the
issue could be addressed separately from overall resolution of the Arab-Israeli
conflict; Israeli counter claims for war damages; the fate of refugee orange
groves; and the fate of refugee bank accounts blocked in Israel. Already the
specific humanitarian question of the refugee property was becoming em-
broiled in and affected by the wider course of Arab-Israeli relations.

On the broad level, the Israelis insisted on discussing the refugee problem
generally and the property question specifically only within the context of re-
solving the overall Arab-Israeli conflict and not as a separate issue as the Arabs
had been demanding. They offered to repatriate 100,000 refugees but insisted
that the remainder be resettled in the Arab world as part of a final settlement.
Israeli negotiators also set forth their basic demands concerning compensation.
They explained that they only were willing to discuss property compensation,
not restitution. They explained that Israel was willing to pay compensation into
a “common fund” although they made it clear that such compensation would
not cover all the abandoned property. Eytan stated on May 5 that Israel would
not pay compensation for moveable property. The Israelis also insisted that Is-
rael only would pay compensation for lands that had been cultivated prior to
being abandoned. They also noted that the question of compensation could be
settled through direct negotiations with the Arabs and the creation of a board to
examine the questions. Compensation payments would not be paid to individ-
ual refugees or even to the Arab states, but to a “common fund.” Beyond all
this, Israeli negotiators also stated that any compensation for Palestinian
refugee property must be reduced by an amount equal to the cost of war dam-
ages suffered by Israel in the 1948 fighting. The Israeli government had begun
publicly to demand that any settlement involving compensating Palestinian
refugees also must take in account the costs of war damages suffered by Israel
during the fighting. Israel insisted that the Arab “invasion” was unprovoked,
was the Arabs’ fault, and it was thus they who should pay for the damage they
had inflicted. Far from just throwing out this issue as a negotiating ploy, the Is-
raeli government hoped to subtract such amounts from any compensation it
would have to pay Palestinian refugees. The issue thus became a useful tool
when discussing the matter with the UNCCP. The war damages question also
was the first example of what would come to be a basic Israeli negotiating posi-
tion on the property compensation issue that has continued to be asserted un-
til today: Deduct certain costs from any compensation payments to Arabs.



How much had Israel sustained in war damages? As with that of Palestinian
refugees, different types of property were damaged. The most pertinent prop-
erty to this discussion was land and buildings. During the 1948 fighting, 22
Jewish settlements were destroyed. Ten of these were overrun by Arab forces
while twelve were destroyed but held by Israeli forces. Besides the loss of
buildings, the land on which seven settlements had stood ended up behind
Arab lines in the Jordanian-occupied West Bank after the armistice agree-
ments along with one in Egyptian-occupied Gaza. An additional 32 Jewish lo-
calities suffered property damage.20 Yosef Weitz stated that the number of
destroyed villages was 23, not 22. Details on these eight settlements left be-
hind Arab lines are discussed later in this study, as is the fate of other Jewish
land in the West Bank, Gaza, and the Arab states. The number of Jews made
refugees during the fighting varies. U.S. diplomats cited a figure of 7,000 in
1949.21 The UNCCP’s Clapp Mission put the figure much higher at 17,000,
although this may have been a typographical error in the document.

Various figures for the amount of war damages suffered in Israel began sur-
facing publicly in 1948–49. Weitz arrived at a total figure of £I1.5 million,
based on rebuilding costs.22 Press accounts cited a figure of over £P8 million,
which was very close to the official amount that the Israeli government had ar-
rived at. Israel began asking its citizens to register any property damages with
the Department of Property Damage within the Ministry of War Victims. As
of December 12, 1949, the department had recorded 8,598 claims for dam-
aged property totaling £I8,624,100. In addition to this, the Ministry estimated
that £I4 million had been suffered in damages to agriculture in addition to the
loss of public Jewish institutions in the West Bank and Gaza.23 By December
31, 1950, a total of 9,510 urban claims had been recorded totaling
£I9,197,717.24 Jerusalem was one of the most heavily damaged areas. By
1950, the Israelis claimed losses of £12.6 million in that city alone, including
agricultural losses.25

Israeli attitudes toward the question of war damages are revealed in a 1952
document from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. The document, entitled
“Claims for Jewish Property Frozen in Arab States,” discussed Israeli claims
for war damages as well. The document is significant first in outlining an over-
all diplomatic approach for arguing for war damages from the Arabs as it had
emerged by 1952. It outlined four types of damages for which Israel should
seek compensation from the Arab states. The first was the cost of the Israeli
army’s expenditures incurred in the “repulsion of the Arab invasion.” The sec-
ond was direct and indirect war damages suffered by individual Jews, private
companies, the state, and public institutions. Third, Israel should demand
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payment for physical and psychological damages sustained as a result of hos-
tile action and the subsequent burden this put on the state. Finally—and sig-
nificantly—the document outlined yet another dimension of Israel’s counter
claims that had emerged by 1952: a demand for compensation for the dam-
ages to private individuals, companies, the state, and public institutions
caused by the Arab states’ boycott of Israel and companies doing business with
Israel. Besides outlining the overall diplomatic approach, the document also
makes it clear that while the Israelis had been publicly using their claim for
war damages as a bargaining chip to seek a reduction in the total amount of
compensation due to Palestinian refugees, on an internal level they were only
just beginning to formulate this policy clearly and establish definite amounts
due to them by 1952. The document’s author, Shim‘on Shapir, noted this
point clearly: “It is important to note that work on the wording of these claims
and their translation into monetary totals is still in the beginning stages, or
even earlier.”26

Israel’s raising of the war damages issue in connection with Palestinian
property compensation sidetracked the UNCCP’s efforts to deal with the
property question separately. In the first place the UNCCP did not go along
with the idea that either Israel or the Arabs should demand reparations or war
damages from each other. It adopted this line for two reasons. The first was
that the commission’s overall approach was to seek some kind of limited
movement among the parties on tangible issues such as refugee compensa-
tion as it was working toward an overall peace settlement. In this regard, it re-
jected linking Palestinian compensation with other outstanding issues
between Israel and the Arab states, although Israel refused UNCCP requests
to disconnect refugee property compensation from the framework of an over-
all Arab-Israeli settlement and deal with it on a piecemeal basis. When the
UNCCP wrote to Sharett on June 8, 1950 asking how Israel proposed dealing
with compensation, Sharett replied that it would serve no useful purposes to
de-link the compensation question from the other dimensions of a settlement,
including Israel counter claims. Secondly, the UNCCP had decided as early
as October 1949 that war damages lay outside of the specific framework of
compensation as delineated in General Assembly Resolution 194 (III) of
1948. The commission understood its mandate to deal with property com-
pensation in the terms of the resolution, which in its opinion dealt only with
refugee property, not compensation claims generally. In this context, the
UNCCP felt that the section of the resolution dealing with compensation for
property destruction only covered the refugees and only covered “illegal” war
damages caused by acts such as looting. The UNCCP specifically noted the



fact that: “ordinary war damages do fall outside the scope of the resolution of
the General Assembly would seem to be clearly illustrated by the legislative
history of paragraph 11 of the resolution.”27

The UNCCP also had to struggle with the Arabs’ demands on the refugee
issue. Despite Eytan’s claim that they did not care about the refugees except
as a bargaining ploy, the Arab states did present specific demands in a joint
memorandum to the UNCCP on May 18, 1949: a halt to the seizure of Pales-
tinian homes and property; freeing of sequestered waqf property; release of
Arab bank accounts frozen by Israel; and repatriation of refugee orange grove
owners, plus their workers and technicians. A number of Palestinian non-
governmental organizations also delivered letters to the UNCCP. The Arab
Higher Committee demanded, for example, that Israel return both moveable
and immoveable property to the refugees in addition to an indemnity. The
Jaffa and District Inhabitants Committee dispatched a letter demanding com-
pensation for those refugees who freely chose not to be repatriated.28 How-
ever, the Arabs spoke not just of compensation but also of repatriation and
Israeli territorial compromises to allow for this as well, issues that bound up
their immediate demands for the refugees with wider diplomatic issues. Thus
it was clear as early as the Lausanne Conference that both Israel and the Arabs
had extracted the refugee property question from any humanitarian setting or
UNCCP attempt to isolate it and had intertwined it instead with the overall
international political dimensions of the Arab-Israeli conflict complete with
ripostes and counter ripostes.

The question of abandoned orange groves, blocked bank accounts, and
abandoned safe deposit boxes also emerged at Lausanne. There was a particu-
lar reason for this. The presence of the Palestinian nongovernmental organi-
zations at Lausanne and those that dispatched letters to the UNCCP at the
conference underscored another significant point that would affect early
diplomatic activity on the property question: the concerns of wealthy refugee
land and property owners, such as those who had owned valuable orange
groves and maintained bank accounts and safe deposit boxes, received the
lion’s share of the diplomatic attention. It was clearly these notables who
formed the various nongovernmental organizations that besieged the
UNCCP with letters about their property, not poor refugees. Representatives
of big landowners were present at Lausanne, including Sa‘id Baydas of the
Jaffa-Lydda Large Property and Orange Grove Owners and Shukri al-Taji al-
Faruqi of the Land Owners and Real Interests in Palestine group.29 Despite
Eytan’s claims about the poor relations between them, the lobbying of such
propertied refugees might explain why the Arab states demanded of the
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UNCCP that Israel readmit the owners of abandoned orange groves—gener-
ally wealthy Palestinian landowners—as well as their workers in order that
they be able to harvest their fruit and reap the financial benefits. It also ex-
plains the surfacing of another Arab demand: that Israel release Arab bank ac-
counts and safe deposit boxes that it had frozen in banks now under its
jurisdiction. Again, it was generally only the urban wealthy and middle class
refugee who possessed such things, not the average poor rural refugee. The fo-
cus of Arab efforts at Lausanne to deal with the refugee property question thus
dealt with ameliorating the situation of precisely those Palestinian refugees
who most easily could weather the financial exigencies of exile in comparison
to their poorer compatriots. As is detailed below, this fact was not lost on the
Israelis, who in fact would try to dangle the prospect of compensation or ac-
cess to bank accounts as a way of buying influence among wealthy refugee
opinion makers.

In an effort to do something tangible for the refugees besides just talk to
the various parties, the UNCCP decided at Lausanne to establish the first of
what would come to be several subcommittees and sub-agencies focusing on
the rights and interests of the refugees. This marked a new development in
the committee’s history, one which saw its growth from a three-nation concil-
iation committee to a more institutionalized body that would carry out its own
projects, initiatives, and research independent of the wider twists and turns of
conciliation efforts among Arabs and Israelis. The aim of this first body, cre-
ated on June 14, 1949 and called the Technical Committee, was to assist over-
all UNCCP conciliation efforts at Lausanne by developing some practical
steps on tangible issues relating to the refugees and reporting back to UNCCP
mediators. The Technical Committee’s terms of reference included eight
items, the sixth of which dealt directly with compensation:

. . . study the question and practicable methods for the payment of com-
pensation to refugees not choosing to return to their homes and for loss
of or damage to property which under principles of international law or
in equity should be made good by the Governments or authorities re-
sponsible.

The Technical Committee started its work in Jerusalem on June 22, 1949
and continued to function until September 7, 1949, at which time it issued its
report to the American, French, and Turkish diplomats who made up the par-
ent body of the UNCCP. The report reflected the twin desires of seeking spe-
cific solutions to the compensation problem and arranging for direct



Arab-Israeli cooperation in the matter. Not only would this approach create
movement on the refugee issue but also it would facilitate the UNCCP’s
wider conciliatory mission by encouraging bilateral Arab-Israeli cooperation
in the process. The Technical Committee’s report recommended that the
UNCCP create a mixed Arab-Israeli working group on refugee compensation
that would be headed by a neutral expert or a UN staff member. This mixed
committee would supervise the preservation of refugee property in Israel, in-
cluding the orange groves; determine ownership of the land and evaluate the
extent of damage suffered by the property; and gather documents to assist in
these tasks, including films of land registers that the British had made prior to
their withdrawal from Palestine and that they had stored in London. Israel,
however, believed that such a proposal encroached on its sovereignty because
the land that the proposed mixed committee would supervise lay within its
borders; it thus rejected the idea.

However, the UNCCP nevertheless took up the issue of the orange groves.
The commission in fact had begun to look into the matter even before receiv-
ing the Technical Committee’s final report. The Arab states had delivered a
memorandum to the UNCCP on May 18, 1949 calling on it to arrange for
repatriation of the grove owners and their workers. “The orange groves consti-
tute the principal wealth of the Arabs in the territory at present occupied by
the Israelis,” they noted. “According to representatives of the refugees, the
value of these groves is approximately £150 million sterling.”30 Shortly after its
creation, the Technical Committee tried to form a mixed Arab-Israeli team to
visit the groves, but Israel refused to allow this. The Israelis also noted that
there was no need for them to repatriate agricultural workers given the pres-
ence of labor in Israel. The committee then dispatched a French consultant
named Delbes to carry out an inspection tour of the abandoned orange
groves. Delbes spent four days ( July 7–11) examining about one-third of the
groves. He reported back that 50 percent of the groves had deteriorated be-
yond any hope of revival; one quarter of the remainder was under the care of
Israeli authorities. Only the final 25 percent could be saved and used by the
refugees if proper care were given to the groves, and with the use of machin-
ery. He also noted that a complete examination of the groves would require
eight experts a full two months to carry out. As a result of the study, the
UNCCP proposed creating a Mixed Working Group on Oranges that could
estimate damage to the groves and recommend measures for their conserva-
tion. Terms of reference were drawn up for the Mixed Working Group on
September 2, 1949. Once again the idea never got off the ground although
the archival record is silent on the reason.
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The other issue relating to refugee property that kept surfacing at Lau-
sanne was the matter of frozen refugee bank accounts and items left behind in
bank safe deposit boxes. The banks now were located in Israel, which had
frozen the accounts of absentees after May 15, 1948. Earlier, on February 22,
1948, Britain excluded Palestine from the sterling area and blocked access to
accumulated accounts belonging to the Palestine government to prevent any
of the parties involved in fighting in Palestine from accessing them. These ac-
counts consisted of the assets of the Palestine Currency Board and the un-
spent balance of three different bond issues. Basing itself on the British
mandatory Defense (Finance) Regulations of 1941 that dealt with Axis assets,
the Israeli government later blocked access to refugee funds in banks in its ter-
ritory on June 20, 1948. Estimates of the amount of money in the refugees’ ac-
counts varied. American diplomats reported in 1951 that the UNCCP
estimated that Israel controlled some £P6 million in accounts in Barclays
Bank, the Ottoman Bank, the Arab Bank, and the Arab Nation’s Bank, along
with another £P500,000 in Jewish-owned banks. The commission estimated
that these accounts belonged to some 10,000 refugees.31 For their part, the
Americans felt that there was slightly less money involved, some £P5 million.
They also felt that a “large proportion” of this money was owned by “not more
than 12 ex-Palestinians.”32 One such large account holder was Sidqi al-
‘Alami. He told a UNCCP official in 1952 that his accounts in Barclays Bank
totaled £UK21,000 as of February 1948.33 Various Israeli sources cited even
lower figures, both for the total amount of money involved and the number of
accounts. As of December 1948, Israeli press accounts mentioned that the
government had blocked 5,833 accounts  (see table 2.2 ). The Custodian of
Absentee Property later estimated in 1952 that the total amount of blocked
accounts was £I4 million, or some $US12 million. By contrast, Israeli author-
ities that same year reported that only $US1,252,944 in Israeli accounts were
frozen in Arab countries.34

Israeli negotiators were well aware that the question of bank accounts, like
that of the orange groves, was a reflection of vocal propertied refugees’ con-
cerns. Some Israeli delegates even declared that the representatives of the
Palestinian refugee landowners present at Lausanne cared little for wider na-
tional issues but were concerned only with their own personal property. Ger-
shon Avner of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs noted:

When we met them at Lausanne, they talked only about property and
the reunion of families. The talks revolved around bank accounts. They
had left the jewelry of their wives in a safe deposit box in Barclays Bank



in Jerusalem, for example, and they wanted it back. They had aban-
doned their orange groves and the fruit picking season had arrived and
they wanted to be allowed to go back to pick their fruit or to be com-
pensated for their lost property. They did not ask anything of [Israeli ne-
gotiator] Gideon Rafael except the safe deposit boxes and the orange
groves. They did not talk at all about the future of the country or about
its borders and the talks were devoid of any political meaning. They
themselves did not advance any proposal for a political settlement. 
They sat like sheep in front of Gideon Rafael. They were subservient.
They said, “We are pulverized refugees, we are finished as a nation, we
lost everything, the Arab states betrayed us, give us back our property.”
We agreed but there were technical difficulties in carrying out this
agreement. In their flight they frequently forgot to take with them their
papers and the keys to their safe deposit boxes.35

The UNCCP did take up the question of the blocked bank accounts for
the first time at Lausanne. Seeking the release of the accounts would not just
represent progress in its conciliation mission; the UNCCP knew that propos-
als for repatriating or resettling the refugees would cost vast sums of money
and sought ways to free up capital that could stimulate job creation among
the poorer refugees. As early as April 1948, an internal UNCCP memoran-
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TABLE 2.2 Refugee Bank Accounts Blocked by Israel as of December 1948

Size of Account (£P) Number of Accounts

less than 49 2,800
50–99 523
100–149 435
150–199 275
200–249 300
250–499 300
500–999 520
more than 1,000 680
TOTAL 5,833

Source: Ha’aretz ( July 17, 1951), in Rony E. Gabbay, A Political Study of the Arab-
Jewish Conflict. The Arab Refugee Problem (A Case Study) (Geneva: Librairie E. Droz
and Paris: Librairie Minard, 1959) pp. 366–67
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dum proposed asking the British government what it intended to do with the
former Palestine government accounts it had blocked since February 1948.36

Several days later on April 11 the UNCCP also proposed to the parties at Lau-
sanne that they unblock their respective accounts. The UNCCP discussed the
matter with both the Israeli and Arab delegations and received memos from
representatives of the refugees. Israel finally agreed on June 27 to discuss re-
ciprocal agreements by which it would release blocked funds but only if the
Arab states would release accounts belonging to Israelis that they had blocked.
Accordingly, the UNCCP formed another subsidiary body comprised this
time of Arab and Israeli representatives, the Mixed Committee of Experts on
Blocked Accounts. This body represented the first example of direct Arab-
Israeli discussions engineered by the UNCCP and the only mixed committee
that the commission ever managed to set up. The mixed committee consisted
of one Egyptian, one Israeli, and a chair, who was the UNCCP’s highest rank-
ing UN civil servant, Principal Secretary Pablo de Azcárate. These three men
met after the Lausanne Conference from October to November 1949 in an
attempt to work out an arrangement. The problem that they encountered was
that while Israel controlled between £P4–5 million in Arab bank accounts,
only Egypt had blocked accounts belonging to Israelis and this amount was
significantly smaller than the Arab accounts frozen in Israel. Since the
amounts were not at all comparable, Israel refused to release large sums of
money for deposit to Arab banks for so little in return.

The committee continued to meet, however, and finally decided on a pro-
cedure at the subsequent Geneva Conference on February 15, 1950 that in-
volved a partial, indirect payment of such accounts. Pending a final peace
settlement, each refugee who possessed a blocked account in Israel could ob-
tain an advance payment of £P100 in local currency from a financial institu-
tion or government in the Arab state where s/he lived. For its part, Israel
would deposit £P100 into a fund outside Israel that would be credited to the
account of the Arab state involved. A trustee would administer this fund pend-
ing a final peace settlement.37 Israel signed the agreement with Egypt, which
acted on behalf of the other Arab states. However, the agreement never was
actualized for reasons the archival record does not detail, and the question of
the blocked accounts would linger for two more years before another agree-
ment could be reached.

As the Lausanne Conference was winding down, the UNCCP decided to
try yet another new approach to the question of the refugees, including com-
pensation. Shifting away from the idea of mixed committees and back toward
unilateral commission action, as well as shifting away from micro-level issues



like bank accounts and back to macro-level issues of compensation and reset-
tlement, the UNCCP decided to dispatch a study mission to the Middle East.
This decision was a follow up to one of the earlier recommendations of the
UNCCP Technical Committee to develop a comprehensive regional eco-
nomic development plan to assist in the resettlement of the refugees in the
Arab states. This decision also represented the three-nation UNCCP’s essen-
tial concurrence with American and Israeli thinking that massive refugee re-
settlement, not repatriation, represented the most realistic solution to the
problem. Basing itself on the charge it received from Resolution 194 (III) of
December 1948, the UNCCP officially established the United Nations Eco-
nomic Survey Mission for the Middle East on August 23, 1949. Part of this
plan would include payment of compensation for the refugees’ lost property.
But the overall “flavor” of the mission’s charge was to develop a regional eco-
nomic development plan that would ease the bitter political feelings about
refugee resettlement within the Arab world. This study mission is discussed
further below.

In the end, all parties were disappointed with the Lausanne process. The
UNCCP had very few tangible gains to which it could point and went on to
change its entire approach to the refugee issue and to Arab-Israeli conciliation
in general. The United States was frustrated with Israel’s refusal to do more
about the refugees although by and large it agreed with Israeli priorities. Dur-
ing the conference on May 29, President Truman sent a note to Ben Gurion
expressing his “deep disappointment” about Israel’s attitude toward the
refugees and threatening to re-examine U.S.-Israeli relations as a result. 
Truman’s favorable position regarding Israel in part had been based on his
deeply felt humanitarian concern about Jewish Holocaust refugees. He was
angry at what he viewed as Israeli hard heartedness toward the Palestinian
refugees. Israel did not budge, however, and Truman did not fundamentally
alter his stance toward Israel.38 In fact, the United States adopted a much
friendlier tone with Israel thereafter. But its retreat came at a cost: “Far from
achieving its intended objective, this abruptly applied and hastily withdrawn
attempt at exerting influence had antagonized Israel, impaired future U.S.
power, and had had the indirect effect of weakening the CCP since it discred-
ited the Commission’s most powerful member.”39

For its part, Israel emerged from Lausanne frustrated with the role played
by the UNCCP. Israel formally notified the UNCCP in the fall of 1949 that
it felt that its role should not be one of initiating proposals but rather mediat-
ing between the Arabs and Israel, who would respond directly to one an-
other’s initiatives. The UNCCP countered on December 10, 1949 that its
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mandate indeed empowered it to initiate proposals inasmuch as Resolution
194 (III) had transferred the role of the former UN mediator to it. This was
not to be the last time that Israel complained about the UNCCP. For the
Arabs, movement on the refugee issue remained the sine qua non of any
wider discussions with the Israelis and so they too came away disappointed
from Lausanne.

The Lausanne Conference failed to achieve tangible results on the refugee
property question for several reasons. In the first place, Israel insisted on dis-
cussing compensation arrangements only as part of a wider set of peace talks
between it and the Arabs, even though the UN had called for refugee com-
pensation independent of other factors and issues. (Israel did, however, agree
to talks on the specific issue of the bank accounts.)  The Arabs refused to en-
ter into wider peace talks until Israel acted on the refugees, immediately em-
bedding the property question within wider diplomatic scuffles between Israel
and the Arabs and harnessing the Palestinians’ own parochial issue to that of
others. Another major reason why compensation was not forthcoming was
that the Arabs were suspicious of compensation talks. They categorically re-
fused resettlement of the refugees in the Arab world as an alternative to repa-
triation, and correctly understood that Israel, the United States, and the
UNCCP viewed compensation as the main vehicle by which such resettle-
ment could be financed. This problem further was complicated by the fact
that the Arab ranks were split at Lausanne. This was true not only of the Arab
states versus the Palestinians, but also among Palestinians as well. Lausanne
saw several Palestinians and Palestinian groups vying to represent the
refugees. While the General Refugee Congress officially participated, the
Arab Higher Committee and other groups were there as well offering testi-
mony and lobbying delegates. The differing priorities between wealthy, prop-
ertied refugees and their poorer compatriots was yet another factor that
worked against progress on an overall compensation scheme. Since Israel and
the United States hoped to use a collective compensation payment to finance
refugee resettlement, rich refugees knew this meant they would not be com-
pensated for their individual property and thus lobbied against the idea. The
result was gridlock.

Clapp Mission

The UNCCP quickly followed up on the idea of dispatching a study mission
to the Middle East. It selected an American, Gordon Clapp, to head the
United Nations Economic Survey Mission for the Middle East, thereby giv-



ing rise to the name the Clapp Mission. Gordon Rufus Clapp was born in
1905 in Wisconsin. After receiving a M.A. from the University of Chicago,
Clapp began working for the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) in 1933. The
TVA was a huge Depression-era governmental project to provide electricity in
the southern United States. Clapp rose to chair the TVA starting in 1946, and
took time off three years later to serve the UNCCP. The three nations of the
UNCCP contributed members to the Clapp Mission: France appointed the
diplomat Eirik Labonne while Turkey’s delegate was that country’s Minister
of Public Works, M. Cemil Gökçen. A fourth member was a British diplomat,
Sir Desmond Morton, appointed to deal with the financial aspects of the mis-
sion’s recommendations.

The Clapp Mission reflected the UNCCP’s embrace of the American be-
lief that resettling the refugees in the Arab world was the best solution to their
dilemma without prejudice to their compensation rights. This belief is re-
flected in the mission’s terms of reference, which included the following
charge: “[study] the problem of compensation to refugees for claims for prop-
erty of those who do not return to their homes, and for the loss of or damage
to property with special reference to the relationship of such to the proposed
settlement projects.”

The UNCCP, then, was officially adopting the U.S. linkage between com-
pensation and resettlement, a policy wholeheartedly embraced by Israel as
well. But after touring Lebanon, Jordan, Syria, Israel, and Gaza starting on
September 12, 1949, Clapp had his eyes opened to realities in the Middle
East. He quickly became eager to caution his own government against undue
emphasis on the politically explosive concept of resettlement, however logical
such a policy may have been to him. Clapp was made aware of the deep emo-
tional attachment the Arab world had to the Palestinian refugees and the great
hostility to any solution to their plight that appeared to compromise their
rights to repatriation and/or compensation. He quickly realized that any
progress he and the mission could make among the Arabs would be jeopar-
dized by public discussion of the mission’s goal of resettlement through re-
gional economic growth. While in Lebanon, Clapp drafted a remarkable
letter to Assistant Secretary of State George C. McGhee reporting on his new
deference to Arab opinion and laying out his concerns about American pol-
icy. He reserved his clearest frustration with American officials who were “be-
rating” the Arabs for their alleged “lack of realism” and for not accepting the
concept of refugee resettlement:

The formal papers which are under preparation setting forth the US
position on problems of resettlement and repatriation of the refugees
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cannot, or at best, do not reflect all the circumstances underlying this
issue. The purpose of these lines is to enable you, if you wish to advise
those concerned in the Department and the UN Delegation, of what
the thinking is here and why “resettlement” or even “settlement” are
explosive terms.

On the one hand there is the strong moral case of the refugees, rec-
ognized by the UN in the December 11 resolution, to repossess proper-
ties which were abandoned or from which they were ejected during the
war. Unless the US is prepared to argue for a revision of the judgment
embodied in the UN resolution, it seems only right that the US should
avoid pressing concepts which are regarded as attempts to abrogate the
rights recognized in the resolution. To these rights, it is only natural for
all refugees to cling. Action by any of the Arab States waiving or preju-
dicing these rights would be political suicide. Any offer from the outside
to finance resettlement, however lavish it might be, would be doomed to
failure. Any success the idea of “resettlement” might have promised at
one time has been blasted by the fact that “resettlement” has been
adopted and promoted by the Israelis as the answer to the problem. It is
regarded as their method of disregarding the UN resolution. The Arabs
might consider resettlement if Israel were against it. They do not take
kindly to a formula originating with the ones who now possess their lands
and homes. For all these and other reasons, E.S.M.’s [Economic Survey
Mission] success to date in local contacts has been achieved by studious
avoidance of reference to resettlement and emphasizing only the advan-
tages of temporary employment for refugees in areas adjacent to their
present whereabouts. There is little or no support here, then, for a policy
of berating governments and refugees alike for their lack of realism in
not accepting a fait accompli in Palestine and proceeding to make the
best of a new world with the assistance of friendly Western powers.40

Clapp clearly was annoyed at the direction of U.S. policy toward the
refugees and, through U.S. domination of it, the UNCCP itself. This is not to
suggest that Clapp abandoned the concept of resettlement. To the contrary,
he still believed it was “obvious” that massive repatriation by Israel would not
take place soon and that resettlement therefore would prove to be the only
workable solution. The mission in fact carried out a quick survey of resettle-
ment possibilities in the regions of Aleppo, Hums, and Ladhdhaqiya in Syria,
a survey which was “taken very kindly” by Syrian authorities. But Clapp re-
mained committed to what he considered the justice inherent in the refugees’
claims, and thus understood Arab opposition to public discussion of resettle-
ment as more than mere bellicosity for the sake of Arab public opinion. He
noted as much in his letter to McGhee:



It appears to those here in the field that considerations which are obvi-
ously good local politics in the short run have a substantial basis in
terms of justice, whatever may have been the cause of the Palestine war;
and a full appreciation of the Arab point of view and patience in recon-
ciling our own plans with Arab susceptibilities, will pay off in all our ne-
gotiations with the Arab leaders . . .

This approach accords with the moral judgment expressed in the
General Assembly’s resolution; it waits for refugees to change their
minds in circumstances of time and enlarged alternatives; it avoids us-
ing the refugees as a club against the Arab States or against Israel. It is a
course which has a chance of winning the confidence of people in the
Near East, including the people who are refugees.41

In addition to gaining an appreciation for what Clapp termed the “justice”
inherent in the Palestinian refugees’ plight and the extreme sensitivity of dis-
cussing their resettlement in the Arab world, the Clapp Mission also came
away with a taste for Israel’s tough bargaining stance on the matter. On Octo-
ber 10, 1949, the mission met with Dr. David Horowitz, Director General of
the Israeli treasury and one of Israel’s senior governmental economists.
Horowitz was a veteran Israeli financial expert with diplomatic experience.
Born in Poland in 1899, he immigrated to Palestine in 1920 and assumed a
position on the Histadrut’s executive committee. He later served as director of
the Jewish Agency’s Economic Department from 1935–48, helping to finance
Israel’s victory in 1948 in the process, before running the new country’s trea-
sury from 1948–52. Horowitz later became Israel’s second Minister of Fi-
nance and, starting in 1954, the governor of the Bank of Israel. His diplomatic
experience included organizing Jewish witnesses before the 1946 Anglo-
American Commission of Inquiry, serving as a Jewish liaison officer for the
UN Special Committee on Palestine in 1947, and serving as a member of the
Jewish Agency’s delegation at the General Assembly that year. Horowitz of-
fered a frank and acerbic commentary on Israeli policy to Clapp and his com-
mittee. He said that his government regretted having publicly committed
itself at Lausanne to readmitting 100,000 Palestinian refugees and would try
to get out of that promise by claiming Israel already had fulfilled this. He also
stated that Israel was highly receptive to the concept of resettling refugees
through economic development in the Middle East and felt that Israel would
contribute experts for this purpose—something that Clapp clearly felt less-
ened the idea’s appeal to the Arabs. In a comment clearly aimed at compen-
sation, Horowitz stated that Israel could not contribute any money toward
resettlement. Just the opposite: He expected that the UN would extend a large
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international loan to Israel as the industrial and financial center of the Middle
East. Horowitz also told the Clapp Mission members that Israel could beat it
at the game of international public relations. According to a British account
of the meeting:

Horowitz said openly that he would never admit in public what he had
admitted to us in private conversation. He claimed that the Jews were
masters of propaganda and distortion and gave many instances. For ex-
ample, although he knew quite well how we defined the word “refugee”
he would make a play in public when the time came that by this word
the Jews meant refugees from European persecution. He said that even
if the enthusiasm of world Jewry for Israel was waning financially he
could always whip it up politically by various devices.42

Horowitz also confirmed to the mission that Israel considered buildings as
part of abandoned urban land. And a representative of the Israeli government
whom Clapp did not name also informed the mission that the amount Israel
intended to claim as war damages was expected to be less than the amount
payable by Israel as compensation to the refugees.43

Chastened by its frank discussions with Arab and Israeli leaders, the mem-
bers of the Clapp Mission returned to New York and drafted their first report
to the UNCCP in November 1949. The “First Interim Report of the United
Nations Economic Survey Mission for the Middle East” was quickly showed
to UN General Secretary Trygve Lie. The mission’s final report, “An Ap-
proach to Economic Development in the Middle East,” was released to the
UNCCP on December 18, 1949. Remarkably, neither of these public docu-
ments nor the later “Technical Supplement of Mission” made any detailed
reference to compensating the refugees. In a separate November 22, 1949
memorandum to the UNCCP that was not released publicly at the time, how-
ever, Clapp discussed the entire topic of refugee property at some length. First
of all, Clapp noted that Israel reaffirmed its belief that, while it owed com-
pensation, this should be part of a final peace settlement with the Arabs that
would include appropriate deductions for Israeli war damages. It was for this
reason that Clapp felt it was premature for the mission to recommend de-
tailed mechanisms for paying compensation to the refugees. Based on legal
analysis by the mission’s legal advisor, Paolo Contini, Clapp offered the fol-
lowing suggestions to the UNCCP. First, the commission should try to con-
vince Israel to separate the issue of compensation from a general peace
settlement and, significantly, to pay compensation both for land and move-



able property that had been abandoned. He also affirmed the UNCCP’s posi-
tion that the compensation question was not connected to Israeli claims for
war damages because the Palestinian refugees were not citizens of the Arab
states, and the question of war damages must be carried out among states. To
avoid a lengthy process, any compensation should be paid as a lump sum
rather than to individual refugee landowners.

One of Clapp’s most ambitious private recommendations was that the
UNCCP establish a “Refugee Property Trustee.” The idea of a property cus-
todian would resurface several times in the ensuing decades, and would be
opposed fiercely by Israel and Clapp’s own government. Anticipating Israeli
objections, Clapp suggested some interesting amended ideas. This body
could serve a number of purposes. It could create and manage a trust fund
into which Israeli compensation would be paid. The trustee could also ap-
praise the value of the abandoned property based on sampling methods with
available records. It could also encourage Israel to accept the principle of
compensation without linking it to a peace settlement inasmuch as the Gen-
eral Assembly has established the refugees’ rights in this regard. Thereafter,
the trustee could negotiate with Israel an amount that the latter would pay as
compensation. Beyond this, the trustee could recommend to the UNCCP, its
successor, or the General Assembly whether to divide up compensation sums
among the refugees on a pro-rata basis or to pay it to a rehabilitation fund that
would be administered by a different UN body. Early payment of compensa-
tion to the refugees would give them monetary incentives to resettle. If Israel
refused his plan, Clapp recommended asking Israel to pay 10–15 percent of
the compensation sum right away and pay the rest after a peace settlement. In
this case, the UNCCP would not exclude war damages from the equation.
Additionally, the UNCCP would ask Israel to add an additional amount as
compensation for property losses and damages sustained by repatriated
refugees.44

Clapp’s suggestions and his willingness to shift principles underscored
what was already becoming clear by late 1949: The compensation issue had
become a political football being kicked around by the parties as a bargaining
tool. Beyond this, the United States clearly was interested in seeing that the
refugee problem be solved via resettlement not repatriation. This soon be-
came the most challenging aspect of the refugee property issue because it
hardened the attitudes of the parties and made it more and more difficult for
the UNCCP to seek tangible remedies for the refugees. It is worth noting that
at the same time the Clapp Mission also considered a subject that some in the
UNCCP hoped would lead to at least some modicum of progress on the
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refugee property issue regardless of whether wider issues of compensation
could be resolved: the status of the refugees’ blocked bank accounts in Israel.
During their tour of the Middle East in the fall of 1949, the commission
members made informal inquiries about the possibility of using these funds as
part of its overall recommendations for economic development. Clapp and
Sir Desmond Morton had been told that the refugees who owned some of the
larger accounts apparently were willing to invest the total amount blocked in
their accounts toward economic development projects in Jordan. During the
same time, officials at the British embassy in Washington met with represen-
tatives of the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (the
World Bank) and discussed a related idea: a World Bank loan to Jordan se-
cured by the frozen accounts. British government officials later discussed the
idea with Horowitz, who refused any general release of blocked accounts.45

The UNCCP accepted some of the Clapp Mission’s ideas but rejected oth-
ers. On the specific question of compensation, it considered Clapp’s private
recommendations for creating a property trustee “too ambitious” in light of
the refusal of the parties to budge from their respective positions, and his pro-
posed property trustee was never created.46 The UNCCP noted that it did not
wish to “prejudice the question at issue,” which essentially meant that it did
not want to be seen as adopting a position that Israel would reject. The
UNCCP did welcome, however, Clapp’s suggestion that it make its own “ap-
praisal” of the value of the abandoned property. This independent venture on
the part of the UNCCP soon would be carried out as part of a major shift in
the conceptualization of its role.

New Directions for the UNCCP

In 1950, the UNCCP began shifting its attitude toward the appropriate course
of action it should take regarding the refugees’ property. This attitude re-
flected its failure to make any meaningful progress on the issue to that point
because the parties refused to separate the question of refugee property from
their wider diplomatic entanglements. The UNCCP ultimately decided that
it should forgo active attempts at mediation and focus instead on tangible,
“technical” efforts it could do on its own on behalf of the refugee property.
These studies then could be utilized should conditions among the parties
reach a stage where they could be implemented.

Before this, however, the UNCCP tried once again to break the diplomatic
logjam between Arabs and Israelis when it met separately with the parties in



Geneva from January 30 through July 15, 1950. Like Lausanne, the Geneva
Conference tried to deal with a host of issues relating to the Arab-Israeli con-
flict including the refugee question. Once again, it attempted to establish
mixed committees. In January and February, it suggested one mixed commit-
tee; this idea failed. In March, it suggested creation of several. This too failed.
Overall, the meeting produced no breakthroughs because the UNCCP was
unable to overcome the entrenched differences among Arabs and Israelis over
basic procedural matters such as whether they should negotiate face-to-face or
merely respond separately to UNCCP initiatives.

In light of this, the UNCCP began rethinking its entire approach to “con-
ciliation” in general and problems relating to the refugees—including prop-
erty compensation—in particular. Such thought actually pre-dated the
Geneva talks. Several weeks before the conference on January 3, 1950, the
two American delegates to the UNCCP at that time, John W. Halderman and
James W. Barco, sent a memorandum to the UNCCP suggesting that it shift
course and begin to work on secondary issues where it actually could make
some progress on its own without trying to get the parties to work together. In
the wake of the Geneva deadlock, the UNCCP still was interested in making
some kind of tangible progress on the compensation issue that it could point
to and use as a stepping stone to its wider conciliation efforts. It held a series
of meetings in August on this subject and decided to create a new subcom-
mittee without joint Arab-Israeli membership, rather like the Technical Com-
mittee had been, to carry out a legal and technical study into the
compensation question. The UNCCP decided preliminarily that the tasks
this subcommittee should perform should mirror those proposed by the
Clapp Mission. These included determining what documentation was avail-
able for estimating the scope and value of refugee property and then actually
estimating this value. The subcommittee also would collect information on
the land from the British government and the three governments of the
UNCCP, as well as secure information about the Israeli Custodian of Absen-
tee Property from public documents and press reports. The subcommittee
would also be tasked to collect information on Israeli laws regarding absentee
foreigners, data from Knesset debates, and other Israeli data. After obtaining a
preliminary assessment of the land and its value, the subcommittee then
would approach the Israeli authorities about the matter. The subcommittee
was also preliminarily to find information about sequestered German property
in Israel as well as about Israeli claims for compensation and/or reparations
from West Germany that first had been raised publicly in 1945 prior to Israel’s
establishment.47 The UNCCP knew that it would be very hard to establish a
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value for every parcel of refugee land because “an appreciable proportion of
rural property and agricultural land seems to have been distributed to Jewish
immigrants” and so chose to come up with an overall figure.48

It is important to note that the UNCCP’s shift in approach did not stem
just from its failure to realize progress on the refugee question to date. As early
as its decision not to forge ahead with Clapp’s recommended property trustee
for fear it would alienate Israel and thus complicate its mission, the UNCCP
had taken a clear decision not to adopt an activist agenda vis-à-vis the parties
and particularly not Israel. As the leading force in the UNCCP, the Ameri-
cans soon had other reasons not to antagonize Israel unduly. These reasons
dealt with the geopolitics of the Cold War. In June 1950, the Korean War had
broken out. Essentially a proxy war between the United States on the one
hand and the USSR (Soviet Union) and China on the other, Korea prompted
the United States to shift its foreign policy priorities and alignments. Israel
was quick to take advantage of this American desire to court new friends and
allies. Despite the presence of pro-Soviet forces in Israel such as MAPAM,
Ben Gurion began moving more closely toward the United States and the
West as the Korean War became a major international crisis. The United
States reciprocated, and began adopting a much more conciliatory attitude to-
ward Israel at a time when it needed allies in the Middle East. The Israelis
certainly noticed this new American stance after the beginning of the war.
The seasoned Israeli diplomat and Arabist Re’uven Shiloah (born in
Jerusalem in 1909 as Re’uven Zaslani) wrote to Walter Eytan in October 1950
noting how the U.S.-Israeli atmospherics had changed for the better “in the
last few months.” “This shift,” he wrote, “can be attributed to Israel’s position
on the international issues.” But Shiloah warned that Israel had been told that
it must nonetheless issue a public statement about its “political and moral ob-
ligation” to pay compensation for the refugees’ property.49

In October 1950, the UNCCP followed up on its ideas and established the
Committee of Experts on Compensation without seeking to include both the
Arab and Israeli membership on a joint committee. Several men eventually
were appointed to staff the UNCCP’s new compensation committee. Tevfiq
Erim was a Turk already in the employ of the UN secretariat in New York. He
had experience in the Greco-Turkish population exchange in the 1920s, and
was to be the committee’s legal expert. Dr. René Servoise of France was the
economic advisor. However, this new body soon was sidelined by more seri-
ous issues faced by the Americans and the UNCCP and does not appear to
have carried out much work at all.

After the failure of Geneva, the Arab states moved their struggle into the
halls of the UN itself in an effort to break out of a UNCCP diplomatic process



that was not going to pressure Israel unduly. By the fall of 1950, the Arabs
clearly were frustrated by the lack of progress on the question of compensa-
tion. This frustration was based on Israel’s continued insistence on discussing
compensation only in the context of peace talks and refugee resettlement out-
side of Israel. Even though throughout 1950 Israel had restated its intention
to pay what Sharett called in May of that year a “vast sum” as compensation,
it continued to link compensation with a general peace settlement with the
Arabs, and refused to discuss compensation separately.50 Sharett stated this
succinctly in a July 9, 1950 letter to the UNCCP: “no useful purpose would
be served by the subject of compensation . . . being torn out of the general con-
text and treated in isolation from the rest.”51 In fact, Sharett ordered Israel’s
ambassador to the UN and the United States, Abba Eban, to tell the UNCCP
that it should convey to the Arabs an Israeli threat: the Arabs’ refusal to come
to the negotiating table was liable to prompt Israel to withdraw its compensa-
tion offer.52 Israel also continued to offer compensation only collectively.

In the fall of 1950, the Americans began prompting the Israelis to make
some kind of movement on the compensation issue in order to blunt Arab
criticism and diffuse Arab attempts at using the General Assembly to pressure
the UNCCP. American diplomats urged Israel to consider paying a large sum
of money to a “Reintegration Fund,” an idea that had germinated within a sis-
ter UN organization, the United Nations Relief and Works Agency for Pales-
tine Refugees in the Near East (UNRWA). Following up on the Clapp
Mission’s recommendations, the UN General Assembly had created the
agency through Resolution 302 (IV) of December 8, 1949. The resolution
was the initiative of the Americans, British, and French, who wanted to re-
place the temporary body called the United Nations Relief for Palestine
Refugees with something more permanent. UNRWA almost immediately had
faced serious funding difficulties. In response, UNRWA’s Howard Kennedy
proposed creation of a reintegration fund that could receive UN contribu-
tions, other contributions, and compensation payments from Israel. Funds
would not be paid to individual refugees but would assist UNRWA’s overall
mandate to aid the refugees. The United States embraced the idea, and asked
Israel to declare its willingness to pay an initial sum into a fund in order to be
seen as taking steps toward complying with its obligations to pay compensa-
tion under paragraph 11 of Resolution 194 (III) of 1948. The United States
agreed with Israel that compensation should be viewed as “logically linked
with non-return” and so hoped Israel would accede to such a public state-
ment.53 Beyond that, however, the Americans do not appear to have thought
much about how such a fund would deal with the question of compensation.
British diplomats seemed to confirm the overall political nature of the fund
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idea when they reported to London that the Americans actually had not given
much thought to the modalities of compensation.54

Several months after Israel’s announcement, the General Assembly voted
to create such a $US30 million fund through Resolution 393 (V) of Decem-
ber 2, 1950. The move did not placate the Arab states, however, which had
objected to the idea of a reintegration fund. Speaking for Jordan, Ahmad
Tuqan told the UN General Assembly’s Ad Hoc Political Committee that it
“would be prejudicial at [this] stage to suggest a reintegration fund designed
to absorb the private wealth of the compensated refugee.”55 Israel, however,
quickly accepted the idea. Eban announced at a New York press conference
on December 21 that Israel was willing to pay £I1 million into the Reintegra-
tion Fund but only if it were released from paying individual compensation.
Sharett also announced to the Knesset that Israel would pay into such a fund
if it absolved the Jewish state of having to pay individual compensation. He
also had ideas about where to get the money: he directed Israeli diplomats to
include a certain amount for compensation in Israel’s application for Ameri-
can grants-in-aid. Israel then could sell donated American aid for hard cur-
rency which would be paid into a counterpart fund, which is what India was
doing.56 Interestingly, the United States later had similar thoughts about Israel
using American aid to finance compensation. In November 1952, the De-
partment of State felt that perhaps Israel could set aside some of the aid
money it received from the United States for compensation, or at least service
a loan with compensation with it.57 Frustrated with the lack of progress on
compensation and their perception that the UNCCP was unable to stop Is-
raeli seizures of refugee land, the Arabs simultaneously were working on a dif-
ferent strategy in the General Assembly in the fall of 1950. In the assembly’s
Ad Hoc Political Committee, Egypt called on the UNCCP to create an office
to protect refugee property and deal with compensation. The campaign suc-
ceeded. On December 14, 1950, two weeks after agreeing to creation of the
Reintegration Fund, the General Assembly passed Resolution 394 (V) calling
on the UNCCP to establish an office that would oversee implementation of
paragraph 11 of Resolution 194 (III) of 1948 calling for compensation.

Having just decided to create the Committee of Experts on Compensation
that October, the UNCCP responded to the resolution by establishing the
Refugee Office on January 25, 1951 and transferred its compensation staff to
it. The Refugee Office marked a real departure for the UNCCP. It heralded
the fact the UNCCP had all but given up hope of realizing a comprehensive
diplomatic solution to the Arab-Israeli conflict. Instead, it had chosen to focus
on narrower issues where its efforts might make progress, helping to create



good will among the parties on which to base future efforts and assisting the
refugees in concrete ways in the process. It also represented the UNCCP’s ad-
mission that compensation had become so politically loaded that the com-
mission would have to develop ideas about it on its own and not rely on direct
Arab-Israeli discussions. The Refugee Office’s real work commenced in May
1951 with the appointment of Holger Andersen as director of the office. An-
dersen was a Dane who, like Erim, had been involved in the Greco-Turkish
population transfers in the 1920s. The UNCCP notified the concerned gov-
ernments of Andersen’s appointment on May 15; one week later he arrived at
its offices in Jerusalem. The Refugee Office’s terms of reference regarding the
compensation issue were to determine a method for compensating refugees
who chose not to return to their homes in consultation with the Arab states
and with UNRWA. Furthermore, the office was charged with investigating
compensation for individual refugees as well as studying how Israel would be
able to pay. Finally, it was tasked with studying how Israel would pay for dam-
ages to the property of repatriated refugees.

If the UNCCP hoped its shift toward focusing its efforts on technical as-
pects of the refugee problem would clear the way for it to make meaningful
progress on the question of refugee property, it was mistaken. The UNCCP
placed great hope in the formation of its new Refugee Office under Holger
Andersen and earnestly looked for it to create, as de Azcárate expressed, a
“miracle” that could erase the stigma of the UNCCP’s failures.58 The com-
mission still faced Israeli opposition to its very existence and efforts. Publicly,
Eban pledged on November 7, 1950 that Israel would cooperate with the
UNCCP’s efforts to evaluate how much property the refugees had left behind.
Privately, however, Israel placed conditions upon its cooperation with the ef-
forts of the new Refugee Office and its attempts to deal with compensation. In
a January 30, 1951 internal memo, Israeli officials laid out five overall condi-
tions for such cooperation. Israel clearly was willing to pay compensation only
for cultivated land, only on a collective basis, only if it were used for resettling
the refugees in Arab countries, only if it released Israel from any further pay-
ments to the refugees, and only if it were part of a general peace settlement
with the Arabs. Beyond this they discussed four specific conditions. First, Is-
raeli payment of compensation was dependent upon signing a peace treaty
with the Arabs. Second, payment only would go toward the Reintegration
Fund, an act that subsequently would release Israel from any claims to or re-
sponsibility for payment to individual refugees. Third, Israel only would pay
compensation for cultivated land as recorded in mandatory tax records. Fi-
nally, Israel only would pay compensation if UNRWA were then obligated to
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resettle the refugees in the Arab world. Israel thereafter would have no more
financial obligations to them.59

Israel continued to attack the UNCCP throughout 1951. At a meeting in
Paris on December19, Sharett told Britain’s representative to the UN that the
UNCCP actually had hindered rapprochement between Israel and the Arabs.
He went on to say that Israel was in favor of dissolving the UNCCP and creat-
ing a new body called the “Good Offices Committee” that would not be sta-
tioned in the Middle East, as the UNCCP had been, but in New York.
Revisiting Israel’s earlier complaints about the UNCCP’s mediation role,
Sharett proposed that this new body would not devise peace initiatives on its
own nor even issue annual reports to the UN as the UNCCP did.60 Israel sug-
gested that this new committee be made up of the same three members as the
UNCCP, although the Israelis indicated they preferred dropping Turkey in fa-
vor of the UK.

UNCCP’s Global Estimate

The UNCCP’s new Refugee Office was given a major task soon after it began
functioning in May 1951: to undertake a study to determine the scope and
value of the property abandoned by Palestinian refugees in Israel. This would
be the first of two major studies of the question undertaken by the UNCCP.
The UNCCP wanted the Refugee Office to conduct a survey of the value of
refugee property as well as to study specific procedures for compensating the
exiled owners. While this occurred, the parent body would discuss with the
parties whether the compensation question should be settled prior to a gen-
eral peace settlement and whether compensation should be paid for noncul-
tivated lands. The UNCCP’s specific ideas about what the Refugee Office
should accomplish were developed in the spring of 1951 and laid out in a
March 16, 1951 meeting between the Deputy U.S. Representative to 
the UNCCP, James W. Barco, and British Foreign Office official Geoffrey
Furlonge in London. The plan called for tasking the Refugee Office to survey
mandatory land records for Palestine that the British government had pre-
served in order to arrive at a general estimate of the value of abandoned
refugee land. Israel then would be told the amount, without prejudice to the
questions of Israeli counter claims or the methods of paying compensation.
UN member states would then contribute to a loan fund in order to lend
money to Israel to cover the costs of compensation. Israel would then begin
repaying its debts to a separate fund controlled by the UNCCP (presumably,
the Reintegration Fund called for by the General Assembly).61



While they were formulating the procedures that the UNCCP Refugee Of-
fice should adopt, American diplomats also were assuring the Israelis that they
would not be responsible for paying the entire amount developed by the of-
fice. Barco and fellow American UNCCP official Ely E. D. Palmer met with
Sharett to discuss how the UNCCP envisioned compensation would work.
They assured Sharett that while the Refugee Office would base compensation
figures on the abandoned property’s value, the method of payment would be
based on Israel’s ability to pay. Israel would pay into a fund as it had agreed to,
and not to Arab governments or individual refugees. The fund in turn would
issue compensation payments to specific refugees, not to the governments of
the states in which they resided. The UNCCP in general would restrict usage
of the payments for resettlement purposes as the Americans wanted. In order
to do this, the commission would try to “scale down” compensation claims
from big landowners and “scale up” those from smaller owners given that the
poorer refugees stood in great need of money for resettlement. The two men
also told Sharett that Israel would need to settle the compensation first before
dealing with any counter claims.62 The UNCCP’s insistence on de-linking
compensation with Israeli counter claims also was discussed at Andersen’s
June 23, 1951 with Jordan’s King ‘Abdullah and Prime Minister Samir al-
Rifa‘i. Andersen assured them that Israeli counter claims were “unconnected”
with compensation. He outlined that figures for compensation would be
global, which was the best method, and would include Jerusalem.63

The UNCCP was in a hurry for the Refugee Office to arrive at compensa-
tion figures. Part of the reason was because the UNCCP needed to report its
progress on the matter to the General Assembly session that would begin in
November 1951, and it wanted to be able to report progress. However, the
compensation question also had seemed to take on a new urgency for a differ-
ent reason by the spring of 1951: UNRWA indicated to the UNCCP that it
thought the Arab states were preparing to resettle the refugees. Because com-
pensation had long been linked with resettlement in the minds of many, in-
cluding the UNCCP, it ordered its Refugee Office to carry out its study of
refugee land quickly. The UNCCP also sought UNRWA’s cooperation in the
matter by distributing a questionnaire asking refugees about compensation.
The UNCCP assured UNRWA that compensation would be paid to individu-
als because this is what the United States wanted.

Creation of the Refugee Office also coincided with the emergence of a sec-
ond American red line around the property compensation issue: the UNCCP
should not produce compensation figures that were too high for Israel to pay.
This thinking was spelled out in a working paper drawn up by the UNCCP in
February 1951. Referring to any compensation figure that Israel cannot pay,
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the document noted “[i]t would be useless . . . it is clear that compensation—
being part of the general Palestine problem—is a political and not a book-
keeping question [emphases in the original].” Reflecting the American red
line, the UNCCP felt that producing a figure that was too high for Israel real-
istically to pay would be ill-timed and unnecessary. It believed that compen-
sation was a political matter, and that the real issues were not paying
individual refugees the value of their abandoned property but Israel’s willing-
ness and ability to pay, the procedures for payment, and the international aid
required for payment. Thus, the working paper noted that the Refugee Office
should develop an informed estimate of the overall value of the abandoned
land that could help the political work of the commission.64 Such work in-
cluded resettling the refugees, so the UNCCP sought to base compensation
in part upon the cost of resettlement. The UNCCP also decided that its mis-
sion was only to compensate Palestinian Arabs who had abandoned property
in Israel. Non-Palestinians could seek redress from their respective govern-
ments.65

Since the refugee land was situated in Israel, the UNCCP also knew that
Israeli cooperation with the study of the property was crucial. Israel had said it
would cooperate with the UNCCP’s efforts to determine figures on the
refugees’ land, but as noted above, privately it conditioned its cooperation
upon certain outcomes. The private conditions soon became public reality
when the Refugee Office began asking the Israelis pointed questions about
the policies adopted by the Custodian of Absentee Property. Even earlier, in
November 1950, the UNCCP had tried to get the Israelis to discuss what the
Custodian had been doing with the land. As part of the Refugee Office’s ef-
forts to study the question, Holger Andersen also asked the Israelis about the
Custodian. He met with Sharett in Jerusalem on June 7, 1951 and with staff
members of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Tel Aviv the next day. Andersen
discussed with them the idea of the Refugee Office carrying out a study of
compensation, although he admitted that the office did not yet have a clear
idea about how to go about it. He also gave a questionnaire to the Israelis that
inquired about the Custodian and other Israeli agencies dealing with refugee
land. The Israelis stated that they were ready to hand over the Custodian’s
property lists but would not reveal what they actually had been doing with the
land since its sequestration, calling this “irrelevant” to compensation. Inter-
estingly, the Israelis hinted to Andersen that they might not provide the
Refugee Office any information on abandoned urban property. To them,
these Palestinian buildings were not assets: the fighting had damaged many of
them, and Israel was not liable for such war damages. The buildings may have



to be demolished. Bringing up the war damages claim, they noted that dam-
age to Jewish buildings must also be considered in the equation.66

The man assigned to carry out the global estimate of refugee property
losses was the Refugee Office’s British land expert, John Measham Berncastle,
who would end up becoming one of the most knowledgeable and influential
persons ever to become involved in the long story of the refugee property. He
would go on to become the architect of the UNCCP’s later lengthy endeavor
to quantify the refugees’ individual property losses in the 1950s and 1960s.
Born in 1906, Berncastle had worked as a land valuer for the Government of
Northern Ireland from 1932–35, before transferring to the Palestine govern-
ment in 1935. After working as Assistant Agent and later Acting Agent for the
Haifa Harbour (Reclaimed Area) Estate from 1935–38, he became a land of-
ficer and eventually rose to serve as Chief Land Valuer for the mandatory gov-
ernment’s Department of Land Settlement. After termination of the mandate,
Berncastle returned to Britain and continued his government service in the
Ministry of Local Government. He thus possessed an expert background for
the responsibility he had to shoulder. The British government agreed to sec-
ond him to the UNCCP in February 1951, and he arrived in Palestine on
April 23, 1951 to begin work at the Refugee Office in Jerusalem in May.

The Global Estimate of overall refugee losses that Berncastle worked on
was to do two things: determine estimates of how much land the refugees had
left behind and how much it was worth. Berncastle also studied the value of
moveable property left behind. The first step in this huge task was to search
for available records upon which to base this task. Berncastle initially was
nonplussed that Israel did not eventually follow through with information
from the Custodian of Absentee Property. Such information would be coming
from an “interested party” in the matter, he reasoned, and would also make
the Arabs suspicious. The UNCCP never went so far as even to ask to inspect
abandoned land.67

Berncastle wanted more neutral records. As a former employee of the man-
date government, Berncastle was well aware of the rich land registration and
land taxation records maintained by the British in Palestine from 1920–48.
He traveled to London and visited the Palestine section of the Colonial Office
in March 1951 to discuss access to these documents. He was given a copy of
the mandatory publication, Village Statistics, 1945, an exhaustive study of
land throughout Palestine. He also took an index to 2,160 films that the
British had made of mandatory land records shortly before the end of British
rule in 1948 (see chapter 4). If he decided that he needed a particular roll of
film, Berncastle made arrangements with Kodak, Ltd. of London to copy that
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roll. He also borrowed some Colonial Office maps showing the location of
state land, Jewish-owned land, and the progress of the mandatory “land settle-
ment” process in Palestine. Back in Jerusalem, the Israelis gave him a
1/150,000 map of villages in Palestine entitled the “Index to Villages and Set-
tlements.” Armed with these basic documents, Berncastle set to work.

Determining what land to count and how to count it as refugee land was a
major challenge. Berncastle later noted that four possible methods of estimat-
ing the scope of abandoned land presented themselves. The first was to submit
a questionnaire to all refugees asking them for details about their lost land, in-
cluding submitting any deeds or other documents they still might have in their
possession. The Refugee Office staff then could check the results against 
the British films as well as from mandatory land tax records. This method,
Berncastle noted, was fraught with problems. Not the least of these challenges
was the fact that it first would necessitate copying and purchasing all the films
from British authorities in London. It would also require considerable exper-
tise both from the refugees, in terms of accurately listing the exact details of
their land, and from the Refugee Office’s staff in interpreting the British
records. Berncastle also noted that much refugee land was collectively owned
and that describing any individual’s particular share of ownership in such land
“would probably be quite beyond the powers of the average Arab fellah unless
he had expert assistance to complete the questionnaire for him.”68

The second method that could be used to determine the amount of aban-
doned land would be to use the films only. Berncastle noted that the nature of
the records on film varied, making the task of identifying specific parcels of
Arab-owned land difficult in a short period of time. The Refugee Office also
would need either to print the films’ images onto paper or project them in or-
der to read them. The third method would be to base the study on the records
of the Custodian of Absentee Property, an idea Berncastle dismissed for rea-
sons noted above. The final method, which Berncastle adopted, was to use
the information on land and land values contained in the copy of Village
Statistics, 1945 that Colonial Office authorities had given him in London.
Berncastle was aware that certain Arabs already had criticized the accuracy of
the information contained therein. Yet he upheld Village Statistics as sound
and unbiased. As a former employee of the British Department of Land Set-
tlement in Palestine, his belief in the impeccability of “neutral” British record
keeping was undoubtedly a personal assessment of his own years of colonial
service. He wrote of the figures in Village Statistics as representing:

years of conscientious work by officials of the mandatory government,
and may at least be regarded as unbiased since they were prepared at a



time when their use for the present purpose was unthought of. Al-
though it may be easy to point to inaccuracies of particular figures from
which the statistics were compiled, e.g. of assessments of particular
properties; nevertheless when taken as a whole, they are at least as likely
to be accurate as the opinions of individuals, especially of interested par-
ties.69

Berncastle decided that the quickest and most accurate way of measuring
the scope of refugee losses would be to use the fourth approach, i.e., to base
his study on the data contained in Village Statistics. He consequently did not
purchase copies of the British films at that time. Although using Village
Statistics was the quickest approach, Berncastle was anxious to allay suspi-
cions that he resorted to this method for reasons of expediency alone. He took
great pains to explain that this was also the soundest method, and pointed out
the figures in Village Statistics had been “prepared by an authority [the for-
mer mandatory government] which has no direct interest in the outcome of
any dispute as to the amount of compensation payable by Israel for lands of
Arab refugees.”70

How much land should be counted as “abandoned” refugee land? The
UNCCP already had decided on May 31, 1951 to exclude from the assess-
ment land in the Israeli-Syrian and Israeli-Egyptian Demilitarized Zones
(DMZs) and from the so-called No Man’s Land along the Israeli-Jordanian
front lines in Jerusalem.71 Given these exceptions from the Refugee Office’s
parent body, Berncastle adopted a very important definition of what consti-
tuted Palestinian refugee land: all lands “which were formerly held by Arabs
and which have now passed into the hands of the Israel Government or its
agencies.”72 To arrive at this, Berncastle resorted to maps. He took the
1/150,000 scale map showing village boundaries that he had obtained from
the Israeli government and superimposed on it the armistice lines he took
from a map supplied to him by the United Nations Truce Supervisory Orga-
nization (UNTSO). The result showed him which Palestinian villages were
now under Israeli jurisdiction. Since the UNTSO map did not show the
DMZs, Berncastle’s staff had to draw those lines on the map themselves. He
then referred to Village Statistics to determine how much land was con-
tained in each of those villages. In cases where the armistice lines cut
through a village, Berncastle resorted to maps showing state land and Jewish-
owned land and to simple estimation of what percentage of a village’s lands
remained in Israel. While admitting that this produced “approximate” fig-
ures, Berncastle felt that overall any resulting errors would balance them-
selves out in the end.
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Berncastle faced a different problem concerning those Palestinians who
had not fled as refugees but remained in what became Israel. Clearly, their
land could not be counted as “refugee” land in his opinion and must be
deleted from the totals. Israeli census data from December 31, 1949 showed
95 Palestinian villages in Israel. Eleven of these were not included in the
mandatory statistics; Berncastle felt these were probably parts of other villages
counted by the British. The result, he believed, was that 84 villages remained
under Israeli control and that most of their population had stayed. He then
concluded that this population had remained in control of their land. How-
ever, although these people were not “refugees” in the sense that they had not
fled outside the borders of Palestine in 1948, thousands of them in fact had
been declared “present absentees” by the Israeli government and had their
land confiscated. In other cases, land within a village may have been owned
by a refugee who had fled, in which case the Custodian of Absentee Property
could confiscate it. So while Berncastle’s assumptions served the purpose of
his approximate study, they did not reflect the actual status of all Palestinian
land left in Israel. The UNCCP considered that its mandate covered only
Palestinian refugees in exile who had lost their lands, not those remaining
within the sovereign territory of Israel.

Berncastle worked separately on land in Jerusalem because of its special sta-
tus. The Israeli-Jordanian armistice agreement had left the city in three parts:
Israel-controlled West Jerusalem, Jordanian-controlled East Jerusalem, and the
so-called “No Man’s Land” straddling the cease-fire line between them. Israel
was more accommodating in supplying information to Berncastle on
Jerusalem, and actually provided access to the Custodian of Absentee Prop-
erty’s register of abandoned land in Jerusalem. He also consulted mandatory
“field valuation sheets” used for assessing urban taxes.

Berncastle worked on his study throughout the summer of 1951. His final
report of August 14, 1951 was entitled “Valuation of Abandoned Arab Land
in Israel.” He concluded that a total of 16,323,971 dunums of Palestinian
land had passed into Israeli hands, excluding Jerusalem, which was assessed
separately. In Jerusalem, the figure was 5,736 dunums. This is detailed in
table 2.3.

Berncastle’s estimate of the scope of abandoned refugee land was eight times
larger than the one arrived at by the Israel’s Weitz-Danin-Lifshits Committee,
although Israeli authorities had denied his request to see that committee’s re-
port. In particular, Berncastle had included all land that he considered Arab-
held that had ended up in Israeli hands, not just privately owned, regularly
cultivated farmland as the Israelis had been insisting. Besides collectively



owned land, he also included millions of dunums of non-Jewish, uncultivable
land in the southern Beersheba district as Arab-held. But what proved most con-
troversial when his figures became public were not Berncastle’s estimates of the
scope of the land but its value. Since ultimately the question of compensation
came down to a monetary figure reflecting the land’s value, not its scope, it was
valuation that the Arabs and Israel paid the most attention to. Much of the con-
troversy would boil down to the basis upon which Berncastle valued the land
and the prices he used. Berncastle systematically explored how to do this. His
report outlined three methods that he could have used. The first was to study
the prices paid for land in Palestine as recorded in the filmed copies of manda-
tory land records. There were several problems with this approach. First, the
land registers did not include a detailed description of each parcel of property.
This meant that someone would need to inspect each parcel of land. Nor did
they record the sale price and officially estimated value of each parcel for the
same date: this was only recorded on a piecemeal basis when an individual par-
cel was sold. The second method was to look at the assessed value of land 
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TABLE 2.3 Scope of Refugee Land According to UNCCP’s (Berncastle’s) Global
Estimate, 1951

Type of Land Mandatory Tax Categories Amount (Dunums)

1. Northern and Central Palestine
Citrus 1–2 120,564
Bananas 3 620
Village built-up areas 4 14,602
Irrigated, plantations, etc. 5–8 303,750
Cereal land 9–13 2,113,183
Cereal land 14–15 201,495
Uncultivable — 1,431,798
TOTAL 4,186,012

2. Beersheba District
Cultivable — 1,834,849
Uncultivable — 10,303,110
TOTAL 12,137,959

3. Jerusalem 5,736
TOTAL 5,736
GRAND TOTAL 16,329,707

Source: “Valuation of Abandoned Arab Land in Israel” (see note 67)
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contained in mandatory tax records that were available in condensed form in
Village Statistics. The final method was for Berncastle to use his own experi-
ence as a land valuer in Palestine together with consensus opinions of land
prices—if these were possible—from among Palestinian and Israel land experts.
Berncastle decided to adopt a combination of the second and third approaches,
using the Village Statistics as his base.

Berncastle once again defended his choice of relying upon the Village
Statistics. He argued that it was not only simply quicker to do so but also more
reliable. He once again asserted that the figures for land values contained in
the book were collected by a neutral authority several years before the entire
question of refugee land was even an issue. Berncastle also noted that Village
Statistics offered figures for all Palestinian land and not just what had been
registered. He also felt that the land values reflected true land values and not
the speculative high prices caused by high demand and laws that restricted
where Jews could buy land. Berncastle stated that the basis for mandatory
land valuation had been the estimated agricultural productivity (for rural
land) and estimated rent (for urban land).

Even after arguing that the Village Statistics constituted the best basis for
determining land values, Berncastle still wanted his bosses sitting on the
UNCCP itself to make the political decision of how to determine the method
of establishing actual prices. He therefore prepared a working paper for the
UNCCP that offered five methods for arriving at values from the tax assess-
ments and asked the Americans, French, and Turks to choose from among
them.73 The five methods were: to capitalize the assessment value in Village
Statistics; capitalize and then “weight” the figures to account for actual pre-
vailing prices both by the end of the mandate and as of mid-1951; use actual
market values as the basis instead of Village Statistics; estimate the replace-
ment value of land (“what it would cost Israel to create the abandoned Arab
assets if she [sic] had to start from scratch”); and estimate the value on the ba-
sis of reinstatement. By “reinstatement” Berncastle meant: “what it would cost
to reinstate each refugee in one of the Arab countries in a position as nearly as
possible equivalent to the position which he has lost.”74

In other words, what would it cost to buy similar land in a neighboring
Arab country? The three member states of the UNCCP met on May 14, 1951
and decided to combine the second and fifth methods. Berncastle later came
to the conclusion, however, that the fifth method was impractical. It was sim-
ply too difficult to obtain land prices in surrounding countries and to try to de-
termine what types and qualities of land in Jordan, Lebanon, Syria, etc. were
comparable to the lands abandoned in Palestine.



Ultimately, Berncastle ended up using the following formula for valuating
refugee land:

Under the prevailing circumstances the [Refugee] Office concluded
that the fairest basis was the value of the abandoned land in its existing
use with regard to its capacity to produce income in the form of crops or
rent, but ignoring any speculative elements of value which might be
due to the possibility of its being converted to some different and more
valuable use, in so far as such speculative elements exceeded the nor-
mal. It must be appreciated that in Palestine much of the land had what
might be called a fictitious market value which was in no way justified
by the income derived from its existing use or by a normal expectation
of development. This fictitious value, in so far as it exceeded the normal
developmental value which attaches to undeveloped land on the out-
skirts of towns everywhere in the world, was due almost entirely to the
pressure of Jewish immigration and land hunger and to the flow of
Zionist capital from all over the world into Palestine for the purpose of
land purchase.75

That is, he decided to put a value on refugee land based on a formula of “ex-
isting use value plus normal development value” and to disregard the land’s
potential value in the future to Jewish land purchasers. In this he agreed with
the prevailing Israeli view. He would assign values to land used for agricul-
ture, for example, on the basis of the income it could produce from crops—
not on the basis of higher prices that such land might have fetched at some
future date. Berncastle dismissed outright the high prices for land in Palestine
in the late 1940s as “fictitious,” something that later would outrage Arab crit-
ics of his study. Berncastle not only just credited Jewish demand for land for
causing prices to rise to such fictitious levels, but also pointed out that manda-
tory restrictions on where Jews could buy land and Palestinian nationalist ef-
forts to halt sales of Arab land to Jews had conspired to drive up the price.

Berncastle was indifferent to Arab complaints that his values were too low
and did not reflect the reality of land prices in Palestine. He dismissed the
Arab argument that even land sold between two Palestinians without regard to
Jews or land transfer regulations was expensive:

it appears that in the past, Arabs who sold their land benefited person-
ally as a result of the Arab national policy, by obtaining greatly en-
hanced prices. The argument, which is sometimes put forward, that
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similar prices were paid in sales between Arabs, is a superficial one be-
cause, obviously no Arab would sell land to another at £P x per dunum
knowing that the buyer could promptly resell to Jews at twice the
amount.76

Berncastle also pointed out that had the Palestinian national movement
succeeded in its aim of halting Jewish land purchases, these artificially high
land prices would have come to an end. Now that the Palestinians had lost the
struggle and become refugees, he deemed it “unreasonable” that they should
receive high levels of compensation reflecting high prices for land that they
had tried to keep out of Jewish hands by force:

Had the Arabs succeeded during the mandatory regime in bringing
about their avowed object of completely prohibiting further Jewish im-
migration or land purchase; or had they succeeded in liquidating the
State of Israel when they resorted to arms in 1948; these fictitious values
would have disappeared. It seems unreasonable that, having been un-
successful in their resort to arms, the Arabs should get more by way of
compensation for their land than they would have been able to get by
way of sale had they been successful.77

He was also sure that the Israelis never would agree to pay compensation
based on the high, fictitious land prices anyway and agreed that this would be
an unreasonable expectation. Berncastle did have a soft spot in his heart for
the “peace loving refugee who took no part in politics and only left his prop-
erty in the hope of avoiding trouble.” Cases where a Palestinian had bought
land at high prices for her/his own use deserved “sympathy and special con-
sideration” in any future plan for payment of individual compensation, al-
though he did not specify on what basis a refugee would prove his or her
innocent, nonpolitical nature. Berncastle also rejected the proposal submit-
ted by representatives of the refugees that in determining the value of urban
land he should use the “contractor’s method” of adding the value of the land
together with the value of any buildings on it. Berncastle argued that most of
the time the total value of urban property did not equal the sum of the land
and the buildings and in some cases, like rent-controlled buildings, actually
might be less than if the site were vacant and then developed.

After deciding that he would base refugee land values on the formula of
“existing use value plus normal development value,” Berncastle then had to
decide the date on which the existing use value would be based. After consul-



tations with the UNCCP’s legal advisor, he decided to establish land values as
of November 29, 1947, the date that the UN General Assembly passed the
partition resolution. Berncastle knew this date would infuriate the Israelis,
who continued to argue that they were responsible for refugee property only
after it had come under the authority of the Custodian of Absentee Property
several months later. They believed that any compensation figures therefore
should be based on the value of the land once the Custodian took hold of it.
Since the war had damaged some of the property, it naturally would be worth
less. Berncastle noted, however, that although the Israelis did not want to as-
sume the costs of depreciation to Arab property associated with the war, they
continued to insist that the Arabs indemnify them for war damages to their
own property:

In short, the Government of Israel repudiates any liability in respect of
damage which occurred to the abandoned property between 29
November 1947 and 2 December 1948, no matter how or by whom
such damage was occasioned. On the other hand, the Government has
stated that it intends to counter-claim against the compensation due to
refugees for damage which occurred to Jewish property during the same
period.78

He also defended use of the November 29, 1947 date on the grounds that the
Israelis in any event had refused to allow him to investigate any changes to the
property made by the Custodian, claiming that such an investigation would
be irrelevant.

Having established the bases of his valuation work, Berncastle set about the
business of actually determining the amounts. As noted in table 2.4 below, he
listed how much land had been abandoned in each mandatory tax category.
His next step was to capitalize this figure, i.e., establish the land’s actual value
as of November 29, 1947 based on the tax figure assessed by the British on
each category of land. The last year of tax data Berncastle had at his disposal
was from 1947. Berncastle then multiplied the 1947 tax rate by ten to achieve
the “net annual value.” He then obtained the capital value from the net an-
nual value by multiplying the latter by 30. In the case of land in tax categories
5–8 (irrigated land, fruit plantations, and first grade crop land), he first
“weighted” the net annual value before multiplying it by 30. He did this to ac-
count for the fact that while the value of all land rose during the Second
World War, largely due to the drop in purchasing power of the currency, the
value of irrigated land rose comparatively more than cereal land.
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The cases of land planted with citrus and banana trees presented special
problems. Berncastle agreed with those Israeli negotiators who had argued
that Palestinian citrus groves had deteriorated considerably as a result of the
Second World War. He decided that the figures for the mandatory tax cate-
gories 1 and 2 were consequently of no value to him. Instead, Berncastle con-
sulted with Palestinian and Israeli experts as to the value of citrus land in
1947. The former cited values of £P120/dunum, while the latter cited
£P75/dunum. Berncastle believed that other evidence pointed to the Israeli
assessment as closer to the mark, and he settled on a figure of £P80/dunum.
He also felt that the tax value of banana land in tax category 3 was also useless,
and adopted a figure of £P80/dunum based on the similarity of the “lot viable”
for each kind of fruit (the amount a cultivator would need to have to be eco-
nomically viable). Berncastle felt that putting a value on the built-up, residen-
tial parts of villages (category 4) was even more complicated. Using tax
figures, he compromised with a figure of £P150/dunum. When it came to 
uncultivable land, Berncastle assigned this land no value at all. Finally, 
Berncastle tackled the problem of rural land in the Beersheba District.
Mandatory authorities did not tax cultivated land in this southern region of
Palestine according to one of the 16 tax categories. Certainly one reason for
this was that most of these lands were never registered. Instead, they assigned
a lump sum tax on the entire area that was subdivided. Using a variety of
sources, Berncastle arrived at a figure of £P3.600/dunum for cultivated land
in the Beersheba District (see table 2.4).

Turning to urban land, Berncastle noted that the following Palestinian
towns that had been legally classified as municipalities by the British were
now within Israeli territory: Acre, Baysan, Beersheba, Haifa, Jaffa, Lydda, al-
Majdal, Nazareth, Ramla, Safad, Shafa’ ‘Amr, and Tiberias. In these cases, he
multiplied the rate of urban tax that had been assigned to land in these towns
by ten to arrive at the total net value of land. However, Berncastle admitted
that arriving at a value of urban Palestinian land by capitalizing the tax assess-
ment usually resulted in an undervaluation. To account for this, he added 25
percent to the net annual value that he derived from the tax figures. He then
added an additional 25 percent to account for the steep rise in values between
the last urban tax assessment and the year 1947. Finally, he multiplied this by
16.67 to capitalize this figure.

As he had when estimating the scope of land, Berncastle addressed the
question of the value of land in Jerusalem separately, given the unique situa-
tion of the city. Berncastle finally succeeded in securing statistics on aban-
doned Palestinian land in Jerusalem from the Israeli Custodian of Absentee



TABLE 2.4 1947 Palestinian Rural Land Values Used by UNCCP’s (Berncastle’s)
Global Estimate, 1951

Tax Category Description
1947 Net Annual Value

(including Weighted Figures)
Value/

Dunum (£P)

1 Citrus (outside) 80.000
Acre sub-district)

2 Citrus (Acre s.d.) 80.000
3 Bananas
4 Village Built-up 150.000
5 1st grade irrigated 2.000 60.000

1st grade fruit
6 2nd grade irrigated 1.750 52.500

2nd grade fruit
7 3rd grade irrigated 1.500 45.000

3rd grade fruit
8 1st grade cereal 1.250 37.500

4th grade irrigated
4th grade fruit

9 2nd grade cereal 0.800 24.000
5th grade irrigated
5th grade fruit

10 3rd grade cereal 0.720 21.600
6th grade irrigated
6th grade fruit

11 4th grade cereal 0.600 18.000
7th grade irrigated
7th grade fruit

12 5th grade cereal 0.480 14.000
8th grade irrigated
8th grade fruit

13 6th grade cereal 0.320 9.600
9th grade irrigated
9th grade fruit

14 7th grade cereal 0.160 4.800
10th grade

15 8th grade cereal 0.080 2.400
16 Forest and uncultivated 0 0
— Cultivable land 3.600

Beersheba District
Source: “Valuation of Abandoned Arab Land in Israel,” p. 17, and Appendix II
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Property. He hired an Israeli assistant to translate and transcribe the register.
Using all these procedures and figures, Berncastle determined that the value
of abandoned rural Palestinian refugee property as of November 29, 1947 was
£P69,525,144. The value of abandoned urban property was £P21,608,640.
Urban refugee property in Jerusalem was worth £P9,250,000. The totals are
shown in table 2.5.

It is worth noting that the UNCCP also instructed the Refugee Office to
estimate the value of moveable property that had been abandoned by the
refugees. Here Berncastle had to concede that developing such a figure was
impossible. Instead, he made three different calculations following three dif-
ferent methods to arrive at rough overall figures for abandoned household ar-
ticles, industrial equipment, vehicles, agricultural equipment, commercial
stocks, and livestock. The first of these methods was to develop a figure based
on a percentage of the value of refugee land. He did this based on a percent-
age used in the 1920s during the Greco-Turkish population exchanges. Using
this for the Palestinian case, Berncastle’s figure came to £P21,570,000. His
second method was to take 40 percent of the national income of the Pales-
tinian sector of the economy during the last years of the mandate. This meant
that moveable refugee property amounted to £P18.6 million. Finally, he tal-
lied up the “aggregate value of the various categories of moveable property
owned by Arabs under the Mandate.” This last figure came to £P19.1 million.
The UNCCP decided that the three different methods provided very similar
results, and it rounded the figure to £P20 million for abandoned moveable
property.79

Berncastle also studied the distribution of compensation by families, pro-
ducing statistics on the number of refugee families that would benefit from
various levels of compensation (see table 2.6).

TABLE 2.5 Value of Refugee Land According to UNCCP’s (Berncastle’s)“Global
Estimate,” 1951

Type of Land Value (£P)

Rural land 69,525,144
Urban land 21,608,640
Jerusalem land 9,250,000
TOTAL 100,383,784

Source: “Valuation of Abandoned Arab Land in Israel,” p. � 20



Just days before concluding his study in early August 1951, Berncastle met
with a man whose estimates of refugee property he felt were quite sound and
whose expertise in general impressed him: Yosef Weitz. Before agreeing to see
Berncastle, Weitz sought and secured permission from the Israeli Ministry of
Foreign Affairs. Berncastle told Weitz, “as if discovering a secret,” that he had
found Weitz’s published figures on the value of the abandoned property the
most accurate. Weitz also claimed that Berncastle expressed his intention to
“bring his estimate closer to my figures, although in the end his estimate
would be slightly higher than mine.”

The two men sparred on Berncastle’s use of 1947 land values as the basis
for his forthcoming estimate. Weitz argued that prices that year were too high,
in part because of the development being carried out in Palestine by the Jews
with their capital. Berncastle agreed with him and, while sticking to his guns,
said he would note Weitz’s point of view in his report “which appears to him
to be justified.” Berncastle then asked Weitz why his figures on abandoned
land in the Beersheba district were lower than his. Weitz stated that that he
did not include land in tax category 16—uncultivable land. While Village
Statistics included this land as Palestinian simply because it was not registered
to Jews or the government, Weitz claimed this was uncultivable waste land
that belonged to the state. It was for this reason that Weitz did not include this
vast area in his estimates of abandoned property. When Berncastle asked why
their two figures also differed in the scope of cultivable land, Weitz countered
that he had not included land in tax categories 14 and 15 in his own estimates
of abandoned land. Weitz stated that mandatory authorities had listed these as
cultivable when they in fact were not. As proof he pointed out that the gov-
ernment had not levied taxes on this land because it was so marginal (this was
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TABLE 2.6 UNCCP Estimate of the Number of Landowning Refugee Families
by Value of Holdings

Value of Property (£P) Number of Families

1–99 63,950
100–1,000 75,760
1,000–10,000 18,478
more than 10,000 1,672
TOTAL 159,860

Source: United Kingdom, Public Records Office [PRO], FO371/98519, “A Study of
the Distribution of Arab Land in Palestine According to the Value”
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true but only until April 1944, when the mandatory government did levy a low
rate of taxation on land in tax categories 14 and 15). Weitz, also skilled in pub-
lic relations, told Berncastle that in any event, the actual scope of refugee land
was not yet determined because the government was releasing some to its
owners in Israel who had proven that they were not absentees.80

Interestingly, another Israeli whom Berncastle respected quite highly,
Moshe Ellman, would later determine that Berncastle’s figures were actually
too low compared to market values. Ellman, the Ministry of Justice’s Chief
Valuer in its Land Assessment Division, and a personal friend of Berncastle’s,
compared the various Israeli and UN figures on the refugee land in a Novem-
ber 1962 report to the Israeli government (see chapter 6). In that report, 
Ellman contrasted Berncastle’s assessment system with his own, and found
that Berncastle’s led to valuations that were too low, at times drastically so:

It is interesting to note at this juncture that, when I conducted my as-
sessment of the property of the [German] Templars in Jerusalem, Haifa,
and Jaffa, there were many visible differences between the assessment
based on the system adopted by Berncastle and assessment of market
value. We assessed lots and vacant Templar land in Haifa at £P895,000,
while Berncastle’s method yielded a figure of £P615,000. Our assess-
ment of built-up lots was 87 percent higher than the figure rendered us-
ing Berncastle’s method. The situation in Jaffa was similar to that in
Haifa, and our assessment in Jerusalem resulted in a figure 45 percent
higher than that of Berncastle’s method for vacant lots, and 88 percent
higher for built-up lots.81

Overall, Ellman later thought that the refugee land was worth more than
Berncastle’s estimate, somewhere over £P140 million.

In the end, then, both Arabs and Israelis would agree that the UNCCP’s
first major attempt to quantify the refugees’ property losses was too low. At the
time, however, the UNCCP was eager for Berncastle and the Refugee Office
to present it with figures that could be used as the basis for compensation
talks. The reason: It had convened yet another conference at which it in-
tended to present the findings.

Paris Conference

From September to November 1951, the UNCCP convened one final con-
ference at which it hoped to bridge some of the gaps between Arab and Israeli



stances on the refugees and other questions. Rather than use its earlier 
strategy of trying to develop consensus on initiatives, the commission in-
stead presented the parties with its own proposals and ideas. Among these
were the compensation figures that Berncastle had developed. Berncastle pre-
sented his overall estimates of refugee land—16,329,707 dunums, worth
£P100,383,784—to the Refugee Office’s Holger Andersen on August 14,
1951. Andersen then drafted a “Preliminary Report” on September 7 for the
UNCCP to use in Paris. These figures represented the first—and to that date,
the only—official UN figures on the scope and value of the refugee’s property
losses. Andersen’s report never was given an official number to circulate as a
UNCCP document, although the estimates were presented to the parties at
Paris. Beyond just numbers, the Refugee Office’s report also dealt with com-
pensation and other questions. It noted that the UNCCP had decided upon
payments to individuals and recommended that it take steps to determine
how much land individual refugees had lost through a questionnaire circu-
lated among the refugee camps. The report also recommended creation of an
“authority” to which the Israeli Custodian of Absentee Property must show de-
tails of his accounts and from which the Custodian must obtain permission
prior to selling any refugee land.82

Among the five proposals that the UNCCP offered the parties at Paris were
three that dealt with the refugee property issue: cancellation of mutual war
damages claims; the mutual release of all blocked bank accounts; and an Is-
raeli pledge to pay compensation to nonrepatriated refugees. The last was
worded as follows: “That the Government of Israel accept the obligation to
pay, as compensation for property abandoned by those refugees not repatri-
ated, a global sum based upon the evaluation arrived at by the Commission’s
Refugee Office.”

The UNCCP was careful to note that the compensation sum would not be
Berncastle’s figures but instead would be based on those figures. Ultimately,
the actual amount that it expected Israel to pay would be subject to its ability
to pay. The UNCCP stated that a committee of economic and financial ex-
perts established by a UN trustee would determine a payment plan. This
trustee in turn would pay individual claims. Regarding compensation, the
UNCCP explained what it had been saying for some time (and what was
stated in Andersen’s report): that despite the global nature of the Refugee Of-
fice’s figures, it expected that compensation would be paid to individual
refugees.

The Israelis agreed that Berncastle’s figures would not be the amount they
would pay. Indeed, they already had indicated even before he had finished his
report that any figures he produced would not be “the measure of the burden
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to be laid on Israel.”83 It came as no surprise when the Israelis scoffed at his es-
timates in public once they were made public. Foreign Minister Sharett dis-
missed the £P100 million figure as merely “academic,” noting that Israel had
not acquired the land as the result of an ordinary business transaction, but
through war.84 He told the Knesset on November 4, 1951 that compensation
figures could not be based solely on the value of abandoned property. His
speech also stated that Israel would require international aid to help it pay
compensation, and that it would pay compensation only to a UN organ and
not to Arab states or individual refugees.85

In private, however, the Israeli government liked Berncastle’s figure of
£P100 million ($280 million in 1951 dollars) because it approximated their
own estimates. As discussed in chapter 1, the Weitz-Lifshits-Danin Commit-
tee of 1948 had estimated the value of the abandoned land at £I81.5 million
($228.2 million in 1951 dollars). Custodian of Absentee Property Mordekhai
Schattner and other Israelis privately told Berncastle that his study was an “ex-
cellent and well reasoned document.”86 In discussions with the British Secre-
tary of State on December 3, 1951, Israeli officials indicated their pleasure
with Berncastle’s figures by stating that Israel now was willing to negotiate
with the UN about the entire compensation issue under certain conditions.
Israel must have a role in determining the amount; it would not just have a
figure dictated to it. Secondly, Israel was not prepared to pay compensation
that was based on the market value of the land (which Berncastle already had
ruled out as well). Thirdly, Israel’s contributions to compensation must be
based on its ability to pay, given its tremendous outlays for settling Jewish im-
migrants. Lastly, compensation would need to be linked with the issue of Jew-
ish property left behind in Arab countries.

British diplomats felt that the Israelis were talking out of both sides of their
mouths: they spoke of the financial burdens they labored under but yet the
bulk of the money for compensation would end up coming from the U.S. any-
way. Besides, they noted, the UK had just agreed to release £UK5 million in
sterling securities that Britain had frozen since February 22, 1948.87 Two
years later, in 1953, a senior Israeli government economic expert told U.S.
diplomats in Tel Aviv that the Israelis still were insisting on negotiating the
sum of compensation. Even though they liked Berncastle’s figure of $280 mil-
lion inasmuch as they too believed the property was worth somewhere under
$300 million, this was only a starting point for negotiations.88

Israel’s publicly harder line toward compensation manifested itself at Paris
in other ways as well. It continued to refuse even to consider compensation
for the value of former mandatory government property such as railroads,



Haifa Harbor, etc., and still wanted to secure an international loan to help pay
for compensation. Israeli guidelines for talks at Paris also included a warning
to its diplomats not to allow any compensation agreement to suggest any Is-
raeli blame for the refugee flight. Compensation also should be linked to a
“nullification” of calls for refugee repatriation; such payments should be di-
rected toward resettling the refugees in the Arab world and would signal the
end of Israeli obligation to them in the future. Lastly, Israel would not waive
its rights to seek reparations for war damages or compensation for Jewish prop-
erty in Arab countries like Iraq. Indeed, the waiver of war reparations was “ab-
solutely out of the question.”89 Secretly, the Israeli delegation also felt that
despite its calls for direct talks with the Arabs, the real battle over compensa-
tion would be waged between them and the Americans.90 On the other hand,
the Israeli government decided in October 1951 to move in the new direction
suggested by Abba Eban: approve the idea of a reintegration fund that the
General Assembly had called for the previous December and agree to pay
compensation into it.

Israeli delegate to Paris Maurice Fischer spelled out Israel’s position in his
statement to the UNCCP on November 14, 1951. He reaffirmed Israel’s will-
ingness to pay compensation. Interestingly, he reaffirmed Israel’s refusal to
drop its claims for war damages as well despite the strict instructions he had
been given. In discussing compensation, Fischer laid out seven points. First, Is-
rael was ready to discuss compensation with the UNCCP or any other UN
body. Second, the value of the property must be determined first. Third, all
concerned must consider the fact that the Arabs started the war; this in turn led
to property damage and is the very reason why Israel ended up controlling the
abandoned land in the first place. Fourth, Israel’s capacity to pay compensation
was being hindered by the Arab boycott, the Arab blockade of the Suez Canal,
and the influx of Jews into Israel fleeing oppression in Arab lands. Fifth, com-
pensation talks must consider Jewish land left behind in the West Bank and
Gaza, as well as property left behind by immigrants from Arab countries. Sixth,
compensation must end all Israeli responsibility for the refugee property. Fi-
nally, individual refugees’ claims must be taken up with the UN body that re-
ceives the compensation. Israel itself would entertain no claims for individual
compensation. Throughout the conference, Fischer had been instructed by
Eban to do the “minimal”: “Our objective should now be to assess the minimal
Israel concession which would have the result of diverting the pressure of
American mediation away from us and towards the Arab states.”91

After weeks of effort at Paris discussing Berncastle’s numbers and other top-
ics relating to compensation, the UNCCP informed the parties on November
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19, 1951 that the conference had failed and that it could not carry out its man-
date. The UNCCP’s failure to translate Berncastle’s global estimate into the
starting point for serious talks on compensation further chastened it. The new
directions it had embarked upon starting in 1950 had not produced the antic-
ipated results. The UNCCP then decided to take up Berncastle’s ideas on
compensation directly with the Israelis, who after all were the party from
which the UNCCP most needed cooperation.

UNCCP’s Compensation Efforts

After the failure at Paris, the General Assembly expressed its own frustration
with the inability of the parties to make progress on the refugee problem. It
passed resolution 512 (VI) on January 26, 1952 calling upon the UNCCP to
continue its efforts to secure implementation of Resolution 194 (III) and to
make itself available to the parties. The resolution recognized that it would
need to be the parties themselves who made peace: “the governments con-
cerned have the primary responsibility for reaching a settlement of their out-
standing differences in conformity with the resolutions of the General
Assembly on Palestine.” The UNCCP with its plans, ideas, and statistics
could assist, but these ultimately would be mere aids to efforts that the Arabs
and Israelis themselves would need to expend. This resolution was the final
nail in the coffin of the UNCCP as an active mediator in the Arab-Israeli con-
flict. From early 1952 onward, the new direction of the UNCCP would be re-
fined further, until it would essentially confine itself to, as it later described,
“efforts to the solution of concrete problems which might be of direct benefit
to a great number of refugees and on which progress could be made indepen-
dently of the readiness of the parties to reach over-all agreement.” Since Israel
controlled the property and it would be Israel that paid compensation, this
meant that henceforth the commission de facto would deal only with Israel on
the specifics of how compensation would be paid. The move away from active
involvement in mediation also prompted the UNCCP to stop meeting in
Jerusalem. It decided in Paris on January 28, 1952 to meet next in New York.
At that meeting on April 21, the UNCCP decided to continue meeting in
New York, where it could be close to the parties’ delegations to the UN and
could meet on short notice.

Although staying in New York themselves, the American, French, and
Turkish delegates to the UNCCP ordered Berncastle on April 28, 1952 to pro-
ceed to Jerusalem and commence discussions on a “technical level” about the



modalities of a compensation regime with Israel and the Arabs. He was to
travel there as a technician—the “Land Specialist” of the Refugee Office—
and as not a representative of the UNCCP as a whole authorized to negotiate.
Although the UNCCP knew that it primarily would need to talk to the Israelis
about compensation, it still envisioned an Arab presence in certain aspects of
the compensation question. This was particularly the case when dealing with
the issue of exactly how much would be paid, given that the Arabs considered
Berncastle’s figures far too low. By the spring of 1952, the Refugee Office had
established the broad parameters of how it would go about the business of es-
timating compensation. As Berncastle had done, it felt that valuation should
reflect the condition of the land on November 29, 1947. It also felt that the
UNCCP should return to the idea of setting up a mixed Arab-Israeli commit-
tee of technical experts—not politicians or diplomats as before, but people
with experience in land affairs. For the Israeli representative to such a 
committee, Berncastle recommended Moshe Ellman. From the Arab side, 
Berncastle thought the Palestinian land expert Sami Hadawi would be the
best. In a nod to politics, Berncastle noted that if the UNCCP deemed it po-
litically necessary to appoint a nontechnical but more high-profile Palestinian
like the refugee spokesman Izzat Tannous to the committee then the
UNCCP should balance the mixed committee with a second Israeli, Yosef
Weitz, whom Berncastle had quoted in his 1951 report.92 The mixed commit-
tee idea never materialized.

Berncastle’s mission to the Middle East would be fraught with challenges
from the outset. The Israelis already had served notice to the UN that their
willingness to pay compensation would not stand forever and was dependent
upon their ability to pay. In the fall of 1951, they began serving notice that the
Arab boycott of Israel and Egypt’s closure of the Suez Canal to Israeli ship-
ping was hurting their economy and ultimately their ability to pay compensa-
tion. Sharett told UNRWA’s John Blandford in December 1951 that if
“unlimited demands for repatriation” are made of Israel, “its commitment on
this matter [compensation] would not remain valid indefinitely.”93

On the other hand, Israel had made an important change to its policy by
the time Berncastle arrived in the region. A committee from the Israeli Min-
istry of Foreign Affairs agreed that the valuation of abandoned land should be
based on land conditions as they existed on November 29, 1947 and not when
the Custodian of Absentee Property gained control of the land months later.94

For their part, the Arabs had their own thoughts on compensation. The Arab
League announced on September 1, 1951 that Israel should pay compensa-
tion to international bodies like UNRWA, essentially agreeing with the Israelis
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that they would not take the money directly from Israel themselves. The
League continued to insist that Israel pay for damages to property as well, and
that it pay in pounds sterling based on November 1947 values. Besides dis-
cussing compensation with the parties, the UNCCP wanted Berncastle to be-
gin moving beyond his global estimate of property losses and investigate how
the UNCCP might determine individual refugees’ losses.

Berncastle arrived in Palestine on May 14, 1952. He spent five months in
the Middle East meeting with people in several countries working out a plan
for compensation, devising a plan for individual assessment of refugee losses,
and trying to nail down the Israelis on specifics. His first official meeting took
place in Jerusalem on May 22 with Michael S. Comay, then Assistant Direc-
tor General of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Comay already had accumu-
lated three years experience dealing with the UNCCP on the abandoned
property issue. The two men’s discussion reflected Israel’s increasingly confi-
dent and tough position on compensation, particularly the basis for determin-
ing the total amount. According to Berncastle’s diary entry for that day,
Comay “suggested that the amount which Israel would pay would bear very
little relation to the value of the property.”95 Berncastle quickly told him that
the UNCCP had decided that Israel “should not be asked to commit herself
to accepting the findings of any group of experts which might be set up.” As he
noted in his diary, “this seemed to reassure Mr. Comay considerably.”96

Trying to woo the Israelis further into concrete discussions, Berncastle
tried to assure them about other aspects of compensation. When he met with
Dr. A. Biran, an Israeli District Commissioner, on June 19 in Jerusalem, 
Biran asked Berncastle how compensation would be linked with resettle-
ment.97 Would not most of the money go to a few wealthy landowners? Biran
inquired. Berncastle replied that he believed compensation payments should
be related directly to refugee resettlement. In fact, the money should be paid
only for expenses associated with this, like education, new land, steamship
fares, and so forth. Berncastle later confided to his diary, “My general impres-
sion from the conversation was that Dr. Biran was not very optimistic about
the possibility of the Israel Government paying any substantial amount of
compensation.”98

Berncastle also met with a number of Palestinians in the West Bank as part
of his mission. Berncastle held a meeting in Ramallah on May 24 with Sami
Hadawi and Izzat Tannous, the two Palestinians who had emerged as the Arab
world’s most knowledgeable figures on the refugee property issue. The two
urged Berncastle not to involve the Arab governments in any future attempt to
carry out an assessment of individual refugee losses. Instead, they suggested



inviting the participation of committees representing the refugees’ interests.
Only with such direct refugee participation in the assessment would Palestini-
ans accept the results. Three days later Berncastle and Hadawi traveled again
to Ramallah and met with Yahya Hammuda, a lawyer from the General
Refugee Congress that had met with the UNCCP at Lausanne. Hammuda
later would become the second chairman of the Palestine Liberation Organi-
zation in December 1967. He told Berncastle that the refugees had no faith in
the UN. He claimed that the poor among the refugees would not waive their
right to repatriation for a few pounds in compensation whereas the rich only
cared about their money and did not care where they lived. Hammuda also
complained that Berncastle’s global estimate figures were too low. Berncastle
countered that the Refugee Office had done its best in the absence of any
help from the refugees or the Arabs at large, despite its pleas. Hammuda also
asked how communal property left behind by the refugees fit into the
UNCCP’s thinking. Berncastle said that dealing with that matter only would
delay progress and that for now, his efforts at exploring individual assessment
of losses would focus only on land that was registered in a specific person’s
name. By this he included companies and religious organizations.99

Berncastle met again with Hadawi in Ramallah two weeks later. Having
also worked in land affairs in the mandatory government, Berncastle was well
aware of Hadawi’s expertise on land issues both during and after the mandate.
One question he was anxious to find out was the question posed to him by 
Biran earlier: What percentage of compensation payments would likely end
up in the hands of big landowners? This was a concern shared by many, inas-
much as it would militate against using compensation to resettle the bulk of
the poorer refugees. Together, Berncastle and Hadawi guessed that between
40–50 percent of the total value of refugee land would be divided among
some 40,000 members of the “effendi class” who were not living in refugee
camps or receiving UNRWA rations. The remainder would be divided up
among the large number of “fellahin,” most of whom were living in the
camps. The two men also met again with Hammuda and several other repre-
sentatives of the General Refugee Congress: Aziz Shehadeh, the congress’s
secretary general; Anton ‘Atallah, a former Palestine supreme court justice;
Hanna ‘Atallah; and Jabr Akram. The congress representatives urged that
Berncastle conduct an individual assessment on the basis of a questionnaire
handed out to refugees, and that he publicize it as widely as possible. To min-
imize refugee fear of the political consequences of filling out the form, they
also suggested that he call it a “census of property” without mentioning com-
pensation. The men also rejected Berncastle’s 1951 global estimate of £100
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million not so much because of the amount of the final figure but because it
was a global figure, not the sum of individual assessments.100

Berncastle also met with Palestinians outside of Palestine to discuss, among
other things, this vexing issue of global versus individual compensation. In
late June, he traveled to Beirut. While there he met with members of various
refugee committees. The Arabs had been hostile to the concept of a Reinte-
gration Fund since the idea first developed if for no other reason than the
wealthy refugees whose spokespersons were the loudest would be short-
changed. He told them that the UNCCP’s plans for compensation did not en-
vision payments to a Reintegration Fund but rather to individuals. “It
[UNCCP] will have nothing to do with payments to governments or to a rein-
tegration fund.”101 The refugees also complained that the tax values on which
Berncastle had based his 1951 estimate of £100 million was lower than the ac-
tual value of the land. He countered that using the 1947 values was the only
thing on which the Arabs and Israelis he had talked to could agree. Berncastle
also had some of Hammuda’s earlier assessments about wealthy refugees con-
firmed when he met with Munir Haddad in July. Haddad fled Palestine for
Lebanon in 1948 with £600. Within four years he headed INTRA Bank &
Trading Company, which Haddad claimed possessed more capital than any
other bank in Lebanon. He ventured that he had no interest in being repatri-
ated to Palestine but would accept compensation if it were offered, which he
doubted ever would be.102

Between his meetings with Israelis and Palestinians Berncastle had been
doing some other thinking about his charge to investigate how individual pay-
ments could be made. By August, he had determined enough to predict that
the aggregate value of individual refugees’ properties would exceed his global
figure of approximately £P100 million. The difference in values was because
the global figure represents the value of the land to the state that acquired it,
whereas the individual figure represents the value of the lands to their former
owners who, unlike Israel, would factor in the value of future development
rights. In any case, he did not estimate that the aggregate figure for individual
properties would exceed his figure by more than fifty percent.103

Berncastle’s summer-long campaign in the Middle East was taxing on him
in many ways. While in Jerusalem, he and his wife enjoyed comfortable ac-
commodations at the YMCA in Israeli-controlled West Jerusalem. Crossing
back and forth across the cease-fire line into East Jerusalem, however, could
present problems. Berncastle experienced a particularly disagreeable incident
on June 12, 1952 that greatly infuriated him. As he was attempting to cross over
the cease fire line at St. Clare’s Gate to go to the UN offices in Government



House, an Israeli border policeman asked if he were carrying any Israeli cur-
rency. When he pulled out £I95.5, the policeman grabbed the funds and cited
new customs regulations forbidding the export of Israeli money. Berncastle
snatched the bills back out of his hand and protested that he was a UN em-
ployee exempt from such procedures, whereupon the policeman in turn
grabbed the money back out of Berncastle’s hands. During the ensuing argu-
ment over diplomatic immunity, the policeman also confiscated Berncastle’s
“white card” that had enabled him to pass across the cease-fire line. Berncastle
then stormed off to Government House to lodge a protest and try to get his
money and white card returned, and was stranded and unable to return to the
Israeli side until the matter was resolved.104 Beyond this particular incident
Berncastle was also clearly frustrated with the parties’ behavior during his talks
with them. He grew weary of what he called the Israelis’ “stalling tactics.” As
for the Palestinians with whom he spoke, Berncastle derided what he felt was
their hyperemotional behavior. “Arabs are always inclined to over-emotionalise
such situations and tears come to their eyes very easily.”105

By late summer Berncastle finally had devised an ambitious plan for com-
pensation. His September 10, 1952 report to the UNCCP was entitled “A
Plan for the Payment of Compensation for Abandoned Arab Immoveable
Property.”106 The genesis of his plan extended back to a suggestion sent to
him by Fayiz al-Hajj, a representative of a Palestinian refugee committee in
Lebanon. Al-Hajj had proposed a novel idea for dealing with the refugees’
property and paying compensation. Al-Hajj suggested establishing a special
bank with international capital. This bank would pay compensation to
refugee landowners. To recoup its outlays, Israel would release the property of
the refugees to the bank. These were in some sense fictitious transfers, for the
bank then would sell the land to interested Jewish buyers around the world.
The funds it raised from the sales would be used to pay back the original
lenders, less the costs for overhead. Berncastle’s own plan for compensation
was a derivative of this idea. The plan adopted al-Hajj’s idea about a bank.
Berncastle suggested that the UN establish a financial group that in turn
would create a fund with some $US50 million or so. The fund would pay
compensation to refugee landowners and receive the legal title for their land
from the Israeli Custodian of Absentee Property. The fund would then sell the
land to Jews throughout the world in order to pay itself back. The Jewish Na-
tional Fund and the Israeli government would have the right of first refusal on
this land. Israel would make up any losses in these transactions.

Berncastle was frank about both the advantages and disadvantages of his
plan. He noted several of the former. First, it would remove the compensation
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issue from the tortuous realm of diplomatic politics and bring it down to the
level of business. Second, it would separate compensation from Israel’s con-
tinued insistence on deductions for war damages. Third, it would avoid the
appearance of compulsion; refugees would be free to participate or not. Be-
yond that, Berncastle noted that Israel would not be obligated to pay a specific
amount in advance, nor would it be forced to acquire a large sum of hard cur-
rency. Such a compensation plan also would help the process of resettlement
but would not be connected to that loaded issue in the minds of Arabs. Fi-
nally, the process would be gradual in order to lessen the inflationary impact
on regional economies that the sudden influx of millions of dollars would
cause. A gradual process also would be easier to administer. On the down
side, Berncastle noted that the devaluation of the Israeli pound and Israeli
rent control laws might make Jewish investors abroad less likely to buy the
land from the fund. Most problematic of all, he noted that “it is very unlikely
that it would be acceptable to the Government of Israel” and also stated that
the Arabs already had rejected his £P100 million figure. Still, he felt that his
plan could work and that the £100 million figure “would represent just and
reasonable compensation for the loss of their [refugees] immoveable prop-
erty.”107

Berncastle also devised a plan for how to go beyond his global estimate and
carry out a much more thorough individual assessment of refugee losses. His
August 7, 1952 plan entitled “The Individual Assessment of Abandoned Arab
Immoveable Property in Israeli Held Territory” laid out the basis.108 In this
plan, Berncastle noted that a massive campaign to ascertain the value of each
parcel of refugee land would produce an aggregate total that would be greater
than his 1951 global estimate. This was because the new amount would re-
flect the value of each parcel of land to each individual refugee, and thus
would include the potential development value of the land. The global esti-
mate tallied the value of all the land that Israel received at once, the value of
which (to Israel) was less. To this point, Berncastle noted that what counted in
the individual assessment was that each refugee eventually would be com-
pensated, not that the aggregate figure ever be published.

In this Berncastle disagreed with the Americans. U.S. delegate to the
UNCCP James Barco feared that if the new figure were much higher or even
lower than Berncastle’s 1951 figure that it would undermine confidence in
the UNCCP.109 Berncastle, however, believed that the work of the individual
assessment could be arranged so that this new value might be kept secret.
Berncastle estimated that the Refugee Office would need a staff of some fifty
persons working for two years to complete the task. He specifically recom-



mended hiring ex-employees of the mandatory land department because they
had the necessary experience dealing with land in Palestine and also because
hiring refugees would help solve refugee unemployment in a small but mean-
ingful way.

As summer turned to fall, Berncastle had completed two plans: one for
how to compensate the refugees, the other for how to carry out a second,
more detailed assessment of individual refugee losses. He was now anxious to
achieve some modicum of progress in practical talks on compensation and
the new assessment with the Israelis before leaving the region. Berncastle had
decided that the best records upon which to base an individual assessment
were the mandatory land and tax records that the British had produced. This
would be a better method than circulating a questionnaire among refugees as
he previously had thought. On June 10 Berncastle had already asked the Sec-
ond Secretary of the UK legation in Amman, Peter Wakefield, whether he felt
the Jordanians would provide the UNCCP with access to mandatory records
in the Jordanians’ possession. Wakefield replied that the Jordanian cabinet
ministers would “do anything they were advised by Mr. Walpole,” referring to
the long-serving and influential British Director of Lands and Survey in Jor-
dan, George Frederick Walpole.110 He also ran the idea of using mandatory
records past Sami Hadawi, who agreed that it was practical but that the land
registers were insufficient and the UNCCP would need to secure tax records
that were now in Israeli hands. When Berncastle told Comay of his ideas on
carrying out an individual assessment, he responded that while it could not
commit to it en toto, Israel had liked his 1951 global estimate of £100 million.
Why do an individual assessment, Comay asked? The numbers would be dif-
ferent, and it would be just as easy to divide the amount in the 1951 estimate
among the number of claimants seeking compensation. Berncastle noted the
contradiction in Comay’s thinking in his diary:

On thinking over my interview with Comay it seems to me that he
wants to have the best of both worlds. Without committing himself to
acceptance of 100 million sterling, he is anxious that we should not
carry out an investigation which might lead to the establishment of a
higher figure.111

Still committed to the individual assessment and in need of documents in
Israel’s possession, Berncastle wrote to Comay on September 4, 1952 request-
ing access to three types of records. These were Tax Distribution Sheets,
which the British had prepared in order to assess taxes on rural property under
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the Rural Property Tax Ordinance of 1935; Field Valuation Sheets, which did
the same for urban property under the Urban Property Tax Ordinance of
1928; and the land registers for Tel Aviv and Netanya.112 The UNCCP told
him five days later the Americans were willing to back up his request with
their own if necessary. After receiving a noncommittal letter from Comay on
September 17, Berncastle lost his patience and asked the UNCCP to bring in
the promised American help to pressure Israel. He wrote the following to the
Principal Secretary of the UNCCP, Feng Yang Chai, on September 25:

It [the letter from Comay] is in line with the usual stalling tactics with
which I have become all too familiar in my dealings with the Israeli au-
thorities. I think it would be a very good thing if the U.S. Government
brings its influence to bear [in pressuring Israel to allow use of its docu-
ments].113

In addition to getting hold of Israeli documents Berncastle was still pressing
Comay for a meeting to discuss the modalities of compensation now that he
had a specific plan. As his departure date drew near, Berncastle finally met with
Comay on September 26. Comay said his immediate response to Berncastle’s
plan was that Israel would not want to allow a foreign agency like Berncastle’s
proposed international bank to be given title to the abandoned land because Is-
rael had a planned economy and wanted to control the land. Berncastle spoke
frankly of his discouragement with the Israeli authorities’ lack of overall cooper-
ation. Afterwards he noted in his diary, “I said that I would be bitterly disap-
pointed to have to return to New York and report that no progress at all had
been made in this matter.”114

Comay thereafter had to leave the country himself, and Berncastle of-
fered to delay his own return to New York for a week to give the Israelis
more time. Comay indicated that Berncastle would be contacted in his ab-
sence by Mordekhai Kidron, head of UN affairs at the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs. With his departure from the Middle East now only 48 hours away,
Berncastle finally received a telephone call from Kidron on October 5.
Kidron promised to read the documents relating to compensation, and
Berncastle once again offered to postpone his flight in order to give the Is-
raelis more time. The next day, Berncastle received a telephone call at 4:15
P.M. from one of Kidron’s subordinates at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
The employee apologized for Kidron, stating that he had tried to call 
Berncastle himself but could not get through. In any event, the subordinate
reported that Israel rejected Berncastle’s plan because it only would discuss



compensation with a UN body (not an international financial group). 
Furthermore, the employee relayed that Kidron felt there was no need for
Berncastle to postpone his trip again for another week but had wanted to as-
sure him that Israel was ready to enter into negotiations with the UNCCP
on global compensation at any time. A frustrated Berncastle later would
record his response to the Israeli in his diary:

In reply I said that I had been in Palestine four months as the represen-
tative of the Commission to undertake the very negotiations which the
Israel Government expressed their readiness to take part in at any time.
I wondered therefore exactly what the Israel Government expected of
the Commission.115

Kidron’s subordinate replied that he was not in a position to respond but
was merely relaying a message from Kidron. With that, Berncastle left
Jerusalem the next day and traveled to New York to report on his lack of suc-
cess in creating movement on the compensation issue. It marked the end of
an era for the UNCCP.
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C H A P T E R  T H R E E

EARLY ISRAELI POLICIES TOWARD 

THE PROPERTY QUESTION

One reason why Israel disliked the UNCCP was that it had long favored direct
negotiations with the Arabs, rather than indirect talks with them through the
good offices of the commission such as at Lausanne and Paris. Israel had good
reason for this desire: it had managed to achieve a great deal of progress in di-
rect, secret negotiations with Jordan that actually predated 1948 and felt that
this offered the best prospects for forging peace with the Arabs. In the course
of such talks Israel believed that it could best address the compensation issue.
For in addition to borders and other matters, the various public and secret
contacts between Israel and Jordan that continued into the early 1950s also
dealt with refugee property and compensation. Israeli Jews had lost property
that ended up both in Jordan and the West Bank after 1948, and wanted it
back. Jordan was now home to tens of thousands of Palestinian refugees seek-
ing the return of their property in Israel.

Secret Israeli-Jordanian Talks on Compensation

Drawing on a history of generally amicable relations between the Zionist
movement and Jordan’s King ‘Abdullah, both sides sought to address their re-
spective property claims almost immediately. Article eight of the Israeli-
Jordanian armistice agreement of April 3, 1949 called for the creation of a spe-
cial committee to examine compensation for Jewish property in Jordanian-
controlled East Jerusalem and Palestinian property in Israeli-controlled West
Jerusalem. Compensation thereafter loomed large in the secret bilateral talks
that aimed at producing a follow-up Israeli-Jordanian peace treaty. ‘Abdullah
himself participated in these secret negotiations. Israel dangled the prospect
of compensating Palestinian refugees in Jordan for their valuable property in
Jerusalem as an incentive for peace. A draft peace treaty—actually, a five-year
nonaggression pact—was formalized in March 1950 although the treaty was
never actualized for a variety of reasons including Arab opposition. In its arti-
cle six, the treaty proposed creation of a mixed commission to examine the



compensation question, again only for property in Jerusalem. It went further
to propose compensation “for [all] persons permanently resident in the terri-
tory of either” party. This included permission for property owners to return to
Israel temporarily or to send lawyers to sell or rent their property for them.1 Is-
raeli diplomats were keen on letting the Americans and British know of their
plans, undoubtedly in hopes that they would try to pressure Jordan to follow
through with implementing the treaty.2

Concern for property compensation also loomed large among those Pales-
tinians who opposed King ‘Abdullah’s secret talks with Israel. The Israelis
knew this and proposed using the issue as a way of buying off their opposition
to talks with the Jewish state. Israeli diplomat Shmu’el Bendor felt that
wealthy refugee property owners in the West Bank who were looking out for
their own interests had been able to “tie the hands” of ‘Abdullah and Prime
Minister Samir al-Rifa‘i in their efforts to negotiate. He suggested that Israel
consider a compensation compromise to assist ‘Abdullah and al-Rifa‘i: Israel
would pay compensation for refugee homes in the Jerusalem Demilitarized
Zone that straddled the Israeli-Jordanian cease-fire line in the city.3 This
could help ‘Abdullah bring opponents of his peace moves on board through
the hope of receiving money for their abandoned property that lay in this area.

The king’s opponents hoped to realize compensation in other ways 
too. Some large landowning Palestinian Christians who allegedly opposed 
‘Abdullah’s position supported instead the UN’s official policy of pushing for
the internationalization of Jerusalem. They felt that such a political arrange-
ment would provide a better guarantee of getting their property back than 
Jordanian-Israeli cooperation. 4 Israel continued to try to co-opt those Palestini-
ans who publicly opposed peace talks between the Arabs and Israel into sup-
porting such talks by dangling in front of them the prospects of getting their
property back as an incentive. A key architect of this policy was the Israeli
diplomat Abba Eban. Born Aubrey Eban in 1915 in Capetown, South Africa,
the young, eloquent speaker became a rising star in Zionist and Israeli diplo-
matic circles. In 1949, he became Israel’s first ambassador to the UN and, in
1950, concomitantly assumed the post of Israel’s ambassador to the United
States. In January 1951, Eban proposed co-opting Palestinians in the Jordanian
government and parliament by offering them compensation for their property.
However, fellow diplomat Moshe Sasson, the son of Eliyahu Sasson, investi-
gated and found out that most of the afore-mentioned Palestinians in the ranks
of the Jordanian establishment in fact did not own land in Israel. 5

Israel was also aware that some wealthy refugee landowners feared that
any compensation arrangement would involve Israel paying into a general
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compensation fund rather than to specific individuals. Obviously, such per-
sons wanted to receive personal compensation for their expensive homes and
property rather than see it go into a fund that would benefit poor refugees.
British diplomats shared this concern. 6 Those refugees in Jordan who had
supported Israeli-Jordanian talks had done so because they believed that in-
dividual compensation for their property would be about the best possible
outcome for them that a settlement could yield. The concept of personal
payments thus would help generate support for a peace treaty in the face of
generalized opposition to such an idea in Jordan and elsewhere in the Arab
world. Among those who hoped to link a peace settlement with individual
compensation was a delegation of influential refugees who traveled to Iraq
and met with Iraqi Prime Minister Nuri al-Sa‘id. Delegates included Ahmad
al-Khalil, a Haifa lawyer who was Jordan’s representative on the United Na-
tions Truce Supervisory Organization’s (UNTSO) Jordanian-Israeli Mixed
Armistice Committee; Hikmat al-Taji al-Faruqi, a lawyer from Ramla; ‘Ali al-
Mustaqim, former vice mayor of Jaffa; Muhammad Najjar; and ‘Ali Abu
Ziyad. 7

Israel’s continued insistence upon global and not individual compensation
thus engendered a negative reaction among the only Arabs actively pushing
for peace with Israel, pro-Hashemite Palestinians in Jordan. Even some Israeli
diplomats urged the government to adopt a different stance, at least in the
case of influential refugees in Jordan. In January 1951, the Middle East Divi-
sion of the Israeli Ministry of Foreign Affairs suggested that the government
could split the ranks of rich refugees by paying personal compensation to cer-
tain of them in Jordan to show that it benefits a person who “acts in accor-
dance with Israel’s interests [i.e., signing a treaty with Jordan].” It was also
recommended that the government stress to any Arabs who would listen that
time was running out. 8 Certainly King ‘Abdullah wanted Israel to allow
wealthy refugees the chance to return to Israel briefly to sell their property. He
told an American official of the UNCCP on June 27, 1951, just weeks short of
his assassination, that he did not expect that total repatriation or total com-
pensation was going to happen. However, Israel could help alleviate some of
the refugees’ bitterness by allowing the propertied ones to return to Israel to
deal with their property. If they could not get it back maybe Israel at the least
would allow them access to its income. If Israel would do this and release the
blocked bank accounts, it would go far in helping the refugees resettle and
eliminating their bitterness. 9

The Israelis actually followed through with this strategy by using the sub-
ject of the refugee bank accounts it had frozen to woo Palestinian decision-
makers in Jordan. The issue of these accounts had loomed large in 1949–50 at



Lausanne and beyond, but nothing had occurred despite a February 15, 1950
Egyptian-Israeli agreement on the matter. During secret Israeli-Jordanian
talks in the spring of 1951 the issue was discussed again. The Israeli govern-
ment agreed behind the scenes to release frozen accounts for those refugees
living in Jordan. An internal Israeli memorandum from May 15, 1951 records
that the government decided to “release an appreciable part of the accounts
frozen in Israeli banks in favor of account holders in Jordan” for this pur-
pose.10 King ‘Abdullah also confirmed as much to Eliyahu Sasson on April
28, 1951. 11 It is unclear, however, if any funds actually changed hands. Cer-
tainly ‘Abdullah’s above-cited comments to a UNCCP official about the ac-
counts in late June 1951 suggest that in fact such a release had not occurred.

Secret Israeli attempts to connect compensation with making peace with
Jordan continued even after 1951 but for different reasons. Whereas the em-
phasis on compensating the wealthy had focused on pushing the refugees to-
ward accepting peace with Israel, it changed to getting the wealthy refugees to
work for resettlement. John B. Blandford, Commissioner of UNRWA, told
Berncastle in May 1952 that rich refugees were leading the charge against re-
settlement schemes because Israel was insisting that compensation payments
only be made to a “Reintegration Fund.” In such cases, the rich would not re-
ceive any money. According to Blandford, Israel was becoming more willing
to separate the issues of compensation and resettlement. The reason was be-
cause Israel believed that if it paid personal compensation to the wealthy, they
would be satisfied, cease their pressure on the bulk of refugees, who then
would accept resettlement. 12 In August 1952, Berncastle met with Comay in
Jerusalem. Comay confirmed Blandford’s assessment, opining that paying
compensation to wealthy refugees would lead them in turn to push for reset-
tlement of the bulk of the refugees. Comay also claimed that Israeli govern-
ment Arabists had provided him with a long list of names of wealthy refugees
to consider. 13

Ultimately, the assassination of King ‘Abdullah at the hands of a Pales-
tinian in July 1951 ended the prospects for Israel to conclude a separate peace
treaty with Jordan. With ‘Abdullah’s death came a temporary halt in the
prospects for compensation for refugees living in Jordan.

Lif Committee

The Israeli government appeared concerned about the growing international
interest in refugee compensation by late 1949. The most clear example of
this interest was the UNCCP’s various attempts to seek progress on the issue,
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including the dispatching of the Clapp Mission to the Middle East. On Oc-
tober 20, 1949, a mere ten days after the Clapp Mission met with Israeli trea-
sury director David Horowitz, the Israeli government decided to establish a
commission to examine the entire question of compensation. It turned to
Zalman Lif to head the commission, called the Committee to Examine the
Issue of Compensation for Absentee Property. Lif was the former Zalman
Lifshits, the JNF colleague of Yosef Weitz who had served with Weitz and
‘Ezra Danin on the first Israeli commission to look at refugee land in 1948.
He was assisted in his new task by Yehoshu‘a Palmon, the prime minister’s
advisor on Arab affairs, and Dr. G. Meron, director of the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs’ Finance Department.

Unlike the earlier 1948 wide-ranging study of the refugee issue, including
abandoned property, the Lif Commission’s sole purpose was to study com-
pensation. The committee’s point of departure was the assumption that
refugee repatriation was out of the question except for small numbers “in ex-
ceptional cases.” The question of refugee land was thus one of expropriation
and compensation. The committee also started its study on the assumption
that full legal ownership of the land would be transferred to the state to be
used for development purposes. Specifically, the committee agreed to study
the following questions:

1. Do generally accepted standards exist, from the perspective of interna-
tional law, that obligate the State of Israel to pay compensation?

2. Does the UN General Assembly Resolution of 11 December 1948 [call-
ing for compensation] possess any authority, and if so, how much?

3. What should be the political circumstances upon which negotiations
regarding refugee property compensation payment should be condi-
tioned?

4. In the event that the State of Israel will be obligated to pay compensa-
tion—should compensation be individual or collective? And in the
event that compensation will be collective, what body should be autho-
rized to receive the compensation, and what should it be used for?

5. For what types of property will it be necessary to pay compensation?
6. In the event that it will be necessary to pay compensation for specific

types of property, what will the basis of property valuation and the de-
termination of the amount to be paid as compensation?

7. How is this property being safeguarded against decay and depreciation,
and how has the Israeli government taken responsibility for the integrity
of this property since its transfer to the Custodian of Absentee Property?



8. How is it possible to link the payment of absentee property compensa-
tion with Israel’s counter claims against the Arab states for war repara-
tions and indemnities? 14

These questions reveal fascinating insights into the Israeli government’s
thinking about the refugee property at the time. Various government officials
had issued statements throughout 1949 to the effect that compensation only
would be paid for cultivated land, that only a collective payment would be
made, and that Israel would take into account its claims for war damage when
considering compensating the refugees. The questions used by the committee
as the basis of its deliberations clearly indicate that at least some within the Is-
raeli government were not yet willing to accept these as foregone conclusions
prior to a serious legal study. During its first meeting, the three-man commit-
tee invited various experts to assist in the general discussion and help formu-
late recommendations. These were S. Rozen, Legal Advisor to the Foreign
Ministry; Z. A. Beker, deputy legal advisor to the government; Prof. Y. Shaki,
assistant to the government’s legal advisor; Moshe Kohen Elhasid, Depart-
ment of the Advisor for Land Affairs; Dr. Y. Gera, Financial Department of
the Foreign Ministry; M. Kortemar, Legal Advisor to the State Controller; and
Yosef Teko‘a, assistant to the Foreign Ministry’s Legal Advisor.

After four months of study, the Lif Committee issued its report on March
17, 1950. Entitled “The Report of the Committee to Examine the Issue of
Compensation for Absentee Property,” the 17-page document examined a
wide range of issues relating to the eight questions that had informed the com-
mittee’s deliberations. Despite the degree of doubt that might have been indi-
cated by the committee’s starting questions, the Lif Committee report overall
offered a carefully researched and firm affirmation of the tough public line
adopted theretofore by the Israeli government. First, the report set the histori-
cal context for the refugee flight and the abandonment of property. It first
noted that Jews too had fled their homes during the fighting. It ascribed the
Palestinians’ flight as part of the political and strategic military strategy of the
Arab states. It furthermore noted that the state essentially had neglected 
the abandoned land up to that point [this was prior to enactment of the Ab-
sentees’ Property Law and the subsequent sale to the Development Author-
ity]. It also studied two specific legal questions: Do the refugees still possess
the right of title to their sequestered land, and is the UN resolution calling for
compensation legally binding for Israel? Lif and his associates decided that
the Emergency Regulations (Absentees’ Property) of 5709/1948 did not pass
legal title to the refugees’ land to the state:
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The legal situation resulting from the above-mentioned regulations is
that the property rights of absentee owners, or their rights to the value of
their property in the case of their sale, is harmed neither by the original
version of the Emergency Regulations regarding Absentee Property nor
by the version currently under debate in the Knesset [which was debat-
ing a temporary extension of the law; this was prior to passage of the Ab-
sentees’ Property Law of 1950]. This right is also not harmed by any
other Israeli law . . . .From a legal and theoretical perspective and in the
absence of a peace treaty with the neighboring Arab countries, this right
will remain intact and valid until either a final settlement regarding the
issue of refugee property is achieved, or a law specifically annulling the
property rights of refugees is legislated. 15

This “liberal” interpretation of the ongoing nature of the refugees’ right to the
land’s title was premature: the Knesset enacted the Absentees’ Property Law
three days before the Lif Committee’s report was signed and delivered. That
law, discussed in chapter 1, allowed the Israeli government to claim legal title
to the abandoned land. As for the UN General Assembly’s Resolution 194
(III) that called for compensation, the Lif Commission investigated whether a
resolution of the General Assembly was legally binding for member states of
the UN and determined that it was not. However, it cautioned the govern-
ment that the resolution still carried “political weight” that Israel should con-
sider in its eventual decisions regarding compensation.

The Lif Committee report then set out 27 conclusions about compensa-
tion that overall endorsed the hard line previously adopted by the Israeli gov-
ernment and set forth further tough policy recommendations. A number of
these conclusions are worth examining. The Lif Committee went to signifi-
cant pains to discuss the legal status of the refugees insofar as the question of
whether they constituted “enemies” of the state was concerned. The three
committee members noted the similarity between the 1948 Israeli legislation
governing the abandoned law and the laws of “enemy property” that a number
of countries had adopted in the twentieth century to deal with the property of
enemy aliens residing in those states during times of war. In such cases, the re-
port noted that any negotiations regarding compensation for damaged or ex-
propriated “enemy land” was conducted by the two belligerent states
themselves after the end of hostilities, not between one state and the property
owners of the other state. Thus, under these situations, the one state pays
compensation to the other state, which then resolves the claims submitted to
it by its own citizens (or does not resolve them, as the case may be; this is an



internal domestic matter of no concern to the government that paid compen-
sation). However, the committee noted that several aspects of the Palestinian
refugee case made it difficult to address in this way. In the first place, the writ-
ers stated that certain parties within the international community did not view
the Arab-Israeli war of 1948 as a true “war” from the perspective of interna-
tional law, both during the stages of the Jewish-Palestinian civil war between
November 29, 1947 and May 14, 1948 and the period after declaration of Is-
raeli statehood and the entrance of regular Arab armies into the fray there-
after. It was thus not a simple matter to apply the usual international
precedents for two former belligerent states that deal with confiscated prop-
erty after a war.

On a similar issue, the Lif Committee stated that Palestinian refugees out-
side the borders of Israel could not in fact be considered “enemy citizens.”
This further complicated the matter of applying the usual international laws
governing the use or expropriation of the land of enemy aliens by a belligerent
nation. Nor was it the case that the refugees could be classified as “rebels” by
the State of Israel. The report noted that:

The Arabs of Palestine that today live outside of Israeli territory should
not be regarded as “enemy citizens”; rather, with the end of the Man-
date, they became devoid of any citizenship. There is no agreement as
to whether or not it is possible to classify those that undertook hostile ac-
tions against the State of Israel as “traitors” or “rebels.” 16

The committee also informed the Israeli government that its policy of link-
ing counter claims for war damages with refugee property compensation was
illegal. The report noted that Israel could not simply blame the Palestinians
for a war that Israel believed was forced on it by the neighboring Arab states.
In this regard, Israel could not legally pass along its demands for war damages
from the Arab states to the refugees and their claim for compensation. The sit-
uations and the parties involved were different. On the other hand, the Lif
Committee believed that such international legal ambiguity presented Israel
with certain opportunities to demand war damages anyway, as did the Arab
states’ refusal to negotiate directly with the Jewish state.

Actually, the lack of a clear set of rules in international law and the ab-
sence of a uniform procedure in the case of compensation and the pay-
ment of damages enables Israel to make its arguments and to condition
the Arab states’ representation of the refugees on the payment of war
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indemnities to Israel . . . . As long as the Arab states refuse to enter into
peace negotiations with Israel, there is no reason for Israel not to adopt
a firm stance on the issue of compensation for refugee property. This
would be in order to make it necessary for them to begin negotiating,
and to adopt a more conciliatory stance on the issue of war indemni-
ties. 17

Another possibility for Israeli negotiators, according to the committee mem-
bers, was to make an issue of the fact that certain Palestinian refugees “identi-
fied” with the Arab armies’ struggle against Israel. While there was no legal
basis to consider these persons “traitors,” Israel could push to seize these
refugees’ property in exchange for war damages. “We must insist that the
value of the property of refugees that identified themselves [with the Arab
states] be deducted from the total sum that Israel agrees to pay for refugee
property.” 18 It stated that Israel must differentiate between refugees who were
“hostile” to Israel versus those who actually participated in “hostile acts”
against the Jewish state. Since later portions of the committee report stated
that it was impossible to evaluate the property of each individual refugee, it is
unclear how the committee proposed quantifying either the number of
refugees who had been involved in “hostile acts” or the value of those persons’
property. It was also noted that it might prove impossible to maintain such a
stance but that nonetheless it could serve Israel’s interests in the UN. The re-
port also declared that Israel could hold the refugees’ property hostage to pres-
sure the Arab states into paying war damages. The Arabs could not be forced
to pay war damages or to negotiate directly with Israel, but Israel could use the
fact that it controlled refugee property to try to force Arab compliance on
these issues. The authors hoped that the refugees would realize that they
would not receive any compensation outside of peace talks.

Like the Weitz-Lifshits-Danin Committee the year before, the Lif Com-
mittee pushed for resettlement of the refugees in the neighboring Arab coun-
tries as the only solution to their exile. Lif and his colleagues noted, however,
that Israel could drop its demand that compensation be discussed only with
the Arabs as part of comprehensive peace talks if it received “persuasive and
guaranteed” evidence that resettlement of the refugees in the Arab world in
fact was taking place prior to such a peace process. In that case, the commit-
tee recommended that Israel contribute money to that resettlement process,
subject to its ability to pay, subject to the conditions that the Arabs states and
the UN “pledge to be responsible toward Israel for the funds contributed, and
that the amount of the installment be deducted from total compensation to



be paid in the future.” 19 Israel would decide on the amount of this install-
ment on the basis of how extensive the resettlement efforts were and how
much the Arab states and the international community were contributing. In
similar fashion, the report recommended that if no negotiations with the
Arabs took place and the UN created a fund for the permanent resettlement
of the Palestinian refugees, then Israel should make a contribution to that
fund, a contribution that would be deducted from future compensation.

Turning to the question of how to identify and place a value on refugee
property, the committee flatly ruled out the possibility that Israeli authorities
could determine such information for each and every parcel of abandoned
property. This was:

due to the situation that resulted from the course of events, the use of
refugee property by residents of Israel who were forced to take posses-
sion for reasons caused by the war, and the process of development that
has been taking place during the past few years. 20

For this reason, Israel must insist upon collective, not individual compensation:

It is therefore important that the Israeli government insist on the princi-
ple of collective compensation for refugee property and agree neither to
individual valuation of each specific item nor to the payment of com-
pensation to property owners themselves. 21

Not only was it technically impossible to valuate individual refugees’ land, it
was politically undesirable as well. The report hinted that individual pay-
ments would not help the overall refugee problem—an allusion to the fact
that Israel feared that a good percentage of the total amounts paid would go to
a certain few wealthy landowners with insufficient amounts left to finance re-
settlement of the bulk of poorer refugees. Individual payments also might lead
to demands that refugees be repatriated to help in the process of valuating
their land, which could create security nightmares. It also might foster the
false belief that they could remain permanently in Israel. Israel must refuse to
take any steps that might lead to this. As the report noted:

Only complete, unmistakable refusal on the part of Israel to allow the
entrance of refugees will convince them they have no other option
aside from permanently settling elsewhere, and that the sooner they do
this, the better they will fare. 22
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The report was clearly fearful that the Arabs would demand such a temporary
repatriation for the purposes of disposing of land, as in fact the Arabs had
called for at Lausanne. The report affirmed that Israel’s statements that it had
an obligation to compensate the refugees in no way implied that it must settle
accounts with individual refugees or allow them a direct hand in the process
of resolving the issue. The most Israel should go toward including the Arabs in
this process would be to participate in a mixed committee that had one Arab
member. 23

The Lif Committee’s report also reaffirmed Israel’s narrow interpretation
of just what types of property merited compensation. Only privately owned
land that was regularly cultivated would be considered. No compensation
would be paid for other lands, including land belonging to the former manda-
tory government:

In the event that compensation is paid, it will only be applicable to
property that can be proven to have been held as private property, in
contrast to property of local authorities, state property, and other public
property. Private family endowments will be considered private property
for the sake of compensation. Listing of a specific property in the reg-
istry in an individual’s name will not be sufficient evidence that this
property was privately-owned, unless registration was accompanied by
possession and regular use of the property before its abandonment, and
unless taxes were paid on it for an extended period of time. Compensa-
tion will only be paid for cultivable land that was regularly cultivated. 24

The committee also made it clear that Israel should pay compensation only
for property that the Custodian of Absentee Property actually received in good
condition. It made clear that the government of Israel was not responsible for
property damage inflicted during the war, nor “for the degeneration or de-
crease in value of property located inside of Israel that took place before it was
actually transferred to Custodian supervision.” This was a major point, be-
cause Arab spokesmen—and later, the UNCCP—estimated compensation
on the basis of what the land was worth prior to the war. The Lif Committee
argued that Israel only should be accountable for the property’s value months
later, when the Custodian of Absentee Property took hold of it. The Israeli
claim that it was not liable to pay for damages to refugee property caused dur-
ing the war came despite Israel’s own insistence that the Arabs were liable for
war damages sustained by the Jewish state.

The report particularly repudiated the Arabs’ claims for the value of the or-
ange groves that they had made at Lausanne, and stated that the UNCCP had



been “affected by the propaganda of the refugees on this issue.” 25 The report
detailed how the orange groves had deteriorated during the Second World
War but remained registered as active groves because their owners wanted to
take advantage of favorable British tax policies toward citrus groves. The re-
port pointed to a 1949 study carried out by the Israeli Ministry of Agriculture
that showed the true extent of Arab orange groves, and stated that this study
should be used to calculate any compensation. They also noted that the
records of the Custodian would be helpful in this regard. Finally, it did not
rule out compensation for moveable property that actually was received by
the Custodian in useable condition.

Regarding valuation of the property, the report repeatedly stressed that this
should be a collective figure and not a figure for each refugee’s individual
property. It stressed that the government should be in negotiations with other
parties regarding the amount of compensation to be paid and proposed the
following formulas for arriving at values:

1. In the case of moveable property that was actually transferred to the
Custodian—values will be based on the property’s value at the time of
its transfer, if such a valuation was made. If the property was leased by
the Custodian, valuation will take into account the amount actually re-
ceived, after deduction of all expenditures of the Custodian, including
management costs, taxes and all other such expenditures, according to
a report approved by the Minister of Finance.

2. In the case of land—values will be based on the Government of Pales-
tine’s last assessment of the property for the purposes of urban or rural
property tax, according to the circumstances. Another method of over-
all valuation of refugee property is calculating the national income of
the Arab sector, to which the refugees belong, based on the estimation
carried out by the Mandate government in 1946, and then multiplying
this income by an agreed-upon factor. In the United States, the stan-
dard factor is four. Some propose taking this approach toward the na-
tional income of the Arab population of Palestine, but applying a factor
of three. 26

Overall, the report urged the government to continue negotiating over the
final amount of compensation to be paid. This final amount should reflect Is-
rael’s ability to pay and must take into account war damages. The report did
not offer its own estimate of the scope or value of refugee land. The Lif Com-
mittee ultimately upheld the stance that the Israeli government publicly had
adopted by late 1949, and provided a reasoned, legal analysis to support this
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position. With some exceptions, these fundamental attitudes would continue
to govern Israeli policy for years to come. Israel did not make the report pub-
lic, much as the UNCCP wanted once it found out about its existence. Nor
did Zalman Lif live to discuss it: he died within nine months of the report’s
submission.

Counter Claims for Prewar Jewish Property Abandoned in 1948

Israel devised a number of counter claims to reduce or even cancel out what
it expected to pay in compensation to Palestinian refugees. Certainly the first
of these was the war damages claim that it first raised at the Lausanne Confer-
ence. Related to this was the question of land owned by Israeli Jews that was
lost behind Arab lines after 1948, both in the parts of Palestine controlled by
Egypt and Jordan as well as in surrounding Arab states. From the beginning of
the Zionist movement in the late nineteenth century, Zionists committed to
Jewish settlement throughout Greater Syria began buying land in a number
of Middle Eastern areas. Most of this, of course, lay in what the British called
Palestine after the First World War. Some lay in Lebanon, Syria, and Trans-
jordan, however. The 1948 fighting saw the owners of this land separated from
their property, much as Palestinian refugees found themselves on the other
side of hostile borders and ceasefire lines from their own property in Israel.
Among this lost Zionist land in Palestine was the land on which several settle-
ments had been constructed. All but one of these settlements lay in the West
Bank, which was occupied and later annexed by Jordan. The other one was in
Gaza, which was administered by but never annexed by Egypt. The settle-
ments were evacuated in May 1948 (see table 3.1).

Besides these lost lands belonging to Zionist land purchasing institutions,
individual Jewish landowners, companies, and civil and religious institutions
left behind real estate in the West Bank (including East Jerusalem) and Gaza
after 1948. Individual Jews owned land in localities like Bayt Jala, East
Jerusalem, Silwan, Bayt Iksa, Bayt Safafa, Hebron, and the Triangle area
bounded by Nablus, Tulkarm, and Janin. Corporate entities owning land in
the West Bank included the Mizrahi Land Improvement Co., Ltd.; the Pales-
tine Jewish Colonization Association (PICA); the Jewish National Fund; the
Anglo-Palestine Bank; the Hebrew University of Jerusalem; the Vilna, Hayy
‘Olam, and Ashkenaz waqfs in Jerusalem; the Jewish cemeteries in Hebron
and Nablus; and others. All total, 16,684 dunums of Jewish-owned land lay in
the West Bank after 1948, a full 6,676 of which was located in the four former
settlements of the ‘Etsiyon Bloc. This land is detailed in table 3.2.



Besides Jewish land in the West Bank, Jordan also controlled more than
6,000 dunums of Zionist-owned land on the East Bank, in Jordan proper. In
1921, the mandatory government granted an electric concession to a Jewish
industrialist in Palestine, Pinhas Rutenberg. Born in the Ukraine in 1879,
Rutenberg moved to Palestine after a brief involvement in the 1917 Russian
revolution. His concession extended across both sides of the Jordan River, in-
cluding both Palestine and Transjordan. In February 1927, mandatory au-
thorities prompted the Transjordanian government to sell 6,000 dunums of
state land in the Sukhur al-Ghawr region of the northern Jordan Valley to
Rutenberg’s Palestine Electric Corporation (PEC) for £12,965. 27 This land
lay near the confluence of the Yarmuk and Jordan Rivers. The inhabitants
were resettled and in June 1928 the area was renamed Jisr al-Majami‘ by the
Transjordanian government after the bridge spanning the Jordan located
nearby. Zionists referred to the area as Naharayim. Rutenberg built an elec-
tric generation plant on the lands, which were so vast compared to his needs
that he petitioned the British to allow him to sell some of the excess to Jewish
settlers. They refused, although later he allowed some Jews to live and farm
on his land without selling it to them. 28 Rutenberg’s plant was overrun by
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TABLE 3.1 Jewish Settlements Abandoned in the West Bank and Gaza in 1948

Locality Type Date Est.

1. West Bank
Bet ha-‘Arava kibbutz 1939
Gush ‘Etsiyon [‘Etsiyon Bloc]

a. Kfar ‘Etsiyon religious kibbutz 1943
b. ‘En Tsurim religious kibbutz 1946
c. Massu’ot Yitshak religious moshav 1945
d. Revadim kibbutz 1947

‘Atarot moshav 1922
Neve Ya‘akov moshav 1924
Rabbat Ashlag * 1930
Kaliya ** 1930s

2. Gaza
Kfar Darom religious kibbutz 1946

** Palestine Potash Company works
** hotel complex
Source: Encyclopaedia Judaica ( Jerusalem: Keter Publishing House, Ltd., 1971); Ge-
ography. The Israel Pocket Library ( Jerusalem: Keter Publishing House, Ltd., 1973)
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Jordanian forces on May 14, 1948 and later looted by local villagers. Its ruins
still stand to this day. According to one source, the PEC eventually trans-
ferred title to its lost land in Jordan to the JNF. 29

Besides actual ownership of property, at least one Zionist company also
leased land in Jordan. The war saw these leases broken by the Jordanian gov-
ernment. The Palestine Potash Company (PPC) was directed by a Russian
Jewish immigrant to Palestine, A. Moshe Novomeysky (b. 1873). The PPC
built a potash and bromine plant at Rabbat Ashlag at the northern end of the
Dead Sea—on the Palestinian side of the lake—in 1930. The kibbutz of Bet
ha-‘Arava also was located on this PPC land and settled by German and Cen-
tral European Jews associated with the ha-Kibbutz ha-Me’uhad movement in
1939. The PPC also leased 2,149 dunums of state land on the Jordanian side
of the Jordan River just north of the Dead Sea, in the Zawr Kattar area of
Ghawr al-Rama. The Jordanian treasury leased the land to the company for

TABLE 3.2 Jewish Land in the West Bank Controlled by Jordan After 1948

District Amount (Dunums)

Nablus 5.850
Tulkarm 688.118
Ramallah 145.976
Jerusalem

1. Urban
E. Jerusalem 77.108
No Man’s Land 25.458
Government House 47.494
Hebrew University/
Hadassah Hospital enclave 880.195

2. Rural
Government House 119.675
Villages 8,708.693

Bethlehem 2,928.095
Hebron 3,031.759
TOTAL 16,684.421*

* The author could not locate comparable figures for the amount of Jewish land in
Gaza.
Source: UNSA DAG 13–3, UNCCP. Subgroup: Land Identification and Valuation
Office. Series: Records of the Land Specialist, 1937–1967/Box 38/1964–66/Israel;
Document: Jarvis to Comay (March 17, 1966)



72 years. Beyond this, the treasury also leased the PPC both land and water
rights in Ghawr al-Safi on the southern end of the Dead Sea. These water
rights consisted of one-third of the river water flowing through Wadi Hasa into
Ghawr al-Safi. 30 The land and leases of the PEC and PPC represent the only
examples of Jews or Jewish-owned companies that owned land in Jordan by
1948. Despite rumors and numerous attempts by Zionists to acquire land, in-
cluding through subterfuge, no concrete evidence has surfaced showing other
Jewish ownership of land in Jordan besides the examples noted here. 31

In the wake of 1948, Jordan and Egypt sequestered Jewish-owned property
in the West Bank and Gaza, respectively, much as Israel had done to Pales-
tinian property. Unlike the Palestinian refugees, Jews in Israel who owned
land under Jordanian and Egyptian military administration were now legally
“enemy aliens” given that Egypt and Jordan were technically at war with Is-
rael. Jordan simply used the same mandatory era “enemy property” law that
had been enacted in 1939 upon the outbreak of the Second World War. In
1948, Jordan established a Guardian of Enemy Property (Ar.: Haris Amlak al-
‘Aduww) in accordance with article nine of its Trading with the Enemy Act.
The Guardian officially was granted legal control—but not legal title—to
land in the West Bank that was owned by residents of Israel, whether Jews or
Palestinians. When Jordan ended military rule in the West Bank, the
Guardian was placed under the rubric of the Ministry of the Interior. The
guardian also assumed control over Jewish-owned land in the East Bank, in
Jordan proper. Thus the Jordanian government served public notice in Octo-
ber 1953 that it had cancelled the Palestine Electric Corporation’s conces-
sion. 32 The PEC’s land in Jordan was placed under the Guardian of Enemy
Property in April 1954. 33 The Palestine Potash Company’s concession was
cancelled in December 1952 although no land was placed under the
Guardian since it merely leased land in Jordan. 34

The fate of Jewish land under Jordanian control came up immediately in
talks between Israel and Jordan and between the UNCCP and Jordan. The
PEC’s land in particular quickly loomed large in Israeli-Jordanian relations af-
ter 1948. Israeli negotiators brought up the future of the electric works during
the armistice talks on Rhodes in 1949. The Israelis insisted on placing a clause
in the draft Israeli-Jordanian non-aggression pact of March 1950 stating that
Jordan would allow resumption of the plant’s operation. Several months later,
acting upon Israel’s interpretation of the extent of its territory under the 1949
armistice agreement, Israeli forces occupied a small part of the PEC lands
along the Jordan River in August 1950. When Holger Andersen of the
UNCCP’s Refugee Office discussed Israel’s claim for Jewish property in the
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West Bank with Jordanian Prime Minister Samir al-Rifa‘i in mid-1951, al-Rifa‘i
“agreed to this property being taken into account in the final compensation
settlement.” 35 In addition to diplomatic moves, the PEC—which later
changed its name to the Israel Electric Company in 1961—also engaged
lawyers in the United States to investigate what the Americans could do about
its property. In July 1953, the New York law firm of Cahill, Gordon, Zachry &
Reindel (Cotton & Franklin) met with the U.S. Department of State to discuss
Jordan’s cancellation of the PEC concession and UNRWA’s plan to finance a
dam on the Yarmuk River. 36 As noted above, one source claims that the PEC
eventually transferred title to its lost land to the Jewish National Fund. Regard-
less of any such move, however, the land has remained sequestered by the Jor-
danians to this day.

Throughout the 1950s and 1960s, Jordanian authorities published orders
in the official government newspaper listing villages and regions in the West
Bank where Jewish land was being placed under the Guardian of Enemy
Property. At times, the publication listed the land of individual persons as
well. In April 1954, land belonging to the following “enemy citizens” was
placed under the Guardian, among others: Yona Bern; Yona Friedman; the
Palestine Electric Corporation; Shlomo ben Avraham Abu Jadid on behalf of
the Hayy ‘Olam waqf in Jerusalem; the Jewish cemetery in Hebron; the Jew-
ish cemetery in Nablus; and the Jewish National Fund, Pinhas Liebkin, and
partners. 37 Land owned by enemy citizens in Jerusalem was sequestered by
the Guardian in October 1966. 38 Land of the Anglo-Palestine Bank, which
became Bank Le’umi le-Yisra’el in 1951, was placed under the Guardian in
1963. 39 Even Palestinian Arabs in Israel had their land sequestered by the
Guardian, such as Muhammad Mustafa al-Sha‘bani of Jaffa. In his case, he
was not referred to as an “enemy citizen” but simply “the absentee.” 40

The policy of the Jordanian government concerning the 16,684 dunums of
Jewish land in the West Bank was to preserve the original owners’ legal title to
the land. Unlike Israeli legislation toward the Palestinian refugees’ land, Jor-
danian law preserved the legal rights of the “enemy” landowners and did not
allow its sale. This does not suggest, however, that the government did noth-
ing with the land. In fact, it rented it out. For example, the state rented two
dunums of enemy land in Hebron to Jawda Salim al-Bakri for JD[Jordanian
dinars]5/year for some seven years. 41 The Custodian allowed UNRWA to use
68 dunums in ‘Atarot for the Qalandiya Vocational Training Center. Ameri-
can diplomats noted that while the land had been worth JD200/dunum in
1948, it was worth JD1,000/dunum by 1961. 42 Palestinian refugees were al-
lowed to settle in the ruined Jewish Quarter of Jerusalem’s Old City, although



not all of the land in the quarter was Jewish-owned. In Gaza, Egyptian mili-
tary authorities sequestered Jewish-owned property as well. Just one month af-
ter entering the Gaza region, they issued Order No. 25 of 1948, entitled
Order for Administering the Property of Jews in the Areas Subject to Egyptian
Forces in Palestine. 43 The land was placed under the authority of a Director
General, and was used after 1948 for construction of refugee camps and
leased for private use, among other purposes.

Besides Jewish land that ended up in Jordan, the West Bank, and Gaza,
Zionist organizations also owned land in Syria and Lebanon. This land simi-
larly was cut off from its owners after 1948. Most of this land lay in the south-
ern regions of Syria in Hawran and the Golan. During the late nineteenth
century, Jews from Palestine, Europe, and the United States tried unsuccess-
fully to settle in these regions. 44 In 1886, Jews from Safad established the set-
tlement of Bnei Yehuda on the Golan Heights near the eastern shore of Lake
Tiberias. A moving force behind Bnei Yehuda was reportedly an Algerian Jew
living in Safad who had been a colleague of the anti-French Algerian resis-
tance leader ‘Abd al-Qadir al-Jaza’iri. The amount of land that was purchased
is unclear; the author has seen estimates ranging from 3,500 to 6,000 dunums.
The land reportedly had belonged to a village called Bir Shaqum prior to
that.45 The Bnei Yehuda settlement survived only until the 1920s but the land
remained legally controlled by Jews and eventually was owned by the JNF.
The same was true of a larger area of land to the east in Hawran. Several for-
eign Jewish organizations were involved in that endeavor during the late Ot-
toman period. The Russian Agudat Akhim organization acquired land in the
village of Jillin and several others in the districts of Fiq and Dar‘a. The Amer-
ican group Shavei Tsiyon and a Romanian group tried to establish a Jewish
settlement near the village of Sahm al-Jawlan. 46 In 1892, the Paris-based Jew-
ish philanthropist Baron Edmond James de Rothschild bought the holdings
of these three groups. He ended up owning a large amount of land in several
villages in Golan by special order from Istanbul. The total amount of land
varied according to the definition of “ownership”: the amount of land for
which Rothschild actually possessed a title deed versus the amount of land as
it appeared on maps; the amount was at least 54,000 dunums.

Two organizations tried to settle Rothschild’s land with Jews, although they
too failed: the Paris-based Committee for Erets Yisra’el and, after it was estab-
lished in 1924, the Palestine Jewish Colonization Association (PICA). The
settlers planted extensive eucalyptus groves near Jillin and built a road stretch-
ing from Lake Hula in Palestine to Muzayrib in Hawran. Despite the failure
of the Jewish colonies in Syria, the land on which they sat remained in Jewish
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ownership. Rothschild handed over his lands in the Middle East to PICA af-
ter it was formed. Title to the land in Hawran was legally transferred to PICA
in 1929 and 1930.

PICA was cut off from this large expanse of land in Syria after the 1948
war. In fact, it had experienced major difficulties retaining legal control of its
land even before 1948. The presence of Zionist-owned land in Syria was a
touchy one with Syrian authorities, especially after Syrian independence from
France. In 1942, the Syrian “land settlement” campaign to register title to
land spread to the PICA lands. Part of the process was to register land in the
name of the true legal owner. Despite its claims, the Syrians ruled against
PICA and refused to register the land in its name. PICA appealed to the
Court of Appeals in Aleppo in January 1946, but the dispute lingered until
1947. By that time, Syria was independent of France and PICA realized that
the country’s Arab nationalist government never would rule in favor of a Zion-
ist organization. In fact, British diplomats in Damascus reported that Syrian
Prime Minister Jamil Mardam had decided “in principle” that the Syrian gov-
ernment should buy the land “on the grounds that it was contrary to Syrian
policy to allow Jews to own land in Syria.” Apparently, Mardam wanted to
wait until after the elections of that year before making a move. 47

The 1948 war definitely cut off PICA from its land and the situation
seemed even more hopeless. In April 1949, PICA wrote to the Israeli Ministry
of Foreign Affairs about the matter. 48 PICA arranged for its tax liabilities for
the land to be sent to Syrian authorities every year thereafter until 1957, when
the payment was returned by the Syrian government along with a note stating
that the land was now registered to “its legal owners.” 49 This was probably due
to a 1952 Syrian law that forbade foreigners from owning rural land. Syrian
Legislative Decree No. 189 of April 1, 1952, later amended by Decree No.
155 of November 15, 1952, stated that no foreigner could own such land. In
the event foreigners did own rural land, it could not be inherited by heirs but
eventually would be taken over by the state. According to the decree, com-
pensation would be paid by the Administration of State Lands. 50 Eventually,
PICA decided to give its land in Syria to the Israeli government. James 
Rothschild, son of Edmond James de Rothschild and his successor in the
drive to settle Jews in Israel, died in 1957. His will instructed PICA to transfer
most of its land in Israel to the JNF. By that time, however, the JNF had be-
come an Israeli company and was focused on developing its land in Israel.
PICA then agreed to give its land in Syria to the Israeli government instead in
the hopes that it could press a claim for compensation someday. A formal
agreement was signed on December 31, 1958 by which PICA:



has agreed to vest in the STATE OF ISRAEL its rights in the Properties
and in relation thereto to execute an Irrevocable Power of Attorney for
the transfer of all PICA’s rights in the Properties to the State of Israel, or
as the State of Israel may direct. 51

Table 3.3 details PICA’s holdings in Syria by that time. As already men-
tioned, the total amount of land varied according to the definition of “owner-
ship.”

In addition to PICA, the JNF also owned land in Syria. It claimed that it
owned 76,000 dunums in Golan, Hawran, and Transjordan by 1923. 52 It con-
tinued to claim legal ownership of these lands after 1948 as well. Evidence
also suggests that the government of Israel later transferred the former PICA
land in Syria to the JNF, just as the Palestine Electric Company reportedly
transferred title to its sequestered land in Jordan to the JNF. 53
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TABLE 3.3 PICA Land in Syria After 1948

Village
Area Owned

by Deed (Dunums)
Area Owned

by Map (Dunums)

Jillin 4,433 4,884
Kawkab Qibliyya 3,250 3,987
Kawkab Shamaliyya 1,000 —
Muzayra‘a 3,555 3,600
Sahm al-Jawlan 27,952 27,739
Bustas 12,051 12,051
Nafa‘a and Bayt Akar 2,000 —
TOTAL 54,241 73,974

Source: ISA (80) 5721/gimel/23

TABLE 3.4 PICA Land in Lebanon After 1948

Village Amount (Dunums)

Mawtil 1,389.958
Khiyam and Khiyam Marj ‘Ayun 394.400
Kufr Kala 784.578
Ibil al-Kama 1,782.698
TOTAL 4,351.634

Source: ISA (80) 5721/gimel/23, agreement of December 31, 1958
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Finally, 1948 saw Lebanon in control of Zionist-owned land. PICA had ac-
quired 4,351.634 dunums in several villages in the Marj ‘Ayun district in far
southern Lebanon. These formally were registered in PICA’s name in
Lebanon on April 26, 1938. These are detailed in table 3.4.  As with its land
in Syria, PICA continued to pay taxes on its land through 1958, at which time
it transferred its rights in the land to the Israeli government. I could not find
data to indicate whether Lebanon ever expropriated this land formally.

Counter Claims for Property Abandoned by Jews in Arab 
Countries After 1948

The counter claim that Israel began trumpeting the loudest, especially starting
in 1951, was the fate of Jewish land abandoned in Arab countries after 1948 by
immigrants to Israel. This was worth much more than the above-mentioned
property lost in 1948. Israel began demanding that this second type of Jewish
property be taken into consideration in any talks about Israel’s debt of com-
pensation to Palestinian refugees. According to Israel’s logic, it and the Arab
world had carried out a population transfer: most of Palestine’s Arabs for most
of the Arab world’s Jews. The Arab world absorbed the Palestinians; Israel ab-
sorbed the Arab Jews. The Arabs claimed compensation for abandoned prop-
erty; so too did Jews from Arab countries. Thus Israel argued that the two
compensation issues were linked, and raised the fate of Jewish property in Arab
countries as a way to offset any claims it might owe the Palestinians.

The Arab world was home to several hundred thousand Jews prior to 1948.
The presence of some, like in Yemen, Iraq, and Syria, dated back thousands
of years. While sometimes speaking Arabic with a particular Jewish dialect,
these people lived for all intents and purposes like the Christian, Muslim, and
Druze Arabs in whose midst they resided. Other Jewish populations in Arab
countries were more recent descendants of the Jews expelled from Spain in
1492. These were called the Sephardim. While living in an Arab environ-
ment and speaking Arabic, they also clung to their own Judaeo-Spanish lan-
guage called Ladino. Thirdly, some Arab areas saw the immigration of small
numbers of European Jews, called Ashkenazim. Many of these spoke a 
Judaeo-German language called Yiddish. Most of these moved to Palestine,
although some were found in countries like Egypt as well. Finally, there were
a number of foreign Jews in certain Arab countries. These were Jews from
both Sephardic and Ashkenazic backgrounds from countries like Italy and
France who lived in Egypt, Libya, Algeria, and other Arab states but who re-



tained their European nationality. Whatever their background, Jews in the
Arab world owned property and businesses. Some grew quite prosperous, es-
pecially in Iraq and Egypt.

The rise of Zionism and its clear impact upon the Arabs of Palestine
evoked widespread hostility toward Zionism among Arabs in the Middle East
in the years prior to 1948. At times this hostility was directed against the Jews
in their midst, even though the vast majority of them were not involved in
Zionist politics and intended to remain living in the Arab world, where their
ancestors had lived for generations. The most notorious example of such per-
secution was the attack on Jews in Baghdad in June 1941, known to Iraqi Jews
as the Farhud. However unfairly, the Jews of the Arab world were caught up in
the rising Zionist-Arab conflict in Palestine. With the coming of the 1948 war,
the implications of this connection were to have far-reaching consequences.
Almost immediately after the war, both Israelis and Arabs began quietly to
ponder the possibilities of a population and property transfer. Why not have
the Arab world absorb the 726,000 Palestinians refugees while Israel absorbs
Jews from Arab countries? Such thinking was in line with Zionist concepts of
population transfers. Some Arab politicians, notably Prime Minister Nuri al-
Sa‘id of Iraq, also proposed such an idea. Al-Sa‘id told the Clapp Mission in
Baghdad in October 1949 that Iraq would exchange 100,000 Iraqi Jews for
100,000 Palestinian refugees if Iraq were permitted to keep the Jews’ prop-
erty.54 Although none of these plans came to real fruition, the details of some
are discussed below.

Much more than transfer, the real issue that motivated Israel to link Pales-
tinian refugee issues with Jewish property in the Arab world was the enact-
ment of restrictive legislation in several Arab countries in 1948 and thereafter,
legislation that at times permitted confiscation of Jewish property. Israel was
anxious not only to absorb Jewish immigrants from the Middle East but also
to secure their wealth as well. Sequestration of Jewish property in several Arab
states made this impossible, and Israel began assuming for itself the role of
protector of the frozen assets of its new citizens. The eruption of open hostili-
ties between the new Israeli state and troops from several Arab countries
(Egypt, Jordan, Syria, Lebanon, Iraq, and Saudi Arabia) prompted some of
these states to enact sequestration laws that affected the property of the Jewish
citizens living in their midst. The reasons for such laws included retaliation
for the Israelis’ seizure of Palestinian land and fear that Jewish property in
their countries somehow would be used to benefit Israel.

Certainly the country where the issue of Jewish property affected the ques-
tion of Palestinian refugee property and indeed the entire Arab-Israeli conflict
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the most was Iraq, home to a thriving and ancient Jewish community of
some135,000 persons. As a result of the events of 1948, Zionism was declared
illegal and Jews were persecuted even though many displayed no sympathies
with Zionism or Israel. A prominent Jewish businessman, Shafiq ‘Adas, was
executed in September 1948 for allegedly having business contacts with Is-
rael. Restrictions on the buying and selling of Jewish property were put in
place. The country was placed under martial law until December 1949. Es-
pecially given the Palestinian refugee flight, there was much discussion in
Iraq about the fate of its Jewish community. Like Israel’s concern that Pales-
tinian absentees would be able to smuggle assets out of the country, the Iraqi
government was concerned about illegal Jewish emigration and the smug-
gling of assets out of the country. In Iraq this was seen as a major problem,
given that a good percentage of the business assets in Iraq was in Jewish hands
and the effect on the Iraqi economy could be severe.

By 1950, the governor of the southern Basra district estimated that between
30–40 Jews a day were crossing illegally into Iran by resorting to bribery. Mak-
ing their way to Tehran, they then flew to Israel. Jews who had not yet left de-
vised a way to smuggle out their assets. Each year Iranian Muslim pilgrims
would visit the Shi‘i holy cities of Karbala’ and Najaf in Iraq. Using their con-
nections with Jewish business persons in Iran, Iraqi Jews would persuade the
pilgrims to use a system of credit slips in order to buy things while in Iraq. The
funds were credited to their partners in Iran for eventual pick-up by the Iraqi
Jews upon their arrival in Iran. 55 Subsequently, Israeli intelligence officers in-
volved in the immigration complained that upon arrival in Israel the Iraqi
Jews discovered that the Israeli treasury charged the newcomers a 20 percent
commission for exchanging their assets, compared with only 5 percent
charged in Britain. One native Iraqi-born Israeli officer involved in the un-
derground immigration project, Mordekhai Ben Porat, complained about this
to Israeli officials in December 1949 and February 1950 but received no re-
sponse. 56

On March 5, 1950, the Iraqi parliament legalized Jewish emigration but
denationalized those wishing to emigrate. Law No. 1 of March 5, 1950 was
enacted as an annex to Law No. 62 of 1933, the Ordinance for the Cancella-
tion of Iraq Nationality. One of the supporting arguments circulated with the
draft law stated the following:

It has been noticed that some Iraqi Jews are attempting by every illegal
means to leave Iraq for good and that others have already left Iraq ille-
gally. As the presence of subjects of this description forced to stay in the



country and obliged to keep their Iraqi nationality would inevitably lead
to results affecting public security and give rise to social and economic
problems, it has been found advisable not to prevent those wishing to do
so from leaving Iraq for good, forfeiting their Iraqi nationality. This law
has been promulgated to this end.

The law gave Jewish Iraqis who wished to leave the country one year to sign a
form from the Ministry of the Interior, at which time they would forfeit their
Iraqi citizenship. Prime Minister Nuri al-Sa‘id had estimated that between
6,000 and 7,000 Jews would leave, although this was a mere fraction of the
number that eventually would emigrate. 57 Interestingly, British diplomat Sir
Henry B. Mack had intended to meet with al-Sa‘id to discuss the proposed
legislation several days before it actually was enacted. He reported that he was
going to tell the prime minister to examine Israel’s legislation affecting Pales-
tinian refugee property when drafting the Iraqi law. 58 Thousands decided to
take advantage of this opportunity, signed forms, and awaited planes that the
Israel government was organizing to fly them out of the country. Adult emi-
grants were allowed to take out only 50 Iraqi dinars when they left but could
retain ownership of any property that they left in Iraq. According to Yusuf al-
Kabir, a respected member of the Jewish community in Iraq, Jews in the
country possessed assets of some £UK90 million. 59 According to S.P. Sasson
of the Sephardic Association of Tel Aviv, Jews owned £I76,150,000 in land,
homes, and communal property. 60 A total of 129,292 Iraqi Jews ended up im-
migrating to Israel between 1948–72, mostly between May 1950 and August
1951 during the Operation ‘Ezra and Nehemya airlift. 61

One year and five days after passing the denationalization law but at a time
when many of the denationalized Jews were still awaiting emigration, the
Iraqi parliament passed a second law freezing the assets of ex-Iraqi Jews. Law
for the Control and Administration of Property of Jews Who Have Forfeited
Iraqi Nationality No. 5 of March 10, 1951 sequestered the property of ex-Iraqi
Jews who were still waiting to leave the country. According to one source, this
law affected 104,670 Jews. 62 American diplomats felt that the law was de-
signed not only to stop the smuggling of Jewish assets out of Iraq but also to
force the Israelis to speed up the airlifts. One wrote that “it appears likely that
the freezing legislation was designed not merely to prevent the illegal removal
of Jewish assets from Iraq but also as a means of pressure upon the Israeli Gov-
ernment to speed emigration.” 63 Law No. 12 of March 22, 1951 later froze
the assets of those Jews who already had left the country after January 1, 1948
as well.
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The Iraqi government then set about the complicated task of sequester-
ing the property of ex-Iraqi Jews. A new office was established called the
Custodian General (Ar.: Amin ‘Amm) for the Control and Administration of
the Assets of Jews Who Have Renounced Iraqi Nationality. The first Custo-
dian General was ‘Abd al-Hamid Rif‘at, the former Director General the
Ministry of the Interior and former Controller of Foreigners’ Property, who
was appointed by a special committee composed of Jamil al-Midfa‘i and
Muhammad Sharif Husayn. 64 Israeli officials monitoring the situation felt
that Rif‘at was honest and reliable, unlike many of those his office em-
ployed. An immediate problem the Custodian General faced was how to de-
termine what property belonged to denationalized Jews and what belonged
to those Jews who had not renounced their citizenship. On March 12, 1951,
two days after passage of the law, all Jewish businesses were ordered closed
for inspection to determine this. Banks and government offices were in-
structed to submit statements detailing Jewish assets. The period of time for
this later was extended to June 1951. Given the strong position of Jews in
Iraqi business circles, especially banking and money changing, Iraq’s econ-
omy was severely affected by the closure of Jewish businesses. The Custo-
dian General then decided to issue identity cards to those Jews who
intended to remain in Iraq so they could reopen their businesses. Some-
times even denationalized Jews could obtain cards through bribery.

The Custodian General also established a procedure for inventorying the
sequestered property in the closed businesses. Some forty committees were
created to record the assets of each closed shop and other businesses. Each
committee consisted of a police official, a custodian (who was a lawyer), and a
clerk. Each committee examined businesses in a certain area and made a re-
port to the Custodian General’s office. The committees would inquire about
the owner of a certain shop and agree to meet him on a certain date to open
the shop and inventory the contents. Both committee members and the
owner would sign the resultant inventory statement, the shop would be closed
again, and the keys turned over to the committee. The contents of shops were
to be moved to the Custodian General’s warehouse in the Khan al-Daftardar
area of Baghdad. Many times the Jews would bribe the committee members
to allow them to remove cash, documents, and other items prior to inventory-
ing. Gold, jewelry, and other such items were removed from the shops and
stored in the Rafidain Bank. By mid-April 1951, such work had been com-
pleted in nearly 720 businesses. 65

The government was now faced with the serious problem of what to do
with the sequestered property. Business life throughout the country already



had been badly disrupted by the closure of Jewish enterprises. Were the Cus-
todian General to auction the sequestered goods immediately as was contem-
plated, it would worsen the situation of the non-Jewish business sector by
creating havoc with prices. The Chamber of Commerce in Baghdad met sev-
eral times with the Custodian about this situation. The Custodian was not
planning on selling land and other immoveable property. As a result of the
passage of Law No. 12 of March 22, 1951, which froze the assets of those Jews
who already had left the country after January 1, 1948, special custodians were
also established to reopen businesses of such emigrants and run them under
their supervision. According to a report sent to the Israeli government, this af-
fected about fifteen companies, including firms like Lawee, Stanley
Shashoua, Heskel Abed, and Mashal. The companies were to remain open
pending the return of their owners to Iraq. If that did not occur, some other
course of action presumably would need to be undertaken. 66

How much Jewish property was sequestered? Given the wide coverage of
the issue in the West and in Israel, a variety of figures emerged. Some Israeli
officials guessed that the total value of the Jewish community’s assets in Febru-
ary 1950, prior to the various sequestration laws, was ID[Iraqi dinars]600 mil-
lion (£UK600 million). 67 ‘Ezra Danin felt that the community’s wealth prior
to freezing was $US60 million in land and $5 million in gold and jewels. 68

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs, citing an “internal” Iraqi estimate, offered a
figure of ID8–9 million. 69 The Beirut newspaper Bayrut cited figures on Jan-
uary 31, 1951 contained in the Baghdad paper al-Sha‘b: £UK2 million in
bank accounts and £2 million in land. 70 British officials obtained estimates
from three British banks in Iraq and from American government information
that was in turn received from Iraqi Jews. These estimates were ID600,000–1
million in bank accounts. The figures for land and moveable property varied.
The banks estimated land at ID4–5 million (1951 values) while the Iraqi Jews
felt this land was worth ID12–15 million. The banks estimated the value of
moveables at ID1–2 million while the Jewish figure was ID3–6 million. 71

A knowledgeable Israeli informant actually on the scene in Iraq in April
1951, however, offered much lower figures in the following “rough estimate”
of Jewish assets that were actually sequestered (as opposed to the total value of
Jewish property prior to passage of the legislation). Bank accounts probably
did not exceed ID750,000, including those belonging to Jews who remained
in the country. The informant felt that since some denationalized Jews were
obtaining residency cards through bribery and would be able to withdraw
their funds, the eventual amount in blocked accounts actually would proba-
bly not exceed ID500,000. An additional ID100,000 was probably contained
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in safe deposit boxes in banks. The informant estimated that ID1.5 million
was sequestered in shops and ID150,000 in port, customs, and railroad ware-
houses. The value of bullion and jewelry was thought to be ID150,000, al-
though this figure included the value of such items that were owned by
non-Jews but were in Jewish shops at the time of sequestration. The informant
believed that some 4,000 homes were frozen of which perhaps one-half actu-
ally were owned by Jews and the other half leased. Assuming a value of ID600
for a leasehold unit and ID1,200 for a home that actually was owned the in-
formant estimated the value of sequestered homes at ID3.6 million. As for
household goods, no estimate was provided because the informant stated that
it was fairly easy for Jews intending to emigrate to arrange for a remaining Jew
to sell their furniture, etc., for them. In total, the informant estimated the
value of sequestered Jewish property at ID5.9 million. 72 These figures were
later cited in other internal Israeli memoranda. 73

A decade later the Iraqi government renewed its steps to freeze the prop-
erty of Jews who had immigrated. Law No. 12 of 1951 was amended on De-
cember 7, 1963 to require that all Iraqi Jews, whether in Iraq or abroad, must
register themselves and receive new identity papers. Those failing to do so
within 90 days would forfeit their nationality. In addition, Jews living abroad
had to submit proof that they had not acquired new citizenship elsewhere.
Those who forfeited their Iraqi nationality would have their property frozen
and placed under the Custodian General. Why did Iraqi authorities carry out
what appear to be duplicate efforts to those made in 1951? The U.S. State De-
partment felt the reason was that the Iraqi government sought to update its
records on the more than 120,000 Jews who had left the country since 1948.
The Americans also felt that the government was trying to stem the continued
smuggling of Jewish assets to Israel. 74 Starting in September 1964, the Iraqi
press carried the names of hundreds of Jews who forfeited their Iraqi citizen-
ship as a result. By November 1965, more than 400 names had appeared. 75

The 1948 war had a detrimental impact upon the property rights of Syrian
Jews as well. Approximately 30,000 Jews lived in Syria in 1948, mostly in Da-
mascus, Aleppo, and Qamishli near the Turkish border. As early as December
22, 1947, the government halted Jews in Syria from buying or selling land in
order to prevent Jews from emigrating to Israel with funds. Like the Israeli and
Iraqi governments, the Syrians were worried about the expatriation of assets
into the hands of its enemies. 76 Bank accounts reportedly were frozen in
1949. Most Jews succeeded in liquidating their assets anyway and emigrating.
American officials noted that “the majority of Syrian Jews have managed to
dispose of their property and to emigrate to Lebanon, Italy, and Israel.” 77



Some 10,402 Jews from both Syria and Lebanon emigrated to Israel between
May 15, 1948 and May 22, 1972. 78 Palestinian refugees were housed in cer-
tain of their empty homes in Damascus’s Jewish Quarter in the early 1950s.
The Director General of Public Security, Ibrahim Husayni, evicted Arab ten-
ants who had been living in empty homes belonging to Jews who emigrated to
Israel in order to make room for incoming Palestinian refugees. The rent for
these properties had been paid by the tenants to agents of the departed Jewish
owners, but the police formed a committee and began collecting the rent
themselves to use for “public interest” projects. 79 It also has been reported
that the Syrian government eventually established a committee for managing
the property of Jewish emigrants. 80

The U.S. government took an interest in the matter of Syrian Jews and
studied their treatment and the question of their property after 1948. In 1952,
the American embassy in Damascus reported that the president of the re-
maining Jewish community in Damascus claimed that the value of all Jewish
property in Syria that faced restrictions since 1947, was some £S15–25 million
($US1 = £S3.75). 81 American diplomats reported to Washington on a Febru-
ary 1, 1949 meeting they had with Ibrahim Ustuwani, the Acting Director
General of the Syrian Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Ustuwani decried Israel’s
Absentees’ Property Regulations directed at Palestinian property and hinted
that “reciprocal treatment of Jewish property in Arab countries” was under
consideration. He stated that Syria had a right to sequester the property of
“collaborating families” of Jews whose children had emigrated to Israel to
fight with the Israeli army. Ustuwani claimed that 80 percent of remaining
Syrian Jewish families were such “collaborators” with Israel. 82

Later that year, an American Jew originally from Aleppo contacted the
U.S. Department of State in Washington in an attempt to get around the ban
on Syrian Jews selling land. Her brother in Syria, ‘Ayyash bin Musa Jerro,
wanted to sell his land and move to Israel but was forbidden to do so by the
sequestration orders. However, since the land actually had been inherited by
the sister in the United States, Latife Sutton, Jerro and his family wanted her
to sell the land because she was now a foreign citizen. Sutton wrote to the
State Department to get a copy of her certificate of naturalization proving
that she was an American citizen in order to send it on to Jerro, who would
sell the land for her. 83 Still, the Americans believed that the Jews of Syria
generally were not being mistreated. The embassy in Damascus wrote that
the Syrian government’s treatment of Jews was similar to that of the Israeli
government toward the Palestinians who remained under military rule within
Israel: “The Syrian government’s policy toward the small Jewish minority
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here appears disinterested and certainly compares favorably with that of the
Israeli authorities toward the Arab minority in Israel.” 84 Press reports stated
that in October 1952 the Syrian cabinet discussed going beyond sequestra-
tion and actually confiscating Jewish property to benefit Palestinian refugees
in the country.

Lebanon and Jordan did not replicate the actions of their Iraqi and Syrian
neighbors. Although some in Lebanon like Emile Bustani of the Socialist and
Nationalist Front argued for confiscating the property of the country’s 5,000-
member Jewish community, it does not appear that the Lebanese government
ever took such action. 85 Jordan had no indigenous Jewish population. Only a
very small number of foreign Jews had lived in Jordan in the late nineteenth
century and it is unclear whether or not they owned any land. German writers
noted the presence of Jewish traders in three locales in the northern ‘Ajlun
district: Irbid, Dayr al-Sa‘na, and Malka. Those in Malka, and perhaps the
others as well, were Jews from Palestine who established small stores in the
village in partnership with local Arabs. 86 By mandate times, the number of
Jews in Jordan appears to have numbered just a few individuals from Pales-
tine, including a carpenter who did work at the palace of Amir ‘Abdullah. 87

Further west in the Arab world, authorities did enact legislation dealing
with Jewish property. About 75,000 Jews lived in Egypt in the late 1940s. In
the general atmosphere of anti-Zionist feeling, Egyptian authorities moved
against Jews suspected of Zionist connections. On May 30, 1948, two weeks
after intervening in the fighting in Palestine, the government issued Procla-
mation No. 26. This law allowed the government to sequester the property
of persons who were interned on security charges, as a number of Jews were.
A Director General was created to manage their property while they were in
detention. In 1949, some of these persons were released, as was some of
their property. The connection between the Jews of Egypt and their prop-
erty and the property of the Palestinian refugees also arose at this time.
Egyptian Prime Minister Ibrahim ‘Abd al-Hadi had “given an intimation” of
exchanging Egyptian Jews and their property for the Palestinian refugees to
the UNCCP’s Mark Etheridge in February 1949. However, he acknowl-
edged that Egyptian laws made the export of valuables difficult. The prime
minister also told Etheridge that Egypt had already sequestered some Jewish
property, and opined that this property in particular would be very diffi-
cult to export to Israel if the Israelis went ahead and began taking over the
Palestinian refugee land according to their new Absentees’ Property regula-
tions.88 Egypt also blocked access to bank accounts owned by persons resid-
ing in Israel.



During the first half of 1951, Israeli officials became worried over reports
that Egypt and other Arab states were intending to follow Iraq’s example and
take over the property of their own Jewish citizens. On April 11, 1951, the Re-
search Department of the Israeli Ministry of Foreign Affairs published a report
on Arab states’ “plotting” against Jewish property in the Arab world. The min-
istry then sent the report to its embassies and consulates worldwide. According
to Israeli documents, the Syrian Foreign Ministry sent a report to the Arab
League on January 16, 1951 proposing that the Arab League “discuss taking
steps of reprisal against Israel (which seized the abandoned Arab property lo-
cated in its territory) and to find a practical and effective solution to the prob-
lem.” The Arab League’s Legal Department apparently thereafter reported
that Arab reprisals against Jewish property in their own countries might con-
stitute recognition of Israel. The Legal Department suggested instead that
Arab states follow the example of Iraq by denationalizing Jews. They could be
declared enemy aliens and have their property taken over. 89

Israeli diplomats also nervously gleaned information from open and secret
sources about Egyptian intentions. An opinion piece in the November 27,
1950 issue of the influential al-Ahram newspaper reportedly questioned the
government’s tolerance in allowing Egyptian Jews to emigrate to Israel with
their property, which only served to help Israel overcome its budget deficit.
An informant reported to the Israelis on April 7, 1951 that certain senior gov-
ernment officials supported the expropriation of Jewish property but that im-
portant politicians like Mustafa Nahhas and Fu’ad Sarraj al-Din opposed this
and even warned the Chief Rabbi, Hayyim Nahum, of such plots on April 5.
Finally, the Israelis received a report from a second, “unverified” source on
April 9 that the Egyptian government had established a special commission to
study the possibility of seizing Jewish property. The informant cited the fol-
lowing members of the commission: Wahid Rif‘at, an advisor in the Foreign
Ministry; Ahmad al-Shuqayri, the Palestinian serving as Deputy Secretary of
the Arab League; ‘Abdullah al-Shu‘ayb, director of the Ministry of the Inte-
rior’s Department of Supervision; and Kamal Salih from the Ministry of Fi-
nance. According to the report, the commission petitioned Iraq for
information on how it handled the matter of its own Jewish property. 90

A second and much more massive wave of Egyptian seizure of Jewish prop-
erty occurred later in 1956 after Israel, Britain, and France attacked Egypt in
October of that year. Egypt passed Military Proclamation No. 4 Relative to
Commerce with British and French Subjects and to Measures Affecting their
Properties in November 1956, which allowed authorities to sequester the
property of British and French nationals that was located in Egypt. Once
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again, a Director General was assigned to manage this property. He deducted
10 percent of the value of assets plus 10 percent of any income for administra-
tive costs. According to American accounts of published lists, some 486 per-
sons and firms were subject to this sequestration—most of them Jewish. Other
U.S. documents speak of 539 Jewish individuals and 105 Jewish firms exclud-
ing British and French Jews. Still other accounts claim that the assets and
bank accounts of 500 Jewish-owned firms were sequestered between Novem-
ber 1956 and March 1957, along with the assets alone of 800 more. 91

While some Jews residing in Egypt in fact maintained British and French
citizenship, the land of certain Egyptian Jews was frozen as well. Beyond this,
Egypt began expelling Jews possessing British and French citizenship and
“stateless” Jews starting in mid-November 1956. These persons were allowed
to take only a small amount of money with them: £E200 for each head of a
family plus £E100 per dependent. Single persons were limited to £E20 per
capita. But authorities deducted from this the value of wedding rings,
watches, the cost of boat tickets, etc. 92 The Finance Minister later cancelled
Military Proclamation No. 4 on April 21, 1957.

A large number of Jews left Egypt during the years 1956–58. Out of a com-
munity of 60,000, an estimated 23,000–25,000 emigrated after being issued
travel documents stating that they gave up all claims against Egypt. 93 Esti-
mates have varied as the value of property seized from British, French, Egyp-
tian, and stateless Jews in 1956–57. One estimate stated that 101,255 feddans
of land (1 feddan = 4,200 sq. m.) and 2,807 buildings were confiscated worth
£E24,200,000. 94 The B’nai B’rith organization claimed that £E14 million in
moveables and £E27 million in immoveable property was seized. It also
claimed that the Egyptian authorities were auctioning off Jewish households
goods and realizing between £E500–3,000 per week. 95 A third wave of prop-
erty seizures occurred in Egypt after the June 1967 Arab-Israeli war. Between
June 1967 and September 1968, an estimated 1,500 Jews left or were expelled
without their assets. In all, the Israeli government claimed that a total of
29,325 Egyptian Jews arrived in Israel between 1948 and 1972. 96

The property of Jews in Libya also was affected by the Arab-Israeli conflict.
Some 40,000 Jews lived in Libya by the late 1940s, of whom some 2,650 emi-
grated to Israel in 1948. Some 30,000 more moved there from 1949–51, leav-
ing behind property. British military authorities, who ruled the former Italian
colony after the Second World War, allowed some Palestinian refugees from
Gaza to move there and settle in empty Jewish homes in the fall of 1950, but
most of them returned to Gaza in September 1951. 97 A more serious threat to
Jewish property in Libya occurred in 1961, by which time the country had be-



come an independent monarchy. Law No. 6 of March 1961 Concerning the
Sequestration of the Properties of Some Israelis was enacted. It did not affect
all Jewish property, but targeted only the property of owners who had an al-
leged tie to Israel. The law allowed the state to freeze the property and bank
accounts of persons or institutions who were in Israel, who were citizens of Is-
rael, or who allegedly were working on Israel’s behalf. In the wake of Colonel
Mu‘ammar al-Qadhdhafi’s coup of 1969, two other laws were passed in 1970
that affected Jewish property. The second of these, Law No. 57 of July 21,
1970, created a “Custodian’s Administration” to take control of the land of
persons who left Libya to live abroad. The government published a list of 643
names, of which 628 were those of Jews. The property was not confiscated,
but was to be paid for with Libyan government bonds. An organization of
Libyan Jews living in Italy estimated that the total amount of sequestered
Libyan Jewish property was probably between £UK110–120 million. 98

Finally, the Arab-Jewish struggle in Palestine affected the 55,000 Jews liv-
ing in Yemen, plus 8,000 more in British-controlled Aden. Most ended up
leaving for Israel shortly after 1948, a dramatic and sudden continuation of an
older historical tradition of Yemeni emigration to Palestine that began in the
late nineteenth century. Israel’s Operation Magic Carpet airlift flew more
than 48,800 Yemeni Jews to Israel from 1949–50. While many Jewish activists
over the years have noted that the emigrants were forced to leave behind their
homes and property upon their departure, the author could not locate any fig-
ures detailing the amount of such property losses.

Israeli negotiators began discussing property left behind in Arab countries
by Jews immigrating to Israel almost immediately after the cessation of hos-
tilities in 1948. In the beginning they included compensation for this land
within the rubric of “war damages” in talks with the UNCCP. The govern-
ment launched a campaign in 1949 to get Israelis to declare all their assets
around the world so that it could negotiate agreements to secure these assets
for the cash-strapped Israeli treasury. The Foreign Claims Registration Office
within the Ministry of Finance collected 29,357 claims in 1949. 99 The gov-
ernment also made a specific effort to quantify the scale of property left in
Arab-controlled areas. The Israeli government soon asked its citizens to re-
port voluntarily any property that lay behind enemy lines in Arab territory.
Citizens were called upon to register claims with the Foreign Claims Regis-
tration Office in Jerusalem in a public announcement issued by S. Hirsh, the
Registrar of Foreign Claims in the Ministry of Finance on November 3,
1949. Israeli citizens were asked to complete forms detailing assets in Egypt,
Saudi Arabia, Iraq, Yemen, Syria, Lebanon, and Jordan by December 31,
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TABLE 3.5 Value of Jewish Property Left in Arab Countries Recorded by Israeli
Registrar of Foreign Claims, 1949–1950

Country
Claimants

(N)
Claims

(N)
Amount

(in currency)
Total Amount

($U.S.)

Libya 203 203 £L629,636,340
£Egypt. 19,135
FF1,248,620 1,065,927

Egypt 153 153 £Pal.17,901
£UK45,287
£E619,473
74,357 Rupees
$US3,025
FF107,500 1,977,856

Iraq 1,619 50 £UK3,525
709,955 Iraqi Dinars 1,997,184

Yemen 15 15 £Pal.15,000
167,024 Riyals
116,217 Rupees 83,512

Syria 121 121 £Pal.100,902
£S2,453,090
4,608 Gold Pounds
34 Ottoman Pounds 1,410,467

Lebanon 74 74 £Pal.90,417
£L289,946
£Syr.2,459
$US253
£UK1,667 390,981

Jordan 38 38 £Pal.3,509,180
£Syr.1,950 9,826,590

West Bank 1,414 1,284 £Pal.13,094,294 36,664,023
Palestinian
Absentees 111 111 £Pal.219,015

£UK998 616,036
TOTAL 3,748 2,049 $54,032,576

Source: ISA (130) 1848/hts/9, “Overall Summary of the Work of the Foreign Claims
Registration Office as of December 31, 1950”



1949, although the office continued registering claims through the last day of
June 1950. Applicants were to list all abandoned land, factories, bank ac-
counts, stocks and bonds, and other claims. This included debts, etc. owed to
them by Palestinian refugees in the Arab world. They were also asked to as-
sess the value of the property in local currency. In that short time, Israelis
registered $US54,032,576 in assets in Arab countries. By far the largest
amount of this—$36,664,023—represented land and other assets in the 
Jordanian-occupied West Bank. Table 3.5 details the results of this registra-
tion.These figures included $131,600 in bank accounts left behind in Arab
countries ($31,920 in Iraq alone). 100 By August 1, 1952, Israel had recorded
a total figure of $86,870,456, of which $1,252,944 were bank accounts. 101

The Israelis were disappointed that the figures were not higher. Some Is-
raeli diplomats now were concerned that raising the counter claims issue
might backfire given that the amount was so low—a foreshadow of what actu-
ally was to come in the late 1990s. The Israeli Ministry of Foreign Affairs’ UN
Department reported to the Israeli embassy in Washington in 1952 that
$US86,869,000 of property in Arab countries had been registered. One diplo-
mat cautioned, “Considering this I would like to draw attention to the danger
of emphasizing our claims to the frozen Jewish property in Arab countries.”102

Israel decided to carry out a second campaign to register assets left behind in
Arab countries by Jewish emigrants in 1952, especially because Iraq recently
had frozen the property of Jews who emigrated to Israel. The decision was
made on September 30, 1952, and the Foreign Claims Registration Office an-
nounced the second registration on October 8. Once again, Israelis were
asked to register assets in Egypt, Saudi Arabia, Iraq, Yemen, Syria, Lebanon,
Jordan, and Arab-controlled areas of Palestine. 103 By early 1956, a grand total
of $103,373,000 had been registered. 104

Unlike the Israeli government, some Jews did not want to use their lost
property merely as a bargaining tool with the Arabs. They wanted monetary
compensation as soon as possible and they wanted it directly from the Israeli
government. After the publicity surrounding the loss of Jewish property in
Egypt following the Suez War of 1956, the vice president of the Association of
Egyptian Immigrants in Israel, Shlomo Cohen-Sidon, asked the Israeli Minis-
ter of Finance, Levi Eshkol, to keep records of Jewish property in Egypt.
Eshkol agreed, and in March 1957, a special body headed by Cohen-Sidon
was created to register the property claims of Egyptian Jewish immigrants to
Israel. Between July and September 1957, this commission registered 640
claims totaling £E5,531,755.370. 105 (A similar special commission on Iraqi
property is discussed below.) Eshkol apparently thought that registering the
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property would end the immigrants’ clamoring. It did not. Cohen-Sidon
pressed the Israeli government itself to begin paying compensation to Egyp-
tian immigrants from the value of enemy Egyptian property in Israel taken
over by the government in 1948. He was referring to the railroad station in Ly-
dda, which technically had been registered in the name of the Egyptian gov-
ernment and seized by Israel during the 1948 war. Cohen-Sidon actually filed
suit against the Israeli government in early 1960 to receive a share of the value
of the seized Egyptian property. He later dropped the suit following a promise
from the government that the Egyptian Jews’ rights would not be forgotten. 106

It was the Jewish property in Iraq that concerned the Israelis the most. The
reasons for this were because the amount of frozen property was the highest
anywhere in the Arab world and because the sequestration occurred in March
1951, at a time when the issue of Israeli compensation for Palestinian refugee
property was occupying center stage in the mind of the UNCCP and others
concerned with resolving the Arab-Israeli conflict. Even before Iraqi Prime
Minister Nuri al-Sa‘id proposed exchanging Iraqi Jews for Palestinian
refugees, some in Israel were developing similar thoughts. Minister of Police
Bekhor Shalom Shitrit suggested as early as a March 1949 cabinet meeting
that Israel compensate Iraqi immigrants with abandoned Palestinian refugee
land. That same month, another Mizrahi proposed a similar idea in the Knes-
set. Eliyahu Elyashar of the Sephardic List linked the Palestinian refugee exo-
dus with the growing influx of Iraqi Jews as well. Shitrit brought up the idea
again in the cabinet in September, but Sharett dismissed it. 107

One reason why Sharett dismissed the idea is that he and other Israelis
thought this kind of linkage could set a “dangerous precedent” by encourag-
ing the Arabs to take over their Jewish citizens’ property. In fact, Sharett later
told the Israeli cabinet in March 1951 that he believed that the Iraqi decision
to sequester Jewish property had done precisely this: Iraq looked to Israel’s
own actions regarding Palestinian refugee property as an example of what to
do with the property of its own Jews who had registered to leave for Israel. 108

Indeed, these ideas of linking the Palestinian refugees’ land with that of Iraqi
and other Arab Jews were taking place in 1949, before the widespread seques-
trations in Iraq and Egypt. Sharett also objected to the idea on other grounds.
When the cabinet discussed Nuri al-Sa‘id’s offer to swap 100,000 Iraqi Jews
for 100,000 Palestinian refugees, Sharett felt that such an exchange only
would lead to resettlement of a fraction of the Palestinian refugees. Israel
might be asked to repatriate the rest. Sharett also felt that since Iraq would
keep the Jews’ property, the immigrants might press Israel to compensate
them for this land—leaving Israel with the double burden of compensation



for the Palestinian refugees and the Iraqi Jews. Israel would prefer if Iraq took
in closer to 300–400,000 refugees. 109 Other Israelis also warned against pro-
voking the Arab states. Teddy Kollek, later the long-serving mayor of
Jerusalem, told Sharett in June 1949 that he had a meeting with Emile Najjar,
a self-appointed spokesperson for Jews in Arab countries (probably the same
Emile Najjar who was the last president of the Egyptian Zionist Federation).
Najjar had warned him against linking Palestinian refugee property with the
property of Jews in the Arab world. Were Israel to compensate the refugees
only on a global and not a personal basis, it “will be a dangerous precedent
with regard to Jewish property in Arab countries.” 110

Others in Israel still were interested in probing for a connection between
Palestinian Arab and Iraqi Jewish property. Finance Minister Eli‘ezer Kaplan
authorized £I1,000 for ‘Ezra Danin in July 1950 to explore the possibility of
exchanging Iraqi Jewish property and the property of those 120,000 or so
Palestinians who remained in Israel after 1948. 111 The Palestinians would
leave Israel and settle in Iraq, and be replaced by incoming Iraqi Jews. 112

Danin’s idea apparently was put into motion. The British consulate in Haifa
reported several months later in October 1950 that certain Palestinian citizens
in Israel, led by one Sulayman Qutran, were involved in negotiations with
Iraqi Jewish landowners. Qutran may have been the same Palestinian who
met with the UNCCP in Beirut in the spring of 1949 as secretary of the Asso-
ciation of Arab Landlords of Haifa. The talks focused on exchanging Pales-
tinian land in Israel, worth some £1 million, for Jewish land in Iraq. As the
British diplomatically stated it, “it is understood” that the Israeli government
was not opposed to this initiative. 113

But other Israelis were still reticent about pressing the connection too
much. 114 Not enough Palestinians would be involved, while Iraqi immigrants
might come to expect compensation from Israel. On March 5, 1950, the day
after Iraq allowed Jews who wished to emigrate to forfeit their nationality, Is-
raeli Mossad intelligence officer Mordekhai Ben Porat proposed exchanging
the Jews for Palestinians in one of his secret communications to Israel. Ben
Porat was born in Baghdad in 1923 and emigrated to Palestine in 1945. He be-
came a key player in Operation ‘Ezra and Nehemya, and later sat in the Knes-
set. Ben Porat was rebuffed and warned not to raise the hopes of Iraqi
emigrants that they would get either land or compensation from Israel upon
their arrival. The Israeli treasury told the Mossad,

You have to warn Dror [Ben Porat’s code name], firmly, not to promise
any compensation to Jews who are leaving their homes in Berman
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[Baghdad] and no exchanges are to be made with the refugees. An in-
cautious arrangement from our side will invite claims and difficulties in
Israel. 115

Ben Porat continued his activities. He had Na‘im Yitshak Shammash, manager
of the Ottoman Bank, work as a liaison between himself and a group of Iraqi
Jews. Among other things, Ben Porat asked Shammash, Salim Qahtan, and
Naji Efra’im to produce a report on public and private Jewish assets in Iraq that
Ben Porat passed on to the Mossad and the Israeli treasury on March 7, 1951,
just days before Iraq froze Jewish property. He also told Israeli authorities, “It is
better that you start questioning all the immigrants and listing their frozen as-
sets.” 116 The Israelis agreed that immigrants should be instructed about what
kinds of documents testifying to property ownership they should bring with
them when they left Iraq, but were starting to think that they should form a
“public” agency to deal with the question of Iraqi property as opposed to a gov-
ernmental one. This would give Israel some deniability with the Iraqi immi-
grants, who should not be encouraged to think that Israel would compensate
them. Shamai Kahana of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs noted succinctly:

It must be taken into consideration that such a process of registration is
likely to create illusions among the immigrants and the agency that
gathers the claims will be burdened with a great responsibility towards
them unless it objects to this from the outset. 117

Some also began contemplating creating some type of Iraqi-American-
Turkish holding company, another international company, or a Bank of
America subsidiary that could transfer the assets to Israel. 118

For these reasons, the Israeli government took special if indirect pains to as-
certain how much land Iraqi Jewish immigrants had left behind in Iraq. The
earlier registration campaign of 1949–50 clearly did not include the property
of the recent immigrants. In fact, only 50 claims had been filed by Iraqi Jews
prior to June 1950. After the influx of tens of thousands of Iraqi immigrants in
1950–51, 2,150 more claims were registered. Still, the vast majority of new
immigrants did not register their assets with the Israeli government. By August
1, 1952, a mere 2,220 declarations on assets in Iraq had been filed. The
amount claimed was valued at approximately $US35,850,000. Table 3.6
shows those assets that had been claimed as of August 1.

Overall, Israeli authorities were disappointed with the low numbers. Most
immigrants had not filled out registration forms: the 2,150 applications from



Jews who left Iraq for Israel during Operation ‘Ezra and Nehemya constituted
less than six percent of the 37,124 families who arrived. 119 Besides immi-
grants who had not registered, other Jews who left Iraq decided to take their
assets to other, choicer destinations than the austere, postwar socialist econ-
omy of Israel.
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TABLE 3.6 Value of Jewish Property Left in Iraq Recorded by Israeli Registrar of
Foreign Claims, 1949–1952

Item Value (Iraqi Dinars)

Land
Houses 4,417,470
Urban land 1,454,355
Agricultural land 714,110
Moveable goods 688,135
Factories
Commercial 2,810,945
Industrial 381,570
Goods confiscated at customs posts, in route, etc. 124,260
Bank accounts 411,880
Stocks and bonds 93,860
Mortgages 168,075
Business agreements 1,203,235
Insurance policies 21,960
Confiscated cash, fines for “Zionist” activities 187,740

Salaries
Private 3,720
Government 300
Iraqi railroad 270

Pensions and trust funds
Private 31,968
Government 17,985
Iraqi railroad 5,450
Running pensions 9,375
Other claims 53,635
TOTAL 12,800,295

Source: ISA (130) 1791/1, document of Department of Transfer and Registration of
Foreign Claims (7 August 1952). See also ISA (130) 2401/22, “Claims for Jewish
Property Frozen in Arab States” (October 6, 1952)
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The Israeli government moved ahead with plans to have a nongovernmen-
tal, “public” body led by Iraqi immigrants carry out a second registration spe-
cifically of Iraqi property. Although apparently established in June 1955, the
existence of the Commission for the Registration of the Claims of Iraqi Immi-
grants was not announced by Sharett until January 25, 1956. It was chaired by
a banker, Shlomo Noah. Other commission members included ‘Ezra Korin,
Ya‘akov Lev, Shlomo Darvish, Binyamin Sasson, and Shlomo Hillel. The
commission worked all year and issued an unpublished, interim report to the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs on December 17, 1956. This commission was not
much more successful than the 1949–52 registration campaign. Of the more
than 37,000 Iraqi Jewish families, only between 3,000 and 4,000 bothered to
register assets. The commission decided to focus only on Jewish land in Iraq,
not moveable property. The reason for this once again lay with Israeli diplo-
macy: Israel wanted to link Iraqi Jewish with Palestinian refugee property.
Since it had already announced that it would only consider compensating the
Palestinians for abandoned land and not moveable property, the commission
thus felt that it should look only at land. 120

Besides trading the property of Iraqi Jews for Palestinian property, the Is-
raeli government devised schemes involving other Jewish property in the Arab
world as well. One dealt with Libya, which the Ministry of Foreign Affairs de-
veloped in March 1950. The plan was to replace the 17,000–18,000 Jews who
had left Libya for Israel with Palestinian refugees. By March 1952, another
idea had emerged, this time focusing not on the refugees but once again on
Palestinians still living in Israel. Foreign ministry official Moshe Sasson wrote
a memorandum proposing to exchange Jewish property in Libya for that of
Palestinians in Israel. The Jewish National Fund would be involved in the ex-
change. The Libyan idea was still alive in May 1954, when the JNF’s Weitz
proposed to Sharett, Eshkol, and others that he and fellow JNF official Yoav
Tsukerman travel to North Africa to investigate the possibilities of the ex-
change. 121 Libyan scheme continued to be examined in 1956, when Israel
raised money to buy the land of Italians who had left Libya after it achieved
independence. They purchased or were close to purchasing some 100,000
dunums near Tripoli. The idea was to settle Palestinian refugees living under
Jordanian rule on this land in return for their agreeing to drop any claims for
monetary compensation. 122

Another scheme dated from 1954, when the Israeli Ministry of Finance be-
gan playing with an interesting idea for compensating Israeli citizens for
property left in parts of Palestine then under Arab control. The vast majority
of this lay in the West Bank. In May 1954, the government placed advertise-



ments in the Israeli media asking citizens to register claims for such lost land
in Arab-occupied territory. As a result, some 500 people responded. Most of
these claims related to buildings in East Jerusalem and land in the “Triangle”
region between Nablus, Janin, and Tulkarm. According to a plan developed
in 1955, Israel would compensate the claimants by providing them with land
under the control of the Development Authority. In return, they would sign
agreements transferring their rights to the abandoned land to the state, much
as PICA had done in 1958. One of the major claims was made by an attorney
named Oster. The proposal was shown to the legal division of the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs. R. Migdal of the division commented that Jewish citizens
from Arab countries might feel discriminated against because they were not
being offered compensation as well. He was also concerned that the fact that
compensation was being provided only to citizens holding land in Arab-
controlled Palestine might be construed as prelude to an Israeli plot to invade
the West Bank and Gaza to get the land back. 123 It is unclear whether or not
this scheme ever was carried out; indications are that it was not.

Jewish organizations outside the Israeli government also were quite con-
cerned about Jewish property in the Arab world. Meeting in Tel Aviv on
March 21, 1949, the International League for Saving Arabian Jewry appealed
to the government to condition its cooperation with the UNCCP upon the
latter’s attempts to safeguard Jews and Jewish property in all Arab countries.124

The loss of property in Egypt after the 1956 Suez War prompted considerable
activity. In 1957, several international Jewish organizations started a cam-
paign to register the property lost by stateless Jews in Egypt. These groups—
the World Jewish Congress, the American Joint Distribution Committee, the
Alliance Israélite Universelle, and the American Jewish Committee—
founded a body called the “Joint Committee (Central Registry of Jewish
Losses in Egypt).” They estimated that the value of this property was $US28
million. 125 In 1958, an Egyptian Jewish immigrant in Israel, Sami ‘Attiya,
formed an association called the Organization of the Victims of Anti-Jewish
Persecution in Egypt that also collected statistics on property. 126

While Israel was initially hesitant to make the connection between Pales-
tinian refugee land and Jewish property internally with its own immigrants, it
had showed no hesitation in linking the issues externally for foreign diplo-
matic consumption. At the time of the Iraqi sequestration in March 1951, the
Israeli cabinet decided that the best way for the Israeli government to respond
was to deduct the value of sequestered Jewish property of Jewish immigrants
from Iraq and elsewhere in the Arab world from any future amount paid to
Palestinian refugees. 127 Indeed, this would come to be the most consistent,
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longest-lasting Israeli diplomatic riposte to the entire Palestinian compensa-
tion issue. The issue would remain a staple of Israeli thinking about compen-
sation for decades to come. Israeli officials began making public statements
linking Palestinian and Jewish property compensation almost immediately, in
June 1948, and discussions were held in the cabinet. When UN Mediator
Count Folke Bernadotte met with Sharett in Tel Aviv on July 26, 1948,
Sharett linked the future of the Palestinian refugees with that of a final peace
settlement and with Jewish property in Arab-controlled Palestine. 128 On
March 19, 1951, nine days after the freezing of the property in Iraq, Foreign
Minister Sharett addressed the Knesset and announced the government’s new
policy of linking Palestinian refugee property with Jewish property in Iraq:
“The government of Israel . . . views this incident of robbery in the guise of law
as a continuation of the oppressive and malicious governance traditionally
practiced by Iraq towards its defenseless and helpless minorities.” 129

Sharett went on to link Iraq’s seizure of the property with compensation for
the Palestinians. The official basis for this linkage was that Israel now would
have to shoulder the costs of absorbing penniless immigrants from Iraq. The
Israelis also notified the United States and the UNCCP of their intentions to
link the issues. Walter Eytan wrote to the UNCCP on March 29, 1951 that Is-
rael could not fully assume its obligation to pay compensation into the Rein-
tegration Fund if it now was obliged to cover the expenses of propertyless Iraqi
refugees. 130

As they prepared for the Paris conference in the fall of 1951, the Israelis de-
manded that blocked Jewish funds in Iraqi banks be included in any agree-
ment to release blocked Palestinian accounts in Israel. In Washington, Abba
Eban later pleaded with Sharett in May 1952 to provide him with statistics on
sequestered Jewish bank accounts in Iraq in particular so he could use the in-
formation as quid pro quo when dealing with the UNCCP on the release of
blocked Palestinian bank accounts. 131 The Israeli Ministry of Foreign Affairs
wanted to use the frozen Iraqi accounts and other assets as a counterbalance
to the Palestinian refugees’ claims. 132 Israel did not press this connection later
when it released the blocked accounts because it was never able to document
that Jews in Iraq possessed more than a fraction of what Palestinians had
frozen in Israeli banks. As Table 3.6 above shows, Israel had registered only
411,880 Iraqi dinars in frozen Jewish bank accounts in Iraq compared to more
than £UK3.2 million in blocked Arab accounts in banks in Israel.

While generally supportive of the Israeli situation regarding compensation
for Palestinian refugees, the United States did not agree with Israel on all
points regarding the Iraqi property question and demurred from pressuring



the Iraqi government concerning its Jews. In the first place, U.S. officials did
not believe that Iraq’s Jews were suffering from intense persecution. Secondly,
they believed that Iraq’s actions definitely were linked with Israel’s prior se-
questration of Palestinian refugee property more than two years earlier and
were thus a response to a course of action begun by Israel. American diplo-
mats actually told the Israelis that the United States would not pressure the
Iraqis without positive Israeli action on the Palestinian compensation issue. In
that case, the United States might reconsider approaching the Iraqi govern-
ment:

there is no reliable evidence available to the United States Govern-
ment to indicate that, aside from the inevitable hardships involved in
mass population transfers, the treatment of Jewish residents of Iraq has
not been generally correct . . . [but] constructive action by the Govern-
ment of Israel to regulate and expedite liquidation and transfer of
frozen property and assets of former Arab residents of territory now un-
der Israeli control would permit consideration of an approach to the
Government of Iraq for comparable disposition of Jewish assets in that
country.133

Internally, American diplomats stated to one another that it would be difficult
to pressure the Iraqis on the frozen Jewish property when Israel had done es-
sentially the same thing to the Palestinian refugees:

There is very little choice between the policy being applied by the Gov-
ernment of Iraq in freezing assets of denationalized Jews and the policy
previously instituted by the Government of Israel with respect to assets
of Arab refugees and displaced persons. Anyone approaching Iraq on
this score would be in a very weak position unless it could be shown that
Israel had taken constructive action to return Arab properties or give ad-
equate compensation in lieu thereof. 134

The Department of State also took this line when pressured by American
congressional representatives to do something about the Iraqi situation. One
letter to a member of the House of Representatives stated:

With respect to the freezing of assets of Jews who have voluntarily given
up their Iraqi nationality in order to go to Israel, you will appreciate that
the freezing of assets where mass transfers of populations occur is not
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unprecedented. As you are no doubt aware, the Government of Israel in
1948 considered itself obliged to immobilize the assets of former Arab
residents of territory now under Israeli control. 135

On the other hand, the Americans agreed that it was fair to link the two prop-
erty questions in the context of an overall peace settlement:

It certainly would be desirable to have property settlements accom-
plished for both the Arab and Jewish properties involved. However, it is
hard to see how this can be done except within a framework of a general
settlement of the Arab-Israeli conflict.136

Because it hoped to deduct the value of the Iraqi Jewish property from any
compensation it eventually would pay to the Palestinians, the Israeli govern-
ment did not want to create the illusion among Iraqi Jewish immigrants that
they would receive compensation for their property from the Israeli govern-
ment pending some final arrangement. The government therefore sought to
register the value of Iraqi Jewish assets not to guarantee that individual Jews
be compensated someday but “with the aim of deducting the value of the Jew-
ish property frozen in Iraq from the payment of compensation for the aban-
doned Arab property.” This attitude also was stated succinctly by Ministry of
Foreign Affairs official Shim‘on Shapir in an internal October 6, 1952 memo-
randum entitled “Claims for Jewish Property Frozen in Arab States.” In the
document, Shapir stated:

Mutual material claims of Israel and the Arab states related to the fail-
ure of the Arab invasion of Israel constitute a problem, the future solu-
tion—and the possibility of solution—to which will not depend on the
legal justification of these claims. A solution will depend, rather, on po-
litical issue and on the political nature of the relations between Israel
and the Arab states.137

In the end, Israel pressed on with its linkage of the two questions in diplo-
matic discussions throughout the 1950s and into the present. Foreign Minis-
ter Golda Meir reiterated to the Americans in December 1959 that Israel
would pay the Palestinian refugees compensation, but would deduct the
value of property taken from its immigrants in Iraq, Egypt, and Yemen.138 The
Americans already had gone on record as telling the Israelis that their claim
for property in some Arab countries was weakened by the fact that those coun-



tries were not fully independent from Britain or France in 1948. Specifically,
the Americans noted that Morocco, Tunisia, and Libya were “not under Arab
sovereignty” in 1948 and that Israel might have difficulties pressing its claims
from the present Arab governments of those countries for actions taken prior
to independence.139

Ben Gurion again linked the two issues in a speech to the Knesset in 1961.
He later brought up the matter of the Mizrahi claims to American ambas-
sador to Israel Walworth Barbour in April 1963 and opined that UN resolu-
tions on “refugees” applied to them as well. Ten days later the State
Department bluntly informed Barbour, “Re Jewish refugees, these have not
repeat not been covered by UN resolutions.”140 The Ministry of Justice later
created a special department in September 1969 to maintain records on the
subject. Prof. Ya‘akov Meron was appointed to head the department, which
was closed in the 1990s. While Israel has maintained this linkage to this very
day, its data on Jewish property in the Arab countries eventually was filed away
in the Israel State Archives in Jerusalem although not all of it is available to
the public.141 The subject, and the archived data, would return to the spot-
light with the onset of the Arab-Israeli peace process in the 1990s.

Linking German Reparations with Palestinian Compensation

In the spring of 1952, an issue arose that once again became entangled with
the compensation question. Negotiations were underway in Europe between
the World Jewish Congress and the Federal Republic of Germany to dis-
cuss the question of German reparations for Nazi crimes against Jews before
and during the Second World War. The Arabs and, privately, others (includ-
ing the United States and certain members of the UNCCP staff ) saw in this
potentially huge outlay of German reparations the capital with which cash-
strapped Israel could begin paying compensation to the refugees. The com-
pensation question then spread and became a truly international issue.

The origins of the German reparations go back to the first days after the for-
mal end of the Second World War. On September 20, 1945, the Jewish
Agency, through the venerable Zionist leader Chaim Weizmann, demanded
reparations (Heb.: shilumim), restitution, and indemnification from Ger-
many for crimes related to the Holocaust. Weizmann addressed his letter to
the victorious Four Powers that now controlled the defeated Germany—the
United States, France, the United Kingdom, and the USSR. Israel later de-
manded reparations as well when Sharett wrote to the Four Powers on March
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12, 1951 asking for $US1.5 billion from West Germany. Sharett explained
that Israel was seeking the money to cover the costs it absorbed in settling
500,000 Holocaust survivors in Israel at $3,000/person. On September 27,
1951, West German Chancellor Konrad Adenauer agreed to negotiations.
The World Jewish Congress’s Nahum Goldmann was the senior negotiator
inasmuch as the final settlement would involve not only payments to Israel
but also to Jewish organizations around the world. Although born in Lithua-
nia in 1895, Goldmann spent his formative years in Germany. He lived in
Germany from when he was five years old until Hitler rose to power in 1933.
Goldmann was instrumental in the formation of the World Jewish Congress
three years later in 1936, and was the first chair of its executive board. He also
headed the Conference on Jewish Material Claims Against Germany that had
been called in October 1951. During negotiations, Israel reduced its demand
to $1 billion with the reservation that it would obtain the rest from the Ger-
man Democratic Republic (East Germany) someday.

A final agreement was signed on September 12, 1952 in Luxembourg.
West Germany was obliged to provide Israel DM3,450 million ($845 million)
in reparations, mostly in goods. This was in addition to a further DM450 mil-
lion ($110 million) that it would provide to the Conference on Jewish Mate-
rial Claims Against Germany for allocation to Jews living outside Israel.
These amounts were to be paid in annual installments for fourteen years,
from April 1, 1953 to March 31, 1966. The amount was not paid in cash but
as credit to be used to purchase goods. Of the amount going to Israel, for in-
stance, 30 percent went toward purchases of crude oil in the United King-
dom. The other 70 percent would be used for steel, industrial and agricultural
products, and the like that would be exported by Germany to Israel. These
goods ended up accounting for 12–14 percent of total Israeli imports during
those years.142

The Arabs reacted to the reparations talks even before an agreement was
signed. In March 1952, Syria, Lebanon, and Iraq approached the United
States, the United Kingdom, and France, and stated that the Palestinian
refugees should benefit from any future German reparations to Israel. Jordan
wrote a similar note to the United Kingdom and France, while the Yemenis
gave their verbal assent in April 1952 to the idea. In June, the Arab Higher
Committee wrote directly to the West German government asking it to se-
quester the reparations for use by the refugees. The Germans simply ignored
the letter, arguing that the Arabs were not a party to their talks with Israel.
Some Arab governments approached the Germans as well. Privately, how-
ever, the German government conceded that the Arabs had a point, and



stated that some of the money should in fact benefit the refugees. The Arabs
then threatened to boycott West Germany, something the United States was
desperate to avoid. The Americans told the Syrians that “they would be killing
their own case for compensation” by such a course of action.143

The reality was that many, including in the United States, Israel, and in-
ternational Jewish circles believed that some of the reparations should be
shared with the refugees. They argued that it would be difficult for Israel to
maintain the argument that it was too poor to pay compensation given this
massive transfer of German products which amounted to direct financial aid
by another means. American officials confided to one another that Israeli pay-
ment of compensation soon was “increasingly advisable” because of Israel’s
success in gaining the reparations.144 But it was not just the Americans who
agreed that talk of compensation in the wake of the reparations agreement
would make sense. Nahum Goldmann, the senior Jewish negotiator with the
Germans and a man who would frequently adopt what some Jews considered
controversial stands on Arab-Israeli matters, himself wrote to Eshkol that it
would be “good for Israel” and “essential” for the Germans if some of the
reparations went toward compensating the refugees.145 In fact, the Israeli gov-
ernment itself had been among the first to tout the idea. Sharett told U.S. Un-
dersecretary of State George McGhee in March 1951 that the reparations
were a possible source of funding for compensation, while about the same
time Ben Gurion noted:

Certainly we wish to give reparations to the Arabs, but we cannot until
we have been paid for all we lost in Germany, Hungary, Poland or Aus-
tria. We have our demands now before the United Nations. When this
is adjusted, we will be glad to make an adjustment with the Arabs. Be-
sides, you must remember we Jews have claims against the Arabs for all
we lost in the territory now in their hands.146

Similarly, Sharett and David Horowitz told American UNCCP delegates Ely
Palmer and James W. Barco in mid-1951 that American grant-in-aid and
eventual restitution from Germany would enable Israel to pay compensation.

Some UNCCP staff personnel also were attracted to the idea. The repara-
tions agreement occurred at the same time that John Berncastle was about to
undertake his four-month mission on compensation in 1952. He also felt that
linking German reparations to Israel with Israel’s obligations to the Pales-
tinian refugees was a logical idea. He felt that whereas Israel’s claim for repa-
rations was based on its absorption of half a million Holocaust refugees, this
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absorption had been made possible precisely because Israel confiscated the
refugees’ land. Some of what the Germans gave to the Israelis for this same
purpose (absorbing refugees) logically should go to pay back the refugees.
However, he realized that nothing would come without the strong support 
of the three member states in the UNCCP, particularly the United States.
Berncastle began confiding his thoughts to his diary, discussing the “direct re-
lationship between the two matters”:

It seems to me that the PCC should now consider whether, and in what
way, it will link up the Israel-German and the Arab-Israel claims. If the
PCC decides in favour of representing to Israel that a proportion of
what she receives from Germany should go towards satisfying the
refugees’ claims, it would be necessary to have the strong backing of the
Member Governments. As it may take time for these latter to formulate
their views, the matter is one of some urgency.147

In July 1952, he wrote this to a fellow UNCCP staff member, Alexis Ladas:

The Arab [refugee] property has, therefore, made a direct contribution
to the very operation [resettlement of Holocaust refugees in Israel] of
which the expense is about to be recovered from Germany. I think that
it is legitimate for me to suggest to the Commission that it should take
cognizance of the matter and consider what would be the consequence
of taking my action or of not taking any action. In the past, one of the
main arguments against proceeding actively with the work on compen-
sation was that Israel had no money to pay. Now, it seems that she will
get a windfall of money, or money’s worth, the value of which will be
several times the amount of our estimate of compensation due to the
refugees . . . .Any proposal to them [the Israelis] that part of what they
receive from Germany should go to the refugees would need to be
backed up by pressure from the governments [on the UNCCP], partic-
ularly the U.S. Government, and by plans for implementation.148

On June 30, 1952, Ladas wrote back to Berncastle that he, or the Arabs,
should formally suggest such a course of action to the UNCCP. The commis-
sion is not likely to take action based on your diary alone, Ladas told him. In
fact, Berncastle had written to UNCCP Principal Secretary Dr. Feng Yang
Chai in New York on June 11 discussing linkage between the reparations and
refugee compensation. Berncastle laid out both the practical and “moral” rea-
sons for linkage:



there is a possibility of linking the questions of Israeli claims against
Germany with the Arab refugees’ claim against Israel, in the sense that
if Israel succeeds in her claim she should have the means to satisfy the
refugees’ claim against her and is under a moral obligation to do so.149

He later told Chai, “Now that this agreement has been concluded it is surely
time for Israel to do something about compensation for the Arab prop-
erty.”150 Berncastle also surmised that the reason why Israel signed a deal
whereby Germany would pay in kind instead of cash was precisely to forestall
Arab demands that cash reparations be set aside for compensating the
refugees.151

The United States continued to examine linkage between the two issues.
The State Department drafted a memorandum in January 1953 entitled
“Arab Refugee Compensation and the Israeli-German Reparations Agree-
ment.” Among the ideas contained in the document was the postulation that
theoretically the two issues were separate but that politically it would be help-
ful to connect the two issues so as to forestall an Arab boycott of West Ger-
many. The document suggested that the Americans use Israel’s great anxiety
about securing German parliamentary approval of the deal as a “sanction” to
get it to move forward on the compensation issue. The United States could
reasonably ask Israel to link the two issues, however, only if it increased its
aid to Israel. The maximum amount necessary for this was $20 million/year.
This would require the United States to give up its hope of ending Israeli
grants-in-aid sometime around fiscal year 1957.152 Later on March 4, 1953,
American ambassador to Israel Monnett B. Davis suggested to Sharett that Is-
rael issue a public statement renewing its willingness to pay compensation in
order to forestall the threatened Arab boycott of West Germany. Sharett told
Davis that he already had passed on an indirect message to Egypt through
the good offices of Ralph Bunche that Israel’s offer still stood “for the time
being.” He added, however, that Israel’s domestic political scene made it dif-
ficult for him to issue such a statement at that time. Indeed, the opposition
Herut party’s Menachem Begin had led the charge against accepting the
reparations on principle: accept no blood money from Germany. Ben 
Gurion insisted on accepting the aid, arguing that Israel badly needed it.
Sharett believed that adding the already hotly emotional issue of German
reparations to another hot button issue for many Israelis would be courting
political suicide.153 Soon other Israelis in the newly formed Horowitz Com-
mittee also began exploring the question between reparations and compen-
sation. In the end, however, no German reparations payments were diverted
to the Palestinian refugees.
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Horowitz Committee

So much diplomatic activity had taken place on the property compensation
question in the four years since the Israeli government studied the matter via
the Lif Committee in 1949 that it decided to undertake a major new study of
the issue in mid-1953. Beyond the passage of time several other issues arose in
early 1953 prompting this course of action. In February 1953, the Custodian
of Absentee Property formally sold the bulk of the abandoned land to the De-
velopment Authority. The Arab states lodged a complaint to the UN one
month later about this sale. The Israeli Ministry of Foreign Affairs also wanted
to have a more recent study in order to prepare for the upcoming UN General
Assembly meeting in the fall. To study the issue once again, the government
turned to David Horowitz, the veteran Israeli economist and diplomat.
Horowitz had met with the Clapp Mission in 1949, had been Director Gen-
eral of the Israeli treasury until 1952, and would become the first governor of
the Bank of Israel in 1954. The Israeli cabinet took a secret decision on June
21, 1953 to establish a commission under Horowitz “to investigate the issue of
the Arab refugees and to propose solutions.” The committee was appointed of-
ficially eight days later and included members from the JNF, the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs, and the Ministry of the Interior. Horowitz was chair; the other
members included Yosef Weitz, Yehoshu‘a Palmon, Z. Sozayev, A. Livni, and
a certain Dr. Kramer. The committee was not expected to submit a massive
report like the Weitz-Lifshits-Danin Committee’s report but rather a shorter
one that would offer policy suggestions to help Israeli diplomats as the Lif
Committee report had done.

The Horowitz Committee was significant in that it marked a shift in Israeli
thinking about the compensation issue. Horowitz proposed that the commit-
tee examine the refugee problem from a “humanitarian” perspective, noting
that “we have no political obligation to help.” This point of departure was that
the best solution for the refugees would be resettlement in the Arab world. In
this light, compensation should be global, not individual, and should be part
of a wider campaign by the UN, the superpowers, and the Arab world to re-
settle the Palestinians. During the discussions that followed, several interest-
ing new developments were revealed. Gideon Rafael of the Foreign Ministry
indicated a shift in Israeli thinking. Instead of Israel trying to avoid the public
spotlight about compensation, Sharett now wanted to court such attention.
This would then shift the global focus away the present Arab clamor for
refugee repatriation toward Israeli payment of compensation. Finding a work-
able plan for this was thus crucial in bringing this about. Rafael also stated



that the government wanted to find ways to decrease the amount Israel would
need to pay. His colleague Kramer also noted a second shift in official Israeli
thinking: the Foreign Ministry had given up the demand that compensation
be settled as part of a comprehensive peace deal with the Arabs. Rafael con-
ceded that Israel had pledged to pay compensation, but wondered if it could
shift its position to one of paying for rehabilitation instead of compensation.
Rafael also brought up the question of war damages and damages to Israel’s
economy as a result of Egypt’s closure of the Suez Canal. He claimed that all
of these damages totaled £UK250–280 million. Rafael also mentioned other
ideas for reducing the Israeli payment, like offering to pay for “reparations” in-
stead of “compensation,” or paying compensation via bonds instead of cash.
Finally, he opined that the wealthy, propertied refugees were holding their
poorer refugee countrymen hostage by insisting upon individual compensa-
tion, and that the Arab states were concerned that compensation would leave
the refugees better off than the indigenous population. Weitz cautioned
against linking compensation with Jewish property in Arab countries or even
Israeli property in the West Bank and Gaza. Echoing the concern of some in
the Israeli government, the JNF official felt that doing the former only would
encourage Iraqi immigrants to press the state to pay them for their lost land,
while the latter issue involved war reparations and should not be linked with
the refugees.

Weitz also took issue with one of Horowitz’s ideas: using the shilumim
(German reparations) to help pay. Horowitz, Rafael, and others also discussed
this point. In the end, the committee members agreed that Israel could not ex-
pect the money for compensation to come from the United States but would
need to acquire it itself. Rather, Israel should borrow the money from the
World Bank, using the German reparations as collateral on the loan since the
Israelis were sure to receive this annual payment from the West Germans. As
Horowitz noted, “It [the reparations payments] is excellent security. There is
no better debtor today than Germany.” All the men agreed that the two—
reparations from Germany and compensation to the Palestinians—must be
kept formally separate, however. As Horowitz noted, “We must mention this
to the Government. We will, however, perform it in the form of two separate
transactions. The Bank will lend [the money] to us, and we will put up the
shilumim as collateral.”154

In December 1953, the Horowitz Committee issued its report to the cab-
inet labeled “Top Secret.” One of its first points was that Israel’s traditional
twin arguments (that the refugees fled of their own accord and that the Arab
states were ultimately responsible for their flight because of their attack on
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Israel) did not obviate the problem: the refugees still needed to be resettled.
The report’s authors ruled out repatriation. Israel was already too densely
populated and returning refugees would constitute a fifth column. By con-
trast, the Arab countries constituted a familiar ethnic environment and stood
in need of labor. It would be most beneficial for the refugees to be resettled
there, especially in Syria, Jordan, and Iraq.

Turning to compensation, the Horowitz Committee report stated clearly
that Israel alone could not “take upon itself the burden of individual com-
pensation.” Not only would this amount be greater than a collective compen-
sation, it would not facilitate refugee resettlement. The committee members
felt that a “large portion” of the refugees owned little or no property, so indi-
vidual compensation would not alleviate their plight. Israel’s payment of
compensation should facilitate the resettlement of the refugees in the Arab
countries with a standard of living that approximated what they had experi-
enced in Palestine. But the committee did not rule out individual compensa-
tion to wealthy landowners at the same time. While calling such payments
“acts of grace,” the report made clear that they were based on political calcu-
lations:

It is of course possible to compensate specific people as “acts of grace”
based solely upon political and utilitarian considerations in order to ac-
quire their support for the resettlement program, if they possess signifi-
cant influence over large groups of Arab refugees. All such payments,
however, can only be made as acts of grace, without damaging the prin-
ciple of global payment.155

What basis should be used to determine the amount that Israel would pay?
The report first noted the difficulties in trying to determine assessments be-
cause of currency fluctuation, the high price of land in pre-1948 Palestine
that was the result of Jewish development, and so forth. The report also noted
that the number of refugees had been inflated. The committee members con-
cluded that resettlement in Arab countries would cost between $US300–350
per person. Since there were between 700,000–900,000 refugees, multiplying
the higher figure of $350 by the higher estimate of refugees would be $315
million. Israel would be able to pay only some $100 million of this toward a
resettlement program; the rest would need to come from the UN and the
Arab states. The report noted that UN “wasted” a great deal of money each
year caring for the refugees. “It would be worth its while for the UN to make
a one-time investment of a larger sum of money in order to solve the problem



once and for all.” While not specifically calling for American assistance, the
report noted that the superpowers also had an interest in a stable Middle East.
Barring this, the only alternative would be to accept the UNCCP’s global es-
timate, which was approximately the same amount. Israel, which would gar-
ner considerable international approval, would benefit from this latter
approach.

The report then dropped its bombshell. It stated flatly that “Israel can ac-
quire such a sum [$100 million] in one way only: by using the last installment
of the shilumim. We must assume that use for such a goal is possible.” Since it
was in Germany’s interest to negate continued Arab hostility over its repara-
tions deal with Israel, Germany surely would agree to use the reparations as
collateral for a loan secured in the United States. Horowitz and his colleagues
were aware that this could set off a fire storm of criticism in Israel, and went to
great lengths to qualify what they meant:

It is clear that there should be no official linkage between this invest-
ment in the Arab refugees and the issue of the shilumim. Any such con-
nection would be met with moral, political, and public opposition. The
equation must be a loan to the State of Israel secured by the stable in-
come of the shilumim. In other words, there can be no formal connec-
tion between the shilumim and investment in refugee rehabilitation,
rather only a technical-financial one. But there is no chance of funding
this project in any other way or from any other source.156

The government noted the committee’s report, but undertook no major ini-
tiatives on the refugee property question as a result. The West German gov-
ernment continued to pay reparations to Israel until 1966 but the Israeli
government did not use the payments as collateral on a major loan to pay the
refugees compensation.

Release of Blocked Refugee Bank Accounts

Israel agreed to one major initiative regarding refugee property the year before.
This proved to be the most significant Israeli action on the property question
and the UNCCP’s most tangible success in the matter. As noted above, the
question of refugee bank accounts blocked by Israel had come up early in the
UNCCP’s mediation efforts. Despite a February 15, 1950 agreement between
Israel and Egypt, nothing happened. On May 5, 1952, American representative
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to the UNCCP Ely Palmer met with Eban to discuss the blocked accounts. The
UNCCP felt that between 20,000 and 30,000 refugees possessed such blocked
accounts. Palmer had been empowered by the UNCCP to approach the Israeli
government formally and request that it consider releasing these funds “as a
manifestation of good-will on the part of Israel.” When Eban inquired whether
Palmer was speaking for himself, for the UNCCP, and/or for the U.S. Depart-
ment of State, Palmer replied that the UNCCP had deputized him to make the
request, which also reflected the views of the State Department. He mentioned
that a February 1951 meeting in Istanbul of U.S. ambassadors to Middle East-
ern countries urged that the blocked accounts be released as an expression of Is-
rael’s good will and in order to help alleviate the plight of the Palestinian
refugees. Eban promised to bring it up with the Israeli government.

Eban wrote home to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs’ United States Division
urging cooperation. He frankly admitted that Israel had been amazingly suc-
cessful in stonewalling the Americans up to that point in time, far beyond
what even he had imagined possible. “[I]t is fantastic what we get away with
here without our eve[n] meeting USA requests but there is [a] limit which we
may well have reached.” Eban then proposed that Israel tell the United States
that it was ready in principle to discuss releasing the accounts. As for linkage
with Jewish bank accounts held in Arab countries, he suggested discussions
with the UN. In the case of Iraq, Eban said that Israel should approach the
United States for help. To underscore his plea for cooperation, Eban wrote
Sharett on May 8, 1952 imploring action on Israel’s part. He again stressed
that Israeli cooperation need not come at the expense of Israeli demands: the
Jewish state should continue to demand the quid pro quo release of frozen
Jewish accounts in Iraq. But continued generalized stonewalling, he warned,
would worsen U.S.-Israeli relations. “[W]e have taken our exploitation [of]
their [U.S. Congress] sympathy to [the] saturation point,” he warned.157 Eban
succeeded. In June, he told the United States that the Israeli government had
agreed to revisit the issue of the blocked accounts. He indicated that Israel
would discuss a gradual release “subject to the overall foreign exchange posi-
tion of the country.” A meeting between Israeli and UNCCP representatives
was set for July 21, 1952 at the UN Secretariat building in New York.158

The UNCCP came prepared with a briefing paper containing questions
that its representatives wanted to ask of the Israelis. The first thing that the
UNCCP sought to determine was exactly what Israel meant by “blocked ac-
counts.” What the UNCCP was trying to find out was whether Israel was will-
ing to release merely bank account balances or the contents kept by refugees
in safe deposit boxes and items placed on “safe custody” with the banks as



well. The former were boxes rented by refugees, who then placed in them ar-
ticles they wished to store in the bank for safekeeping: jewelry, gold, other
valuables, and so forth. The banks had no idea what the contents were. “Safe
custody” items were different. They were usually paper securities such as
bearer bonds that were left in the bank’s vault for safekeeping. These were not
anonymous transactions because the bank registered the items and thus had a
record of them. Occasionally, however, banks also accepted sealed envelopes
containing documents and kept them in safe custody as well. Most of the
other questions that the UNCCP delegates wanted to pose to the Israelis at
the meeting dealt with the modalities of the release. They were particularly
anxious to know if Israel would agree to the operation being a bank-to-bank
exchange with the UNCCP only acting in a “supervisory role.”159

At the July 21 meeting, UNCCP staff personnel Feng Yang Chai, John
Reedman, and Alexis Ladas explained to the Israelis how they envisioned the
release taking place. First, Israel would make a public declaration of its intent
to release the accounts and develop a release procedure that would be re-
viewed by the UNCCP. Then the refugee depositors would complete appli-
cations forms seeking the release of funds. Third, banks in the Arab countries
where the refugees lived would “represent the interested banks in Israel to
carry out the complicated task of clearing the applications and submitting
them to their correspondent banks for Israel for clearance and liquidation.”
The UNCCP’s representatives stressed that the UNCCP itself was not com-
petent to execute the actual transfer; it would be a bank-to-bank operation.
The Israelis noted that on their end the procedure would involve the Custo-
dian of Absentee Property first releasing the funds to banks in Israel. Both
sides agreed that complicated claims, such as those involving joint claims or
law suits, should be handled separately and that the entire operation not be
needlessly delayed by these. The Israeli diplomat Gideon Rafael insisted that
the funds of the Palestinian-owned Arab Bank that were being held by Bar-
clays Bank and other banks in Israel represented a special case that must be
dealt with separately from foreign banks.160

After several months of working on the issue, Israel and the UNCCP came
to an agreement on October 9 regarding the procedure of releasing the ac-
counts. On December 4, 1952, Israel publicly announced its intention to
carry out a limited release. It would release a total of £I1 million from the ac-
counts at the rate of £I1 = $US2.80—that is, it would release about 20 percent
of the total amount of blocked funds. Israel also agreed to release funds only
from those accounts belonging to persons who had lived in Palestine up to
November 29, 1947 and who fled prior to September 1, 1948. The accounts
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of expatriate Palestinians who lived abroad prior to November 29, 1947 as
well as accounts belonging to refugees who fled after September 1, 1948
would not be affected by the release. Israel also would only release funds
blocked in two foreign banks: Barclays Bank and the Ottoman Bank. Refugees
with blocked accounts in these two banks could start filling out applications
in quadruplicate requesting the release of funds. They would have until May
31, to do this. Payments would commence in March, and would total £UK50
per month per account only. The payments only applied to accounts owned
by individuals, not companies, partnerships, or other impersonal bodies. The
payment scheme would start on March 1, 1953 and would last for ten months
only, meaning that persons holding blocked accounts of more than £500
would have to wait for the future to receive the balance of their funds inas-
much as the Custodian of Absentee Property had taken all balances over £500
from the banks as a type of loan. Additionally, the £50/month payments would
be subject to having the same 10 percent compulsory loan to the Israeli gov-
ernment deducted from them just like any other bank account in Israel, but
this amount would be refunded to the refugees when the final payment was
made on each account. It was also agreed to begin procedures for future re-
leases of safe deposit boxes and safe custody items.

To facilitate the work, the UNCCP established a Liaison Office in
Jerusalem in mid-August 1953 to maintain contact both with local officials
and with the UNCCP home office in New York. The first Liaison Officer was
John P. Gaillard, who later was succeeded by Alexis Ladas in January 1954.
Ladas would end up serving the commission in the position for several years.
On a side note Ladas felt compelled to inform the UNCCP about a personal
matter that he hoped would not compromise his official position. He told 
the commission in 1955 that he was engaged to be married to Theamaria 
Ackermann Husayni, the widow of Musa Husayni, whom the Jordanian gov-
ernment had tried and executed for alleged complicity in the assassination of
King ‘Abdullah. The commission had no problem with this, however, and
Ladas continued in his position.161

There were 6,246 blocked Arab accounts by 1949, according to the figures
supplied to the UNCCP by the Custodian of Absentee Property’s office. Of
these, 45.1 percent (2,820) were small accounts of less than £50. Thus the to-
tal amount of funds in these small accounts would be paid out during the
scheme. Table 3.7 shows the number and value of blocked accounts at the
time that release was about to begin.

Refugees with accounts in the two banks began applying for their funds in
March 1953. However, the program almost immediately ran into political



troubles that suspended its operations in April and May. Some of the refugees
objected to the wording of the application form, fearing that signing it im-
plied recognition of Israel. Following negotiations that concluded with the
Jordanian government on June 3, a new form was devised and the process re-
sumed in mid-June. The Jordanian government was anxious for the release to
continue because it desired the influx of hard currency into the country. By
May 21, at which time the process was still on hold, 907 applications already
had come in from refugees in Jordan, Egypt, and Iraq. The Israeli Custodian
of Absentee Property had approved 549 of these, rejected four, leaving 358
still in process. The total amount approved for release by the Custodian up to
that date was £148,783.162

The two banks began making their first payments in June and dispersed ap-
proximately £50,000 by the end of the month. The refugees obtained the
money from a branch of their bank in the country where they lived. The Joint
Control Office established by the two banks in Jerusalem began receiving the
first applications from Lebanon on July 3 and from Syria on August 19. Pay-
ments to the former began in August. The Banque de Syrie et du Liban han-
dled the transfers in Lebanon and Syria on behalf of Barclays and Ottoman.
By September 15, 1953, 2,880 applications for release of blocked accounts
were received by the Joint Control Office. Of these, 2,173 were passed on to
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TABLE 3.7 Number and Amount of Blocked Arab Accounts, 1953

Amount of Account (£UK) Number of Accounts

less than 50 2,820
50–99 532
100–149 435
150–199 279
200–249 302
250–499 681
500–999 523
over 1,000 683
TOTAL £3,218,775* 6,246**

*Approximate: excluding £582,931 claimed by Arab Bank, Ltd., against Barclays Bank
** includes corporations, etc., not eligible for participation in release scheme; also
excludes deceased account holders
Source: NARA RG84, United Nations/USUN Central Files—UN Letters/2450,
“Blocked Arab Accounts;” Document: “Interim Memorandum on Results of First In-
stalment [sic] of “Blocked Accounts’ Release Agreement” (September 18, 1953)
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the Custodian; 400 were still being processed; and 300 were rejected by the
two banks. Of those passed on to the Custodian, 1,536 were approved; 44
were rejected; 1 was approved but later withdrawn by the applicant; 6 were re-
turned to the Joint Control Office for further examination; and 626 were still
being processed by the Custodian.

The Custodian had to deal with a number of what were called “hard
cases.” Most of these were applicants for whom the Custodian could not eas-
ily determine their absentee status. Under terms of the release scheme, only
absentees could apply for their bank accounts. But in a region strapped for
hard currency, other people with accounts in the two banks sought to gain ac-
cess to their frozen hard currency accounts as well. Among these were Pales-
tinians who, while considered “refugees” by certain quarters in the UNCCP,
were not technically “absentees” under the Israeli Absentees’ Property Law of
1950. One of the main criteria used to determine this status was whether the
applicant was a resident of Palestine on November 29, 1947. Palestinians who
had taken up residence in surrounding Arab countries before that date and
were subsequently unable to return because of the war were thus ineligible.
The UNCCP, however, considered these persons as “refugees,” as it did those
Palestinians who had been out of the country only temporarily on November
27, 1947 and could not get back, and therefore tried to assist them. Palestini-
ans who were still resident in Israel also were not included as their accounts
were not frozen (they could simply go and withdraw funds from their ac-
counts, although in Israeli currency, not sterling). Other hard cases included
applicants who did not themselves own a blocked account but possessed drafts
(checks) drawn on a blocked account. On the other hand, the Custodian did
agree to release blocked accounts of some Palestinians whom he considered
were not absentees: certain Palestinians from the Old City of Jerusalem who
had not fled from territory now under Israeli control (the Old City was under
Jordanian control) but who had accounts in the western part of the city. Over-
all, the UNCCP believed that both the Custodian and the Joint Control Of-
fice had been liberal in their interpretations in an effort to guarantee the
success of the release.163

UNCCP officials were puzzled by the low number of applicants in several
categories. The first was among persons owning small accounts—precisely the
needy people officials thought would jump at the chance to receive their
blocked funds. Only nine percent of eligible applicants owning accounts of
less than £50 (260 of 2,820 accounts) had applied and had their requests ap-
proved by September 15, 1953. Similarly, only 36 percent of those owning ac-
counts of between £50–499 had applied and been approved, along with 37



percent of those owning large accounts over £500 (who would receive only
the first £500 of their accounts during the release). Also, the number of appli-
cants living in Lebanon and Syria was strikingly low.

Several explanations for the low turnout were advanced. Perhaps negative
publicity in the Arab press and among refugee leaders may have deterred
refugees from applying—especially inasmuch as Israel had announced that it
had deducted the ten percent loan from all blocked accounts. This allowed
Arab commentators to allege that Israel and the banks were conspiring to rob
the refugees. In addition to such negative comments, the overall level of pub-
licity was low and may have contributed to the small response. Some refugees
may also have feared that submitting a form was tantamount to recognizing Is-
rael, especially since the first application form that was used contained lan-
guage that implied this in some refugees’ minds. The fact that the scheme was
halted after Jordanian complaints and a new form used only served to increase
the mistrust. Certainly the announcement that Israel was deducting a per-
centage as part of the mandatory loan discouraged others and contributed to
the feeling that applying somehow was legitimizing Israel’s seizure of their
money. Beyond the loan, some applicants who did apply found that the Cus-
todian had deducted amounts to cover his “expenses”: one £800 account
showed that £200 had been deducted to cover such expenses from 1949–52.
Finally, political reasons also were cited for noncooperation: some refugee
leaders were opposed to a piecemeal, “economic” solution to the refugees’
plight which they feared might somehow negate their political rights. Izzat
Tannous, for example, encouraged refugees not to apply.164

Another major reason for the low number of applications was a series of law-
suits that refugees had brought against Barclays Bank and the Ottoman Bank.
These suits were seeking to force the banks to pay the depositors their account
balances outside of any general release scheme with Israel. Some refugees un-
doubtedly felt that such suits constituted a more politically palatable way to get
hold of their money without having to participate in a process that was con-
nected with Israel, with loan deductions, and so forth. This process had started
two years before the release scheme was announced. In October 1950, the
Arab Bank in Amman sued Barclays Bank in a British court for £P1 million.
The Arab Bank had been the leading Palestinian Arab bank during the man-
date, having a total of some £P6 million in Barclays and the Ottoman Bank in
addition to £P500,000 in Jewish banks like the Anglo-Palestine Bank. The Arab
Bank had deposited funds with Barclays’ Allenby Square branch in western
Jerusalem prior to 1948 and ended up moving to the Old City of Jerusalem
during the initial fighting and then to Jordan in June 1948. After the war the 
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Israeli Custodian of Absentee Property considered the Arab Bank’s accounts
with Barclays to be absentee property because they were owned by an absentee
company. Accordingly, the Custodian requested in January 1951 that Barclays
Bank in West Jerusalem turn over to him the Arab Banks’ accounts. The fol-
lowing month Barclays Bank handed over £582,931. Because the Arab Bank
reportedly had paid refugees the amounts they had left in the blocked accounts
without receiving the actual money from its blocked account with Barclays
Bank in Jerusalem, it sued Barclays in London to obtain the amount.165 The
Arab Bank’s venerable chief executive, Abd al-Hamid Shoman, flew to London
for the court proceedings.166 After eventually hearing the case of Arab Bank,
Ltd. v. Barclays Bank (Dominion, Colonial and Overseas) in the spring of
1954, however, the House of Lords dismissed the claim. Another high-profile
case filed against Barclays Bank in Jordanian-controlled East Jerusalem by a
Mrs. Barakat, however, saw the Jordanian district court in Jerusalem rule in her
favor on June 25, 1953.

The release continued, but remained plagued by difficulties. One such
problem was the long period of time between the times refugees applied for a
release of their bank accounts and when the funds were actually received. By
August 31, 1953, only £100,000 had been paid out. Payments first were made
to refugees in Jordan and Egypt, because they had been the first to send in
completed applications. Releases were made to Iraq and Lebanon starting in
August. While the UNCCP believed that the delays were not out of the ordi-
nary given the complexities of the entire scheme, it still feared that the delays
would discourage other refugees from applying for release of their money.

The UNCCP felt by the fall of 1953 that the first phase of the release
scheme had been a partial success at best. The UNCCP recognized that there
was a general lack of good will among the parties, to no small degree because
while Israel may have sought a degree of appreciation from the Arab world for
its willingness to release the funds, the refugees considered that getting back
their money was their right and not something they should view favorably as
an Israeli compromise. Alexis Ladas noted:

No spectacular reaction can be expected from the Arab States. Expres-
sions of appreciation are not likely to come from refugees who consider
payment of long-blocked balances merely the liquidation of a definite
obligation. This aspect of the problem well might be impressed on Is-
rael representatives who consider their gesture a heavy sacrifice calling
for acknowledgment in the form of a reciprocal gesture. A longer term
view could be suggested.167



The UNCCP then began discussions with Israel for a second phase of the
release program in order to allow more refugees to apply for their blocked ac-
counts and to keep momentum going on Arab-Israeli contacts. The UNCCP
was told in May 1954 that Barclays Bank had agreed to lend the government of
Israel £UK5 million, of which £3 million was to help cover a second phase of
releasing blocked accounts. The loan was approved on September 26, 1954,
and Israel announced the following day that it would agree to a second phase
of the release. Israel stated that in this phase all account holders could apply,
including corporate entities. It also announced that safe deposit boxes and safe
custody items would be included in the second phase of the release. Israel fur-
ther reserved the right once again to refuse to pay but limited the total amount
it could refuse to release to £I290,000 (approximately £UK50,000). Lastly, it
would cancel all further deductions for the compulsory loan. However, Israeli
diplomats informed the UNCCP on August 11, 1954 that this time Israel in-
sisted on negotiating the terms of the release directly with duly elected repre-
sentatives of the refugee account holders. These representatives then would be
required to sign a legal agreement with Israel. One of the two Israelis at the Au-
gust 11 meeting, Gideon Rafael, claimed that Israel had placed this require-
ment purely in order to remove the obstacles to payment that had arisen
during the first phase. In the event that no delegation was willing to step for-
ward and negotiate with them, the Israelis stated, Israel would consider any
further responsibility toward the account holders to be over.

The insistence on direct negotiations with the refugee account holders was
clearly a calculated move designed to bring Israel into face-to-face talks with
Arabs outside of UNCCP-sponsored talks. The Israelis were angry at the
UNCCP for failing to conciliate, in their opinion, and would take whatever
steps they needed to start direct negotiations. This was a direct turn around
from earlier Israeli policy, when the Israelis tried to minimize the UNCCP’s
diplomatic role. Rafael berated UNCCP staff member Alexis Ladas at the Au-
gust 11, 1954 meeting with the UNCCP, saying that the UNCCP had no
right not to conciliate. The UNCCP should remember, Rafael snapped, that
it was a servant of Israel and the Arab states, not vice-versa.168 The UNCCP
saw through the ploy right away. Ladas knew that Israel’s insistence upon
meeting directly with the refugees was not in order to work out any problems
but simply a way to force Arabs into direct talks with Israel. The UNCCP al-
ways had encouraged the entire release scheme to be a simple business trans-
action, bank-to-bank. How could such a new arrangement be any more
advantageous than the previous one? Ladas believed that Israel had pulled a
“fast one” and shared his feelings with UNCCP Principal Secretary Chai:
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What makes the Israeli proposal so unnecessary in any real sense is that
since the money will be made available by Barclays to the banks the
method of payment could be left up to the banks themselves acting
upon applications from their clients. It is very hard to see what the “ben-
eficiaries” [account holders] would contribute to the negotiations other
than the propaganda value of their presence.169

Israel eventually dropped its demand for negotiations with the refugees
and agreed to a second transfer on September 26, 1954, although it delayed a
formal announcement of such until November 16, 1954. The second phase
of the release began with the announcement that applications could be sub-
mitted in January 1955. By May 1, 1955, the Custodian of Absentee Property
had received 1,628 new applications of which 1,053 were approved for
£1,745,298.170 By August 31, 1955, the Custodian had released a total of
£UK2,292,339 to date. Barclays Bank still had £UK442,845 in outstanding
refugee funds eligible for release, while the Ottoman Bank still had
£298,459.171 Table 3.8 shows how much had been released by December 31,
1955. By June 1956, the Custodian had approved 2,025 applications for re-
lease of the equivalent of £2,618,683. By September, 87 percent of the funds
in Barclays Bank and the Ottoman Bank had been released.172

As mentioned, the second phase of the release in 1955 also allowed refugees
to petition for the release of safe deposit boxes and items left on safe custody. In
February 1955, Jordan was the first Arab country to agree to a procedure for
transferring these items. The boxes and other items would be opened in the
banks in Israel in the presence of the following officials: Israeli customs and
censorship personnel; UNCCP Liaison Officer Ladas; a representative from

TABLE 3.8 Blocked Accounts Released by 1955

Country of Refugee’s Residence Amount Released (£UK)

Jordan 1,528,400
Lebanon 602,900
Syria 144,000
Egypt 74,900
Gaza 26,000
Others 162,442
TOTAL 2,538,642

Source: UN Document A/3199, 15th Progress Report of UNCCP (October 4, 1956)



the Joint Control Board; and two representatives from the bank. All items
would be inventoried before being transported across the cease-fire crossing
point at the Mandelbaum Gate in Jerusalem into Jordanian-controlled terri-
tory. Jordan agreed to waive customs duty on such incoming items and agreed
to provide armed police escort for the UN vehicles that physically would carry
the goods from East Jerusalem to Amman. The first convoy crossed over on
April 15, 1955 without incident. Lebanon later agreed to the same procedure,
with the first convoy driving north into south Lebanon from Ra’s Naqqura
(called Rosh ha-Nikra by the Israelis) in August. However, the Lebanese gov-
ernment began charging customs duties as high as 26 percent on the value of
most of the goods.173 Syria later agreed to a procedure, although it never came
to fruition. By September 30, 1955, a number of safe deposit boxes and safe
custody items had been released, as indicated in table 3.9. By April 1, 1957,
108 safe deposit boxes had been released.174

Releasing Palestine bearer bonds owned by refugees represented yet another
challenge. A number of Palestinians had left dossiers containing these bonds on
safe custody in the banks before 1948. Since these represented an obligation of
the British government, Israel ordered all banks to register such bonds with the
government in early 1950 to prepare for negotiations with the British govern-
ment over lingering financial matters between Israel and the United Kingdom.
Israel dispatched David Horowitz to London for the talks, which ended on
March 30, 1950. In the resulting Agreement Between the United Kingdom and
Israel for the Settlement of Financial Matters Outstanding as a Result of the
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TABLE 3.9 Refugee Safe Deposit Box and Safe Custody Items Released by 30
September 1955

Number Originally
Held by Custodian
of Absentee Property Number Released

1. Safe Deposit Boxes
153 10

2. Safe Custody Items
Boxes and parcels 51 10
Open dossiers 658 121
Dossiers of Palestine Bearer Bonds 416 199
Items held abroad 9 2

Source: NAR/RG 84, United Nations, USUN Central Filest—UN Letters/2450,
“Blocked Arab Accounts;” Document: Ladas to Bang-Jensen (November 3, 1955)
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Termination of the Mandate for Palestine, the United Kingdom released to Is-
rael £UK5 million in assets of the former Palestine government that it had
blocked since February 1948. Israel also acquired all British crown property and
mandatory government assets in its territory except for some property in
Jerusalem. The United Kingdom was to have £UK3 million returned over the
next fifteen years.175

Prior to the release of the refugees’ safe deposit boxes and safe custody
items, the banks discussed what to do with these bonds. Those held on safe
custody had been registered. Upon their release, Israel would have to pay the
amounts they represented in sterling to the British government as part of the
1950 financial agreement. Those bonds that had been kept anonymously in
safe deposit boxes, however, would be treated differently. Since the banks had
no knowledge of them and did not register them with the Israeli government,
any refugee who sought to redeem such bonds obtained through the release
would need to approach the British government directly.176 By April 1, 1957,
480 of 520 applications for the release of Palestine Bearer Bonds had been ap-
proved for a total of £UK92,100.177

By 1955, the UNCCP was quite happy about the progress it had made in
returning the blocked refugees’ funds and property after the second release.
Unlike compensation for land, here the commission felt it had realized tangi-
ble and demonstrable progress. It felt that this success had created an air of
optimism that it hoped could be built upon:

There is no doubt that a great number of people have benefited signifi-
cantly from the implementation of the release scheme and the benefi-
cial effects on their state of mind can be easily felt. This is one of the few
times when international action has produced tangible advantages to
individuals and the effect is a somewhat exaggerated expectation that
other more serious problems can be speedily resolved in a similar way.
In particular the return of the [safe deposit box] valuables to their own-
ers, which incidentally were of considerably greater value than was sup-
posed, has led to a feeling of optimism which constitutes quite a solid
achievement for the Commission.178

Applications and releases of blocked accounts continued into 1957 and
1958. By April 1, 1957, the Custodian had approved 2,153 of 2,415 applica-
tions received to that date for a total of £UK2,644,003. This figure rose to some
£2,750,000 by March 31, 1958 and by 1959, a total of £2,781,164 had been re-
leased. There were still some outstanding accounts in Barclays Bank by that
point. Lists of outstanding account owners were provided to UNRWA offices in



Jordan, Lebanon, Syria, Egypt, and Gaza in order to publicize the fact that
these accounts were still outstanding and could be claimed. The UNCCP also
issued press releases. By July 31, 1966, £2,802,110 had been released.179

While the vast majority of the accounts in Barclays Bank and the Ottoman
Bank had been released by 1959, the issue of accounts in other banks in Israel
remained. The UNCCP estimated in early 1956 that these consisted of some
£UK300,000.180 Such banks included the Holland Bank Union in Haifa and
what had been called the Anglo-Palestine Bank. This latter had been the lead-
ing bank for the Jewish community in Palestine prior to 1948. With Israeli 
independence in May 1948, the Anglo-Palestine Bank became the govern-
ment’s banker and changed its name to Bank Le’umi le-Yisra’el in 1951. It
continued to provide this function until the establishment of the Bank of 
Israel in December 1954. Bank Le’umi therefore had no branches in Arab
countries, and could not transfer accounts with the ease that Barclays Bank
and the Ottoman Bank could. The amount of blocked funds in Bank Le’umi
was also considerably less. The UNCCP discussed the question of accounts in
other banks with Israeli authorities on several occasions. The UNCCP noted
that Israel’s November 16, 1954 announcement regarding the second phase
of the first release scheme had referred to accounts in “banks in Israel,” not
just those held by Barclays and the Ottoman banks: “there is no valid reason
why the depositors of other banks should be discriminated against particularly
since no such distinction was made under the first instalment [sic].”181 The
Israelis had, in fact, released some safe deposit boxes from other banks after
1955, which tended to support this argument.

Ladas approached Gideon Rafael and other officials of the Israeli Ministry
of Foreign Affairs about releasing funds from other banks in February 1956.
Relations between the ministry and the UNCCP were still somewhat strained
from 1954 when the Israelis had presented—and then dropped—their de-
mand to negotiate directly with the refugee account owners. The Israelis
wanted to know why the UNCCP was involving itself in a matter that it earlier
had striven to have carried out on a bank-to-bank level without its interven-
tion. Ladas responded that the UNCCP was only trying to facilitate the fur-
ther release of accounts and always reserved the right to express concern over
the refugees’ property. Later he confided to UNCCP Principal Secretary Povl
Bang-Jensen:

[t]hey are still pretty annoyed with us for having refused to fall in with
their scheme to negotiate with the refugees. Personally I don’t think it
matters very much as long as we get results and I don’t see that there is
much point in including these things in the Commission’s report.182
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The Arab-Israeli conflict heated up considerably in 1955 and 1956 to the
detriment of the UNCCP’s attempts to broker a second release scheme for
blocked bank accounts and for the wider goal of compensation for land. This
worsening situation was particularly true of relations between Israel and
Egypt. A Middle Eastern arms race started in 1955, with Israel obtaining
modern weaponry from France and Egypt from the USSR via Czechoslo-
vakia. In October 1956, Israel joined with France and Britain in attacking
Egypt following Jamal ‘Abd al-Nasir’s nationalization of the Suez Canal Com-
pany. The UNCCP wrote to Israel about the remaining blocked accounts on
May 10, 1957, but was told that the Israeli treasury was not providing the for-
eign currency necessary for a release.183 It was therefore not until November
11, 1959 that Israel agreed to a third major release involving accounts in
banks “other than Barclays Bank and the Ottoman Bank.” By that time, how-
ever, the entire question of refugee accounts had faded into relative obscurity.
In fact Israeli officials apparently forgot to follow up on their promise to ar-
range for a third release. On June 8, 1960, officials from the American em-
bassy approached Gershon Avner, Director of the U.S. Division of the Israeli
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, to inquire why no progress on the third release had
been made to date. Avner was completely unaware of where the matter stood.
When told that the UNCCP’s representative in Jerusalem had approached
Foreign Ministry official Michael S. Comay about the issue, Avner expressed
surprise and replied that he was not even aware that the UNCCP had a repre-
sentative in the region. He was also uncertain if the UNCCP’s request ever
was received. The Americans wrote to Washington that it “was the latter’s
[Avner’s] hope, he remarked smilingly, that such a situation would con-
tinue.”184 Indeed, it would not be until May 1962 that Israel announced that
it was prepared to release the accounts blocked in the other banks. By July 31,
1966, £UK52,642 had been released as a result of this third release scheme.

As the number of applications relating to the release schemes trickled
into oblivion by the eve of the June 1967 Arab-Israeli war, the following
statistics reveal the overall progress of the three releases. By 1966, a total of
£UK3,595,160 in blocked bank accounts had been released to refugees.185

By July 1966, about 2,000 unclaimed or unapproved blocked accounts
worth some £UK250,000 remained (most were unclaimed). Of these,
1,440 were in Barclays Bank totaling £UK150,000. Some £UK10,000 re-
mained in the Ottoman Bank. By that same month there were still 30 un-
claimed safe deposit boxes and 205 unclaimed items on safe custody
hold.186 At least one of these boxes later was claimed: Fuad W.F. Boustany
requested the release of a safe deposit box that had been held for decades at
the Barclays Bank branch in Haifa. The box was opened at the bank on De-



cember 13, 1967, in the presence of representatives of the Joint Control
Office, the Custodian of Absentee Property, Israeli customs, the Israeli cen-
sor’s office, and the UNCCP liaison officer. Thus released, the contents of
safe deposit box number 246B left Haifa nearly twenty years after their
owner had fled the city.187

Reorganization of Israeli Land Agencies

Almost as a postscript to its confiscation of refugee land, Israel reorganized the
structure in which landed property was managed in the country. In the years
after the state transferred several million dunums of land to the JNF, the vari-
ety of different agencies responsible for land management in Israel continued
to cause confusion. This confusion came in the context of the overall prob-
lem faced by the Zionist movement after 1948: who was now responsible for
policy in Israel, the World Zionist Organization or the Israeli government, or
both? While the overall relationship between the WZO and the Israeli gov-
ernment was formalized in 1952, it was not until 1960 that a new land regime
was created that brought together under one rubric land under state control
and land belonging to the Jewish National Fund. Following negotiations be-
tween the two sides, the Knesset passed the Israel Lands Law of 5720/1960 on
July 19, 1960, after which the JNF and the state signed an agreement. Shortly
thereafter on July 25 the Knesset enacted the Israel Lands Administration Law
of 5720/1960. These laws along with a state-JNF agreement created a new
public body that would control the land of both the state and the JNF: the 
Israel Lands Administration (Heb.: Minhal Mekarke‘ei Yisra’el). Under this
arrangement, both the state and the JNF played a role in policy making 
and administration of what thereafter were called “Israel Lands” (Heb.:
Mekarke‘ei Yisra’el). Two policymaking councils were created that were
made up of representatives of both the state and the JNF. The first was the Is-
rael Lands Council, in which the state held the majority of the thirteen seats.
The second was the Land Reclamation and Development Council, in which
the JNF held the majority. The agreements also created two administrative
councils: the Israel Lands Administration, with a state majority, and the Land
Development Administration, with a JNF majority. By the 1990s, 93 percent
of all land in Israel was under ILA control, of which 80 percent was state land,
10 percent was Development Authority land (also a type of state land), and 10
percent JNF land.188

This reorganization did not lead to any movement on compensation nor
significantly alter the international equation regarding the refugees’ land. As a
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result of the agreement, the Custodian of Absentee Property’s office moved in
1962 from the Ministry of Finance to within the rubric of the ILA, even
though the 1950 Absentee Property Law—still the controlling legal mecha-
nism governing the Custodian’s activities—stipulated that the Ministry of Fi-
nance alone would be responsible for carrying out the law’s statutes. This
apparently did not present any major problems because by that time the Cus-
todian’s office no longer controlled any land but only managed refugee ac-
counts and some moveable assets.

Secret Israeli Moves to Compensate Individual 
Refugees in the 1960s

Where Israel did expend some energy on the compensation question about
this time was a surreptitious campaign to pay compensation to certain
refugees. Rumors began circulating in the Middle East in the early and mid-
1960s of refugees secretly conducting land transactions with Israeli agents in
third countries. Such reports had been in circulation almost from the begin-
ning of the refugee exodus. The radio station in Jordanian-occupied Ramal-
lah had broadcast a report on May 2, 1949 that refugees were selling land to
Israelis in Cyprus.189 Starting in 1963, rumors of secret deals on Cyprus resur-
faced. This time, there seemed to be more to the stories than mere idle spec-
ulation. The Middle East was set abuzz by an April 1963 issue of Newsweek
magazine reporting that “[Israel] has started reimbursing former Palestinian
Arabs (most of them are now in Jordan) for lands and properties lost during
the 1948–49 Arab-Jewish war. Budget for the plan: $4 million.”190 (189) 
Several Arab UN delegates approached UNCCP Principal Secretary John
Gaillard and asked whether he could confirm the reports. Gaillard asked the
UNCCP’s liaison officer in Jerusalem for information, but came up with
nothing concrete. Gaillard later told American diplomats at the UN in July
1963 that in recent months he had received “indications” that such rumors
were true: that special Israeli officials were negotiating in Cyprus with lawyers
representing refugees, and that Israel was paying compensation to individual
refugees through Bank Le’umi and other Israeli banks.

The U.S. Department of State immediately instructed its embassy in Tel
Aviv to ask Israeli officials about this story. American diplomats then ap-
proached Gideon Rafael and another diplomat from the Israeli Ministry of
Foreign Affairs. These two informed the Americans that the story was partially
true. They claimed that a Palestinian citizen of Israel living abroad mentioned
to an Israeli official that a number of refugees wanted to settle compensation



claims directly with Israel. Was Israel interested? The Israeli government in-
formed the man through an intermediary that it was indeed interested. The
government then established a £I3 million–4 million contingency fund in the
state budget for this. However, the two Israelis insisted to the Americans that
Israel heard nothing more from the Palestinian after that. The Americans kept
digging. The State Department asked the American embassy in Nicosia what
it knew of the story. U.S. diplomats there replied that they had no knowledge
of such dealings, but “discreetly” asked an Israeli embassy official in Nicosia
whether Israel was using Cyprus as the venue for contacts with Arabs on a va-
riety of issues. The Israeli contact denied any talks were underway on Cyprus
or anywhere, and denied that any progress was being made on the refugee
property issue in particular.191

Other information began to surface pointing to the possible veracity of the
reports of secret compensation deals between Israel and refugees on Cyprus.
In August 1963, Israeli Prime Minister Levi Eshkol granted an interview with
the London-based Jewish Chronicle in which he stated that he was ready to
present the Knesset with a request for a special budget for compensating the
refugees. Israel then would use intermediaries to “establish direct contact
with refugees.” He also added the usual Israeli provisos that compensation
only could come through a general solution to the refugee problem and must
take into consideration Jewish property in Arab countries. The Israeli opposi-
tion newspaper Herut reported a dramatic story in November 1963 that Egyp-
tian agents had tried to assassinate a wealthy Palestinian citizen of Israel living
in Cyprus, Sa‘id Hajjaj, in early 1963. According to the report, Hajjaj had sold
land in Israel and then moved to Cyprus and had been told, “presumably by
pertinent Israeli authorities,” to encourage Palestinian refugees to sell their
land to Israel.192 It is unclear to the author whether Hajjaj was the Palestinian
citizen of Israel whose case Israeli officials had discussed with American diplo-
mats (see above). Later that month, the State Department received reports
from Tel Aviv that the “Israelis [are] quietly working on compensation pay-
ment schemes.” The rumors continued to circulate for several years. In
February 1965, the American embassy in Amman reported on rumors of
refugees negotiating the sale of land “in Cyprus and elsewhere.” That July
Mordekhai Gazit of the Israeli mission to the UN told an American UN offi-
cial about a “small, token [compensation] plan which would have to be car-
ried out surreptitiously.” Even if it worked, Gazit said, it could not be part of a
larger plan.193

The Arab states were quick to respond to the rumors by trying to stop such
sales. The Arab League issued a resolution asking member states not to provide
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any information to individual refugees that might facilitate land deals with the
Israelis. This was particularly aimed at Jordan because the Jordanian Depart-
ment of Lands and Survey had been providing refugees with certificates noting
how much land they had owned in pre-1948 Palestine and where. Jordanian
land authorities derived this information from captured mandatory land regis-
ters in their possession since 1948. Some of those who requested the informa-
tion simply may have wanted a record that they had owned land in Palestine,
or sought proof of their origins in order to secure Jordanian passports. Others in
fact may have wanted to use the certificates as a type of deed in order to sell
their land. In either event, the Jordanian government responded to the Arab
League request by stopping the issuance of certificates that showed the amount
of land that refugees had owned, although it continued to provide documents
stating that so-and-so owned land in such-and-such village, but without listing
how much. Overall, hard facts about the rumors of land sales on Cyprus and
elsewhere have yet to surface. It is thus difficult to determine how widespread
this activity was. However, it did not alter the refugee property equation signif-
icantly and has remained largely a curious historical footnote.



C H A P T E R  F O U R

EARLY ARAB AND INTERNATIONAL POLICIES TOWARD

THE PROPERTY QUESTION

The Arab world continued to be outraged at Israel’s confiscation of refugee
property and its subsequent stance on the compensation issue, while also ex-
pressing little faith in the UNCCP. The Arabs scoffed at its 1951 Global Esti-
mate of refugee property losses as being far too low. Like the Israelis, various
Arab individuals and groups had publicly floated a variety of figures for the
value of the abandoned refugee property since 1948, all of which were much
higher than Berncastle’s numbers. The premier Arab expert on land in Pales-
tine undoubtedly was Sami Hadawi. He had impressive credentials to back up
this claim. He was born in Jerusalem in 1904 to a Palestinian mother and an
Iraqi father. Although he never completed school after the age of eleven,
Hadawi learned English and German while attending Christian schools as a
youth in Jerusalem. During the First World War his mother took the family to
Transjordan for safety. After serving as a translator for German troops in Am-
man he later translated for the British commonwealth troops that captured
the city. Back in Palestine after the war, Hadawi began working for the manda-
tory government in 1919, and in 1927 took a position in the Department of
Land Settlement. From 1938 until the end of the mandate, Hadawi assessed
land values for urban and rural taxation. He played a major role in the pro-
duction of the mandatory publication on land tenure, Village Statistics, 1945,
upon which Berncastle had relied when carrying out the Global Estimate.
Hadawi eventually was awarded the M.B.E. (Member of the British Empire
medal) and granted British citizenship.

Besides knowledge about land, Hadawi also possessed documents. As the
fighting escalated in 1948 and both sides prepared for the future, Hadawi’s
friend Yusif Sayigh convinced him to hand over Palestinian land records under
his control to the Arab Higher Committee. When Hadawi received orders from
the British to transfer all documents in his office to the French Building next to
the King David Hotel in western Jerusalem, he packed them off to the Christ
Church Hostel in East Jerusalem instead. The armistice found him a refugee in
Jordanian-controlled East Jerusalem with his documents but with his home 
and the aviary containing his beloved canaries now in Israeli-controlled West
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Jerusalem. From 1949–50, Hadawi’s experience proved beneficial to the Jorda-
nian government, for which he worked as director of tax assessments for the
West Bank. In 1949, Hadawi moved the records he had secured to the police
building in Ramallah, and separated the ones that he would need for the West
Bank from the rest. He sent eleven bags of documents not dealing with the West
Bank to Sayigh, who by then was working in the economic section of UNRWA.
Sayigh later delivered the records to Hadawi’s wife in Beirut. After the Syrian
government came across his name in an article he had published on Palestinian
land, he met with Syrian leader Adib Shishakli and took up the latter’s offer to
head an official body established by the Syrian government to deal with Pales-
tinian refugees. He handed over the eleven bags of records he had been keeping
in Beirut to Shishakli in order that some use might be put to them, and they
were housed with the organization that Hadawi headed. As he later noted rue-
fully, he never saw the majority of the records again after he left his post in
Syria.1

Hadawi also became the leading land expert for the Palestinian refugee
cause thereafter. As a former expert on the scope and value of Palestinian
land, he was in a good position to assist representatives of the refugees in their
communications with UN officials. He provided figures to some of the
refugees who made representations to the UNCCP in Beirut in March 1949.
Berncastle studied some of his other recommendations. In early 1951 Hadawi
had proposed determining the scope of refugee property by issuing a ques-
tionnaire to refugees that could be checked against mandatory land records.
His detailed proposal suggested that it would take five years to carry out
250,000 such interviews with refugees. At the time of the Global Estimate in
1951, Hadawi also urged Berncastle to establish land values based on the av-
erage market value of land in 1947 rather than rely on the British tax assess-
ment data, which Hadawi and other Palestinians said were too low. Having
been a tax assessment office himself during the mandate, Hadawi noted that
tax assessment committees in Palestine had consisted of four persons: two
government employees and two civilians. Only one of these had any training
in the field, and he claimed that the committees rarely actually carried out in-
spections of property. Hadawi maintained that the “official” tax assessments
Berncastle used were inaccurate and almost always low. Hadawi also said that
the assessed net annual value of land had no meaningful connection to the
real capital value of property. As for buildings, he suggested using the 1947 re-
placement cost because the tax assessment figures were based on pre-Second
World War costs. Lastly, Hadawi noted that most of the urban tax assessments
dated from 1939, before rent restrictions came into force in 1940, and were



thus far below what the actual rents that landowners managed to charge ille-
gally.2 Berncastle was generally not persuaded by Hadawi’s arguments, but it
would not be the last time that Sami Hadawi’s expertise proved important
both to the Arabs and to the UNCCP.

Early Arab Estimates of Refugee Property

When the Arab League met in Alexandria in August 1950, press reports indi-
cated that estimates of the value of the refugees’ property up to $US5 billion
were being floated at the conference.3 Some refugee leaders from Jaffa told a
journalist in Beirut that the 122,000 dunums of abandoned orange groves in
Israeli hands were worth $1–2 million and that the value of land and move-
able property in Jaffa alone totaled $120 million.4 On November 30, 1950,
two of Jordan’s representatives to the UN, Ahmad Tuqan and Yusuf Haykal,
told the General Assembly’s Ad Hoc Political Committee that the refugees’
property was worth $3 billion.5 In mid-1951, the Egyptian Ministry of Foreign
Affairs asked Palestinian refugees living in its territory to send a statement of
their abandoned property in Israel to the ministry in order to tally the results.6

Surely one of the most thorough, if questionable, of these early Arab at-
tempts to quantify the Palestinians’ losses came from the Arab Refugee Prop-
erty Owners in Palestine and its indefatigable spokesman, Dr. Izzat Tannous.
No stranger to the Palestinian national cause, Tannous was born in Nablus in
1896, and obtained his M.D. from the Syrian Protestant College (now called
the American University of Beirut). He became involved in politics after re-
turning to Palestine to pursue medicine. Associated with the Arab Party estab-
lished by the “Councilists”—followers of al-Hajj Amin al-Husayni, president
of the Supreme Muslim Council and Mufti of Jerusalem—Tannous became
a major spokesman for Palestinian issues. He headed the Arab Information
Office in London in the late 1930s, the London office of the Arab League
starting in 1945, and the Arab Palestine Office in Beirut in 1949.

Himself an exile who left behind land in Palestine, Tannous also worked
with an organization of refugee landowners called the Arab Refugee Property
Owners in Palestine in Beirut. He took it upon himself to estimate the value
of the refugees’ losses in order to present it to the UNCCP. On May 7, 1951,
the organization dispatched an official letter to the UNCCP suggesting the
compensation figures detailed in figure 4.1.

Berncastle found Tannous’ figures “quite impossibly high.”7 Confiden-
tially, so too did Sami Hadawi. The following year Hadawi approached his
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friend Tannous and told him that the memo on land values was “absurd.”
Tannous reportedly admitted his ignorance on technical land matters, but
told Hadawi that he had done his best given that no one else in the Arab world
seemed to be working on the issue.8

The month before dispatching his own estimates, Tannous sent the
UNCCP statistics on refugee property generated by another Palestinian, Sa‘id
Baydas, who had a long history with land and agriculture in Palestine. During
the mandate, he had been a member of the Committee for Agricultural Eco-
nomics and Marketing, the Citrus Control Board, the Citrus Marketing
Board, and the Union of Arab Villages Society. He also met with the UNCCP
at the Lausanne Conference. Table 4.2 details Baydas’ figures.

Berncastle noted Baydas’ figures in his final report on the Global Estimate
in 1951, and generally was impressed with them—much more so than with
those of Tannous. Berncastle noted, however, that Baydas’ numbers seemed
to include the land of Palestinians who remained in Israel. Nevertheless, the

TABLE 4.1 Value of Refugee Property According to Izzat Tannous and the Arab
Refugee Property Owners in Palestine, 1951

Type Value (£UK)

1. Cities ( Jerusalem, Jaffa, Haifa)
Land 100–500/sq.m.
Buildings 10–25/sq.m./floor plus value of land

2. Towns
Land 3–30/sq.m.
Buildings 10–25/sq.m. plus value of land

3. Villages
Built-up land 250–500/sq.m.
Buildings 3–10/sq.m./floor plus value of land

4. Agricultural land in the plains
Fruit trees 300–500/sq.m.
Other 75–150/sq.m.

5. Agricultural land in the hills
Fruit trees 50–100/sq.m.
Other 25–50/sq.m.

Source: UNSA DAG 13–3, UNCCP. Subgroup: Reference Library. Series: United
Nations/Box 10/ORG; Document: ORG/37, “Letter Addressed to the Conciliation
Commission by the Committee of Arab Refugee Property Owners in Palestine” (May
7, 1951)
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Arab world continued to reject the UNCCP’s figures and would continue to
determine its own estimates in the years to come. So, in fact, would other par-
ties, including the UNCCP itself.

UNRWA Estimates of Refugee Property

It was not only Israel, the Arabs, and the UNCCP that were generating esti-
mates of the Palestinian refugees’ property losses in the early 1950s. Even
within the UN other agencies were interested in this question. By 1950, the
UNCCP found itself embroiled in a bitter rivalry with UNRWA over respon-
sibility for the refugees. The existence of a second body dealing with refugee
matters had set the stage for a collision between UNRWA and the UNCCP
over who had jurisdiction over the refugees’ future. UNRWA took care of the
refugees’ basic needs in exile, such as food rations and education for children.
The UNCCP was working on matters of compensation and resettlement.
However, since these impinged directly upon UNRWA’s work and future, a 
rivalry quickly developed between the two agencies. UNRWA wanted sole au-
thority to discuss matters of permanent refugee resettlement, leaving repa-
triation and compensation to the UNCCP. When the director of 
UNRWA, American diplomat John B. Blandford, met with Sharett in Paris on

TABLE 4.2 Scope and Value of Refugee Land According to Sa‘id Baydas, 1951

Type
Scope

(Dunums)
Annual Production

(£UK)

Citrus trees 130,000 5,845,000
Olive trees 240,000 1,800,000
Fruit trees 150,000 750,000
Cereal land in the plains 4,500,000 13,500,000
Cereal land in the hills 2,100,000 4,200,000
Uncultivable 2,180,000 —
Buildings, warehouses
in towns and villages 6,000,000 [annual rent]
TOTAL 9,300,000 32,095,000

Source: UNSA DAG 13–3, UNCCP. Subgroup: Reference Library. Series: United
Nations/Box 10/ORG; Document: ORG.38, “Statement by Said M. Beidas” (May 7,
1951)
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December 3, 1951, he told the Israeli outright that UNRWA cannot handle
compensation and that money for compensation and money for resettlement
should be separate. Blandford said this even though his own government
viewed compensation as the very means for resettlement. UNCCP Principal
Secretary Pablo de Azcárate complained of the rivalries among the various
UN agencies especially between the UNCCP and UNRWA. “But the fact is
that no collaboration of any sort ever existed between the Conciliation Com-
mission and UNRWA, much less cordial collaboration.”9 The rivalry
stemmed in part because some felt that the UNCCP considered itself higher
up on the chain of UN command than UNRWA. “In the exchange between
personnel of the two organs, which became heated at times, Frenchman ar-
gued against Frenchman, and the US representative in one organ against his
counterpart on the other organ.”10

The two agencies did work together at times, however, particularly on 
the matter of quantifying the extent of the refugees’ property losses. In 1950,
UNRWA’s advisory commission asked the UNCCP if it had any data on aban-
doned refugee property.11 At that point the UNCCP did not have very specific
information. Therefore, UNRWA decided to conduct its own brief survey of
refugee landholdings that year by distributing registration cards to heads of
refugee households in Jordan. Subsequently, on March 6, 1951, the UNCCP
proposed such an operation to UNRWA, but it seems clear that UNRWA was
already in the process of doing this because it reported the results of the survey
within a few short weeks. Some Arab quarters also had privately called for
such forms. A few days after the UNCCP proposal to UNRWA, de Azcárate
had a meeting in Jerusalem on March 19, 1951 with Anton ‘Atallah, a former
supreme court judge in the mandatory government. ‘Atallah had recom-
mended that the UNCCP consider distributing a “conditional form” for com-
pensation for those Palestinians who were refugees from the UN-envisioned
“Arab state.”12

UNRWA distributed questionnaires to 84,000 heads of refugee families in
Jordan (including the West Bank), apparently in 1950. This represented some
340,000 persons. The UNCCP then tallied the results for 8,400 question-
naires that were randomly selected and extrapolated cumulative results from
this statistical sample. The results were instructive. Some 66 percent of
refugee families in Jordan (55,400) claimed they had abandoned 3,508,540
dunums of land. Fifty-nine percent (49,500 families) claimed they lost a total
of 47,500 homes with 158,00 rooms (see table 4.3).

The UNRWA sampling survey is also instructive for the figures it pro-
duced on how many of the refugees had abandoned small, medium, and



TABLE 4.3 Refugee Property Losses According to UNRWA Sampling of
Refugees in Jordan (including the West Bank), 1950

Type Number
% of Families
With Losses

Number of Families
With Losses

1. Structures
Houses 47,500 34 49,500
Independent structures 331 N/A N/A
Shops 4,150 N/A N/A

Type Amount
(Dunums)

% of Families
With Losses

No. of Families
With Losses

Amount/Family
With Losses (Dunums)

2. Land
Cultivated 2,000,000 N/A N/A 36.2
Citrus 138,000 N/A N/A 2.7
Other Trees 315,000 N/A N/A 5.1
Built-up 5,540 N/A N/A 0.1
Other 1,050,000 N/A N/A 18.9
TOTAL 3,508,540 66.0 55,400 63.0

Source: UNSA DAG 13–3, UNCCP; Subgroup: Office of the Principal Secretary.
Series: Records Relating to Compensation/Box 18/1949–51/Working Papers; Docu-
ment: W/60, “Sampling Survey of Abandoned Property Claimed by Arab Refugees”
(April 12, 1951)

TABLE 4.4 Size of Refugee Landholdings According to UNRWA Sampling of
Refugees in Jordan (including the West Bank), 1950

Size of Abandoned Holdings (Dunums) Number of Families with Losses

Less than 63 42,600
63–200 8,400
200–2,000 4,290
More than 2,000 110
TOTAL 55,400

Source: UNSA DAG 13–3, UNCCP; Subgroup: Office of the Principal Secretary.
Series: Records Relating to Compensation/Box 18/1949–51/Working Papers; Docu-
ment: W/60, “Sampling Survey of Abandoned Property Claimed by Arab Refugees”
(April 12, 1951)
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large landholdings. The vast majority of the refugee families surveyed had
abandoned small holdings of 63 dunums or less (see table 4.4.).

Arab and International Efforts on Behalf of Refugee Property

The United States continued to look into the question of compensation in the
early 1950s in part because it believed that “a reasonable solution of the com-
pensation question could play an important part in stabilizing the area” and
because the UNCCP had been unable to prompt Israel toward taking any
concrete steps.13 American efforts began in early 1953. Berncastle had failed
to make any progress in his compensation talks with the Israelis the previous
summer and fall. In addition, the transfer of refugee land from the Israeli Cus-
todian of Absentee Property to the Development Authority in February 1953
had outraged the Arabs who lodged an official complaint with the UN the fol-
lowing month. With such renewed focus on refugee property and compensa-
tion, the United States devoted considerable thought to these questions and
tried to create movement on the issue.

The Americans first approached the Israeli government on several occa-
sions in early 1953 inquiring about refugee property. The Ministry of Foreign
Affairs provided American diplomats with the figures (shown in table 4.5) for
abandoned land—a vastly lower number that Berncastle’s 1951 Global Esti-
mate.

The American embassy in Tel Aviv also tried to meet with the Custodian of
Absentee Property, Moshe Levin, to obtain information. When U.S. diplo-
mats finally succeeded in meeting Levin, he provided them with opinions but
no documents. Levin reaffirmed Israel’s refusal to entertain individual
refugee claims, noting that since the passage of Israel’s Absentees’ Property
Law, “no individual absentee has a claim against the State of Israel.” In a nod
toward the UNCCP’s attempts to determine individual ownership, he stated
that this would be hard to do which is why a final figure for compensation
should be a negotiated one.14

In its study of compensation, the U.S. government also was concerned that
most of the payments would go to a few rich landowners and leave the bulk of
the poor refugees without funds with which to resettle in the Arab world. In a
May 1953 document entitled “Palestine Refugees: Alternative Methods of
Compensation of the Arab Refugees,” State Department officials estimated
that “fewer than one-fifth” of the refugees would receive “substantial benefits”
from a compensation regime.15



That same document outlined five alternatives for compensation, and
these sum up American thinking on the subject as it had crystallized by 1953.
The first alternative would be direct compensation by Israel. However, this
was dismissed as too expensive and the Americans felt Israel could not pay
this. The lowest estimate of what was due was $300 million. A second alterna-
tive would be for the UN to pay. However, it would be difficult for the UN to
raise that much money, and the Arabs would complain that such an arrange-
ment was letting Israel off the hook. Thirdly, UNRWA could resettle the
refugees with the money, although propertied refugees would still have
claims. A fourth alternative would be to have Israel pay compensation
through a grant or a loan. It was felt that it would be difficult for the Israelis to
find the money, and that the Arabs likely would object that this entailed “no
sacrifice” from Israel.

Lastly, the State Department laid out what it considered the best idea. This
was a variation of Berncastle’s 1952 plan for an international financial corpo-
ration. Under the American scenario, an international corporation for com-
pensation and resettlement would be formed. Israel would pledge to pay the
corporation in annual installments. The United States and other parties
would also extend interest-free loans to the corporation. Property-owning
refugees then would have two options. The first would be to receive credit
from the corporation to buy land that the corporation had reclaimed in the
Arab world, along with houses built by it. Alternatively, the refugees could re-
ceive cash which would be invested in a business that would make them self-
sufficient. Those refugees who did not own property in pre-1948 Palestine
would be extended similar credits, but would need to pay them back to the
corporation. The State Department conceded that it was difficult to say
whether the corporation would end up receiving all the money owed to it by
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TABLE 4.5 Scope of Abandoned Palestinian Land According to the Israeli Ministry
of Foreign Affairs, 1953

Type Amount (Dunums)

Cultivable 2,600,000
Non-cultivable 900,000
Underdeveloped urban land 100,000
GRAND TOTAL 3,600,000

Source: NARA RG 59, 884A.16/5–453, Tel Aviv to Department of State (4 May 1953)
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Israel and the landless refugees, and thus whether or not it could pay back the
interest-free loans from the United States and other interested parties. The
diplomats submitted that such losses to the United States would nonetheless
be acceptable because the overall solution would lead to a solution of the
refugee problem.16

The U.S. embassy in Tel Aviv directed a number of memoranda and opin-
ions to Washington in the spring and summer of 1953 concerning this sub-
ject. American diplomats reiterated how important the issue was, even though
the “present moment is not opportune for raising the compensation problem
with the Israel Government.”17 The embassy also agreed with the Israelis that
“serious problems” exist in determining individual compensation. Part of this
problem was that the Israelis had so radically transformed the refugee
land:“[the] tide of events has swept beyond the point of restitution of aban-
doned Arab property and possibly beyond the point where an Israeli account-
ing of its administration of this property would serve a useful purpose.”18 The
embassy also noted that the U.S. government intended to follow up on one of
its suggestions. This was to reduce American aid to Israel and hand over the
amount saved as an American contribution to compensation if this could be
part of a settlement that would “contribute significantly” to a lessening of
Arab-Israeli tension.19 Once again, nothing came of the Americans’ ideas.

It was not only the Americans who exhibited interest in the refugees’ prop-
erty and compensation during 1953. On March 23, 1953, one month after the
Israeli Custodian of Absentee Property agreed to the first sale of refugee land
to the Development Authority, the delegations of most of the Arab states to
the UN—Egypt, Iraq, Lebanon, Saudi Arabia, and Yemen—raised their first
official complaint about this by writing to the Secretary General of the UN.
They claimed that Israel was financing Jewish immigration and settlement
with the sale of refugee land. In addition, the Ministers of Foreign Affairs of
Jordan and Lebanon sent separate letters. The Arabs repeated their charge on
July 10 of the same year after receiving no response. The UNCCP agreed to
investigate the matter, and made inquiries of the Israeli government that trig-
gered a series of back-and-forth letters. On July 7, 1953, Eban sent a letter to
the UNCCP noting that his government already had stated its policy on com-
pensation for the refugee property and was prepared to discuss it. Nonethe-
less, Eban essentially confirmed what the Arabs had charged—i.e., that Israel
was selling land—by noting, “The [Israeli] Government’s declared policy on
this question is not affected by any internal arrangements which might be
made for dealing with the property according to the laws of Israel.” The
UNCCP wrote back on July 29 stating that its concern was the “manner in



which Arab property [is] being dealt with in Israel, and not on the questions of
compensation.” It asked point blank if the Israeli government had authorized
the disposal of refugee land, and if so, how this was done and was it com-
pleted. The UNCCP also asked if the consideration received for the land was
being held in the name of the previous Palestinian owner for compensation
should s/he choose not to return. As for those choosing repatriation, what
measures had been taken to ensure restitution of their property?

After several months of nagging by the UNCCP for a response, Eban re-
sponded on October 9, 1953. He noted that the Custodian of Absentee Prop-
erty indeed had sold abandoned land to the Development Authority
according to the Absentees’ Property Law. He stated that the funds realized
were kept for the refugees’ benefit according to the law. Eban went on to note
that if any refugees are authorized to reenter Israel, then the government
would ensure their reintegration. Lastly, he stated that Israel was starting
preparatory work on a compensation proposal. The study would end soon and
then the Israeli government would be in a position to present concrete ideas
about compensating the refugees.20

The 1953 sale of refugee property prompted the Arabs to demand that the
UN create a property custodian to safeguard the refugees’ property interests in
Israel. This concept would end up becoming a staple Arab demand over the
coming decades. The genesis of the idea extended back to 1949 and a private
recommendation by Gordon Clapp. In 1950 the Palestinian land expert Sami
Hadawi also proposed such an idea. On November 8 of that year, Hadawi sent
a written suggestion to the UNCCP that a “trustee” be appointed to take over
the refugees’ land from the Israeli Custodian of Absentee Property. The
UNCCP’s Refugee Office later proposed just such an idea in its final report.
It noted that the UN should establish an “authority” to which the Custodian
of Absentee Property must provide access to his accounts and to which the
Custodian would need to secure permission prior to transferring any refugee
land. The Refugee Office felt that idea was “eminently reasonable, and it is
difficult to see what valid grounds the Government of Israel could have for re-
fusal.”21

Thus the concept of some type of property custodian was not a new one
when Izzat Tannous proposed it publicly during a speech to the Ad Hoc Po-
litical Committee of the General Assembly on November 25, 1954. However,
Tannous introduced a new concept that would come to be another key Arab
demand for decades to come: this neutral custodian, he maintained, should
work to secure the income being made from the refugees’ property until the
final status of the land were resolved. Tannous carried out a study of the sale
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of refugee property through the aegis of the Palestine Arab Refugee Office, an
information office he established in New York in 1954. He later complained
to the UNCCP in a memorandum of November 3, 1955 that the UNCCP
had done nothing to protect refugee land or even investigate the sale of aban-
doned property, as he had done, since the Arab states’ original complaint of
March 23, 1953. His letter of complaint received wide comment in the Arab
press. During discussions held by the UN General Assembly’s Ad Hoc Politi-
cal Committee from November 14–30, 1955, the Arab states reintroduced the
idea of a property custodian to whom Israel should hand over any income
generated from refugee land. They deftly asserted that such funds could go to
supplement the UNRWA budget and assist in its relief work among the
refugees. The argument was a shrewd one: Why should the UN continue to
solicit contributions from the global community when the refugees had prop-
erty sequestered in Israel with which they could support themselves? In fact,
the UNRWA Advisory Commission had discussed just such an idea, and said
it would refer the matter to the UNCCP.22 The introduction of the property
custodian proposal also represented a significant conceptual shift in some
Arab parties’ thinking about the property question, a shift away from demand-
ing compensation and, however implicitly, toward the notion of restitution.
Acceptance of Israeli compensation for their abandoned land implied the
Arabs’ acceptance of an Israeli fait accompli—the transfer of legal title to the
land from the refugees to Israeli authorities. Acceptance of compensation
therefore involved the cessation of further claims. Calling for the creation of a
property custodian, however, implied that the Arabs considered that title to
the abandoned land remained vested with the refugees themselves, not Israel,
despite the passage of the years since 1948. Under such a proposal Israel
would therefore be required to forward the income it was generating from the
refugees’ land to the custodian, rather like a tenant would pay a landowner’s
agent. Such an arrangement would allow the refugees in exile to benefit fi-
nancially from their land without conceding their ultimate rights to title,
rights that they hoped they could once again claim in the future. The Arabs
were thus laying the basis in the mid-1950s for what would come to be a
bedrock principle for some Palestinians by the time the Palestinian-Israeli
peace process started in the 1990s: property restitution, not property compen-
sation. Despite the Arabs’ efforts, no resolution was forthcoming. The issue
would resurface, however.

Two Arab organizations also released new studies of the value of the
refugee losses at this time. In 1955, the Arab Higher Committee published its
estimate: P£1,626,100,000. This is detailed in table 4.6. The following year,
the Arab League issued its own report containing statistics on the refugees’



losses that were determined by unnamed “neutral experts.” They are listed in
table 4.7.

One of the most wide-ranging plans for compensation at this time emerged
from the United States and the United Kingdom in 1955. These two powers
were in the process of reevaluating their overall foreign policies toward the
Middle East. The end of the Korean War in 1953 offered the United States in
particular some breathing room to begin dealing with the full implications of
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TABLE 4.6 Value of Refugee Property According to the Arab Higher Committee,
1955

Type Value (P£)

Citrus 100,000
Banana 1,000,000
Orchards 275,000,000
Cultivable and Pasture Land 250,000,000
Urban and Rural Built-up 1,100,000,000
TOTAL 1,626,100,000

Source: Arab Higher Committee, “al-Laji’un al-Filastiniyyun: Dahaya al-Isti‘mar wa’l-
Sahyuniyya” [The Palestinian Refugees: Victims of Imperialism and Zionism] (Cairo:
1955), pp. 81–93, and Arab Higher Committee, “Statement” (Beirut: 1961), pp. 19–
24, both in Yusif Sayigh, al-Iqtisad al-Isra’ili [The Israeli Economy] (Cairo: League
of Arab States, Institute for Higher Arab Studies, 1966), pp. 112–113

TABLE 4.7 Value of Refugee Property According to the Arab League, 1956

Item Value (£UK)

Citrus plantations, including buildings, machinery, etc. 100,000,000
Banana plantations 1,000,000
Olive groves, fruit plantations, other trees 275,000,000
Cereal lands, good quality 30,000,000
Cereal lands, medium quality; grazing lands 220,000,000
Urban lands, buildings; factories, machinery; livestock 1,100,000,000
Moveables of all types 200,000,000
Blocked securities and deposits in banks 6,000,000
Blocked insurance companies’ funds 1,000,000
TOTAL 1,933,000,000

Source: J. Khoury, Arab Property and Blocked Accounts in Occupied Palestine (Cairo:
League of Arab States, General Secretary, Palestine Section), 1956), p. 20
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its growing role as a Cold War-era superpower in the Middle East. The CIA
had played a role both in the downfall of the Egyptian monarchy in 1952 and
the stabilizing of the Iranian monarchy the following year. The United States
invited Turkey and Greece to join NATO and began extending military aid to
Iraq. The growing neutralism of the regime of Jamal ‘Abd al-Nasir in Egypt
also concerned the Americans, for he steadfastly refused to thrust Egypt into
the West’s anti-Soviet security plans. For the United Kingdom, Nasir conjured
up a different ghost: the end of empire in Egypt and the Middle East. Not
only had he negotiated an agreement for the final withdrawal of British troops
from the area around the Suez Canal but also he had become a champion of
anti-imperialist republicanism that threatened the United Kingdom’s monar-
chical Iraqi and Jordanian allies. All of these developments were taking place
in a region awash in much-needed oil reserves.

With these concerns in mind, the Americans and the British started in 1954
to work earnestly on a new approach for healing the rift between Arabs and Is-
raelis in order to deflate the continuing destabilizing effect of the Arab-Israeli
conflict on the region. In November 1954, the United States and the United
Kingdom devised a confidential plan code-named “Project Alpha.” While the
plan had wider goals, it also contained a scheme for dealing with the Pales-
tinian refugees. The Israelis were sending signals at that time that they were
giving “fresh consideration” to the idea of compensation, including in a
November 26, 1954 statement. At the time, this statement was viewed by some
as a “hint” that Israel was seeking a foreign loan to help it pay compensation.23

Israel in fact had been conducting secret talks with refugee leaders about com-
pensation. On June 30, 1954, Moshe Sharett met Aziz Shehadeh and another
official of the Palestine Arab Refugee Congress.24 Once their idea was formu-
lated, the United States and United Kingdom secretly sent the Project Alpha
plan to the governments of Israel, Egypt, Syria, and Jordan in 1955. Among
other points, Project Alpha called for Israel to repatriate between 75,000 and
100,000 refugees and pay £100 million—Berncastle’s global figure—in com-
pensation for property. Israel would renounce its counter claims, while the
Palestinian refugees would give up demands for communally owned land and
moveable goods. Funds for compensation would come from a variety of
sources. Israel and Jews around the world would raise 30 percent of the £100
million. Banks and Western governments, mostly the United States and United
Kingdom, would lend the remainder to Israel. Compensation payments would
be made to individual refugees through the UN.

In July 1955, Assistant Undersecretary Charles A.E. Shuckburgh of the
British Foreign Office told American officials that his government was ready



to provide £10–15 million to Israel for its compensation fund. The United
States publicly committed itself to the idea as well. On August 26, 1955, U.S.
Secretary of State John Foster Dulles delivered a speech to the Council on
Foreign Relations in New York in which he stated that “compensation is due
from Israel to the refugees.” He went on to outline the Alpha Project’s idea
about an international loan and noted that President Dwight D. Eisenhower
would recommend a “substantial participation” by the United States in such
a loan.25 Israel responded positively to Dulles’ speech at the Special Political
Committee of the UN General Assembly in November 1955. But it contin-
ued to link compensation with other issues, in this case such matters as the
Arab boycott. Meanwhile, the years 1955 and 1956 witnessed tremendous tur-
moil in the Middle East and the worsening of Western relations with the Arab
world. Project Alpha fell victim to these events, and yet another plan for com-
pensation failed to reach fruition. 

The sweeping Anglo-American plans came when the UNCCP was giving
thought to a new idea about compensation: “phased compensation,” whose or-
igins stemmed from Berncastle’s earlier failure to make progress with the Is-
raelis on his September 10, 1952 plan for compensation. The UNCCP
thereafter had asked the Israelis on several occasions about their own ideas
about compensation. On October 9, 1953, Eban told the UNCCP that Israel
was studying the matter—a reference to the Horowitz Committee—and that it
would hear from Israel soon. On August 1, 1954, Israel told Alexis Ladas that it
would reveal its findings on compensation as soon as they were ready, although
the secret Horowitz Committee report in fact had been completed eight
months earlier. The mood of the UNCCP grew dispirited. Just three days be-
fore Eban’s discussions with it, the UNCCP wrote a remarkable progress report
that reflected its frustration and its conviction that compensation was urgently
needed in frank terms. Among other things, the report stated:

Ever since 1949, the Government of Israel has formally accepted the
obligation to pay compensation for lands abandoned in Israel by the
Arab refugees. The fact that compensation has not been paid constitutes
one of the most serious obstacles, whether real or artificial, to every ef-
fort made to bring about an improvement of Arab Israel relations and
even positively contributes to the deterioration of those relations . . . . the
Commission is the only body competent to attempt a settlement of the
compensation issue and as long as it does not it acts, by the mere fact of
its existence, as an obstacle to the efforts which other interested parties
might make in this direction . . . . In conclusion it must be said again that
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though compensation by itself cannot bring about a solution of the
refugee problem, progress in this field would facilitate the settlement of
other aspects of the question whereas the lack of progress on the com-
pensation question obstructs their solution. It also follows that the com-
pensation question can probably not be settled without reference to
other related problems, such as resettlement and the return of a certain
number of refugees to Israel. The refugee problem is still perhaps the
greatest irritant in the relations between Israel and the Arab States. Its
solution lies, no doubt, in increasing the wealth and absorptive capacity
of the whole area, but it also requires the preservation of certain basic
political and property rights of the refugees, for otherwise every effort
will simply be interpreted by the Arabs as an attempt to bribe them into
silence.26

By early 1955, the UNCCP was busy with its Technical Program to iden-
tify individual refugee property losses (see chapter 5) and was not in a position
to press for immediate compensation. It also feared that if detailed discussions
about compensation failed, its work in identifying refugee property might
seem pointless thereafter. Thus, while deciding to focus on its technical work,
it nonetheless drew up a document entitled “The Compensation Question”
on March 8, 1955.27 This UNCCP document noted that “no compensation
can be paid until the current [identification] work has been completed.” Thus
“it was best to put off the day of decision while preserving the impression that
all necessary preparations were being made for the eventual payment of com-
pensation.”

Certainly the length of the project would justify such a delay. But the doc-
ument did discuss certain wider issues about compensation that indicate the
UNCCP’s thinking on compensation by 1955. First, it reiterated its stance
that compensation should be paid to individuals, not governments. Second,
compensation payments must be made to the refugees by the UNCCP or
some other international body and not paid to them directly by Israel. Third,
compensation must be paid for the value of refugee land as it was at the time
it was abandoned. Fourth, refugees were free to accept or reject compensa-
tion, but if they accepted they must relinquish their right to be repatriated—
the fear that had prevented many refugees from showing interest in a
compensation plan. The document went on to suggest a theoretical compen-
sation plan. Israel might be asked to pay part—one half, for instance—of
Berncastle’s £100 million compensation figure. The other £50 million would
be covered by UNRWA and other bodies or governments. The individual



identification project then underway would lead to a individual valuation 
project. If the sum total of each refugee’s property exceeded the £100 million
figure, then Israel would agree to pay up to an additional £50 million of this
balance. Anything over that amount would by paid by others. Thus, Israel’s to-
tal liability would lie somewhere between £50 and 100 million. Payments
would be made to individual refugees upon application, but not all at once.
They would be spread out over time or paid by subdistrict of origin in Pales-
tine.

This last point—a phased compensation plan—intrigued the UNCCP and
others in the UN by early 1955 as a possible way to start movement on com-
pensation. The UNCCP’s land identification project had started and was
nearly completed for abandoned villages in the mandatory subdistrict of
Gaza. The idea surfaced that compensation could begin right away if it began
with the refugees in Gaza, given that the UNCCP now possessed detailed in-
formation on Arab property in that area. The idea was of interest to other UN
agencies as well. On April 20, 1955, a three-man meeting was held in Beirut
among UNCCP Liaison Officer Alexis Ladas; Henry R. Labouisse, the Amer-
ican commissioner of UNRWA; and Maj.-Gen. E.L.M. Burns, the Canadian
chief-of-staff of the UNTSO.

After Ladas explained the UNCCP’s thinking, Burns indicated he was
strongly in favor of the idea. He felt that the technical work necessary for it was
nearly complete and that it stood a better chance of success than other
schemes because of its limited, piecemeal approach. Burns also stated that it
would benefit the neediest of all refugees, namely, those in Gaza whom he, as
head of the UN organization patrolling the front lines between Israel and
Egypt, saw on a regular basis. Labouisse was more cautious. The American was
worried that if this limited scheme failed, it could damage the only issue (com-
pensation) on which the Arabs and Israelis could agree to meet about. He
wanted to keep alive the idea of a partial repatriation, as the refugees were en-
titled to. He also wanted to maintain the connection between compensation
and resettlement. Labouisse suggested that compensated refugees could leave
Gaza for resettlement in Syria, Iraq, or in Sinai, where UNRWA was contem-
plating such a scheme. The UNRWA commissioner also was concerned that
the UNCCP should publicize the fact that its identification project was work-
ing only on compensating refugees for abandoned land. He later urged the
UNCCP to avoid generating expectations among the majority of refugees,
who owned no land, if word of the phased compensation plan leaked out.

Labouisse still believed that the UN should undertake a wholesale resettle-
ment of propertied and property-less refugees as a form of “restitution.” He
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thought a good way to begin this would be to pay compensation to the vocal,
property-owning refugees who were opposed to resettlement because they
were holding out for compensation. General Burns agreed with Labouisse
that such a phased compensation would provide little more than a psycholog-
ical boost to refugees unless it were linked to some form of resettlement. They
also agreed that the first step should be to prompt Israel to issue a clear state-
ment on the amount and modalities of its compensation plan now that the
Horowitz Committee had met. This would help the UN agencies to deter-
mine whether Israel really was willing to pay and whether most refugees
would receive anything. The two men also told Ladas that the UNCCP
needed to speed up its program of identifying refugee land and should adopt
a new global figure for the value of the land, one based on actual land prices
in 1948 as opposed to the method of capitalizing tax values that Berncastle
had used in his 1951 global estimate. In fact, Labouisse felt that speeding up
the identification program was so important that, if the UNCCP could not
find enough funds to do this, then UNRWA would try to find them itself.

For his part, Ladas suggested several days after the meeting that the phased
“Gaza first” compensation scheme would work only if the compensated
refugees could leave Gaza and use their compensation payments to begin
new lives in a more hospitable environment. Since getting other Arab coun-
tries to agree to resettle Gazan refugees might be difficult, Ladas wondered if
such a phased approach might be started more profitably among refugees al-
ready in Syria. Most of these came from the subdistricts of Tiberias and Safad.
As with the Gaza idea, the UNCCP’s land identification program could exert
its initial efforts toward these two subdistricts. Compensated refugees then
could leave the camps in Syria and move to the country’s Jazira region.28

The UNCCP decided to talk with Israel once again about compensation
in light of these ideas. On February 2, 1956, the UNCCP instructed Ladas to
approach the Israelis. He was to remind them that the UNCCP had inquired
about compensation in 1953 and was told to wait until Israel completed study-
ing the issue at which time it would announce its views. Now that the
UNCCP was accelerating its identification program, it was particularly anx-
ious to hear about Israel’s thoughts on the matter. Significantly, Ladas also was
instructed to ask not just about compensation but also about restitution and to
mention that the Arab states had asked about whether the refugees at least
could gain access to the rent that the Custodian of Absentee Property was re-
alizing from their property. Was Israel studying either of these two ideas?29

After sending the letter on February 14, Ladas received the Israeli response
on March 11. Although Israel had several years earlier given up on linking



compensation with peace treaties, the letter indicated that it was still insisting
on connecting compensation with “the general context of Arab-Israeli rela-
tions.” At that moment in time, the letter went on, Israel saw no purpose in its
coming forward with a compensation plan if the overall conditions in the
Middle East were not conducive. But if the Arab states reversed their stepped-
up economic blockade of Israel and assumed an attitude toward Israel more
“in conformity with the Charter of the United Nations,” Israel would let its de-
tailed plan for compensation be known. The letter made no reference to the
potentially explosive concepts of restitution and a property custodian. The
UNCCP found this response “unfortunately negative and inconsistent with
Israel’s previous statements concerning compensation.”30 UNCCP Chair
Pierre Ordonneau later wrote back to the Israelis on September 28, 1956. He
noted:

It appears from this letter [March 11, 1956] that the Government of Is-
rael has now altered its previous position with regard to the question of
compensation for Arab refugee property holdings in Israel, as set forth
in Amb. Eban’s letter to the Commission of 9 October 1953.31

Ordonneau also noted that Israel’s letter did not address some of the ques-
tions the UNCCP had raised, for example, about how Israel was administer-
ing the refugee property. The UNCCP also had asked about information on
the land. He reminded the Israelis that the UNCCP was responsible for more
than just compensation. The UN General Assembly Resolutions of Decem-
ber 11 and 14, 1950 gave the UNCCP responsibility for protecting the
refugees’ property rights as well, and the UNCCP was seeking to do that. Re-
stating the requests, Ordonneau asked once again that Israel provide the
UNCCP with information about its administration, protection, and safe-
guarding of the identity of refugee property as well as what Israel thought
about turning over the funds it received from renting these properties so that
the refugees could benefit from them. The archival record did not indicate
whether the Israelis answered Ordonneau’s letter or what, if anything, tran-
spired as a result.32

Privately, American diplomats complained that Berncastle and Ladas were
connected so resolutely and intimately with the details of their compensation
mission that they were woefully out of touch with political reality in the Mid-
dle East. Despite the U.S. oversight on the commission, UNCCP staff mem-
bers had urged that concrete steps be taken toward compensation without
waiting for the parties to agree on overall solutions to the Arab-Israeli conflict.
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They believed that such positive, practical steps in fact might work toward cre-
ating the proper atmosphere for wider talks. The Americans, including their
Consul General in Jerusalem, felt just the opposite. The consul wrote to the
Department of State on September 11, 1956 warning that Berncastle:“is suf-
fering from too close a concern with the potentially explosive effect of propos-
ing to compensate the refugees before a political settlement or positive
atmosphere of willingness to accept compensation by the refugees is
reached.” He added that Berncastle and Ladas underestimated the “fanatical
attachment of the refugees to the idea of returning to their homes,” and that
both the refugees and the Israeli press would interpret payment of compensa-
tion as a scheme to deny the right of repatriation.33

None of the various moves, plans, and initiatives for compensation
reached fruition in the 1950s. Certainly a major factor that explains this is the
Suez War that erupted in October 1956. That war would permanently alter
the character of the Arab-Israeli conflict and with it, the refugee property
question. With interest in the fate of the abandoned property still high, how-
ever, various parties began inquiring about what the United Kingdom had
done with its mandatory land records.

Britain Disposes of Filmed Copies of Mandatory Land Records

The growing importance of the compensation question prompted a search by
several parties for records that could assist them in determining the scope and
value of the refugee property. By far the richest source of data on the refugee
land losses were the land registers and land tax data compiled by the British
during the Palestine mandate. It was not long after the fighting subsided in
1948 that appeals were being made to the British to secure this data.

British authorities had maintained several types of land documents. The
most significant of these were Ottoman land registers and mandatory registers
of deed and registers of title. Britain’s withdrawal from Palestine caused these
documents to end up in a variety of places after 1948. One place was Britain
itself, where British authorities stored 2,160 films they had made of land
records prior to quitting Palestine. The idea to film the records first had been
raised in 1944 after a bomb destroyed the Jerusalem land registry. No action
was taken at the time, and approval to photograph the documents was not fi-
nally granted until October 1947 as Britain was preparing to vacate the man-
date. That December, three Watson recording cameras were purchased in
England and flown to Palestine. Supplemented with two cine cameras,



British officials began photographing their land registers in January 1948 at
the former Park Hotel in Jerusalem. As of November 17, 1947, the mandatory
government possessed 844 Ottoman land registers, 2,192 of its own registers of
deeds along with 1,424 registers of title produced by the land settlement pro-
cess. Registers of writs and orders and the deeds book for Jerusalem also were
to be photographed. The contractor hired to carry out the photography was
Jewish, although most of the employees actually doing the work were Pales-
tinians. To maintain impartiality, the British invited Jewish and Palestinian
representatives from the land department to be present during the entire pe-
riod of the photography process, although usually only the Jews attended.
Units from the British army and the mandatory police brought the documents
from the various land registries scattered throughout Palestine to Jerusalem.
Those relating to the Gaza, Nablus, Tulkarm, and Beersheba districts later
were returned but the rest were kept in Jerusalem after the process was com-
pleted.

At times the photography process was arduous because Jewish-Palestinian
fighting had broken out in late November 1947. Sami Hadawi was able to ob-
serve the process from his office. The workers sometimes had to stop work and
take shelter because of the shooting around them. There were also some seri-
ous errors in the filming. The registers of deeds consisted of ledgers contain-
ing two side-by-side pages relating to the same land transaction. Yet the
photographer filmed all of the left hand pages and then all of the right hand
ones. It was later virtually impossible to coordinate the films in order to see
both halves of the same transaction. Not all of the registers of deeds were pho-
tographed in any case. The films later were developed and stored in London
for the Crown Agents for Palestine by J. F. Spry, formerly assistant director of
land registration. The cost of the entire process was a little over £P8,000.34

Mandatory officials decided to take the films with them and leave the orig-
inals with representatives of the Jewish and Palestinian communities. Regis-
ters dealing with Jewish land would be given to the Jewish Agency for
Palestine, while those from Palestinian areas would be given to the Supreme
Muslim Council. The ultimate plan for dividing up the records was as fol-
lows. To the Supreme Muslim Council the British gave some of the Baysan
district’s registers, as well as those relating to Hebron, Jaffa, Janin, Nazareth
(excluding the Plain of Esdraelon), and one-half of Safad. The Jewish Agency
received most of the rest, plus parts of other registries that related to Jewish
holdings. Thus, the JA was given the other one-half of the records relating to
Safad, and was also granted certain registers transferred from Jaffa to Tel Aviv.
The Haifa registers, including the Plain of Esdraelon, were handed over to
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the Haifa Municipal Corporation. Lastly, since the UN had voted to create an
international zone in Jerusalem, the British decided to leave the Jerusalem
records at the Jerusalem YMCA. The YMCA was under the flag of the Inter-
national Red Cross of Geneva at that time. All remaining land records other
than the actual registers were left in the land department’s headquarters at the
Russian Compound in Jerusalem. These included departmental records,
statistics, ledgers from the Ottoman Agricultural Bank, and the Ghawr Mu-
dawwara Agreement.35

During the fighting, the documents suffered various fates. The Jerusalem
records were stored in the library gallery of the Jerusalem YMCA. Sami
Hadawi took some of the miscellaneous records left behind in the Russian
Compound to the Old City. The Israelis later reported that the registers for
the Beersheba district had been lost. A particularly colorful episode involved
the bulk of the land registers that were accepted by the Supreme Muslim
Council. These were hidden in the women’s section of the Marwani mosque
in Jerusalem’s Haram al-Sharif complex, which was controlled by the Jorda-
nian Arab Legion during the fighting. Afterwards, they were kept by Ya‘qub
Ibrahim ‘Atallah, a former employee of the mandatory land department.
‘Atallah (b. 1895) had first begun working for the British as an interpreter for
British forces during the First World War and continued his service after that.
In December 1948, the Jordanians made him their first land registrar in the
West Bank where he was able to use the registers. ‘Atallah later transferred the
registers under his control to the central office of the Jordanian Department
of Lands and Survey in Amman where several hundred registers (including
403 Ottoman registers) eventually were stored.36 Eventually, the Jordanians
placed those registers relating to areas in the West Bank in the land registries
that they later opened in certain West Bank towns, and retained those relating
to Arab land in Israel at the central office.

The presence of the films in London soon acted like a magnet, attracting
the attention of a variety of parties seeking to acquire them or at least gain ac-
cess to them. The first mention of the possible uses of these films came from
the UNCCP’s Technical Committee, whose September 7, 1949 report rec-
ommended that a proposed mixed Arab-Israeli committee on compensation
could study these films as part of its work. When Berncastle was working on
the Global Estimate, he visited with officials from Britain’s Colonial Office in
March 1951 and took an index to the films. He also secured permission to ob-
tain copies and made arrangements to purchase copies of any of the films that
he might need. Shortly thereafter, in May 1951, the Israeli government ap-
proached the British and formally asked them to hand the films over to Israel



as the successor government to the mandate. Israel already had the original
land registers relating to Jewish-owned property in Palestine. What it wanted
was information to help it identify the vast amount of Arab-owned refugee
land that it now possessed. In fact, the Israelis openly told the British that they
needed the films to assist the Custodian of Absentee Property in his work.37 It
was not only the Israeli government that was interested in the films: so was the
JNF. About the same time as the Israeli government’s request, the JNF’s Lon-
don office asked the British government for the films relating to land in the
Tulkarm, Jaffa, and Gaza regions.38

News of Israel’s request for films soon jolted others to action. During a
meeting at the British consulate in Jerusalem in July 1951, Berncastle was
told of Israel’s recent request. He immediately asked that the British give the
films to the UNCCP instead, citing the fact that the Israelis were not the only
interested party that could benefit from the material. He later argued that the
UNCCP, as an international agency responsible for the individual assessment
of Arab property, at least should be granted access to a copy of the films first.
Britain eventually decided that it was duty bound to hand 95 percent of the
films over to Israel and the rest, relating to areas under Jordanian control, to
Jordan. It also offered to provide both Israel and Jordan with copies of the
films that related to border villages where the armistice line divided the vil-
lages’ lands. Each side was to pay one half of the reproduction costs (£700
each). The Israelis later sent £700 to London on November 12, 1951. The Jor-
danians declined the offer, citing the fact that they possessed the original reg-
isters. But they objected vociferously to Britain’s decision to give to Israel
those films relating to Arab property now in Israeli hands, even writing di-
rectly to Sir Anthony Eden. The British were unsympathetic, and asked why
Jordan had not objected earlier.39

The British yielded in part to Berncastle’s pleading that the UNCCP should
get the films and not the Israelis. Britain decided that it would still give the
original films to Israel but agreed to allow the UNCCP to copy the films for it-
self at its own expense first.40 The British also had filmed copies of loans made
by the Anglo-Palestine Bank and the Ottoman Bank to citrus grove owners.
The UNCCP agreed to pay for copying the films, and informed Berncastle on
January 31, 1952. The UNCCP thereafter made copies and the original films
were given to Israel. The British later refunded the £700 that the Israelis had
sent for the films of the border areas. The Kodak Company in London made
the copies, and sent the films to the UNCCP at the UN headquarters in New
York. Eventually, the UNCCP ended up with 1,642 rolls of 35 mm acetate
film. All but one of them contained Ottoman registers, mandatory registers of
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deeds, and mandatory registers of title. One roll contained mandatory state do-
main records. For some reason the Netanya and Tel Aviv registers were not
copied. Then, on September 4, 1952, Berncastle wrote to Comay and asked if
he could make copies of the original films for these areas that the Israelis now
had, in addition to filming mandatory tax records. Archival record does not in-
dicate whether Comay responded.

Once the UNCCP was finished copying the films, the British sent them
to Israel in batches, apparently as the copying process was completed. Israel
quickly put them to use in reconstructing registers for the abandoned areas.
Israel’s Director of Land Registration was Binyamin Fishman (b. 1897), who
had worked as a land officer for the British beginning in 1920 and thus was
intimately acquainted with the mandatory land records. He later served on
the first Development Authority council in Israel in 1950. In order to make
use of the films in helping to reconstruct land registers right away, Fishman
bought a film projector for $100. He then projected the image onto the wall
of a room and had a female secretary who could read English copy the in-
formation into new, blank Israeli land registers. The Jewish National Fund,
which was anxious to transfer the large amount of refugee land it bought
from the Israeli government and obtain deeds, later donated some of its staff
to help in the process. By September 1954, JNF staff members had recon-
structed registers for 174 abandoned villages covering about 1.5 million
dunums.41

Following up on the Jordanian complaint to the British about providing
the films to Israel, the Arab League wrote to the UNCCP on April 26, 1953
and formally requested that paper copies be made from the films and given to
the league. This marked the beginning of a twenty-year Arab effort to secure
copies of such records.The commission politely refused, noting that:

only one copy of the records exists in the archives of the United Nations
and it forms the essential basis for the Commission’s experts in examin-
ing, identifying and valuing the properties of individual Arab refugees,
in accordance with the directives of the General Assembly of the United
Nations. The Commission attaches great importance to this work in the
interests of the refugees, and therefore regrets that it is unable to make
these unique records available.42

The rebuff was not the end of the matter. In August 1961, the Arab League
and individual Arab states once again began petitioning for copies of the
films. (see chapter 6).



The Property Question After the 1956 Suez War

The mounting tensions in the Middle East in the mid-1950s erupted into
open war on October 29, 1956 when Israel attacked Egypt. France and the
United Kingdom soon joined in the war on Egypt. Israel occupied Gaza and
the Sinai Peninsula for five months and only withdrew after pressure from
both Washington and Moscow. Egypt was left to rebuild its Soviet-equipped
military with new shipments of Eastern bloc armaments. The war marked a
clear shift in the direction of the Arab-Israeli Conflict. Whereas the cold war
of 1948–56 had seen Israel and the Arab world essentially dealing with the
fallout of 1948, the Suez War demonstrated to both sides that their fighting
would continue. Egypt and the Arabs also now clearly believed that Israel
constituted a threat not only to the rights of the Palestinian refugees but to
their own territory and armed forces as well. The Arab-Israeli conflict increas-
ingly was becoming a political and military battle among states. The fate of
the stateless Palestinians and their property began fading from view as all par-
ties began changing strategies and priorities. Israel clearly had emerged as the
military giant of the Middle East, more confident and assertive. The Arabs be-
gan building up the size of their armies. The 1956 war had seen Western pow-
ers (France and the United Kingdom) directly enter into the Arab-Israeli
conflict. Both the United States and the USSR now approached the Arab-
Israeli conflict differently. Finally, the UN increasingly became the venue for
talks about peace that understood “peace” as the end of armed conflict among
states, not just settling issues relating to the 1948 refugees.

This major conceptual shift worked to the detriment of the attention that
had been focused on Palestinian refugee property. The property issue contin-
ued to attract attention although it sank lower and lower in terms of its relative
importance compared to other issues in the conflict after 1956. Both Israel
and the Arabs continued to talk about it, albeit in a more ritualistic fashion. As
soon after the war as February 1957, Israel’s delegate to the UN General As-
sembly’s Special Political Committee noted that Israel still was willing to pay
compensation for refugee property outside of a general peace agreement.
However, he noted that the Arabs’ economic blockade of Israel prevented Is-
rael from moving on the compensation issue. Failure to pay thus lay at the
doorstep of the Arabs. In the late spring of 1957, Israel told American diplo-
mats that if Jordan and Iraq worked to encourage refugees to move from Jor-
dan to Iraq, then Israel would pay compensation to those willing to
emigrate.43 Israel publicly repeated its willingness to pay compensation if the
Arabs lifted the blockade that November as well. Indeed, Israel continued to
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state that it was willing to compensate the refugees throughout the last years
of the 1950s and into the 1960s.

The Arabs in particular changed their strategies regarding repatriation and
compensation after 1956. Some observers thought they were starting to give
up hope that repatriation ever would occur and were beginning to concen-
trate more on compensation in lieu of repatriation. In the minds of some
Americans, this was starting to take place even before the Suez War. Ameri-
can representative to the UNCCP James Barco came away with this feeling
after holding a meeting with the Syrian and Yemeni ambassadors to the UN
on March 1, 1956 in which the two Arabs discussed protection of refugee
property in Israel.44 The mantle of leading Palestinian spokesman at the UN
on the refugee problem also was shifting, from Izzat Tannous to Ahmad
Shuqayri. The latter had a long history of service to the Palestinian cause. A
Palestinian born in Lebanon in 1908 during a period when the Ottomans had
exiled his father, Shuqayri returned to the family’s hometown of Acre in 1916.
He worked with the Arab Information Office in Washington during the 1940s
and later headed the Arab Information Office in Jerusalem. After fleeing
Palestine for Lebanon in 1948, Shuqayri became a diplomat. He served with
the Syrian delegation to the UN from 1949–50 and later became assistant
general-secretary of the Arab League from 1950–57. From 1957–63, he served
as Saudi Arabia’s representative to the UN. He later would become the first
chairman of the Palestine Liberation Organization in 1964. Shuqayri was an
adamant upholder of Palestinian rights at the UN in the late 1950s and early
1960s who forcefully pushed the issue to the forefront. He was disliked by
many, including his fellow Arabs. He refused to abandon the right of return
and focus instead on compensation. In November 1959, he declared that the
concept of refugee repatriation was still an option. Indeed, he felt that only
those refugees who came from areas of Palestine that the UN had designated
as the so-called Jewish state should have the choice between repatriation and
compensation. Those refugees from the Arab state should be repatriated im-
mediately to Israel.45

For its part, the United States still held out some ideas about compensa-
tion. Secretary of State Dulles requested a review of U.S. policy toward the
refugees on May 13, 1957 inasmuch as the Department of State felt that 1957
represented more “favorable” conditions for dealing with the refugees now
that the war was over and the Israelis had ended their occupation of Gaza and
Sinai. The Americans also may have hoped that the Arabs would be more
amenable to compromise solutions after the war. The result was a secret and
quickly written memorandum entitled “Detailed Review of the Palestine



Refugee Problem.” Only 28 copies of the document were made.46 The Amer-
icans developed a plan that was based on two important assumptions. The
first included a stark assessment of the UNCCP: its ongoing attempt quantify
refugee losses was in “disrepute” among Arabs and so compensation therefore
must be channeled through a different body. Secondly, the document noted
that U.S. policy toward the refugees had wavered between seeing solution of
the refugee problem as part of an overall resolution of the Arab-Israeli conflict
and isolating it and trying to solve it separately through UNRWA, the eco-
nomic plans of the 1949 Clapp Mission, and the August 1955 Johnston Plan
developed by the American Eric Johnston for Arab-Israeli water sharing. The
document noted that the Americans were leaning toward the comprehensive
solution perspective once more, as seen in Johnston’s memorandum of June
10, 1957 suggesting that the United States approach Iraq to accept resettled
refugees and help Jordan develop the Jordan Valley.

There were several other operating assumptions in the American docu-
ment. First, any future payment scheme must be “expeditious and equitable
in the processing and payment of compensation claims.” Second, the docu-
ment openly reaffirmed traditional American thinking that compensation
would come at the price of giving up the right of repatriation and “should, if
possible, be [made] more attractive to the Arab refugees than repatriation.”
Even though the American Consul General in Jerusalem criticized the
UNCCP for naively underestimating Palestinian resistance to compensation
in lieu of repatriation, the State Department remained in favor of precisely
that. Third, the funds must be distributed in such a way as to avoid the infla-
tionary consequences of a large influx of capital into the region at one time.
To do all this, the State Department proposed a plan by which the United
States would announce its intention to provide a $100 million long-term loan
to Israel for payment of compensation. The UN then should establish a
“Compensation Board” to process refugees’ claims given that the UNCCP
was, in this viewpoint, in “disrepute” among Arabs. Each refugee would re-
ceive up to $100 in cash whether s/he owned property or not, but could peti-
tion for more by providing evidence of landholdings exceeding that amount.
Once a refugee agreed to accept compensation, s/he gave up the right of repa-
triation and only could change his/her mind with Israeli permission. For their
part, the Arab host governments were to regulate the spending of these
amounts of money to avoid sudden inflation.47

American thinking on the compensation question was clarified when the
State Department’s Henry Villard later drafted a memorandum on November
21, 1957 entitled “The Palestine Refugee Problem.” In it, Villard reaffirmed
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that the “compensation” the United States was talking about was not just paying
for lost property but for resettlement. What the Americans were intending was
to provide economic aid to Arab countries willing to resettle refugees. Such aid
would be paid on a per capita basis according to the number of refugees ac-
cepted for resettlement. Villard agreed with many Israeli and UN officials in ar-
guing that individual payments should be made to the wealthier refugee leaders
who agitated against compensation in lieu of resettlement. He stated that “The
political pressures in the refugees problem would tend to disappear if the prin-
cipal agitators were silenced by compensation for their losses and if opportuni-
ties for permanent resettlement outside of Palestine were provided for the rank
and file of the rest.”48 Villard and another American diplomat in fact had met
earlier with UN Secretary-General Dag Hammarskjöld on September 19, 1957
and discussed this proposal. At that time, the Americans drew a distinction for
Hammarskjöld between this notion of “compensation” for resettlement pur-
poses and what they called “property reimbursement,” insisting that these two
were two different ideas.49

Increasingly the Arabs were sidetracking the UNCCP, criticizing UNRWA,
and resorting to UN General Assembly sessions and committee meetings as
venues for fighting for refugee property rights. Israel responded accordingly.
Thus, the Arab states raised complaints about UNRWA in November 1957 and
began discussing an alternative to it. Israel notified the General Assembly’s
Special Political Committee in November 1959 that it still was willing to pay
compensation with the international assistance promised by Dulles in 1955
but only as long as compensation was linked to Jewish property in Arab coun-
tries and Israeli-owned property behind Arab lines in the West Bank and Gaza.
The Arab campaign did produce some tepid results when the General Assem-
bly expressed its frustration with the lack of progress on compensation in its
Resolution 1456 (XIV) of December 9, 1959 that dealt with UNRWA. The
resolution noted:

with deep regret that repatriation or compensation of the refugees, as pro-
vided for in paragraph 11 of General Assembly resolution 194 (III), has
not been effected, and that no substantial progress has been made in the
programme endorsed in paragraph 2 of resolution 513 (VI) for the rein-
tegration of refugees either by repatriation or resettlement and that,
therefore, the situation of the refugees continues to be a matter of serious
concern . . . [the General Assembly] Requests the United Nations Concil-
iation Commission for Palestine to make further efforts to secure the im-
plementation of paragraph 11 of General Assembly resolution 194 (III).



At the 1959 session of the General Assembly, the Arab states also revived
their campaign to have the UN appoint a “property custodian” to watch over
refugee land in Israel. They reintroduced the idea before the General Assem-
bly’s Special Political Committee in November and asked that Israel turn over
the revenue it was receiving from the property. No resolution was passed that
year, but the Arabs brought up the idea the following spring and again during
the next General Assembly session in November 1960. The Arab states called
for the director of UNRWA to be made the administrator of the refugees’
property. A motion to create a UN custodian for the Palestinian refugees’
property actually was passed in the Special Political Committee and went to
the General Assembly for a final vote despite strong opposition by the United
States.

Israel was highly upset by the notion of a UN custodian for the abandoned
property because it raised again a vital legal point: A custodian suggested that
title to the land still belonged to the refugees, who logically were then entitled
to the revenue derived from it. The Israelis were adamant that although the
refugees were entitled to compensation for the land, their legal title to it had
been severed long before when the Custodian of Absentee Property took cus-
tody of it. Israel was concerned that even if the Arabs failed to get the property
custodian idea passed in the General Assembly that they might insist on in-
serting language in the UNRWA budget resolution implying that the refugees
retained ongoing title to the land. Perhaps they feared this could lay the basis
for calls for property restitution. Israeli diplomats at the UN complained to
their American counterparts that Israel was cooperating with the UNCCP’s
Technical Program to identify and valuate refugee property on the basis of an
understanding they reached with Berncastle in the early 1950s. According to
them, this understanding was that the Technical Program was aimed solely at
establishing title and values as of the late 1940s in order to prepare figures for
future compensation. The UNCCP’s work, they maintained, was not based
on any notion of ongoing revenues from the land. They claimed the Ameri-
cans had assured them that this was the U.S. understanding of the Technical
Program as well. Israeli Ambassador to the United States Avraham Harman
also told a State Department official in Washington on December 13, 1960
that Israel had reached an agreement with Berncastle years before that it
would work with the UNCCP’s identification program as long as it was un-
derstood that the refugees no longer possessed title to the land. The UNCCP
contacted Berncastle in Britain about this issue. Berncastle denied that there
was any sort of protocol between Israel and the UNCCP regarding the pro-
gram.50
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The Arabs continued with their diplomatic initiative in 1961 although the
Lebanese Ambassador to the UN, Nadim Dimeshkie, confided to his Ameri-
can counterparts that the Arabs were raising the issue solely for “domestic
consumption.”51 The Americans continued to oppose the property custodian
idea as well on the basis that it constituted a gratuitous irritant to Arab-Israeli
relations. This constituted another red line they were unwilling to cross. They
agreed with the Israelis about the loss of the refugees’ title rights and did not
want to pressure them. In an internal study, American diplomats asserted that
the refugees no longer possessed legal title to their land. The February 24,
1961 document, entitled “Title to Arab Property in Israel,” based this assump-
tion more on practical than legal grounds:

[w]hile it is likely that the Arab states which protested to the Palestine
Conciliation Commission against the transfer of title [from the Custo-
dian of Absentee Property to the Development Authority] in 1953, may
refuse to recognize the legality of these transfers, it is improbable in
practical terms that the process could be reversed.52

Secretary of State Dean Rusk agreed. While noting that Israel still was obli-
gated to compensate the refugees, he argued that it was free as a sovereign na-
tion to do as it pleased with any property within its borders and compared the
Israeli seizure of refugee land to Egypt’s nationalization of the Suez Canal.
Rusk stated that the

[p]ertinent factor is that as [a] sovereign state Israel has [the] legal right
to transfer title to absentee property . . .Therefore unless [a] recognized
international court such as [the] ICJ were to rule to [the] contrary, [it]
seems to us [that] measures which have been taken by GOI [Govern-
ment of Israel] to transfer title to lands in question were in rightful exer-
cise of its powers (cf. Egypt and Suez).53

The British Foreign Office was less certain and expressed doubt about the
U.S. position. Still, it agreed to support the Americans and even offered to bring
up a supportive 1954 British court case heard by the Queen’s Bench Division
that had upheld the legality of vesting refugee land with the Israeli Custodian of
Absentee Property. In the case of F. & K. Jabbour vs. Custodian of Absentee
Property for the State of Israel, Fouad Bishara Jabbour and Kamal Bishara 
Jabbour sued in an English court to obtain monies they claimed were owed to
them by a British insurance company. In 1947 they had taken out a fire and



theft policy against the contents of their automobile repair shop and garage in
Haifa. The garage and its contents were destroyed in January 1948 and the two
men left for Egypt two months later. They eventually settled in Lebanon and in
November 1950 started legal action against the insurance company to obtain
the money it owed them. The insurance company agreed that it was liable for
the amount and paid the amount to the court. However, the Israeli Custodian
of Absentee Property joined in the case and petitioned the court to grant the
money to him instead inasmuch as the two refugees’ assets had been vested in
him by virtue of Israeli legislation. Ultimately, in 1954 the court upheld the
Custodian’s right to the money and awarded the sum to him, in effect uphold-
ing the legality of his control over the two refugees’ assets.54

The British later came up with the idea to have the UNCCP think about
asking Israel to hand over data on its usage of the refugee property as well as to
allow on-the-spot inspections of the land. “[S]uch a request and Israel’s grant-
ing thereof might at this junction serve as an effective tactic vis-à-vis the Arab
drive for recognition of their ‘ongoing title’ property concept.”55 Jordan un-
derstood the U.S. position to a point, but still challenged it. Its Ambassador to
the United States, Yusuf Haykal, admitted to State Department officials that
Israel had a right to expropriate property within its borders, but only in a “nor-
mal situation.” The flight of the Palestinian refugees, he maintained, was “ab-
normal.” Haykal later told the Americans that the reason the Arab states were
pushing the property custodian idea was that UNRWA’s mandate was threat-
ened by the lack of donations to it, raising the question of how the refugees
could support themselves. The revenues from their seized property offered
such a solution and could be considerable. Issa Nakhleh of the Palestine Arab
Delegation office in New York claimed in 1963 that Israel would owe some
$180 million/year in rent for the refugees’ property.56

Other Arab representatives put on a tougher face with the Americans. The
Jordanian Ambassador to the UN, ‘Abd al-Mun‘im al-Rifa‘i, noted that the dis-
agreement between the Arabs and both the United States and the United
Kingdom was the first serious disagreement between them in ten years in
dealing with the refugee issue. The Iraqi delegate to the UN asked American
Ambassador to the UN Adlai Stevenson and other American diplomats: If a
UN property custodian was not the best way to deal with the issue of the
refugee property, then what was? He also noted that the Arab states were
keenly aware that the Kennedy administration was evaluating the entire situa-
tion in the Middle East.57

Whatever the reason the Arabs pushed for the property custodian in the
General Assembly in 1961, Israel was truly anxious about the prospect of its
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passage. The concept not only implied that the UN recognized that the
refugees still possessed ongoing legal title to the land, which had been sold to
the Development Authority and the Jewish National Fund, but it also laid the
basis for UN interference in internal Israeli affairs and a potential Arab call for
property restitution, not compensation. So important did this matter become
that Foreign Minister Golda Meir threatened to withdraw Israel’s longstand-
ing offer to pay compensation to the refugees. Meir told the U.S. ambassador
in Tel Aviv that Israel would “consider [the] advisability of withdrawing any
compensation offers” rather than sit through a long and bitter General As-
sembly debate on UNRWA and the UNCCP. Meir also was worried when the
Americans warned her about yet another Arab tactic in the UN. The Ameri-
cans had information that the Arabs might accuse Israel of having violated
General Assembly Resolution 181 (II), the partition resolution of November
29, 1947. That resolution stated that the proposed Jewish state could expro-
priate Arab property only if it was needed for “public use” (see chapter 1).
U.S. diplomat Francis T.P. Plimpton told Meir that Israel should begin
preparing to defend itself against the Arab charge that its expropriation of the
refugees’ property was not for such public use.58

The United States eventually used its influence in the UN to block the
property custodian drive. It appeared keen to avoid seeing Israel suffer a diplo-
matic setback in the General Assembly even if its practical impact would be
minimal. After working hard to secure dissenting votes, the idea for a custo-
dian failed during debates in the General Assembly in April 1961 and again
during the next session that December. Perhaps given the high level talks
later undertaken by the UNCCP’s Johnson Mission, the Arab states backed
off from introducing the custodian idea again in 1962. The issue, however,
would soon be resurrected.

Indeed, the idea of helping the refugees either through the revenues from
the property itself or from the interest generated from the principle in a UN
compensation fund lived on. The Palestine Arab Delegation, a body created
by the Arab Higher Committee to present the Palestinian cause to the UN,
sent two representatives to meet with members of the American delegation to
the UN in June 1963. They suggested that the UNCCP should create a new
office that would collect and distribute the rent monies generated from the
refugees’ property. The UNCCP’s records could be used to determine if the
rents charged by Israel were fair. The Palestine Arab Delegation’s Issa
Nakhleh told the Americans that the refugees did not seek compensation,
which meant giving up their right to repatriation. Instead, they sought their le-
gitimate rent.59



Such an idea had a following even within the UN. The following year
UNRWA Commissioner-General Lawrence Michelmore mentioned in the
first draft of UNRWA’s 1964 report that means should be sought to allow the
refugees to benefit from their property in Israel without prejudicing their
claims to repatriation.60 Even the UNCCP Land Specialist Frank Jarvis, hired
in 1960 to complete the UNCCP’s Technical Program to identify and valuate
refugee property, was supportive to a degree. However he feared that the
UNCCP’s records would be dragged into the inevitable political morass that
would accompany passage of the property custodian idea in the General As-
sembly. Indeed, in November 1964 he voiced such fears: the Arabs would
point to the voluminous records the UNCCP had made (see chapter 5) as al-
leged proof both of the feasibility of such an idea and of UNCCP agreement
with the idea when trying to garner votes. Jarvis thought that perhaps the
UNCCP should preempt this by considering some method of providing the
refugees with income from their property.61

The property custodian idea resurfaced in 1965 and 1966, but was defeated
in the Special Political Committee each time when the Arabs could not col-
lect enough votes to overcome American objections. In the wake of the 1967
Arab-Israeli war, it was debated during at the General Assembly in December
1967 but not actually voted on. The war knocked the idea, and the refugees’
property in general, off the political radar screens of the Middle East for some
time thereafter. The vicissitudes of the Arab-Israeli conflict propelled interna-
tional interest in the Palestinian question in new directions. Nevertheless, the
idea that the refugees should be able to benefit from the income generated by
their property in Israel without conceding their title thereto would return over
a decade later although by that point the issue had been relegated to the role
of an Arab diplomatic stick with which to beat Israel at the UN.
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C H A P T E R  F I V E

UNCCP TECHNICAL PROGRAM

As part of the new direction it took away from active mediation and toward
more tertiary, “technical” aspects of the refugee problem, the UNCCP de-
cided to expand on the 1951 Global Estimate of refugee property losses by
conducting a more thorough study of such losses. This new study would go
beyond the general statistics of the Global Estimate and study individual
refugees’ property losses. The resultant UNCCP Technical Program of
1952–64 went on to become the most detailed study ever made of the scope
and value of Palestinian refugee property. The Technical Program produced a
documentary record of almost every parcel of land that was owned by an Arab
on May 14, 1948 in the areas of Palestine that later became Israel. The results
of this study would be roundly criticized by both Arab and Israeli alike, but
still remain the most thorough reckoning of the property question ever con-
ducted by any party, as well as the most massive effort undertaken by the
UNCCP itself.

Origins of the Technical Program

The origins of the project date from 1952 and John Berncastle’s mission in the
Middle East. His August 7, 1952 plan entitled “The Individual Assessment of
Abandoned Arab Immoveable Property in Israeli Held Territory” laid out
guidelines for following up the Global Estimate of refugee property with a far
more detailed study that identified and set a value for every refugee’s holdings.
Berncastle estimated that it would take a staff of fifty persons some two years
to complete such a task. On September 5, 1952, the UNCCP took a formal,
unanimous decision to implement Berncastle’s plan. However, the UNCCP
decided that a new Technical Office should carry out the work in New York
because the UNCCP’s diplomats were worried that if the project were con-
ducted in Jerusalem it would become a “center of attraction such as would
not be conducive to the settling process in Arab-Israel relations for which the
Commission hopes.”1 This possibility could jeopardize the project’s confiden-



tiality and might even subject the UNCCP’s locally hired employees to
threats or enticements. As such, the UNCCP wanted the project done “by
staff whose integrity is beyond doubt.” The United States also voiced practical
concerns about working in Jerusalem: The UN probably could not provide
the UNCCP with a budget to establish a second office in Jerusalem. When
news of the project emerged, one Arab politician worried about the implica-
tions of moving records to New York for use there. Jordanian Foreign Minister
Musa Nasir feared that Jews might be able to destroy the records easily, much
as Jews in Palestine had blown up the King David Hotel in Jerusalem in
1946.2

The entire program of identifying and valuing individual refugees’ prop-
erty holdings was assigned to a new office within the UNCCP called the
Technical Office, and the project simply entitled the Technical Program.
Once established, the next question was who would direct the Technical Of-
fice’s work? John Berncastle was the UNCCP’s land expert at the time the
UNCCP initiated the Technical Program in 1952. But Berncastle was not a
permanent UN civil servant. Rather, he had been seconded to the UNCCP
by the British government in February 1951 and fully intended to return to
Britain after his year and one-half service. Thus, one of the first major tasks
faced by the UNCCP in starting the program was to decide who would head
the Technical Office and oversee the Technical Program. The UNCCP 
decided to hire the knowledgeable Palestinian land expert, Sami Hadawi.
Berncastle had worked with Hadawi during the mandate and had relied on
his insights on the refugee property question during Berncastle’s tenure with
the UNCCP. He had consulted with Hadawi several times during his trips to
the Middle East and felt that Hadawi’s talents lay in his excellent administra-
tive skills, his intimate knowledge of land in Palestine, and his familiarity with
the mandatory records that would be used during the project. He was less
confident of Hadawi’s ability to assign values to the land, however. Berncastle
was no doubt aware that Hadawi lacked formal training in land valuation, eco-
nomics, and indeed any subject. Berncastle’s thoughts on Hadawi were ex-
pressed earlier in a May 11, 1951 letter to UNCCP Principal Secretary Pablo
de Azcárate: “I would describe him as a very able officer whose talents lie in
the direction of organization rather than in that of profound thought. He has
not much knowledge of valuation or economic theory but is essentially a prac-
tical man with considerable energy and ability to get things done.”3 The com-
mission hired Hadawi, who left his job with the Jordanian government and
began working in New York for the Technical Office with the title of Land
Specialist on December 28, 1952.
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The Technical Office started its work under several significant assump-
tions. The program aimed to determine a value for compensation based on
the scope and value of Arab land and certain types of moveables. It was de-
cided not to investigate the value of other moveable property such as house-
hold goods, nor for commercial and professional facilities or intangible items
like rental contracts. It sought to determine what land in the area of Palestine
that became Israel had been owned by Arabs as of May 15, 1948, the first full
day of Israeli independence and the day that the Arab armies entered the 1948
fighting. The program also would determine the value of this land as of
November 29, 1947, the date the UN General Assembly voted to partition
Palestine. The UNCCP’s logic for choosing this date for valuing the property
was that the commission felt that the violence that broke out shortly after the
partition decision led to an abnormal situation regarding land sales and
prices. Interestingly, the UNCCP never established a definition of a
“refugee.” Accordingly, the Technical Office decided to identify all Arab-
owned land in Israel as of May 15, 1948, knowing full well that some of this
land was still in the possession of Palestinians who remained in Israel while a
much smaller area had been owned by non-Palestinian Arabs.

Identification of Arab Property

The Technical Office decided to start with the most time-consuming part of
the project, identifying Arab-owned land. Valuation would come later. The
staff based its identification work on the most detailed and credible records that
it could find: mandatory land records, tax records, cadastral maps, and other
documents. Earlier in 1952, the UNCCP had purchased copies of the films
that the British had made of various land records prior to their departure from
Palestine. These included Turkish-language Ottoman land registers, English-
language mandatory registers of deeds, registers of title, and other land records.
The UNCCP kept these on 1,642 rolls of 35 mm acetate film in New York.
However, these records were deemed insufficient for the job. The Ottoman
records were in Ottoman Turkish (written with Arabic characters, which had
not been in use in Turkey since the mid-1920s) as opposed to modern Turkish.
More important, the information contained in them was not linked to maps or
to the cadastral system of block and parcel numbers that the British later used.
This made it essentially impossible to link up the information contained in
them with later records produced by the British. In addition, the Ottoman reg-
isters were very poorly photographed and the images were not clear.
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The English-language mandatory registers of deeds suffered from similar
problems. It was virtually impossible to determine to what specific parcel the
registers were referring given the lack of precise cadastral information in the
documents. Nor did they record all parcels: as registers of deeds, they only
recorded instances where land was transferred. Furthermore, they suffered
from a different kind of technical error. While each register contained two
side-by-side pages relating to the same land transaction, the photographer in
1948 had filmed all of the left hand pages in each register and then all of the
right hand pages. The Technical Office staff found it impossible to coordinate
the films in order to see both halves of the same transaction.

The only films that were of value to Hadawi’s staff were those containing
the mandatory registers of title. These were a different kind of register created
as part of the massive land settlement process initiated by the British accord-
ing to the Land (Settlement of Title) Ordinance of 1928. Land settlement was
a systematic attempt to survey and determine the legal rights associated with
all land throughout Palestine. Settlement teams were sent to villages to per-
form this survey. In the process, they drew up new registers of title for each vil-
lage that was settled, recording the size of each parcel, its owner(s) and noting
what other rights existed regarding each parcel (e.g., mortgage liens). These
then replaced the previous registers of deeds. The village was also divided into
numbered registration blocks and each parcel assigned a specific number
within one of the blocks. Maps were drawn of each village. The new registers
of title showed exactly who had been determined to be the legal owner(s) of
land rights to specific parcels of land that could be identified on maps. Both
the British and, later, the UNCCP Technical Office considered these to 
be the only reliable, legal reckoning of land ownership rights in Palestine, not
the registers of deeds or Ottoman registers. The problem for the UNCCP was
that the British had not completed the land settlement process by 1948. The
last public reckoning of the amount of land that had been settled was
5,243,042 dunums out of a total area of 26,320,000 dunums by April 30,
1947.4 But given that the southern half of Palestine was largely desert, the area
settled encompassed a much larger percentage of the cultivable land in Pales-
tine than the figures suggested. Fortunately for its work, the Technical Office
estimated that most of the 5 million dunums in the filmed registers of title lay
in the areas that became Israel in 1948, covering about half of the land in Is-
rael. Nonetheless, the records were incomplete.5

In order to complete the process of identifying Arab ownership in the other
half of Israel not covered by the filmed registers of title, Hadawi and his staff uti-
lized mandatory tax records. The British had not filmed these, so Hadawi and
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his colleagues had to resort to the originals that mandatory authorities had left
behind in 1948. Berncastle previously had tried to secure permission from the
Israelis to use these, inasmuch as most of them had ended up in Israeli hands af-
ter the fighting. There were two types of these tax records. The first were tax dis-
tribution sheets that the British had prepared in order to assess taxes on rural
property under the Rural Property Tax Ordinance of 1935. The others were
field valuation sheets that did the same for urban property under the Urban
Property Tax Ordinance of 1928. Yet even these were of no help when it came
to the southern subdistrict of Beersheba. This area had contained many semi-
nomadic bedouin tribes prior to 1948, had not undergone land settlement, and
was not subject to the normal rural tax procedures found in the rest of Palestine.
It was subject instead to the Commutation of Tithes Ordinance that only ap-
plied to that region. A lump sum land tax was applied to the area and then di-
vided up among the inhabitants by village tax distribution committees. While
information on these taxes had been recorded, these documents disappeared in
1948. No registers of title or tax records were thus available for Beersheba land.
The only documents from Beersheba available to Hadawi’s staff were sixty reg-
isters of deeds for the area that were in the Israelis’ possession.

Hadawi decided to start the process of identifying Arab land with the regis-
ters of title and then consult the tax records for those areas that were not cov-
ered by the registers or if any information in the registers was unclear. The
Technical Office culled information from the various mandatory documents
and recorded it on basic forms printed up by the office called “R/P” forms, for
“refugee property.” Hadawi’s staff would prepare one R/P form for each parcel
of land that was studied. There were different numbers assigned to these
forms. Arab-owned land was recorded on R/P1 forms. “Excluded” land was
recorded on R/P3 forms. This included non-Arab owned land such as Jewish
land, state land, etc. R/P5 forms were drawn up for state land that had been
leased to Arabs who were eligible to purchase it someday. Besides these, eigh-
teen other R/P forms were used by the Technical Office for various purposes,
including administrative. There was even variation within the color of the
R/P1 forms that were used for Arab-owned property. The most common R/P1
forms were white, which designated individually owned Arab land. Green
forms were used for Islamic waqf property. Red forms denoted Christian waqf
land. Yellow forms were used to record parcels of Arab land that lay in the De-
militarized Zones along the Israeli-Syrian and Israeli-Egyptian armistice lines
and in No Man’s Land between the Israeli and Jordanian lines in Jerusalem.
Finally, blue R/P1 forms were for those parcels that were cut by the armistice
lines and lay partially in Israel and partially in Arab-controlled territory.



How did Hadawi’s staff identify Arab property in the records, and what types
of Arab property were included on the R/P1 forms? These issues later would
constitute the grounds for both Israeli and Arab objections to the Technical
Program. In determining what land was owned by Arabs, Hadawi’s staff assis-
tants simply were told to look for Arab names in the mandatory records and
consider the land in question as “Arab.” Hadawi and others realized that some
Mizrahi Jews had Arabic-sounding names. However, it was decided that their
full names usually contained some unmistakable Hebrew names as well, easily
identifying them as Jews. Another problem concerned Palestinians of Arabized
Slavic background who were considered “Arabs” but had Slavic family names
that might be confused with Ashkenazic Jewish names. Once again the staff be-
lieved that these persons could usually could be distinguished from Jews with
Slavic names by their clearly Muslim or Christian first names. The situation
became further complicated when it came to Armenian and Greek names in
the British records. It was decided to include Armenians in the R/P1 forms but
not the Greeks. The Technical Office decided that Armenians generally had
been considered local inhabitants of Palestine, whereas some Greeks main-
tained Greek citizenship and were in that sense considered foreigners. Greek
names therefore were recorded on R/P3 forms (excluded properties forms).

As for the type of Arab land on which the Technical Office focused, the
staff drew up R/P1 forms for individually owned land, land owned by compa-
nies and corporate bodies, waqf land, and musha‘ land (collectively owned by
a large number of persons within a village). Land owned by municipal bodies
or registered to mukhtars (village headmen) on behalf of villagers was not
recorded on R/P1 forms but rather on R/P3 forms. As R/P1 forms were com-
pleted, they were filed by subdistrict, village, registration block, and parcel
number. All other R/P forms, except those used for administrative purposes,
were simply filed by village or town.

Staff members took a variety of information from the mandatory records
when completing an R/P1 form. The following procedure was used for rural
land. If the land had undergone land settlement, Hadawi’s staff extracted the fol-
lowing data from the filmed registers of title: the name of the village; the num-
ber of the registration block and the parcel number; the name(s) of the owner(s)
and the share of the property owned by each; the surface area of the parcel in
dunums; and information on mortgage liens or other encumbrances. To obtain
a description of the land, they later turned to the tax distribution sheets once
they had access to them. If the land had not undergone land settlement, the
Technical Office used the tax distribution sheets to extract the village name; 
taxation block and parcel number (although these villages had no registration
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block and parcel numbers they did have taxation block and parcel numbers that
had been assigned by mandatory tax authorities); name(s) of owner(s); shares
owned by each; surface area; and description of area. Because information on
mortgages and other encumbrances was not entered in the tax distribution
sheets, staff members tried their best to find such information in the registers of
deeds if they were available. The process for studying urban land went as fol-
lows. Since the British had not applied land settlement in urban areas, the field
valuation sheets drawn up for taxation purposes were used in the first instance.
From these staff members extracted the name of the town, taxation block and
parcel number, the name(s) and shares owned by the owner(s), the surface area,
and description of the land. They once again did their best to find information
regarding encumbrances from the registers of deeds.6

Hadawi and his staff soon started work on a “pilot program” to determine
how well the system they had developed would work. They began their identi-
fication work for villages in the mandatory Gaza subdistrict. The land belong-
ing to 50 villages in the subdistrict ended up in Israel after 1948, along with
some of the land belonging to seven other villages that straddled the cease-fire
line. This amount totaled some 691,000 dunums. Hadawi had decided to be-
gin with Gaza primarily because the British had completed land settlement
operations in most of the Gaza subdistrict. Not only did this mean that the best
possible records were available for most of the villages but also that the filmed
copies of these records were in the New York office. Therefore, Hadawi’s staff
would not need to consult tax records in the Middle East. By the end of May
1953 after several months’ work, the office completed identification work in
two villages in the Gaza subdistrict: Isdud and ‘Arab Suqrir. It is interesting to
note the amount of land in the two villages that the Technical Office staff listed
on R/P1 forms versus other types of R/P forms, and to compare the total results
with figures established for the villages by the British in 1945 (see table 5.1).

It is not clear why there existed a discrepancy between the two figures as far
as Arab-owned property was concerned. By March 1955, the Technical Pro-
gram had been completed in fourteen villages in Gaza, and 173,039 dunums
had been identified.7 The fact that the identification work was well underway
in Gaza by 1955 prompted some in the UNCCP, UNRWA, and UNTSO to
consider a phased “Gaza first” compensation scheme although this never took
place (see chapter 4).

Work Issues

The work of the Technical Program could be demanding at times. Consulting
the tax sheets in the Middle East was not as simple for the Technical Office



staff as using the filmed registers in New York. Most of the tax records were in
Israel, which originally had refused to provide access to these. The Israelis
later changed their mind in 1954, after Alexis Ladas had worked to convince
them. Hadawi and his staff did as much work as they could from the filmed
copies of the land registers in New York. In 1953, he suggested to the UNCCP
that the Technical Office be allowed to establish a sub-office in Jerusalem
where locally hired employees could consult local documents and provide
any needed information requested from New York. The UNCCP discussed
this with the Jordanian and Israeli governments, who agreed to the proposal.
The sub-office was established at Government House in Jerusalem. The of-
fice began operations in April 1954 with two Palestinians with Jordanian citi-
zensip, ‘Adil Nammari and Gregory Issaevitch. An Israeli, N. Ben ‘Uzziel,
also was hired to work out of Tel Aviv.

Coordination among the Technical Office staff in three different countries
was cumbersome. Whenever the New York office needed information that it
lacked or that was illegible in the films, it wrote what it needed on a “query
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TABLE 5.1 Comparison of Mandatory and UNCCP Figures for Scope of Land
in Isdud and ‘Arab Suqrir Villages

Parcels of
Individually-Owned
Land on RP/1 Forms Area*

Jewish-
Owned*

State
Land*

Roads,
Etc.*

1. UNCCP Technical Office Figures, 1953
2,406 24,410 (plus 12

more that were
“communally owned”)

656 44,121, 1,162

Parcels of
Individually-Owned Land Arab-Owned* Jewish-Owned* “Public”Land

2. Mandatory Figures, 1945
N/A 45,175 2,487 40,433

*Dunums
Source: NARA RG 84, United Nations/USUN Central Files—UN Letters./2450,
“Blocked Arab Accounts;” Document: “Palestine Conciliation Commission. Individ-
ual Assessment of Arab Refugee immoveable Property in Israel. Progress Report for
Month Ended May 1953”; Village Statistics 1945. A Classification of Land and Area
Ownership in Palestine, with explanatory notes by Sami Hadawi (Beirut: Palestine
Liberation Organization Research Center, 1970)
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sheet.” Hadawi then sent the query sheets village by village to the sub-office in
Jerusalem so Nammari and Issaevitch could obtain the missing information
from tax lists and return it to New York. This usually involved the sub-office in
Jerusalem passing along the query sheets to Ben ‘Uzziel in Tel Aviv, who was
granted permission by the Israeli land department to travel to its registry of-
fices around the country to consult the requisite records and answer the
queries. The query sheets then were returned to New York. Complicating this
cumbersome process even further, when Ben ‘Uzziel needed to examine tax
records (as opposed to land records), Israeli tax officials would only agree to
allow him to see them at the Israeli government’s tax offices in Jerusalem.
Rather than visiting each local tax department, Ben ‘Uzziel had to request the
tax authorities to order the records shipped to Jerusalem where he could con-
sult them.

Even though it had become much more forthcoming about UNCCP re-
quests for documents by 1955, Israel still did not grant the UNCCP all of its
requests. Despite the UNCCP’s knowledge of them, Israel never gave it
copies of the 1950 Lif Committee report or the 1953 Horowitz Committee re-
port. Nor did the Israelis provide further access to the Custodian of Absentee
Property’s records after Berncastle had been granted copies of a few of these
records in 1951. The Israelis refused to hand over more of the Custodian’s
records even though they insisted that these were the only valid records de-
tailing the refugees’ property. As Comay later told an UNTSO official, “Un-
der Israel legislation, the records of the Custodian of Abandoned [sic]
Property are the only authoritative source for determining the status or extent
of such property.”8

The Technical Office soon realized that other mandatory records that it
needed (largely other tax records) were under the control of the Jordanian,
Syrian, and Egyptian governments. The UNCCP formally requested access
to the Jordanian records on March 15, 1955. The request went all the way to
the Jordanian cabinet, which refused in early July. Among other reasons 
for the refusal was Jordan’s objection to the UNCCP’s 1951 Global Estimate
of the value of the refugee property, which the Jordanians decried as too low.
In February 1956, a notable refugee in Jordan who was a former Palestine
supreme court judge offered to intervene on behalf of the UNCCP. Anton
‘Atallah agreed with the UNCCP that Jordan’s refusal to provide the records
was ill advised, and promised to intercede with Minister of Finance Hashim
Jayyusi, whose ministry controlled the records that were housed at the De-
partment of Lands and Survey in Amman.9 By that time, George Fredrick
Walpole was no longer the director of the land department, having been re-
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placed in 1954 by a Jordanian, Muhammad Isma‘il, from the al-‘Atiyyat fam-
ily. Eventually the Jordanians acceded to the UNCCP’s request and granted
permission to access mandatory records under their control on June 19, 1956.
In fact, the Jordanians eventually provided the Technical Office staff not only
with the records but also with facilities for examining them. Syria lent the
Technical Office tax sheets that it possessed, which were probably those it ob-
tained from Sami Hadawi in 1950. Finally, Egyptian authorities allowed
Technical Office staff access to its land registry offices in Gaza and starting in
February 1955 provided part-time staff help as well.10

One reason why the UNCCP needed to consult records in Gaza was that
the Egyptians allowed refugees to buy and sell abandoned land from the
mandatory subdistrict of Gaza and record the transactions at the land registry
office in Gaza City, even though the land was under Israeli control across the
cease-fire lines. According to the UNCCP, this office did a “brisk business” in
registering such transactions even though the UNCCP considered them of
dubious legality. The Technical Office decided to record these changes to the
information contained in its R/P1 forms for Gaza by drawing up supplemen-
tal forms to show such changes in data. By late 1955 it stopped doing this, at
which time some 7,000 parcels had been affected by such sales. It was just as
well: After Israel occupied Gaza in October 1956, its forces took all land reg-
isters and tax sheets with them upon their withdrawal the following March.11

The work of the Technical Office suffered a setback in April 1955 when a
UN disciplinary body forced Hadawi to resign because of a purported conflict
of interest. The circumstances behind Hadawi’s removal underscore the ex-
treme political sensitivities surrounding the UNCCP’s identification work. In
September 1954, Hadawi received a telephone call in New York from Meir
Meyer of the Israeli delegation to the UN. Meyer told Hadawi that he had just
come from Israel and had brought some family photographs given to him by
one of Hadawi’s former Jewish subordinates in the mandatory government.
The subordinate wanted Meyer to pass the photos on to Hadawi. While the
two men met over lunch, the subject of Hadawi’s abandoned house in the
Qatamon area of West Jerusalem came up. Meyer suggested that Hadawi
should apply to the Custodian of Absentee Property for release of the house
inasmuch as Hadawi was a British subject and might not be considered an ab-
sentee any longer. At minimum Hadawi could ask the Custodian to prevent
sale of the home. Meyer suggested that Hadawi write the Custodian a letter
that Meyer would pass along.

Hadawi did not immediately follow up, but eventually did so after Meyer
brought up the matter again during a chance meeting the two had one month
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later. On October 20, 1954, Hadawi wrote a letter to the Custodian on
UNCCP stationery requesting the return of his land in Jerusalem as well as
that co-owned by his wife and aunt. He stated that he was a British subject and
noted that he was working for the UN on the compensation question. The
Custodian, Moshe Levin, responded to Hadawi on November 3, 1954. He de-
clared that Hadawi was still considered an absentee under Israeli law, his
British nationality notwithstanding, but that he would forward his request for
release to the Special Committee that entertained such petitions under the
Absentees’ Property Law. Meyer passed this letter to Hadawi on December 24
and the matter appeared to be over.12

However, the Israelis apparently leaked the matter to the UNCCP. Clearly
disturbed by Hadawi’s actions, UNCCP Principal Secretary Dr. Feng Yang
Chai confronted Hadawi the following February about the incident and asked
for an explanation. Hadawi wrote a memorandum to Chai on February 8 that
recounted what had happened and offered his opinion that he had not acted
unwisely or in any way that would cause embarrassment to the UNCCP. He
was simply inquiring about his own personal property, he noted, and claimed
that he had in no way abused his official position with the UNCCP to obtain
special favors for himself. Hadawi was a proud man who always was con-
cerned about being able to provide for his family. He told Chai that while he
regretted any problems his actions may have generated he saw no conflict of
interest between his employment with the UNCCP and his desire as a
refugee to secure his personal property for himself and his family. Chai noti-
fied the UNCCP members three days later of Hadawi’s actions. Although
Chai conceded that Hadawi “may have been induced” by Meyer to write the
Custodian, he stated that Hadawi’s action nonetheless raised questions about
his “continued value to [the] Commission.” The matter was sent before the
UN Secretariat Joint Disciplinary Committee, which recommended
Hadawi’s removal from UN employment. Chai informed the UNCCP of the
outcome on April 13, noting that UN Secretary General Dag Hammarskjöld
himself had ordered that Hadawi be forced out by April 15, 1955. He would
be allowed to resign and his personnel file would be kept among the Secre-
tariat’s confidential files. More seriously for the UNCCP, the possibility of ter-
minating the entire land identification program had been discussed as well.13

The UNCCP thus suffered the loss of a man who had possessed intimate
knowledge of land in Palestine. The Palestinian refugees saw their most
highly placed colleague and expert on their land removed from a position of
influence. Had he been set up by the Israelis in order to get him out of the
UNCCP? The archival record consulted by the author is unclear. But what is



clear is that word of Hadawi’s letter to the Custodian—a letter that had been
sent through an official of the Israeli mission to the UN—somehow found its
way to the UNCCP under circumstances that suggest Israeli involvement.
Even Chai had admitted that Hadawi “may have been induced” to write 
the letter by Meir Meyer. The Israelis clearly had had good relations with
Berncastle, and no doubt disliked the fact that a Palestinian refugee had re-
placed him in such an important job.

Given this and given his background as a refugee landowner who had been
involved with Arab governments and organizations in their attempts to defend
refugee rights, why did the UNCCP hire Hadawi in the first place? The an-
swer is unclear, except that Berncastle had felt that he was the most qualified
person given his knowledge of Palestinian land and mandatory land records.
Hadawi himself had boasted of this. Chai noted that “He himself [Hadawi]
has told me that there was no one of sufficient training or expertise to fill his
position. I have also consulted the Commission’s former Land Specialist, Mr.
John Berncastle, who confirms this.”14 The UNCCP was left to find a re-
placement for Hadawi, who found employment with the Palestine Arab
Refugee Office in New York that was headed by Izzat Tannous. It would not
be the last time that the UNCCP would have to face Sami Hadawi.

The UNCCP turned to John Berncastle and asked if he would return to
work for the UNCCP. Four days after Hadawi’s departure, Berncastle re-
sponded to Chai from England to express his willingness to return to UN
service as Hadawi’s replacement. After all, he had started the entire identifi-
cation and valuation process himself and was committed to its success. How-
ever, he wanted the UNCCP to speed up its work. The UNCCP looked into
the matter of accelerating its work as a precondition for rehiring Berncastle.
A March 1955 UNCCP report on compensation underscored Berncastle’s
concern about the slow pace of the identification and valuation project. The
report estimated that at the current rate of 100 parcels processed per staff
member per day (85,000 parcels per year) that the program still needed six
years to complete. However, two months later in June 1955, the UNCCP
heard a different report on the progress of Hadawi’s “pilot program” to date
suggesting that it would take fifteen years to complete. The UNCCP decided
to seek additional funding from the UN to accelerate the program, expand
the Technical Office staff, and base them in Jerusalem rather than New York.
On July 8, 1955, the UNCCP met with Hammarskjöld to discuss the pro-
posal. Hammarskjöld agreed that the program should be hastened, and said
he would get the UNCCP the additional $50,000 for its budget that this ne-
cessitated.15
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Having secured permission to accelerate the project, the UNCCP offered
Berncastle a two-year contract. He arrived in Jerusalem and commenced
work as “Area Specialist” in late September 1955. Berncastle hired a number
of new employees to help with the work. Berncastle found that his Arab staff
enjoyed the work and got along with one another well. This was in marked
contrast with his rather negative opinion of his Israeli employees. As he com-
mented in early 1956: “Arab employees seem to like the work and are a happy
team. . . the only flies in the ointment are the two Israeli employees who bad-
ger me with complaints and requests about salaries, hours of work, leave and
the like.”16

Politics continued to interfere with the Technical Office’s work. In late
1955 and again in February 1956, the Israeli government complained to
Berncastle that there were not enough Israelis working on his payroll. The
government felt that at least two or three more should be hired and should
work on the same premises as the Arab employees (i.e., at Government House
in Jerusalem). The Israelis argued that the project was a UN mission of great
concern to Israel, and that Government House was in Israeli territory anyway
so there should be no problems with Israelis working there. Berncastle replied
that he had not selected employees on ethnic lines; he mostly hired Arabs be-
cause they were the only ones who applied. He did not have the budget to
hire new staff, and could not very well fire some of the Arabs to make room for
new Israeli employees.17

About the same time, the UNCCP received a letter of complaint this time
signed by representatives of eight Arab states. The letter was submitted on
March 1, 1956, and complained about the Technical Office’s work. Among
other charges, the letter claimed that no representatives of the refugees were
involved in the identification work—a clear reference to Hadawi’s termina-
tion. In fact, Berncastle told UNCCP Principal Secretary Povl Bang-Jensen
that the letter was “largely the work of the Arab Refugee Office which is
headed by Dr. Izzat Tannous and in which Sami Hadawi is employed.” 
Berncastle felt that the letter was largely Hadawi’s work, inasmuch as Hadawi
previously had shared such opinions with Berncastle.18

Not yet a year after his dismissal from the UNCCP, Hadawi had once again
surfaced on the property question. He later met with the UNCCP in New
York along with the Jordanian and Egyptian delegates to the UN on May 27,
1959 to complain about the Technical Office’s work once again. Hadawi
asked how the valuation process would take care of buildings in rural areas,
communally owned land, state land, land in the Beersheba district, moveable
property, and the former assets of the mandatory government.19 Politics con-



tinued to affect the office’s work in the fall of 1956 when work was stopped for
three weeks during the Suez War of October and November 1956. The
Jerusalem staff were given three weeks leave with pay.

At the height of the identification work in late 1956, Berncastle employed
seventeen Arab and five Israeli staff members in the Middle East. Two of the
latter were working at the Israeli land registry office in Safad and one at the
Haifa registry. After a delay the sub-office in Jerusalem obtained ten micro-
film viewers that the staff could use. In addition, three staff members contin-
ued to work in New York. By the time Berncastle’s contract was due to expire
in the fall of 1957, the Technical Office had almost completed the identifica-
tion work. Table 5.2 indicates the progress made from the end of 1952 until
August 31, 1957. By March 31, 1958, a total of 9,872 blocks had been finished
as well as all of the Beersheba district.20

Identification work was completed in 1958. The Technical Office reported
that it had created approximately 453,000 individual R/P1 forms, meaning
that it had identified that number of parcels of individually owned Arab prop-
erty in Israel, subject to certain reservations (this figure is actually incorrect, as
chapter 7 will show). While the office had identified that many parcels, it
freely conceded that there were more that it could not identify. Were the R/P1
forms a type of substitute land deed for the refugees’ property that could be
considered legally valid? Not all of them, according to Berncastle and his
staff, who considered that the information on those R/P1 forms that had been
taken from the registers of title was authoritative. The R/P1s drawn up from
the information in other registers and tax documents were less solid because
they were based either on presumptive title or recorded the name of whoever
paid tax on the land, who may not have been the sole owner or even the
“true” owner.

Another problem concerned uncultivable land located in those villages
that had not undergone land settlement operations. Since the British did not
tax this type of land, and the tax registers were drawn up in order to divide
taxes among landowners, village authorities were not always careful to list ev-
ery owner of land rights in such land in the village tax registers. The result was
that this source of data was imprecise. The Technical Office therefore made
the decision to exclude all of this land—some 460,000 dunums—that lay in
unsettled villages because it could not definitively prove that it had been pri-
vately owned. R/P1 forms were not drawn up for this land.21

Another problem the Technical Office faced was how to identify Arab land
in certain areas that were lacking documents altogether. This problem was
most acute in the vast Beersheba subdistrict, which consisted of some 12.5
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million dunums. As noted above, none of this land had undergone land set-
tlement operations. Nor had regular tax registers been drawn up because it
was subject to a special lump sum land tax under the Commutation of Tithes
Ordinance. This lump sum was divided up among the inhabitants by village
tax distribution committees. Data on these taxes had been recorded in differ-
ent documents than the normal tax registers but these documents disappeared
in 1948. To make up for the dearth of data, the office turned to the registers of
deeds to try to locate information about Arab property. The staff ended up
finding references to only 200,000 dunums out of the entire subdistrict, of
which only 64,000 dunums were determined to have been registered to Arabs.
R/P1 forms were drawn up only for these 64,000 dunums. The Technical Of-
fice assumed that the rest of the 1,935,000 dunums of cultivable land in the

TABLE 5.2 Pace of UNCCP Technical Office’s Work on Identifying Individual
Refugee Losses, 1952–1957

Sub-District
Villages

(N)
Blocks

(N)
No. of Blocks

Completed

Ramla 81 1,447 1,407
Gaza 55 1,586 1,586
Jaffa 30 827 818
Tulkarm 56 753 471
Haifa 60 1,759 1,648
Safad 83 913 666
Tiberias 32 535 459
Acre 52 645 274
Baysan 32 443 429
Nazareth 29 616 473
Ramallah 3 8 8
Hebron 26 269 252
Janin 23 156 156
Nablus 3 5 5
Jerusalem 53 503 299
Beersheba (not divided into villages and blocks; work finished

for 30 of 60 land registers)
TOTAL 618 10,461 8,951

Source: NARA RG 84, United Nations/USUN Central Files—UN Letters/2450,
“Blocked Arab Accounts;” Document: “Report to P. Bang-Jensen, Acting Principal
Secretary of the Commission, from J. Berncastle, Land Specialist” (November 1, 1957)



subdistrict was cultivated by Arab bedouin but did not record information for
this land on R/P1 forms.

The vast lands in the Beersheba subdistrict were not the only examples of
problems faced by the UNCCP’s staff in trying to identify refugee land. Recent
tax sheets were not located for urban land in Ramla, although 1940–41 sheets
were found for some of the missing areas. These were used for constructing
R/P1 forms where possible. Tax sheets were also completely missing for the vil-
lages of Burayj, Dayr Aban, Jarash, and Khirbat Ismallah. About one-half of the
identification work was completed for Dayr Aban based on other documents
(provisional land settlement records), but no work at all could be done for the
others. Incomplete sets of sheets were located for Bayt Jimal, Dayr Rafat, Lifta,
Suba, Dallata, Malikiyya, and al-Ras al-Ahmar, with the result that not all land
from these villages could be included in R/P1 forms either.

Valuation of Property

When Berncastle temporarily returned to the UNCCP in mid-1955, he origi-
nally had been thinking along the lines that the valuation work should pro-
duce a figure that conformed with his earlier 1951 global estimate of £100
million. He noted in an internal memorandum that was circulated to UNRWA
against the UNCCP’s wishes, “individual valuation should therefore be an
analysis of the global figure already adopted rather than a synthesis of new val-
uations.” UNRWA Commissioner Henry Labouisse was aghast when he
learned of the memorandum. He felt that the new figure should be indepen-
dent of the results of the earlier one, and let this be known to the UNCCP.
Alexis Ladas agreed with him, and the UNCCP’s Principal Secretary Povl
Bang-Jensen quickly wrote to Labouisse assuring him that Berncastle’s memo-
randum was not really an official memorandum but merely a written version of
some of his initial thoughts. In any event, he said, it should never have been
circulated. Berncastle’s thinking had since evolved, and he too realized that it
would be “unethical and politically unwise” to valuate the refugees’ land in
any way other than its true market value. Bang-Jensen went on to state categor-
ically that the UNCCP’s Technical Office was not bound by the earlier 1951
figure of £P100 million and would produce whatever the true figure was, come
what may. In fact, he opposed the idea of limiting the amount of compensation
artificially in order to conform to a certain amount: “It would be immoral for
the United Nations to maintain that the refugees received full compensation if
that were not so. Quite apart from the moral aspect, it is, of course, also entirely
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impossible to solve the problem in a politically satisfactory way by pretending,
contrary to facts, that full compensation is paid.”22

Berncastle’s thinking on how to compensate the refugees also underwent
modification since he had first devised a compensation plan in 1952. In his
earlier plan of September 10, 1952 entitled “A Plan for the Payment of Com-
pensation for Abandoned Arab Immoveable Property,” Berncastle suggested
that the UN establish a financial group to pay compensation to refugee
landowners and receive the legal title for their land from the Israeli Custo-
dian of Absentee Property. The fund would then sell the land to Jews
throughout the world in order to pay itself back. The JNF and the Israeli gov-
ernment would have the right of first refusal on this land. Any losses in these
transactions would be made up by Israel. The year after he proposed that
idea, Berncastle discussed the idea for an “International Banking Organiza-
tion for the Development of the Near East” with a French diplomat. He later
discussed this new idea with an American diplomat in August 1956. It was a
similar proposal, but instead of paying full compensation to the refugees the
bank would pay most of them one-half of their compensation payment in
cash and one-half in bonds, to limit the inflationary impact of a sudden in-
flux of capital into the Middle East. The refugees then could invest the
bonds as stock in new development projects in the region. Each year, the
bank would compensate about 20 percent of the refugees and stretch out the
entire operation to five or more years. Making the bulk of the refugees wait
for their compensation payments would be a way of “promoting peace” be-
cause it would not be in their interests to push for a war that would upset the
repayment schedule. Additionally, Berncastle argued that this method would
facilitate resettlement because each refugee would receive enough money at
one time, in cash and bonds, to help them resettle.23

Valuation work began in September 1956 and was carried out on a re-
gional basis as the Technical Office staff studied data on rural and urban land
prices by subdistricts. Since the data on prices was regional, the Technical Of-
fice initially did not establish values for individual parcels of land. By mid-
1957, Berncastle had done enough of this work to increase his initial 1951
estimate of the value of the property by 50 percent. He now felt the value
would end up being closer to $US460 million than his earlier 1951 estimate
of $280 million (£P100 million). Ironically, he was discovering that his Arab
critics were correct when they derided his earlier figures as being far too low.24

Berncastle also began exploratory work on establishing values for individ-
ual parcels of land. Once again focusing on the Gaza subdistrict because
identification work was done there first, Berncastle chose one village at ran-



dom to valuate and study in detail as a test. In particular, he wanted to inves-
tigate what percentage of the population had owned land on May 15, 1948
and thus stood to benefit from any future compensation regime. He chose the
village of Julis. The Technical Office had determined that Julis comprised
13,584 dunums divided among 1,116 parcels as indicated in table 5.3.

He then valued the land in the village and studied the percentage of vil-
lage land owned by small, medium, and large landowners. He determined
that the total value of all privately owned Arab land in Julis as of November
29, 1947 was £P486,570. Berncastle also determined that 16 individuals
among the 642 landowners in Julis—2.4 percent of the landowners and 1.6
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TABLE 5.3 Technical Office’s 1957 Study of Scope of Refugee Land in Julis,
Gaza Sub-District

Type Area (Dunums)

1. Land by category
Built-up 30
Citrus 1,355
Banana 5
Other fruit 931
Cereal 10,803
Railroads, roads, other 460uncultivable
TOTAL 13,584

Type Area (Dunums)

2. Land by type of ownership
Private Arab 12,989
In trust for the village 15
Jewish owned 227
State owned 335
TOTAL 13,584

No. of Male Owners No. of Female Owners

3. Land ownership by gender
526 116

Source: UNSA DAG 13–3, UNCCP. Subgroup: Principal Secretary. Series: Records
Relating to the Technical Office/Box 16/1955–60/Mr. J.M. Berncastle; Document:
“Property Ownership in an Arab Village” (March 11, 1957)
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percent of the total population—controlled 40 percent of the land. The range
of ownership by value is indicated in table 5.4.

Berncastle also examined the value of landholdings by extended family
(Ar.: hamula). He found that most land (in terms of value) was owned by
members of four such families. The al-Ghusayn family owned by far the most:
£P232,095. They were followed by the al-‘Assar (£P67,820), the Shaqliyya
(£P21,455), and the Abu Sayf (£P21,380).25

Berncastle also compared global data on refugee compensation from his
1951 estimate with specific information from Julis to see how the percentage
of families who would receive compensation compared with his earlier esti-
mate. The comparison showed a great similarity: despite his random selection
of Julis, the percentage of families in the village that would receive various
levels of compensation was remarkably similar to his earlier, generalized esti-
mates of 1951 (see table 5.5).

With Berncastle’s contract set to expire on August 31, 1957 the UNCCP
once again faced the task of selecting someone to carry on. Identification
work was nearly complete, and the important job of assigning values to the
refugee land lay ahead. Berncastle had two suggestions for his replacement.
The first was Moshe Ellman, Chief Valuer at the Israeli Ministry of Justice
and a personal friend of his. Berncastle had recommended him as a suitable
valuer back in 1952 when the Refugee Office was contemplating a compen-

TABLE 5.4 Technical Office’s 1957 Study of Value of Refugee Land in Julis,
Gaza Sub-District, by Value of Landholding

Value of Holdings (£P) No. of Individuals Total Value (£P)

less than 100 188 7,440
101–500 284 67,940
501–1000 79 56,565
1001–1500 29 36,660
1501–2000 12 20,370
2001–2500 11 24,025
2501–5000 23 75,520
5001–10,001 14 108,015
more than 10,001 2 90,035
TOTAL 642 486,570

Source: UNSA DAG 13–3, UNCCP. Subgroup: Principal Secretary. Series: Records
Relating to the Technical Office/Box 16/1955–60/Mr. J.M. Berncastle; Document:
”Property Ownership in an Arab Village” (March 11, 1957)



sation scheme. Were he selected, he would become the highest-ranking Is-
raeli to work with the Technical Program. Berncastle’s other recommendation
was a fellow Briton, Roy Clifford Ward. During the mandate, Ward had re-
placed Berncastle as Assistant Agent at the Haifa Harbour (Reclaimed Area)
Estate in 1938 when Berncastle vacated the position and moved to the land
department. He later went into the private sector, and in 1957 was General
Manager of the Iraq Petroleum Co. in Israel.

In the end, the UNCCP hired neither man and decided not to hire a per-
manent replacement for Berncastle. Instead, two local Palestinian employees in
Jerusalem were tasked to oversee the project as it wound down its identification
work. Most of the rest of the staff were dismissed. These two men were Gregory
Issaevitch and Shukri Ibrahim Salih. Issaevitch was a Palestinian of Arabized
Yugoslav background who had worked for Hadawi in the mandatory land de-
partment. A friend of the Issaevitch family, Hadawi had hired him as a favor to
his mother. Berncastle liked him, although several years earlier he had de-
scribed Issaevitch as a “very junior officer in the mandatory government—and
was very much Hadawi’s man.”26 Some in the UNCCP also worried that Arabs
were suspicious of him because of his last name (presumably it sounded “Jew-
ish”). Fifty-seven year old Shukri Salih was another Palestinian who was very
much Issaevitch’s senior in age and in terms of experience as well. He was an-
other close friend of Hadawi and had been the best man in Hadawi’s wedding.
Salih had worked with the mandatory government since 1921 and later joined
the Jordanian government after 1948, which seconded him to the UNCCP.

Since Issaevitch had worked for the UNCCP longer than Salih, techni-
cally he would become the senior person in the office. Berncastle worried,
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TABLE 5.5 Refugee Families Benefiting from Compensation Comparison of
UNCCP’s 1951 Global Estimate with Data from Julis Village

Families Receiving Compensation
Julis more than

All Palestinians
(1951 Figures)

£100 60 % 71 %
£500 36 % 32 %
£1,000 12.5 % 16.5 %
£P2,000 6.4 % 6.9 %
£P10,000 1.04 % 1.07 %

Source: NARA RG 84, United Nations/USUN Central Files—UN Letters/2450,
“Blocked Arab Accounts;” Document: Berncastle to Chai ( June 28, 1957)
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however, that Salih might resent this, given that he was older and had been a
higher-ranking official in the mandatory government. He recommended that
neither man be addressed as the office head. Valuation work began under
their joint leadership in 1958. Part of the work was to obtain prices for land
sales in the late 1940s from the various regions of Palestine. It was hoped to
find these in mandatory records called Returns of Dispositions, books which
gave such prices.

While Berncastle thought it might be a useful idea to publish the figures
from the identification process (so that individual refugees could check them
for accuracy and add pertinent details such as information on buildings lo-
cated on the land), he argued for strict secrecy regarding the figures on land
values. His main concern was that the Arabs would reject the entire identifi-
cation and valuation project if they learned of the new figure, which although
it would be larger than his 1951 figure would still undoubtedly be lower than
what the Arabs publicly had been claiming the land was worth.27

The valuation work later was deemed too important to leave to subordi-
nates so the UNCCP temporarily rehired Berncastle again as a “consultant”
for one year from June 1959 until June 1960. During that time, the commis-
sion finally selected a permanent replacement to oversee the Technical Of-
fice’s valuation work: Frank E. Jarvis. A Briton born in 1910, Jarvis was
selected over 45 other candidates for the position. He was seconded by the
British Board of Inland Revenue, left Britain, and began working as the new
Land Specialist in New York starting in April 1960. Berncastle had this to say
about Jarvis: “In Mr. Jarvis you have as director of the valuation program a
man to whom no exceptions can be taken on political grounds, and who en-
joys the highest professional reputation.”28

Jarvis’ arrival resulted in the acceleration of valuation work. He continued
Berncastle’s  earlier strategy of determining general land prices for each sub-
district and even parts of subdistricts. Jarvis’ staff in New York examined the
mandatory records and obtained data on prices by looking at sale prices in
1946 and 1947. His staff of seven persons plus himself included trained valu-
ators. Jarvis also had three consultants at his disposal: Berncastle in London
and two others in Jerusalem. The data on sale prices were then entered into
“valuation books” for rural property and “valuation files” for urban land.
These contained values for each subdistrict and sometimes even portions of
subdistricts. Jarvis told the UNCCP that his office would not assign a value to
each specific parcel (although this in fact was done later starting in 1961). In-
stead, they would develop a “key number” and then create a formula for using
this number in conjunction with the general data on land prices for each sub-
district found in the valuation books to arrive at values for parcels.



What did he mean by a “key number?” Jarvis felt that paragraph 111 of UN
General Assembly Resolution 194 (III) of 1948 calling on Israel to compen-
sate the refugees also discussed compensation as a way for nonrepatriated
refugees to reestablish themselves. He felt that prices from 1947 would need
to be multiplied to account for the passage of time and other, economic fac-
tors in order to make them relevant to the situation of the early 1960s. Given
their high value, he did recommend that the Technical Office take the time
to investigate and determine the specific value of each parcel of urban land,
though. The UNCCP approved of his plan.29

On what basis did Berncastle and later Jarvis valuate the land? As noted,
the basic criterion they aimed for was to determine value on the basis of what
price a given parcel of land could have been sold for on the open market on
November 29, 1947. To accomplish this, the men sought to make valuations
consistent with the proviso that similar types of land would fetch different
prices in different parts of Palestine. Urban tax sheets provided the basis for
such nation-wide comparisons by listing the net annual value of all land. In
rural areas, all taxable land (except in Beersheba) was listed in records by tax
category. They also sought to base values on studies made of actual sale prices
based on a consideration of all sales that took place in the two years proceed-
ing November 29, 1947. A “declared price” was recorded in the registers of
deeds for each parcel of land sold, based on the testimony of the parties to
each transaction. Since they paid a transaction fee according to value, they
had every reason to minimize the sale price. The Technical Office felt that
since it would be hard to lie to an experienced registrar who anyway would be
the final judge of what the “assessed price” of the land was, the prices listed in
the registers of deeds probably reflected the actual price of the land in ques-
tion. Where the “declared price” and the “assessed price” varied, the office
adopted the higher figure.

Beyond these general guidelines, the office devised different strategies for
valuing land. Urban lands constituted a particular challenge given the sub-
tleties of price variation according to location in cities. The common criterion
for all urban land was the “net annual value” (NAV) assigned by mandatory
tax authorities. Under the Urban Property Tax Ordinance of 1928, the NAV
for an urban building was the rent it could fetch less deductions for repairs. In
valuating “buildings,” what was meant was the value of the land and any
buildings built on it. All NAVs were determined by assessment committees
and reassessed every five years. However, the office determined that some
NAVs were undervalued in 1947–48. A standard procedure for using an as-
sessed tax value had been developed to arrive at the capital value for land.
This was to multiply the NAV by a certain figure, called a multiplier, that was
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based on interest rates. The office modified this for the purposes of valuing
buildings. It divided the sale prices of buildings it found listed in the registers
of deeds and other documents by the NAV to arrive at a multiplier. It found
that these figures tended to be very similar time after time. It then grouped
property in brackets of £P25 and applied the same multiplier to all NAVs
within the same bracket to arrive at capital values. Because some of the tax
sheets for the town of Ramla were missing but the total tax was known, com-
parisons were made with nearby Lydda for valuation purposes. Since there
were no tax records for Beersheba at all, nor were there any nearby towns for
comparison, the office carried out two studies of urban land values for the
town of Beersheba. It estimated the amount based on the capital value of
smaller towns and dividing it by the tax payable. Secondly, the office created a
mathematical formula based on the capital value of other towns and their
populations, and applied the resulting figure to Beersheba town. For urban
vacant lots without buildings, the NAV was six percent of the sale price were
the land to be freely sold.

The procedure was different for valuating rural lands. The Rural Property
Tax Ordinance established tax categories in April 1935 for all lands not sub-
ject to urban taxation except the Beersheba subdistrict. Land was classified
into one of the sixteen tax categories by committees and reassessed periodi-
cally. The Technical Office valued rural land differently if it was cereal land,
fruit land, or built-up land. In addition to using the mandatory tax categories,
Technical Office staff also consulted a classification of soil qualities, rainfall,
and topography that the mandatory government had prepared for the 1946
Anglo-American Commission of Enquiry. This study had classified rural land
in Palestine into ten regional zones, which the office used in conjunction
with the tax categories to determine parcels of similar value for each village.
Once again the staff searched through mandatory records for evidence of land
sales in each village, recording the amounts to create formulas that would
help them determine general prices in the villages. Garden areas on the out-
skirts of towns used for planting gardens and whose value was higher because
they potentially could be used for construction were valued separately based
on sales records.

Village built-up areas presented a special problem. Since these buildings
were not located in towns, they were not subject to the urban tax ordinance
and thus no tax records were drawn up for them. Nor was land settlement ap-
plied in most village built-up areas. Nor were there very many sales of village
houses, leaving a dearth of information about the value of rural houses and
other buildings. The staff studied the mandatory village development survey



maps of approximately fifty Palestinian villages. They measured the surface
area of the built-up areas compared to that of the total village and found that
this ratio was fairly uniform within each subdistrict. Beyond that, they devised
a formula for estimating the value of houses based on the value of the land
plus the cost of building materials. They decided upon a nation-wide figure of
£P2 per square meter for rural buildings based on building costs, and multi-
plied this by an estimate of the number of estimated rooms in the village that
was derived from mandatory population figures. To this was added a value for
land equal to three times the corresponding value of garden areas in that vil-
lage.

The Beersheba subdistrict presented problems for valuation just as it had
for identification. Information on land sales was extracted from the registers of
deeds which was plotted on maps of the region. This allowed the Technical
Office to determine roughly what land prices were for the various parts of the
large subdistrict. The staff faced an insurmountable problem dealing with
grazing land in the area, though. Although it believed that there was indeed a
value to this type of land, it could not find any sales data from which to make
any estimates.

Table 5.6 indicates the values of rural land in each subdistrict, by tax cate-
gory, that the Technical Office established and used in its valuation estimates.
Since the office determined figures for individual villages, the chart shows the
highest and lowest value that the office determined within each category.
Table 2.5  lists Berncastle’s 1951 valuation of land and for the explanation of
what types of land were included within each tax category. It becomes clear
that the land values that Jarvis developed were higher than those determined
by Berncastle. Because the UNCCP tried to keep all valuation figures secret,
the figures shown in table 5.6 are published here for the first time.

The final stage of the valuation process began in 1961, when the Technical
Office began establishing a specific value for each individual R/P1 form. This
involved taking the data on values in each subdistrict and village that had
been painstakingly assembled as described above and applying it so that each
individual parcel of Arab land was assigned a unique value. This was relatively
simple for the urban areas given the presence of detailed tax figures for indi-
vidual dwellings. For rural areas, the information described above was supple-
mented by resort to village cadastral maps in order for the office to get a sense
of where in the village the various land sales for which it had data took place.
This allowed them to be as detailed as possible in determining individual land
values. Valuation figures were then written in red ink in the upper right hand
corner of each R/P1 form, and appear as a whole number rounded to the
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nearest Palestinian pound. The figure does not include a “£” sign nor is any
other information listed to indicate what this figure means. This was no doubt
done as a type of code to hide the meaning of what the figure means. Thus, a
parcel of land that was determined to have a value of £P128 would simply
have “128” written on the R/P1 form in red. This task was completed in 1962
after the office accelerated its work following a December 1961 General As-
sembly request that it hasten the project. The valuation figures later were
added to an index of owners’ names.

These UNCCP records are the most thorough reckoning of Palestinian
Arab land ever produced by any quarter. They record the details of land own-
ership in hundreds of abandoned villages as well as in villages in Israel that re-
mained inhabited. The following data on two refugee villages were taken
from the relevant R/P1 forms to indicate the kind of macro-level information
that can be derived from them (this stands apart from the obvious micro-level

TABLE 5.6 Range of Values per Dunum (£P) for Rural Land in each Sub-
District (by Tax Category) as Determined by UNCCP Technical Office

Tax Categories
Sub-District 1,2 3 5–8 9–13 14–15 16

Acre 50–127 40–75 28–110.8 12–35.1 12–18 11–22
Baysan 62–68 51–55 24.5–40 9.5–32 9–24 8.5–32
Nazareth 55–65 — 32–47 10–30 10–14 9–25
Safad 70–85 — 22–75 7.5–35 9–35 9–25
Tiberias 65–70 43–53 18.3–40 5–20.5 10–14.6 5–18
Haifa 70–74.3 52 21.4–60 10–41.7 10–25 9.5–23
Janin 60 — 30–45 10–25 10–16 9.5–24
Nablus — — 25 25 22 24
Tulkarm 55–151.4 48–108 16–82 10.3–82 22 10–43
Hebron 60 — 30–44 15–23 15–20 14–22
Jerusalem — — 33–110 18–65 17–65 17–65
Ramallah — — — 20–24 24 19–23
Jaffa 102–165.3 70–125 58–140 41–127 — 59–100
Ramla 60–180 65–80 30–105 14.8–92 24–26 11–87
Gaza 50–123 49–72 22–60.9 15.7–51.5 15.7–30 15–33

Source: UNSA DAG 13–3, UNCCP. Subgroup: Principal Secretary. Series: Records
Relating to the Technical Office/Box 16/1952–57/Land Identification Project/Jarvis
Report; Document: A/AC.25/W.83, “Initial Report of the Commission’s Land Expert
on the Identification and Valuation of Arab Refugee Property Holdings in Israel”
(September 15, 1961)



details the R/P1 forms show for individual parcels of land). The first village is
‘Ayn Hawd, south of Haifa. This village was later renamed ‘En Hod by the Is-
raelis. The R/P1 forms contain information on 1,237 parcels of Arab-owned
land there, totaling 5,825.744 dunums. The UNCCP Technical Program es-
tablished a total value for this land at £P123,984, or £P21.280/dunum. Most
of the land was cultivable cereal land: 3,974.274 dunums, or 71.7 percent of
the total Arab land. However, this land was valued at £P65,514, and thus only
constituted about one-half of the total value of land in the village. While
comprising only one-fourth of the land (25.6 percent), the 1,439.780 dunums
of land on which fruit trees had been planted was valued at £P45,745
(£P31.770/dunum) and thus constituted a much higher percentage of the to-
tal land value. The most valuable land of all lay in the 50 dunums of homes in
the village’s built-up area, where land was determined to be worth
£P117.280/dunum. The value of ‘Ayn Hawd’s agricultural land in its various
fiscal blocks ranged from £P11.950/dunum to £P32.000.30

The second village for which statistics have been collected here from the
R/P1 forms is Khalisa, at the tip of the far northern panhandle of Palestine. It
was renamed Kiryat Shmona by the Israelis. A careful study of the R/P1 forms
reveals some problems with the data, which were gathered and collated in the
pre-computerized era of the 1950s. Adding up total figures to arrive at a total
number of parcels, for example, is difficult because of the presence of a num-
ber of uncategorized parcels of land in the records. These probably referred to
land in the built-up portion of the village. The figure for the total surface area
of Arab-owned parcels in Khalisa, including these uncategorized parcels, is
10,638.423 dunums spread throughout 658 parcels. It was thus a much larger
village than ‘Ayn Hawd although it contained only half as many parcels. The
total value of this land was £P239,661 with the average value standing at
£22.530/dunum. Most of the land—7,658.014 dunums or 71.98 percent—
was cereal land, almost the exact percentage as in ‘Ayn Hawd. But due to the
relatively tiny amount of valuable fruit land that lay in Khalisa (240.184
dunums, or 2.26 percent of the total surface area, worth a total of £10,380 or
£43.220/dunum), the value of this cereal land constituted a much higher per-
centage of the total land value in Khalisa. Cereal land was valued at £184,526
or £24.100/dunum, which constituted a full 76.99 percent of the total value of
land in the village. The most valuable land in the village was land categorized
as industrial land. The 151 parcels of this land totaled only 35.928 dunums
but were valued at £3,607 or £100.400/dunum. The value of Khalisa’s agri-
cultural land in its various fiscal blocks was generally higher than for ‘Ayn
Hawd, and ranged from £P14.640/dunum to £P59.890.31
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Final Statistics on Scope and Value of Arab Property

By September 1960, Jarvis was in a position to report on the total scope and
value of all refugee holdings in Israel based on the R/P1 forms. As mentioned,
the Technical Office actually produced figures on the total scope and value of
all Arab-owned property in Israel without reference to what was owned by
Palestinian refugees, Palestinians who were still resident in Israel, and non-
Palestinian Arabs. Not including Beersheba, this totaled 7,874,419 dunums,
for which R/P1 forms were completed for 5,194,091 dunums. The figures for
the Beersheba district were less precise, and the Technical Office published
figures both on the scope of what it thought was Arab-owned land in Beer-
sheba (12,445,000 dunums) and the (smaller) scope of land for which it pre-
pared R/P1 forms detailing individually owned Arab property (64,000
dunums). This information, shown in table 5.7, later was released publicly.

Jarvis’ office also estimated how much land was probably not refugee land
but rather land still owned by Arabs living in Israel. The total of this rough es-
timate came to 1,012,059 dunums. The UNCCP never published this figure,
which is presented here for the first time, as shown in tables 5.8 and 5.9.
Therefore, the UNCCP Technical Office assumed that 4,246,032 dunums of
the individually owned Arab land for which it created R/P1 forms probably
belonged to refugees. It is difficult to determine what amount of the addi-
tional 1,811,000 dunums of land in Beersheba that the office assumed was
also Arab owned should be excluded, since the office could not do this accu-
rately.

By the fall of 1962, the Technical Office was able to determine the cumu-
lative value of Arab-owned land in Israel. It tried to keep these figures secret
and never published them for reasons discussed below. They are presented
here for the first time, in tables 5.10–5.12.

Thus the total value of Arab land in Israel as of November 29, 1947 ac-
cording to the individual assessment came to £P235,660,250. Jarvis estimated
that the value of land still owned by Palestinians in Israel would approach
£P31 million, which if subtracted would leave a grand total of £P204,660,190
in land belonging to refugees and other Arabs who fled. This figure was 1.75
percent higher than the initial estimate of £P197.1 million in refugee land
that he had developed in 1961 before he had assigned a value to each R/P1
form.32 It was also double what Berncastle’s 1951 global estimate had been
(£P100,383,784).

The Technical Office also developed estimates of the value of other types
of property besides land. Jarvis studied several methods for estimating the



value of moveable property as well. He ended up using the same three meth-
ods that Berncastle had used in 1951, but once again came up with three dif-
ferent figures. Unlike Berncastle’s 1951 effort, though, Jarvis’ figures never
were made public and are presented here for the first time. His first method
was to base the value of moveables on the value of the rural land. Using 4.7
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TABLE 5.7 Scope of All Rural and Urban Arab Land in Israel According to
UNCCP Individual Assessment, 1952–1962

Sub-District
Total Area
(Dunums)

Covered by R/P1
Forms (Dunums)

1. Excluding Beersheba
Acre 795,357 507,707
Baysan 366,095 147,167
Nazareth 490,942 248,345
Safad 696,859 347,710
Tiberias 439,031 194,439
Haifa 972,312 405,580
Janin 257,212 228,407
Nablus 23,414 23,414
Tulkarm 503,676 332,571
Hebron 1,162,336 1,144,808
Jerusalem 296,943 221,482
Ramallah 6,240 6,240
Jaffa 285,084 140,425
Ramla 763,481 569,813
Gaza 815,437 675,983
TOTAL 7,874,419 5,194,091

2. Beersheba* 12,445,000 64,000
GRAND TOTAL 20,319,419 5,258,091
FINAL GRAND TOTAL** 7,069,091

* R/P1 forms were not drawn up for an additional 1,811,000 dunums of cultivable
land in the Beersheba sub-district that were assumed to be cultivated by bedouin Arabs
** adding the 1,811,000 dunums of land in Beersheba assumed to be cultivated by
bedouin Arabs but for which no R/P1 forms were drawn up
Source: UN Document A/AC.25/W.84, “Working Paper Prepared by the Commis-
sion’s Land Expert on the Methods and Techniques of Identification and Valuation
of Arab Refugee immoveable Property Holdings in Israel” (April 28, 1964)
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TABLE 5.8 Estimated Scope of Land Owned by Arabs Still Living in Israel
According to UNCCP Individual Assessment, 1952–1962

Sub-District Amount (Dunums)

Acre 318,714
Baysan 9,390
Nazareth 190,182
Safad 30,222
Tiberias 50,323
Haifa 170,238
Janin 86,554
Nablus 0
Tulkarm 140,231
Hebron 7,649
Jerusalem 3,186
Ramallah 0
Jaffa 40
Ramla 5,320
Gaza 0
TOTAL 1,012,059

Source: UNSA DAG 13–3, UNCCP. Subgroup: Principal Secretary. Series: Records
Relating to the Technical Office/Box 16/1952–57/Land Identification Project/Jarvis
Report; Document: A/AC.25/W.83, “Initial Report of the Commission’s Land Expert
on the Identification and Valuation of Arab Refugee Property Holdings in Israel”
(September 15, 1961)

TABLE 5.9 Scope of Rural and Urban Refugee Land in Israel According to UNCCP
Individual Assessment, 1952–1962

All Arab Land in
Israel (Dunums)
(on R/P1 Forms)

Land Owned by
Palestinians Still

Living in Israel (Dunums)
Land Owned by Refugees

(on R/P1 Forms)

5,258,091 1,012,059 4,246,032

percent as the basis of his calculations, Jarvis came up with a rough estimate
of £P5,678,000 excluding the Beersheba subdistrict. He then added to this
60.9 percent of the value of urban land and arrived at approximately
£P36,418,000. The total figure was then £P42,069,000 (excluding Beer-
sheba). Jarvis’ second method was to determine the value of immoveables as



a percentage of the Arab share of the national income of Palestine. He came
up with £70 million as “a reasoned guess” for the total Arab share of the na-
tional income using this method. Assuming that 700,000 out of 1,124,000
non-Jews became refugees, this left a total of £17.4 million in immoveables.
The third method was to base the value of immoveables on the ownership of
capital. Here Jarvis did have mandatory data on ownership of industrial
equipment, etc. He came up with a total figure of £P30.6 million for the Arab
sector of pre-1948 Palestine as follows: industrial equipment (£4 million);
commercial stock (£5.5 million); vehicles (£2 million); agricultural livestock
(£13.1 million); and household furniture (£6 million). Again deducting a per-
centage to represent the refugees only left him with a figure of £P19,125,000
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TABLE 5.10 Value of All Rural Arab Land in Israel According to UNCCP
Individual Assessment, 1952–1962

Sub-District Value (£P)

Acre 15,051,225
Baysan 3,464,834
Nazareth 5,595,879
Safad 7,323,092
Tiberias 3,805,192
Haifa 11,757,629
Janin 4,357,696
Nablus 540,660
Tulkarm 11,987,299
Hebron 12,443,989
Jerusalem 10,598,408
Ramallah 135,150
Jaffa 23,560,057
Ramla 22,190,429
Gaza 19,579,534
Beersheba 15,000,000
TOTAL 167,395,073

Source: UNSA DAG 13–3, UNCCP. Subgroup: Principal Secretary. Series: Records
Relating to the Technical Office/Box 16/1952–57/Land Identification Project/Jarvis
Report; Document: A/AC.25/W.83 ADD 1, “Initial Report of the Commission’s Land
Expert on the Identification and Valuation of Arab Refugee Property Holdings in
Israel” (September 10, 1962)
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in refugee immoveables. The three different methods then produced fig-
ures of £42,069,000, £17,400,000, and £19,125,000.33 Berncastle’s cor-
responding figures from 1951 were £21,570,000; £18,600,000; and
£19,100,000. The two men generally agreed on the last two figures; only in
the first did they differ, because Jarvis’ estimate of the refugee land’s value was
twice that of Berncastle’s.

Jarvis conducted several other noteworthy studies which were never made
public either. In one he estimated the value of communally owned Arab land

TABLE 5.11 Value of All Urban Arab Land in Israel According to UNCCP
Individual Assessment, 1952–1962

Area Vacant Lots (£P) Buildings (£) Total (£P)

Acre 423,542 919,385 1,342,927
‘Afula 984 0 984
Bat Yam 1,683 0 1,683
Baysan 53,691 457,186 510,877
Haifa 4,311,086 10,467,644 14,778,730
Holon 123,441 890 124,331
Jaffa 7,559, 740 14,094,203 21,653,943
Jerusalem 6,371,160 12,062,701 18,433,861
Lydda 438,690 1,403,399 1,842,089
al-Majdal 94,960 728,976 823,936
Natanya 0 36,497
Nazareth 219,907 1,412,635 1,632,542
Ramat Gan 71,447 0 71,447
Safad 157,354 84 98,029
Shafa’ ‘Amr 52,814 284,330 337,144
Tel Aviv 2,366,740 134,020 2,500,760
Tiberias 201,253 524,084 725,337
* Beersheba (estimate) 600,000
* Ramla (estimate) 1,850,000
TOTAL 68,265,177

Source: UNSA DAG 13–3, UNCCP. Subgroup: Principal Secretary. Series: Records
Relating to the Technical Office/Box 16/1952–57/Land Identification Project/Jarvis
Report; Document: A/AC.25/W.83 ADD 1, “Initial Report of the Commission’s Land
Expert on the Identification and Valuation of Arab Refugee Property Holdings in
Israel” (September 10, 1962)



as well as an estimate of the proportion of refugees who were landowners.
This first issue later would constitute a major Arab complaint against the
UNCCP’s various studies of refugee land: They did not publicly study the
value of abandoned communal property. Jarvis in fact did study this, and com-
pensation for it did feature into the UNCCP’s unpublished plan for compen-
sation. Jarvis estimated this land to be worth approximately $US56 million,
although this rough figure was never published. As an internal 1962 UNCCP
document noted, “For the purposes of an estimate a figure of 56 million dol-
lars has been suggested but it is emphasized that this figure has no basis in val-
uation.”34 In September 1965, Jarvis issued to the UNCCP the results of a
second study he had made detailing the ratio between landowners and non-
landowning refugees. He based his research on 434 randomly selected rural
villages not located near urban centers. Jarvis used 1945 mandatory popula-
tion figures as a baseline figure and then added 6 percent to account for pop-
ulation growth since then. He thus determined that 133,495 out of 306,103
persons living in those 434 villages—43.6 percent—owned property. Basing
himself on November 29, 1947 land values, he developed the following statis-
tics (see table 5.13) showing the number of landowners according to the value
of their total holdings. These figures likewise were never released. Jarvis also
estimated that that 348,300 of 904,000—39.6 percent—of refugees registered
with UNRWA had owned land in Palestine. He also felt that the percentage of
the total refugee population that owned land but were not registered UNRWA
refugees stood at 1.5 percent.35

As a final step, Jarvis’ office compiled an index of Arab landowners starting
in 1963. Because the R/P1 forms were organized by village and block, it was
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TABLE 5.12 Value of Rural and Urban Refugee Land in Israel According to
UNCCP Individual Assessment, 1952–1962

All Arab Land
in Israel (£P)

Land Owned by
Palestinians Still

Living in Israel (£P)
Land Owned by

Refugees (£P)

235,660,250 31,000,000 204,660,190

Source: UNSA DAG 13–3, UNCCP. Subgroup: Principal Secretary. Series: Records
Relating to the Technical Office/Box 16/1952–57/Land Identification Project/Jarvis
Report; Document: A/AC.25/W.83 ADD 1, “Initial Report of the Commission’s Land
Expert on the Identification and Valuation of Arab Refugee Property Holdings in
Israel” (September 10, 1962)
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extremely difficult to determine the landholdings of any particular individual
when using them. The UNCCP therefore authorized Jarvis to develop an in-
dex of owners for ready identification of specific persons’ land holdings. The
Technical Office staff then prepared approximately 220,000 index cards list-
ing the property holdings, with block and parcel number, of each individual
landowner in each village. The cards also indicated the value of the holdings.
The cards were arranged by village, with the owners appearing in alphabetical
order. Since a person could own land in more than one village, the cumula-
tive number of names appearing in the index cards was larger than the actual
number of Arab landowners in Palestine. The office experienced considerable
difficulties with the fact that land and tax documents transliterated Arabic
names in a variety of different ways.

Jarvis wrote a detailed report of the Technical Office’s efforts in 1963. In a
marked departure from the policy that had been adopted for publishing 

TABLE 5.13 UNCCP Study of Arab Landowners in 434 Villages in Israel by
Value of Holdings, 1965

Value of Holdings (£P) Owners (N) Owners % % Total Value of Land

1–100 58,808 44.0 2.9
101–200 20,423 15.3 4.1
201–300 11,390 8.5 4.2
301–400 7,924 5.9 4.6
401–500 5,592 4.2 4.2
501–600 4,416 3.3 4.5
601–700 3,473 2.6 4.5
701–800 2,715 2.0 4.3
801–900 2,250 1.7 3.8
901–1000 1,932 1.4 4.0
1001–1300 3,935 2.9 8.9
1301–1600 2,648 2.0 6.0
1601–2000 2,335 1.7 6.3
2001–2500 1,764 1.3 5.9
2501–3000 1,108 0.8 4.4
3001– 2,861 2.1 27.5

Source: UNSA DAG 13–3, UNCCP. Subgroup: Principal Secretary. Series: Records
Relating to the Technical Office/Box 17/General Programme; Document: “An Anal-
ysis of Property Owners compared with Population and the Amount of Property in
Various Categories of Value” (September 1, 1965)



Berncastle’s 1951 global estimates on value—and in fact, because of that ex-
perience—the UNCCP decided against publishing Jarvis’ valuation figures.
Only the Technical Office’s estimate of the scope of Arab-owned land in Is-
rael, and not its value, publicly was released in 1964 along with a detailed de-
scription of how the office went about the entire identification and valuation
program. As noted above, the Technical Office always had been concerned
about the program being ruined by leaked information about land values that
would cause an uproar, particularly among the Arabs.

Even the decision to publish this sanitized report came after considerable
debate. As the program neared completion, the UNCCP decided in early Oc-
tober 1961 to keep the valuation figures secret and not publish the abbrevi-
ated report of the program that Jarvis was writing. The reason for the second
decision was that Jarvis had stated that publishing an abbreviated report with-
out such figures would be meaningless. Thus the UNCCP opted for no pub-
lic report at all. However, just weeks before, it did authorize Jarvis to show his
report to Berncastle in Britain to get his opinions. In addition, the United
States changed its mind and also called for keeping the figures secret. In so
doing it was deferring to UNCCP Special Representative Joseph Johnson’s
recommendations that the figures remain secret (see chapter 6).36

Once Jarvis had prepared the text for a final report to be made public in
early 1964, the United States apparently changed its mind again. It argued
that publishing the values would help the UNCCP avoid charges of “con-
cealment.” The Americans also stated that representatives of interested parties
should be allowed to examine the index cards of owners. Jarvis protested, not-
ing among other things that consultation of the index cards without “explana-
tory information” would be meaningless. Impressed with Jarvis’ points, the
Americans changed their minds yet again and advocated keeping the land val-
ues secret. In any event, they noted, the total amount by itself would be too
low without adding to it figures for moveables, accrued interest, etc.37

Although the UNCCP decided against publishing Jarvis’ estimate of land
values, it remained divided over when to release the public part of Jarvis’ re-
port. The commission’s annual reports to the UN Secretary-General always
had been carefully worded so as not to prompt an official rejection of the
identification and valuation project from any of the parties to the conflict—
particularly the Arabs. American representatives to the UNCCP also worked
to delete certain passages from Jarvis’ report itself that the United States feared
would elicit objections from Israel. Even though Jarvis’ report was basically
ready in 1963, the UNCCP deferred issuing it to “avoid further exacerbating
debate in [the] G[eneral] A[ssembly].”38
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When Jarvis was completely finished with the last details of the report in
February 1964 the UNCCP decided to issue the sanitized Technical Report
on April 30, 1964. However, the Americans again urged a last-minute delay.
The reason: Israel had asked them for the delay because Prime Minister Levi
Eshkol was due to visit the United States in June—the first official visit to the
United States ever by a sitting Israeli prime minister. On April 29, 1964, an Is-
raeli official approached the Department of State and asked that the United
States use its influence in the UNCCP to postpone publication of the Tech-
nical Report in order to forestall a negative Arab response that could mar
Eshkol’s visit. The State Department agreed to try. While the French repre-
sentative on the UNCCP was sympathetic, he urged that the delay not be any
longer than it needed to be. However, the Turkish chair of the commission,
Vahap Asiroglu, was “very negative.” He felt that the Americans already had
ensured that the report “leaned too far towards respecting possible Israeli sen-
sitivities” and worried that the Arabs would think that postponing issuing the
report was because of Eshkol’s visit—which of course, was true. Asiroglu com-
mented that Turkey already was viewed negatively by the Arabs for failing to
stand up to the pro-Israeli views of the United States and France. Still, he
went along with the American request.39 The UNCCP finally announced the
end of the Technical Office’s program on May 11, 1964 in its 22nd annual re-
port. The Technical Report itself was published on May 13. Thus marked the
close of the most far-reaching program under undertaken by the UNCCP, as
well as its last.



C H A P T E R  S I X

FOLLOW UP TO THE TECHNICAL PROGRAM

As the Technical Program was winding down, the UNCCP undertook one fi-
nal attempt at creating movement on the compensation question by dispatch-
ing the Johnson Mission to the Middle East in 1961. Although this appeared
to mark a revived interest in compensation on the part of the UNCCP, the
mission was in fact largely an American initiative. The mission’s origins lay in
the fact that UN General Assembly Resolution 1604 (XV) of April 21, 1961
again requested that the UNCCP do something practical to bring about com-
pensation and report back to the General Assembly on its progress by October
15 of that year. The U.S. Department of State informed the new president,
John F. Kennedy, that something now needed to be done for the refugees in
light of this and the ongoing Arab diplomatic offensive in the General Assem-
bly. It also notified Kennedy that the upcoming discussion of the UNCCP’s
annual report in the fall of 1961 was likely to be negative. Finally, the depart-
ment told Kennedy that the U.S. Congress was unlikely to contribute more to
UNRWA, so some other plan was needed to assist the refugees. As a result,
Kennedy dispatched letters to the leaders of Egypt, Jordan, Syria, Lebanon,
and Iraq in May notifying them of the continued U.S. commitment to solving
the refugee problem as well of his intention to persuade all parties to work
with any new UNCCP initiative on the refugees.1The Kennedy administra-
tion also pushed the UNCCP to send a “special representative” to the Middle
East in the early fall of 1961 to see what progress could be made on the com-
pensation question. The UNCCP initially selected the Swiss ambassador to
the United States, August R. Lindt, but he delayed giving an answer because
the Iraqi-Kuwaiti crisis of 1961 kept him preoccupied. Eventually the
UNCCP selected an American, Joseph E. Johnson.

Johnson Mission

Dr. Joseph Esrey Johnson was born in 1906 and possessed both an academic
and diplomatic background. After completing his B.A., M.A., and Ph.D. studies
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at Harvard, Johnson taught at Williams College before joining the Department
of State in 1942. During his service as a diplomat, he was a delegate to the
Dumbarton Oaks Conference of 1944 and the first meeting of the UN in San
Francisco in 1945. After briefly returning to teach at Williams in 1947, Johnson
agreed to serve as president of The Carnegie Endowment for International
Peace in 1950. He was appointed the UNCCP’s “Special Representative” on
August 21, 1961 and charged with exploring what practical steps could be taken
to effect compensation for the Palestinian refugees. When U.S. Secretary of
State Dean Rusk told him that his prospects for success were not good, Johnson
quipped that he was not at that time applying for a Nobel peace prize. Two days
later, Rusk summed up his low expectations of Johnson’s mission when he told
American diplomats in Cairo that “only a most modest low-key consultation
with the Near East governments directly concerned with [the] refugee problem
is envisaged at this point to let them set forth their views.”2

Johnson traveled to the Middle East in September 1961 to conduct his
mission, the first of two trips he would take. While in Israel he met with Prime
Minister David Ben Gurion. The Israelis were not at all disposed to Johnson’s
mission nor talk of compensation at that moment and his meeting with Ben
Gurion was tense. The Israeli became so “harsh” with him that Johnson actu-
ally contemplated storming out of the meeting. Ben Gurion later sent him an
uncharacteristic letter of apology.3 He later experienced trouble with the
Arabs as well. A delegation representing Palestinian refugees called on him.
The group consisted of Izzat Tannous, Emile Ghoury, Issa Nakhleh, and
‘Umar ‘Azzuni, and bore a letter from the Arab Higher Committee signed by
the aging Palestinian leader al-Hajj Amin al-Husayni authorizing them to rep-
resent the Palestinians before the UN General Assembly’s Special Political
Committee. Johnson refused to see the delegation and dismissed their claim
officially to have represented the Palestinians at the UN. He said that they had
addressed the Special Political Committee as individuals and not in an official
category. Since he was only visiting with officials, he would not agree to sit
with them. In this he appeared to reflect official U.S. government policy.4 Af-
ter returning to the United States and submitting his report on November 24,
1961, Johnson was later reappointed on March 2, 1962 and made a second
trip to the region in April and May of 1962. He wrote his second report on Au-
gust 31, 1962.

Johnson’s ambitious and controversial plan for compensating the Pales-
tinian refugees that was rejected by Israel with such force that the Johnson
mission was doomed to failure. Johnson based his plan on General Assembly
Resolution 1604 (XV) of April 21, 1961 that had called on the UNCCP to
take steps to implement paragraph 11 of Resolution 194 (III) regarding com-



pensation. Johnson outlined his views on compensation to U.S. diplomats on
September 29, 1961:

Compensation of refugees, per se, constitutes no problem in the minds
of people of the area, either Israeli or Arab, since they are convinced the
U.S. will foot the bill. It is equally clear that compensation is not
enough. It will help only a very small number of the refugees. Some-
thing will have to be done for the others to make them feel that they are
being “compensated” and that they are receiving something with which
to make a new start.5

He submitted his plan in its final form on July 27, 1962. In essence it provided
for giving refugees a choice, via a questionnaire, whether they wished to be
repatriated or to receive compensation. The Americans felt that perhaps ten
percent of the refugees would request repatriation.6 The UN would establish
a fund to collect contributions, which would be paid to individual refugees as
compensation and in the form of a “re-integration allowance.” The total cost
of compensation would be based on the value of abandoned land, immove-
ables, public property, plus a variety of allowances. Beyond that, Israel would
need to allow some refugees to be repatriated and compensate them for their
losses as well.

Johnson’s plan revolved around his definition of compensation, its bases,
and how it would be paid. He understood “compensation” as the amount of
money required to place a refugee in a similar financial situation as if s/he had
not lost property. Thus Johnson included the loss of livelihood in his defini-
tion of compensation, not merely property. Specifically, he wrote of six bases
of compensation. The first was the value of land, in 1947–48 terms, “when he
[the refugee] departed his home.” This figure was set out in the UNCCP
Technical Office’s first secret estimate of 1961, some £P195.6 million (Jarvis
later raised this value; see chapter 5). Second, Johnson included the value of
abandoned moveable property as well. He once again took Jarvis’ secret 1961
estimate, which at £P30 million was the average of the three different figures
he arrived at. Whereas individual refugees would be compensated for the loss
of their own land, the projected UN agency that would oversee compensation
would distribute the compensation for moveable property as it would see fit.
Third, Johnson’s plan called for a monetary payment as an adjustment for the
loss of interest on a refugee’s property. He suggested that a full 50 percent be
added to the value of the abandoned property to account for this, or £112.8
million. Fourth, he proposed adding a second adjustment to account for the
depreciation in currency. Johnson estimated that this value had declined by
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20 percent between 1948–62, so he added £P45,120,000. Fifth, he called for
compensation for the loss of mandatory public property plus the adjustments
for lost interest and currency depreciation. Here, Johnson did not have access
to UNCCP values for the Palestinians’ share of public property formerly be-
longing to the mandatory government—police stations, schools, transporta-
tion services, and the like—and so developed his own estimate of £P20
million. This amount would not be paid to the refugees, however, but to the
host governments in the countries where they now lived. Finally, he added
another component to his scheme that departed from the concept of com-
pensation only representing lost property. Johnson recommended providing
$250 as a “re-integration” allowance for all refugees whether or not they
owned property in Palestine. The cumulative total would be £P87 million. En
toto, Johnson estimated that compensation would require the equivalent of
some $1,377,456,000.7

Johnson’s ideas about the modalities of payment were as follows. Govern-
ments and private contributors would pay into a fund established by the UN
General Assembly. He assumed that Israel would pay into this as well: “As the
property for which compensation will be paid is now in Israel, it is assumed
that Israel will make a substantial contribution.”8 The fund then would make
payments to individual refugees, although the host governments in the coun-
tries where they were living could determine how this would be spent. The
host governments themselves would receive the compensation for the public
property in proportion to the number of refugees they harbored. These funds
would be used to assist in resettling the refugees. He stated that the refugees
should be allowed to choose repatriation or compensation but that Israel
should compensate the repatriated refugees as well. Johnson expected that Is-
rael itself, and not the UN fund, would pay compensation for seized property
although “[i]t is hoped . . . that UN members [and] members of UN special
agencies, will help.” In order to establish themselves anew in Israel, Johnson
also believed that the refugees should be allowed to buy other nonreturning
refugees’ property. Since he worried that Israel would not deal “fairly” with
the returnees, Johnson recommended that the United States ask for an Israeli
“modification” of its laws.9 After his first trip to the Middle East, Johnson esti-
mated that solving the refugee problem would take 10–15 years.

Johnson delivered his plan on September 10, 1962 at separate meetings in
New York with the Israeli and Arab delegations to the UN. All parties were dis-
turbed by elements of his plan. The Arabs were skeptical. Jordan earlier had
sent a memorandum to the other Arab states in May 1962 following Johnson’s
second trip. This document, which was published in the Arab press, accused



Johnson of trying to get the refugees to “sell” their country.10 President
Kennedy then tried to help Johnson by writing a secret letter to King Hussein
that was delivered on September 15, 1962. In the letter, Kennedy asked for
Hussein’s help in supporting the Johnson Mission’s initiative. Four days later,
the U.S. embassy in Amman reported to Washington that the Jordanian cabi-
net had decided not to oppose the Johnson plan after all and would even work
to convince the other Arabs to give it a chance “for tactical reasons.” However,
the Jordanians noted that if the other Arabs rejected the plan, Jordan would
be obliged to go along.11

For their part the Israelis were positively apoplectic about the Johnson plan.
According to American diplomats, they reacted “violently” after Johnson’s
meeting with Israel’s UN ambassador Michael Comay and thereafter
launched a furious counterattack against him. What galled them the most
among a variety of issues they opposed in Johnson’s plan was his call for allow-
ing the refugees the right to choose compensation or repatriation without al-
lowing Israel to establish a limit on the total number of returnees.12 While the
Arabs always had continued to call for the Palestinians’ right of return, no seri-
ous talk of repatriation had surfaced since the Suez War. The entire focus, and
passive at that, had been on property. Now it was not the Arabs but an Ameri-
can in the service of the UNCCP who was reviving the call for Israel to repa-
triate some of the refugees, compensate them, and then help pay to
compensate the rest who were not returning.

Israel’s fierce diplomatic offensive against Johnson soon began. Details of
Johnson’s plan were leaked to the American press, presumably by the Israelis,
and publicized. In September 1962, the American embassy in London passed
along information that Golda Meir was about to inform Rusk that Johnson’s
plan was “totally unacceptable” to Israel. In particular, Israel objected to the
fact that the number of refugees to be repatriated was open-ended. They also
reacted negatively to two other of Johnson’s ideas. The first was that any
refugee refused repatriation by Israel for security reasons could appeal Israel’s
decision to an independent commission. Second, they opposed Johnson’s pro-
posal to allow refugees to change their minds; that is, those who elected for re-
settlement in the Arab countries later could decide that they wanted to be
repatriated to Israel.13 Although they pointedly refused to meet with Johnson,
Israeli diplomats later met with officials of the Department of State in Wash-
ington on October 12, 1962 to lodge their protest over the plan. The meeting
occurred only four days before the start of the Cuban missile crisis. On
November 21, 1962, the day that Kennedy lifted the naval quarantine on
Cuba, Meir told Rusk flatly that Israel rejected the Johnson plan and would
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not cooperate in any resettlement plans unless the Arabs agreed in advance to
resettle at least 90 percent of the refugees. Additionally, Israel refused any talk
of allowing the refugees to state their own preference about repatriation versus
resettlement.14

Lastly, Johnson’s plan thus presented his own government with some seri-
ous challenges. Even though they had initiated the idea for the Johnson Mis-
sion and had picked their fellow countryman to head it, the Americans were
surprised to see Johnson cross several of their long-standing red lines on the
compensation question. The fact that these suggestions had come from a
highly respected American serving in the capacity as Special Representative
of the UNCCP—a body whose policies toward Israel largely had been shaped
by the Americans to avoid angering the Israelis as much as possible—came as
an additional surprise. As they were made aware of the details of his forth-
coming plan, American policymakers began noting the various ways that their
fellow American was suggesting that the UNCCP cross U.S. red lines. In July
1962 the State Department noted that its “longstanding views” were that only
those refugees who were resettled in Arab countries should receive compen-
sation, not those who were repatriated as well. What happened to these per-
sons was up to Israel. The Americans also had noted in April 1962 that the
U.S. position “always” had been that compensation should not be paid for
moveable property but only for land, along with the proper adjustments for
the depreciation of currency since 1948.15

While disagreeing with these aspects of the Johnson plan U.S. officials did
accept his overall estimates on the cost of compensation and urged that the
administration accept this amount. An internal State Department document
stated that Israel should pay the value of the refugees’ land itself, some $560
million according to the document, as its basic contribution to the compensa-
tion scheme. The other $900 million needed for the total compensation pack-
age would come from a variety of sources. The United States might
contribute half of the amount while other nations like the United Kingdom
and West Germany would pick up the remainder. For budgetary purposes,
the document estimated that the American contribution in calendar year
1963 would be $100 million. Beyond the value of the abandoned land, the
document stated that Israel also should pay a certain percentage of the total
compensation package above the value of the land. Any amount that Israel
chose to pay as compensation to repatriated refugees could be deducted from
the $560 million.16

In the end the Kennedy administration buckled under the ferocious Israeli
campaign against the Johnson Mission. It certainly had other things to worry



about given the fact that the United States and the USSR nearly came to nu-
clear blows over Cuba. When Meir met with Kennedy in November 1962,
the president already had decided to cut his losses and back away from 
Johnson. Kennedy told Meir “that’s gone” when referring to Johnson’s plan.17

Stung by the hostile media campaign in the United States instigated by Is-
rael and bereft of support from the Kennedy administration, Johnson de-
cided to resign. He announced his resignation at a meeting of the UNCCP
in New York on January 31, 1963 and diplomatically cited “compelling per-
sonal commitments” as the reason. His final comments to the UNCCP were
delivered in a “friendly if emotional way” and revealed the depth of his frus-
tration and bitterness toward both the Israelis and his own government for its
refusal to support him. An American diplomat present at the meeting de-
scribed Johnson’s comments thus: in a “rambling discussion, Johnson re-
vealed [the] intensity of his bitterness at American Jewish leaders (“many of
whom [were] incorrectly informed by [the] Israelis about my proposals”)
who have continued successfully [to] frustrate attempts [to] reach [a] com-
promise solution.”18

He also complained that the U.S. government had failed to support him
when Israeli officials had pointedly refused to meet with him during their
trip to the United States in the fall of 1962. Finally, Johnson told the
UNCCP that he had marked his report “confidential” and hoped it would re-
main that way. The UNCCP agreed that his report and its controversial plan
would not be published at that time, although the UNCCP noted that some-
day it hopefully could become “part of [the] public record.” The American
delegation eventually placed a copy of the report in the American archives,
which is now publicly available following its declassification by the Depart-
ment of State. One final order of business for Johnson was an invitation to
call on Pres. Kennedy on February 6. The State Department prepared a brief
for the president before the meeting that recommended both Johnson and
the White House respond to media questions about Johnson’s resignation by
noting that Kennedy “greatly valued” Johnson’s efforts. Responses to the me-
dia should also note that Johnson “had informed the Palestine Conciliation
Commission many months ago that personal plans and other commit-
ments . . . would oblige him to resign as Special Representative in February
1963.” The brief concluded with the words, “We believe it would be an ap-
propriate gesture were Dr. Johnson to be photographed in the President’s
company.”19 With that, Johnson departed and his ambitious proposals died, a
testament to the power of American influence over the refugee property is-
sue.20
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The UNCCP’s New Plan for Compensation Fails

In one respect the Johnson Mission was not a failure. Based on Johnson’s rec-
ommendations and the extensive figures on value that he had assembled,
Frank Jarvis also developed a far-reaching plan for compensation that he pre-
sented to the UNCCP. Like Johnson’s plan before him, Jarvis’ far exceeded
what U.S. officials in particular were willing to support. To his frustration,
Jarvis’ plan never led to the onset of compensation and the UNCCP never
made Jarvis’ plan public. Its details are presented here for the first time.

Starting in about 1961, Jarvis began formulating a number of ideas that he
hoped would be implemented someday by some type of “UN Repatriation/
Compensation Agency.” He met with Johnson on March 12, 1962 along with
UNCCP Principal Secretary John P. Gaillard and UNRWA official Sherwood
G. Moe. The men discussed five types of payment that would be made as part
of an overall compensation settlement. The first was compensation for the
abandoned refugee land. In addition to the 1947 capital value of the land,
Jarvis proposed adding an additional 70 percent of this value. Of this, 50 per-
cent would account for a 4 percent per annum compound interest on the sum
while the other 20 percent would account for changes in the value of cur-
rency. The second type of payment would be to cover the value of moveable
property, plus an additional amount to cover interest and changes in currency
as noted above. Third, they discussed paying a “disturbance allowance” that
would represent the loss of a refugee’s income until s/he could be reestab-
lished. The fourth type of payment was an “ex-gratia” payment of between
$500–1,000 that would constitute a general compensation for hardship. The
same amount would be paid to all refugees, and was designed to help with re-
settlement.

Finally was the “reintegration cost,” which would be $2,500 per family.
The four men could not agree on this point. The reintegration cost would not
actually be paid to each family but was instead more of a notional payment. It
represented a cumulative amount for all types of compensation. The first four
types of payments then would be deducted from the total amount of the rein-
tegration cost (the total number of refugee families multiplied by $2,500).
Any funds remaining either could be directed toward the refugees or the host
governments. They also agreed that they had overlooked the question of com-
pensation for public property. The four thought that perhaps this could form
the basis of the $2,500/family reintegration cost.21

Jarvis later developed his ideas. He definitely felt that interest should be
paid on the abandoned land and added to its value. Jarvis conceded that this



amount would be subject to a political decision but that the principle re-
mained nonetheless. He also insisted that the refugees be compensated for
their share of mandatory police structures, schools, public transit, and other
forms of public property. He noted that such things “are an essential requisite
of any community and their loss has to be made good wherever the refugees
are resettled other than in their country of origin.” Jarvis thought that perhaps
a lump sum could be paid to the host countries to cover this amount. Jarvis
also remained committed to a “disturbance allowance” as a way of assisting
the refugees in resettlement. Overall, he envisioned a grand compensation
scheme working like this. Compensation would be paid for property, but only
to nonrepatriated refugees. “Damages,” on the other hand, were a different
matter and could be sought by anyone, including non-Palestinians. Jarvis in-
cluded moveables in his definition of “property.” He admitted that compensa-
tion should be based on more than just the value of abandoned property in
order to facilitate wide-scale resettlement. But compensation should “express
the payment as a contribution designed to recompense the recipient, as far as
is possible, for the loss which he has suffered.”

Should the amount of compensation be subject to negotiation? Here Jarvis
conceded that in the case of international contributors to a fund that the an-
swer would be yes. However, he believed that it would not be difficult to con-
vince them that the amount in question was “reasonable.” When it came to
negotiations with the refugees, he noted that “It is a natural characteristic of
the Arab to try to drive a bargain.” He also believed that not much would be
gained from negotiations with individuals, unless an arbitration tribunal were
created, because they inevitably would remember their property as being
more valuable than the figures established by the UNCCP. Should payments
be made in cash to individual refugees? On this question, Jarvis wanted to
avoid having refugees invest money in advanced economies outside of the
Middle East, just as he wanted to avoid the inflationary effects of a sudden,
massive influx of capital into the area. His solution was that perhaps compen-
sation payments could be made with some type of UN bond.

Finally, Jarvis also was willing to incorporate the Arabs’ argument that a
property custodian could secure the income from the refugees’ property into
his plan. He wrote a memorandum to the UNCCP on November 24, 1961
in which he discussed his idea for connecting a compensation fund with
UNRWA’s need for operating funds. Jarvis’ idea was that the interest earned
on the sums contributed to a compensation fund could be siphoned off and
directed to UNRWA. This would help meet the Arab demand that the in-
come from the refugees’ property in Israel be used to their advantage.22
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In total, Jarvis’ secret plan to pay compensation based on the value of land,
moveable property, interest, and so forth, totaled some £P400 million, or
$1,125,000,000 compared to Johnson’s $1,377,456,000.23 Word of the various
general figures being talked about began to leak out, and some people with
UN connections began talking of $US1.5 billion in compensation while
other figures were between two and seven times as large.24 Several of Jarvis’
suggestions crossed American red lines. One of these was American opposi-
tion to any property custodian idea. The State Department also was opposed
to Jarvis’ idea of adding figures representing interest and currency devaluation
to the overall compensation package.25

As with Johnson, the UNCCP never decided to adopt Jarvis’ plan. In early
1963, the United States proposed instead that the UNCCP carry out a series
of scaled-down “informal talks” on the refugees with Israel and the four Arab
host countries ( Jordan, Syria, Egypt, and Lebanon) without preconditions.
The UNCCP agreed, and a series of talks took place in the spring and sum-
mer of 1963. Despite the American desire for talks without preconditions, the
Israelis would not offer any specific ideas on compensation and other aspects
of the refugee problem at the April meeting in Washington unless the U.S.
government secured several conditions from the Arabs. These were, first, a
commitment to proceed with a comprehensive settlement. Second, the Arab
states were to resettle the bulk of the refugees. The number of refugees that
would be repatriated would be determined in advance and essentially be sym-
bolic (the Israelis did not say what number of refugees it was willing to take).
Third, this symbolic repatriation would be accomplished simultaneously with
resettlement. Finally, the Arabs must agree to cease making the refugees an
international issue.26 Not surprisingly given long-standing Arab positions that
flew directly in the face of these Israeli demands, the talks did not lead to any-
thing concrete. Despite not achieving any real movement on the compensa-
tion problem, the United States eventually characterized the informal talks
publicly as “useful.” With that, the ambitious compensation plan developed
by a second earnest UNCCP official came to nought.

UNCCP Solicits Refugee Inquiries

Upon completion of the Technical Program the UNCCP decided to issue a
press release inviting refugees to write to the UNCCP with details about their
property. Frank Jarvis felt that he needed some type of input from the refugees
to make his study more accurate. As it was, he said, the study was “unilateral.”



Jarvis then could use the information contained in such inquiries to cross
check the R/P1 forms and see if the Technical Program had produced accu-
rate results.27 The phenomenon of refugees writing to the UN in general and
the UNCCP in particular inquiring about their property or seeking UN help
in getting it back long predated this venture. Indeed, the UNCCP’s archives
contain dozens of letters from such refugees, some dating back to 1948. Many
of the early letters were addressed to a variety of UN agencies or personnel,
and directly or indirectly blamed the UN for the loss of their property. For ex-
ample, Subhi T. Dajani, Chairman of the Board of the Arab Organization for
the Welfare of the Blind in Palestine, wrote to UN Mediator Count Folke
Bernadotte in August 1948 stating that all of the contents of the organization’s
headquarters on Jaffa Road in Jerusalem, worth £P10,000, were burnt on July
28–29, 1948 during the UN-imposed ceasefire that month.28 Hanna Boutros
Helou wrote to Trygvie Lie in July 1948 stating that all of the dyes and chem-
icals of the H. Helou & Fils company in Jaffa, worth £P156,180, were stolen
by Jews, again during the same ceasefire. Helou stated flatly that he held Lie,
as UN Secretary General, personally responsible for this loss since it occurred
during a UN ceasefire.29 Najib Ahmad Shabib and his sons sent a similar
communication to the UN stating “we hold you responsible for the loss
caused for us as a result of your declaration of Palestine partition on 29.11.47.”
They had left their home on Yarmuk Street in the Manshiyya Quarter of Jaffa
on April 26, 1948, and £P5,750 in household goods subsequently were “stolen
by terrorists.”30

Typically the UN answered such letters by noting that it never exercised
control in any part of Palestine and thus could not take responsibility for or ac-
tion on such claims. At least one refugee was not satisfied with this response.
As‘ad Halaby had written to the Clapp Mission in September 1949 complain-
ing that he had left the stores and depots for Lind & Halaby behind in Jaffa
and Haifa when he departed Palestine for a safer locale. His goods, valued at
£P153,200, were taken by Jewish authorities during one of the ceasefires. His
home on al-Khadr Street in Jaffa was also looted, in early May 1948, with the
loss of crystal, a piano, a radio, a refrigerator, and other items. He held the UN
responsible. When he received the “usual response,” he wrote back and had
this to say about the UN’s claim of no responsibility:

The test is not whether the United Nations ever exercised control over
Palestine but whether the United Nations is the cause, and this cannot
be denied . . . .What Code of justice can decree a person in my predica-
ment to be prevented from reaching his home and property; a person
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whose ancestors for hundreds of years have toiled and died on the land
while newcomers and strangers are allowed with your approval to come
in and appropriate what is most certainly not theirs?31

Other writers were not assigning blame, but rather seeking assistance or in-
forming the UN about other matters. A British lawyer wrote to Secretary Gen-
eral Trygvie Lie in November 1948 informing him that his clients, Petroleum
Development (Palestine), Ltd. and the Iraq Petroleum Co., Ltd., wished to
continue to pay the royalties they had formerly been paying to the mandatory
government. The companies had established accounts in the name of the
“Successor to the Mandatory Government in Palestine” with Barclays Bank in
London and were making payments into that account. The lawyer asked Lie
to inform the relevant parties concerned.32

Shafiq G. Kawar, originally from Nazareth and then living in exile in
Beirut, wrote several times to the UN asking that his claim for back rent owed
to him be passed on to the Israeli government. According to Kawar, he for
many years leased “large plots of land” in Jaffa and another location near
Nazareth to the Jewish National Fund ( JNF) for £P325/year. The last lease
was renewed in 1947, and was carried out in the name of Avraham Druri of
the Ginnesar settlement. Because of an assassination attempt on his life in
October 1938 as part of the internecine Palestinian feuding during the Arab
Revolt in Palestine, Kawar had fled Palestine for Lebanon under British es-
cort. Kawar asked that the UNCCP pass along his request for the rent owed to
him by the JNF for the years 1948–63 to the Israelis, and boasted of his for-
merly good relations with the JNF: “I am sure the said Company will support
my statement and will vouch for the excellent relations which existed be-
tween us at the time.”33

Finally, some who wrote in the early days after their flight sought not com-
pensation but repatriation to their homes and businesses. Hasan ‘Ali al-Hindi
of Jaffa wrote to the Clapp Mission in October 1949 on behalf of his ten-
member family living in exile in Lebanon. He noted that his family had
owned six houses and two shops in Jaffa; a house in Ramla; goods in ware-
houses in Jaffa, Tel Aviv, and Haifa; and 82 dunums of orange groves. The
family left Jaffa around the first of May 1948, and was living in Shuwit,
Lebanon, on Red Cross rations and what was left of their cash. Al-Hindi was
physically disabled, and pleaded for the UNCCP’s help in being repatriated
by Israel. He noted:

if I am able to return to Jaffa, I can solicit the mercy of the Government
of Israel to grant me permission to live as other Arabs are living under it



. . . . I come with this petition requesting you to kindly mediate on my be-
half to facilitate my return to my home in Jaffa by which you would save
a family threatened with starvation and which nothing could save other
than its repatriation with a guarantee of safety. May God bless you and
give you long life to do good to suffering humanity.34

John M. Reedman, Principal Secretary of the Clapp Mission, responded that
the mission could not help al-Hindi because his request dealt with matters
outside of the mission’s the terms of reference. He referred the refugee’s letter
to the UNCCP offices, although the author could find no indication whether
the UNCCP ever responded.

The UNCCP also received letters over the years from persons seeking as-
sistance in matters relating to Jewish property and Israel. An Iraqi Jew wrote
the UN in 1955 and again in 1961 regarding frozen property in Iraq. The
UNCCP responded to Elias Isaac Joseph Isaac in September 1961 that Israel
had connected the question of Jewish property in Iraq with that of the Arab
refugee property issue, and that the UNCCP could not help him at that
time.35 Others wrote seeking information about property in order to sell it to
Israelis. The American lawyer representing the family of a deceased Lebanese
who had owned land in Palestine wrote in 1963 seeking information that
might help the family sell the land to a “Jewish-Israeli company.” Robert
Thabit of New York was the attorney for the widow and children of Fayyad
Mas‘ud Jabara, who had owned land in the village of al-Zuq al-Tahtani in
northern Palestine. Thabit had some deeds to Jabara’s abandoned land but
was seeking information on its value for a possible sale to the company, to
which he had been referred by an Israeli bank in New York City.36 According
to information contained in a 1946 Palestinian report, the Jabara family in
Lebanon in fact had a history of selling land in al-Zuq al-Tahtani to Jews, dat-
ing from the mandate.37 The lawyer was apparently unaware that Israel had
long since confiscated abandoned Arab property.

Thus the UNCCP had a long history of receiving unsolicited letters when
it decided in early 1964 to solicit letters inquiring about refugee property. The
U.S. government thought that this would be of political benefit beyond Jarvis’
more technical reasons for seeking such letters: it could refute the refugees’
suspicions that the UNCCP was not doing anything actively on the property
compensation question but in a way that would not lead them to believe that
compensation was imminent. The State Department noted: “We think plac-
ing on file letters of inquiry and/or information submitted would have advan-
tages without disadvantages, i.e., it would keep [the] process of fermentation
going and allay suspicion without unduly [raising] refugee hopes of imminent
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compensation program or necessitating [a] large permanent PCC staff.”38

As letters began trickling in, Jarvis checked the data contained in them
against the owners index cards and R/P1 forms that the Technical Office had
assembled. Jarvis wrote back with a response stating the particulars of the land
in question as contained in the UNCCP records and also indicating that these
records did not prove definitive title to land:

I am able to confirm that the property described below is registered as
being in the ownership of the above named gentleman on 14th. May
1948. This statement in no way constitutes proof of such ownership and
is made solely for the purpose of indicating that the United Nations
Conciliation Commission for Palestine recognizes a prima facie case
for his ownership at that time, subject to the claims of a third party, if
any, and to any dispute being resolved by normal process of law.39

The UNCCP later sent out a press release in November 1964 soliciting more
responses. In response Jarvis received 49 inquiries between November 1964
and February 1965, all but two of which were written from Lebanon. None
gave an UNRWA refugee camp as the return address, leading him to believe
that these represented more well-to-do refugees for whom compensation for
property might not be as pressing a need as poorer refugee landowners in the
camps.

Inquiries continued to come in and Jarvis responded in detail to them.
One example was a 1966 inquiry by Morad S. Nasif, son of the large
landowner and mandate-era politician Sulayman Yusuf Nasif. Jarvis checked
his records and responded to Nasif noting how many shares he owned in six
parcels of land totaling 380.655 dunums in the village of al-Himma. Jarvis
added that his brother, Nasri, owned a similar amount and that the rest of al-
Himma was owned by the Bahhuth family. His father Sulayman owned 7.695
dunums in al-Himma as well, and the Mineral Springs, Ltd. company estab-
lished in 1936 by their father had a long-term lease of 194.704 dunums of
state land according to a June 5, 1946 lease.40

In September 1967, Sidney Reich, Morad Nasif ’s lawyer in White Plains,
New York, wrote back to the UNCCP stating that he needed information on
the land to help his client and his co-owners sell the land and the buildings on
it or obtain an income from the land—presumably from Israel.41 Georges W.
Murr wrote from France in January 1967, and was told he owned 7.094
dunums in 11 parcels or buildings in Haifa.42 Not only Palestinian refugees
wrote: Hassan Hanna Jamal wrote to the UN Development Program in



March 1968 (which forwarded the letter to the UNCCP) asking if his
Lebanese father, Hanna Dib Jamal of Dayr Mimas in southern Lebanon, was
still registered as the owner of four parcels of land in Mettula.43

Overall, Jarvis was pleased with the degree to which his data matched that
contained in the inquiries. He estimated that 90 percent of the information
correlated exactly with that in his R/P1 forms. However, outside of providing
him with a way to cross check his data and keeping the “process of fermenta-
tion [on the compensation question] going” as the Americans had noted, the
solicitation of refugee inquiries did little else.44

Response to the Technical Program

The U.S. Department of State was very satisfied with the Technical Report
that had consumed so many of the UNCCP’s efforts over the years 1952–64.
The department believed that the Technical Office staff did a “thorough and
resourceful job for which we [are] deeply indebted.”45 But while it was appre-
ciative of the efforts of Hadawi, Berncastle, Jarvis and their staffs, the Ameri-
cans were more equivocal when it came to predicting whether the
voluminous information collected and assembled by the Technical Office
ever actually would be used in a compensation regime: “We believe [that the]
evaluation program definitely was worthwhile and hopefully will some day
serve as [the] basis for [a] compensation program.” The truth was that after a
number of years following its new and more limited directions, the United
States had all but given up on the UNCCP. the Americans were responsible
for scuttling the compensation plans of both Johnson and Jarvis. Turkey and
France also were apparently so uninterested in the refugee property issue by
1964 that their governments failed to notify their respective embassies in the
Middle East that the UNCCP had issued Jarvis’ report. Surprised French and
Turkish diplomats in Amman and Beirut found out about it only when their
American counterparts mentioned the fact to them.46

Others expressed greater interest in the results of the Technical Program.
Interestingly, the West German government asked for a copy of the report in
December 1964. More importantly, Israel awaited publication of the report
with great interest. Israel initially had opposed releasing the report at all, but
diplomat Shamai Kahana claimed to have convinced the government to drop
its opposition.47 Shortly after its publication, the UNCCP sent seven copies of
Jarvis’ report on the Technical Program to Theodor Meron, Israel’s represen-
tative to the UN. The Israelis in fact already knew what was contained in the
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report. Their intelligence about UN activities was superb. In March 1961, for
instance, Comay held a meeting with his American counterpart, Adlai
Stevenson, to discuss matters relating to the General Assembly debates on
UNRWA and the UNCCP. Comay’s remarks revealed that he already knew
how many of the Arab delegates were pushing for a showdown with the
United States on these matters.48

Some eighteen months before public release of his data, the Israelis al-
ready knew specifics from Jarvis’ report as well, such as amounts, methods of
valuation, and so forth. This is revealed in a study of Jarvis’ data dated Novem-
ber 12, 1962 that had been carried out by Moshe Ellman, the Chief Valuer at
the Israeli Ministry of Justice’s Land Assessment Division, a senior Israeli ex-
pert on land values, and a man twice recommended by Berncastle to head up
UNCCP tasks. The Israelis clearly had obtained specific information about
the Technical Program, probably from the Americans, and decided to have
Ellman study it. In a report entitled “Comments on Value Assessments of Ab-
sentee Landed Property,” Ellman compared the various statistics on the scope
of refugee land collected by the Weitz-Lifshits-Danin Committee, the
UNCCP Global Estimate, and Jarvis’ more recent figures on the amount of
refugee property. He also had access to Jarvis’ supposedly-secret valuation fig-
ures. Overall, Ellman believed that Israel’s own ongoing study of how much
the refugee land was worth would be less than Jarvis’s figure but would end up
being somewhere over £P140 million.49 Thus when Meron asked the Ameri-
cans on March 31, 1964 about the U.S. position on the completion of the
Technical Program, he already knew the contents of the report on the pro-
gram because he made specific references to it.50

Comay then met with Jarvis on September 24, and October 8, 1964 to dis-
cuss the report with him and convey Israel’s opinions. Comay came prepared
with a detailed response to several specific sentences and paragraphs in the re-
port, and shared these with Jarvis. Comay complained that Jarvis had in-
cluded too much land in the Beersheba subdistrict as “Arab.” He noted that
Jarvis’ use of the term “Arab-owned” to describe 12,445,000 dunums of land
in the Beersheba subdistrict (mentioned in paragraph 15 of his report) was
therefore incorrect. Jarvis later wrote Comay on November 13 and cited Vil-
lage Statistics, 1945, the Survey of Palestine, as well as mandatory lists of state
lands to support his claim. He told Comay:

[the mandatory records] contain evidence of the ownership by the gov-
ernment of comparatively small areas of land in the Beersheba Sub Dis-
trict. The assumption was made that all other land in this sub-district



was Arab owned, other than that for which documentary evidence indi-
cated a non-Arab ownership . . . . I believe that the position was that the
great bulk of the area was used and lived on by the Bedouin. There is
however no documentary evidence in my possession of the type used for
the rest of the country to establish ownership. The term “Arab-owned”
in par. 15 of the working paper should, in consequence, not be con-
strued as representing the formal position of the author of the paper on
this point.51

Beyond Beersheba, Comay complained in subsequent correspondence
with him that Jarvis had included too much of other types of land in his fig-
ures. For instance, he claimed that the R/P1 forms included the land of those
Palestinian citizens of Israel who had not fled as refugees, of non-Palestinian
Arabs and, potentially, even of Mizrahi Jews with Arabic-sounding names.
Comay also felt that it was improper to complete R/P forms for state land,
waqf, and so forth. Because of this Comay maintained that there were R/P
forms covering a greater amount of territory than was actually refugee prop-
erty. He also complained that no indication was made in the records of which
land was disputed, nor did Jarvis’ study deal with counter claims.52 Reports in
the Israeli press indicated that the Israelis also took exception to Jarvis includ-
ing land that had been leased to Arabs on long-term leases on R/P1 forms, pre-
sumably because the Arabs in question had not actually owned the land. They
also felt that all land that had not undergone the land settlement process
should similarly be excluded because title had not been definitively deter-
mined. Israel also objected to individual compensation; compensation must
be global and must take into consideration Israeli counter-claims.53

Comay’s meeting was not the only time that Israelis met with Jarvis to dis-
cuss the Technical Report. In November 1964, the U.S. embassy in Tel Aviv
granted a visa to Ellman, who officially secured the visa in order to travel to
New York for talks with Israeli delegates to the UN. However, it was also clear
that he was being sent to discuss the Technical Report with Jarvis given that he
had already provided the Israeli government with his views on Jarvis’ report in
November 1962. Over the course of ten meetings in late 1964 and/or early
1965, Ellman met with Jarvis and went over the voluminous materials at
Jarvis’ disposal at UN headquarters.54 On January 28, 1965, Comay and
Meron paid another visit to Jarvis. The Israelis asked Jarvis for information in
his files about Jewish-owned property under Jordanian control in the West
Bank and, curiously, about Jewish property under Israel’s control in West
Jerusalem. Comay also asked him what the UNCCP intended to do with all
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of its records given completion of the Technical Program and Jarvis’ impend-
ing departure from UN service. Jarvis responded that he was about to propose
to the UNCCP that he immediately begin preparing the records for storage.
Comay then asked whether the material would be available. Jarvis responded
that he assumed it would be, but that in his absence it would be hard to use.55

The response of the Arabs to the Technical Program was completely nega-
tive. Unlike the Israelis, the Arabs were not initially interested in meeting with
Jarvis and generally dismissed the report. None of the Arab delegations to the
UN formally or informally informed the Americans that they had rejected the
report, nor did it initially receive much press coverage in the Arab world. Part
of this problem was that the UN itself did not expend many efforts at dissemi-
nating it in the Arab world. The UN information center in Beirut only re-
ceived one copy of the report without any instructions about what to do with
it. The office did not circulate it but instead treated the document and the
UNCCP’s annual progress report, in the words of an American diplomat, “vir-
tually as classified documents.”56

By August 1964 Jarvis was worried about the lack of response from the
Arabs. He felt that information he was receiving from the Middle East indi-
cated that the refugees did not know about completion of the UNCCP’s Tech-
nical Report. He made three suggestions to the UNCCP for publicity efforts
to make them aware of the project’s completion. He first suggested that the
UNCCP write to the host countries, re-inviting them to respond to the report.
Second, it could start a public relations campaign to inform the refugees of
the program’s completion. Third, the UNCCP should move ahead to the
next step on the road to compensation by creating a loan fund or a compensa-
tion fund. Jarvis was a firm believer in the righteousness of his efforts, and be-
lieved that the UNCCP now needed to “do something.” He pointed out that
the UNCCP no longer could justify its inactivity by claiming it was awaiting
his report. He clearly underestimated the international consensus that the
UNCCP’s effectiveness had long since passed as well as American hostility to
his ideas.57

At least one Arab government in fact did formally study Jarvis’ report fairly
shortly after it was issued. In June 1964, the Jordanian government created a
three-person committee with representatives from the Ministry of Foreign Af-
fairs and the Ministry of Finance. Among them were Taysir Tuqan, Director
of Political Affairs for the Foreign Office, and Subhi al-Hasan, Director of the
Department of Lands and Survey. The committee’s work during the summer
of 1964 was delayed because al-Hasan could not read English well and the re-
port had to be translated into Arabic. The committee gave its findings to the



prime minister in August 1964. The committee members stated that the re-
port was based on “illegal grounds” because no UN decisions regarding Pales-
tine could be made until all such UN decisions had been implemented. The
committee also believed that the documents on which the UNCCP had
based its findings were inaccurate and that the entire identification and valu-
ation program was flawed because no estimate could be considered legal un-
less performed in the presence of refugees or their agents. The report also
faulted the UNCCP Technical Report for technical reasons, among them fail-
ing to include all Arab land in the Beersheba subdistrict; for not including the
land belonging to the Hijaz railroad; omitting property of the former manda-
tory government; and omission of moveable property.58

In November 1964, the UNCCP agreed to try to elicit response from the
refugees by issuing a press release in the Arab world announcing the Techni-
cal Program’s end and soliciting refugee inquiries about their property. As a
result, Arab momentum against the UNCCP and the Technical Report grew.
Two Beirut dailies that published the press release on November 14 criticized
the report for failing to release the land’s value and for ending a long period of
inactivity with a flawed study. Sawt al-‘Arab noted acerbically that “after a
long silence the Commission which we thought dead has published a silly re-
port.”59 Finally, the Arab Higher Committee condemned the Jarvis report in a
press report issued in Beirut on November 17. The AHC called the UNCCP
a group of “pro-Israeli states.” It also scored the UNCCP’s call for refugees to
write it with details of their landholdings. The AHC considered this an effort
by the UNCCP “to secure legal recognition by Palestinians of the legality of
its action, and to bring them to recognize the unjust resolutions adopted by
the United Nations on Palestine.”60 In an earlier March 14, 1963 commu-
niqué, the AHC had condemned compensation in general, accusing
Kennedy and Golda Meir of trying to “liquidate” the Palestinian problem
through repatriation, resettlement and emigration, and compensation.61

The Arab states waited another full year before formally responding to Jarvis
in 1966. On April 11, 1966, several Arab states sent the UNCCP an official re-
sponse to Jarvis’ report. The letter was based on numerous complaints about
Jarvis’ methodology. First, they contended that the mandatory records con-
sulted by Jarvis did not cover all Arab holdings, particularly in areas that had
not undergone land settlement. Second, they contended that buildings and
trees were not fully covered by the UNCCP study. This was because neither a
1937 amendment to the Land Settlement law nor the 1935 rural property tax
ordinance required that buildings be registered and thus they were not found
in the mandatory records. Third, the study did not record communal-owned
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property such as grazing lands, uncultivable lands, or mandatory government
property. The letter faulted the UNCCP for its reckoning of Arab land in the
Beersheba subdistrict. In particular, it scored the Technical Office for omitting
10 million dunums of uncultivable land that the bedouin used for grazing
their animals. Furthermore, the study did not include government moveable
property nor did it mention destroyed Arab buildings in rural areas. Another
complaint dealt with Jarvis’ methodology. The Arabs objected to basing much
of the study on mandatory tax lists because they contended that the land values
they contained were too low. Finally, they objected to the use of mandatory
data on land sales, contained in the registers of deeds, because they too listed
land prices that were too low.62

The Arab letter prompted a series of back and forth correspondence. Jarvis
digested the Arab states’ complaint and responded to them later that year but
only after considerable discussion within the UNCCP about the timing and
the forum that would be appropriate. He defended the overall veracity of the
Technical Report, including by citing examples of individual refugees who
had corresponded with him about their property. Jarvis noted, “ subsequent
operations of the office of the Technical Report in responding to individual
enquiries have demonstrated that the identification is substantially correct.”
Answering the charge that the study ignored state land, Jarvis admitted that
this charge was correct. However, he noted that data on special Arab leases of
state land was included.63 The Arab states responded to Jarvis’ response on
February 3, 1967, noting that they still had reservations about the study. They
also requested “all documents and materials” in the UNCCP’s possession re-
lating to property in Palestine. The Arab demand for the UNCCP’s records
was an ongoing issue between the Arab states and the UNCCP, and is dis-
cussed below. Israel in turn responded to the Arabs’ observations on Jarvis’ re-
port, noting that the Arabs made some “unfounded” statements.64

Jarvis tried to meet with the Arab delegations face-to-face to discuss their
observations. He first wrote to them in July 1964 shortly after publication of
the report, suggesting that they hold an informal meeting. He received no re-
sponse. Then Jarvis was made aware of an article that appeared in the August
6, 1965 issue of the Palestinian newspaper Filastin that seemed to shed light
on why the Arabs had ignored him. The article claimed that the UNCCP
sought a meeting with the Arab states but that they would refuse, because the
real purpose of the meeting was the “liquidation of the Palestine returnees.”
Jarvis wrote again to the Arab delegates separately in September 1965, offer-
ing once again to meet with them and explaining that the press article indi-
cated that his letter may have been misinterpreted. He tried to assure the host



governments that completion of the identification and valuation project did
not prejudge any possible solutions to the questions of repatriation and com-
pensation. Jarvis wrote that the UNCCP had “not reached any conclusions
concerning possible means of implementing the options and alternatives set
forth in paragraph 11 of General Assembly resolution 194 (III).” Although
they tentatively arranged a meeting with Jarvis for early February 1966, the
Arab states sent identical letters to Jarvis in late January and early February of
that year declining to follow through.

One probable reason why they demurred was because the Arab states si-
multaneously were involved in trying to formulate jointly a detailed technical
response to the Jarvis report. They convened three conferences that brought
together “land experts” from the various Arab states to study the report. Sami
Hadawi apparently played a role in convening them. He was then head of the
Institute for Palestine Studies in Beirut and later claimed that he had had to
prod the Arab states into rejecting the Jarvis report and offering specific, tech-
nical reasons for their objections. Besides Hadawi’s nagging, a conference of
Arab foreign ministers that met prior to the third Arab summit in Casablanca
in September 1965 adopted a resolution calling for a response to the UNCCP
study, something the Arab League later did. The first conference of Arab land
experts took place from March 23–27, 1966 in Amman. Attending the meet-
ing were the departing Arab League Secretary General Dr. Sayyid Nawfal,
Hadawi, the Jordanian Department of Lands and Survey’s Assistant Director
for the West Bank, as well as delegates from Lebanon, Jordan, Syria, and
Egypt. The newly formed Palestine Liberation Organization refused to at-
tend, citing the need for the total liberation of Palestine instead.

The conference produced a six-page document that apparently reflected
Hadawi’s view that the mandatory records on which the UNCCP Technical
Program was based were inaccurate and incomplete, although it did not out-
right reject the Technical Report. Hadawi later confided to U.S. diplomats
that he nonetheless was disappointed with the meeting. In his opinion none
of the conferees knew anything about the subject and were just attending be-
cause they hoped to get a free trip to New York as part of any future Arab del-
egation that might meet with Jarvis. He also had urged the conference in
vain to reject the Technical Program. Finally, the conference proposed re-
convening in Amman on July 9. Egypt proposed instead that the Arab
League council meet instead on July 16. This gathering decided that the
land experts should meet again and be in contact with the Palestine Libera-
tion Organization. The PLO, however, continued to refuse cooperation, cit-
ing that “[it] does not believe in an evaluation of property nor does it
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recognize anything called Israel.” It also stated that it was not committed to
any UNCCP procedures on Palestine.65

A second Arab land experts meeting did convene later from July 25 to Au-
gust 13, 1966 in East Jerusalem. As the Arab world’s leading expert on Pales-
tinian land, Hadawi once again attended the conference. He clashed there
with Sayyid Nawfal, urging that the Arabs needed to respond to the UNCCP’s
report with a detailed, well-documented response and not just rhetoric. The
conferees agreed to a third such gathering, which began in Beirut on Febru-
ary 20, 1967. This time all Arab countries except Tunisia and Morocco were
represented. Conspicuously, Hadawi was not invited. The main purpose of
this third meeting was to continue the dialogue with the UNCCP on the re-
port.66 Jarvis’ departure from UN service in 1966 plus the outbreak of 1967
Arab-Israeli war disrupted future Arab plans to carry on with their dialogue,
however.

Demise of the UNCCP

As a result of the completion of the Technical Program and the lack of U.S.
enthusiasm for either Johnson’s or Jarvis’ plans for compensation, the year
1966 marked the effective demise of the UNCCP and its decades-long effort
on behalf of the refugees. No one placed any faith in it. Israel always had kept
its distance. The Arabs had all but given up on the UNCCP as it had been
constituted as well. One of the signs of this came during the 16th session of
the UN General Assembly in the fall of 1961, when the Arab states intro-
duced an amendment to the draft of the annual resolution on UNRWA that
would have expanded the UNCCP from three members to five. They had
grown tired of the Americans’ ability to influence the French and the Turks,
both of whom were American allies. They sought to “reconstitute” the com-
mission to allow it to “take measures for the protection of the rights, property
and interests of the Palestine Arab refugees.” The amendment passed in com-
mittee but failed to garner the requisite two-thirds majority at the General As-
sembly plenary session.67

The issue continued to float around for several years. U.S. State Depart-
ment officials meeting in June 1964 decided that the United States might ac-
tually agree to a “controlled expansion” of the UNCCP to a maximum of five
members. The following year the department prepared a position paper for
U.S. diplomats at the UN to use during the UNRWA debate that fall. The
document instructed the diplomats to recommend that the UNCCP remain



constituted as it was, but if an expansion was deemed necessary to limit this to
two new members. One of these was to be an African state and one a Latin
American state.68 But the UNCCP never was expanded, and Arab frustration
with it as an active force in the Arab-Israeli conflict intensified. In fact, the
Arab states had announced to the UN in November 1963 that they believed
that the UNCCP’s “general tenor” deviated from the mandate given in Gen-
eral Assembly Resolution 194 (III) of 1948, that the UNCCP’s 21st progress
report of 1963 contained factual errors about the “informal talks,” and that
their governments were not prepared to enter into talks with the UNCCP on
the basis of that report.69 The Technical Report did nothing to assuage Arab
frustration.

The Americans, always the leading force in the UNCCP, also were ques-
tioning its effectiveness. The entire nature of the Arab-Israeli conflict and of
conciliation had changed since 1956. As the macro level immensity of con-
flict resolution in the region had become clear, the Americans began running
out of energy on the seemingly micro level property issue by the mid-1960s
and began signaling their own belief that the UNCCP’s effectiveness had
reached its limit. American diplomats began exploring other options to deal
with the refugees outside the context of the UNCCP Technical Office. In
February 1965, the State Department discussed the idea of an “economic” so-
lution to the refugee problem and wondered if it should ask the commission
to study this possibility. The Clapp Mission had explored such an option in
1949 and the negative reaction from U.S. missions in the Middle East to a
new such initiative killed the idea. The following month the department in-
structed American diplomats at the UN to let the Turks and French “carry the
ball” in any further UNCCP initiatives. They could always remind their allies
that it had been the United States that had done all of the work the last time
the commission engaged in its “informal talks” in 1963.70

By late 1965 and early 1966, the United States essentially felt that no fur-
ther UNCCP initiatives were likely to make any progress; the Americans, giv-
ing up on further hopes of a UNCCP-led breakthrough, were now content
merely to let the Technical Office finish its valuation program and leave
things at that. In fact, in January 1966 the State Department asked posts in the
Middle East for their opinions about asking Israel to float unilaterally its own
compensation plan without UNCCP involvement. American diplomats in
Amman replied that “a number” of Jordanians said they would consider com-
pensation if a choice was offered between repatriation or compensation. The
department discussed the idea with Foreign Minister Abba Eban on February
7, 1966, asking that Israel consider some kind of initiative on the refugees.71
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The clock was running down on Frank Jarvis’ contract with the UNCCP, rais-
ing the question of just what the UNCCP’s future, and the future of its mas-
sive collection of documents on refugee property, was to be.

Given the attitudes of the parties, the reality of the Arab-Israeli conflict
since 1956, the lack of positive response to initiatives like the Johnson Mission
and the “informal talks,” the United States began calling into question the
wisdom of keeping the Technical Office functioning. It was becoming clear to
the Americans by the mid-1960s that there were no realistic possibilities for
the commission to move the parties toward a solution of the refugee problem.
If the Technical Office were kept open, what would Jarvis do? This engen-
dered some opposition within the UNCCP, both from the French and the
Turks and from paid UNCCP staff members. The French and the Turks ar-
gued for extending the Technical Office’s mandate. For his own part, Jarvis—
who with completion of the Technical Program changed his title starting on
July 21, 1964 from UNCCP “Land Expert” to its “Technical Representa-
tive”—was quite anxious for the UNCCP to take steps toward implementing
his ideas about compensation and particularly his idea on using the property’s
income. In October 1964, the UNCCP held informal discussions about this
idea and talked about its similarity to the Johnson plan among other related
topics. Turkish delegate Vahap Asiroglu argued strongly for doing something
to follow up on the just-completed Technical Program. It was the UNCCP’s
“moral obligation,” he insisted, to work toward any possible progress on the
refugee question. The French delegate seemed to rise in cynical agreement
when he replied, “Let’s be moral from time to time.”72

The question of whether to keep the Technical Office open and retain
Jarvis on the UN payroll came up again in January 1965. UNCCP Principal
Secretary David Hall informed the American mission to the UN that Jarvis’s
renewable contract was set to expire and that he would be leaving on March
31, 1965. Hall’s question was, should Jarvis be asked to stay on again as he had
in the past? Hall was opposed to the idea of the UNCCP being “strung along”
on a monthly or quarterly basis. Some kind of longer term planning was
needed. The American diplomats replied that they had not yet been informed
of the State Department’s position on the matter but that the U.S. govern-
ment was unlikely to do anything significant regarding the refugees. Jarvis
himself was quite anxious to stay. He told the UNCCP the next month that if
it did not use the Technical Program’s data for implementing his property in-
come idea soon, the program probably would remain permanently dormant.
Jarvis separately told the American UN delegation that he was reluctant to
keep working with the UNCCP on a temporary basis if all he was going to do



would be to answer the inquiry letters coming in from refugees and maintain
his files. He complained that such an arrangement was costing him finan-
cially. He was, after all, being seconded to the UN from the British Board of
Inland Revenue. He noted that by working in New York he was losing promo-
tion opportunities and it also was affecting his British pension. Jarvis earlier
had complained in 1963 about the salary he received as well. He told the
Americans directly that if he was going to be retained, it must be for a good
purpose and not just to “let the commission off the hook” by pointing to his
continued employment as a sign of the UNCCP’s good intentions toward the
refugees.73

Jarvis’ bluster failed to move the Americans. They had given up on the idea
of an “economic solution” to the refugee problem in the spring of 1965 and in
March of that year decided that there was really no hope for any future
UNCCP initiatives on the refugee issue. The Technical Office should be
closed and Jarvis let go. However, the Turks in particular continued to argue
for continuing the office’s mandate. Asiroglu described the UNCCP without
Jarvis as a “car without wheels.” It was “essential,” he pleaded, for the
UNCCP to request a continuation of his services.

The Americans had other reasons for closing the Technical Office besides
the fact that they felt the UNCCP was becoming irrelevant. They disliked the
way Jarvis continued to push ideas that went beyond their red lines. They felt
that Jarvis thought of the refugees as “wards” of the international community
and that the UN subsequently bore some “responsibility” for compensating
them. They opposed the elements of Jarvis’ compensation plan that called for
adding sums representing currency devaluation and interest to the value of
the abandoned land. They especially disliked the idea of having the UN use
the income from the refugee property, because the U.S. position continued to
be that the refugees no longer held legal title to the land. Jarvis’ property cus-
todian idea was virtually the same thing as the Arab states’ property custodian
idea that the United States and Israel had opposed so strongly.

In the end, the United States acceded to French and Turkish pleading and
agreed to another extension of Jarvis’ services. But American diplomats noted:
“As [an] initial condition to our concurrence, we would wish [to] insist [that]
Jarvis immediately get off [his] ‘property custodian’ kick. It would be senseless
for [the] U.S. to allow [the] PCC tech rep to continue to push [the] very idea
which USG [U.S. government] has exerted such labors year after year to
halt.”74 U.S. diplomats in New York had a direct meeting with Jarvis on March
17, 1965 and explained that he thereafter should limit his services to conduct-
ing narrow technical studies, not anything approaching a diplomatic initiative
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that might obligate the UNCCP. They also conveyed the State Department’s
concern about any discussions he might carry out with the concerned parties.75

Jarvis was rehired and the Technical Office stayed open. Nevertheless,
compensating the Palestinian refugees for their land remained as distant a re-
ality as ever. By early 1966, even the Turks had despaired of realizing any
progress by following up on the Technical Program. Their delegate to the
UNCCP agreed in January 1966 with what their first delegate to the UNCCP
had said back in 1950: that the UNCCP could accomplish little to nothing in
and of itself. He added that Jarvis’ desire to breathe life into the process by
continuing with his technical efforts would accomplish nothing and might
even make things worse. He argued that the UNCCP should just go through
the formality of talking with the Arabs and Israel about “intensification” of the
its efforts and issue yet another “bland” progress report to the 21st session of
the UN General Assembly.76

With even Turkish support gone, the UNCCP agreed with the American
logic and decided to close down the Technical Office. The UNCCP in-
formed Israel and the Arab states in March 1966 that Jarvis would be leaving
on the last day of that month. A farewell party for him was planned for March
22. But the day before the planned party, the Arab states wrote requesting
that Jarvis’s services be extended because their land experts still were consid-
ering his report. The Arabs wanted to send Sami Hadawi as their representa-
tive for technical discussions with Jarvis about the scope of the refugee land.
In a follow-up meeting, the Egyptian delegate said that the Technical Office
had taken a long time preparing the identification and valuation program,
and that the Arabs themselves needed more time. Informally, the Arabs sug-
gested a brief three to four months extension of Jarvis’s tenure. The British
Board of Inland Revenue agreed to one final extension of Jarvis’s services.
The UNCCP then gave in, rehiring him one more time through September
30, 1966. Part of the reason for the extension is that the Americans argued
that in doing so the Arabs would not be able to say in the future that the
UNCCP cut off their chance to discuss the Technical Program. “In any
case,” they noted, “Jarvis-Arab exchanges may fill out what may be [a] rather
meagre PCC progress report next fall.”77

Despite the Americans’ desire for the Technical Office to fade away gently,
Jarvis characteristically continued to promote ideas about compensation. He
told the American delegate to the commission, John A. Baker, Jr., that he had
wanted to present ideas at the April 13, 1966 meeting of the UNCCP but that
the discussion of the Arab states’ official letter of response to the Jarvis report
had prevented him. Jarvis also recommended that the UNCCP establish a



new “expert committee” to examine issues relating to completion of the Tech-
nical Program. The U.S. State Department did not like this idea. Jarvis also
sought permission to write a letter-to-the-editor to the Beirut newspaper al-
Usbu‘ al-‘Arabi, which on May 9, 1966 had published an article entitled “A
Trap Set by the Conciliation Commission.” Jarvis took issue with the infor-
mation in the article, especially since the figures it cited were not his but
Berncastle’s from 1951. He also suggested drafting a press release saying that
the UNCCP had not made any announcements about values and that the fig-
ures cited in al-Usbu‘ al-‘Arabi were not his work. His zeal came to naught:
the Technical Office finally closed down for good on September 30, 1966 and
Jarvis and his staff were released from UN service. All inquiries received there-
after received a stock reply noting that the UNCCP’s Technical Representa-
tive no longer worked for the UNCCP and that it was not in a position to
answer questions.78

The three-member UNCCP has continued to exist to this day on paper but
with little tangible evidence of its existence beyond limited staff support and
the drafting of annual reports. For all intents and purposes the UNCCP
ceased to function in 1966. Its demise elicited no tears from any of the parties.
The UNCCP’s last remaining task was to decide what to do with the massive
volume of material assembled by the Technical Office since 1952.

The Arabs Obtain Copies of UNCCP Documents

Frustrated as they were with the UNCCP’s various estimates of the value of
refugee property, which were much lower than their own, the Arab states had
begun requesting copies of some of the UNCCP’s records as early as 1953.
With completion of the UNCCP Technical Program in 1964 and the Arabs’
desire to determine their own estimates of refugee property losses, the Arabs
renewed their efforts to obtain the documents. The UNCCP had accumu-
lated a huge amount of material relating to Arab property in Israel by the time
the Technical Office was closed in 1966: 96 linear feet of paper, of which 90
feet were documents (two-thirds of which was the R/P1 forms). The other six
feet consisted of several thousand maps, largely mandatory maps of Pales-
tinian villages. The UNCCP had begun investigating how to store this mate-
rial in the UN archives as early as 1963. One idea was to microfilm the paper
documents, which would cost about $750 to produce some 150 rolls of 16mm
film. After studying the situation, the UN Department of Records determined
that it was best to microfilm the UNCCP’s land records and then destroy the
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original paper copies to save money and space. Jarvis and UNCCP Principal
Secretary David Hall countered that this would not be wise. Jarvis noted that
it would be almost impossible to use the owners index cards if they were on
microfilm only. The U.S. delegation to the UN agreed, and the records de-
partment later microfilmed the R/P1 forms and the index cards but saved the
original paper copies as well. The UNCCP thus ended up with 226 additional
rolls of 16mm film to add to its 1,642 rolls of 35mm films of the Ottoman and
mandatory land registers. All of its voluminous records were stored at the UN
Secretariat archives in New York away from public scrutiny under lock and
key. To this day, special permission is required to gain access to them.79

The Arabs felt that they had a right to this material, however. The first Arab
League request for paper copies of the mandatory films in the UNCCP’s pos-
session came on April 26, 1953 and was denied. Seven years later the issue of
Arab usage of the material was revived when on April 26, 1960, Jordan’s dele-
gate to the UN asked the UNCCP to see its records for Jewish land in Shu‘fat
and Neve Ya‘akov near Jerusalem. The UNCCP responded that it did not
have such information. The Jordanian Ministry of Foreign Affairs had re-
quested information on Jewish land in West Jerusalem as well from the British
embassy in Amman two months earlier.80 A second general Arab request for
copies of the UNCCP’s documents was made in August 1961. The U.S. dele-
gation in particular opposed the move and tried to have the inquiry “de-
flected.”81 Eventually, the UNCCP denied the request again, telling the
Arabs to wait until the Technical Program was finished using the films. How-
ever, this request prompted a great deal of political discussions among the
UNCCP delegations and staff. Did the UNCCP had the authority to repro-
duce British government documents? Did it have the authority to allow the
Arabs to copy the films if Israel objected? The UNCCP asked UN Legal
Counsel C. A. Stavropoulos such questions, whereupon he produced a mem-
orandum on the legal issues surrounding the films on September 11, 1961.
Significantly, Stavropoulos’ memorandum opined that Israel had no legal ba-
sis to object to the UNCCP providing copies of the films to the Arabs.82

In January 1962, the Arab League once again asked for copies of the
mandatory films without having to wait for completion of the Technical Pro-
gram. It was no doubt becoming clear to them that they would disagree with
the UNCCP’s final reckoning of the property and they wished to obtain the
films so as to carry out their own studies of the property question if they
wanted to. The United States again opposed the idea, with the State Depart-
ment telling the American delegation in New York that the refugee property
issue involves Israel and the four Arab host governments, not Israel and the



Arab League. The UNCCP once again denied the request but told the Arabs
that it would review such requests at a later time when the Technical Program
was finished.83

On June 17, 1963, Syria requested “complete photo copies of the proper-
ties of Arab refugees within Israel.” Principal Secretary John Gaillard imme-
diately sent a memorandum to the UNCCP delegates upon receiving the
Syrian request. Gaillard noted that there was no technical reason why the
UNCCP could not provide copies of the films, and the UN’s legal counsel
said that Israel had no basis for objecting. In fact, Gaillard noted that the Is-
raelis had the original copies of the films made by the British and had made a
study of refugee land that it had not made available to the UNCCP. The
Arabs might feel that they should now have a chance to study the same data
that had been available to the Israelis and the UNCCP. He concluded by
opining that it was difficult to justify not making the films available. Gaillard
noted:

To do so would not, it seems to me, provide the Arabs with any more
propaganda material than they already have. The films are of course
only a small part of the data used by the Technical Office. It is hard to
see what practical use could be made of them. Yet they might serve to
delay any Arab demands for a full report on the Technical Office work
which has cost so much money. Such a demand appears a possibility.84

The Americans were not so sanguine. They were anxious about Israel’s re-
action. They were concerned that Israel would object to such a release and
that the information might be made available to Palestinians who might dis-
tort it to discredit the Technical Program. U.S. Ambassador to the UN Adlai
Stevenson also feared that giving the Arabs the records might damage Israel’s
willingness to cooperate with the UNCCP. He thought that the UNCCP
could tell the Arabs that the films were still in use and that when the project
was done they could approach the British to obtain copies, getting the mon-
key off the UNCCP’s back. Jarvis recommended telling the Syrians that the
mandatory films were incomplete and that the UNCCP’s other data (e.g., the
R/P1 forms) were not available. The UNCCP held some informal meetings
with the UN Secretary General’s legal advisors on ways to turn down the re-
quest, and eventually told the Syrians “no.”85

The Syrians made an additional request in the spring of 1964. The French
delegate told an informal meeting of the UNCCP that his government had
discussed the legality of providing copies of British documents with the British
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government. UNCCP Principal Secretary David Hall had replied that Britain
had provided copies to Israel and Jordan, but should it have veto power over
other countries receiving copies? The Turks and the Americans did not like
using Britain’s supposed veto power as the basis for rejecting the Arab request,
although they were in favor of refusing the request for other reasons. Eventu-
ally, the UNCCP never officially responded to the Syrians.86 For his part, Hall
felt that the time was right in the wake of the 1964 public release of the Tech-
nical Report to release a copy of the films. He noted, that the  “Commission
has stated its desire to make the results of the work of the Technical Pro-
gramme fully available to those concerned.” He suggested that one copy of
the films be made available.87

When the Technical Program was completed and Jarvis’ summary report
issued in the spring of 1964, the UNCCP’s position regarding the films was
forced to undergo a revision. In early 1966, Hall said that the UNCCP’s con-
tinued refusal to release the films had become a symbol in Arab eyes of the its
negative attitude in general toward them. That summer, the delegates of Jor-
dan and Syria to the UN approached the chair of the UNCCP on behalf of
the host countries and once again requested access to the documents used by
Jarvis. The Turkish chair of the UNCCP thought they still were requesting
copies of the mandatory films, but found out that the Arabs in fact sought a
copy of everything that had been at Jarvis’ disposal. That would include the
R/P1 forms and their secret data on valuation. The Arabs wanted the material
in order to reply to Jarvis’ report during the General Assembly in a technical
manner. However, the UNCCP thought that the Arabs in fact were seeking
the documents for “political” and not technical reasons. The Arab states al-
ready had sent Jarvis their negative observations on his report and the
UNCCP felt that perhaps the Arabs merely wanted the documents to form a
plausible basis for rejecting the report at the General Assembly in the fall of
1966.

Even the United States had to agree that with the Technical Program com-
pleted, the UNCCP had no legal grounds to deny the Arab request. Besides,
the Americans noted, the films of both the mandatory records and the
UNCCP’s own records offered only an incomplete record of Arab property
and contained no data on the land’s value (in this the Americans were mis-
taken; valuation figures were written both on the R/P1 forms and the owners
index cards). The Americans told the Turks and French that they no longer
objected to release of the films so long as the British agreed. At a September
22, 1966 meeting, the UNCCP finally agreed in principle to allow the Arabs
to send a “formal written request” when the UNCCP was in a position to re-



lease the films. The UNCCP also decided to define the Arab requests for doc-
uments as meaning requests for the mandatory films, not other records like
the R/P1 forms. The French still felt that the British and the Israelis would
have to give permission. Israel objected to the UNCCP giving copies of land
records to the Arabs on the very next day. Israeli diplomats held a meeting at
the Department of State in Washington on September 23 to protest strongly
any decision to hand over copies of the documents. The Israelis objected in
principle, on the basis that they had provided Jarvis some of their own records
and that the Arabs only wished to use the documents to cause trouble.88

Although the UNCCP decided to wait until the annual UNRWA debate
was over in the General Assembly to reply to the Arabs, it eventually did so and
invited an official written request. On February 3, 1967, representatives from
Jordan, Lebanon, Egypt, and Syria sent a letter to the UNCCP responding to
Jarvis’ comments on their “observations” about his report. In that letter, they re-
quested copies “of all documents and materials in the possession of the Pales-
tine Conciliation Commission and its Technical Office relating to property in
Palestine.”89 Israel twice dispatched diplomats to the State Department, on
April 10 and May 27, 1967 during a time of increasing tension in the Middle
East to seek U.S. help in defeating the request. The Israelis speculated that this
time the Arabs were seeking to use the materials to strengthen their perennial
calls for a UN property custodian, an idea they knew the Americans opposed as
well. In between their two visits, Syrian Ambassador to the UN Rafiq Jouejati
called Hall on April 21 to ask unofficially if Syria could obtain a list of Arab
property owners in the Israeli-Syrian Demilitarized Zone. Besides seeking
American help, the Israelis moved on a different front in such a way as to ren-
der the Arab request for the films irrelevant: a week and a half after meeting the
Americans for the second time, Israel launched the June 1967 war, annihilat-
ing the armies of Egypt, Jordan, and Syria. One result of the war was to put a
five-year halt to future Arab requests for copies of the UNCCP’s material.90

On November 6, 1972, the Lebanese ambassador to the UN spoke with
the U.S. Ambassador to the UN, George H.W. Bush, about whether 
the United States would support a renewed Arab request for copies of the
UNCCP records. The UNCCP discussed the matter once again with the
UN’s legal counsel and decided to grant permission at long last. The UNCCP
agreed to provide copies of the following documents: the films of the manda-
tory land registers; the R/P1 forms; and the owners index. It further asked that
any party receiving such material keep the valuation figures confidential.91

The first Arab state formally to request and receive copies of the UNCCP
material was Egypt, which asked to make copies of the material at its own
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expense in September 1973. Filmed copies of the records were made in
June 1974. The Egyptians later received a second copy of the films in
March and May 1975. In May 1974, Jordan made a similar request and re-
ceived the films the following year. One reason why the Jordanians needed
the material was that they had lost some of the original mandatory registers
in their possession when Israel invaded and occupied the West Bank in June
1967. They also were trying to save wear and tear on the remaining registers.
The Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) also requested copies of the
films in November 1982. Duplication finally was completed in May 1984
and the copies were handed over the PLO. They were stored at the PLO
Economics Department in Damascus. On a related note, the UN’s Com-
mittee on the Exercise of the Inalienable Rights of the Palestinian People
also requested “an inventory of Arab property in Israel and the territories oc-
cupied by Israel” in 1976. The UNCCP agreed, and provided copies of the
same information it provided to the Arabs.92

By the early 1980s, a number of parties across the globe had access to some
of the voluminous records produced by the UNCCP Technical Office and
the mandatory documents upon which they were based. Would this lead to
action on the property issue? The answer to this had been presaged by the mo-
mentous events of June 1967.



C H A P T E R  S E V E N

REFUGEE PROPERTY QUESTION AFTER 1967

By late 1966 the UNCCP had closed its Technical Office, become moribund,
and effectively continued to exist merely on paper. There was little likelihood
of progress on the property compensation issue, as the regional climate did
not at all lend itself to a breakthrough. It had been nearly twenty years since
the refugee exodus, ten years since the Suez War had altered the Arab-Israeli
Conflict, and no significant progress had been made on the question. The
only real success over the years had been the UNCCP-brokered return of
blocked bank accounts and safe deposit boxes. The parties to the conflict
themselves were in no mood for movement on the refugee issue. Israel and
Egypt were locked in an arms race, water issues complicated the Arab-Israeli
conflict, and the rising tide of Palestinian nationalism symbolized by the es-
tablishment of the Palestine Liberation Organization in 1964 decried any at-
tempt to negotiate with Israel or “sell” the refugees’ land via compensation.

Within this unhopeful atmosphere, diplomats made a few inquiries any-
way about Israeli willingness to compensate. UNRWA’s Deputy Commis-
sioner John Reddaway developed an idea in early 1967 for unilateral,
unconditional Israel compensation. The U.S. embassy in Tel Aviv approached
Israeli Foreign Ministry officials Yosef Teko‘a and Mordekhai Gazit in January
1967 about this idea. The Israelis showed no real enthusiasm. State Depart-
ment official L. L. Kinsolving also asked Dov Yinon of the Israeli embassy in
Washington in February what thoughts Israel had about compensation. Yinon
noted that the State Department had rejected most recent Israeli proposals
because the proposals did not include repatriation, and the Americans felt the
Arabs would surely have objected to it for that reason. Yinon’s personal belief,
he said, was that Israel should have pursued a quiet policy of making individ-
ual compensation payments after 1948-which Israel apparently was doing in
the mid-1960s.1

Israel also developed an interesting policy in the 1960s that seemed to
challenge its own insistence that it permanently had confiscated the refugees’
abandoned land and incorporated it inalienably into the Israel Lands Admin-
istration (ILA) created in 1960. This policy involved trading some of the 1948
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refugee property with Palestinian citizens who had stayed behind and become
Israeli citizens. The ILA began trading absentee land lying within residential
zones in inhabited Palestinian villages for rural land that legally was owned by
the villagers. In this way the villagers could obtain much-desired real estate on
which to build homes in their crowded communities since Israeli zoning laws
forbade them from being constructed on their rural lands. In return the ILA
obtained land to develop outside the built-up areas of Palestinian villages. But
the exchange rate was very much to the ILA’s advantage. Between 1965-80,
the trade rate was 1:5.3. For every dunum that the ILA offered up, it received
5.3 dunums in return. Still, in “returning” formerly abandoned land to Arab
usage after several decades this policy seemed to undermine Israel’s insistence
of the inviolability of its confiscation of refugee land.2

1967 War

Yet, overall, the refugee property question had slipped into tertiary status by
the late spring of 1967. Indeed the military dimension of the Arab-Israeli con-
flict was heating up again. Four months after the American diplomats ques-
tioned their Israeli counterparts about compensation and heard their
desultory response, war broke out again in the Middle East. The June 1967
war lasted only six days but permanently altered the Arab-Israeli conflict and
with it the refugee property question. Israel’s massive defeat of the combined
armies of Egypt, Syria, and Jordan led to its conquest of the West Bank (in-
cluding East Jerusalem) and Gaza, the remaining 23 percent of Palestine that
had remained in Arab hands during the 1948 war. Beyond that, it occupied
the Egyptian territory of the Sinai Peninsula and Syria’s Golan Heights.

The overall effects of the 1967 war in changing the dimensions of the
Arab-Israeli conflict are beyond the scope of this study. Suffice to say that the
conflict, which already had shifted from a Jewish-Palestinian civil war toward
an intra-state conflict by virtue of the 1948 and 1956 wars, became even more
focused on Israel’s relations with Arab states, rather than with the Palestinians.
The increased involvement of the United States and the USSR in the conflict
by virtue of their massive arms sales to the region only deepened the interna-
tional focus on preventing further wars between Israel and the front-line Arab
states. With passage of UN Security Council Resolution 242 of November
1967, diplomatic efforts to resolve the conflict largely focused on the “land for
peace” formula instead of resolving lingering issues from 1948. Under this for-
mula, Israel would withdraw from territories it conquered in 1967 in return



for peace. The property question was subsumed within a general statement
within Resolution 242 calling for resolution of the “refugee problem.” Be-
yond this, global attention began focusing on a different aspect of the Zionist-
Arab battle for control of land in Palestine. Israel quickly began laying hold of
land in the West Bank and erecting both military and civilian settlements on
it. Israeli land confiscation policies after 1967 posed a more immediate chal-
lenge to peacemakers and the Palestinian inhabitants of the Occupied Terri-
tories, and further helped push the question of 1948 refugee property off the
diplomatic radar screens.

The war transformed the parties’ attitudes toward the conflict and the
refugees. The June War had demonstrated conclusively the Israeli military su-
periority presaged by the 1956 Suez War. For Israel, resolution of the conflict
thereafter was clearly something that would be arranged on its terms by nego-
tiations with its main enemies––the Arab states, not the Palestinians. Israeli
cockiness later was shattered by the October 1973 war. However, armed with
nuclear weapons since the 1960s, Israel decisively had asserted its military su-
periority over the Arabs. It now was becoming less and less subject to pressure
from the United States or the world community to grant concessions to the
Arabs, such as compensating the refugees for their abandoned property. An
end to the conflict would involve trading recently occupied land for peace.

An interesting side aspect of Israeli policy toward 1948 refugee land that
arose after its victory in 1967 was the issues raised by its occupation of the
West Bank and Gaza. In the first place, Israel was now in a position to regain
control over Jewish property in the newly occupied territories that had been
sequestered by Jordanian and Egyptian authorities from 1948–67. The Order
Concerning Jews’ Property (the Gaza Strip and North Sinai) was passed in
1967, and a Commission of Jews’ Property was established. In 1970, the Legal
and Administrative Matters (Regulation) Law [Consolidated Version] gener-
ally allowed private Jews to seek the return of land sequestered by the Jordani-
ans and Egyptians from the Israel Ministry of Justice’s General Custodian
(Heb.: ha-Apotropos ha-Kelali), which had taken possession of it upon the Is-
raeli occupation in 1967. Jewish land that had been used by the Jordanians
and Egyptians for public purposes, however, was not returned; the owners
were paid compensation by the Israeli government instead. Other Jewish-
owned areas were expropriated for construction of Jewish housing and urban
renewal projects. Another dimension of this policy concerned Palestinians in
East Jerusalem. When Israel extended its law to the area, it offered Israeli
identity cards to Palestinians living there. Because Israel had allowed Jewish
residents to regain lost property, a law was enacted allowing the Palestinian
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residents of East Jerusalem to seek compensation for any abandoned refugee
property they had owned in Israeli West Jerusalem. The could not petition for
restitution of the property, however.3

Israel also took its only serious action on compensation after the war in the
early 1970s, but the effect was minimal and restricted to those Palestinians liv-
ing in Israel. The Knesset passed the Absentees’ Property (Compensation)
Law of 5733/1973 on July 1, 1973 offering compensation for confiscated ab-
sentee property to those Palestinians who were residents of Israel (including
East Jerusalem) as of July 1, 1973 or thereafter. The law required them to
make claims within three years of that date or the onset of their date of resi-
dency. The law later was amended in 1976, 1982, and 1986. The 1986 version
allowed claims to be filed up to fifteen years from the date of effect or two
years from the date of residency.4 The Ministry of Finance and the Justice
Ministry were charged with executing the law. A commissioner was appointed
to oversee this process. In April 1986, the Minister of Finance appointed the
Custodian of Absentee Property to serve as the Commissioner of the Absen-
tees’ Property (Compensation) Law as well.

Considering Israel’s overall dislike of the UNCCP and its methodology, it
is interesting to note that the 1973 compensation law adopted the UNCCP
Technical Office’s approach to establishing a baseline figure for compensa-
tion. The law also noted that it would use mandatory rural land taxation cate-
gories for determining rural land values and mandatory “net annual value”
(NAV) figures drawn from urban taxation records for reckoning the value of
property in towns and cities. In the case of urban property, the law added that
between 30 and 60 percent of the NAV would be added for urban property to
help rectify the fact that the NAV was always a much lower figure than the ac-
tual market value of urban property. Since mandatory tax records were based
on the value of the Palestinian pound, which was equal to the pound sterling,
the resultant figures would be multiplied by 175 to obtain the corresponding
figure in Israeli currency in 1973. Obviously, this did not affect the vast ma-
jority of Palestinian refugees living in exile. However, Israel also offered com-
pensation to some Palestinians outside Israel as well. The Special Committee
for the Return of Absentee Property, chaired by the prime minister’s advisor
on Arab affairs, approved 170 applications from such Palestinians between
1975-80 alone. Compensation was paid based on 1973 values plus an addi-
tional amount for inflation and four percent interest. It is not clear to the au-
thor how these claims were presented or how payment was effected.5

For its part, the United States also changed its attitudes toward the Arab-
Israeli conflict and thus the property question after 1967. Beginning with the



Democratic administration of Lyndon B. Johnson but especially during the
Republican administration of Richard M. Nixon, America drew increasingly
closer to Israel. It provided Israel with more weapons (including top-of-the-
line military aircraft) and aid. Nixon’s preoccupation with containing the
USSR was a product both of his world view and that of his National Security
Advisor (and later, Secretary of State) Henry Kissinger. Nixon saw American
interests at stake in almost every regional conflict around the globe in the
early 1970s. Supporting Israel as a way of deterring Soviet influence in the
Arab world was thus critical. When it came to peace-making, Nixon proved
serious about the subject, but like Israel he viewed it as a matter for Israel and
the Arab states to resolve––the Palestinians were not a factor.

The UN’s role in solving the Arab-Israeli dilemma also was transformed by
the events of June 1967. With the UNCCP moribund, the UN effectively re-
linquished its peacemaking role in the conflict to the United States after
1967. With the exception of the UN’s inconclusive Jarring Mission of
1967–73, the real driving force behind diplomatic solutions to the Arab-Israeli
conflict after 1967 would be the Americans. It was largely the failure of the
UNCCP to effect a solution to the specifics of the refugee property problem
that sealed the entire world body’s fate in this regard. Yet this was not entirely
its fault. As detailed in this study, the UNCCP was crippled in its efforts by a
variety of factors, among them that the United States drew red lines around
certain issues relating to the refugee question that largely coincided with Is-
raeli positions. As the dominant force in the UNCCP, the Americans strove to
maintain the inviolability of these red lines, were unwilling to pressure the Is-
raelis, and did not possess sufficient standing with the Arabs to bring them on
board U.S. positions. The result was that the UN’s official organ for resolving
the conflict, the UNCCP, was dead by 1966 as were future efforts on behalf of
conciliation generally and refugee property specifically.

Finally, the Arab world was transformed by the 1967 war in ways that di-
minished its zeal to press for Palestinian refugee property rights. Egyptian
President Jamal ‘Abd al-Nasir was discredited by the war although he re-
mained in power. Their armies in ruin and defiant in their defeat, the Arabs
were in no mood to discuss much of anything with Israel let alone 1948
refugee property. Although UNRWA Deputy Commissioner Reddaway told
the American ambassador in Tel Aviv in January 1968 that his recent talks
with Israeli official Michael Comay revealed that Israel might be willing to
pay compensation without prejudice to the right of return as part of a peace
settlement,6 the Arab states had decided on the “three nos” at the Khartoum
summit of August 1967: no negotiations with Israel, no recognition of Israel,
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and no peace with Israel. No peace settlement developed, and the property
question returned to the shadows.

The man who succeeded ‘Abd al-Nasir upon his death in 1970, Anwar al-
Sadat, became convinced that despite the “three nos” Egypt needed to with-
draw from armed involvement in the Arab-Israel conflict. Even the
Egyptian-Syrian assault on Israeli positions in the occupied Sinai and Golan
Heights in October 1973 represented less of an all-out war on Israel than an
attempt to break the diplomatic deadlock. Sadat continued his efforts to se-
cure a diplomatic Egyptian exit from the conflict after the 1973 war. The Arab
world’s most powerful country had set itself on a course to transform the Arab-
Israeli conflict once again.

One corner of the Arab world did actively pursue military confrontation
with Israel after 1967, although ironically this also worked to the detriment of
movement on the property question. The failure of either Arab military might
or international diplomatic efforts to deal with the Palestinians’ plight led to
the rise of a host of political-guerrilla organizations like Fateh and the Popular
Front for the Liberation of Palestine. These groups succeeded in taking over
the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) in February 1968. With Fateh’s
Yasir ‘Arafat as its new chair, the PLO became a major Arab player in the
Arab-Israeli conflict while it served to change the focus of the Arab-Israeli
conflict yet once again with tremendous consequences for the refugee prop-
erty issue. This did not lead to the Palestinians championing the cause of
compensating their own refugees. The Palestinian armed movement that en-
gaged the Israelis from the late 1960s through the 1990s fought for a series of
strategic goals vis-à-vis Israel, none of which included compensating the
refugees for the abandoned property. Most PLO fighters believed that the
refugees’ salvation would come through a popular war of liberation aimed at
defeating Israel and winning back their land. In the heady days of revolution-
ary optimism these fighters viewed compensation as treason, as the sale of the
lost homeland to Israeli usurpers. Even when the PLO began replacing its ex-
clusive commitment to armed struggle by pursuing diplomacy in the 1970s
and especially after its defeat in Lebanon in 1982, the focus of its political ef-
forts centered around creating an independent Palestinian state in the West
Bank and Gaza, not the 1948 refugee issue.

The attitudes of Israel, the United States, the Arabs, and the Palestinians
thus all were radically altered by the events of June 1967. The common result
was increasingly less interest in the matter of the refugees’ property. Whether
through armed struggle or diplomacy, regional and international priorities to-
ward the Arab-Israeli conflict had shifted. Little serious diplomatic attention



thereafter would be given to the property question for the coming two de-
cades.

Declining Interest in the Property Question

By and large then the question of Palestinian refugee property faded into rela-
tive obscurity during the 1970s and 1980s. The longer the refugees lived in
exile and the more the conflict drew attention away from them, the less the
world thought about their property rights. This is not to suggest that the issue
was forgotten altogether. Although they could not defeat Israel militarily on
the battlefield, the Arab world continued to wage its diplomatic struggle in the
halls of the UN. This effort served to keep the refugee property issue alive
inasmuch as it became one of several political weapons in the hands of the
Arabs.

The Arabs revived their earlier attempts to prompt the General Assembly
into establishing a formal mechanism to protect the refugees’ property rights.
Instead of pushing for creation of a property custodian, they decided to seek
the creation of a fund into which Israel would pay the income it generated
from the refugee property. This effort finally succeeded in 1981 when the
General Assembly passed Resolution 36/146 C on December 16 of that year.
The resolution read in part:

Considering that the Palestinian Arab refugees are entitled to their prop-
erty in conformity with the principles of justice and equity, Recalling, in
particular, its resolution 394 (V) of 14 December 1950, in which it di-
rected the United Nations Conciliation Commission for Palestine . . . to
prescribe measures for the protection of the rights, property and inter-
ests of the Palestinian Arab refugees . . .Requests the Secretary-General
to take all appropriate steps, in consultation with the United Nations
Conciliation Commission for Palestine, for the protection and adminis-
tration of Arab property, assets and property rights in Israel, and to es-
tablish a fund for the receipt of income derived therefrom, on behalf of
their rightful owners.

Despite passage of General Assembly Resolution 36/146 C, nothing hap-
pened to threaten U.S.-Israeli interests and the two remained concerned with
other aspects of the conflict. In fact, the General Assembly reenacted the
same property fund resolution for a number of years thereafter but nothing
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ever came of it. Nearly seventeen years later, the Arab League still was using
the property question as part of its strategy in the UN. Arab League foreign
ministers issued a declaration on September 16, 1998 calling on the UN to
send a fact-finding mission to Israel to inspect the refugee land and to appoint
a custodian to safeguard it. However, this was also a public relations exercise.
The lack of action on the question and the Arabs’ own nonchalance about
such inaction merely underscored that for most of the Arab world the Pales-
tinian refugee property issue merely had become a stick with which the Arabs
sought to beat Israel at the UN.

New Estimates of Refugee Property

On another less public front certain quarters demonstrated continued interest
in the property question after the mid-1960s. Several serious new attempts to
quantify the refugees’ losses emerged starting in 1966. The studies are valu-
able because they offered some of the first detailed, public, nongovernmental
studies of the value of refugee property and in so doing usually provided alter-
native methodologies to those used by the UNCCP. The first was conducted
by the economist Yusif Sayigh. He was born in Syria in 1916, but grew up in
Palestine after his family moved to Tiberias. During the mandate he was an
official in the Bayt al-Mal, the fund of the Arab Higher Committee, as well as
the head of the Palestinian branch of the pan-Syrian party of Antun Sa‘ada,
the Syrian Social Nationalist Party (also called the Parti Populaire Syrien). He
was imprisoned by the Israelis during the 1948 war and exiled the following
year. He was a good friend of Sami Hadawi, and requested and later received
some documents from Hadawi relating to Palestinian land. Sayigh later went
on to teach, advise governments, and serve the Palestinian nationalist cause,
sitting on the PLO Executive Committee from 1968-74 and chairing its Pales-
tinian National Fund from 1971-74.

Sayigh’s study of the refugees’ losses was part of his wider study of the Israeli
economy that was published by the Arab League’s Institute for Higher Arab
Studies in 1966. His macro-level research produced a figure of £P7.567 billion
in total personal losses suffered by the Palestinians. Table 7.1 reveals Sayigh’s
estimate of the scope and value of refugee land. Sayigh also developed figures
for structures, which are shown in table 7.2. Finally, the figures he produced
for abandoned capital and moveable property are shown in table 7.3.

Sayigh’s study is significant for several reasons. First of all, it was the best
assessment of refugee losses to have emerged in the Arab world since 1948.



TABLE 7.1 Scope and Value of Refugee Land According to Yusif Sayigh, 1966

Type Scope (Dunums) Value (£P)

Citrus 137,000 79,200,000
Other orchards 384,000 115,200,000
Irrigated 41,000 4,100,000
Cereal 4,400,000 176,000,000
Potentially arable 1,600,000 16,000,000
Built-up

rural 20,000 1,200,000
urban 29,250 11,700,000

TOTAL 6,611,250 403,400,000

Source: Yusuf ‘Abdullah Sayigh, al-Iqtisad al-Isra’ili [The Israeli Economy] (Cairo:
League of Arab States, Institute for Higher Arab Studies, 1966), p. 109

TABLE 7.2 Scope and Value of Refugee Buildings According to Yusif Sayigh,
1966

Type Number Value (£P)

Homes
rural 90,000 22,500,000
urban 60,000 150,000,000

Mosques and churches 1,500 4,500,000
Factory buildings 1,500 7,500,000
Smiths, tailors,

mechanics 5,000 5,000,000
Offices 5,000 15,000,000
Stores

rural 2,000 800,000
urban 3,000 7,500,000

Hotels 1,000 15,000,000
Restaurants, clubs, coffee houses 2,000 4,000,000
Plantation buildings 2,000 5,000,000
TOTAL 173,000 236,800,000

Source: Sayigh al-Iqtisad al-Isra’ili, pp. 107–108
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Sayigh also considered the value of “potentially arable” land in his study,
something the UNCCP did not address. He also went far beyond the
UNCCP and others in addressing the value of public institutions like
mosques and churches as well as commercial properties like tailor shops and
so forth. Sayigh’s figures for compensation thus go far beyond the value of pri-
vately owned land which had always remained the focus of the UNCCP’s ef-
forts from 1952-64. His figures also went considerably beyond those that other
Arabs had developed in the 1950s, which typically reflected the losses from
the perspective of wealthy refugees rather than the Palestinian community as
a whole. Sayigh tried to develop an exhaustive estimate that incorporated the
sum total of the Palestinian community’s losses in 1948.

Sayigh’s friend Sami Hadawi later produced another detailed estimate of
the property. Hadawi lived an active life after his involvement with the
UNCCP and the Arab Land Experts conferences. Among other things, he
worked with his friend Izzat Tannous’ Palestine Arab Refugee Office in New
York, headed the Institute for Palestine Studies in Beirut from 1965-68, and
worked in the Arab League’s offices in New York and Dallas. But his was a life
marked by frustration and tragedy. He had been shunned from the third Arab
Land Expert’s conference and witnessed the overall tenor of the Arab-Israeli
conflict shift away from issues regarding the 1948 refugees after the tumul-
tuous events of 1967. Beyond that, his beloved Lebanese wife since 1931,
Nora Nasib Badr, died in the United States in August 1965. Hadawi buried

TABLE 7.3 Value of Refugee Capital and Moveable Property According to Yusif
Sayigh, 1966

Type Value (£P)

Furniture, personal goods
rural 12,500,000
urban 50,000,000

Factory equipment 15,000,000
Capital goods in offices, hotels, restaurants, coffee shops 3,000,000
Inventories 5,000,000
Farm animals 10,000,000
Bank accounts and insurance policies 2,000,000
Commercial vehicles 15,000,000
TOTAL 112,500,000

Source: Sayigh al-Iqtisad al-Isra’ili, pp. 108–110



her in her native Lebanon and eventually retired and settled in Canada. He
remained an avid writer on issues relating to the refugees and a became vocal
critic of the UNCCP Technical Program’s assessment of the scope of their
property losses.

Hadawi was particularly critical of the Technical Office’s methodology. In
a number of books he authored, he scored the UNCCP for focusing exclu-
sively on land that it could prove had been privately owned by Arabs. Like
Sayigh, he felt that this narrow focus ignored other land that was clearly used
by Palestinians individually or collectively but lacked the type of formal docu-
mentation utilized by the UNCCP. Hadawi contended that the UNCCP
should also have taken account of communally owned land, land in the Beer-
sheba district, and other land that he argued was part of the Palestinians’ right-
ful patrimony. For this reason, he argued that the Technical Office’s statistics
on the scope of the property released in 1964 were far too low. In 1983,
Hadawi found his chance to use his considerable expertise on the refugee
property question to make a formal revisionist study of the issue when Jordan’s
Crown Prince Hassan agreed to provide $150,000 for a 12-month study of the
matter under Hadawi’s direction. The Jordanian government then ap-
proached the UNCCP as an interested party host to large numbers of refugees
and asked for permission to view its records. Having secured permission, the
Jordanians turned the project over to Hadawi and two assistants he hired who
traveled to New York to go through the UNCCP material beginning in
September 1983. Their work was completed the following September, after
which Hadawi worked with the economist Atif Kubursi in arriving at conclu-
sions about the refugee land’s value. The study was finally published in 1988.7

Hadawi and Kubursi’s study asserted that Palestinians had owned a much
larger amount of land than either the UNCCP’s 1951 Global Estimate or
1964 Technical Program had arrived at. The difference was largely the result
of Hadawi’s calculations of what constituted Arab land in the Beersheba dis-
trict. He eventually determined that 19,031,012 dunums had been owned by
Arabs in what became Israel, including the Beersheba district and including
land owned by Palestinians who remained in Israel. This figure is detailed in
table 7.4.  Kubursi estimated that the total value of refugee land, presumably
excluding the land of those Palestinians who remained in Israel, at P£528.9
million as shown in table 7.5.

Hadawi had finally published his definitive work on the subject with
which he had been so personally and professionally involved for most of his
adult life. The book was his rebuttal to the now-dormant UNCCP. He always
had carried a grudge against the UNCCP not only for having fired him but
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for ignoring his pleas to approach the entire Technical Program differently
while he was employed there. After publishing his book in 1988, Hadawi
thereafter remained interested in refugee property and the Arab-Israeli con-
flict. Although he possessed a British passport and therefore could travel to Is-
rael, he refused to return and look at what had become of his home or his
beloved aviary in West Jerusalem after he fled in 1948. His efforts on behalf of
the refugees were not entirely unnoticed either. At age 93 in November 1997,
the PLO awarded him the Palestine Prize for Documentation “for his role in

TABLE 7.4 Scope of Arab Land in Israel According to Hadawi and Kubursi,
1988

Type Amount (Dunums)

1. Outside Beersheba District
Urban 112,000
Citrus and banana 132,849
Village built-up 21,160
Cultivable (tax categories 5–8) 471,672
Cultivable (tax categories 9–13) 2,937,683
Cultivable (tax categories 14–15) 444,541
Uncultivable 2,377,946
Roads, etc. 83,161
TOTAL 6,581,012

2. Beersheba District 12,450,000
GRAND TOTAL 19,031,012

Source: Sami Hadawi, Palestinian Rights & Losses in 1948. A Comprehensive Study.
Part V: An Economic Assessment of Total Palestinian Losses written by Dr. Atef Ku-
bursi (London: Saqi Books, 1988) p. 113

TABLE 7.5 Value of Refugee Land According to Hadawi and
Kubursi, 1988

Type Value (P£)

Urban land 130,300,000
Rural land 398,600,000
TOTAL 528,900,000

Source: Hadawi, Palestinian Rights & Losses in 1948, p. 187



the advancement of documentation specific to Palestinian land and his par-
ticipation in raising the level of national culture.”8

More recently a detailed new economic assessment of the scope and value
of abandoned rural refugee land was published by a non-Palestinian. The
scholar Frank Lewis determined that 5,667,400 dunums of rural land in Israel
had been owned by Arabs as of 1948. Of this, he estimated that 4.8 million
dunums belonged to refugees.9 His statistics are presented in table 7.6.

Again, he felt that 4,800,000 of the 5,667,400 dunums belonged to
refugees (the rest belonging to Palestinians who stayed). Lewis’s study is note-
worthy because he chose a novel new approach to determining the value of
rural refugee land. Instead of capitalizing tax assessments as the UNCCP had
done, Lewis chose “agricultural output” as the standard for determining the
value of the refugees’ losses. He ultimately determined that the value of the
rural abandoned land was between £P144.5–180.7 million in 1945 prices.10

Because it was not used for agriculture, Lewis did not try to set a value on
abandoned urban land. Beyond that, Lewis also valued all Arab farm imple-
ments in Israel (both for refugees and those who remained) at £P3.3 million,
livestock at £P10.2 million, and buildings at £P29.7 million. Of the resulting
total of £P34.2 million, he estimated that £P24.3 million represented the
losses sustained by the refugees. Lewis thus concluded that the total value of
refugees’ rural land, buildings, farm implements, and livestock amounted to
between £P168.8 -205 million in 1945 prices. In 1993 U.S. dollars this totaled
between $2.2-2.6 billion. With interest compounded at 3 percent per annum
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TABLE 7.6 Scope of Arab-Owned Land in Israel in 1948 According to Frank
Lewis, 1996

Amount of Land In Tax Categories (Dunums)
District 1–3 5–8 9–15 Total

Galilee 9,700 215,600 958,200 1,183,500
Gaza 22,000 57,200 2,530,500 2,609,700
Haifa 4,000 30,200 325,700 356,300
Jerusalem 0 43,800 390,600 434,400
Lydda 89,400 69,900 443,800 603,100
Samaria 14,400 38,000 428,100 480,500
TOTAL 135,900 454,700 5,076,800 5,667,400

Source: Frank D. Lewis, “Agricultural Property and the 1948 Palestinian Refugees:
Assessing the Loss.” Explorations in Economic History 33 (1996): 173
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from 1948-93, the total compensation amount would reach between $8.1–9.9
billion in 1993 dollars.11

Refugee Property and Diplomatic Sites in Jerusalem

The refugee property question also resurfaced in the 1980s and became em-
broiled in a diplomatic issue unrelated to compensation. For years pro-Israeli
legislators in the U.S. Senate had tried to force the executive branch to move
the American embassy in Israel from Tel Aviv to Jerusalem as a show of soli-
darity with the Jewish state. Like most countries, the United States had long
located its embassy in Tel Aviv out of deference to the undetermined legal sta-
tus of Jerusalem. The United States did maintain consulates in both East and
West Jerusalem. After the Senate passed the so-called Helms Amendment of
July 26, 1988, Public Law 100-459 set the stage for serious attempts by the ad-
ministration of Presidents Ronald Reagan and George H.W. Bush to investi-
gate the possibilities of moving the embassy to West Jerusalem. The Israelis
were happy to oblige, anxious as they were to have the most powerful country
on earth interested in moving its embassy to the disputed city that they
claimed as their capital. The Americans located a site, but before signing the
lease they carried out a “title search” on the property to make sure that the Is-
raeli government had the legal right to lease the land. Satisfied, they signed a
99-year lease on January 18, 1989 by which they would lease 32.250 dunums
of land just south of the Old City on the road to Bethlehem for the symbolic
amount of $1 per year.12

The Americans wanted to avoid disputes over title because they had faced
just such a problem in 1949: What to do when the land on which an Ameri-
can diplomatic facility is located is claimed both by the Israeli government
and Palestinian refugees? The first American consulate in Jerusalem was lo-
cated on Mamilla Road in West Jerusalem. Until the city was divided in 1948,
it was the only American consulate in the city. The Americans later estab-
lished another one on Nablus Road in Jordanian-controlled East Jerusalem.
The original consulate leased the land on Mamilla Road from Darwish
Da’udi, a member of the Dajani family of Jerusalem. In December 1946, two
years before the onset of the massive refugee exodus, Da’udi left Palestine for
Alexandria, Egypt and the Americans sent him the money at his new home.
The consulate survived the 1948 fighting but the result was that the Americans
did not pay rent to anyone for several months. In early 1949, Da’udi wrote to
the Americans from Egypt seeking payment of all back rent, but in March



1949, the consulate received another letter from an Israeli lawyer representing
the Israeli Custodian of Absentee Property requesting that the back rent be
paid to the Custodian as the new guardian of the “abandoned” property.

Confused American diplomats wrote to Washington seeking advice. The
Department of State eventually determined that the Israeli authorities were
“within [their] legal rights” according to the Abandoned Property Ordinance
to seek payment, but requested the diplomats in Jerusalem to ask the Custo-
dian to make an exception in this instance so that Da’udi could be paid $600
in back rent for the 1947-48 year. The department’s logic was that since rent
was technically due in advance, Da’udi should have been paid before the war
and before the Custodian was even in existence. Payments for the period after
1948 were another matter. Eventually, however, it was decided to pay all the
back rent to the Custodian, who received £I108 for the period July 1,
1947–June 30, 1948, £I150- for July 1, 1948-June 30, 1949 as well as £I47.500
for July 1, 1949-October 24, 1949. The Americans also expressed an interest
in buying the building, but the Custodian was not allowed to sell property un-
der his control until after 1950.13

Thereafter American diplomats continued to monitor to question of other
foreign diplomatic sites located on refugee property in Jerusalem over the
years and what payment arrangements the governments in question carried
out. In August 1962, the consulate general submitted a report on the subject
to the Department of State in Washington. American officials in Jerusalem re-
ported that at least three such sites were located on the land of refugees and
that each government followed a different policy regarding whom to pay rent.
The first was that of the Belgian consul’s residence. In this case, the Belgian
government paid rent on the property directly to the refugee, Constantine
Salama, who was living in Lebanon. He was paid each month by Belgian
diplomats who traveled outside Israel to transfer the funds. Apparently this
policy annoyed the Israeli government, which once dispatched the police to
threaten the Belgian consul with eviction for failure to pay rent to the Custo-
dian of Absentee Property.14 The second diplomatic site was the Venezuelan
embassy. The Palestinian-owned building it occupied had formerly housed
the Polish consulate. When the Poles left the building, the Custodian took it
over as abandoned property and then rented it to the Venezuelans who sent
payments to the Custodian. The final example involved the Italian consulate.
In this case, the Italians avoided the diplomatic problem of whom to pay alto-
gether by simply paying no one after 1948.15

Despite the Americans’ confidence that they were not getting into the
same trouble with the new Jerusalem embassy site, questions about the lease
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almost immediately were raised by Arab-American activists in the United
States. In addition to objecting to the wider diplomatic implications of mov-
ing the American embassy to Jerusalem, these persons contended that the
embassy site did consist at least in part of land that Israel confiscated from
Palestinian refugees. In May 1989, the Attiyeh Foundation wrote to Represen-
tative Lee Hamilton, the chair of the Subcommittee on Europe and the Mid-
dle East of the U.S. House of Representatives, noting these points and
moreover stating that part of the land of the proposed embassy site consisted
of refugee waqf. The Department of State twice responded to Hamilton’s in-
quiries that summer and fall, stating that it was aware of the claims of waqf but
had conducted a title search that had revealed nothing. The department also
claimed to know nothing of other claims to the land.

Unsatisfied, a group of Palestinian-Americans working with the Institute
for Palestine Studies (IPS) decided to conduct a full investigation of the mat-
ter utilizing UNCCP archival material it obtained from the UN archives
through the good offices of the PLO mission to the UN (see below), along
with other archival and private family records. The Palestinian historian
Walid Khalidi, head of IPS and the American Committee on Jerusalem that
had been formed around the issue, publicly announced the results of the
study on February 18, 2000. He noted that 71 percent of the proposed em-
bassy site was refugee land that had belonged to 15 Muslim and 4 Christian
families at the time of the 1948 war. Of their descendants, 88 heirs were U.S.
citizens, 43 held Canadian or European citizenship, in addition to hundreds
of others. The Department of State, unimpressed with the findings, tried to
deflect the matter by claiming in late December 1999 that the United States
had not yet “entered into” the lease and stating that the massive documenta-
tion produced by the group would be “kept on file.”16

The episode would not be the last time that Israeli authorities attempted to
lure embassies to the disputed city. The Israeli press reported in May 1998
that the government intended to set aside land in the ‘Ayn Karm region of
West Jerusalem for future embassy sites-a move that triggered more than
30,000 refugees from ‘Ayn Karm to sign a protest petition directed to UN 
Secretary-General Kofi Annan.17

Refugee Property and the Peace Process: Israel and Egypt, 
Jordan, Syria, and Lebanon

The late 1970s witnessed the beginning of peace talks and eventually even
peace treaties between Israel and some of its Arab adversaries, marking yet an-



other shift in the Arab-Israeli conflict that would affect the question of Pales-
tinian refugee property. The Egyptian-Israel peace talks under U.S. auspices
at Camp David, Maryland, in September 1978 led to the signing of a full
fledged Egyptian-Israeli peace treaty on March 26, 1979, another fact that
once again changed the nature of the conflict. Not only did the treaty remove
the Arab world’s largest and militarily strongest state from active confrontation
with Israel, but also it seemed to validate the land for peace formula as the
most appropriate way to resolve the conflict. The peace process also helped
return the question of refugee property to greater public prominence, al-
though ironically this has not yet led to resolution of the refugees’ claims.

The peace treaty between Egypt and Israel opened the door for Egyptian
and Israeli citizens to press for property claims in one another’s countries
since they were no longer at war. Article 8 of the peace treaty established a
mutual claims commission by which the two sides could explore these topics
after decades of inaction when they were at war and had no bilateral diplo-
matic relations. This is no doubt what earlier had prompted Clara Sursuq to
write from Egypt to the UN in May 1950 inquiring about the fate of the prop-
erty owned by George Lutf Allah Sursuq in northern Palestine.18 Once peace
had been concluded with Israel in 1979, Egyptian citizens who had aban-
doned property in Palestine in 1948 could seek legal redress. Egyptian Jews
who were now Israeli citizens could also seek compensation for their own lost
property. The author is unaware of any serious Egyptian Arab claims for com-
pensation in this regard. As for Jewish claims, the leading Egyptian political
figure Osama el-Baz claimed at a August 9, 2000 press conference that no
Egyptian Jews ever sought to reclaim lost land. Dismissing the question as a
“non-issue,” el-Baz asserted that “not a single claim was presented. And we
would welcome any of these people because we still have strong ties with
them.”19

However, Israelis of Egyptian extraction did look into the matter. Some
hired Israeli lawyers to resolve their property claims after 1979, according to
Moshe Sasson, Israel’s first ambassador to Egypt. Sasson stated that some of
these Israeli lawyers actually nominated local Egyptian lawyers to work on
these cases for them.20 In addition to those in Israel, Jews of other nationalities
also sought to reclaim confiscated property in both Egyptian and foreign
courts, in some instances even before the Israeli-Egyptian peace treaty. A
Canadian Jew, Albert Metzger, brought suit in Egypt before the treaty to re-
gain his property that had been seized after his expulsion in 1956. This prop-
erty included the Cecil Hotel in Alexandria. In 1978, an Egyptian court ruled
that his family was entitled to the land and the Court of Cassation upheld the
decision in April 2000 following an appeal. More recently another Canadian
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Jew, Raphael Bigio, obtained a decree from the Egyptian Ministry of Finance
to have land confiscated from his family in the Heliopolis section of Cairo re-
turned to him. The family were immigrants to Egypt from the Jewish com-
munity of Aleppo, Syria, in the early years of the twentieth century, and had
leased their land to the Coca-Cola Company beginning in the 1930s. The
Egyptian government expropriated the land in 1962, and the Bigio family fled
Egypt in 1965. Coca-Cola then continued to lease the land from the Egyptian
government until 1994, when it bought a substantial interest in the land. The
Egyptian Ministry of Finance agreed to return the land to Bigio in 1980, but
nothing ever happened. After the sale to Coca-Cola in 1994, Bigio and several
other family members brought suit against the company in the U.S. Second
District Court of New York in April 1997 to reclaim the land. Bigio brought
the suit under the Alien Tort Claims Law, a U.S. law that allows foreign na-
tionals to bring suit in American courts for violations of international law or
for damages they incurred when such violations occur.21 Although the court
threw out the case, the dismissal was overturned on appeal by the U.S. Second
Circuit Court of Appeals in December 2000 and the case was still alive at
time of writing.22

Despite these efforts by individual Jews such as these, the Israeli govern-
ment itself never has made any public efforts on behalf of Jewish property in
Egypt after 1979. Given Israel’s repeated public concern over the fate of lost
Jewish property in the Arab world since the early 1950s, this might seem per-
plexing on the surface. With the Egyptian-Israeli peace treaty opening the
door for the settlement of claims, one might presume that the Israeli govern-
ment would have moved toward resolution of some of these claims with
alacrity. However, as noted in chapter 3, the Israeli government’s attitudes to-
ward Jewish property essentially were based on its desire to leverage such
claims against Palestinian refugee claims. The Israeli government therefore
decided to defer presentation of formal government-to-government compen-
sation claims with the Egyptians because it did not wish to use up this politi-
cal capital until such future time that Palestinian claims might be discussed.
It also has been suggested that Israel feared that making use of a mutual
claims committee because that might open the door for Egypt to claim com-
pensation for the oil that Israel pumped out of the Sinai oilfields it occupied
from 1967–1975.23 Another reason is that the Israeli government did not want
to be seen as responsible for paying out claims to its own Egyptian Jewish im-
migrants.

This reticence was not lost on some Mizrahi Jews who had an interest in
this subject. One such senior Mizrahi politician was Knesset member Shlomo



Hillel. Born in Baghdad in 1923, Hillel immigrated to Palestine in 1934. He
played a role in Operation ‘Ezra and Nehemya and served on Israel’s Com-
mission for the Registration of the Claims of Iraqi Immigrants in 1956. He
later became a government minister, chair of the World Zionist Organiza-
tion’s Foundation Fund [Heb.: Keren ha-Yesod], and speaker of the Knesset.
Hillel asked Prime Minister Menachem Begin on the Knesset floor in 1979
whether the Israeli-Egyptian treaty would lead to discussions over lost Jewish
property in the Arab world. Begin told him that the treaty had created a claims
committee, and “[w]hen the day comes, we will submit our claim for the re-
turn of illegally taken property.”24

Nor was Israeli governmental reticence lost on Shlomo Cohen-Sidon of
the Association of Egyptian Immigrants in Israel, the man who had sued the
Israeli government in connection with Egyptian Jewish property claims in
1960. He was also quick to seize upon the peace treaty to remind his govern-
ment of Egyptian Jewish property. In February 1980, Cohen-Sidon wrote to
Begin insisting that it was the Israeli government that was now responsible for
paying compensation to its Egyptian immigrants in light of the peace treaty
and the claims committee it created. Deputy Director of the Ministry of For-
eign Affairs Elyakim Rubinstein responded to Cohen-Sidon that it would be
possible for Israel to raise these claims with the Egyptian government once
the claims committee was formed but did not accede to Cohen-Sidon’s argu-
ment that the Israeli government was responsible for paying out compensa-
tion in the meantime. To date the Israelis never have activated the mutual
claims commission for this purpose.25

A revealing footnote to this story involves Elyakim Rubinstein’s involve-
ment in Israeli-Palestinian peace negotiations twenty years later. During the
Camp David II summit of July 2000 (discussed more fully below), Rubinstein
was one of Israel’s lead negotiators. At the summit he openly confirmed that
the reason that the Israeli government had deferred pressing for Jewish prop-
erty claims against Egypt after 1979 was in order to keep such political capital
intact until such time as Israel could bring it up in connection with Pales-
tinian claims. When Palestinian negotiators asked their Israeli counterparts at
Camp David II why Israel had not broached the question of Jewish property
in Egypt much earlier with the government of Egypt and was bringing it up
now with the Palestinians, Rubinstein responded, “We decided to keep this
subject for the talks on the Palestinian refugees.”26

Interestingly, on at least one occasion Jews outside the Israeli government
have brought up the issue of Jewish property in Egypt, but not in connection
with either the Israeli-Egyptian peace treaty or Israeli-Palestinian negotiations.
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In this instance, the call was made to link the fate of Jewish property in Egypt
with American aid to Egypt. In August 2000, World Jewish Congress (WJC)
Executive Director Elan Steinberg suggested linking the compensation of
Egyptian Jews with U.S. foreign aid assistance to Egypt.27 It is unclear
whether or how the savings to the U.S. treasury would be used to compensate
either Jews from Egypt or the Israeli government.

Diplomatic efforts aimed at a peaceful resolution to the Arab-Israeli con-
flict continued throughout the 1980s, but led to no major breakthroughs until
the early 1990s. The U.S.-led coalition’s military victory over Iraq in the 1991
Gulf War paved the way for a new Middle East and new diplomatic efforts.
The October 1991 Madrid peace conference convened by the United States
and the USSR directly led to a series of bilateral and multilateral Arab-Israeli
negotiations. As a result, Israel signed its second peace treaty with an Arab
state, Jordan, on October 26, 1994. The refugee property question resurfaced
although this time both the Jordanian government and private Jordanian citi-
zens raised it in a more forceful way than had the Egyptians.

The Jordanian government almost immediately decided to use the provi-
sions of the peace treaty to seek compensation for Jordanian citizens who had
owned land in pre-1948 Palestine. This meant not only those relatively few
East Bank Transjordanians who had owned property in Palestine, such as the
large landowner Shibli Ibrahim Bisharat, but also the thousands of property-
owing Palestinians who now held Jordanian passports. The Jordanians’ ratio-
nale was that now that Jordan and Israel were at peace, Jordanian citizens no
longer should be considered enemies or absentees under Israel’s laws. Be-
cause many 1948 Palestinian refugees now held Jordanian passports this idea
alarmed the Israelis, who quickly passed a law to stymie such efforts. The
Knesset ratified the peace treaty by enacting the Law of Implementation of
the Peace Treaty, article 6.b of which stated that Jordanian citizens who had
been declared absentees prior to the peace treaty would remain classified as
such. The Jordanian government was outraged.

Jordan’s first ambassador to Israel, Marwan Muasher, sent a formal protest
over the law to the Israeli government in August 1995. He claimed that the
Knesset legislation violated article 11.b. of the peace treaty calling for both
parties to abolish discriminatory legislation, and cited article 25 calling for
creation of a claims committee to investigate financial claims. Muasher never
received a formal response from the Israelis but was told informally that Israel
was going to defer dealing with this matter until talks with the Palestinians, as
they had done in the Egyptian case. The ambassador countered that this was
a bilateral Jordanian-Israeli matter that should not be linked to wider regional



issues. Nevertheless, he still never received a formal reply to his letter. The Is-
raelis would not even give him the name and telephone number of Yehezkel
Shammash, the Custodian of Absentee Property who had assumed his duties
earlier in 1995. When Israeli Foreign Minister Shimon Peres came to Jordan
later that October, he requested of Crown Prince Hassan that Jordan desist in
continuing to bring up the issue.28 The Jordanian government did go on to
form a six-member committee to investigate the question of 1948 property
compensation. Headed by the Minister of Finance, the group included cur-
rent and past officials from the Department of Lands and Survey, the Ministry
of Justice, and the Ministry of Interior. However, the committee met only
three times and never accomplished anything concrete. Since that time, the
Jordanian government has not made any significant public efforts on behalf of
property compensation.29

Despite its reticence to pursue the matter publicly with vigor, the Jorda-
nian government decided to prepare for the eventuality of negotiations with
Israel on the compensation question in a more quiet, technical manner. It de-
cided in 1999 to create a computerized data base of Arab landowners in Pales-
tine using the films Jordan purchased from the UNCCP in 1974. The
Ministry of Finance’s Department of Lands and Survey was approached by
the Department of Palestinian Affairs within the Foreign Ministry about un-
dertaking the project. The Prime Minister’s office later provided the funds for
the project (which totaled JD200,000), and the two departments came to an
agreement in March 1999. Thirty-five employees were hired as part of the
project that was undertaken by the Department of Lands and Survey’s Docu-
mentation Department. Data were extracted not only from the films but from
extant British and Ottoman registers in the land department’s possession since
1948.

In July 2001, the land department publicly announced that the project had
been completed and the computerized data base assembled. However, the
department tried to dismiss speculation that the project was political in nature
and insisted that had been purely a “technical” undertaking. This was belied,
however, by the fact that it also was announced that the public would not be
granted access to the information contained in the data base for the time be-
ing.30 A public statement made by Jordanian Foreign Minister ‘Abd al-Ilah al-
Khatib a few days before the announcement of the project’s completion also
hinted at Jordan’s ongoing political interest in the property question. Al-
Khatib told a gathering of refugees in the Baq‘a camp outside Amman that
Jordan had not forgotten about pressing Israel to compensate refugees in Jor-
dan. “Jordan will not make any concessions on its citizens’ right of return or
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on their right for reparations.”31 Some have noted the political subtext of the
Jordanian announcement that it possessed a property data base: by positioning
itself as the protector of abandoned property the Jordanian government might
be trying to woo property-owning Palestinians away from the PLO in hopes
that the Jordanian government might be better situated to realize a settlement
of their property claims than the PLO.

The Jordanian government was not alone in raising the issue of refugee
property in the wake of Jordanian-Israeli peace. So too did private Jordanian
citizens. In February 1997 the issue rose to the level of a public controversy in
Jordan when the Israeli embassy in Amman issued an announcement con-
firming that the 1948 property held by persons with Jordanian passports still
was considered absentee property in accordance with Knesset legislation. The
announcement also noted that the Israeli government considered this as be-
ing consistent with the Jordanian-Israeli peace treaty. In response, a number
of Jordanians of both Transjordanian and Palestinian background formed an
organization in March 1997 that was aimed at pressuring the Jordanian gov-
ernment to take more forceful issue with Israel’s position. Nothing public
eventually came of this action.32 In addition, some private citizens have hired
Israeli lawyers to look into ways they can seek redress. In some instances, these
lawyers have traveled to the Jordanian Department of Lands and Survey in
Amman seeking information on behalf of their clients.33

For its part, the Israeli government never used the opportunity of peace with
Jordan to seek compensation for Jewish-owned land in Jordan. The Israelis
never publicly discussed the 6,000 dunums of land along the Jordan River
owned by the Palestine Electric Corporation (PEC), title to which apparently
was later transferred to the JNF. To the author’s knowledge, no other Jewish
property claims have been raised diplomatically either. The question of Jewish
land in Jordan was broached publicly in Israel however. In May 1997, the JNF
published a list of property it claimed to own in Arab countries that included
16,000 dunums northeast of Amman. Apparently no mention was made of the
PEC land.34 According to Marwan Muasher, Israeli reticence to bring up the
question of Jewish land in Jordan may be because Israel fears such action
would set a precedent for Jordanian citizens to press for compensation for lost
land in Palestine. Like the case of Egypt, Israel apparently did want to spend its
political capital prior to serious discussions with the Palestinians.

Refugee property questions also have arisen recently in connection with
peace moves between Israel and other Arab states as well. Israeli-Lebanese
talks went nowhere in the early 1990s, but Lebanon nonetheless starting
preparing for the possibility of a future peace deal. Lebanese citizens had lost



land in Palestine in 1948, including from the Sursuq and Jabara families. In
February 2000, Prime Minister Salim al-Huss called on Lebanese citizens
who had owned land in pre-1948 Palestine to provide documentation to the
Lebanese Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Al-Huss earlier had stated that Lebanon
was preparing a legal case to seek redress for direct and indirect losses sus-
tained by Lebanese citizens as a result of the 1948 Arab-Israeli war. A
Lebanese newspaper cited a figure of $US8 billion that Israel owed Lebanon
for property left in 1948 Palestine alone. The Foreign Ministry then an-
nounced in March 2000 that any interested Lebanese citizen should contact
the ministry’s Center for Legal Research in Beirut or the Lebanese embassy in
Washington. Although the embassy refused the author’s request to reveal how
much land, if any, was registered, the Arabic press reported on the case of one
such Lebanese citizen, Faruq Hamada, who had provided the Foreign Min-
istry with 45 documents and tax receipts from 1936-38 indicating ownership
of three dunums in two villages.35

This was not the first time that the Lebanese authorities had tried to seek
compensation for losses their nationals had sustained in the 1948 war. In
March 1958, Lebanon’s delegate to the UN asked the UNCCP to take note of
a claim that a Lebanese company was seeking from Israel. The firm of Sab-
bagh and Abi al-Lama‘ had purchased the moveable assets belonging to the
British army base at Azzib (al-Zib) on April 29, 1948 as the British prepared to
withdraw. The Israeli army took over the camp during the fighting, and the
company was seeking £UK2 million in compensation for their newly pur-
chased but now disappeared property. The Lebanese delegate submitted the
claim to the UNCCP, which then asked the UN Secretariat’s legal department
to study the matter. In June 1958, the UN counsel offered the opinion that the
seized Lebanese property did not constitute a case of refugee property, since
the Lebanese firm could not be construed as being a refugee, nor was it a mat-
ter of “war damages.” Rather, it constituted a case of Israeli control over “en-
emy property” given that Israel and Lebanon had been and still technically
were at war. Since the UNCCP’s mandate only obliged it to work toward com-
pensation of the refugees and not toward resolving claims of war damages and
sequestered enemy property, the legal advisor stated that the Lebanese claim
rightfully belonged on the agenda of any future Israeli-Lebanese peace talks.
Still, the UNCCP told the Lebanese delegate that it “took note” of the claim
and filed the detailed list of the lost property among its records that eventually
were housed in the UN Secretariat archives in New York.36

Israeli-Syrian diplomatic discussions after the Madrid peace conference of
1991 also raised the possibility of compensation efforts between the two sides,
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although they did not produce a peace treaty. Syrians had owned land in pre-
1948 Palestine, including prominent figures from the al-Shamma‘ family and
even Shukri al-Quwatli, three-time president of Syria who led the country
during the 1948 war. It is unclear to the author whether or not Syria has ever
sought compensation for such persons. When Israeli and Syrian negotiators
met under American auspices at Shepherdstown, West Virginia, however, in
early 2000, the subject of Jewish property in Syria was raised, and in a public
manner. Once again, however, this was not the doing of the Israeli govern-
ment but the JNF, which publicly brought up the question of its lost land in
southern Syria on January 6, 2000. The following day the JNF notified Israeli
negotiators at Shepherdstown about the presence of JNF land in Hawran and
Golan in order that the government not forget about the issue.37 Two days
later, JNF officials met to discuss the fate of this and other land it claims in
Arab countries.38 According to Yosef Kalesh of the Organization of Syrian Im-
migrants in Israel, his group also intended to approach the government of
Prime Minister Ehud Barak and request that compensation for Syrian Jewish
property be raised at the Shepherdstown talks. Kalesh told the Reuters news
service: “The state of Israel needs to be compensated by Syria and it must
then compensate the Jews here . . . .They are demanding every last centime-
ter of their land back [in the Golan Heights] so why shouldn’t we demand ev-
ery last centimeter of our property, every last house?”39 Kalesh claimed that
his organization possessed property lists, but the group’s head, former Israeli
ambassador to Egypt Moshe Sasson, denied this.40

Finally, some private Israelis even suggested raising property claims against
Arab states that were not involved in the peace process. In the wake of the
1991 Gulf War, Yoram Dinstein, president of Tel Aviv University, suggested
that the property claims of Iraqi Jews be linked with Iraqi compensation to the
UN. Dinstein noted that the claims of those Iraqi Jews who were now citizens
of nations that had gone to war with Iraq as part of the US-led coalition be
added to the compensation list that was being demanded of Iraq. The Israeli
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and organizations of Jews from Arab states like
WOJAC reportedly were hostile to the idea because it therefore would im-
pinge upon the Israeli government’s ability to use these claims as leverage in
its future peace negotiations.41

Refugee Property and the Israel-Palestinian Peace Process

Surely it was the peace process between Israel and the PLO that revived most
directly the decades-old question of refugee property and that spawned the



most activity in the mid to late-1990s. The dramatic diplomatic breakthrough
achieved between Israel and the PLO when they signed the Declaration of
Principles on September 13, 1993 shifted the Arab-Israeli conflict back to its
origins: two conflicting nationalist visions competing for the same territory.
Although the so-called Oslo process led to a series of agreements that created
the PLO-run Palestinian Authority in parts of the West Bank and Gaza in
1994, Israeli and Palestinian negotiators agreed to defer discussing issues re-
lating to the 1948 refugees until “final status” talks would commence after an
interim period. The prospect for forthcoming compensation talks engendered
a host of activities related to the refugee property question on the part of Pales-
tinians, Israelis, and others.

PLO negotiators and private Palestinian groups began preparing for talks
on refugee property by seeking to acquire complete records of such property.
The valuable property abandoned in West Jerusalem attracted particular at-
tention. The Palestinian Society for the Protection of Human Rights and the
Environment (LAWE) began compiling a database of Arab land ownership in
pre-1948 West Jerusalem in 1996. The Institute for Jerusalem Studies, affili-
ated with the Institute for Palestine Studies, also collected and published in-
formation on Palestinian property in West Jerusalem in 1999.42 More
recently, the BADIL Resource Center for Palestinian Residency and Refugee
Rights dispatched a delegation of refugees to Bosnia-Herzegovina in 2002 to
study, among other things, the process of refugee property restitution in the
wake of the bloody war that wracked that country in the early 1990s. This pro-
cess was being supervised by the Commission for Real Property Claims, a
body established by the 1995 Dayton Peace Agreement that ended the
Bosnian war.43

Not just Palestinian NGOs were involved in such preparatory efforts. So
too was the PLO. Geographers at the Arab Studies Society working in Orient
House, the PLO’s unofficial headquarters in East Jerusalem, began another
project in 1995 to gather photographs and documents attesting to Palestinian
ownership of land in West Jerusalem prior to 1948. According to the Arab
Study Society’s Khalil Tufakji, Palestinians owned some 5,700 homes in the
western part of the city in 1948. Tufakji’s information has been reportedly
been assembled into a computerized GIS (geographic information system)
database that includes both owners’ names and maps detailing individual
parcels of land.44 In June 1998, the PLO official in charge of Jerusalem affairs,
Faisal Husseini, who also worked out of Orient House, traveled to Turkey.
Among other things, he spoke with officials of the Turkish archives about the
possibility of Palestinian researchers using the archives to find Ottoman-era
data on Arab ownership of land in West Jerusalem.45 In July 1999, PLO
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Chairman Yasir ‘Arafat asked Turkish President Süleiman Demirel as well for
permission to examine the Turkish archives for information on Arab property
in Palestine.46 It also was reported in December 1999 that the Palestinian Au-
thority stated that refugees could register information about their 1948 prop-
erty at Palestinian embassies worldwide.47

Perhaps the most significant Palestinian project to quantify the refugee
losses involved working to put the massive collection of UNCCP property
data into a useable form as the Jordanians had done separately. As noted ear-
lier, the PLO acquired filmed copies of the UNCCP records in 1983 and de-
posited them in its Economics Department in Damascus. Given growing
Syrian hostility to the PLO in the 1980s and especially after the onset of the
peace process with Israel, the PLO leadership outside Syria could not gain ac-
cess to these. To counter this, the PLO would need to obtain a second copy of
the records from the UNCCP. This occurred at the same time that Walid
Khalidi of the Institute for Palestine Studies (IPS) sought copies of the records
to help determine whether refugees had owned the site of the proposed U.S.
embassy in Jerusalem. Since the UNCCP would provide the films to only a
small number of interested parties, including the PLO, the Institute ap-
proached senior PLO leader Mahmud ‘Abbas (Abu Mazin) for help. Khalidi
proposed that the PLO request new copies of the records, which IPS would
then scan onto CD-ROMs. IPS agreed to carry out and pay for the work, in re-
turn for which it would give one copy of the CD-ROMs to the PLO and keep
another for its own use. The two sides agreed to a plan that called first for
scanning the UNCCP films and paper records and then formulating the data
into a computer program.48

On June 13, 1997, the UNCCP authorized the project. IPS commissioned
a Canadian-based company, TransCad, Ltd., to do the actual scanning work.
TransCad employees spent several months starting in August 1997 scanning
5,625 maps, approximately 210,000 double-sided owners index cards, and
1,641 35mm films of mandatory land registers in the UNCCP collection that
were housed at the UN Secretariat archives in New York. This first part of the
project also scanned the more than 500,000 R/P1 forms produced by the
UNCCP’s Technical Project in the 1950s and 1960s. The project grew and
soon involved a variety of parties. The UN’s Committee on the Exercise of the
Inalienable Rights of the Palestinian People coordinated the communication
between the UN and the PLO. The UN offices involved in the work included
the Division for Palestinian Rights, the UN Secretariat archives, and the
UNCCP-still technically in existence. The PLO worked on the project
through the Permanent Observer of Palestine to the UN, Dr. Nasser al-Kidwa.



Once the CD-ROMs had been produced for the PLO, the UN and the
PLO then continued the second phase of the project on their own without
IPS. This involved using the CD-ROMs to create a sophisticated GIS com-
puter data base linking the property records with maps. The UN paid the bulk
of the funds for this stage of the project because it wanted to store the
UNCCP data on a more secure, more modern medium than the aging mi-
crofilms and paper copies. The basis for involving UN funds in the matter was
General Assembly Resolution 51/129 of December 13, 1996, which repeated
earlier resolutions calling for the 1948 refugees to be entitled to the income
from their property. Beyond this usual declaration, the Resolution also called
for the “preservation and modernization” of the UNCCP’s records relating to
refugee property. The Committee on the Exercise of the Inalienable Rights of
the Palestinian People used this resolution as the justification for contributing
some $500,000 from its budget to the second stage of the project, which was
approved in May 1998. The PLO provided an additional $250,000, and work
was undertaken once again by TransCad. The project was essentially com-
plete by May 2000, and the resulting computerized data base contained all of
the property owners’ names, location of properties, and property values con-
tained in the UNCCP’s R/P1 forms and index cards. Both the PLO Observer
Mission and the UN Secretariat archives in New York ended up with copies
of the data base. However, like the Jordanians, neither of these thus far have
allowed unrestricted public access to the records.49

This massive and sophisticated computerization project revealed a num-
ber of flaws with the UNCCP Technical Program’s methods and data. It was
discovered that not all R/P1 forms contained full information, and that many
of the R/P3 forms (containing information on land not owned by individual
Arabs) were missing. The technicians also determined that despite the Tech-
nical Program’s methodology to produce one R/P1 form for each parcel of
Arab-owned land, the total number of unique R/P1 forms exceeded the total
number of unique parcels of land. Thus, the computerization project found
that the Technical Program staff had compiled a total of 523,750 R/P1 forms.
Of these, only 423,750 represented unique forms while the rest were dupli-
cates, etc. Even considering this, the number of R/P1 forms still did not match
the number of unique parcels of land. The Technical Program staff created
423,750 unique R/P1 forms although there are actually 458,210 unique
parcels represented in the UNCCP records.50

The project to computerize the UNCCP data is important on a number of
levels. For the first time the Technical Program records have been put into a
readily accessible if still not publicly available format. Second, the database
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can serve a number of important scholarly purposes for the study of land in
Palestine generally and not just refugee land. Third, aggregate figures derived
from the new database provide a more accurate accounting of the UNCCP’s
original 1964 figures on the scope and value of Arab-owned land in Israel. For
example, the figure of 458,210 individual parcels is greater than the general
figure of 453,000 publicly cited by the UNCCP when it announced comple-
tion of its project in 1964. The new computer program also determined that
the actual surface area of these unique parcels was 4,851,613.978 dunums, 
including the land of Palestinians still in Israel––less than the figure of
5,258,091 dunums publicly announced in 1964. The project furthermore 
determined that the value of the land, taken from the owners index cards, 
totaled £P224,815,931––less than Frank Jarvis’s unpublished figure of
£P235,660,250. Finally, the new database was able to determine that the
number of Arab landowners in the part of Palestine that became Israel, in-
cluding those Palestinians who stayed behind, was less than 100,000.51

Remarkably, the PLO’s database was not immediately put at the disposal of
PLO officials responsible for preparing for the eventuality of compensation
talks with Israel. According to several Palestinians familiar with the issue, in-
stitutional Palestinian rivalries seemed to be the reason. Although they did not
have access to the property database at the PLO mission to the UN, PLO ne-
gotiators formally brought up the property issue during the Israeli-Palestinian
final status talks that opened in September 1999. This was according to senior
Palestinian negotiator Yasir ‘Abd Rabbo.52 The two sides technically had
opened the final status talks several years earlier in May 1996 but no major
movement occurred. In large part this was because of the worsening Israeli-
Palestinian relations that had replaced the halcyon days of 1993–1994. The
resumption of violence and the election of Likud leader Binyamin Ne-
tanyahu as prime minister of Israel in May 1996 caused the talks to falter. Ne-
tanyahu had campaigned openly against the Oslo Accords and sought to limit
further Israeli concessions to the Palestinians. Thus real Israeli-Palestinian
discussions on final status issues such as the refugee property did not begin
until after the election of the Labor Party’s Ehud Barak as prime minister in
May 1999. Even then, no real breakthroughs occurred.

Private Palestinian groups continued to pursue private efforts to keep the
property issue alive. The Council for Palestinian Restitution and Repatriation
was formed in Washington in early 2000 with the scholar Maysam Faruqi as
its chair. The group reportedly was considering using courts to seek redress for
1948 property claims.53 However, the question of compensation remained a
controversial one among Palestinians. Some Palestinians feared the PLO



might settle for a lump sum payment from Israel, rendering it impossible for
them to receive individual compensation. To refute this, Palestinian official
Muhammad Zuhdi al-Nashashibi denied in September 2000 that the Pales-
tinians were seeking a fixed amount as general compensation for all refugee
property. He insisted that negotiations would deal with individual claims for
the use of or damage to their land since 1948, and that in all cases compensa-
tion was not a substitution for the right of return.54 Some Palestinians did not
even settle for such reassurances and continued to reject the notion of com-
pensation altogether. Shaykh Ikrima Sabri, the mufti of Jerusalem, an-
nounced in July 2000 that he had issued a fatwa (Islamic juridical ruling)
barring Muslims from accepting compensation for their lost property. Sabri
equated compensation with sale of the land, stating this was something for-
bidden to Muslims inasmuch as Palestine constituted holy territory.55

The relatively tepid public and private Palestinian approach to the property
question might strike some as surprising. It is also surprising that groups or in-
dividual Palestinians have not yet resorted to American courts to seek damages
resulting from Israel’s long usage of their refugee property (although the Pales-
tine Litigation Project, a group of American lawyers and activists, was report-
edly looking at just such action in mid-2002).56 Given the intimate connection
of the United Kingdom and British companies with Palestine, some individual
Palestinian refugees as well as corporate entities raised claims against British
banks and insurance companies decades ago. In October 1950, the Arab Bank
sued Barclays Bank in London over assets frozen in Israel. The case, Arab
Bank, Ltd. v. Barclays Bank (Dominion, Colonial and Overseas), was decided
in 1954 when the House of Lords ultimately ruled against the Arab Bank (see
chapter 3). In November 1950, two refugees sought redress from British courts
in the case of F. & K. Jabbour v. Custodian of Absentee Property of the State of
Israel, although they too lost their case in 1954 (see chapter 4). The much
more recent Bigio case (see above) filed in New York in 1997 by a Canadian
Jewish family originally from Egypt seeking compensation for confiscated land
clearly shows that American courts are also willing to entertain property cases
based on the U.S. Alien Torts Claims Law. As documented in chapter 1, a
number of Israeli companies and bodies made use of refugee land over the
years and in theory could be the targets of legal action, as the Coca-Cola Com-
pany was in the Bigio case. Belgian legislation that allows foreign claimants to
bring human rights cases before Belgian courts also may provide room for
compensation cases, although apparently none have ever been filed.

The Arab world was not alone in preparing for the day when compensa-
tion talks might resume, nor was it alone in the lack of precision, duplication
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of efforts, and crippling rivalries that characterized its efforts. Despite Israel’s
seeming lack of interest in bringing up Jewish property claims in bilateral
talks with its Egyptian and Jordanian peace partners after 1979 and 1994, re-
spectively, both the Israeli government and private and semigovernmental
Jewish organizations pointedly have raised the issue of compensation for Jew-
ish property sequestered in Arab countries since the beginning of the peace
process in the 1990s. They have also exerted efforts to prepare statistics on
Jewish property losses, but characteristically these have not been carried out
directly by the Israeli government. This effort predated the peace process. In
November 1975, the Israeli Knesset’s Foreign Relations and Security Com-
mittee issued a statement stating inter alia “The Arab countries must pay the
Jews who left them proper compensation on stolen assets and property.”57 Al-
though the Knesset adopted the statement, the Israeli government itself did
nothing public on the matter.

The same month that the Knesset committee adopted its statement, how-
ever, the World Organization of Jews from Arab Countries (WOJAC) was es-
tablished in Paris. WOJAC emerged out of a gathering of Mizrahi Jewish
groups organized in Tel Aviv earlier that year by Knesset Vice Chair
Mordekhai Ben Porat, the Iraqi-born Mossad agent who played a key role dur-
ing Operation ‘Ezra and Nehemya. Ben Porat became one of WOJAC’s two
chairs along with Sir Leon J. Tamman, another Iraqi Jewish emigrant who 
at one time presided over TA‘ALI––The World Movement for a United Is-
rael––and who was the primary financial backer of the group. WOJAC held
conferences in Paris in 1975, London in 1982, Washington in 1987, and four
others in Israel. Despite the Israeli government’s desire for deniability, the or-
ganization was supported financially in its efforts on behalf of publicizing the
fate of Jewish land in Arab countries by both the Israeli Ministry of Foreign Af-
fairs and the Jewish Agency until they ended their support in July 1999. A for-
eign ministry official told Ben Porat in 1976 that “the connection between the
organization and the Foreign Ministry will be secret, so it is desirable to keep
correspondence to a minimum.” 58

WOJAC was thus not an official Israeli government body, and could keep
the compensation issue alive while the Israelis kept their distance. This tactic
had first been utilized in the mid-1950s. Beset by financial problems, criti-
cism that it was inactive, and an eventual cutoff of official Israeli government
funding, WOJAC ended up in dire straights by July1999 when it announced
it was ceasing to function.59 However, the organization apparently still exists,
and by early 2001 WOJAC official Moshe Shalal floated an estimated value of
expropriated Jewish private and communal property in the Arab world:



US$30 billion. WOJAC Chair ‘Oved Ben Ozer also claimed that the organi-
zation had lawyers in New York and Tel Aviv working on Jewish property is-
sues, and the group claimed to have a file of 10,000 private Jewish property
claims in Arab countries.60

As property compensation proved controversial among Palestinians, so too
did the Jewish property issue lead to friction among Jewish groups and be-
tween Mizrahi Jews and the Israeli government. Some figures associated with
WOJAC adhered to the Israeli government line about using Mizrahi property
claims to cancel out Palestinian claims. Ben  Ozer stated in 1993, “ . . . the
State of Israel — as the defender of the life, rights, and interests of Jews
throughout the world — has full moral right to be charged with responsibility
for the property left by Jews in their countries of origin.” 61 Others were not al-
ways willing to allow Israel to represent their property claims vis-à-vis Arab
states someday. Some of these activists were resentful that Israel would lever-
age their claims for a mutual cancellation of claims between the Israeli gov-
ernment and Palestinians instead of seeking compensation for individual
Jews. The result of such an arrangement would be that individual Mizrahi
Jews, especially those living outside Israel, would receive no compensation at
all. A WOJAC official in the United States, Professor Heskel Haddad, was
among such Jews who publicly insisted that Israel should not be allowed to
represent their property grievances vis-à-vis the Arab world. At WOJAC’s 1993
conference in Tel Aviv, Haddad stated:

As a person living in the Diaspora, I want to point out the dangers of
raising the arguments and rights of Jews who do not live in Israel. This
was brought to my attention by Shimon Peres and Yossi Beilin in private
conversations, and also by Yossi Hadas and Moshe Raviv in very private
conversations. They are scared that our persistence regarding the Dias-
pora issue could open a Pandora’s Box that would allow all Palestinians
living out of the country to make similar claims.62

Haddad also disagreed with Ben Ozer, later noting in 1999 that “[Israel]
has no legal right to represent the Jews from Arab countries that live outside of
Israel, and it has no legal right to link our claims to those of Palestinians.” 63

Other Jewish organizations remained willing to support the Israeli govern-
ment’s strategy of taking the lead on the compensation issue and acting on be-
half of aggrieved Mizrahi property owners. One powerful such group was the
World Jewish Congress (WJC). The WJC had considerable experience deal-
ing with compensation for Jewish property losses in Holocaust-era Europe.
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WOJAC complained that the WJC had ignored its requests for assistance on
the compensation question.64 In fact the WJC chose to initiate its own cam-
paign on the issue without WOJAC and its problems and in open support of
the Israeli government’s position. In January 1999, Avraham Hirchson, the
Likud parliamentarian who was chair of the Knesset’s Committee on Jewish
Property Restitution, approached the WJC with an idea to create a national
center in Israel for registering lost Jewish property in the Arab world.65 On
June 21 of that year, the WJC formally announced the start of a campaign to
identify such property. The WJC later published a general report on the Jew-
ish property question in 2000 based upon extensive research by journalist 
Itamar Levin that made use of archived Israeli government records.66 Levin’s
summary was a preview for a much more thorough discussion of the subject
that he published in 2001.67 Levin estimated that the value of Jewish property
left behind in Arab countries to be $US6-10 billion and openly admitted his
agenda for completing the book when he did:

The timing of this book is no accident. At the time this is being written,
in April 2001, there is a good probability that the Palestinian authority,
as they resume within the framework of negotiations with Israel for a
permanent settlement, will demand compensation for properties confis-
cated from Palestinian refugees. This book presents decision makers
and public opinion shapers with information on Israel’s counterde-
mands, as regards property belonging to Jews from the Arab states. As
early as 1951, Israel stated that at such time when Palestinian claims
were discussed, it would demand parallel talks regarding Jewish claims.
This statement has never been retracted. This book is intended as a ba-
sis for discussion on the question of whether to maintain the aforemen-
tioned policy and, if so, which claims deserve to be put forth.68

In addition to its own work, the WJC also worked with the American
Sephardi Federation (ASF) in forming an organization for the purpose of reg-
istering claims called the International Committee of Jews from Arab Lands.
Amram Attias, a Mizrahi Jew originally from Morocco, served as its chair. 
Attias was open about the aims of the campaign: to support the Israeli govern-
ment by collecting information on Jewish property claims in order to cancel
out Palestinian claims during negotiations:

We want Israel to demand our property back in the negotiations. We are
not against the Palestinians, but we consider them part of the Arab na-
tion as they do themselves. They were driven out or left-and so were we.



For each house they demand, a house of ours should be demanded. For
each mosque, a synagogue. For each cemetery, a cemetery.69

In fact, it seems that this committee was yet another example of the Israeli
government arranging for a “public body” to be formed at its behest to do the
work of the Jewish property question in order to maintain a degree of denia-
bility and distance. It was claimed in Israeli press reports that the committee
was formed by the WJC and ASF at the suggestion of the advisor to Likud
Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu for diaspora affairs, Bobby Brown, who
contacted the ASF’s president, Leon Levy (of Turkish Jewish heritage) and
asked for the federation’s help in researching the issue of Jewish property in
Arab countries. The Netanyahu government reportedly was concerned
about reports that the PLO was collecting data on 1948 Palestinian refugee
property for use in the so-called final status talks between Israel and the
PLO.70 It clearly wanted to benefit from any future linkage of Jewish and
Palestinian property claims but did not want to do the work of collecting the
data itself.

Why has the Israeli government proven so reticent in this matter? First, it
fears that its official efforts on behalf of Jewish property in Arab countries
might revive hopes among Mizrahi Jews in Israel that they eventually would
receive compensation payments from the Israeli government after negotiations
with the Arabs are completed. Having a “public” body outside the Israeli gov-
ernment do the work of collecting data, such as WOJAC or the International
Committee of Jews from Arab Lands, could provide the Israeli government
with the requisite degree of distance. Just such a strategy had been openly dis-
cussed within the Israeli government as far back as 1951.71 However, there is
another more pressing concern among Israeli decisionmakers that explains
why the Israeli government itself did not want to push the Jewish compensa-
tion matter with the Palestinians: it fears that the amount claimed against
Arab states by Jews is dwarfed by the size of Palestinian claims. Far from can-
celing each other out, Israel would still end up owing a vast amount to the
Palestinians. Itamar Levin quoted a “deeply involved source” in his study as
stating the following in December 1999:

The [Israeli] Ministry of Foreign Affairs conducted a tiny sample study
of Jewish claims, and it was very hard to arrive at an estimated valuation.
But according to that sampling, the ratio of claims is 22:1 in the Pales-
tinians’ favor . . . there’s no question that there is a problem, because they
[Palestinians’] speak very rationally about a minimum of $13 billion in
property, in 1948 terms.72
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As a “public body” separate from the Israeli government, the International
Committee of Jews from Arab Lands tried to collect statistical information on
Jewish property losses on its own starting in 1999. It initially made no apparent
attempt to acquire the partial data on this subject that the Israeli government
and certain Jewish groups had collected in the 1950s and 1960s. The commit-
tee instead distributed more than 100,000 questionnaires to Jews around the
world seeking quantifiable information about property losses. By early 2001,
the committee had not organized the resultant data to the point where it could
hazard any concrete estimates of the value of this Jewish property. While Is-
raeli parliamentarian Hirchson had envisioned the data being stored in Israel,
the ASF intended to archive the data in an international data bank at the ASF
Sephardic Wing of the Center for Jewish History in New York.

Internecine Jewish friction over how the property question should be
brought up and by whom continued. Some Jews remained annoyed at the ret-
icence of the Israeli government to become more publicly involved in the is-
sue. In November 2001, the Jewish Agency hosted a gathering at Tel Aviv’s
Diaspora Museum commemorating the publication of Levin’s book. Even
though the Israeli Ministry of Defense had published the book, several speak-
ers decried the Israeli government’s previous lack of interest in the subject.
The Chairman of the Jewish Agency’s Executive, Sallai Meridor, called upon
the Israeli government to work with the JA in seeking compensation from the
Arab world. Mordekhai Ben Porat claimed that “a succession of Israeli gov-
ernments has paid so little attention to the legitimate rights of Jews who fled
from Arab lands that [Labor Party Minister] Yossi Beilin, during his term as
Justice Minister, closed down the department in the Justice Ministry dealing
with Jewish property claims in Arab lands.”73

The fine-line distinction between the Israeli government and the Interna-
tional Committee of Jews from Arab Lands grew narrower in the spring of
2002 when the contours of the committee’s project changed. In March 2002,
the Israeli government announced that the Ministry of Justice would begin to
register Jewish immigrants from Arab countries and Iran as well as collect ma-
terial on “damages to property and the persecution of Jews” in those coun-
tries. Cabinet Secretary Gideon Sa’ar stated that the list was being established
for the purpose of establishing claims with Arab states and international orga-
nizations.74 Two months later, in May 2002, Minister of Justice Meir Shitrit,
himself a Mizrahi Jew born in Morocco, announced that the ministry and the
International Committee of Jews from Arab Lands had decided to work to-
gether on the data bank project. The project, entitled the Jewish Refugees
from Arab Lands Project, aimed to microfilm the Justice Ministry’s files on



Jewish property claims in Arab countries and then scan them into a comput-
erized data base that would incorporate other materials gathered by the com-
mittee and other organizations. Additionally, the project will include Jewish
property losses after 1940, not just after 1948 as the Israeli government for-
merly had collected. It was estimated that the resulting computerized data
base would cost more than $1 million and require six to eight months’ work to
complete.75

Several months later, two additional developments on this front took place.
In late September 2002 several major Jewish organizations established yet an-
other group to raise awareness of issues relating to Mizrahi Jewish emigrants
from Arab countries. Justice for Jews in Arab Countries was formed as an ini-
tiative of the WJC and ASF, as well as the Conference of Presidents of Major
American Jewish Organizations and the Center for Middle East Peace and
Economic Cooperation. Among those chairing the new group were the Is-
raeli Mizrahi politician Shlomo Hillel, Canadian parliamentarian Irwin
Cotler, former American diplomat Richard Holbrooke, and British noble
Lord George Wiedenfeld. While not claiming to have formed the group to
press for compensation claims, its leaders were trying to gain international
recognition of the Mizrahi emigrants as “refugees.”  Holbrooke, noteworthy
for his role in the diplomatic solution to the war in Bosnia in the 1990s,
claimed that the Mizrahim are entitled to justice under UN Security Council
Resolution 242 of November 22, 1967. He claimed that that resolution,
which calls for “. . . . a just settlement of the refugee problem,” includes the
Mizrahi emigrants despite a traditional U.S. governmental understanding to
the contrary (see chap. 3). 76

Finally, it is worth noting in connection with Israeli-Palestinian compensa-
tion claims that the Jewish National Fund and one of its subsidiaries, He-
manuta, owns land that now lies under the jurisdiction of the Palestinian
Authority in the West Bank and Gaza. This land could feature in future com-
pensation talks. The JNF sought compensation from the Israeli government
for handing over some of its land to the Palestinian Authority during the peace
process of the 1990s. Israel eventually might try to seek compensation from
the Palestinians in return. This JNF land reportedly includes several thousand
dunums in the Palestinian-controlled part of Gaza, as well as other land in the
so-called Areas A and B in the Palestinian-administered parts of the West
Bank. This is in addition to some 25,350 dunums owned by Hemanuta in the
Palestinian areas of the West Bank.77

With both Palestinians and Israelis preparing information for property
claims and counter claims, it was inevitable that the subjects finally should be
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officially broached during the Israeli-Palestinian final status talks that began
after the election of the Labor Party’s Ehud Barak as prime minister in May
1999. The topic arose at the talks held outside Washington from July 11-25,
2000 (the Camp David II summit). These talks brought together Barak, PLO
Chairman Yasir ‘Arafat, and U.S. President Bill Clinton. It was at that gather-
ing that the Palestinians brought up the issue. They did not just speak gener-
ally but pointedly asked the Israelis for the funds from the refugees’ accounts
that the Custodian of Absentee Property supposedly had been keeping. This
reflects the official PLO position that the refugees still maintain their legal ti-
tle to the land and are entitled to restitution, not compensation, which would
erase their ongoing property rights. When Palestinian negotiator Yasir ‘Abd
Rabbo made this demand, Israeli negotiator Elyakim Rubinstein responded
with a startling admission: the Israelis could not pay anything out from these
funds because they no longer existed. Rubinstein claimed that Israel had
spent all of the money it had generated from the refugees’ assets, money that
the Custodian of Absentee Property was legally bound to safeguard all these
years. He told ‘Abd Rabbo, “these funds no longer exist. We have used them
up. It is up to the international community to create funds for this.”78

Was Rubinstein’s claim true? Had the Israeli government spent all of the
money from the refugees’ accounts? If so, how much money had been spent?
A remarkable 1990 Israeli government document sheds some important light
on this question. While it does not reveal whether the government spent the
money or how much that might have been, the document clearly states that
the Custodian of Absentee Property’s office was in no position by 1990 to state
with any certainty how much it still controlled in moveable refugee assets.
These were the only type of assets it continued to manage by the mid-1950s
once the Custodian sold landed refugee property to the Development Au-
thority in 1953. Nor could such information about refugee accounts be found
in the records of the Israeli Ministry of Finance. The document is a report
from the Israeli State Controller’s office. From April-July 1990, the Con-
troller’s office carried out an investigation into the work of the Custodian’s of-
fice, which had been transferred from the Ministry of Finance to the Israel
Lands Administration (ILA) in 1962. The Controller’s report scored the Cus-
todian’s procedures and claimed that such incompetence was costing the state
millions of shekels in unaccounted absentee assets. The Custodian’s office did
not respond to the Controller’s request for information about unclaimed
refugee bank deposits, safe deposit boxes, and tangible moveable property
such as artwork, jewelry, etc. that was still under the Custodian’s supervision.
Nor could the Custodian produce solid information about shares he con-



trolled in companies that formerly had been owned by refugees. The Con-
troller’s report eventually noted:

According to the [1950 Absentees’ Property] Law, the Custodian must
safeguard all “property held” as defined by the Law (Absentee property
vested in him and actually held by him, including any property ac-
quired in exchange for vested property-and including the funds received
in exchange for vested property) himself, or by means of others ap-
proved by him. To this end, the Custodian is authorized to make all ex-
penditures and investments necessary for their safeguarding, holding,
repair, and development, and all other related purposes, either himself
or by means of others approved by him in writing.

This inquiry examined the procedures of the Custodian for supervis-
ing and monitoring the moveable property in his charge, particularly
the rights of absentees in various corporations. According to an initial,
partial estimate, based on an examination of documentation within the
office of the Custodian, the rights to only five of the companies whose
shares are vested in the Custodian are worth a total of tens of millions of
New Israeli Shekels . . . .Based on documentation of the activities of the
Custodian found at the [Israel Lands] Administration’s head office in
Jerusalem, it was not possible to determine the number and names of all
the companies in which shares held by absentees were vested in the
Custodian. It was also not possible to determine the financial value of
these shares.79

One of the reasons the Controller cited for this incompetence was the poor
shape of the Custodian’s records and the lack of both space and proper staff as-
sistance provided to him by the Israel Lands Administration. During the first
several decades of its existence, the Custodian of Absentee Property’s office
maintained thousands of files detailing the property it had controlled. Even
when the Custodian sold landed property to the Development Authority, he
maintained records about this property. For example, when British journalist
Robert Fisk interviewed the Custodian, whom he named as Ya‘akov Manor,
in December 1980, he found that Manor was still able to lay his hands quickly
on detailed information about any specific refugee’s land that the journalist
asked about even though control of the land had passed to the Development
Authority and Jewish National Fund decades earlier. Manor had: “in his pos-
session copies of almost every British mandate land registration document,
file after file of papers recording in detail the Arab and Jewish owners of prop-
erty in pre-1948 Palestine.”80
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But these files later were dispersed, hindering the ability of the Custodian
to ascertain details about the accounts relating both to moveable and im-
moveable refugee property. Citing again from the 1990 report:

The [Israel Lands] Administration provided the office of the Custodian
and the office for Implementing the Absentee Property (Compensa-
tion) Law [of 1973] with only one small room in the building of the Ad-
ministration’s head office in Jerusalem. The current Custodian (and
Commissioner [of the Absentee Property (Compensation) Law]) re-
ceived three standard metal office cabinets from his predecessor, which
held, among other things, stock certificates and other securities, as well
as cloth sacks filled with various articles of Absentee property. The trans-
mission of all of this was undertaken without being accompanied by any
information or the registration of the contents of the cabinets, and with-
out providing the Custodian with the appropriate means of safeguarding
this material. The Administration placed one secretary-typist, an Ad-
ministration employee, at the disposal of the Custodian (and the Com-
missioner) for only one hour each day ... .Against the Custodian’s
wishes, the former director of the Administration ordered the splitting
and redistribution of the Custodian’s approximate 15,000 operational
files that had accumulated over the years, which include information
and documentation that he needs in order to perform his job. This re-
sulted in the majority of files being moved from the Administration’s
head office in Jerusalem to the archive of the Administration’s district
offices, while only a small number were left in the Administration’s
head office where the Custodian is based. All this was undertaken with-
out appropriate procedures of classification and registration.81

Indeed, when the author wrote to Custodian of Absentee Property
Yehezkel Shammash in 1999 seeking general statistics on immoveable
refugee property from 1948–1955, Shammash seemed to confirm this lack of
available information when he replied that he had no such data nor was he
certain that such information ever had been compiled.82

In summary, the Controller blasted the state of the Custodian’s office and
its lack of knowledge about refugee assets under its control as follows:

An examination of the Custodian of Absentee Property’s administration
of moveable property in his charge reveals that he is not fulfilling his
legally prescribed obligation to safeguard this property. The examina-



tion also reveals that the Custodian is not exercising his powers regard-
ing the expenditures and investments necessary to safeguard, hold and
develop this property: the Custodian possesses neither exact data nor
comprehensive information regarding the scope of different types of ab-
sentee property, their location and value, the manner in which they
have been administered or the manner in which funds derived from
them or their sale were invested. He also has no information regarding
his financial rights and obligations, and his overall array of accounts. It
is perhaps most serious that the Custodian does not possess comprehen-
sive information regarding the value of his rights in various corpora-
tions, or even the total value of absentee bank deposits and safes. These
properties have been estimated to value tens of millions of New Israeli
Shekels at the very least.83

It thus seems clear that by the early 1990s, the Custodian of Absentee Property
and the Ministry of Finance were in no position even to hazard guesses about
the accounts Israel supposedly had been maintaining on behalf of the
refugees over the years. In this regard these two Israeli government agencies
were not in compliance with the Absentees’ Property Law of 1950 that re-
quired them to safeguard all funds realized from the use and/or disposal of
refugee property.

This chaotic situation is what perhaps led Rubinstein to tell ‘Abd Rabbo
that the refugees’ money had been spent inasmuch as the Israeli government
clearly did not seem to know anything about the accounts. If Rubinstein’s
claim was true, then how much in accumulated refugee accounts had the Is-
raeli government spent or lost track of over the years? How much in proceeds
had the Israeli government realized from its acquisition of refugee property?
This is a different matter than that of the reputed value of such property as
determined, for example, by the UNCCP. The author never has seen official
or unofficial cumulative figures detailing how much money, either gross re-
ceipts or net profits, the Israeli government realized from moveable and im-
moveable Palestinian refugee property. Chapter 1 provides some very
incomplete data for certain types of disposals in certain years and which is
detailed in table 7.7. This table details only the gross receipts of funds, and
does not list expenditures that the Israeli authorities paid out for repair,
maintenance, taxes, etc., relating to abandoned property over the years. It
also includes payments made by one Israeli governmental agency to another
and theoretical sale prices of land that may or may not actually have changed
hands.
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An interesting footnote to this issue once again involves Elyakim Rubin-
stein. Beginning in July 1998, a Palestinian NGO in Israel began demanding
that the Custodian of Absentee Property compile and release information on
the refugees’ moveable property. The group, Adalah, was prompted to action
by the revelations contained in the 1990 Controller’s report. When the Cus-
todian refused, Adalah wrote to Rubinstein-who was Israel’s Attorney General-
in January 1999 asking him to force the Custodian’s compliance. After more
than two years of back-and-forth correspondence, Rubinstein eventually re-
fused. He claimed that such action would take too much time and resources
to compile and might damage Israel’s foreign relations.84

In light of their claim at Camp David II to have spent all the funds derived
from Palestinian refugee property, Israeli negotiators switched gears during
the talks and countered with a new proposal about linking Palestinian refugee
compensation with compensation payments to Jews who lost property in the
Arab world but without stating that it would deduct such amounts from what
it would pay the Palestinians. The proposal called for convening an interna-
tional forum to deal with property claims from both sides. Any eventual pay-
ments to claimants from either side would be made from a fund created by
international donors. In this way, the Israeli government itself would not be
responsible for reckoning the amount it owed the refugees. It would not be ex-
pected to pay any amounts to its own Mizrahi Jewish citizens who claimed

TBLE 7.7 Sample of Funds Realized by the Israeli Government from the
Disposal of Moveable and Immoveable Refugee Property, 1948–1958

Type of Disposal Date Amount

Sale of Moveable Property June 24, 1948–
March 31, 1950 £I 3,806,035

Lease of Urban Immoveable Property 1948–53 £I11,453,543
Same 1957–58 £I 2,114,700
Sale of Olives 1948 £I 250,000
Lease of Orange Groves 1950 £I 500,000
Lease of Stone Quarries 1948–54 £I 102,618
Sale of Land by Custodian of Absentee

Property to Development Authority 1953 £I 46,000,000
Sale of Land by Government to

Jewish National Fund 1949 £I 23,421,685
Same 1950 £I66,000,000

(see chapter 1 for sources)



compensation. Also, it would not pay the Palestinian refugees itself; the world
community would. This would avoid the problem that the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs had studied earlier: that Palestinian claims were likely to be 22 times
greater than Jewish claims. The new proposal seemed to offer the Israeli gov-
ernment a painless way out of its dilemma. Israeli press reports indicated that
this idea was part of an American plan at Camp David II that an “interna-
tional organization will be established for compensation and rehabilitation of
refugees in their current location; Israel will participate in its financing.”85

The Palestinians reportedly rejected the idea angrily and cited the lack of
connection between the Palestinian refugees’ claims and those of Jews from
other Arab lands.86 Palestinian hostility to linking Palestinian refugee property
claims with those of Jews from Arabs countries reflected a longstanding PLO
position. The Palestinians had long argued that Israel must respect their resti-
tution/compensation claims irrespective of any claims that Israel or individual
Mizrahi Jews may have against Arab governments. The Palestinians stated as
much at the November 1992 second plenary of the Refugee Working Group
(RWG) in Ottawa. The RWG had been created as part of the multilateral
peace talks in the wake of the October 1991 Madrid conference. At the RWG
meeting in Ottawa, the Palestinians rejected the Israeli notion proposed at the
gathering that a population exchange had occurred in 1948 by which Arabs
who fled Palestine had been replaced by Jewish immigrants who left Arab
countries. They stated that compensation for such Jews should be raised by Is-
rael in bilateral negotiations with the respective Arab states, just as the Pales-
tinians would someday raise the compensation question in their own bilateral
talks with Israel.87 Daoud Barakat, head of the PLO’s Department of Refugee
Affairs, later reiterated this stance in 1999 when he stated, “There is no link-
age here [between Palestinian and Jewish property]. Israel has to negotiate di-
rectly with Lebanon, Morocco, Egypt. I don’t represent those countries.”88

‘Abd Rabbo restated this at Camp David II, telling Rubinstein, “This problem
has nothing to do with us. Bring it up with the Moroccan authorities, the
Yemenis, and so on.”89

In the end, the Camp David II talks ended in failure, also ending the first
significant Israeli-Palestinian negotiations to broach the topic of refugee prop-
erty in fifty years. Not only did the two sides fail to reach an accommodation
on this and other issues but also the Palestinians came away the clear losers
from a public relations perspective as well. Both the Israelis and the Ameri-
cans accused ‘Arafat of passing up a golden opportunity to accept Israeli com-
promises on several issues at Camp David II, although new compromises on
the property question do not seem to have been part of the Barak’s so-called
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“generous offer.” Despite the Palestinians’ claims that they rejected linking
their property claims with those of Mizrahi Jews, the Americans soon spread
the word that the Palestinians had in fact indicated an “interest” in the idea of
somehow connecting their claims to those presented by Israel. Not only did
an annoyed President Clinton publicly indicate his belief that it was Barak
who had taken a greater risk for peace than ‘Arafat, he also gave the Israelis
some political capital by publicly claiming that both sides had discussed fa-
vorably the matter of compensation for Jewish property losses. In an interview
with Israel Television in late July 2000, Clinton stated, “There is, I think,
some interest . . . on both sides, in also having a fund which compensates the
Israelis who were made refugees by the war which occurred after the birth of
the State of Israel.”90

In the wake of Camp David II and the public backing that Clinton gave to
the new Israeli proposal for an internationally subscribed fund for paying out
mutual compensation claims, at least some Jews and Jewish organizations that
had supported the Israeli government in the property compensation matter in
the past echoed the new Israeli position. At a public meeting in Tel Aviv in
November 2001, Avraham Hirchson, Mordekhai Ben Porat, and others made a
similar call for establishment of such a fund made up of Israel, Arab states, the
United States, and the European Union for compensating Jewish and Pales-
tinian property owners. In contrast to other Israeli calls, however, the men
stated that compensation must be paid on an individual and not a collective
basis and so the internecine Jewish debate over the modalities of compensa-
tion continued.91 Other Mizrahi activists also continued to pursue strategies on
the property question that directly flew in the face of Israeli governmental ef-
forts. In June 2002, just one month after it agreed to work with the Israeli Min-
istry of Justice on computerizing data on Jewish property losses, the
International Committee of Jews from Arab Lands announced that it intended
to bring suit against the Arab League seeking restitution of lost Mizrahi prop-
erty. The committee’s chair, Amram Attias, developed the idea and secured ap-
proval for it from the meeting of the World Sephardi Federation in Jerusalem
that had been convened to coincide with the gathering of the World Zionist
Congress. Attias did not seek monetary compensation but rather restitution for
200,000 homes, 6,000 synagogues, as well as other buildings and assets. While
admitting that he did not expect any real results, Attias again noted the com-
mittee’s ultimate goal of using the suit to raise public awareness of the Jewish
property issue and to provide a “counterbalance” to Palestinian claims.

Despite this, the Israeli government’s attitude toward the suit was pre-
dictably cool. Minister of Justice Meir Shitrit responded that while “[e]very or-



ganization can act independently as it feels fit . . . the goal of the Ministry of Jus-
tice is to gather information regarding the loss of Jewish property in the Arab
states” not for generalized public relations usage but rather for future negotia-
tions with the Palestinians. Shitrit’s spokesperson, Yonatan Beker, pointedly
called the Jewish property issue a “diplomatic tool” for deflecting Palestinian
claims and stated that it should not be raised before such talks. Others greeted
the news with hesitation as well. The executive vice chair of the Conference of
Presidents of Major American Jewish Organizations, Malcolm Hoenlein,
noted that an improperly pursued legal case at that time could prove damag-
ing. The conference itself has prepared legal briefs on the issue for future use
in legal cases or in negotiations. Attias ended up saying that he had no specific
timetable for filing the suit against the Arab League and that he would con-
sider postponing it if the Israeli government objected.92

Three months after the failure of Camp David II, the al-Aqsa Intifada
broke out among Palestinians in the West Bank, Gaza, and even initially
among some Palestinian citizens of Israel. Despite the new round of intense
Israeli-Palestinian violence, a new series of significant Israeli-Palestinian talks
took place in Taba, Egypt, from January 21-27, 2001. Both sides followed up
on their discussions at Camp David. The result was the most far reaching, de-
tailed Israeli-Palestinian discussion to that point that dealt with questions re-
lating to refugee property. The Palestinian delegation, headed by veteran
PLO negotiator Ahmad Quray‘ (Abu ‘Ala’), was guided by the PLO’s official
negotiating policy calling not just for compensation but restitution as well.
This policy notes:

Moreover, real property owned by the refugees at the time of their ex-
pulsion should be restored to its lawful Palestinian owners or their suc-
cessors. International law regards private ownership as sacrosanct.
Accordingly, the various discriminatory laws and administrative
schemes, notably the Absentee Property Law, enacted by the Israeli au-
thorities since 1948 to seize the property of the refugees and transfer it
to the state of Israel, its agencies, or to the hands of Jewish individuals
must be repealed and the seized property should be restored whether
the refugee chooses to return or not.93

Guided by such thinking, the Palestinians presented a detailed proposal that
outlined three overall policies toward refugee property: restitution of lost
land for refugees who would be repatriated to Israel, compensation for those
persons’ lost moveable property, and compensation for both moveable and
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immoveable property for nonreturning refugees. On the first point, the Pales-
tinian position paper was brief and noted only two points:

27. Real property owned by a returning [repatriated to Israel] refugee at
the time of his or her displacement shall be restored to the refugee or
his or her lawful successors.
28. In cases where, according to criteria determined by the [proposed]
Repatriation Commission, it is impossible, impracticable or inequitable
to restore the property to its refugee owner, the refugee shall [be] resti-
tuted in-kind with property within Israel, equal in size and/or value to
the land and other property that they lost.94

Such persons would be compensated additionally for the loss of moveable
property. It was clear, however, that the PLO negotiators contemplated that
the bulk of the refugees would be resettled and not repatriated, so their posi-
tion paper devoted more than thirty paragraphs to the modalities of compen-
sating these persons. The essence of the Palestinian proposal was that all
landowning refugees are entitled to individual compensation for their prop-
erty (unless the particular land in question had been collectively owned prior
to 1948, in which case compensation payments would go to the proposed
Palestinian state); that all refugees, including those without property claims,
will be compensated for pain and suffering; that Israel should provide the
funds for compensation; that such funds should be paid into an international
fund such as that discussed at Camp David II; and that compensation would
be disbursed by a compensation commission that would enumerate refugee
losses and oversee the actual process of compensation. The fund would be
managed by, inter alia, the United States, the World Bank, the European
Union, a future state of Palestine, and donor countries, and would be based at
the World Bank. The commission would consist of the same plus donor coun-
tries and “representatives from the parties” (i.e., Israel and Palestine), and
would determine the current value of moveable and immoveable property
and would use records of the UNCCP and the Israeli Custodian of Absentee
Property to determine prima facie evidence of ownership. The Palestinian
document also proposed that once restitution and compensation had been ac-
complished in their entirety, that the parties would consider that the refugee
problem has been fully resolved. Both sides would therefore end all claims re-
lated to that problem.

The Israeli delegation at Taba was headed by Foreign Minister Shlomo
Ben ‘Ami, a Mizrahi Jew from Morocco, and generally responded positively



to these proposals. The Israelis offered a written response to the Palestinian
paper that also affirmed their desire to create both an international fund and
an international commission for handling compensation claims. Israel would
pay into the fund, but only up to an amount previously agreed upon; the in-
ternational community would provide the rest. Israeli negotiators also called
for an end to mutual claims and the end of “refugee” status for Palestinians
following conclusion of these and all other measures relating to the final reso-
lution of the refugee problem. Perhaps most significantly, the Israeli team for-
mally abandoned the decades-old principle of linkage between Palestinian
refugee property and the property losses suffered by Jews from Arab countries.
The Israeli response noted: “Although the issue of compensation to former
Jewish refugees from Arab countries is not part of the bilateral Israeli-
Palestinian agreement, in recognition of their suffering and losses, the parties
pledge to cooperate in pursuing an equitable and just resolution to the is-
sue.”95

A representative from the European Union, Miguel Angel Moratinos,
was present at Taba as an observer. Based on interviews he conducted with
the parties after each negotiating session, Moratinos drew up a type of min-
utes of the proceedings, a document that was euphemistically called a “non-
paper” because of its unofficial status (although by the summer of 2001
both sides had approved the amended version of the nonpaper as being ac-
curate). The Moratinos nonpaper was subsequently leaked and published
by the Israeli newspaper Ha’aretz in February 2002, and provides a fascinat-
ing account of the Taba talks. Moratinos noted that the Israelis rejected the
Palestinian demand for property restitution for returning refugees, just as
the Palestinians maintained that the subject of Jewish property was “not a
subject for a bilateral Palestinian-Israeli agreement.”96 Both sides agreed,
however, to the creation of an international commission to oversee the
modalities of compensation and an international fund for financing this.
Moratinos reported that the two sides also agreed that Israel would pay an
agreed-upon amount into the fund. Where they differed was in how the
value of abandoned property would be calculated. The Israelis called for a
“macroeconomic survey to evaluate the assets in order to reach a fair value,”
while the Palestinian insisted that such value should be based on the
records of the UNCCP and the Custodian of Absentee Property, among oth-
ers. The Palestinians also called for establishment of a multiplier to be used
in reaching a final “fair value.”97

Despite making arguably more progress on the refugee property issue than
at any time before in history, the Taba talks ended shortly before the Israeli
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elections of February 2001. Given that Prime Minister Barak of the Labor
party was sure to lose to Likud candidate Ariel Sharon, both sides knew that
the Israelis’ mandate to negotiate would soon disappear. Indeed, the Israeli
electorate chose Sharon as the country’s new prime minister. The election of
a hardliner like Sharon, combined with the ongoing Israeli-Palestinian vio-
lence, led to the virtual breakdown of the Oslo framework for peace by the
summer of 2002. Five decades after their flight, the refugees and their de-
scendants still had neither returned to their land, received it back through
restitution, nor been compensated for it.



CONCLUSION

This work was in the process of completion in late 2002 during the vicious cy-
cle of killing and counter killing that characterized Israeli-Palestinian rela-
tions since the al-Aqsa Intifada broke out in October 2000. That outbreak of
violence came only three months after Israeli and Palestinian negotiators at
the Camp David II summit starting making the first significant public talks in
decades on the question of Palestinian refugee property. No breakthrough oc-
curred at the summit, nor at Taba in 2001, and no public discussions on this
or any of the so-called “final status” issues have taken place since then, at the
time of writing.. Serious discussions of compensation/restitution once again
found themselves held hostage to the overarching high politics of the Arab-
Israeli conflict. Part of the reason why the Israeli-Palestinian conflict contin-
ues is precisely because movement toward resolving these final status issues
has not occurred. In this lies the dilemma: the Palestinian refugee property is-
sue has been adversely affected over the decades by the longevity of the Arab-
Israeli conflict, but that longevity itself is partly the result of the lack of
movement on this and other refugee grievances. The conflict has prevented
concrete steps to deal with the refugees, and the absence of such steps has led
to bitterness and more conflict. Plus ça change, plus c’est la même chose.

The significance of this study of Palestinian refugee property extends far
beyond the property question itself. Indeed, the property issue lies fairly close
to ground zero in the entire Israeli-Palestinian conflict. The course that it has
taken and its overall lack of resolution can tell us much about the nature of
Arab-Israeli relations in general. For more than half a century the Arab-Israeli
conflict has shifted and changed, waxed and waned. What has remained a
constant, however,—despite the high politics of diplomacy and national-
ism,—is that on the human level the conflict has become a personal tragedy
for those persons on all sides who have suffered, died, fled, and/or seen their
property abandoned and confiscated.

This study also details how the crux of the Arab-Israeli struggle, after all
this time, still boils down to one crucial touchstone event: regardless of the in-
tentions of its founders, Israel was created in 1948 at the expense of the Pales-
tinian Arabs who had lived there. The Palestinians’ loss in 1948 extended far
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beyond mere military defeat and constituted a political, socioeconomic, and
demographic disaster of the first order of magnitude. The two most open man-
ifestations of this disaster were the obvious presence of 726,000 persons in ex-
ile from their homes and the vast quantity of property that they left behind.
Despite the passage of five decades, the holding of conferences, and the sign-
ing of treaties, these two glaring features of the refugee flight remain unre-
solved in full view of the world. Until they can be resolved in a manner that
the refugees themselves can support, there will be no end to the conflict.

Can the refugee property question be resolved? This study has traced the
various efforts and energies expended on the question from 1948–2001. It has
also dug up records from the archives and revealed several creative compen-
sation plans that emerged in the 1950s and 1960s that might provide the bases
for fresh new thinking on the question in the future. While it is not my intent
to offer a plan or issue a prognosis, this study hopefully has shed light on the
major sticking points and controversies surrounding the property question
that might prove helpful to peacemakers in the future. In the final analysis,
what are some of these controversies? On the broad level this study has fo-
cused on five issues: What constitutes abandoned property and how much is 
it worth? Can refugee property compensation or restitution be carried out in-
dependently of the question of repatriation vs. resettlement? Is compensa-
tion/restitution unavoidably linked with Israeli counter claims? Is, or perhaps
more relevant to our discussion, “was,” Israel in a position to pay compensa-
tion, and if not, who would? Why was the UN unable to effect compensation
or restitution despite its efforts and its prestige?

Central to the first issue is that no two parties have been able to agree on
what types of property should be counted as refugee—or “abandoned,” “ab-
sentee,” or any word; even the words contain political connotations. Thus,
even something as basic as quantifying the refugees’ losses has proven contro-
versial. There has been considerable debate over the past decades over exactly
how much land the refugees left behind. This has led to widely divergent esti-
mates of the scope and value of the property. However, this is not so strange as
it first may seem. Even though “land” is real in the sense that one can run
one’s fingers through the soil, “property” is a socioeconomic construct reflect-
ing cultural conceptualizations. “Land” might seem obvious and tangible,
but “property” is not. To a Westerner steeped in the Roman tradition of un-
qualified possession, a parcel of land is a “thing” to be owned exclusively. In
contrast, for certain Native American peoples, for example, land is an integral
part of nature, part of “everything.” One could no more own land than one
could own the air. The Palestinian refugee property question similarly has



been affected by different and conflicting conceptualizations of just what kind
of “property” was abandoned by the refugees in 1948. Should only private
property be included, or communal or even “public” land as well? Just what
one considers “property” leads one to define “abandoned property” and thus
get to the heart of the matter: how much “property” did the Palestinian
refugees leave behind and what is it worth?

Israeli government officials and scholars over the years usually have taken
a narrower view of what constitutes abandoned Palestinian property than have
Palestinians and some others. Israeli officials almost immediately stated that
they were willing to compensate the refugees but only for immoveable prop-
erty. They claimed that moveable property had been lost, although various Is-
raeli governmental bodies did acquire such property and sell it. Although it
pledged to keep accounts of the monies it realized from such sales and keep
them in accounts for the individual refugees concerned, this study has shown,
in fact, that the money was immediately spent and by the 1990s the Israeli
government had lost track of it.

More important has been the question of Israeli estimates of the scope of
abandoned immoveable property. Here the government quickly announced
that it was willing to pay compensation only for land that had been regularly
cultivated. It refused to compensate for “waste” lands and other nonarable
land even though this study has shown that the Custodian of Absentee Prop-
erty profited from such land, generating income from abandoned stone quar-
ries and even selling cactus fruit harvested from marginal land. The Israeli
government also refused to consider as abandoned vast tracts of land that offi-
cially or informally were understood as land for common usage. Israeli au-
thorities took over large areas particularly of southern Palestine by declaring
them “state lands” to which they were entitled as the successor state to the
British mandate. They claimed that they owed no compensation for such ar-
eas. Thus for Israel, compensation was generally something it reserved for
arable lands it considered to have been privately owned by individuals.

In contrast Arabs usually have adopted a much more inclusive and expan-
sive definition of abandoned property that includes both individually owned
land as well as collective or communal property. They have viewed the ques-
tion of abandoned land not merely in terms of what individual Arabs lost but
have also considered the total economic loss to Palestinian society as a whole.
Palestinian land experts have pointed out that marginal lands on the outskirts
of villages, while not privately owned or even registered, were nonetheless eco-
nomically important parts of the village economy deserving of compensation.
Villagers utilized such areas for gathering firewood, allowing their animals to
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graze, and so forth. Over the decades they also have insisted that Israel com-
pensate the Palestinians for their respective share of state property formerly
owned by the mandatory government.

Arab estimates of the value of urban land and buildings as well as citrus
groves usually have been much higher than Israeli estimates. One of the rea-
sons is that the refugees reckoned the value of urban land and buildings as
they left them whereas Israel maintained that the war damaged many build-
ings before it acquired control over them. In this lies yet another conceptual
difference in understanding. How can one establish the value of land and
property? The Israelis claimed that land prices in Palestine were artificially
high because of Jewish demand and British restrictions on Arab sales to Jews
in certain areas. Palestinians have pointed out that “marginal” lands on the
outskirts of cities were much more valuable than their appearance because of
their potential developmental usage through urban sprawl. Israelis can say
that the abandoned land would have been worth much less had Israel and
Zionism never existed, while Palestinians can counter that in Israel’s absence,
they would still be living on their land. One also can argue whether compen-
sation should reflect some abstract standard of the land’s value or should be
calculated on the basis of the financial benefits Israel reaped from it (in terms
of things like the savings to the Zionist movement from not having to pay for
the land, the revenues it generated from their subsequent sale, etc.). Beyond
just the question of varying Palestinian and Israeli ideas about what consti-
tutes abandoned land there is a huge conceptual and practical difference be-
tween the abstract value of the land and the value of the financial benefits
reaped by Israel from it.

Beyond this, the controversies over how much land the refugees left be-
hind leads to another question: Do the refugees still own it? Should they re-
ceive it back through restitution, or merely be compensated for it and thereby
concede its loss? Israel considers that the refugees’ legal title to the land
lapsed the moment it was taken over by the Custodian of Absentee Property.
Israeli authorities consider that after that point they were free to do what they
pleased with the property, including reaping any benefits from Israeli devel-
opmental efforts over the years. True, they stated they owed compensation for
the lands’ value but only as of 1948. They categorically refused to consider
that the refugees maintained any “ongoing title” to the land itself and thus
had any grounds to demand income from it or restitution of it. The Arabs,
however, have never accepted the legality of Israel’s confiscation of the land.
For them, the property is still legally owned by refugee Palestinians who
should benefit from it. In this regard, they viewed the refugees rather like ab-



sentee landlords who deserve to be paid rent, especially considering the cir-
cumstances behind their exile. For this reason, the Arabs began pushing in
the 1950s for the UN to establish a property custodian to whom Israel would
pay the income it received from the refugees’ land. This allowed the Arabs to
demand payment from Israel but in a form of payment that avoided the ques-
tion of “compensation.” By seeking compensation, they might be conceding
the legality of Israel’s confiscation. Demanding income was a way to seek
reparations and still claim ownership. Not only did the UN General Assembly
eventually pass such a resolution, but also this demand remains central to
Palestinian negotiating strategies today. The author is aware that Palestinians
already have carried out detailed studies of how much money Israel has gen-
erated from certain urban refugee land in terms of rents, sales, etc., over the
decades.

This study also has shown how the UN and the world have understood
these controversies—particularly the United States, given its power and influ-
ence within the international community and especially within the UNCCP.
The UN General Assembly’s partition resolution of 1947 specifically called
on authorities in the proposed Jewish and Arab states to compensate members
of the other community for any land that they subsequently expropriated. It
also called for both Jews and Arabs to benefit from public property left behind
by the mandatory government in each state. In subsequent years the UNCCP
in particular adopted various conceptualizations of what types of property
should be included within a future compensation scheme. Given its power
within the UN and the UNCCP in particular, America’s attitude toward these
questions was of paramount importance. To cite but one example, the United
States backed Israel’s claim that its confiscation of the refugees’ land severed
their legal title to it. However improper the move may have been, the United
States considered that Israel’s confiscation of the land was a fait accompli. In
American eyes, Israel owed the refugees compensation but had become the
legal owner of the land. This explains why the Americans insisted that a title
search showed them that the land on which they proposed constructing an
embassy in Jerusalem in the 1980s was properly registered to the Israeli gov-
ernment and no longer belonged to refugees. Interestingly, the U.S. congress
seems to have adopted quite a different standard in 1994 when it enacted the
Helms-Burton Act, which denied the legitimacy of Cuba’s land nationaliza-
tion policies after 1959.

This leads to the second issue this study has examined. Is the question of
compensation and/or restitution inseparably linked with the controversy over
repatriation versus resettlement? The historical record suggests that the answer
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is “yes.” Is payment and acceptance of compensation tantamount to an admis-
sion by refugees that they are accepting a fait accompli and somehow forfeiting
what they call their right of return to their land? Whether openly stated or not,
all parties to the drama, including Israel, the Arabs, the UN, and the United
States, seem to have agreed that compensation is indeed something that will
occur in lieu of repatriation. Israel and the United States have operated since
the beginning on the assumptions that (a) massive refugee repatriation is out of
the question; (b) compensation will be the financial vehicle for effecting
refugee resettlement in the Arab world; and (c) refugees’ acceptance of com-
pensation nullifies their right to repatriation.

Israel vehemently opposed mass repatriation from the beginning. The
greatest number of refugees it has ever offered to repatriate is 100,000. Reset-
tlement of the vast majority of the refugees was the only option the Israelis
would (and still do) discuss. Compensation payments to the refugees were not
just a question of morality but would serve the practical purpose of providing
the capital to assist in the refugees’ absorption into the surrounding Arab coun-
tries. This is one reason why Israel has opposed the concept of compensating
individual landowners and preferred compensation en masse: it feared that in
the case of individual compensation a large amount of the total package would
go to wealthy refugees who had possessed large estates and who already had re-
settled, leaving the bulk of the poorer refugees with little or nothing in terms of
compensation to finance their absorption into the Arab world. The United
States agreed, and from the beginning drew a red line around the equation
linking compensation with resettlement. The UN also made this connection,
although the UNCCP at various times also believed that even repatriated
refugees were entitled to compensation if Israel had destroyed or damaged
their property “illegally” and not as a direct consequence of war.

For their part, the Palestinians and the wider Arab world also have resolutely
understood compensation as a surrender of the right of return and have refused
to discuss it separately from repatriation. Their own ideological stance was
deepened by others’ insistence that the refugees must choose between com-
pensation and repatriation. The property question for the Arab world has been
a derivative of the refugees’ central demand over the decades: the right of re-
turn. The Palestinians believe that the right of return is sacrosanct and must be
dealt with separately from the property question. Many continue to argue that
the refugees are entitled to property restitution or reparations, not compensa-
tion. They seek a return of the property to its owners, or payment for decades of
Israeli usufructure, regardless of whether the refugees return to their homes.



Popular attitudes among Palestinians reflect this ambivalence about com-
pensation and the understanding that it represents a surrender of the right of
return. A summer 1999 poll conducted by the Palestinian Authority among
Palestinians in the West Bank and Gaza, both refugees and nonrefugees,
asked questions related to the question of compensation versus repatriation.
The results showed that only about half of the respondents believed that com-
pensation would be forthcoming as part of a final Israeli-Palestinian peace
deal. A plurality responded to the question “what do you think will be the ne-
gotiated solution for the refugee question?” by saying compensation (46.7 per-
cent). Of the rest, 24.9 percent said repatriation to Israel, 13.2 percent said
resettlement, 12.7 percent said remaining in the refugee camps, and 2.5 per-
cent said “other.” Pollsters also asked those respondents who were refugees
what they themselves personally supported as the solution to the refugee prob-
lem; the poll showed that compensation was much less popular than the right
of return: 24.1 percent of refugees supported the right to compensation com-
pared to 72.5 percent who supported the right of return. When asked what
they would do if compensation were agreed upon by the parties as the final so-
lution to the refugee problem, the plurality stated that they would refuse it:
10.7 percent said they would accept compensation with conviction, 32.8 per-
cent said they would accept without conviction, 51.4 percent said they would
try to make the scheme fail, and the remaining 5.1 percent offered other an-
swers.(1) Firm convictions are also revealed in a slogan painted in October
2000 on a wall in the Balata refugee camp in the West Bank. It simply read,
“One Choice—to Return or to Die.”(2)

This ambivalence toward the concept of compensation also explains the
recent insistence by some Palestinian groups that the refugees obtain justice
through property restitution, not compensation. Official PLO negotiating po-
sitions include both concepts. But private Palestinian NGOs have been more
forceful in insisting upon restitution instead of compensation. This is seen
particularly in the positions taken by the BADIL Resource Center for Pales-
tinian Residency and Refugee Rights and the Council for Palestinian Restitu-
tion and Repatriation.

A third important issue this study has discussed is whether Palestinian
refugee property claims are linked inextricably to counter claims raised by Is-
rael. Once again, the answer provided by the historical record seems to be “yes.”
The Israelis long insisted that any compensation they paid to the refugees must
be reduced by amounts reflecting everything from war damages suffered by Is-
rael in 1948, to economic damages suffered as a result the blockade of the Suez
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Canal to Israeli shipping, to Jewish property abandoned in Arab countries. The
last of these has proven to be the longest-lasting demand. A good proportion of
the Jews living in Arab countries who fled those countries under duress in 1948
immigrated to Israel. Israel has insisted that it should receive compensation for
the property they left behind as compensation for the costs it assumed in settling
these immigrants. Muddling the issue is that many of these costs were assumed
not by Israel but by the Jewish Agency, and that not all Mizrahi emigrants set-
tled in Israel or even asked that Israel represent their claims for them. Israeli de-
mands to link the two questions clearly have been directed at reducing or even
canceling out the final amount that Israel might be required to pay. Some
Mizrahi Jews have resented seeing their claims to individual compensation be-
ing “hijacked” by the Israeli state, and have felt that their legitimate demands
for personal compensation are being threatened by Israel’s attempt to reduce its
own collective financial burden vis-à-vis the Palestinians.

This demand has proven particularly nettlesome for the Arabs too. The
Palestinians categorically have refused to link the two questions. They have
stated that they are not responsible for the policies of individual Arab states to-
ward their respective Jewish citizens and therefore their refugee claims ac-
cordingly must not be reduced. At the Camp David II summit in 2000, Israeli
negotiators continued to connect the two issues but indirectly: they sought the
formation of an international fund that would pay individual compensation to
both Jews and Palestinians. At Taba in January 2001, they finally admitted, af-
ter decades of arguing to the contrary, that the Jewish property issue would not
be part of a bilateral Israeli-Palestinian agreement. However, they did demand
that the two sides work toward progress on the question, and so it has still
proven impossible to extricate Palestinian refugee claims completely from Is-
rael counter claims.

This study has followed the course of another aspect of the property ques-
tion. Is Israel able to pay the large amount of money required by a compensa-
tion scheme? Early compensation schemes developed both by the UNCCP
and the United States clearly assumed that Israel could not pay the full
amount, given the poor state of its initial post-1948 economy. These plans as-
sumed that the bulk of the costs would be shouldered internationally. Ameri-
can strategists openly admitted as early as 1949 that it would be cheaper for
the United States to contribute large amounts of money to these efforts than
to allow the refugee problem to fester and lead to regional instability. Israel’s
concern over how it would pay compensation was clearly a driving force be-
hind its raising of counter claims. This issue quickly became mired in contro-
versy, especially once Israel began receiving massive German reparations and



it became clear that the Jewish state was no longer the cash-starved nation it
was in 1949. Today, Israel’s economy is significantly better off than in the
1950s yet it remains concerned about its ability to pay. This is especially true
in light of an Israeli governmental study showing that the Palestinians’ com-
pensation claims outstrip Israeli counter claims by a ratio of 22:1. At the
Camp David II summit, Israeli negotiators claimed to have spent the funds Is-
rael had generated from refugee property, funds it supposedly was setting
aside for the refugees. The question of how to finance compensation pay-
ments and who would do so continues to surface today both in formal and in-
formal studies of the issue.

Finally, this study has looked at the failure of the global community, the
UN, and the UNCCP in particular to make any significant progress on the
refugee property issue over the years. This failure was clearly not for lack of
trying. However, the context in which these efforts were made worked against
their success almost from the beginning. The conclusions that can be drawn
from this history are sobering. The refugee property issue has bedeviled inter-
national attempts at solution for more than half a century. This comes despite
the various global power shifts and despite the significant changes in interna-
tional attitudes toward war and peacemaking that have taken place since
1948. What does this say about the ability of the UN, the superpowers, as well
as regional actors to make any real progress in reconciling adversaries around
the world? Certainly the issue this book has studied demonstrates that despite
resolutions, commissions, study missions, conferences and the like, the UN is
unable to solve nettlesome problems in the absence of clear and strong back-
ing from the world’s great powers, particularly the United States. The
UNCCP ultimately proved incapable of creating serious movement on the
property question because the United States and its allies, France and Turkey,
were unwilling to pressure the parties, especially Israel. There were reasons
for this attitude, among them that the United States viewed the Arab-Israeli
conflict as subordinate to its wider strategic concerns like the Cold War. It
cultivated allies and sought to isolate enemies, which had repercussions on its
policies toward pro-Western Israel.

Idealistic UNCCP personnel like Gordon Clapp, Sami Hadawi, John
Berncastle, Joseph Johnson, and Frank Jarvis truly believed in their missions,
their plans, and their data. They and others correctly understood that unless
systemic changes were created in the Middle East that addressed the funda-
mental concerns of the refugees, of Israel, and of other regional actors, that
peace efforts would founder. However, their efforts continually were undercut
by apathy, by inflexibility, by American red lines drawn around certain issues,
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and by the failure of the global community to exert serious efforts toward deal-
ing with the entire Arab-Israeli gestalt in which the property question was sit-
uated. The UNCCP and others chose instead to dismantle the core problems
inherent in the Arab-Israeli conflict into bit-sized, manageable pieces. These
pieces ultimately proved less than manageable after all, and these efforts ulti-
mately failed. The lessons of this failure also shed light on the inability of the
present Israeli-Palestinian peace process to forge a lasting solution to the bitter
conflict between Arab and Jew in Palestine/Israel. This recent peace process
also seeks to dismantle the gestalt into bit-sized pieces that can be resolved
through small-scale technical ventures carried out in a step-by-step process.
The Oslo process focused on these small issues and chose to leave the key fi-
nal status issues until the end. As we saw with the refugee property issue, how-
ever, the core issues of the Arab-Israeli conflict are so interconnected that they
defy such efforts at a “piece-meal peace.” The failure of the Oslo process to
date thus comes as no surprise.

The tortured history of the Palestinian refugee property issue demonstrates
that healing the humanitarian legacies resulting from bitter ethnic conflicts
only can be accomplished by vigorous and creative international peacemak-
ing efforts that respect the deeper conceptual issues presented by such con-
flicts and seek to address them. No amount of development aid or other
technical approaches can succeed. Needless to say, such a task is exceedingly
difficult. Nevertheless, we must consider the human and material costs that
have gone into failed ventures. Not shouldering this task will prove even more
costly for future generations.



A P P E N D I X  O N E

COMPARISON OF STUDIES ON THE SCOPE AND VALUE

OF REFUGEE PROPERTY

Note: one dunum = 1,000 sq.m.
Note: in 1948, £P1 = £UK1 = $US4.03

Section One: Official Studies

1. ISRAELI ESTIMATES

Weitz-Danin-Lifshits Committee, 1948

Scope of Abandoned Land

Type Amount (Dunums)

Rural
Orchards 92,615
Bananas 513
Irrigated land, olives, fruit, grapes 164,832
Cereal 1,645,183
Built-up area in villages 10,844
TOTAL 1,913,987

Urban
Acre 1,430
Safad 3,699
Tiberias 3,861
Jaffa 10,639
Lydda 21,570
Ramla 37,961
Jerusalem 8,698
Haifa 6,269
TOTAL 94,127
GRAND TOTAL: 2,008,114

Source: ISA (130) 2445/3, “Report on a Settlement of the Arab Refugee [Issue]”
(November 25, 1948), appendix 9; CZA A246/57, “Comments on Value Assessments
of Absentee Landed Property” (November 12, 1962)
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Value of Abandoned Land

Type Gross Value (£I) Net Value (£I)

1) Rural
Rural land 46,498,000 —
Rural buildings 2,829,000 —
TOTAL RURAL 49,877,000 42,000,000

2) Urban (land and buildings)
Acre 1,430,000 —
Safad 950,000 —
Tiberias 1,125,000 —
Jaffa 15,900,000 —
Lydda 2,200,000 —
Ramla 4,300,000 —
Jerusalem 14,600,000 —
Haifa 12,000,000 —
TOTAL URBAN 52,505,000 (excluding Beersheba, 39,500,000

Baysan, al-Majdal)
GRAND TOTAL 102,382,000 81,500,000

Source: ISA (130) 2445/3, “Report on a Settlement of the Refugee [Issue]” (November
25, 1948), appendix 9

Minister of Agriculture, 1949

Scope of Abandoned Land

Type Amount (Dunums)

1. Total
Cultivable 1,373,000
Waste and barren 2,720,000
Northern Beersheba 1,700,000
Southern Beersheba 10,800,000
TOTAL 16,593,000
(only 400,000 dunums were deemed available for leasing)

Source: Aharon Tsizling, “Ways of Settlement Development in the State of Israel,”
Kama (1951), p. 111, in Granott, Agrarian Reform, p. 89; Labor Party Archives, IV-
235–1, file 2251A, in Golan “The Transfer to Jewish Control,” p. 423
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Custodian of Absentee Property, 1949–1954

Scope and Value of Refugee Land

Date Amount (Dunums) Value (£I)

March 24, 1949 3,986,493 N/A
March 31, 1950 3,299,447 13,100,691
March 29, 1951 4,500,000 N/A
February 22, 1953 4,063,669 N/A
September 5, 1954 4,450,000 N/A

Source: ISA (43) 5440/1578, “Interim Report on Real Estate Held by Custodian” (24
March 1949); ISA (43) 5440/1582, “Report of Custodian of Absentees’ Office” (31
March 1950); ISA (130) 2402/4, “State Controller Report on the Custodian of Absen-
tees’ Property” (29 March 1951); CZA A202/97, “Custodian of Absentees’ Property Re-
port” (22 February 1953); CZA KKL5/22273, “Report on the Land Administration
System of the State” (5 September 1954)

Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 1953

Scope of Abandoned Land

Type Amount (Dunums)

Cultivable 2,600,000
Non-cultivable 900,000
Underdeveloped urban land 100,000
GRAND TOTAL 3,600,000

Source: NARA RG 59, 884A.16/5–453, Tel Aviv to Department of State (4 May 1953)
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Ministry of Justice, Land Assessment Division, 1962

Value of Abandoned Land

Over £P140,000,000

2. ARAB ESTIMATES

Arab Refugee Property Owners in Palestine, 1951

Value of Refugee Property

Type Value (£UK)

1. Cities ( Jerusalem, Jaffa, Haifa)
Land 100–500/sq.m.
Buildings 10–25/sq.m./floor plus value of land

2. Towns
Land 3–30/sq.m.
Buildings 10–25/sq.m. plus value of land

3. Villages
Built-up land 250–500/sq.m.
Buildings 3–10/sq.m./floor plus value of land

4. Agricultural land in the plains
Fruit trees 300–500/sq.m.
Other 75–150/sq.m.

5. Agricultural land in the hills
Fruit trees 50–100/sq.m.
Other 25–50/sq.m.

Source: UNSA DAG 13–3, UNCCP. Subgroup: Reference Library. Series: United
Nations/Box 10/ORG; Document: ORG/37, “Letter Addressed to the Conciliation
Commission by the Committee of Arab Refugee Property Owners in Palestine” (May
7, 1951)



Arab Higher Committee, 1955

Value of Refugee Property

Type Value (P£)

Citrus 100,000
Banana 1,000,000
Orchards 275,000,000
Cultivable and Pasture Land 250,000,000
Urban and Rural Built-up 1,100,000,000
TOTAL 1,626,100,000

Source: Arab Higher Committee, “al-Laji’un al-Filastiniyyun: Dahaya al-Isti’mar wa’l-
Sahyuniyya” [The Palestinian Refugees: Victims of Imperialism and Zionism] (Cairo:
1955), pp. 81–93 and Arab Higher Committee, “Statement” (Beirut: 1961), pp. 19–24,
both in Yusif Sayigh, al-Iqtisad al-Isra’ili [The Israeli Economy] (Cairo: League of
Arab States, Institute for Higher Arab Studies, 1966), pp. 112–113

Arab League, 1956

Value of Refugee Property

Item Value (£UK)

Citrus plantations, including buildings, machinery, etc. 100,000,000
Banana plantations 1,000,000
Olive groves, fruit plantations, other trees 275,000,000
Cereal lands, good quality 30,000,000
Cereal lands, medium quality; grazing lands 220,000,000
Urban lands, buildings; factories, machinery; livestock, 100,000,000
Movables of all types 200,000,000
Blocked securities and deposits in banks 6,000,000
Blocked insurance companies’ funds 1,000,000
TOTAL 1,933,000,000

Source: J. Khoury, Arab Property and Blocked Accounts in Occupied Palestine (Cairo:
League of Arab States, General Secretary, Palestine Section), 1956), p. 20
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3. UN ESTIMATES

UNRWA Sample Study, 1950

Refugee Property Losses According to Sampling of Refugees in Jordan

Type Number % of Families Number of Families 
With Losses With Losses

1. Structures
Houses 47,500 34 49,500
Independent
structures 331 N/A N/A

Shops 4,150 N/A. N/A

2. Land
Type Amount % of Families No. of Families Amount/Family

(Dunums) With Losses With Losses With Losses 
(Dun.)

Cultivated 2,000,000 N/A N/A 36.2
Citrus 138,000 N/A N/A 2.7
Other Trees 315,000 N/A N/A 5.1
Built-up 5,540 N/A N/A 0.1
Other 1,050,000 N/A N/A 18.9
TOT. LAND 3,508,540 66.0 55,400 63.0

Source: UNSA DAG 13–3, UNCCP; Subgroup: Office of the Principal Secretary. Se-
ries: Records Relating to Compensation/Box 18/1949–51/Working Papers; Document:
W/60, “Sampling Survey of Abandoned Property Claimed by Arab Refugees” (April
12, 1951)



UNCCP Global Estimate, 1951

Scope of Refugee Land

Type of Land Mandatory Tax Categories Amount 
(Dunums)

1. Northern and Central Palestine
Citrus 1–2 120,564
Bananas 3 620
Village built-up areas 4 14,602
Irrigated, plantations, etc. 5–8 303,750
Cereal land 9–13 2,113,183
Cereal land 14–15 201,495
Uncultivable — 1,431,798
TOTAL 4,186,012

2. Beersheba District
Cultivable — 1,834,849
Uncultivable — 10,303,110
TOTAL 12,137,959

3. Jerusalem 5,736
TOTAL 5,736
GRAND TOTAL 16,329,707

Value of Refugee Land

Type of Land Value (£P)

Rural land 69,525,144
Urban land 21,608,640
Jerusalem land 9,250,000
TOTAL 100,383,784

Source: “Valuation of Abandoned Arab Land in Israel,” p. 2. This report is found in
several locations. One is UNSA DAG 13–3, UNCCP. Subgroup: Refugee Office. Se-
ries: Land Specialist/Box 35/1951/Reports: J.M. Berncastle; Document: MCP/3/51/9,
“Valuation of Abandoned Arab Land in Israel” (14 August 1951). It can also be located
in the Central Zionist Archives: CZA Z6/1995.
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UNCCP Technical Program, 1964 [compare with amended figures below]

Scope of All Rural and Urban Arab Land in Israel

Sub-District Total Area (Dunums) Covered by R/P1 Forms (Dunums)

1. Excluding Beersheba
Acre 795,357 507,707
Baysan 366,095 147,167
Nazareth 490,942 248,345
Safad 696,859 347,710
Tiberias 439,031 194,439
Haifa 972,312 405,580
Janin 257,212 228,407
Nablus 23,414 23,414
Tulkarm 503,676 332,571
Hebron 1,162,336 1,144,808
Jerusalem 296,943 221,482
Ramallah 6,240 6,240
Jaffa 285,084 140,425
Ramla 763,481 569,813
Gaza 815,437 675,983
TOTAL 7,874,419 5,194,091

2. Beersheba* 12,445,000 64,000
GRAND TOTAL 20,319,419 5,258,091
FINAL GRAND TOTAL** 7,069,091

* R/P1 forms were not drawn up for an additional 1,811,000 dunums of cultivable land
in the Beersheba sub-district that were assumed to be cultivated by bedouin Arabs
Source: UN Document A/AC.25/W.84, “Working Paper Prepared by the Commis-
sion’s Land Expert on the Methods and Techniques of Identification and Valuation of
Arab Refugee Immovable Property Holdings in Israel” (April 28, 1964)
** adding the 1,811,000 dunums of land in Beersheba assumed to be cultivated by
bedouin Arabs but for which no R/P1 forms were drawn up



Estimated Scope of Land Owned by Arabs Still Living in Israel

Sub-District Amount (Dunums)

Acre 318,714
Baysan 9,390
Nazareth 190,182
Safad 30,222
Tiberias 50,323
Haifa 170,238
Janin 86,554
Nablus 0
Tulkarm 140,231
Hebron 7,649
Jerusalem 3,186
Ramallah 0
Jaffa 40
Ramla 5,320
Gaza 0
TOTAL 1,012,059

Source: UNSA DAG 13–3, UNCCP. Subgroup: Principal Secretary. Series: Records
Relating to the Technical Office/Box 16/1952–57/Land Identification Project/Jarvis
Report; Document: A/AC.25/W.83, “Initial Report of the Commission’s Land Expert
on the Identification and Valuation of Arab Refugee Property Holdings in Israel” (15
September 1961)
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Scope of Rural and Urban Refugee Land in Israel

All Arab Land in Land Owned by Palestinians Land Owned 
Israel (Dunums) Still Living in Israel (Dunums) by Refugees 
(on R/P1 Forms) (Dunums) 

(on R/P1 Forms)

5,258,091 1,012,059 4,246,032

Value of All Rural Arab Land in Israel

Sub-District Value (£P)

Acre 15,051,225
Baysan 3,464,834
Nazareth 5,595,879
Safad 7,323,092
Tiberias 3,805,192
Haifa 11,757,629
Janin 4,357,696
Nablus 540,660
Tulkarm 11,987,299
Hebron 12,443,989
Jerusalem 10,598,408
Ramallah 135,150
Jaffa 23,560,057
Ramla 22,190,429
Gaza 19,579,534
Beersheba 15,000,000
TOTAL 167,395,073

Source: UNSA DAG 13–3, UNCCP. Subgroup: Principal Secretary. Series: Records
Relating to the Technical Office/Box 16/1952–57/Land Identification Project/Jarvis
Report; Document: A/AC.25/W.83 ADD 1, “Initial Report of the Commission’s Land
Expert on the Identification and Valuation of Arab Refugee Property Holdings in Is-
rael” (September 10, 1962)



Value of All Urban Arab Land in Israel

Area Vacant Lots (£P) Buildings (£) Total (£P)

Acre 423,542 919,385 1,342,927
‘Afula 984 0 984
Bat Yam 1,683 0 1,683
Baysan 53,691 457,186 510,877
Haifa 4,311,086 10,467,644 14,778,730
Holon 123,441 890 124,331
Jaffa 7,559, 740 14,094,203 21,653,943
Jerusalem 6,371,160 12,062,701 18,433,861
Lydda 438,690 1,403,399 1,842,089
al-Majdal 94,960 728,976 823,936
Natanya 36,497 0 36,497
Nazareth 219,907 1,412,635 1,632,542
Ramat Gan 71,447 0 71,447
Safad 157,354 840,675 998,029
Shafa’ ‘Amr 52,814 284,330 337,144
Tel Aviv 2,366,740 134,020 2,500,760
Tiberias 201,253 524,084 725,337
Beersheba (estimate) 600,000
Ramla (estimate) 1,850,000
TOTAL 68,265,177

Source: UNSA DAG 13–3, UNCCP. Subgroup: Principal Secretary. Series:
Records Relating to the Technical Office/Box 16/1952–57/Land Identification
Project/Jarvis Report; Document: A/AC.25/W.83 ADD 1, “Initial Report of the
Commission’s Land Expert on the Identification and Valuation of Arab Refugee
Property Holdings in Israel” (10 September 1962)

Value of Rural and Urban Refugee Land in Israel

All Arab Land in Land Owned by Palestinians Land Owned by
in Israel (£P) Still Living in Israel (£P) Refugees (£P)

235,660,250 31,000,000 204,660,190

Source: UNSA DAG 13–3, UNCCP. Subgroup: Principal Secretary. Series: Records
Relating to the Technical Office/Box 16/1952–57/Land Identification Project/Jarvis
Report; Document: A/AC.25/W.83 ADD 1, “Initial Report of the Commission’s Land
Expert on the Identification and Valuation of Arab Refugee Property Holdings in Is-
rael” (September 10, 1962)
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UNCCP Technical Program Figures as Amended by Computerization 
of the Data, 2000

Scope of Land (Including Land of Palestinians Still in Israel) in Dunums

4,851,613.978

Value of Land (including Land of Palestinians Still in Israel) in £P

224,815,931

Section Two: Unofficial, Academic, Other Studies

Studies of Yosef Weitz, 1948 and 1950

Scope of Abandoned Land Outside the Beersheba District

Type, Location Amount (Dunums)

1. Good land
Coastal plains 959,701
Jezre’el Valley 128,714
Hula Valley 51,847
Baysan 81,274
Galilee hills 348,458
Samarian hills 82,476
Judean hills 85,910
Judean lowlands 331,890

2. Poor land 136,530
3. Matruka 751,730
4. “Government” land 486,750
5. Land held by Custodian of German Property 39,320
(included because this land had Arab tenants
who later became refugees)
6. Urban 100,000
TOTAL 3,584,600
* included: land lying outside Israel belonging to villages lying within Israel
* not included: Beersheba district, land in partially-abandoned villages



Value of Abandoned Land Appropriate for Settlement, Including Beersheba

Type Amount (Dunums) Value (£I)

Rural 2,070,270
Urban 99,730
Good land in Beersheba district 1,230,000
TOTAL 3,400,000 65,000,000

Source: Yosef Weitz, “le-Hanhil Adama Hadasha” [Bequest of New Land], Molad 2,
12 (March 1949), p. 325; Weitz, The Struggle for the Land, p. 113–114

Study of Yusif Sayigh, 1966

Scope and Value of Refugee Land

Type Scope (Dunums) Value (£P)

Citrus 137,000 79,200,000
Other orchards 384,000 115,200,000
Irrigated 41,000 4,100,000
Cereal 4,400,000 176,000,000
Potentially arable 1,600,000 16,000,000
Built-up
rural 20,000 1,200,000
urban 29,250 11,700,000

TOTAL 6,611,250 403,400,000

Source: Yusuf ‘Abdullah Sayigh, al-Iqtisad al-Isra’ili [The Israeli Economy] (Cairo:
League of Arab States, Institute for Higher Arab Studies, 1966), p. 109.
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Scope and Value of Refugee Buildings

Type Number Value (£P)

Homes
rural 90,000 22,500,000
urban 60,000 150,000,000

Mosques and churches 1,500 4,500,000
Factory buildings 1,500 7,500,000
Smiths, tailors, mechanics 5,000 5,000,000
Offices 5,000 15,000,000
Stores
rural 2,000 800,000
urban 3,000 7,500,000

Hotels 1,000 15,000,000
Restaurants, clubs,
coffee houses 2,000 4,000,000

Plantation buildings 2,000 5,000,000
TOTAL 173,000 236,800,000

Source: Sayigh al-Iqtisad al-Isra’ili, pp. 107–108.

Value of Refugee Capital and Movable Property

Type Value (£P)

Furniture, personal goods
rural 12,500,000
urban 50,000,000

Factory equipment 15,000,000
Capital goods in offices, hotels,

restaurants, coffee shops 3,000,000
Inventories 5,000,000
Farm animals 10,000,000
Bank accounts and insurance policies 2,000,000
Commercial vehicles 15,000,000
TOTAL 112,500,000

Source: Sayigh al-Iqtisad al-Isra’ili, pp. 108–110



Study of Sami Hadawi and Atif Kubursi, 1988

Scope of Arab Land in Israel

Type Amount (Dunums)

1. Outside Beersheba District
Urban 112,000
Citrus and banana 132,849
Village built-up 21,160
Cultivable (tax categories 5–8) 471,672
Cultivable (tax categories 9–13) 2,937,683
Cultivable (tax categories 14–15) 444,541
Uncultivable 2,377,946
Roads, etc. 83,161
TOTAL 6,581,012

2. Beersheba District 12,450,000

GRAND TOTAL 19,031,012

Source: Sami Hadawi, Palestinian Rights & Losses in 1948. A Comprehensive Study.
Part V: An Economic Assessment of Total Palestinian Losses written by Dr. Atef
Kubursi (London: Saqi Books, 1988) p. 113

Value of Refugee Land

Type Value (P£)

Urban land 130,300,000
Rural land 398,600,000
TOTAL 528,900,000

Source: Hadawi, Palestinian Rights & Losses in 1948, p. 187
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Study of Frank Lewis, 1996

Scope of Arab-Owned Land in Israel in 1948

District    Amount of Amount of Amount of Total
Land in Land in Land in (Dun.)
Tax Categories 1–3 Categories 5–8 Tax Categories 9–15
(in Dunums) (in Dunums) (in Dunums)

Galilee 9,700 215,600 958,200 1,183,500
Gaza 22,000 57,200 2,530,500 2,609,700
Haifa 4,000 30,200 325,700 356,300
Jerusalem 0 43,800 390,600 434,400
Lydda 89,400 69,900 443,800 603,100
Samaria 14,400 38,000 428,100 480,500
TOTAL 135,900 454,700 5,076,800 5,667,400
OF THIS, LAND BELONGING TO REFUGEES 4,800,000

Source: Frank D. Lewis, “Agricultural Property and the 1948 Palestinian Refugees: As-
sessing the Loss.” Explorations in Economic History 33 (1996): 173

Value of Rural Abandoned Arab Property in Israel
Item Value (£P)

Land 144,500,000–180,700,000
Farm implements * 3,300,000
Livestock * 10,200,000
Buildings * 29,700,000

* Includes non-refugees

TOTAL VALUE OF ABANDONED LAND, 168,800,000–205,000,000
BUILDINGS, IMPLEMENTS, LIVESTOCK



APPENDIX TWO

CHRONOLOGY OF EVENTS RELATING TO 

REFUGEE PROPERTY

1947

November 29 UN General Assembly Resolution 181 (II) partitions Palestine
December Palestinian refugee flight begins

1948

March Hagana creates Commission for Arab Property in the Villages
April Creation of Supervisor of Arab Property in the Northern District

and the Committee for Abandoned Arab Property
May Israel creates Supervisor of Abandoned Property in Jaffa and 

Arab Properties Department
May 14 Israel declares independence; UN General Assembly Resolution

186 (S-II) establishes Mediator for Palestine
June 20 Israel blocks refugee bank accounts
June 21 Israel passes Abandoned Property Ordinance
June 24 Israel passes Abandoned Areas Ordinance
July Israel creates Ministerial Committee for Abandoned Property
July 15 Israel creates Custodian of Abandoned Property
August–Nov. 25 Weitz-Danin-Lifshits Committee
September 16 UN Mediator for Palestine Count Folke Bernadotte issues report

calling inter alia for property compensation for non-returning
refugees

October 11 Israel passes Emergency Regulations for the Cultivation of  low
Land and the Use of Unexploited Water Sources

December Israel creates Custodian of Absentee Property
December 2 Israel passes Emergency Regulations (Absentees’ Property)
December 11 UN General Assembly Resolution 194 (III) establishes UNCCP,

calls for compensating refugees for their property losses
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1949

January 6 Israel passes Emergency Regulations (Cultivation of Waste 
Lands) (Extension of Validity) Ordinance

January 27 Israeli government sells “first million” dunums of refugee 
land to the Jewish National Fund

March 21–April 5 UNCCP holds meetings with Arabs in Beirut
April 27–Sept. 12 UNCCP convenes Lausanne Conference
June 14–Sept. 7 UNCCP Technical Committee studies refugee question
Aug. 23–Dec. 18 United Nations Economic Survey Mission for the Middle 

East [the Clapp Mission]
Oct. 20–Mar. 17 Lif Committee

1950

January 30–July 15 UNCCP convenes Geneva Conference
February 15 UNCCP’s Mixed Committee of Experts on Blocked Ac

counts establishes procedure for release of refugee bank ac-
counts

March 14 Israel passes Absentees’ Property Law
July 31 Israel passes Development Authority (Transfer of Property) 

Law
October UNCCP creates Committee on Experts on Compensation
October 4 Israeli government sells “second million” dunums of refugee

land to the Jewish National Fund
November 8 Sami Hadawi proposes creation of a refugee property trustee

in letter to UNCCP
December 2 UN General Assembly Resolution 393 (V) calls for creation

of “Reintegration Fund”

1951

January 25 UNCCP creates Refugee Office
March 19 Israeli For. Min. Moshe Sharett states Israel will link 

Palestinian compensation with Jewish land seized in Arab 
countries

April 23 UNCCP Refugee Office begins work on Global Estimate
August 14 Refugee Office’s John Berncastle issues report containing 

the UNCCP Global Estimate
Sept. 13–Nov. 19 UNCCP convenes Paris Conference



1952

January 26 UN General Assembly 512 (VI) concedes UNCCP has failed to
make progress, states primary responsibility lies with states
themselves

September 5 UNCCP Technical Office created; Technical Program begins
September 12 Luxembourg Agreement obliges Federal Republic of Germany 

to pay Israel reparations for Nazi crimes
October 9 Israel agrees to first release of blocked refugee bank accounts

1953

February 24 Custodian of Absentee Property Signs Agreement to Sell 
Refugee Property to the Development Authority

June 21–Dec. Horowitz Committee
September 29 Custodian of Absentee Property Signs Second Agreement to Sell

More Refugee Property to the Development Authority

1954

September 27 Israel agrees to second release of blocked accounts
November 25 Izzat Tannous proposes creation of refugee property custodian in

speech to UN General Assembly’s Ad Hoc Political Committee

1955

Arab Higher Committee issues estimates on refugee property

1956

Arab League issues estimates on refugee property

1959

November 11 Israel agrees to third release of blocked accounts
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1960

July 25 Israel Lands Administration created

1961

Aug. 21–Nov. 24 UNCCP’s first Johnson Mission

1962

Mar. 2–Aug. 31 UNCCP’s second Johnson Mission

1963

Spring–Summer UNCCP “Informal Talks”

1964

May 13 UNCCP Technical Program published
June Jordan creates committee to study Technical Program report

1966

Yusif Sayigh publishes estimate of refugee property
March 23 First Arab land experts conference begins in Amman
July 25 Second Arab land experts conference begins in East 

Jerusalem
September 22 UNCCP agrees in principle to provide copies of its 

documents to the Arabs
September 30 UNCCP closes Technical Office

1967

February 20 Third Arab land experts conference begins in Beirut
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1973

July 1 Israel passes Absentees’ Property (Compensation) Law
September Egypt requests a copy of UNCCP films on refugee property

1974

May Jordan requests a copy of UNCCP films on refugee property
June Egypt receives copy of UNCCP films

1975

Jordan receives copy of UNCCP films
March, May Egypt receives second copy of UNCCP films

1979

March 26 Egyptian-Israeli peace treaty

1981

December 16 UN General Assembly passes Resolution 36/146 C calling for
refugee property fund

1982

November PLO requests a copy of UNCCP films on refugee property

1984

PLO receives copy of UNCCP films

1988

Sami Hadawi and Atif Kubursi publish estimate of refugee property
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1991

Oct. 30–Nov. 1 Madrid Conference

1993

September 13 Israeli-PLO Declaration of Principles

1994

May 4 Gaza-Jericho Agreement leads to creation of the Palestinian
Authority

October 26 Jordanian-Israeli peace treaty

1996

Frank Lewis publishes estimate of refugee property
December UN General Assembly Resolution 51/129 calls for, inter alia,

“preservation and modernization” of UNCCP property records

1997

June UNCCP authorizes PLO to copy UNCCP films and records

1998

May UNCCP approves joint UN-PLO project to transfer property
records to a computerized data base

1999

March Jordanian government agrees to create computerized data base 
out of its copy of UNCCP films and other records on Palestinian
refugee property



2000

May UN, PLO complete computerized refugee property database
July 11–25 Camp David II conference

2001

January 21–27 Taba talks
25 July Jordan announces completion of computerized refugee property

database
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